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Letter to Shareholders

Dear Fellow Shareholders,
The Company's operations in 2021 faced continuous challenges amid the ever-changing condition of the
pandemic, global shortage of materials and rising transportation costs. The organizational restructuring,
business transformation and cost control efforts have been effective and the core business has turned losses
into profits, and the re-investment business has also shown good results. In the future, the Company will
continue to focus on its core business and expansion. There will also be transformations toward the directions
of green energy, smart energy storage, and electric vehicle motor and drive systems. In terms of reinvestment
business, the investment structure will be changed to earn profits to appreciate the support of our
shareholders.

I. Overview of Operations

The 2021 after-tax income is NT$3.672 billion, and the overall operation is described as follows:
1. The 2021 standalone revenue increased over 2020, mainly benefiting from the demand growth in the electric
power business and the revenue from related products. The overall revenue increased by 1.97% compared
with last year.
In terms of profitability, despite the impact of global material shortages and rising shipping costs, the
Company continues to have cost improvement and adjust its product mix, and the overall gross profit margin
still increases by 7.3% compared with the year before.
2. Important reinvestment businesses:
(1) Shan Chih Asset Development
Phase 1 of Tatung Manor has 490 units of households, and a total of 465 units has been sold as of the end
of 2021, bringing in NT$9.113 billion in revenue, and the remaining 25 units will be sold in 2022. The
re-sold 177 units in Phase 2 have been sold out in Q3 of 2020, with a total sales of about NT$2.5 billion. As
of December 2021, 35% of Phase 2 has been completed, and completion of construction and handover
will be in Q2 2023, which is expected to contribute to the revenue and profit of the parent company. As for
the joint development project Zhonghe MRT, the Company has applied to the New Taipei City Government
for the urban design review in late December of 2021. It is expected to apply for a construction permit in
Q2 2022. After the permit is obtained, and the zoning of the parking spaces for the houses is completed
with the government, the pre-sale will be launched.
(2) Tatung System Technologies
It has been profitable for 20 consecutive years and has steadily distributed dividends. In recent years, it
has focused on using digital technology to help the government and enterprises in digital transformation to
improve operational efficiency and decision-making analysis, including smart solutions, consulting, big
data platform, cloud computing, communication system integration, data security and uninterrupted
services, implementing strategic planning of cybersecurity solutions. For 2021, the consolidated revenue
was NT$4.272 billion, with an EPS of NT$2.01.
(3) Chunghwa Picture Tubes
Currently, operations are suspended and there is a pending court ruling of bankruptcy. However, the
Company still needs to recognize its investment losses based on the shareholding percentage, which
mainly include equipment depreciation, loan interest and penalties. Before the court rules that it is
bankrupt, the Company will continue to help in the disposal of assets through legal channels to reduce
losses.

II. 2021 Operation Focus

The Company's business covers traditional businesses such as the industries of consumer, system and electric
power, and will engage in global strategic planning to improve export sales. The heightening environmental
awareness has made the Company expand its investment in solar power, smart energy storage and electric
vehicle motor and drive system and other innovative businesses. The Company will also continue its
reorganization of resources and focus on core businesses and asset development to increase profitability.
1. Consumer business:
The main products include commercial/home energy-saving and smart air-conditioners and home appliance
products with inverters which adopt the IoT technology to provide consumers with situational scheduling
control and personalization services and improve their daily life experience. The steam cooker product
remains a market leader, and there is product extension of kitchen appliances for the active expansion in the
overseas market. The Company has won many awards for its product design over the years, and the awards
include the iF Product Design and Red Dot Design of Germany, Good Design in Japan and Taiwan
Excellence Award. In addition, the Company has continued to cultivate the professional acoustic field and
smart home products and incorporated advanced technology and smart functions to provide design and
manufacturing services for world's well-known brands. The retail stores continue to improve their brand
image of serving as a distribution channel for multiple brands and offering after-sales services to improve
store visits and performance of in-store areas, and reinforce the operation of e-commerce platforms to
provide customers with around-the-clock services.
2. System business:
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More than 211 MW of solar photovoltaic systems has been built as of the end of 2021, and the cumulative
target by the end of 2022 is 312 MW.
The smart meter system, the most comprehensive type in the domestic market, developed by the Company,
has gained market share in Japan, Thailand and Malaysia, and the Company is actively developing the
ASEAN market. Besides, the Company's excellent power-related experience and system integration
capabilities make it the first auxiliary service provider of energy storage and frequency modulation to
participate in Taiwan Power Company's electricity trading platform. The Company also demonstrates rich
results of long-term accumulation of technological development by successfully becoming the first in Taiwan
to obtain the UL9540 Energy Storage System safety on-site certification to ensure the safe operation and
stable profit of systems. The commercial operation of the energy storage system started in October 2021, as
a 1 MW bilateral contract, and the current bid price is 4 MW. In 2022, a 50 MW large energy storage system
construction project is being actively planned and implemented, which is expected to become online in Q1
2023.
3. Electric power industry:
In response to market demand, the Company will continue to modify the product line, invest in manufacturing
equipment for ultra-high voltage (UHV) products and collaborate with foreign power distribution brands to
develop smart, environmentally friendly and lower power consumption products. The Company will be the
first equipment supplier in the nation to offer transformers, inductors, distribution boards and GIS equipment,
enabling it to compete for the business opportunities in the addition of power plants and construction of wind,
solar, energy storage system and other renewable energy projects of Taiwan Power Company. In addition,
a new catenary continuous vulcanization (CCV) line is established to increase the production capacity and
yield to meet the needs of the ultra-high voltage market.
In terms of motors, the Company has accumulated more than 70 years of technology and experience and
followed the industry development trends to provide industry-grade motors and the relevant services in
various fields (such as ROT motors, high-voltage maintenance motors, IE4 ultra-high-efficiency motors,
explosion-proof motors, tooling machine shaft motors), further improving the business development of EV
power systems.
4. Important reinvestment businesses:
(1) Shan Chih Asset Development
Speed up utilization of assets. Through strategic alliances and collaboration, urban renewal, reconstruction
of old buildings or repurposing land use are adopted to maximize the Company’s assets. The Company
also actively looks for new project cases to expand its business.
Phase 3 of Tatung Manor is expected to be built and sold at the same time. The contracting costs and
strategies will be precisely controlled according to the market, and the profit margin and working capital will
be taken into consideration to achieve better profitability.
The newly built houses in the He-Tian joint construction project will be priced appropriately with brand
marketing and proper market positioning, and they are expected to be sold out in the first half of 2022.
The construction permit for the Zhonghe MRT joint development project is expected in Q3 this year. The
Company is also committed to negotiating with the government on the distributable house spaces to
improve the marketing plan for the pre-sale of units.
(2) Tatung System Technologies
Under a solid operating foundation, the Company continuously strengthens internal software and invests in
the development of proprietary software that has market potential. It also develops a cloud platform, and
collaborates and evaluates with the ecosystem to invest in complementary companies. The Company
adopts a more agile and faster model to integrate with the outside industry chain to form internal product
lines, customer services and software applications. These efforts help the Company become a leading
company in the integration of information and telecommunication technologies and achieve continuous
growth in revenue and profit.
(3) Forward Electronics
The transformation plan has shown remarkable results after its launch. After focusing on the sales of niche
products and production expansion, both the revenue and profit have grown, and the Company has turned
losses into profits in 2021. In the future, the Company will continue to develop new products to meet
customer needs, produce products that are unique and irreplaceable and actively expand into new
markets. Automatic testing equipment will also be brought into the Company. Alternative materials will be
developed and common materials will be used to improve quality, production efficiency and reduce
production costs in order to satisfy customer demand for quality and delivery schedule.
III. Outlook and Strategy
The Company is a leading brand in Taiwan's consumer, system and electric power business. It has strong
R&D, design and manufacturing capabilities and is loved by consumers. The Company focuses on solar
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power, smart energy storage and electric motors and drive systems for vehicles based on its existing
advantages. The growth in diverse industries enables the mutual support between industries. The
development of assets will also play an important role in 2022.
1. The target for construction of solar power plants is expected to reach 312 MW by the end of 2022. In order to
continue to promote green energy, the Company will install photovoltaic systems on roofs of public buildings
to earn stable profits and actively establish large power stations and develop hydraulic engineering, charging
piles for electric vehicles, green power and carbon trading businesses to provide complete energy integration
and management solutions.
2. Transmission and distribution businesses
The Company has rich experience in the fields of power transmission and transformation projects and
electromechanical maintenance and operations and has been deeply involved in the industry for more than
40 years. The excellent quality and solid services have earned the Company many loyal customers who
need comprehensive planning and services for power improvement and energy management.
3. Energy storage business
In response to the needs of Taiwan's energy transition, grid connection of renewable energy and power
system deployment, the Company uses energy storage auxiliary systems to help the nation achieve stability
and quality of energy grids and power supply and explore business opportunities in new electricity
businesses. It is expected that installation capacity of energy storage and auxiliary systems will reach 300
MW, which will create a highly profitable and stable operation. The Company will continue to develop
micro-grid technology and experience to apply to end-user energy storage applications, integrated
photovoltaic energy storage applications and integrated wind power energy storage applications to expand
its territory.
In terms of smart meters, the Company maintains its technological leadership and has completed the
required certifications and system integration. It will commit itself to the bid projects for meters in Japan,
Thailand and Malaysia AMI to develop new markets overseas.
4. Energy conservation
In terms of motors, the Company will continue to research and develop ultra-high efficiency, smart
application and electrical vehicle motors and more new products that can comply with the RoHS. Direction
of development:
(1)Direction of development: High-efficiency IE3/IE4 motors, hydroelectric generators, and EV motors
(electric buses, logistics vehicles and passenger vehicles) incorporating drives.
(2)Industrial and customized applications: Explosion-proof motors, large synchronous motors, large winding
motors.
(3)Industry 4.0 intelligentization: Automation equipment, precision machinery (such as servo PM motor +
drive), IoT, smart automation (such as smart sensors TiMS for motors).
Optimization of overall performance of home appliances and improvement to the energy efficiency of
air-conditioning systems to meet the national level 1 energy efficiency standards. The series of refrigerators
and washing machines with upgraded inverters has obtained energy and water conservation certifications
(Level 1 in energy efficiency and Gold label in water conservation) to fulfill the goals of energy conservation
and environmental protection.
5. EV motors
In response to the government policy in 2030 on localizing manufacturing of electric buses, the Company
collaborated with the Industrial Technology Research Institute and jointly developed Taiwan's first
high-efficiency (250 kW) power system for electric buses. The system includes electric motors and drivers
and offers good performance in torque and grade ability. It is suitable for regular 12-meter electric buses
and 17-ton cargo trucks. The Company is now working with domestic vehicle manufacturers. The
development of power systems with a higher capacity of 330 kW used for intercity buses will also be
completed at the end of 2022.
IV. Conclusion
Tatung has a strong foundation in solar power and energy storage, and has the best team. The Company will
continue to develop products that are green and efficient, and commit itself to solar power and energy storage
businesses. The management team will lead its traditional consumer, system and power businesses and new
businesses in solar power, smart energy storage and electric motors for vehicles to continue to innovate and
implement environmental protection.
Chairman
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Corporate Chronicle
. Corporate Value

Established in 1918, Tatung Company (formerly known
as Xie Chih Business Enterprise) has evolved and
grown over the decades into one of Taiwan’s leading
conglomerates.The foundation of the Company is built
on four fundamental values—Integrity, Honesty,
Industry, and Frugality. Developed by Tatung’s founder
and former chairman, Mr. Shan-chih Lin, they represent
the essence of the Company’s commitments to our
customers, shareholders, and employees.
Mr. T. S. Lin, Chairman Emeritus of Tatung, further
extended the precepts behind these core values to
serve as the guidelines for the Company’s continued
success and prosperity.

▲ Industry - education cooperation

To cultivate young engineering talent and to lend
efforts to research and development through
cooperation between the Company and Tatung High
School as well as Tatung University. Realizing the
importance of education in a society with a
knowledge-based economy, Tatung sponsors the
schools’ major projects while also contributing
industrial experience to the teaching. As a
responsible corporate citizen, Tatung regards its
dedication to education as a manifestation of
long-term commitment to social well being.

▲ Shareholder responsibility

To pursue maximum returns for our shareholders
and to maintain a stable dividend policy.

▲ Employee harmony

To encourage self-motivation and cooperation
amongst employees through the organization of
profit centers to ensure fair compensation,
incentives, welfare benefits, as well as to provide
on-the-job training.

▲ Customer satisfaction

To re-invest profits in pursuit of better product quality
soas to create value for our customers.
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.Company Milestones


1918



1942



1949



1956





y Pioneered production of electric fans under the name
Tatung
y Mass production of electric fans & motors(Pioneering
in Home Appliance & Motor industries)



y Establishment of Tatung University

1960



y Mass production of Tatung rice cookers, a
revolutionary step for housewives in Taiwan



1962
1963

y Mass production of transformers & switchgears
(Pioneering in Industrial Appliance industry)

1964

y Mass production of black-and-white TVs

 1966

y Establishment of Wire & Cable Plant in Taoyuan
County



1968



1969



1970



1972

y Revenues exceeded NT$2.2 billion, making Tatung
Taiwan’s foremost private company
y Establishment of Forward Electronics Company
y Mr. W. S. Lin appointed as president of Tatung

 1977

1980

y Ranked as Taiwan’s No.1 exporter of electric and electronics
products

y Recipient of the "Premier’s Award for Outstanding Export
Performance"

y CRT plant by Chunghwa Picture Tubes ramped up

1990

y Constructed Communication Cable Plant and Power
Cable Plant

1994

y Establishing computerized system of household
registration & conscription for the Ministry of the
Interior





2010



2011



2012

y Winner of "Top Green Brand 2012" by Business Next
magazine awarded "Advanced Award" in the category
of home appliance
y Winner of Taiwan Excellence Award 2012 (Silver
Award) & Good Design Award 2012 for the rice cooker
of 50th anniversary limited edition. Both the product
and its packaging were selected as 2012 Good
Design Best 100.
y New Energy BU won Taiwan Power Company’s first

 1998


2009

y Ms. W.Y. Lin was appointed President of Tatung
y 999 sets of designer limited edition rice cookers,
winner of IDEA "Gold" for packaging and graphics,
were introduced to commemorate its 50th anniversary.
A series of rice cookers in colors of indigenous
Taiwanese fruits, watermelon red (Siluo), banana
yellow (Cishan), and guava green (Yenchao), were
also introduced to celebrate the centenary foundation
of the R.O.C. and as the Company’s attempt to relate
the touch of Taiwan’s local specialties into CE product
line
y Winner of "Top Green Brand 2011" and "Quality
award" in the category of home appliance by Business
Next magazine
y Winner of "Yahoo! Emotive Brand Awards"
y Winner of "Top 100 Taiwan Brand" by the Ministry of
Economic Affairs

y Participated in the Ten Major Infrastructure Projects
with the construction of a slag treatment facility for
China Steel Corp. and provision of the turnkey
solution for the CKS International Airport’s power
control station





y Tatung electric fan, a classic of its kind nationwide, is
enjoying its 60th anniversary
y Tatung Boy, the mascot of Tatung Co., is celebrating
its 40th birthday
y Luxury condominium, "Tatung Noble Residences",
the 2nd project in Nangang by Shan Chih Asset
Development, was under construction
y Tatung 21.5" LED backlight display was awarded 2011
iF design award in audio and video category

y Company mascot (Tatung Boy) and song were
launched
y Mass production of colored TVs



2008

y Tatung Fine Chemicals started trading on the
emerging stock market in September
y Shan Chih Semiconductor Co. was listed on the
Taiwan Stock Exchange on 23th December

y The Company renamed from Tatung Steel and
Machinery Company to Tatung Company and
officially registered as so



2007

y The Industrial Appliance Business Unit was rewarded
the "Corporate Sustainability and Excellence Award"
by Taoyuan County Government

y Tatung Company celebrated its 90th anniversary of
establishment in November
y Green Energy Technology was listed on the Taiwan
Stock Exchange on 25th January
y Ranked No.1 in Taiwan by the Environmental
Protection Administration as the most proactive
corporation for the promotion of green consumption
y Shan Chih Asset Development Co. introduced its
luxury condominium, "Tatung Tomorrow World", a
masterpiece of green architecture, to commemorate
Tatung’s 90th anniversary

y The Company became publicly listed on the Taiwan
Stock Exchange



2006

y Mr. T. S. Lin, Chairman Emeritus, passed away on 10
May and aged 88
y Mr. W. S. Lin was elected as chairman and president
of Tatung
y The Urban Renewal Project by Shan Chih Asset
Development was approved by Taipei City
Government for its contribution towards Datong
District, in which a community activity center would be
built for the locals

y Mr. T. S. Lin succeeded as chairman of Tatung and
also acted as principal of both Tatung High School
and Tatung University
y Establishment of Tatung High School



2005

y Consolidated Tatung’s Desktop PC Business Unit with
Elitegroup Computer Systems (ECS), making Tatung
the largest shareholder of ECS
y The second housing project by Shan Chih Asset
Development for urban renewal was approved by
Taipei City Government, which contributed
significantly to the urbanization of Datong district

y Establishment of Xie Chih Business Enterprise, the
forerunner of Tatung Company, by Founder and
Chairman, Mr. Shan-chih Lin Completed over 600
constructions, including the Sindian River
embankment project and the Executive Yuan building



y Chunghwa Picture Tubes was listed on the Taiwan
Stock Exchange

y Tatung (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. was established to
manufacture motors, generators, transformers, and
switchgears

1999

y Tatung Institute of Technology renamed as Tatung
University

2001
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bid of Low Voltage AMI Pilot Project, a revolutionary
milestone for the intelligent management system of
electricity usage for households in Taiwan
y Won the bid of Hualien-Taitung Railway Electrification
Project by the Ministry of Transportation and
Communications taking part in the national
momentous infrastructure project for the green
transportation of the East
yTatung 3C obtained Gold Award in the category of 3C
retail channel in the contest of the Best Service in
Taiwan 2012



Manufacturing Corporation, the largest steel company
in the Philippines, to its new plant’s inauguration
ceremony in Davao
y Accomplishing Railway Electrification Project for
Hualian–Taitung Line with the introduction of Tatung
Boy EasyCard as a way of celebration
y All new brand —"in fresh"— introduces hydroponic
vegetables that are fresh, healthy, and pollution free to
provide customers a new healthy choice by utilizing
optoelectronic technology in agriculture
y Tatung Group donated 12 million dollars to Kaohsiung
City Government to help the victims in the disaster of
explosion
y Acquired the certificate of registration of ISO / IEC
27001:2013 by British Standards Institution for the
information security management system of both
Tatung and eTungGo, Tatung’s online shop

2013

y Awarded Best Corporate Governance, Taiwan, 2013
by World Finance, a financial magazine by World
News Media based in the UK
y Winner of the 13th "Golden Quality Award for Public
Construction" in design and construction
yTatung and Chunghwa Picture Tubes (CPT) were both
awarded Honorable Mention in the 2013 Taiwan Top
50 CSR Awards in the category of manufacturing
industry
y Winner of "Top Green Brand 2013" by Business Next
Magazine awarded "Advanced Award" in the category
of home appliance
y Won the bid for New Taipei City’s Green Campus
Project, in which solar panel system and intelligent
energy management system are to be installed in 16
selected schools in New Taipei City
y To celebrate its 95th anniversary of establishment,
the Company held an open-air charity concert in Pinxi
district where Tatung Boy Flying Lanterns made their
debut
y Tatung Consumer Products Co. (TCPC), Tatung’s
brand channel, set up an official account on LINE
along with the release of Tatung Boy character
stickers and emoticons which, within 24 hours of
online introduction, attracted more than one million
active users and the download volume it created
broke the record to become No.1 in the official
account category of LINE
y Chunghwa Picture Tubes(CPT) launched a public
tender offer of Giantplus Technology’s common
shares to enhance its competitive edge in small and
medium-size mobile modules expending its business
scale to total solution service





2015

y The result of the Top 100 Influential Brand in Taiwan
2014 survey, carried out by Business Weekly and
Ipsos, Taiwan, ranked Tatung No.4 in the category of
electronics industry, No.24 in the main chart of mixed
categories, and No.8 in the category of Taiwan native
influential brand. The survey is the first of its kind to
be conducted from the viewpoint of general
consumers in respect of the most influential brand in
their daily life
y Tatung Boy lantern, Greeting Dragon with Good Luck,
made its debut in the 2015 Taiwan Lantern Festival
y Establishing eTungGo, Tatung’s online shop, to
involve in e-commerce business
y Tatung Healthy Life Store began its official operation
y Applying cloud computing and Internet of Things
technology to come up with solutions for smart life,
smart grid, and smart factory & building to showcase
in 2015 Smart City Summit & Expo
y Establishing Taiwan's first smart micro grid
demonstration Park in Linbian for Pingtung County
Government. The work won "Smart Energy
Conservation" award in the 2015 Smart City
Innovative Application Competition organized by the
Board of Science and Technology (BOST), the
Executive Yuan, and also was awarded a silver medal
in the micro grid category of APEC's 2015 Energy and
Smart Community Application Competition
y Shan-Chih Asset Development launched its flagship
smart green community, "Tatung Smart Manor",
which was awarded a gold medal in design of the
2015 Taiwan's Excellent Smart Green Building and
System
y Tatung won the Bronze Medal in the category of
electronics industry of Taiwan Corporate
Sustainability Awards for 3 consecutive years
y Tatung utilized the technology of Internet of Things on
smart appliances and cooperated with SIGMU to
create all-rounded smart living
y Tatung won the bidding of solar PV roofing plan for
the public buildings in Kinmen County. The project
enables Kinmen County Government to get the
trends in electricity consumption and gauge
reportable events on real-time power generation via
Tatung’s smart meters and energy saving monitoring
systems o that electricity losses can be reduced and
efficiency on power generation can be enhanced
y Tatung rice cooker, an important cultural asset
representing Taiwan's everyday life, was exhibited
and demonstrated as a cultural & creative artifact in
Tsutaya Books (Japan), one of the twenty most
beautiful bookstores in the world
y Tatung won the bidding of solar PV power generation
system for Pratas Island. The project includes 40kWp
of solar energy and fuel control system to monitor

2014

y Winner of 2014 Taiwan Corporate Sustainability
Award, bronze medal, for large enterprises in
technology and electronics manufacturing industry
y Winner of "Top Green Brand 2014" by Business Next
Magazine awarded "Advanced Award" in the category
of home appliance
y As the only local brand winning Power Brands 2014
award in the category of home appliances, Tatung
was awarded Bronze Medal Award by the magazine
of MANAGER today
y Unveiling "Tatung Boy Halley Rider" Lantern in the
2014 Taiwan Lantern Festival
y Co-organizing "Smart City Summit and Expo" to
promote Tatung’s unique total solution for smart
energy saving system
y Won the bid for New Taipei City’s Green Market and
Campus Project, in which smart meters and energy
saving monitoring system are installed to the energy
management system setting the project the best
example to PV-ESCO rooftop solar system alike in
Northern Taiwan
y Accomplished micro grid system on Taiping Island, the
southernmost territory of Taiwan, to set the
benchmark for the application of micro grid system in
offshore islands of Taiwan
y Further to the winning of solar system roofing bids for
government-owned buildings in New Taipei City,
Nantou, Taichung, Pingtung, Tainan, and Kaohsiung,
the Company again won the bid for Penghu County
Government’s solar system roofing project making
Tatung the most experienced PV energy service
company (PV-ESCO) in Taiwan
y The Company, as an important supplier of high
efficiency motors and cables, was invited by Steel Asia
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showcasing the solutions for smart energy, smart
community, smart industry and cloud service
y Taoyuan’s Ponds Floating Solar PV System came into
operation, a project built by Tatung with concern to
maintain the balance of nature and environmental
sustainability
y Cooperating with ITRI to develop IE4 industrial
induction motor with super high-efficiency
y Created by Tatung’s energy innovation technologies,
three applications namely pond floating solar PV
system, tree of life, and fountain pavilion were
showcased in Taoyuan Agriculture Expo 2018 .
y Allying with National Pingtung University of Science
and Technology to develop smart greenhouse
agricultural technology.
y Won the bid of solar PV roofing system for Banqiao
Fruit and Vegetable Wholesale Market in New Taipei
City.
y Tatung rice cookers were certified with EPA Carbon
Emission Label.
y To help with tourism in townships of Taiwan, the
Company invited Jiji Township Administration to
launch a joint event turning Jiji into a town of games in
the hope of promoting local prosperity. Tatung boy
stamps and first-day covers were also issued for the
first time.
y Integrating the "Tatung Cloud" with Microsoft Azure
International Cloud service to develop all-rounded
smart life on Tatung IoT.
y Won the bid of solar PV roofing system for sewage
treatment plant in Benjhou, Kaohsiung.
y Tatung Thailand signed contract with Thailand Eastern
Technological College for industry-academic
cooperation.
y Tatung, Chunghwa Picture Tubes, and Green Energy
Technology won the Taiwan Corporate Sustainability
Award.

the operation of generator and load status so that
output of solar PV can be controlled and uninterrupted
power supply in Pratas Island can be expected
y Tatung cooperated with ITRI and Toshiba to promote
microgrid within smart grid in Penghu. The project not
only implements regional application of microgrid in
Taiwan but also raises the proportion of renewable
energy hoping to maintain stable power supply and
optimize the regulation for demand and supply



2016

y Tatung won the bidding of solar PV roofing system for
the public buildings in New Taipei City. System of
microgrid is introduced to the project to enable the
emergency supply of electricity when without power
supply from state grid in an event of natural disasters
y The Company engaged in a multiple
academia-industrial cooperation project with the
Soochow University marking a new milestone for the
Company’s cross-campus cooperation
y Tatung Boy lantern, The Transformer and Earth
Keeper, made its debut in the 2016 Taiwan Lantern
Festival.
y Tatung Fusion Skillet (waterless cooker) won 2016 iF
Award
y Introducing 6 smart solutions including Smart
Community, Smart Energy, Smart Home, Smart
Surveillance, Smart Healthcare and Smart Factory in
the 2016 Smart City Summit & Expo
y Tatung rice cooker TAC-03DW and Tatung
Microcomputer Controlled Rice Cooker won Silver
Awards in the competition of Taiwan Excellence
Award 2016
y Tatung Smart PV Atmospheric Water Generator won
the System Integration Award co-held by the Taiwan
Smart City Solution Alliance and Taipei Computer
Association
y In response to the policy by the Council of Agriculture,
Executive Yuan, transforming barren farmlands into
Solar Photovoltaic Green Zone for the subsiding
areas in Yunlin County, Tatung cooperated with local
farmers to run ground–mounted solar power plants
for the first time
y The power system in the Railway Electrification Project
for Hualian–Taitung Line won the 2016 Excellence in
Engineering Project Award by the Chinese Institute of
Engineers
y Tatung won the bidding of the Fudekeng Restoration
Park Solar PV System which will transform the
ex-landfill into the Hill of Energy for Taipei city
y Tatung was awarded a silver medal of the TTQS
Training Quality System by the Workforce
Development Agency, the Ministry of Labor, Executive
Yuan
y Tatung was acknowledged by the Ministry of
Economical Affairs for its effort in energy saving
practice and thus being granted the prize of Energy
Saving Mode
y Tatung won the Excellence Award for Leadership in
Energy Conservation by Taipei City Government
y The Taiwan Corporate Sustainability Awards were
bestowed to Tatung Company, Chunghwa Picture
Tubes Ltd, and Green Energy Technology Inc.
y Tatung won the bidding of 2016 Taipei City Public
Premises Solar Photovoltaic Roofing Project, in which
two innovative systems including particulate matter
2.5(PM2.5) measurement system and light-weighted
solar modules would be installed



 2018

y Tatung celebrated its 100 years of establishment
y Ms. W. Y. Lin was elected as chairman and president
of Tatung.
y Tatung won the Taiwan Corporate Sustainability
Award for 6 consecutive years.
y The Hill of Energy in Taipei city, the first landfill solar
power plant in Taiwan, was awarded "2018 Taiwan
Real Estate Excellence Awards".
y Won the "2018 Smart City Innovation Application
Award" for its achievement in smart microgrid system
in Qimei island.
y No. 12-14 Ponds of Taoyuan Canal, the first Floating
Solar PV plant in Taiwan, was awarded "Top Solar
System Awards" by Bureau of Energy, Ministry of
Economic Affairs.
y Debuted limited collector edition of Tatung Boy,
mounting with inlay of 108 crystals by SWAROVSKI®
in celebration of the centennial anniversary of Tatung.
y Tatung smart home cloud service, Tatung fusion skillet
(waterless cooker TRC-M61A), and stainless steel
rice cooker won the "2018 Taiwan Excellence Award"
y Attending the 2018 Smart City Summit & Expo and
showcasing total solutions for smart microgrid, smart
agriculture, smart building and smart agriculture.
y Creative Lantern, "Tatung Boy Returns with Gifts",
made its debut in the 2018 Taiwan Lantern Festival in
Chiayi



2019

y Showcasing field achievements in the applications of
smart energy, smart agriculture, smart healthcare,
and Internet of vehicle at the 2019 Smart City Summit
& Expo.
y Tatung constructed an intelligent system to make the
main bus station of Pisek, Czech Republic go smart.
The project, winner of "2019 Smart City Systems
Integration Award", utilized applications of solar
energy system, smart meter, cloud hosted energy
management, and cloud-hosted environment
monitoring system.
y Completed 1MW/1MWh storage system in Yong-An,
Kaohsiung city. It is the first reference site for
Taiwan’s future plan of high voltage and MW grid

2017

yWon the bidding of Taoyuan Public Landfill Solar PV
System, the biggest of its kind in Taiwan. The project
will be included into smart management system, via
smart cloud platform, together with Taoyuan Public
House Solar PV Roofing System and Ponds Floating
Solar PV System.
y Tatung Boy "Grab Your Bat" creative lantern made its
debut in the 2017 Taiwan Lantern Festival in Yunlin.
y Tatung Fusion Skillet (waterless cooker) won the
Silver Quality award in the 2017 Taiwan Excellence
Award.
y Tatung attended the 2017 Smart City Summit & Expo
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scale energy storage system.
y Tatung obtained the “Verification on Energy Storage
Facilities Technologies", tender of ITRI, and
integrated a total of 10MW/10MWh battery system in
Changbin Industrial Park. It is the first reference site
for Taiwan’s energy management system of
cross-vendor and heterogeneous battery integration
storage system.
y Completed the second phase of PV roofing on Kanhai
Park’s public buildings, the largest single PV field of
1991.4kWp in Hsinchu.
y Cooperating with New Taipei City Government to set
up two demonstration sites of citizen power plants
whose operation involves the effort from industry,
government, and locals.
y Tatung Forever Energy won the “2019 Enterprise
Project Management Benchmarking Award”.
y Tung Yang Energy obtained a license for the
renewable energy power generation industry and thus
became officially an investor for the first type of solar
power plant.
y Tatung keeping abreast of international pace launched
the large horsepower 60Hz IE4 induction motor series
up to 200HP, the first in Taiwan.
y The rice cooker of centennial anniversary edition
(TAC-11V-MW) won a silver medal of the “2019
Taiwan Excellence Award”.
y Creative Lantern, "Tatung Boy Racing Kart ", made
its debut in the 2019 Taiwan Lantern Festival in
Pingtung.



down as chairman on October 21, 2020 due to the result of a
full reelection of the Board.
y Mr. Wen-Yuan Lin, director of the Board, was elected as the
chairman of Tatung taking office on November 2, 2020.
y Ms. W. Y. Lin, president of Tatung, was dismissed on
November 13, 2020.

y Mr. Cheng-Jen Tang was appointed president of
Tatung taking office on November 13, 2020.
y Mr. Wen-Yuan Lin, chairman of Tatung and director of
the Board, stepped down on December 22, 2020 due
to change of the representative of legal person
director.
y Mr. Cheng-Jen Tang, president of Tatung, resigned on
December 22, 2020.
y Mr. Ming-Kuang Lu, director of the Board, was elected
as the chairman of Tatung taking office on December
23, 2020.
y Mr. I-Wen Chung, director of the Board, was appointed
president of Tatung taking office on December 23,
2020.



2021

y Tatung was awarded the gold medal in the energy
saving benchmarking competition by the Ministry of
Economic Affairs.
y Tatung was awarded a gold medal for its sustainable
report by Taiwan Institute for Sustainable Energy.
y Tatung’s innovative products including Taiwan’s first
set of domestically-made motor and driver system for
electric bus, high-efficiency amorphous core
transformer, and intelligent cooker acquired 2021
Taiwan excellence awards.
y Tatung Forever Energy Co. won the 2020 Urban
Engineering Quality Gold Award.
y Sheng Yang Energy Co. won the 2021 Taiwan Solar
Power System Award.
y Taiwan’s first set of domestically-made motor and
driver system for electric bus by Tatung passed
performance testing and was certified by the
Automotive Research & Testing Centre.
y The localization plan of the development of 330kW
intercity electric bus power system was approved by
the Industrial Development Bureau of the Ministry of
Economic Affairs as in the Industrial Upgrading
Innovation Platform Guidance Program-DMIT.
y Motor BU and Nippon Koei Co. of Japan signed an
MOU for a collaboration in manufacturing, technology,
and business cooperation on large hydraulic
generators to enhance design and manufacturing
capability of large horizontal and vertical synchronous
models.
y Developed and delivered the power transformers of
345kV 505MVA to TaTan thermal power plant of
Taipower.
y IInvesting a new CCV production line for ultra-high
voltage (UHV) cables.
y As one of the 5 service providers for Taipower’s initial
AFC project, Tatung provided 1MW energy storage
capacity, the first energy storage site in Taiwan to
acquire UL9540 certification.
y Tatung is the first qualified trader to pass capability &
reliability test by Taipower and to participate in
Day-ahead Market via Taipower Energy Trading
Platform.
y TCPC was awarded the 2021 Digital Transformation
Model Award by Taiwan Electrical & Electronic
Manufacturers’ Association for its membership service
platform which integrated online shopping, recipes,
and smart appliances.
y Mr. I-Wen Chung, president of Tatung and director of
the Board, was appointed chairman of Elitegroup
Computer Systems Co. on 21 June 2021.

2020

y The 100 most sustainably managed companies in the
world selected by The Wall Street Journal ranked
Tatung No. 75 overall. 5,500 publicly listed companies
were evaluated in some key sustainability categories
namely internal employee & workplace issues,
external social & product issues, environment, and
business model & innovation, in which Tatung landed
the top as No. 1.
y Completed the Highway Improvement Project for
Hualian– Taitung Line and was awarded the “Pioneer
of carbon management for eco-friendly” award by
Suhua Improvement Engineering Office, Directorate
General of Highways, Ministry of Transportation and
Communications.
y Tatung became the sole aggregator of demand
response in Taiwan, and the case has been
successfully completed in early 2020.
y "Hybrid Wireless Module Cloud IoT Intelligent Motor
Sensor (TiMS)" won the 2020 Taiwan Excellence
Award.
y Tatung Boy creative Lantern,” Tatung Boy Ocean
Carnival”, made its debut in the 2020 Taiwan Lantern
Festival in Taichung.
y Tatung’s PV roofing project for Benjhou Sewage
Treatment Plant was awarded 2020 Public
Construction Commission Golden Quality Award by
the Kaohsiung City Government.
y High-efficiency amorphous core transformer was
successfully developed.
y Xin Tong and Xin Ta Tong Investment Consultant Co.
Ltd, the corporate shareholders of Tatung, were
jointly granted the right by the Ministry of Economic
Affairs to convene Tatung’s 2020 1st extraordinary
shareholders’ meeting taking place on 21 October
2020 for the purpose of a full re-election of board
directors. The total 9 seats of board directors elected
included Mr. Wkang-Hsiang Wang, the legal person
representative of Gindon Investment Co., Mr.
Wen-Yuan Lin, the legal person representative of
Gindon Investment Co., Mr Hung-Hsin Lin, the legal
person representative of Xin Tong Investment

Consultant Co., Ms. Xia-Zhen Yeh, the legal person
representative of Gindon Investment Co., Mr. Ten-Huei Guo,
the legal person representative of Gindon Investment

Co., and Ms. Wen-Yen K. Lin, the legal person
representative of Tatung High School, while Mr. Chin-Lai

Wang, Mr. Sheng-Tsheng Lee, and Mr. Chung-Zung Kung
were elected as the independent directors.
y Ms. W. Y. Lin, chairman and president of Tatung, stepped
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y Mr. Chun-Sheng Ho, director of the Board, was
appointed president of Tatung taking office on 21
June 2021.
y Mr. Ming-Kuang Lu, chairman of Tatung and director
of the Board, resigned on 21 December 2021.
y Mr. Chun-Sheng Ho, president of Tatung and director
of the Board, resigned on 21 December 2021.
y Mr. Guang-Xiang Wang, director of the Board, was
elected chairman of Tatung taking office on 21
December 2021.
y Mr. I-Wen Chung, director of the Board, was appointed
president of Tatung taking office on 21 December
2021.



2022

y Tatung Forever Energy Co. obtained a license for the
sales of renewable energy power and officially
became a green power operator.
y Cable BU obtained a certificate of IATF 16949 for
automotive quality management system.
y Tatung showcased all-rounded solutions for energy
creation, energy storage, and energy conservation
including ESG zero-carbon integrated management
solution, renewable energy with energy storage
system, solutions for energy-heavy industries,
automatic frequency control (AFC), solar photovoltaic
system of operation & maintenance services (O&M),
and smart energy management system at 2022 Smart
City Summit & Expo in Kaohsiung.
y TCPC was awarded the Trusted Brand Gold Award in
home appliances customer service category by
Reader’s Digest.
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.Global Network

U.S.A
Tatung Electric Co. of America, Inc.

Czech
Tatung Czech s.r.o.
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Taiwan Tatung Co.
Heavy Electrical Equipment BU
Cable BU
Motor BU
Smart Meter BU
Appliance BU

Advanced Electronics BU
System Integration BU
Solar Energy BU
Smart Energy BU

China
Tatung Information Technology
(Jiangsu) Co., Ltd.
Tatung (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Tatung Compressors(Zhongshan)
Co., Ltd.

Singapore
Tatung Information (Singapore)
Pte. Ltd.
Tatung Electric (Singapore) Pte.
Ltd.

Thailand
Tatung (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

Investments
Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.
Forward Electronics Co., Ltd.
San Chih Semiconductor Co., Ltd.
Shan Chih Asset Development Co., Ltd.
Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
Chunghwa Electronics Development Co., Ltd.
Tatung System Technologies Inc.
Tatung Fine Chemicals Co.
Toes Opto-Mechatronics Co., Ltd.
Tatung Medical & Healthcare Technologies Co., Ltd.
Tatung Die Casting Co., Ltd.
Central Research Technology Co., Ltd.
Shan Chih Investment Co., Ltd.
Chih Sheng Investment Co., Ltd.
Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.
Shang Shin Energy Co., Ltd.
Yau Yang Energy Co., Ltd.
Chuang Shih Neng Co., Ltd.
Ting Shin Energy Co., Ltd.
Cinzhi Power Co., Ltd.
Zhi Shin Energy Co., Ltd.
Others
Tung Shin Energy Co., Ltd.
Tung Kuang Energy Co., Ltd.

Japan
Tatung Company of Japan, Inc.
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Corporate Governance
.Organization Chart
Audit
Committee

Shareholders'
Meeting

Remuneration
Committee

Board of
Directors

Sustainable
development
Committee

Chairman

Internal Audit
Committee

President

Administration
Heavy
Electrical
Equipment BU

Cable BU

Motor BU

Smart
Meter BU

Appliance
BU

President 's Office, Finance & Accounting Division, Human Resources Division, General Administration
Division, Central Research Institute, Legal Division, Procurement Division, Management Information
System Division, Health & Safety Division, Product Verification Department
Researching, developing and manufacturing all kinds of transformers rated 345kV 1000MVA and under,
all kinds of reactors rated 345kV 100MVAR and under, gas insulated switchgears and outdoor gas circuit
breakers up to 161kV class, 36kV series of switchgear, power distribution equipment, and other
industrial equipment.
With more than 50 years of technical experience, this business unit has been specializing in
manufacturing and selling the various wires, cables, fiber optic cables and busways which are widely
used in telecommunication, power transmission, power distribution, solar photovoltaic(PV) power
generation system & various industrial equipment, household appliances, IT network, wiring harness kits
for electric vehicles and electronic components, etc.
With more than 70 years of technology and experience, Motor BU researches and produces all kinds of
energy saving high-efficiency, single phase, and three phase high/low voltage motor from 1/8~50,000
HP, including a variety of special motors and applications system such as premium efficiency motors,
electric vehicle motors, high temperature resistant motors, explosion proof motors, wound rotor motors,
vertical high thrust pump motors, gear reducer, inverter driver motors, aluminum frame motors, brake
motors, oil well pump motors, water pump motors, immersible pump motors, built-in type spindle motors,
rolling mill motors, elevator motors, crane motors, permanent magnet motors, IoT connected smart
motor monitoring sensor and system, railway traction motors, inverters, control panels etc., as well as
provides total solutions for electrical testing equipments and plant power equipments system
engineering projects to serve a variety of industries.
Smart Meter BU provides various types of smart meters and AMI systems. Products including
single-phase electric meters, three-phase electric meters, CT-type electric meters, communication
modules, HES, and MDMS. The self-developed AMI meters have successfully obtained international
certifications including ANSI, IEC, MID and Japanese JIS. Tatung has the ability of integrating the
systems of smart meter infrastructure and integrating different communication technologies to develop
smart meter application functions to meet customer needs and improve system performance. In order to
strengthen the supply and competitiveness in the international market, Tatung has set up meter factories
in Taiwan and Thailand to meet the growth of smart meter business.
Strengthen brand operation. We continued to enhance brand value with innovative design, superior
quality and technical services in both domestic and overseas market. We served a wide range of
products including commercial and residential energy-saving air-conditioners; Centennial Edition Steam
rice cookers, Easy cooker (Fusion cooker), co-branding rice cookers, Smart 4K TFT displays, the new
stylish juicer, electric teapots and other small appliances.
We actively participated in product design compaigns to enhance the brand's exposure in the globe. We
have successively obtained major international design awards such as German iF Industrial Design
Award, Reddot Design Award, Japanese Good Design, and Taiwan Excellence Award in the recent
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Advanced
Electronics
BU

System
Integration BU

Solar Energy
BU

Smart Energy
BU

years.
To pursue the blooming AIoT trend, we developed smart home appliances for smart energy saving and
living applications. Through sensing and Internet of Things technology, a variety of terminal devices can
be connected to provide smart living solutions according to user’s needs, such as power consumption
management, remote control, scheduling control, and personalized situational services, etc. In addition,
voice control function has also been integrated in the smart home system to provide the advanced digital
life experience to the users.
The Advanced Electronics Business Unit (AEBU) focuses on providing design and manufacturing
products & solutions to global ODM/OEM customers. The product lines include: digital entertainment
and Internet-of-Things (IoT) products. The digital entertainment product line includes gaming headsets,
AI noise cancelation headsets, true wireless stereo, smart speaker, streaming microphone, and
entertainment accessories.
The IoT product line includes IP & streaming camera, smart energy management and sensing-&-control
products. Tatung’s customers can benefit from Tatung’s fast reactions to accommodate market needs
and flexibility in design customization. The on-going research and development will further enhance
competitiveness in features and costs of customers’ products.
System Integration BU is committed to specializing in the fields of information and communication
systems as well as electromechanical systems.
The Dept. of Information and Communications Technology Services: we have more than 30 years for
helping customers deal with the computerization and automation of their systems and have endeavored
to meet the needs of the ICT market in the era of technology. We’ve been a representative solutions
provider of high-quality system integration in Taiwan. We specialize in ICT system integration, network
security planning & implementation, and application software development. We have rich capabilities
and experience in large-scale system integration solutions. Our service team members have owned a
wide range of IT professional skills, certificates and service network all over Taiwan by 13 direct branch
offices to provide customers fast services. We will continue to devote ourselves to deepening the fields
of information and communication integration, cloud applications, information security, outsourcing
services, business intelligence and system development, and then will become the leading solutions
provider in those fields in the near future.
The Dept. of Electromechanical Systems: When Taiwan’s infrastructure constructions began in the
1960s and 1980s, Tatung Company made an important contribution to the various infrastructure
constructions such as power generation, power transmission as well as power supply. Electrical and
mechanical systems related businesses are:
1. Provide power plants, large substations, transmission & distribution systems, solar power generation
and motor related electromechanical integration services.
2. Residential and factory-built electromechanical engineering, including planning as well as construction
for smart building.
3. Sewage (waste water) treatment, which has reached the industrial waste water Zero Discharge
standard.
4. Traffic mechanical and electrical engineering for Rails and roads as well as sign control systems.
We have owned cross-domain professionals, which covers various functionalities such as power,
electronics, mechanics, smart control, information technology, communications, transportation and
project management. They are responsible for integrating cross-domain professionals, coordinating
cross-organizational interfaces, providing integrated design, project management and maintenance
services.
In order to cooperate with the professional team promoted by the government policy, the Solar Energy
Division invested in domestic public buildings and various types of solar photovoltaic fields in the long
term. Solar Energy BU provide renewable energy project development, design, construction and
maintenance services.
The solar team leverages the Group's supply chain integration advantages, coupled with rich design
planning and project management experience, the project performance is spread across Taiwan.At
present, it is actively expanding ground-based landfill sites and water-based sites, and additionally take
mechanics and electronics in advantage ability to enter the large-scale ground power station market. In
terms of maintenance, we could through smart monitoring technology to develop business opportunities
for maintenance of power plants, provide quality maintenance services, and promote renewable energy
policy.
Smart Energy BU (SEBU) consists of technical and sales teams for business of micro-grid & energy
storage system and AIoT-based energy management system. Dedicated in energy management system
development and energy storage system integration, the BU specializes in design, implementation, and
system integration of ancillary service and micro-grid system integrated with renewable and traditional
energy sources. Micro-grid system can operate independently or work with the main grid to reduce fuel
consumption and ensure the stability of regional energy supply. Large-scale energy storage systems can
be applied to Taipower's automatic frequency control ancillary service to help maintain grid stability and
power quality when large amounts of renewable energy are connected to the grid. AIoT-based real-time
data collection and cloud infrastructure provides the micro-grid and energy storage system with the
functions of data monitoring, analyzing, visually presenting, and facility predictive maintenance.
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of China
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BA of Economics, Iowa
State University, USA
General Manager of
Mechatronics Component
Product
Business Group, Foxconn
Technology Group
Sales Manager of Dahin
Co., Ltd.
Chairman of Tatung
Consumer Products
(Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
Director of Forward
Electronics Co., Ltd.

Honorary Doctor of National
Taiwan Ocean University
Master of Agricultural
Economics National Taiwan
University
Allied Engineering
Construction Co.,
Engineering & Maintenance
Dept., Design Dept.,
Golden Friends Company,
Sales Dept.
Director of EverTrust Bank
Director of Forward
Electronics Co., Ltd.
Bachelor of Accounting,
Feng Chia University
Chief Operating Officer of
HCT Logistics Group
Chairman of
Route-permitted Truck
Transportation United
Associations Republic of
Taiwan
Executive Director of the
Taiwan Association of
Logistics Management
Director of Shihlin Electric &
Engineering Corp.
Chairman of Junfu Logistics
Co., Ltd.
Director of Science Park
Logistics Co., Ltd.

-

Work / educational experience

Co., Ltd.
Director of Hong-Che
Venture Capital Co., Ltd.
Supervisor of Easy
House Café Co., Ltd.
Supervisor of Jack
Brothers Steakhouse
Co., Ltd.
President of Tatung
Company
Chairman of EliteGroup
Computer Systems Co.,
Ltd.
Director of Tatung
System Technologies
Inc.

Chairman of RC
Education Foundation
Director of National
Petroleum Co., Ltd.
Director of Shan-Chih
Asset Development Co.
Chairman of Liansen
Construction
Chairman of Hong-Tsang
Company Co., Ltd.
Chairman of Shun-Yi
Warehousing and Store

Chairman of Sanyuan
Construction Co., Ltd.
Chairman of Lung Hwa
Electronics Co., Ltd.
Chairman of Shan-Chih
Asset Development Co.

-

Job title assumed in the Company
and any other company

None

None

None

-

Job title

None

None

None

-

Name

None

None

None

-

Relationship

Other head, director, or
supervisor who is
his/her spouse or is
within 2nd degree of
kinship
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-
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-

-

Note
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-
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Bachelor of Economics,
Chung Hsing University
Director of Bureau of
Foreign Trade
Executive Deputy Chief of
Ministry of Economic Affairs
Undersecretary of Ministry
of Economic Affairs
Minister of Ministry of
Economic Affairs
Chairman of Commerce
Development Research
Institute
Chairman of Institute for
information Industry

Bachelor of Law, National
Taiwan University
Master of Laws, Southern
Methodist University, USA
Administrative Deputy
Minister, Director of
Prosecutor, counsellor ,
Ministry of Justice
Chairman of Taiwan
After-Care Association
Chairman of Association
for Victims Support
Chief procurator of Taipei,
Pingtung and Peng-hu
Prosecutors Office
Chief procurator of Taiwan
High Prosecutors Office
Prosecutor General of
Supreme Prosecutors
Office

Work / educational experience

Chairman of China
Petrochemical
Development
Corporation
Independent Director of
Formosa Chemicals &
Fibre Corporation
Independent Director of
Inventec Corporation
Director of HannStar
Board Corporation
Director of Asia Cement
Corporation
Secretary General of
Cross-Strait
Entrepreneur Summit
Chairman of SINOCON
Industrial Standards
Foundation
Director of Kaohsiung
Monomer Co., Ltd.
Director of Taivex
Therapeutics Inc.
Director of Dingyue
Development Co., Ltd.
Director of BES
Engineering Corp.
Legal Representative of
Unichen Development
Limited
Director of Weihua
(Rutung) Trade Co., Ltd.
Director of WeiQiang
International Trading
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Director of Jiangsu

-

Independent Director of
AAEON Technology Inc.,
Independent Director of
Taipei Star Bank Co.,
Ltd.,
Independent Director of
Syncmold Enterprise
Corp.,
Independent Director of
Taiwan FamilyMart Co.,
Ltd.
Director of Taishin
Charity Foundation

Job title assumed in the Company
and any other company

None

-

None

Job title

None

-

None

Name

None

-

None

Relationship

Other head, director, or
supervisor who is
his/her spouse or is
within 2nd degree of
kinship

-

-

-

Note
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Republic
of China
(Taiwan)

Republic
of China
(Taiwan)

Chung-Zung
Kung

Sheng-Tsheng
Lee

Name

Male
/
61-70

Male
/
51-60

Male /
Female
&
Age

2020.
10.21

2020.
10.21

Date of
appointment
(assumption of
post)

3
years

3
years

Term of
office

2020.10.
21

2020.
10.21

Date of initial
appointment
Number of
shares









Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held upon appointment

Number of
shares









Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held currently

Supplemental instruction:
1. Director of Hung-Hsin Lin changed on March 10, 2021. (change of representative)
2.Director of Chi-Yen Liang newly appointed on March 10, 2021, changed on November 10, 2021. (change of representative)
3. Director of Wen-Yen K. Lin changed on May 5, 2021. (change of representative)
4. Director of Chun-Sheng Ho newly appointed on May 5, 2021, resigned on December 21, 2021. (After BOD)
5. Independent Director of Chin-Lai Wang resigned on October 28, 2021.
6. Director of Ruey-Long Chen newly appointed on November 10, 2021.
7. Director of Ching-Hsiang Lin changed on November 12, 2021. (change of representative)
8. Director of Daho Yen newly appointed on November 12, 2021.
9. Chairman and Director of Ming-Kuang Lu resigned on December 21, 2021(After BOD).
10.Chairman of Wkang-Hsiang Wang elected on December 21, 2021.
11. Director of Rong-Chuan Chen newly appointed on December 22, 2021.
12. Institutional Director of Tatung High School resigned on December 30, 2021.
13. Please refer to pages 107~114 for the job assumed by the directors and supervisors in other investees concurrently.

Director

Independent

Director

Independent

Title

Nationality
or
corporate
seat





Number
of
shares





Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held by
spouse and underage
children currently





Number
of
shares





Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held in another
person’s name

Master of Business
Administration, University of
Massachusetts, USA
Vice President of Credit
Agricole Taipei Branch
Financial Department
Manager of Taiwan
Semiconductor
Manufacturing Co.
CFO of Tatung Company
CFO of Taiwan Synthetic
Rubber Corp.
CFO of Neo Solar Power
Corp.
CFO of Shanghai Cross
Ocean Property
Development CO., Ltd.
Independent Director of Star
Travel Corp.

Master of Mainland China
Studies, National Sun
Yat-Sen University
Supervisor of Senao
International Co., Ltd.
Director of Bank of
Kaohsiung Co., Ltd.

Work / educational experience

Weiming Petrochemical
Corporation.
Director of Changzhou
Weicai New Material
Science & Technology
Co., Ltd.
Executive Director of
Core Pacific Twin Tower
(Myanmar) Co., Ltd.
Director of Weifong
(Myanmer) Co., Ltd.
Director of Thanh Phong
Construction Investment
Co., Ltd.
Attorney and Part Owner,
Yuan, Chien and
Partners
Attorneys-at-Law
Independent Director of
Taiwan Tea Corporation
Director of Taiwan
Styrene Monomer
Corporation.
Independent Director of
D-Link Corporation
Director of SinoPac
Leasings Corp.
Director of SinoPac
Capital International (HK)
Limited
COO & CFO of DS
Energy Technology Co.,
Ltd.
Independent Director of
King Dragon Life
Insurance Co., Ltd.
Supervisor off
Cheng-Feng Asset
Management

Job title assumed in the Company
and any other company

None

None

Job title

None

None

Name

None

None

Relationship

Other head, director, or
supervisor who is
his/her spouse or is
within 2nd degree of
kinship
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-

-

Note
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(II) Major shareholders, funder or donor of the institutional shareholders
As of March 31, 2022
Institutional name
Gindon Investment Co.
Xin Tong Investment
Consultancy Co.

Major shareholders of institutional shareholders
Sanyuan Investment Co. (50%), Rhode Investment Co.(49%), Sanya Investment Co. (1%)
Ching-Yi, Kao(99%), Hung-Hsin Lin (1%)

(III) Major shareholders of institutional shareholders
As of March 31, 2022
Institutional name
Sanyuan Investment Co.

Major shareholders of institutional shareholders
Wkang-Hsiang Wang (24.43%), Yu-Sheng Chen(16.76%),Jing-Mei Chen Wu (10.46%), Syue-E Wang
Hu (14.23%), Wen-Jin Chen (5.21%), Wun-Jyuan Chen (5.66%), Ya-Lin Wang (5.44%), Chi-Cheng
Chen (2.03%), Shiou-Fen Chen (1.13%), Ya-Syuan Wang(0.45%)

Rhode Investment Co.

Shanyuan Construction Co., Ltd. (100%)

Sanya Investment Co.

Wkang-Hsiang Wang (31.33%), Syue-E Wang Hu (31.33%), Ya-Lin Wang (18.33%), Ya-Syuan Wang
(7.61%), Ya-Wei Wang (7.61%), Li-Chih Wang(0.95%), Li-Cyun Wang(0.95%), Li-Ming Wang (0.95%),
Li-Ju Wang (0.95%)

(IV) Professional qualifications and independence analysis of directors
As of March 31, 2022
Name

Professional qualifications and experiences

Independence criteria

Number of other
public companies in
which he/she serves
concurrently as
independent director

There is no relationship between
spouses or relatives within the
second degree of kinship.

0

There is no relationship between
spouses or relatives within the
second degree of kinship.

0

Honorary Doctor of National Taiwan Ocean University
Master of Agricultural Economics National Taiwan University
Allied Engineering Construction Co., Engineering &
Maintenance Dept., Design Dept.,
Golden Friends Company, Sales Dept.
Director of EverTrust Bank
Director of Forward Electronics Co., Ltd.
Chairman of Sanyuan Construction Co., Ltd.

Wkang-Hsiang Wang
Chairman

Rong-Chuan Chen
Executive Director

Chairman of Lung Hwa Electronics
Chairman of Shan-Chih Asset Development Co.

Bachelor of Accounting, Feng Chia University
Chief Operating Officer of HCT Logistics Group
Chairman of Route-permitted Truck Transportation United
Associations Republic of Taiwan
Executive Director of the Taiwan Association of Logistics
Management
Director of Shihlin Electric & Engineering Corp.
Chairman of Junfu Logistics Co., Ltd.
Director of Science Park Logistics Co., Ltd.
Chairman of RC Education Foundation
Director of National Petroleum Co., Ltd.
Chairman of Liansen Construction
Chairman of Hong-Tsang Company Co., Ltd.
Chairman of Shun-Yi Warehousing and Store Co., Ltd.
Director of Hong-Che Venture Capital Co., Ltd.
Director of Shan-Chih Asset Development Co.
Supervisor of Easy House Café Co., Ltd.
Supervisor of Jack Brothers Steakhouse Co., Ltd.
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Name

Professional qualifications and experiences

BA of Economics, Iowa State University, USA
General Manager of Mechatronics Component Product
Business Group, Foxconn Technology Group
Sales Manager of Dahin Co., Ltd.
Chairman of Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
Director of Forward Electronics Co., Ltd.
President of Tatung Company

Independence criteria

Number of other
public companies in
which he/she serves
concurrently as
independent director

There is no relationship between
spouses or relatives within the
second degree of kinship.

0

There is no relationship between
spouses or relatives within the
second degree of kinship.

2

There is no relationship between
spouses or relatives within the
second degree of kinship.

4

Meet the eligibility requirements
stipulated in the "Regulations on
the Establishment of
Independent Directors of Public
Issuance Companies and
Matters to be Followed", and
sign the Declaration of
Independent Directors at the
time of election and during the
term of office.
I, my spouse and in another
person’s name don’t hold any
shares in Tatung Company.

2

Chairman of EliteGroup Computer Systems Co., Ltd.
Director of Tatung System Technologies Inc.

I-Wen Chung
Director
Bachelor of Economics, Chung Hsing University
Director of Bureau of Foreign Trade
Executive Deputy Chief of Ministry of Economic Affairs
Undersecretary of

Ministry of Economic Affairs

Minister of Ministry of Economic Affairs
Chairman of Commerce Development Research Institute
Chairman of Institute for information Industry
Chairman of China Petrochemical Development Corporation
Independent Director of Formosa Chemicals & Fibre
Corporation
Independent Director of Inventec Corporation
Director of HannStar Board Corporation
Director of Asia Cement Corporation
Secretary General of Cross-Strait Entrepreneur Summit
Chairman of SINOCON Industrial Standards Foundation
Director of Kaohsiung Monomer Co., Ltd.
Director of Taivex Therapeutics Inc.

Ruey-Long Chen
Director

Director of Dingyue Development Co., Ltd.
Director of BES Engineering Corp.
Legal Representative of Unichen Development Limited
Director of Weihua (Rutung) Trade Co., Ltd.
Director of WeiQiang International Trading (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Director of Jiangsu Weiming Petrochemical Corporation.
Director of Changzhou Weicai New Material Science &
Technology Co., Ltd.
Executive Director of Core Pacific Twin Tower (Myanmar) Co.,
Ltd.
Director of Weifong (Myanmer) Co., Ltd.
Director of Thanh Phong Construction Investment Co., Ltd.
Bachelor of Law, National Taiwan University
Master of Laws, Southern Methodist University, USA
Administrative Deputy Minister, Director of Prosecutor,
counsellor , Ministry of Justice
Chairman of Taiwan After-Care Association
Chairman of Association for Victims Support
Chief procurator of Taipei, Pingtung and Peng-hu Prosecutors
Office
Chief procurator of Taiwan High Prosecutors Office
Prosecutor General of Supreme Prosecutors Office
ndependent Director of AAEON Technology Inc.,
Independent Director of Taipei Star Bank Co., Ltd.,
Independent Director of Syncmold Enterprise Corp.,

Daho Yen
Director

Independent Director of Taiwan FamilyMart Co., Ltd.
Director of Taishin Charity Foundation

Master of Mainland China Studies, National Sun Yat-Sen
University
Supervisor of Senao International Co., Ltd.
Director of Bank of Kaohsiung Co., Ltd.
Attorney and Part Owner, Yuan, Chien and Partners
Attorneys-at-Law
Independent Director of Taiwan Tea Corporation
Director of Taiwan Styrene Monomer Corporation.
Independent Director of D-Link Corporation

Sheng-Tsheng Lee
Independent Director
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Name

Independence criteria

Number of other
public companies in
which he/she serves
concurrently as
independent director

Meet the eligibility requirements
stipulated in the "Regulations on
the Establishment of
Independent Directors of Public
Issuance Companies and
Matters to be Followed", and
sign the Declaration of
Independent Directors at the
time of election and during the
term of office.
I, my spouse and in another
person’s name don’t hold any
shares in Tatung Company.

0

Professional qualifications and experiences

Master of Business Administration, University of
Massachusetts, USA
Vice President of Credit Agricole Taipei Branch
Financial Department Manager of Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Co.
CFO of Tatung Company
CFO of Taiwan Synthetic Rubber Corp.
CFO of Neo Solar Power Corp.
CFO of Shanghai Cross Ocean Property Development CO., Ltd.
Independent Director of Star Travel Corp.
Director of SinoPac Leasings Corp.
Director of SinoPac Capital International (HK) Limited
COO & CFO of DS Energy Technology Co., Ltd.
Independent Director of King Dragon Life Insurance Co., Ltd.
Supervisor of Cheng-Feng Asset Management

Chung-Zung Kung
Independent Director

Supplemental instruction:
1. Neither the directors nor the independent directors of the Company are subject to any of the provisions of Article 30 of the Company Act.
2. Amount of remuneration received by the independent directors over the last two years for providing the Company or its affiliates with
business, legal, financial, accounting and other services: None.

(ʷ) Board of Director Diversity and Independence
1. Board of Director Diversity
The Company stipulates in Article 20 of the "Corporate Governance Best Practice Principles" that the composition of the board of
directors should consider into consideration, not limiting the gender, age, nationality and culture. All members of the board shall have the
knowledge, skills and experience necessary to perform their duties. To achieve the ideal goal of corporate governance, the board of
directors shall possess the following abilities:
Basic requirements and values
Name /
Title

Wkang-Hsiang
Wang
Chairman
Rong-Chuan
Chen
Executive
Director
I-Wen Chung
Director
Daho Yen
Director
Ruey-Long
Chen
Director
Sheng-Tsheng
Lee
Independent
Director
Chung-Zung
Kung
Independent
Director

Employee

Professional knowledge and skills

Independent
directors
have served
for more
than three
consecutive
terms

Professional
background

Operational
judgments

Accounting
And
Financial
analysis

Operation
management

Crisis
management

knowledge

International
Market
perspective

Lead

Policy
decisions

Nationality

Gender

Republic
of China
(Taiwan)

Male

NA

Construction
works

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Republic
of China
(Taiwan)

Male

NA

Logistics

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Republic
of China
(Taiwan)

Male

NA

Operation
management

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Male

NA

Legal

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Male

NA

Operation
management

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Republic
of China
(Taiwan)

Male

None

Legal

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Republic
of China
(Taiwan)

Male

None

Finance
Accounting

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Republic
of China
(Taiwan)
Republic
of China
(Taiwan)

3

There are currently 7 directors, including 2 independent directors and 1 director with employee status, accounting for 28.57% and 14.29%
of all directors respectively. In the future, in accordance with the principle of gender equality and in order to improve the overall quality and
supervisory function of the board of directors, the goal is to gradually increase the number of female directors and independent directors, in
order to provide independent and new perspectives to the board of directors to discuss and supervise the board of directors.
Management objective:
The Company’s Board of Director instruct company’s strategy, supervise management, and is responsible for the company and
shareholders, and the operations and arrangements of corporate governance. It has to be ensured that board of directors exercises its
functions in accordance with laws and regulations, the corporate by-laws or the resolutions of the shareholders' meeting. Directors listen to
the report of the management team on the board of directors, give instruction and suggestions, and maintain good communication with the
management team to create maximum benefits for shareholders.
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2. Board of Director Independence
7KH &RPSDQ\ KDV VHW XS WKUHH VHDWV RI LQGHSHQGHQW GLUHFWRUV LQ DFFRUGDQFH ZLWK WKH $UWLFOHV RI ,QFRUSRUDWLRQ $V RI WKH
SXEOLFDWLRQGDWHRIWKHDQQXDOUHSRUWWKHUHLVVWLOODYDFDQF\DQGDE\HOHFWLRQZLOOEHKHOGDWWKHDQQXDOJHQHUDOPHHWLQJ
RI VKDUHKROGHUV  7KH &RPSDQ\ YDOXHV WKH VWUHQJWKHQLQJ RI LQGHSHQGHQFH DQG VXSHUYLVLRQ RI WKH ERDUG $OO LQGHSHQGHQW
GLUHFWRUV FRPSO\ ZLWK WKH SURYLVLRQV RI WKH 5HJXODWLRQV *RYHUQLQJ $SSRLQWPHQW RI ,QGHSHQGHQW 'LUHFWRUV DQG &RPSOLDQFH
0DWWHUVIRU3XEOLF&RPSDQLHVDQGWKHSURYLVLRQVRI3DUDJUDSKVDQG$UWLFOHRIWKH6HFXULWLHVDQG([FKDQJH$FW7KHUH
LV QR PDULWDO UHODWLRQVKLS QRU D UHODWLRQVKLS RI UHODWLYH ZLWKLQ WKH VHFRQG GHJUHH RI DIILQLW\ EHWZHHQ DQ\ GLUHFWRUV RI WKH
&RPSDQ\
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CGO

Officer

Accounting

(Taiwan)

of China

Republic

of China

(Taiwan)

President

CFO

Republic

Vice

(Taiwan)

of China

Republic

Nationality

Executive

President

Title

Wang

Chih-Fang

Bo-Yen Shen

I-Wen Chung

Name

Male

Male

Male

Gender

2022/01/04

2021/11/11

2021/12/21

Date of
appointment

-

-

-

Number of
shares

Shareholding

-

-

-

%

-

-

-

-

-

-

Shares held by his/her
spouse and minor
children currently
Number of
%
shares

-

-

-

Number of shares

-

-

-

%

Shares held in another
person’s name

Technologies Inc.
Chairman of the Information

Technologies Inc.
Director of Forward Electronics Co.,
Ltd.

Taiwan University
Bachelor of Economics, Soochow
University
President, CFO, Chief of Risk
Management Department of JihSun

Funds Scheduling of JihSun Securities

Investment Office of JihSun Bank,
Vice President of bond office ,Chief of

Holdings
President, Vice President of Financial

Director of Tatung System

Master of Finance, EMBA, National

Director of Forward Electronics Co.,
Ltd.
Chairman of Tatung Consumer
Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.

System Technology (Shanghai) Co.,
Ltd.
Director of TISNet Technology Inc.

Chairman & President of Tatung

Commercial Technologies Lnc.

Software Association of the
Republic of China
Director of Taiwan Digital Forensics
Development Association
Chairman of Chyun Huei

Chairman & CSO of Tatung System

and Intelligence, National Chengchi
University Business School
Master of Science and Technology
Management, School of Business,
National Chengchi University
CSO & President of Tatung System
Technologies Inc.

Director of Tatung Company
Chairman of EliteGroup Computer
Systems Co., Ltd.
Director of Tatung System
Technologies Inc.

Ph.D candidate, Institute of Science

Chairman of Tatung Consumer
Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
Director of Forward Electronics Co.,
Ltd.

Group
Sales Manager of Dahin Co., Ltd.

Component Product
Business Group, Foxconn Technology

BA of Economics, Iowa State
University, USA
General Manager of Mechatronics

Work / educational experience

Job title assumed in the Company
and
any other company

(ʸ) President, vice presidents, assistant vice presidents, department heads, branch heads, and subsidiary heads
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Manager who is his/her spouse

None

None

None

Job title

None

None

None

Name

None

None

None

Relationship

or is within 2nd degree of kinship

None

None

None

Note
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(Taiwan)

of China

Republic

Nationality

Jui-Kai Chang

Name

Male

Gender

2013/06/24

-

Number of
shares

Shareholding

-

%

-

-

Shares held by his/her
spouse and minor
children currently
Number of
%
shares

-

Number of shares

-

%

Shares held in another
person’s name

EMBA, Tamkang University
Assistant Manager of Chinfon Bank
Manager of JihSun Bank
Senior Manager of Tatung Company’s
Accounting Division

Work / educational experience

&R/WG

Supervisor of Tatung (Shanghai)
&R/WG
'LUHFWRURI7DWXQJ)LQH&KHPLFDOV

Supervisor of Central Research
Technology Co., Ltd.

Co., Ltd.

Ltd.
Director of Chih Sheng Hong Kong
Holdings Limited
Director of Otis Elevator Company
(Taiwan) Ltd.
Director of Tatung Consumer
Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
Supervisor of Shan Chih Investment

(BVI) Co., Ltd.
Director of Chih Sheng Holding Co.,

Director Of Suzhou Forward
Elctronics Technology Co., Ltd.
Director of Chih Sheng Investment

Ltd.
Director of Kuender Co., Ltd.

Ltd.
Director of Chuang Shih Neng Co.,

Chairman & President of Chunghwa
Electronics Development Co., Ltd.
Chairman & President of Chih
Sheng Investment Co., Ltd.
Director of Tung Shin Energy Co.,
Ltd.
Director of Tung Kuang Energy Co.,

Job title assumed in the Company
and
any other company

Supplemental instruction:
(1) Chief Financial Officer & Corporate Governance Officer of Shu-Mei Chang newly appointed on January 4, 2021, resigned on January 4, 2022.
(2) Executive Vice President of Wen-Chieh Peng resigned on March 31, 2021. (effective on April 1, 2021)
(3) President of I-Wen Chung positions changed on June 21, 2021, and newly appointed on December 21, 2021.
(4) President of Chun-Sheng Ho newly appointed on June 21, 2021,and resigned on December 21,2021.
(5) Executive Vice President of Feng-Shuh Dai newly appointed on January 20, 2021, resigned on June 30, 2021.
(6) Executive Vice President of Bo-Yen Shen newly appointed on November 11, 2021.
(7) Chief Financial Officer, Corporate Governance Officer, Accounting Officer of Chih-Fang Wang newly appointed on January 4, 2022.
(8) Accounting Officer of Shu-Fen Chen positions changed on January 4, 2022.
(9) Please refer to pages 107~114 itemed (IV) Information about directors, supervisors and presidents of affiliates for the job assumed by the managers in other investees concurrent.

Officer

Financial

Title

Date of
appointment

None

Job title

None

Name

None

Relationship

or is within 2nd degree of kinship

Manager who is his/her spouse
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None

Note
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Title

Chairman
Ming-Kuang Lu







 











Director
Chi-Yen Liang

Director
Ching-Hsiang
Lin
Independent
Director
Chin-Lai Wang



Director
Wen-Yen K. Lin



















Director
Hung-Hsin Lin

Director
Ruey-Long
Chen
Independent
Director
Sheng-Tsheng
Lee
Independent
Director
Chung-Zung
Kung



Director
Daho Yen











All
companies
included in
Financial
statements



The
Company

Remuneration (A)

Director
I-Wen Chung

Chairman
Wkang-Hsiang
Wang
Director
Rong-Chuan
Chen

Name



























The
Company



























All
companies
included in
Financial
statements

Retirement pension (B)



























The
Company



All
companies
included in
Financial
statements

Remuneration allocated
from earnings (C)

Remuneration to directors

























(ʳ)Remuneration to directors and independent directors

    

























The
Company

The
Company































 















 

All
companies
included in
Financial
statements

Business execution
expenses (D)



























All
companies
included in
Financial
statements

Percentage of total of
A, B, C, D, to income after
tax (%)
All
companies
included in
Financial
statements













































    





The
Company

Salary, bonus and
special allowance (E)





















 





The
Company



























All companies
included in
Financial
statements

Retirement pension (F)



























Cash
dividend

Stock
dividend





















































Cash
dividend

Stock
dividend

The
Company



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





























All
companies
included in
Financial
statements

1$

1$

1$

1$

1$

1$

1$

1$

1$

1$

1$

1$

1$

Whether
remuneration
from any
reinvested
companies
other than
subsidiaries
or parent
company is
received?

Unit: NT$ Thousand
Percentage of total of
A, B, C, D, E, F and G to
income after tax (%)

 

Employees’ bonus allocated from earnings (G)
All companies
included in Financial
The Company
statements

Relevant remuneration received by directors who are also employees

.Remuneration paid to directors and independent directors, president and vice presidents in 2021
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Title



 

   





All
companies
included in
Financial
statements









The
Company









All
companies
included in
Financial
statements

Retirement pension (B)









The
Company









All
companies
included in
Financial
statements

Remuneration allocated
from earnings (C)
All
companies
included in
Financial
statements













        

The
Company

Business execution
expenses (D)









The
Company









All
companies
included in
Financial
statements

Percentage of total of
A, B, C, D, to income after
tax (%)









The
Company









All
companies
included in
Financial
statements

Salary, bonus and
special allowance (E)









The
Company









All companies
included in
Financial
statements

Retirement pension (F)









Cash
dividend

Stock
dividend

















Cash
dividend

Stock
dividend

The
Company

 

 

 









All
companies
included in
Financial
statements

Percentage of total of
A, B, C, D, E, F and G to
income after tax (%)

 

Employees’ bonus allocated from earnings (G)
All companies
included in Financial
The Company
statements

Relevant remuneration received by directors who are also employees

1$

1$

1$

1$

Whether
remuneration
from any
reinvested
companies
other than
subsidiaries
or parent
company is
received?

important to provide independent directors with reasonable fixed compensation to attract outstanding external professionals to enter the board of directors and continue to enhance its functions.
Note 4: Apart from what is listed in the table above, the company’s directors did not receive any pay for the services they provided in the previous year’s financial report (e.g., providing consultations as non-staff of parent company, all
companies included in Financial statements, reinvestment business ).
Note 5:
(1)Director of Hung-Hsin Lin changed on March 10, 2021. (change of representative)
(2)Director of Chi-Yen Liang newly appointed on March 10, 2021, changed on November 10, 2021. (change of representative)
(3) Director of Wen-Yen K. Lin changed on May 5, 2021. (Change of representative)
(4) Director of Chun-Sheng Ho newly appointed on May 5, 2021, resigned on December 21, 2021. (After BOD)
(5) Independent Director of Chin-Lai Wang resigned on October 28, 2021.
(6) Director of Ruey-Long Chen newly appointed on November 10, 2021.
(7) Director of Ching-Hsiang Lin changed on November 12, 2021. (change of representative)
(8) Director of Daho Yen newly appointed on November 12, 2021.
(9) Chairman and Director of Ming-Kuang Lu resigned on December 21, 2021(After BOD).
(10)Chairman of Wkang-Hsiang Wang elected on December 21, 2021.
(11) Director of Rong-Chuan Chen newly appointed on December 22, 2021.
(12) Institutional Director of Tatung High School resigned on December 30, 2021.

Tatung is a large-scale company. The independent directors shall maintain independence and participate in Corporate Governance, the responsibilities and risks of independent directors have been given great attention. It is

In 2021, the company’s independent directors participated in 22 meetings of the board of directors and functional committees.

Supplemental instruction:
Note 1: Provision for expensed retirement pension: NT$105,000 by the Company (NT$105,000 by all companies under the consolidated financial statements).
Note 2: Remuneration allocated from earnings and Employees' bonus allocated from earnings are a proposed figure.
Note 3: Please state the policy, system, standards and structure of independent directors ’compensation payment, and describe the relevance to the amount of compensation according to the directors’ responsibilities, risks, and time
invested:

Tatung High
School



 

Gindon
Investment Co.

Xin Tong
Investment
Consultancy Co.



The
Company

Director
Chun-Sheng Ho

Name

Remuneration (A)

Remuneration to directors
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(ʴ)Remuneration to the management team
Unit: NT$ Thousand







All
companies
included in
Financial
statements

The
Company







All
companies
included in
Financial
statements

The
Company

Stock
dividend

President
I-Wen Chung
Executive Vice
President
Bo-Yen Shen
Chief financial
officer &
Corporate
Governance
officer
Shu-Mei Chang
President
Chun-Sheng Ho
Executive Vice
President
Feng-Shuh Dai
Executive Vice
President
Wen-Chieh
Peng

The
Company

All
companies
included in
Financial
statements

Employees’ bonus allocated
from earnings (D)

Cash
dividend

The
Company

Name

All
companies
included in
Financial
statements

Bonus and special
allowance (C)

Stock
dividend

Title

Retirement
pension (B)

Cash
dividend

Salary (A)









Percentage of total of A, B, C
and D to income after tax (%)

The
Company



All
companies
included in
Financial
statements

Whether
remuneration
from any
reinvested
companies
other than
subsidiaries
or parent
company is
received?



1$

Supplemental instruction:
Note 1: Provision for expensed retirement pension: NT$293,000 by the Company (NT$293,000 by all companies under the consolidated financial statements).
Note 2:
(1) Chief financial officer & Corporate Governance officer of Shu-Mei Chang newly appointed on January 4, 2021, and resigned on January 3, 2022. (effective
on January 4, 2022)
(2) Executive Vice President of Wen-Chieh Peng resigned on March 31, 2021. (effective on April 1, 2021)
(3) President of I-Wen Chung Positions changed on June 21, 2021, and newly appointed on December 21, 2021.
(4) President of Chun-Sheng Ho newly appointed on June 21, 2021,and resigned on December 21,2021.
(5) Executive Vice President of Feng-Shuh Dai newly appointed on January 20, 2021, and resigned on June 30, 2021.
(6) Executive Vice President of Bo-Yen Shen newly appointed on November 11, 2021.

!
Names of Presidents and Vice Presidents
Remuneration Scale for individual key managers
The company

Companies in the Consolidated
Financial Statements

Lower than NTD1,000,000

Bo-Yen Shen

Bo-Yen Shen

NTD 1,000,000ȐincludedȑɴNTD 2,000,000Ȑexcludedȑ

Wen-Chieh Peng

Wen-Chieh Peng

Shu-Mei Changǵ

Shu-Mei Changǵ

Chun-Sheng Ho

Chun-Sheng Ho

NTD 3,500,000ȐincludedȑɴNTD 5,000,000Ȑexcludedȑ

Feng-Shuh Dai

Feng-Shuh Dai

NTD 5,000,000ȐincludedȑɴNTD 10,000,000Ȑexcludedȑ

I-Wen Chung

I-Wen Chung

6

6

NTD 2,000,000ȐincludedȑɴNTD 3,500,000Ȑexcludedȑ

NTD 10,000,000ȐincludedȑɴNTD 15,000,000Ȑexcludedȑ
NTD 15,000,000ȐincludedȑɴNTD 30,000,000Ȑexcludedȑ
NTD 30,000,000ȐincludedȑɴNTD 50,000,000Ȑexcludedȑ
NTD 50,000,000ȐincludedȑɴNTD 100,000,000Ȑexcludedȑ
NTD 100,000,000 or More
Total

,,, Employee bonus granted to the management team: Yet to be distributed for 2021.
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ʶ The percentage of total remuneration paid by the Company and by all companies included in the
consolidated financial statements for the most recent two fiscal years to directors, presidents and vice
presidents of the Company, to the income after tax, and the policies, standards, and portfolios for the
payment of remuneration, the procedures for determining remuneration, and the correlation with business
performance.
Title

Percentage of total remuneration, which is paid by the Company and by all companies included
in the consolidated financial statements to directors, presidents and vice presidents of the
Company, to the income after tax




 



Directors
President / Vice President
The Board of Directors is authorized to determine the transportation allowance and remuneration to directors of the Company based on
their contribution to the Company’s operation and by taking into consideration the local and foreign standards as applied in the same
industry. Presidents and vice presidents manage the Company’s business on the order of the Board of Directors. The appointment,
dismissal and remuneration of presidents and vice presidents shall be subject to the Company Law. Furthermore, remuneration will also be
allocated from the Company’s earnings, if any, in accordance with Article 24 of the Company Regulations.
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.Status of corporate governance
(I) Status of Board of Directors’ meeting
The Board of Directors has held 8meetings in 2021. The status for the attendance of directors is as follows:
Title

Name

Attendance
in person

Attendance
by proxy

Attendance
rate (%)

Chairman

Representative of
Gindon Investment
Co.:
Wkang-Hsiang Wang

8

0

100

Elected Chairman on December 21,
2021

Director

Representative of
Gindon Investment
Co.:
Rong-Chuan Chen

0

0

0

Newly appointed on December 22,
2021. (change of representative)

Director

Representative of
Gindon Investment
Co.: I-Wen Chung

8

0

100

Director

Representative of
Gindon Investment
Co.: Daho Yen

1

0

100

Newly appointed on November 12,
2021. (change of representative)

Director

Representative of Xin
Tong Investment
Consultancy Co.:
Ruey-Long Chen

2

0

100

Newly appointed on November 10,
2021. (change of representative)

Sheng-Tsheng Lee

8

0

100

Chung-Zung Kung

8

0

100

Director

Representative of Xin
Tong Investment
Consultancy Co.:
Hung-Hsin Lin

1

0

100

Changed on March 10,
2021. (change of representative)

Director

Representative of
Tatung High School:
Wen-Yen K. Lin

2

0

100

Changed on May 5, 2021.(change of
representative)

Chin-Lai Wang

6

0

100

Resigned on October 28, 2021.

Director

Representative of Xin
Tong Investment
Consultancy Co.:
Chi-Yen Liang

5

0

100

Newly appointed on March 10, 2021.
(change of representative)
Changed on November 10, 2021.
(change of representative)

Director

Representative of
Gindon Investment
Co.:
Ching-Hsiang Lin

7

0

100

Changed on November 12, 2021.
(change of representative)

Chairman

Representative of
Gindon Investment
Co.: Ming-Kuang Lu

8

0

100

Resigned on December 21, 2021.
(After BOD)

Director

Representative of
Tatung High School:
Chun-Sheng Ho

6

0

100

Newly appointed on May 5, 2021.
(change of representative)
Resigned on December 21, 2021.
(After BOD)

Independent
Director
Independent
Director

Independent
Director

Notes

Other notes to be specified:
1. The Board of Directors’ meetings of independent directors shall specify the dates, terms, agendas, opinions of all independent directors
and how their opinions are responded by the Company if one of the subsequent conditions occurs.
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(1)What is indicated in Article 14-3 of the Securities and Exchange Act:
Audit Committee
meeting

Content and the execution of the resolutions

Items listed
Under 14-3 of
the Securities
Exchange Act

1.

1st Meeting on
Jan. 20, 2021

2st Meeting on
Mar. 25, 2021

3th Meeting on
May. 13, 2021

4th Meeting on
Jun. 21, 2021

5th Meeting on
Aug. 11, 2021

6th Meeting on Oct.
12, 2021

The discussion on the Company’s continuous endorsement
and guarantee of its subsidiary Shan Chih Semiconductor
Co., Ltd.
2. The proposal for the company to apply to Shan Chih Asset
Development Co., Ltd. for a loan.
3. To lift the non-compete restriction on directors (including
independent directors) of the company.
4. Appointment of new executive deputy general manager.
5. The 1st meeting of the 4th Compensation and Remuneration
Committee of the Company this year (110) passed the draft
amendment to the compensation and remuneration system
for directors (excluding independent directors) and
managers of the Company.
6. The Company's 4th Salary and Remuneration Committee
passed the draft of the Company's Chairman and Manager
Salary and Remuneration at the 1st meeting of this (110)
year
Independent directors’ comments: None.
The Company’s execution of the independent director’s resolutions: None.
Resolution: approved by all attending Directors without objection.
1. The discussion on the Company’s commissioning of the
auditing and professional fees for the auditing and
attestation CPA in 2021.
2. The discussion on the Company’s disposal of shareholdings
of its subsidiary Chih Kuang Energy Co., Ltd..
3. The proposal for lowering the endorsements and guarantees
for the company’s subsidiary Tatung Company of Japan, Inc.
4. The company obtained the real estate use right assets from
Taipei Industrial Co., Ltd.
Independent directors’ comments: None.
The Company’s execution of the independent director’s resolutions: None.
Resolution: approved by all attending Directors without objection.
1. The proposal for Resolution to Issue Restricted Stock
Awards for employees.
2. The discussion on the capital injection to Tatung Consumer
Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd a subsidiary by the Company.
3. The proposal for the company to apply to Shan Chih Asset
Development Co., Ltd. for a loan.
4. Tatung Co., on behalf of Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd
announced to sell its equity in Sheng Yang Energy Co., Ltd.
5. Lift the non-compete restriction on directors (including
independent directors) of the company
Independent directors’ comments: None.
The Company’s execution of the independent director’s resolutions: None.
Resolution: approved by all attending Directors without objection.
1. Change of general manager of the company.

Resolutions objected
by audit committee
while approved with
the consent of two
thirds or more of the
entire board of
directors

2. Appointment of the new general manager of the company.
Independent directors’ comments: None.
The Company’s execution of the independent director’s resolutions: None.
Resolution: approved by all attending Directors without objection.
1. Prepare the consolidated financial statements of the
company for the second quarter of this year (110).
2. The discussion on the capital injection to Shang Shin Energy
Co., Ltd. and Ting Shin Energy Co.,Ltd.
3. The discussion on the capital injection to Elitegroup
Computer Systems Co., Ltd.
Independent directors’ comments: None.
The Company’s execution of the independent director’s resolutions: None.
Resolution: approved by all attending Directors without objection.
1. The discussion on the Company’s endorsement and guarantee
of its subsidiary Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
2. Shan Chih Asset Development Co., Ltd. a subsidiary of the
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3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None
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7th Meeting on Nov.
11, 2021

Company, hereinafter referred to as: Shangzhi Assets is a
“construction cooperation case for 13 parcels of land including
No. 478, Health Section, Zhonghe District, New Taipei City
(MRT Development Zone 3)”. The partner Daxin Engineering
(stock) Company (hereinafter referred to as Daxin Company)
agrees to terminate the construction cooperation contract
Independent directors’ comments: None.
The Company’s execution of the independent director’s resolutions: None.
Resolution: approved by all attending Directors without objection.
1. Appointment of the Company's Sustainable Development
3
Committee
2. It is proposed to apply for the company to terminate the
3
issuance of overseas depositary receipts (“GDR”) and to delist
3.The company intends to appoint Bo-Yen Shen as the second post
3
of executive vice president of the company
Independent directors’ comments: None.
The Company’s execution of the independent director’s resolutions: None.

None
None
None

Resolution: approved by all attending Directors without objection.

8th Meeting on Dec.
21, 2021

1.The company intends to provide a guarantee of NT$180 million
for Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd a
100%-owned subsidiary, and the company acts as the joint
guarantor
2.The company obtained the right to use real estate assets from
Shan Chih Asset Development Co., Ltd.
3.The case of electing the chairman of the board.
4.Appointment of the general manager of the company.

3

None

3

None

3

None

3

None

Independent directors’ comments: None.
The Company’s execution of the independent director’s resolutions: None.
Resolution: approved by all attending Directors without objection.
(2) Apart from the above-mentioned matter, any resolutions that were passed by the board of directors but independent directors had
objection or reservations about in documented minutes or statements: None
2. With reference to directors’ withdrawing from any motion due to conflict of interest, the directors’ names, contents of motions, causes for
the withdrawal, and participation in voting shall be specified: the Board of Directors did not encounter any motions with conflicting
interests against the company in the year.
Interest
Reasons for avoidance of interests and participation in
Board meeting
Content of the proposal
avoidance
voting
directors
Director of I-Wen Chung maintains that this case is
related to him and avoids participating in discussions and
resolutions.
Changed of President of the
I-Wen Chung
In addition to Director of I-Wen Chung, the 8 directors who
company.
attended the meeting unanimously agreed to appoint
Director of I-Wen Chung as the President of the company,
effective from today (June 21, 2021).
4th Meeting on
June 21, 2021
Director of Chun-Sheng Ho maintains that this case is
related to him and avoids participating in discussions and
resolutions.
Appointment of President of
Chun-Sheng Ho
In addition to Director of Chun-Sheng Ho, the 8 directors
the company.
who attended the meeting unanimously agreed to appoint
Director of Chun-Sheng Ho as the President of the
company, effective from today (June 21, 2021).

3. Objectives to strengthen the functions of the Board of Directors in the current year and most recent year (e.g.,
establishment of Audit Committee and upgrading information transparency) and evaluation of the execution thereof:
(1) In compliance with the competent authority's promotion of robust corporate governance policies, the Company had
established independent directors, Audit Committee, Remuneration Committee, and Sustainable Development
Committee.
(2) Upgrading information transparency, internet-based reporting system, and disclosure of information on corporate
governance:
A. The Company performs its obligations faithfully in accordance with the relevant laws and the related TWSE rules.
Establishing an internet-based reporting system for public information that appoint personnel responsible for
gathering and disclosing the information, and establishing a spokesperson system so as to ensure the proper and
timely disclosure of information about policies that might affect the decisions of shareholders and stakeholders.
B. In order to keep shareholders and stakeholders fully informed, the Company utilizes the convenience of the internet
and set up a website containing the information regarding its finances, operations, and corporate governance. If
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necessary, furnish the financial, corporate governance, and other relevant information in English. To avoid misleading
information, the aforesaid website shall be maintained by specified personnel, and the recorded information shall be
accurate, detailed and updated on a timely basis.
C. The Company shall hold an investor conference in compliance with the regulations of the TWSE, and keep an audio
or video record of the meeting. The financial and business information disclosed in the investor conference shall be
disclosed on the designated internet information posting system by TWSE and provided for inquiry through the
Company’s website.
D. The Company shall disclose the information regarding corporate governance in the fiscal year in accordance with
laws and regulations and TWSE rules. According to the actual performance of the corporate governance system,
disclose the plans and measures to improve its corporate governance system through appropriate mechanisms.

(II) Implementation situation of Board of Directors’ evaluation
Evaluation cycle

1. The Company's board of directors shall conduct an internal board performance
evaluation every year.
2. The Company's board performance evaluation shall be conducted by an external
independent professional institution or a panel of external experts and scholars at least
once every three years.

Evaluation period

2021/1/1~2021/12/31

Evaluation scope

Evaluation method

The criteria for evaluating
the Performance of the
board of directors

Evaluation
content

The criteria for evaluating
the Performance of the
board members (on
themselves)

The criteria for evaluating
the Performance of
functional committees

The Company's board and functional committees evaluation scope covers the evaluation
of the board as a whole, individual directors, functional committees and individual
committees.
Methods of evaluations include the internal evaluation of the board, self-evaluation by
individual board members, internal evaluation of functional committees, self-evaluation by
individual committee members and evaluation by appointed external professional
institutions, experts, or other appropriate methods.
1. Participation in the operation of the company
2. Improvement of the quality of the board of directors' decision making
3. Composition and structure of the board of directors
4. Election and continuing education of the directors
5. Internal control
6. Participation in sustainable operations (ESG)
1. Alignment of the goals and missions of the company
2. Awareness of the duties of a director
3. Participation in the operation of the company
4. Management of internal relationship and communication
5. The director's professionalism and continuing education
6. Internal control
1. Participation in the operation of the company
2. Improvement of quality of decisions made by the functional committee
3. Composition and structure of functional committees
4. The committee's election and continuing education
5. Internal control

(III) Participation by Audit Committee
(1) The focus of the work of the Audit Committee in the recent year (Year 2021) is as follows:
■ Review the quarterly report, semi-annual report, annual financial report, the proposal for distribution profits and loss
make-up proposal;
■ Revise the internal control system and related policies and procedures;
■ Material asset or derivatives transactions;
■ Offering or issuance of any equity- type securities;
■ Material lending founds, endorsements or guarantees;
■ Hiring or dismissal of an attesting CPA, or the compensation given thereto;
■ Significant investment evaluation and management; and
■ Corporate risk management, etc.
(2) A total of 7 Audit Committee meetings were held in the previous period (2021). Independent director attendance was as
follows:
Title

Name

Attendance
in person

Attendance
by proxy

Attendance
rate (%)

Chair

Sheng-Tsheng
Lee

7

0

100

None

Member

Chung-Zung
Kung

7

0

100

None

Member

Chin-Lai Wang

5

0

100

Resigned on October 28,
2021
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Other notes to be specified:
I. The Audit Committee meetings of independent directors shall specify the dates, terms, agendas, contents of matters suggested or
opposed by independent directors, opinions of all independent directors and how their opinions are responded by the Company if one
of the subsequent conditions occurs.
(1)

What is indicated in Article 14-5 of the Securities and Exchange Act:
Audit Committee
meeting

Content and the execution of the resolutions

1.

1st Meeting on
Jan. 20, 2021

2rd Meeting on
Mar. 25, 2021

3th Meeting on
May. 13, 2021

4th Meeting on
Aug. 10, 2021

5th Meeting on
Oct. 12, 2021

6th Meeting on
Nov. 10, 2021

Items listed
Under 14-5 of
the Securities
Exchange Act

Resolutions objected
by audit committee
while approved with
the consent of two
thirds or more of the
entire board of
directors

The discussion on the Company’s continuous endorsement
and guarantee of its subsidiary Shan Chih Semiconductor
3
None
Co., Ltd.
2. The proposal for the company to apply to Shan Chih Asset
3
None
Development Co., Ltd. for a loan.
Resolutions at the Committee meeting (01/20 /2021): approved by the entire membership of the Committee.
Contents of matters suggested or opposed by independent directors: None
The Company’s execution of the audit committee’s resolutions: approved by all attending Directors without
objection
1. The discussion on the Company’s financial statement in
3
None
2020.
2. The discussion on the Company’s commissioning of the
auditing and professional fees for the auditing and attesting
3
None
CPA in 2021.
3. The discussion on the Company’s disposal of shareholdings
3
None
of its subsidiary Chih Kuang Energy Co., Ltd..
4. The discussion on the Company’s statement of the internal
3
None
control system in 2020.
5. The proposal for lowering the endorsements and guarantees
3
None
for the company’s subsidiary Tatung Company of Japan, Inc.
Resolutions at the Committee meeting (03/25 /2021): approved by the entire membership of the Committee.
Contents of matters suggested or opposed by independent directors: None
The Company’s execution of the audit committee’s resolutions: approved by all attending Directors without
objection
2/ The discussion on the capital injection to Tatung Consumer
3
None
Produsts (Taiwan) Co., Ltd., a subsidiary by the Company.
3/ The proposal for the company to apply to Shan Chih Asset
3
None
Development Co., Ltd. for a loan.
4/ The proposal for Resolution to Issue Restricted Stock
3
None
Awards for employees.
5/ Tatung Co., on behalf of Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd
3
None
announced to sell its equity in Sheng Yang Energy Co., Ltd.
Resolutions at the Committee meeting (05/13/2021): approved by the entire membership of the Committee.
Contents of matters suggested or opposed by independent directors: None
The Company’s execution of the audit committee’s resolutions: approved by all attending Directors without
objection
1. The discussion on the capital injection to Shang Shin Energy
3
None
Co., Ltd. and Ting Shin Energy Co.,Ltd..
2. The discussion on the capital injection to Elitegroup
3
None
Computer Systems Co., Ltd.
Resolutions at the Committee meeting (08/10/ 2021): approved by the entire membership of the Committee.
Contents of matters suggested or opposed by independent directors: None
The Company’s execution of the audit committee’s resolutions: approved by all attending Directors without
objection
1. The discussion on the Company’s endorsement and guarantee
3
None
of its subsidiary Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
Resolutions at the Committee meeting (10/12/2021): approved by the entire membership of the Committee.
Contents of matters suggested or opposed by independent directors: None
The Company’s execution of the audit committee’s resolutions: approved by all attending Directors without
objection
1. The proposal for Resolution to Issue Restricted Stock Awards
3
None
for employees.
Resolutions at the Committee meeting (11/10/2021): approved by the entire membership of the Committee.
Contents of matters suggested or opposed by independent directors: None
The Company’s execution of the audit committee’s resolutions: approved by all attending Directors postpone
the content.
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7th Meeting on
Dec. 21, 2021

1. The discussion on the Company’s endorsement and guarantee
3
None
of its subsidiary Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
Resolutions at the Committee meeting (12/21/2021): approved by the entire membership of the Committee.
Contents of matters suggested or opposed by independent directors: None
The Company’s execution of the audit committee’s resolutions: approved by all attending Directors without
objection

(2) In addition to the above-mentioned matter, any other resolutions agreed by the two-thirds of all the directors without having been
agreed by the audit committee: None.
2. If there is Independent Directors’ avoidance of motions in conflict of interest, the Independent Directors’ names, contents of motions,
causes for avoidance and voting should be specified:
Audit Committee
meeting

5th Meeting on
Oct. 12, 2021
(Subsequent meetings)

Interest avoidance
independent directors

Content of the proposal

(1)The resolution of SCAD’s intend to
terminate the construction
cooperation contract with DACIN
Construction Co., Ltd.

Sheng-Tsheng Lee

Reasons for avoidance of interests
and participation in voting
In accordance with Article 206 of
the Company Law, except for
Independent Director
Sheng-Tsheng Lee who need to
evade and may not participate in
voting, the other attending
independent directors unanimously
agreed to pass the case.

3. Communications between the independent directors, the Company's Chief Internal Auditor and CPAs (including the material items,
methods and results of audits of corporate finance or operations, etc.):
For the CAE (Chief Audit Executive): In addition to submitting the audit report to the Chairman, it is also needed to hand over the audit
report to the individual directors who can discuss and communicate with the CAE directly with regard to the contents of the audit report
while needed. If the individual directors have any comments on the audit report, the internal audit unit has to follow up and reply to the
individual directors with the countermeasures, moreover, if the individual directors have any instructions, the CAE has to report to the
individual directors accordingly after the audit project is finalized.
For the CPA: After the quarter, half-year and annual financial statements are finalized, the individual directors call a Meeting of
Communication with Management and Governing body of Audit Clients to invite the CPA only to the meeting for fully discussions and
for interchanging opinions with regard to the issues which the CPA has discovered from the internal control systems or from the
financial statements during the auditing period.
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(IV) The composition, duties, and operation of the Compensation Committee:
1. Members of the Compensation Committee
Title

Independent
Director
(Chair)

Independent
Director
(Member)

Chung-Zung
Kung

Sheng-Tsheng
Lee

Independence criteria

Qualification and experience

Name

Master of Business Administration, University of
Massachusetts, USA
Vice President of Credit Agricole Taipei Branch
Financial Department Manager of Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing Co.
CFO of Tatung Company
CFO of Taiwan Synthetic Rubber Corp.
CFO of Neo Solar Power Corp.
CFO of Shanghai Cross Ocean Property
Development CO., Ltd.
Independent Director of Star Travel Corp.
Director of SinoPac Leasings Corp.
Director of SinoPac Capital International (HK)
Limited
COO & CFO of DS Energy Technology Co., Ltd.
Independent Director of King Dragon Life
Insurance Co., Ltd.
Supervisor of Cheng-Feng Asset Management
Master of Mainland China Studies, National
Sun Yat-Sen University
Supervisor of Senao International Co., Ltd.
Director of Bank of Kaohsiung Co., Ltd.
Attorney and Part Owner, Yuan, Chien and
Partners Attorneys-at-Law
Independent Director of Taiwan Tea
Corporation
Director of Taiwan Styrene Monomer
Corporation.
Independent Director of D-Link Corporation

Number of other
public companies in
which he/ she
serves concurrently
as Compensation
Committee

0
Following the Article 6 of
the Regulations
Governing the
Appointment and
Exercise of Powers by
the Remuneration
Committee of a Company
Whose Stock is Listed on
the Taiwan Stock
Exchange or the Taipei
Exchange.

The Lawyer of Supreme Law Firm.
Prosecutor of Supreme Prosecutors Office.
Member
Ming-Jen Yu
Director of The Department of Prevention,
Rehabilitation and Protection, MOJ.
Supplemental instruction: Member Ming-Jen Yu was elected on January 3, 2022.

3

0

2. Operation of Compensation Committee
(1) The compensation committee composed of three members.
(2) The term of office of the committee began from Nov 13, 2020 to Oct. 20, 2023.
The committee has convened the meetings three times last year; the qualifications and attendances of the members
are shown as follows:
Title

Name

Attendance
in person

Attendance
by proxy

Attendance
rate (%)

Chair

Chung-Zung Kung

3

0

100

Member

Sheng-Tsheng Lee

3

0

100

Member

Chin-Lai Wang

2

0

100

Notes

Resigned on October 28, 2021

Member
Ming-Jen Yu
0
0
N/A
Elected on January 3,2022
Other notable items:
1. If the board of directors decline to adopt or modify a recommendation of the compensation committee, it is imperative to note down
the board meeting’s date, session, motion, resolution as well as Tatung Company’s disposition of the compensation committee’s
recommendation. (If the remuneration passed by the board exceeds the recommendation of the compensation committee, the
circumstances and causes for the difference shall be specified): None.
2. As to a resolution of the compensation committee, if a committee member expresses any objection or reservation recorded or in a
written statement, it is imperative to specify the committee’s date, session, disposition of the comments: None.
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3. The Content and the execution of the resolutions of compensation committee:
0HHWLQJ
VW

 PHHWLQJRQ
-DQ

QGPHHWLQJRQ
$XJ

UGPHHWLQJRQ
1RY

7KH&RQWHQWVRIPRWLRQV

7KH([HFXWLRQ

˚5HYLHZLQJWKHFRPSHQVDWLRQSROLF\V\VWHP
VWDQGDUGVDQGVWUXFWXUHIRUGLUHFWRUVDQG
PDQDJHULDORIILFHUV
˚(YDOXDWLQJWKHFRPSHQVDWLRQRI&KDLUPDQ 
DQGPDQDJHULDORIILFHUVRIWKH&RPSDQ\
˚(YDOXDWLQJWKH\HDUHQGERQXVFDVHIRUWKH
PDQDJHULDORIILFHUVRIWKH&RPSDQ\RI
˚7KHLQWHUQDOSHUIRUPDQFHHYDOXDWLRQ
UHVXOWVRIWKHFRPPLWWHHKDYHEHHQDXGLWHGDQG
FRPSOHWHG

1Ύ 7KHUHVROXWLRQRIDOODWWHQGLQJ  
PHPEHUVSDVVHG
2Ύ 7KHUHVROXWLRQRIDOODWWHQGLQJ 
PHPEHUVSDVVHG
3Ύ 7KHUHVROXWLRQRIDOODWWHQGLQJ 
PHPEHUVSDVVHG
˚
 7KHSHUIRUPDQFHHYDOXDWLRQ 
   UHVXOWRIWKH&RPSHQVDWLRQ 
   &RPPLWWHHLVJRRG
 7KHSHUIRUPDQFHVHOI 
   HYDOXDWLRQUHVXOWVRIWKH 
   PHPEHUVRIWKH&RPSHQVDWLRQ 
   FRPPLWWHHDUHDOOJRRG

˚5HYLHZLQJWKHFRPSHQVDWLRQSROLF\V\VWHP
VWDQGDUGVDQGVWUXFWXUHIRUGLUHFWRUVDQG
PDQDJHULDORIILFHUV
˚(YDOXDWLQJWKHFRPSHQVDWLRQRIQHZ3UHVLGHQW
RIWKH&RPSDQ\
˚(YDOXDWLQJWKHGHILFLHQF\DSSURSULDWLRQRIWKH
*XDUDQWHHGDQQXDOVDODU\DQGWKHLQFHQWLYH
SD\PHQWRIWKH([3UHVLGHQW,:HQ&KXQJDQG
WKH([([HFXWLYH9LFH3UHVLGHQW)HQJ6KXK'DL 

˚7KHUHVROXWLRQRIDOODWWHQGLQJ 
   0HPEHUVSDVVHG
˚7KHUHVROXWLRQRIDOODWWHQGLQJ
    PHPEHUVSDVVHG
˚7KHUHVROXWLRQRIDOODWWHQGLQJ 
    PHPEHUVSDVVHG

˚3ODQQLQJWKHDUUDQJHPHQWVRILVVXHLQJ
UHVWULFWHGVWRFNDZDUGVIRUHPSOR\HHVLQ RI
WKH&RPSDQ\

˚ 7KHUHVROXWLRQRIDOODWWHQGLQJ 
PHPEHUVSDVVHG

4ˣ Scope of duties of Compensation Committee.
(1) Prescribing and periodically reviewing the performance and the compensation policy, system, standards, and structure for
directors and managerial officers.
(2) Periodically evaluating and prescribing the compensation of directors and managerial officers on the first quarter of each year.

(ʷ) Corporate Governance Implementation Status and Deviations from "the Corporate
Governance Best-Practice Principles for TWSE/TPEx Listed Companies"
Implementation Status
Evaluation Item
Yes

1. Does the Company establish
and disclose the Corporate
Governance Best-Practice
Principles based on
"Corporate Governance BestPractice Principles for
TWSE/TPEx Listed
Companies"?
2.Shareholding structure &
shareholders’ rights
(1)Does the Company establish
an internal operating
procedure to deal with
shareholder s’ suggestions,
doubts, disputes and
litigations, and implement
based on the procedure?

No

Abstract Illustration

Deviations from "the
Corporate
Governance
Best-Practice
Principles for
TWSE/TPEx Listed
Companies" and
Reasons

3

In accordance with “Corporate Governance Best Practices Principles
for TWSE/GTSM Listed Companies”, the Company has adopted and
made public its corporate governance best practices principles at its
official website and at the Market Observation Post.

None

3

Shareholders’ suggestions and questions are directly addressed to the
departments held accountable as well as taken care of by the
Company’s spokesman or deputy spokesman.

None
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Implementation Status
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Yes

(2)Does the Company possess
the list of its major
shareholders as well as the
ultimate owners of those
shares?
(3)Does the Company establish
and execute the risk
management and firewall
system within its
conglomerate structure?
(4)Does the Company establish
internal rules against insiders
trading with undisclosed
information?
3.Composition and
Responsibilities of the Board
of Directors
(1) Does the Board develop and
implement a diversified policy
for the composition of its
members?

No

Abstract Illustration

Deviations from "the
Corporate
Governance
Best-Practice
Principles for
TWSE/TPEx Listed
Companies" and
Reasons

3

Monthly applications of changes in the shareholdings of directors,
supervisors, and shareholders with a greater than 10 percent share of
the company’s total issued equity are submitted to keep track of and
stay in contact with major shareholders who have controlling power so
as to get hold of the persons with ultimate control over the company.

None

3

The Company has set up rules for supervising its subsidiaries and
periodic reviews of their operations.

None

3

3

(2)Does the Company
voluntarily establish other
functional committees in
addition to the Remuneration
Committee and the Audit
Committee?

3

The Company has established the Management Procedures for the
Prevention of Insider Trading in Tatung Company to prohibit company
insiders from trading securities using information not disclosed to the
market.
The company has made a policy to diversify the board of directors in
Article Number 20 of the Corporate Governance Best-Practice
Principles and made it public in the Market Observation Post System.
In order to implement a good Board governance mechanism, the
diversity of the Board members need to be considered:
Goal: As stated in the “Corporate Governance Best-Practice Principles”
, the composition of Board members should be diversified, such as
having different professional backgrounds, industry experiences or
genders; as well as different knowledge, skills and attainment in order
to exert the quality and monitoring mechanism of the board of directors.
In accordance with the principle of gender equality, the company aims
to increase at least one female director and independent director. The
hope of monitoring the board of directors and bringing a fresh and
independent perspective on the discussion in the board.
Achievement: The company works at strengthening the independence
and monitoring of the board of directors, and forms the board of
directors with independent directors as the majority. The specialties that
the board of directors range from leadership, business management,
crisis management, law, finance, and practical experience in the
industry. The proportion of the directors who are also employees of the
company is 14.29%; independent directors, 28.57%.
I In order to have a sound sustainable development, the Company has
established a sustainable development (corporate governance)
committee with its organizational charter in accordance with the
resolutions made by the board of directors. The board of directors
elected the following to be members of the Company’s sustainable
development committee on December 1, 2021: Sheng-Tsheng Lee
(Independent director with expertise in law, risk control and corporate
governance), Chung-Zung Kung (Independent director with expertise in
finance, risk control and corporate governance). who are responsible
for corporate governance related matters, and elected the member of
Wkang-Hsiang Wang on November 11,2021. Sheng-Tsheng Lee
(Independent director with expertise in engineering and business
management) was elected as the Convener on December 21, 2021.
(1) According to the organization rules of the Sustainable
Development Committee, its duties are as follows:
(A) To give considerations to experience, expertise and independence
to formulate selection criteria for members of Sustainable
Development Committee and submit to the board of directors for
resolution.
(B) Responsible for the research and analysis, implementation,
planning proposals and regulations of the Sustainable Development
system, regulations and procedures for Sustainable Development,
and submit to the resolution of the board of directors.
(C) Tracking and suggestions the implementation situation of the
relevant information disclosure.
(D) Review the governance relationship between the Company and its
subsidiaries and other related companies, put forward suggestions
for improvement and report to the board of directors.
(E) Review the effectiveness of the implementation of the Sustainable
Development system.
(F) Other duties in accordance with the board resolutions.
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(2) Operational status: According to the organization rules of the
Sustainable Development Committee, meetings shall be held at
least once every quarter, and the operating status in 2021 is as
follows:
Title

Chair
Member
Member
Chair
Member
Member
Member

(3)Does the company establish
a standard to measure the
performance of the Board
and implement it annually,
and report the results of the
performance evaluation to
the board of directors, and
use them as a reference for
individual directors' salary
and remuneration?

3

Name

Sheng-Tsheng
Lee
ChungZung Kung

Wkang-Hsiang
Wang
Chin-Lai
Wang
Hung-Hsin
Lin

Ming-Kuang
Lu
Chun-Sheng
Ho

Entrusted
attendance

Number
of
meetings
during
the
tenure

Actual
(in person)
attendance
rate%

4

0

4

100

4

0

4

100

1

0

1

100

3

0

3

100

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

Actual
(in person)
attendance

Note:
(1)Member of Sheng-Tsheng Lee Elected on December 1, 2020,
elected as chair on December 21, 2021.
(2)Member of Chung-Zung Kung Elected on December 1, 2020.
(3) Member of Wkang-Hsiang Wang elected on November 11, 2021.
(4)Chair of Chin-Lai Wang elected on December 1,2020, and resigned
on October 28,2021.
(5) Member of Hung-Hsin Lin Elected on December 1, 2020 Positions
change on March 10, 2021(change of representative)
(6)Member of Ming-Kuang Lu elected on November 11,2021and
resigned on December 21, 2021. (After BOD)
(7)Member of Chun-Sheng Ho elected on November 11,2021and
resigned on December 21, 2021. (After BOD)
In order to strengthen corporate governance and enhance the functions
of the board of directors and various functional committees of the
Company, the Board of Directors passed the “Board and Functional
Committee Performance Evaluation Guidelines” on March 15, 2019,
and was amended on March 12, 2020. The board of directors and
functional committees of the company shall perform at least one
internal performance evaluation each year. The results of internal
performance evaluation shall be completed before the board of
directors held within three months after the start of the second year and
submitted to the board of directors on March 15, 2022. The realm of the
Board and Functional Committee Performance Evaluation of the
Company shall include the performance evaluation of the overall board
of directors, individual board members and functional committees and
individual committee members.
The measurement items and scoring standards of the evaluation
indicators shall be based on the board of directors of the company and
specification of functional committee performance evaluation
guidelines.
The results of the internal evaluation of the performance of the
company's 2021 board of directors and functional committees are as
follows:
Evaluation period: from January 1, 2021 to December 31, 2021.
Evaluation results: The evaluation indicates that the performance of the
board of directors, Audit Committee, Compensation Committee,
Sustainable Development Committee and the performance of members
were “good” during the evaluation period.
The procedures for the establishment of directors' remuneration of the
Company, in addition to the provisions of the Articles of Association, are
based on the above criteria and the relevant measures of the functional
committees. The relevant performance appraisal and remuneration
rationality are reviewed by the functional committees and the board of
directors.
At any time, the directors' remuneration system will be reviewed in a
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Implementation Status
Evaluation Item
Yes

(4)Does the Company regularly
evaluate the independence
of CPAs?
3

4.Has the TWSE/GTSM Listed
Company equipped
competent and appropriate
number of staff and
designated corporate
governance directors to be in
charge of corporate
governance affairs (which are
inclusive of but not restricted
to the following: offering the
information needed for a
director to perform his/her
duties, assisting directors to
comply with laws and
regulations, handling matters
relating to board meetings
and shareholders meetings
according to laws, handling
corporate registration and
amendment registration,
producing minutes of board
meetings and shareholders
meetings, etc.)?

5. Does the Company establish
a communication channel
(This is inclusive of but not
restricted to shareholders,
employees, clients and
suppliers, etc.) and build a
designated section on its
website for stakeholders, as
well as handle all the issues

3

3

No

Abstract Illustration

timely manner depending on the actual operating conditions and
relevant laws and regulations
To ensure the reliability of financial statements and to implement
corporate governance, the Company reviews the independence of the
CPA in the annual BOD meeting. The Company verifies the CPA’s
experience and confirms that there is no additional financial or business
relation other than the audit and tax fees. The Company evaluates the
independence of the CPA according to the Certified Public Accountant
Act and the 10th section of the Code of Conduct. The Company obtains
the independence declaration and ensures the information stated is
correct.
The company decided to set up a Corporate Governance Officer after
the resolution of the board of directors on January 29, 2018, and
allocate corporate governance personnel.
On December 23, 2019, the board of directors passed a resolution to
appoint Shu-Mei Chang, the Chief Financial Officer as the Corporate
Governance Officer (resignation on January 3, 2022).
On January 3, 2011, the board of directors passed a resolution to
appoint Chih-Fang Wang the Chief Financial Officer, as the Corporate
Governance Officer so far.
The implementation of corporate governance in the year 2021was as
follows:
1. Assisting independent directors and directors in executing their
duties, providing the information they need, and arranging continued
education for directors:
(1) Examining the levels of classified information, providing the
information that directors need for them, and maintaining smooth and
good communication between directors and business executives
(2) Assisting independent directors and the other directors in drafting
their annual continued education plans and courses in accordance
with their educational background and work experience as well as
the characteristics of the company’s industries
2. Assisting the board of directors in the matters concerning the
shareholders’ meeting:
(1)Reminding the board of directors of the legal regulations in relation
to their execution of their duties and the resolutions that have been
made
(2)Examining if the contents of the resolutions made should be publicly
announced after the shareholders’ meeting while reassuring the
legality and accuracy of the information announced so as to
guarantee trading information equally accessible to shareholders
3. To safeguard the interests of investors: Continually working on the
communication channels between directors, major shareholders,
institutional investors or the other shareholders to reassure investors
can obtain sufficient information to assess the reasonable capital
market value of the corporation so as to safeguard the interests of
shareholders
4. Legally, the call for meeting together with the materials for the
meeting should be sent to the board of directors seven days before
the meeting, but the board of directors should convene in case of
emergency. A reminder of acting on recusal due to conflicts of
interest should be sent before the meeting. The meeting minutes for
the board of directors should be completed within 20 days after the
meeting.
5. The date for the shareholders’ meeting was legally registered before
they convened. The meeting notice, the agenda handbook and the
meeting minutes were produced under the statute of limitations.

The Company has established a communication channel with
shareholders, set up an area for shareholders at the official website,
and properly responded to the issues of corporate social
responsibilities about which shareholders are concerned.
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Best-Practice
Principles for
TWSE/TPEx Listed
Companies" and
Reasons

None

None

None
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Implementation Status
Evaluation Item
Yes

they care for in terms of
corporate social
responsibilities?
6.Does the Company appoint a
professional shareholder
service agency to deal with
shareholder affairs?
7. Information Disclosure
(1)Does the Company have a
corporate website to disclose
both financial standings and
the status of corporate
governance?
(2)Does the Company have
other information disclosure
channels (e.g. building an
English website, appointing
designated people to handle
information collection and
disclosure, creating a
spokesman system,
webcasting investor
conferences)?
(3)Does the company publish
and report its annual financial
report within two months after
the end of a fiscal year, and
publish and report its financial
reports for the first, second
and third quarters as well as
its operating status for each
month before the specified
deadline.
8. Is there any other important
information to facilitate a
better understanding of the
Company’s corporate
governance practices (e.g.,
including but not limited to
employee rights, employee
wellness, investor relations,
supplier relations, rights of
stakeholders, directors’ and
supervisors’ training records,
the implementation of risk
management policies and risk
evaluation measures, the
implementation of customer
relations policies, and
purchasing insurance for
directors and supervisors)?

No

Abstract Illustration

Deviations from "the
Corporate
Governance
Best-Practice
Principles for
TWSE/TPEx Listed
Companies" and
Reasons

3

We have appointed the agency department of Taishin Securities Co.,
Ltd. as registrar for our Shareholders’ Meetings.

None

3

The Company and its subsidiaries have set up their websites for
releasing their financial, business and corporate governance
information.

None

3

Apart from the official English Website, the Company has also
designated the personnel gathering, disclosing and updating the
company’s information while implementing the spokesman system. The
information concerning the Company’s investor conference has been
made available on its official website as well.

None

3

The company announced and submitted its annual financial report
within the statutory period as well as announced and submitted its
financial reports of the first three quarters and the monthly condition of
the company within the designated time limit. None of the above has
been done earlier than it should.

None

3

(1)Rights and treatment of employees:
All Tatung Company’s employees, applicants, and contract workers
are equally treated with dignity regardless of their races, religions,
colors, genders, and nationalities. The Company has set up working
regulations, welfare, salary, and subsidies according to the labor
and gender-equality related regulations promulgated by the
government. The Company also reviews employees’ performance
annually to ensure reasonable alignment between employees’
salary and labor, so that they will be contended with their jobs.
(2)Investor relations:
The Company has appointed Investor Relations department to
collect and disclose information and to communicate with
stakeholders, investors and the public. The Company also attends
domestic and oversea investor forums sporadically to deliver
information regarding corporate financials, business strategies and
operation directions. Moreover, the Company has set up the
investor service on the corporate website for stakeholders, investors
and the public to download material information of monthly sales
revenues, financial statements, annual reports and conference
booklets, financial ratios and investor conference presentations, etc.
Financial and business information of the Company would be
released on Taiwan Stock Exchange Market Observation Post
System.
(3)Supplier management:
Tatung is an environmentally friendly company with a calling to
uphold the global environmentalism, so that we request suppliers to
sign contracts in which they would obey the government’s
environmental protection laws and regulations in reducing waste,
preventing pollution, and disposing wastes. The suppliers will be
audited upon Tatung’s request and Tatung has the right to suspend
or terminate the partnership, should any matters violating the law be
found. Besides, in order to comply with customers’ green
procurement demand and international legal requirements such as

None
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Abstract Illustration

RoHS directive, Tatung has been actively promoting the green
supply chain. Through building up the green supply chain, we can
review our suppliers’ performance and to strengthen the existing
supply chain. As for the safety of suppliers’ working environment,
Tatung has also implemented evaluation indicators in the supplier
reviews/evaluations. In addition, “Tatung health and safety
management for construction suppliers” has been established to
reduce the probability of an accident.
(4)Rights of investors:
The Company has set up communication channels with investors
and set aside an area at the official website specifically for
investors.
(5)The progress of training of directors and managerial officers:
A. Six directors of the Company’s (including independent directors)
have completed the training in accordance with “Directions for the
Implementation of Continuing Education for Directors and
Supervisors of TWSE Listed and TPEx Listed Companies” in
2021.
B. The training of the Company’s managerial officers in 2021:
Title

Name

Study hours

President

I-Wen Chung

15

Executive Vice
President

Bo-Yen Shen

6

Chief financial
officer

Chih-Fang Wang

-

Financial
Officer

Jui-Kai Chang

54

Chief financial
officer

Shu-Mei Chang

18

Remark

Newly appointed
on January 4,
2022.

Newly appointed
on January 3,
2022.

6. Enforcement of consumers’ protection policies: The Company
always strictly observes the contracts with our clients so as to sustain
a steady and harmonious relationship, arriving at better profits as a
result.
7. Coverage of liability insurance for directors and supervisors: The
Company has purchased liability insurance for directors and
supervisors.
9. Specify the Company’s improvements in accordance with the recently released evaluations of corporate governance by the Corporate
Governance Center of the Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation (TWSE). As for those yet to be improved, account for the Company’s list
of priorities and their implementation: The Company has conducted an internal assessment of its corporate governance practices in order
to gradually improve its governance and upgrade its corporate image.
The improved items of the 8th Corporate Governance Evaluation System are shown below:
Item No.

Item

Amendments

1.7

Does the company upload the shareholders' meeting procedure manual
and supplementary meeting materials 30 days before the ordinary
shareholders' meeting?

Qualified and scored

1.10

Did the company disclose the English versions of the meeting agenda
handbook and supplemental meeting materials 30 days before the day of
the AGM?

Qualified and scored

3.1

Did the company comply with the Procedures for Verification and
Disclosure of Material Information of TWSE/TPEx Listed Companies and
thus avoid incurring any monetary penalty?

Qualified and scored

3.3

Has the company handled the procedures in accordance with the
relevant regulations such as the operation method for information
declaration of listed companies without being punished by liquidated
damages?

Qualified and scored

3.6

Did the company disclose the interim financial reports in English within 2
months after the deadline for reporting of the Chinese version?

Qualified and scored
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Deviations from "the
Corporate
Governance
Best-Practice
Principles for
TWSE/TPEx Listed
Companies" and
Reasons

The priority measurements for unimproved items of the 8th Corporate Governance Evaluation System:
Item No.
2.2
2.7
3.11

Item
Did the company adopt a board diversity policy and disclose the
specific management objectives as well as the status of
implementation of the diversity policy on the company’s website
and in the annual report?
Did the company's independent directors reach one-half or more
of all of the directors?
Did the company disclose future R&D plans and estimated
expenditures in its annual report?

Amendments
The Company will conduct an internal
assessment of the aforementioned matters.
The Company will conduct an internal
assessment of the aforementioned matters.
The Company will conduct an internal
assessment of the aforementioned matters.

(ʸ)Sustainable development Implementation Status and Deviations from “Sustainable
Development Best Practice Principles for TWSE/TPEx Listed Companies”
Implementation Status
Evaluation Item
Yes

1. Does the company establish
exclusively (or concurrently)
dedicated first-line
managers authorized by the
board to be in charge of
proposing the Sustainable
development policies and
reporting to the board?

3

2. Does the company conduct
risk assessments of

3

No

Abstract Explanation

The Company set up Sustainable Development Committee for promoting
sustainable development, and appoint Chief Financial Officers as Chief
Corporate Governance Officer and all of the administrative divisions for
executing sustainable development. In order to implement the sustainable
development of the company, improve the corporate governance system
and strengthen the supervision function of the board of directors on
environmental protection, social responsibility and corporate governance,
and establish a good functional committee governance system, the
company establish the sustainable development committee and appoint
one of the independent directors as Chairman.
The Company reported to the board of directors the implementation of
Sustainable development in the Year 2021 (from 1/1 to 12/31) on March
15, 2022. Most of the proposals of sustainable development committee
were submitted and discussed. The board of directors regularly and at
least once a year listen to the reports, including ESG report. The report
contents include the performances of development of sustainable
environment, social welfare, ESG disclosure, promotion of corporate
governance and the communication with stakeholders such as
shareholders, suppliers, customers, employees, local residents,
competent authorities. The board of directors review and improve the
company's sustainable development strategic goals through in-depth
questions, suggestions for improvement, and suggestions for
strengthening key points. The company passed the “Board and Functional
Committee Performance Evaluation Guidelines” and perform the
performance evaluation of the board of directors and each functional
committees at the end of every year, and report the evaluation results to
the board of directors.
The Company has long been showing concerns for and involved in issues
about social welfare and environmental protection. Apart from holding
blood donation events on a regular basis, the Company frequently works
with institutes of social welfare and environmental protection to hold
various activities annually (in summer or winter vacation) or
non-periodically in order to contribute to the economic, environmental,
and social development of the country while accomplishing the objective
of sustainable management and development of the company.
Meanwhile, the Company has also continued to make improvements on
the manufacturing process so as to meet the legal requirements and pass
the certification of the energy management system as the goal by
observing what is dictated in Chapter
III, “Fostering a Sustainable Environment” in “Sustainable Development
Best Practice Principles for TWSE/TPEx Listed Companies.” For years,
the Company has been awarded several times as a consequence from its
efforts.
The company conducts risk assessments on environmental, social and
corporate governance issues related to the company's operations in
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environmental, social and
corporate governance
issues related to the
company's operations in
accordance with the
materiality principle, and
formulate relevant risk
management policies or
strategies.
3. Environmental issues
(1) Does the company
establish proper
environmental management
systems based on the
characteristics of their
industries?
(2) Does the company
endeavor to utilize all
resources more efficiently and
use renewable materials which
have low impact on the
environment?

No

Abstract Explanation

accordance with the materiality principle, and formulates ESG risk
management policies have showed on the website.

3

3

(3) Does the company
evaluate the potential risks and
opportunities of climate
change for the company now
and in the future, and take
measures in response to
climate-related issues?

Tatung has implemented ISO14001 in the factories and subsidiaries to
improve their environmental performances. So far, all the factories have
established ISO 14001. In 2005 “Tatung Electrical and Electronic
Equipment Restriction of Hazardous Substance (RoHS) Test Laboratory”
(testing and analyzing the hazardous substances in materials, parts and
products) was established to assist in building “Green Supply Chain”
which contributes in exporting the products to EU, USA, Japan and other
countries.
Tatung has implemented the corporate-wide "Pollution Prevention Pays,
3P Program”. 3P Program helps the factories and subsidiaries with
manufacturing function achieving the goals of clean production and
producing green products by developing the innovated technologies,
improving the manufacturing processes, introducing concepts of green
materials and product design, and reusing the wastes. Many products
have been certified with "Green Mark", "Energy Label" or "Water Label".
Aspect

Risk or opportunity type

Physical risk

Typhoons and flooding can
damage factories, disrupt
supply chains or affect
employee safety.

In terms of policies and
regulations, Financial
Supervisory Commission
currently requires
companies to fully disclose
their greenhouse gas
emissions from 2023.

3

Transformation
risk

Market
opportunity

The market demand has
shifted to lower-carbon
products. If the
Company's products are
not adjusted accordingly, it
may affect the revenue.
In addition, although the
demand for energy storage
equipment has increased,
there is currently a
shortage of materials and
the electric vehicle industry
is facing a rush for
materials, so the cost of
energy storage business is
still high. .
Facing the global trend of
carbon reduction, the
market urgently needs
renewable energy, energy
storage equipment and
high energy efficiency
products.
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Counter measures
1. Regularly inspect the plant
and maintain and repair it,
and take out natural disaster
insurance to transfer risks.
2. Pay attention to natural
disaster information, and
prepare sufficient raw
materials in advance if the
transportation may be
interrupted.
3. If the scale of the natural
disaster endangers the
safety of employees, the
work will be reduced or
suspended..
1. Start the complete GHG
inventory of the
headquarters, Heavy
Electrical Equipment BU
(Tayuan Plant) and Smart
Meter BU (Meter Center),
and will disclose the
company's complete GHG
emissions no later than June
2023.
2. Continue to follow changes
in regulations and grasp
first-hand information to
respond.
1. Introduce green product
design, focusing on
improving energy efficiency,
such as developing
high-efficiency amorphous
transformers, energy-saving
motors and home
appliances.
2. Actively strive for Taipower
Company energy storage
equipment bids, increase
market share, accelerate
investment recovery with
supporting mechanisms,
and reduce investment risks.

1. Widely set up solar power

generation sites and energy
storage equipment sites.
2. Continue to apply Green
Mark, Energy Label, and
Water Label for household
appliances, apply Green

None

None

None
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Opportunities
to improve
production
efficiency and
resource
utilization

(4) Does the company count
the greenhouse gas
emissions, water
consumption and total
weight of waste in the pas t
two years, and formulate
policies on energy
conservation and carbon
reduction, greenhouse gas
reduction, water
consumption or other waste
management?
4. Social issues
(1) Does the Company
formulate appropriate
management policies and
procedures according to
relevant regulations and the
International Bill of Human
Rights?
(2) Does the company
formulate and implement
reasonable employee
welfare measures (including
compensation, vacation and
other benefits, etc.), and
appropriately reflect
operating performance or
results in employee
compensation?
(3) Does the company provide
a healthy and safe working
environment and organize
training on health and safety
for its employees on a
regular basis?

3

3

3

3

(4) Does the company provide
its employees with career
development and training
sessions?

(5)In terms of the products and
services in relation to
marketing, labeling and the
health, security and privacy
of customers, does the
company observe related
regulations and international
standards while establishing

3

3

Reduce electricity costs
and carbon emissions.

Mark for transformers;
launch IE4-level
energy-saving motors to
expand business
opportunities.
1.Purchase energy-saving
equipment and office
appliances.
2.Set energy-saving targets
and promote energy-saving
projects.

The company continually implements energy saving projects, greenhouse
gases reduction, and wastes management measures. The information is
disclosed on the Company’s official website (Environmental Protection
section and Climate Change and GHG Management section, under
Sustainable Development) and Chapter 6 of Tatung Sustainability Report
(formerly known as Tatung Corporate Social Responsibility Report).
The URL of Sustainable Development webpage:
http://www.tatung.com/Content-EN/csr-protect-management.asp
The downloading page of Sustainability Report:
http://www.tatung.com/Content-EN/csr-report.asp
All Tatung Company’s employees, applicants, and contract workers are
equally treated with dignity regardless of their races, religions, colors,
genders, and nationalities. The Company has set up working regulations,
welfare, salary, and subsidies according to the labor and gender equality
related regulations promulgated by the government. The Company also
reviews employees’ performance annually to ensure reasonable
alignment between employees’ salary and labor, so that they will be
contended with their jobs.
The company protects the compensation and benefits for her employees
and enacts its salary rules in compliance with regulations through the
implementation of the internal control policies and the relevant salaries
regulations. And Tatung Co. establishes performance management
method and reward and punishment regulations. Every employee’s
performance is reviewed regularly based on performance management
method. Employees’ behavior with the inclusion of the performance
appraisal standards, and according to their performance to give reward
and punishment.
1. Tatung established the government and TAF certified“Tatung
Environment Research Center” to carry out the sampling and testing
from the operation sites regularly to evaluate the conditions of exposure
and provide the recommendations to resolve the hazards to the
employees.
2. Enhancing the management on the hazardous machines and
equipment, as well as organizing trainings among the employees.
3. Carrying out the training of Job Safety Analysis in the factories and
subsidiaries in order to enhance each operation to comply with S.O.P.
4. Implementing ISO 45001 to continually improve the health and safety
performances.
5. Enforcing the employees’ ability and awareness on the prevention of
fire accident and electricity safety by providing fire accident prevention
and electricity safety courses and regular checks.
The company’s employees with professional and development
advantages, to take the dual career development path of management
and professional positions through various training and human resource
measures to allow employees to choose a different career planning
according to their interests and abilities thereby assisting the company
and colleagues to pursue progress.
In accordance with the regulations and international protocols, the
company taking into consideration the health, safety and privacy of
consumers has established the policy of consumer rights protection as
well as the procedure of filing complaints in the marketing and labeling of
our products and services. Tatung Company’s Policies of Consumer
Rights Protection have showed on the website.
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Implementation Status
Evaluation Item
Yes

the related policies for the
protection customer s’ rights
and grievance procedure?
(6) Does the company
establish the policy for
managing providers,
requiring them to stick to the
criteria regarding such
issues as environmental
protection, occupational
safety and health or labor
rights and see to their
implementation?

No

Abstract Explanation

The Tatung’s qualified supplier should sign “Master Contract” and
“Supplier Commitment Letter”. The contents of both documents specified
that products or services provided shall not only comply with the laws &
regulations of safety and environmental protection but also international
standards. Labor behavior shall comply with domestic and international
laws, policies or regulations related to human labor rights. Furthermore, in
response to international emphasis on the conflict minerals, Tatung has
been announced “Declaration of Minerals Conflict-Free" on the company
website, updated into Supplier Commitment Letter and requested
suppliers to sign back. After filing these documents and complete
application, they become qualified suppliers of Tatung. Where it is proven
as a fact that the products or services provided by the undersigned are
likely to endanger the safety and health of consumers or other interested
parties, Tatung can disqualify the supplier, terminate the Agreement and
cancel Purchase Order immediately.

3

Deviations from "
Sustainable Development
Best Practice Principles
for TWSE/TPEx Listed
Companies " and
Reasons

None

5. Does the company write
The Company prepares the Sustainability Report (formerly known as
such reports as the report of
Corporate Social Responsibility Report) by following GRI Standards and
sustainable development
introduces the third party verification. The latest report- "2021 Tatung
and many others to disclose
Corporate Social Responsibility Report” was prepared with GRI
3
None
its non-financial information
Standards (Core option) and the contents were verified by TÜV Asia
by consulting the
Pacific Ltd. Taiwan Branch (TUV NORD) based on AA 1000 (Type 2, High
internationally circulated
Level Assurance).
stipulations or guidelines?
6. If the Company has established the Sustainable Development principles based on “Sustainable Development Best Practice Principles for
TWSE/TPEx Listed Companies”, please describe any discrepancy between the Principles and their implementation:
The Company has promulgated the principles in accordance with the “Sustainable Development Best-Practice Principles for TWSE/GTSM
Listed Companies.” There is no major difference between the two.
7. Other important information to facilitate better understanding of the company’s Sustainable Development practices:
(1) The company's code of practice for sustainable development was formulated by the board of directors on November 11, 2014, and
revised from time to time according to the content released by the competent authority. The company recently revised it on May 4, 2022.
(2) The company, through commercial activities, non - cash property endowments, volunteer service or other free professional services,
participates in community development and charities events:
a. Supporting Taiwanese traditional craftsmanship, the Company collaborated with Mr. X. F. Hong, a renowned master of paper carving
art, in bringing the art into the creation of Tatung Boy Chinese Zodiac lanterns. The year of 2021 marked the 10th consecutive year
for such sponsorship. The hand-held paper-carving lanterns were allocated to Tatung 3C’s stores given free to the consumers as a
collector’s item for Tatung brand.
b. The Employee Welfare Committee sponsored Children Are Us Foundation to purchase the customized festival gift boxes as gifts to
all the employees of the Company.
c. Participating in a fund raising campaign by Taiwan Fund for Children and Families to raise scholarship and grants for the
underprivileged children. By contributing NT$100 per person, a total of NT$359,500 of scholarship was raised by Tatung Group to
support vulnerable children in schooling.
d. The Company holds blood donation campaigns in every January and August. In 2021, 150 bags of blood were collected in January
while, in August, 134 bags were donated.
e. Focusing on community service for local customers, Tatung Consumer Products Co. held a neighborhood service campaign in
Shi-Pai store in Q1 of 2022 to provide service on cleaning and maintenance for Tatung rice cookers.
(3) For other important information to facilitate better understanding of the company’s implementation of corporate social responsibility,
please refer to the Company’s website (http://www.tatung.com).

(ʹ) Ethical Corporate Management and Deviations from “the Ethical Corporate
Management Best Practice Principles for TWSE/GTSM Listed Companies”
Implementation Status
Evaluation Item
Yes
1. Establishment of ethical corporate
management policies and programs
(1) Does the company establish the
policy of honest management that
has been approved by the board of

3

No

Abstract Illustration
The Company adopted and made public “Ethical Corporate
Management Best Practice Principles” and “Procedures for Ethical
Management and Guidelines for Conduct” approved by the Board
at its official website, as well as the commitment from the board of
directors and senior executive-level positions to implement the
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Implementation Status
Evaluation Item
Yes
directors and declare its ethical
corporate management policies and
procedures in its guidelines and
external documents, as well as the
commitment from its board to
implement the policies?
(2) Does the company establish a risk
assessment mechanism against
unethical conduct, analyze and
assess business activities on a
regular basis within their business
scope which are at a higher risk of
being involved in unethical conduct,
and, accordingly, establish
prevention programs in the scope
stipulated in Paragraph II, Article VII
of Ethical Corporate Management
Best Practice Principles for
TWSE/GTSM Listed Companies?
(3) Does the company establish
appropriate precautions against
high-potential unethical conducts or
listed activities and clearly stipulate
related procedures, behavioral
guidelines, violation penalties, the
grievance system, and their
implementation in the prevention
programs while regularly reviewing
the afore-mentioned programs?
2. Fulfill operations integrity policy
(1) Does the Company evaluate
business partners’ ethical records
and include ethics-related clauses
in business contracts?

Abstract Illustration
policies issued and announced internally the Company Rules and
“Corporate Ethics Statement for Group Employees,” and further
requests its new colleagues to sign up the commitment of integrity
& honesty. The Company continues to enhance core corporate
philosophy – “Integrity, Honesty, Industry, and Frugality,” and
states that the employees are prohibited to perform malpractices
or accept gifts of others in regarding to their jobs.

3

3

3

(2)Does the company establish an
exclusively dedicated unit
supervised by the Board to be in
charge of corporate integrity and
regularly (at least once a year)
report to the board of directors
about its honest management
policies and prevention programs
against unethical conduct as well as
its monitoring their implementation?

No

Deviations from
"the Ethical
Corporate
Management
Best-Practice
Principles for
TWSE/TPEx Listed
Companies" and
Reasons

3

The Company establishes rigorous and effective accounting
system, internal control system, “Codes of Ethical Conduct,” and
“Regulations for Handling Whistleblowing Illegal Cases, and
Unethical or Dishonest Conduct Cases” made public at its official
website, to prevent bribery and acceptance of bribes, illegal
campaign contributions, and dishonest conduct cases listed
activities stated in Article 2, Paragraph 7 of the Ethical Corporate
Management Best-Practice Principles for TWSE/TPEx Listed
Companies.

To implement ethical corporate management policies and actively
prevent unethical conducts, the Company adopts its management
procedures, conduct guidelines, disciplinary, whistleblowing and
appeal system for handling violations of the ethical corporate
management rules in “Procedures for Ethical Management and
Guidelines for Conduct,” and “Regulations for Handling
Whistleblowing Illegal Cases, and Unethical or Dishonest Conduct
Cases” which are included in the employee performance appraisal
system and human resource policies, and reviewed on a regular
basis.
Upon establishing business relationships, the Company first
evaluates the legality and the ethical corporate management
principles of the suppliers, clients and other trading counterparties
in accordance with Article 17 of “Procedures for Ethical
Management and Guidelines for Conduct”. All suppliers are
required to sign “Supplier Commitment Letter”, which explicitly
specifies that the products or services provided by it shall comply
with the laws & regulations and international standards related to
safety and environmental protection and its labor services shall
comply with domestic and international laws, policies or
regulations related to human rights and labor services. The
Supplier Commitment Letter is a necessary document for the
establishment of the supplier's data. It will become a qualified
supplier of the Company upon the completion of documentation.
After signing the supplier commitment letter, if the supplier violates
the letter of commitment, the Company may terminate or cancel
the contract or purchase order at any time, and simultaneously
cancel the supplier qualification.
The Company is going to establish a dedicated unit that is
supervised by the Board and avail itself of adequate resources and
staff itself with competent personnel, responsible for establishing
and supervising the implementation of the ethical corporate
management policies and prevention programs against unethical
conduct of the Company. Before that, HR Division is in charge of
the ethical management policy, the “Ethical
Corporate Management Best Practice Principles,” as well as the
prevention programs against unethical conduct, the “Regulations
for Handling Whistleblowing Illegal Cases, and Unethical or
Dishonest Conduct Cases.” Legal Division is in charge of the
revision, implementation, interpretation, consulting service, and
notification of the contents of the “Procedures for Ethical
Management and Guidelines for Conduct.” The dedicated unit has
reported the implementation of ethical management in 2021 (1/1
-12/31) on December 21, 2021 and its work plan for the following
year to the board of directors. Each implementing unit will continue
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Implementation Status
Evaluation Item
Yes

(3)Does the company establish
policies to prevent conflicts of
interest and provide appropriate
communication channels, and
implement it?

(4) Has the company established the
effective systems for both
accounting and internal control and
assigned its internal audit unit to
draw up pertaining audit plans in
light of the results of unethical
conduct risk assessment and,
accordingly, audit how the
prevention programs against
unethical conduct have been
observed or commission
accountants to do the auditing?
(5)Does the Company regularly hold
internal and external educational
trainings on operational integrity?

3. Operation of the integrity channel
(1) Does the Company establish both
a reward/punishment system and
an integrity hotline? Can the
accused be reached by an
appropriate person for follow-up?

3

No

Abstract Illustration
to conduct internal publicity and education training on issues
related to solid ethical management, and will, in accordance with
the legislation and the promulgation of the competent authorities,
timely increase and amen the relevant internal management
measures, content and system of the company.
As ruled in Article 11 of the “Procedures for Ethical Management
and Guidelines for Conduct,” the Company establishes
the ”Conflicts of Interests Prevention Clause” on Company Rules
and the Rules Governing Procedure for Board of Directors
Meetings, and has stipulated and promulgated the “Internal
Significant Information Processing Operational Procedures” for
directors, managers and employees in order to avoid insider
trading.

Deviations from
"the Ethical
Corporate
Management
Best-Practice
Principles for
TWSE/TPEx Listed
Companies" and
Reasons

None

3

In accordance with Article 20 of the “Procedures for Ethical
Management and Guidelines for Conduct,” the company has
established effective accounting and internal control systems for
ensuring the implementation of policies. The Audit Committee
formulate annual audit plans based on the programs to prevent
unethical conduct and the results of the risk assessment, and
report its audit report to the board of directors on a regular basis.

None

3

The Company' s t raining derived from core corporate philosophy –
“Integrity, Honesty, Industry, and Frugality,” and develops “Hones
ty and
Integrity" core competencies as the design basis of orientation
training, management training and professional training. The
Company expects the ethical corporate management policies to
achieve sustainable management and emphasize the importance
of “Integrity, Honesty, Industry, and Frugality,” in the internal and
external website. The Company requires all new employees to
sign the commitment of integrity & honesty. upon their registration
at work to make them fully aware of its ethical management
policies, and it continues to promote to all colleagues on the
company's internal website the ethical corporate management
principles, procedures for ethical management and guidelines for
conduct, and relevant systems for reporting illegal cases, and
unethical or dishonest conduct cases; the Company's official
website also discloses the abovementioned relevant measures.
(1) Relevant information of trainings upon corporate management
and ethical guidelines for conduct are available on investor
section of the company website.
(2) To enhance the competitiveness of the company through
introducing the principles of Ethical Management and improve
the company employees’ and officers’ awareness of integrity on
Intellectual Properties and risk management capability, online
training course training course of Corporate Governance Intellectual Property Management Series (five sessions in total)
were arranged and offered to all of the employees in 2021. The
toll of trainees received the full course training is 811 that year.

None

3

The Company establishes the “Regulations for Handling
Whistleblowing Illegal Cases, and Unethical or Dishonest Conduct
Cases” and a dedicated unit of processing employees’ complaints
for employees’ feedback, found violations of lawlessness
(including corruption), and reported unethical conducts.

None
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Implementation Status
Evaluation Item
Yes
(2)Does the company establish
standard operating procedures for
confidential reporting on
investigating accusation cases,
their follow-up measures after their
investigations and their
confidentiality protections?
(3)Does the Company provide proper
whistleblower protection?

No

Abstract Illustration

Deviations from
"the Ethical
Corporate
Management
Best-Practice
Principles for
TWSE/TPEx Listed
Companies" and
Reasons

3

The Company establishes SOPs in Article 4 of the aforesaid
regulations for confidential reporting on investigating accusation
cases to maintain secrecy and inspects the reported contents as
well as protects informants’ rights and interests.

None

3

The Company has obligation to maintain secrecy of informants and
properly protects informants.

None

4. Strengthening information
disclosure
(1) Does the Company disclose its
The Company has disclosed on its website and the Market
ethical corporate management
3
Observation Post System the ethical corporate management best
None
policies and the results of its
practice principles and results of its implementation.
implementation on the Company’s
website and MOPS?
5. If the company has established the ethical corporate management policies based on the “Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice
Principles for TWSE/TPEx Listed Companies,” please describe any discrepancy between the policies and their implementation. The
Company has promulgated the principles in accordance with the “Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles for
TWSE/GTSM Listed Companies.” There is no major difference between the two.
6. Other important information to facilitate a better understanding of the company’s ethical corporate management policies (e.g., to review
and amend its policies).
(1) The corporate ethical management best practice principles were developed by the board of directors of the Company on November 12,
2014, and it was amended in accordance with organization adjusting on December 21, 2021.
(2) The Company at all times takes notice of the development of relevant local and international regulations concerning ethical corporate
management so as to review and improve its ethical corporate management best practice principles and achieves better results from
implementing the principles.
(3) The Company complies with the Company Act, Securities and Exchange Act, Business Entity Accounting Act, Political Donations Act,
Anti-Corruption Act, Government Procurement Act, Act on Recusal of Public Servants Due to Conflicts of Interest, TWSE/GTSM-listening
rules, or other laws or regulations regarding commercial activities, as the underlying basic premise to facilitate ethical corporate
management.

(ʺ) Corporate Governance Guidelines and Regulations:
1. Approved by the Board of Directors in 2014, the Company has adopted Corporate Governance Best Practice Principles,
Corporate Social Responsibility Best Practice Principles, Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles, and
Procedures for Ethical Management and Guidelines for Conduct, Codes of Ethical Conduct. The Company has disclosed
the aforesaid relevant corporate governance regulations on the Market Observation Post System and its internal and
external websites for stakeholders’ reference.
2. Please refer to the websites of the investment companies for their Corporate Governance Best Practice Principles and
relevant regulations.

(ʻ) Other Important Information Regarding Corporate Governance:
1. For information on Tatung's corporate governance, please refer to the Tatung website at http://www.tatung.com.
2. The Subsidiary Company's facilitate understanding of corporate governance, please refer to the Subsidiary Company
website.
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(X) Execution of internal control system
1. Internal control statement

Tatung Company Limited by Shares
Internal Control System Statement
'DWH0DUFK
The Company states the following with regard to its internal control system during fiscal year 2021, based on the
findings of a self-assessment:
I. The Company is fully aware that establishing, operating and maintaining an internal control system are the
responsibilities of its Board of Directors and management. The Company has established such a system to provide
reasonable assurance of the effectiveness and efficiency of its operations (including profitability, performance and
safeguarding of assets security), reliabilities, timeliness, transparency of reporting, and compliance with applicable
laws and regulations.
II. An internal control system has inherent limitations. No matter how perfectly designed, an effective internal control
system can provide only reasonable assurance of accomplishing the three goals mentioned above. Furthermore,
the effectiveness of an internal control system may vary along with changes in the operating environment or
circumstances. The Company’s internal control system features a self-monitoring mechanism, however, and the
Company takes corrective actions as soon as a deficiency is identified.
III. The Company judges the design and operating effectiveness of its internal control system based on the criteria
provided in the Regulations Governing the Establishment of Internal Control Systems by Public Companies (herein
below, “the Regulations”). The internal control system judgment criteria adopted by the Regulations divide internal
control into five key elements based on the process of management control: 1) control environment, 2) risk
assessment, 3) control activities, 4) information and communications, and 5) monitoring activities, each of these
elements in turn contains certain audit items. Please refer to the Regulations for details.
IV. The Company has evaluated the design and operating effectiveness of its internal control system according to the
aforesaid criteria.
V. Based on the aforementioned audit findings, the Company believes that on December 31, 2021, its internal control
system (including supervision of subsidiaries), as well as internal controls to monitor the attainment of its objectives
concerning operational effectiveness and efficiency, reliability, timeliness, transparency of reporting, and
compliance with applicable laws and regulations were effective in design and operation and reasonably assured
the achievement of the above-stated objectives.
VI. This Statement will become a major part of the content of the Company’s Annual Report and Prospectus, and will
be publicized. Any falsehood, concealment, or other illegality in the publicized content will entail legal liability
under Articles 20, 32, 171 and 174 of the Securities and Exchange Act.
VII. This Statement has been unanimously approved by the 7 attending directors in the Board of Directors Meeting of
the Company on March 15, 2022.

Tatung Co., Ltd.

Wkang-Hsiang Wang
Chairman

I-Wen Chung
President

2. This statement is issued in accordance with the criteria for "Regulations Governing the Establishment of
Internal Control Systems of Public Companies" promulgated by the Financial Supervisory Commission
("FSC").
3. Where CPAs are retained to audit the internal control systems, please disclose the CPAs' audit report:
None.
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(XI) If there has been any legal penalty against the company or its internal personnel, or any
disciplinary penalty by the company against its internal personnel for violation of the
internal control system, where the result of such penalty could have a material effect on
shareholder equity or securities prices, the annual report shall disclose the penalty, the
main shortcomings, and condition of improvement: None.
(XII) Major resolutions of the Shareholders’ Meeting
Summary of major motions
Resolution on ratification of the 2020
Business Report and Financial Statements.
Resolution on ratification of the Deficit
Compensation for 2020
Amendment of the Articles of Incorporation.
Procedures for Shareholders' Meeting
--Current Procedures and Proposed
Amendments.
The proposal that the Company intends to
issue restricted stock awards for employees
in 2021 is submitted for discussion.
To release the directors (including
independent directors) from the
non-competition restrictions.

Resolution
1,120,474,392 (93.10%) shares in favor.
Approved.
1,120,987,384 (93.15%) shares in favor.
Approved.
1,121,177,037 (93.16%) shares in favor.
Approved.

Subsequent development
Completed.
Completed.
Completed in accordance
with the resolution.

1,121,166,786 (93.16%) shares in favor.
Approved.

Completed in accordance
with the resolution.

1,115,899,829 (92.72%) shares in favor.
Approved.

Completed in accordance
with the resolution.

1,120,812,254 (93.13%) shares in favor.
Approved.

Completed.

(XIII) Major resolutions of the Board of Directors
Date

2021/1/20

2021/3/25

Important resolution
(1) The proposal for lowering the endorsements and guarantees for the company’s subsidiary Shan
Chih Semiconductor Co., Ltd
(2)The proposal for the company to apply to Shan Chih Asset Development Co., Ltd. for a loan.
(3)To release the directors (independent directors) from the non-competition restrictions.
(4) Appointment of Executive Vice President of the company.
(1) The discussion on the Company’s 2020 consolidated financial report.
(2) The discussion on the Company’s commissioning of the auditing and professional fees for the
auditing and attesting CPA in 2021.
(3) The proposal for the company to re-proposal to sell 100% ordinary shares of Chih Kuang Energy
Co., Ltd.
(4) The proposal for lowering the endorsements and guarantees for the company’s subsidiary Tatung
Company of Japan, Inc.
(5) The proposal for the company to obtained the right-to-use assets of the real estate from Taipei
Industrial Co.
(6) The proposal for the company to convene the 2021 Regular Shareholder’s Meeting.
(7) Appointment of spokesperson and acting spokesperson.
(1) The proposal for the Company intends to issue restricted stock awards for employees in 2021.

2021/5/13

2021/6/21

2021/8/11

(2) The proposal for the company to increase the seasoned equity offering of its subsidiary Tatung
Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
(3) The proposal for the subsidiary of the company Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd , plans to adjust
the equity price of Sheng Yang Energy Co., Ltd.
(4) To release the directors (independent directors) from the non-competition restrictions.
(5) The proposal for the company to apply to Shan Chih Asset Development Co., Ltd. for a loan.
(6)The proposal for the company to revised the reason for convening the 2021 Annual General
Shareholder’s Meeting.
(1) The proposal for the company to revised the date for convening the 2021 Annual General
Shareholder’s Meeting.
(2) Changed of President of the company.
(3) Appointment of President of the company.
(1) The discussion on the Company’s 2021Q2 consolidated financial report.
(2) The proposal for the capital increase to Shang Shin Energy Co., Ltd. and Ting Shin Energy Co.,
Ltd.
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2021/10/12

2021/11/11

2021/12/21

2022/1/3

2022/3/15

Important resolution
(3) The proposal for the company to increase shareholding to Elitegroup Computer Systems Co., Ltd.
(4)The proposal for the company to revised the venue the 2021 Annual General Shareholder’s
Meeting.
(1) The proposal for the endorsements and guarantees for the company’s subsidiary Tatung
Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
(2) The proposal for SCAD’s intend to terminate the construction cooperation contract with DACIN
Construction Co., Ltd.
(1) The discussion on the Company’s 2021Q3 consolidated financial report.
(2) Appointment of the member of Sustainable Development Committee of the company.
(3) The proposal for the company to terminate the Global Depositary Receipt (GDR) program
(4) Appointment of Executive Vice President of the company.
(1)The proposal for the endorsements and guarantees for the company’s subsidiary Tatung Consumer
Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
(2) The proposal for the company to obtained the right-to-use assets of the real estate from Shan-Chih
Asset Development Co.
(3) Elected new Chairman
(4) Appointment of President of the company.
(1) Appointment of the member of Compensation Committee of the company.
(2) Appointment of Chief Financial Officer, accounting officer of the company.
(3) Appointment of spokesperson of the company.
(4) Appointment of corporate governance officer of the company.
(1) The discussion on the Company’s commissioning of the auditing and professional fees for the
auditing and attesting CPA in 2022.
(2) The discussion on the Remuneration for employees and board of directors of 2021.
(3) The discussion on the Company’s 2021consolidated financial report.
(4) The Proposal for Distribution of 2021 Profits (Recognize legal reserve and special reserve)
(5) The discussion on the Company to increase shareholding to Forward Electronics Co., Ltd.
(6) The proposal for lowering the endorsements and guarantees for the company’s subsidiary Shan
Chih Semiconductor Co., Ltd
(7) The proposal for lowering the endorsements and guarantees for the company’s subsidiary Tatung
Company of Japan, Inc.
(8) Procedures for Acquisition and Disposal of Assets—Current Procedures and Proposed
Amendments.
(9) To release the directors (independent directors) and representative from the non-competition
restrictions.
(10) Release of the non-competition restriction on the officer
(11) The proposal for the company to convene the 2022 Regular Shareholder’s Meeting.
(12) The discussion on amount was recognized as financing provided to Gintung Energy Co., Ltd.

(XIV) Major issues of record or written statements made by any director dissenting to
important resolutions passed by the Board of Directors: None.
(XV) Resigned or discharged officers relating to company:
As of March 31, 2022

Job title

Name

Date of election

Date of termination

Cause

Chairman

Ming-Kuang Lu

2020/12/23

2021/12/21
(After BOD)

Resignation

President

I-Wen Chung

2020/12/23

2021/6/21

Positions changed

President

Chun-Sheng Ho

2021/6/21

2021/12/21

Resignation

Chief Financial Officer
Corporate Governance
Officer

Shu-Mei Chang

2021/1/4

2022/1/4

Resignation

Shu-Mei Chang

2021/1/4

2022/1/4

Resignation

Accounting Officer

Shu-Fen Chen

2011/1/27

2022/1/4

Positions changed

Note: Parties relating to company, namely chairman, president, financial and accounting managers, internal auditing managers, Corporate
Governance Officer and R&D, etc.
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Information on independent auditors
(I) Information on CPA’s fees
Unit NT$ Thousand
Accounting
firm

CPA’s name

CPA’s audit period

Audit fees

Non-audit
fees

Total
amount

Remark

Non-audit fees items
Kuo Yang, Tseng

including Ɲ

2021/1/1~2021/9/30

1. Audit report of income tax
return $550 thousands;

Li Chen, Lai



KPMG





Chung Che, Chen

2.Consulting and service fee
$1,100 thousands;
3.Report preparation (Transfer
pricing; documentation report )

2021/10/1~2021/12/31

$1,485 thousands<

Li Chen, Lai

4.Others $850 thousands.

1.The audit professional fees of replacing CPAs’ firm within the current fiscal year less than that of the previous fiscal year
should be disclosed. The disclosure items should include the reduction amount, percentage and reason for the
replacement: To compare with 2020, the audit fees in 2021 to decreased $2,070 thousands (16.10%) mainly business
combination reduce.
2. The audit professional fee within the current fiscal year that is 10% less than that of the previous fiscal year should be
disclosed. The disclosure items should include the reduction amount, percentage and reason: To compare with 2020, the
audit fees in 2021 to decreased $2,070 thousands (16.10%) mainly business combination reduce.

(II)Information on change of independent auditors
1. Regarding the former CPA:
Replacement date

Approved by Board of Directors on
Mar. 25,2021 and Mar. 15, 2022

Reason for replacement

For the Company's future operational development and
adjustment of internal management, KPMG was appointed as
the Company’s financial statement audit firm, since
first-quarter financial statements of 2021 whereas former
financial statement auditors were replaced by Mr. Tseng Kuo
Yang(CPA) and Ms. Lai Li Chen(CPA). Appointment of 2021
financial statement auditors was resolved during the Board of
Directors held on 2021.3.25.
Since fourth-quarter financial statements of 2021 for internal
job adjustment of accounting firms, whereas former financial
statement auditors Mr. Tseng Kuo Yang(CPA) and Ms. Lai Li
Chen(CPA) were replaced by Mr. Chen Chung Che(CPA) and
Ms. Lai Li Chen(CPA) and was resolved during the Board of
Directors held on 2022.3.15.
Title

Specifying whether the Company terminated or the CPA
declined further engagement

Situation
Voluntarily ended the
engagement
Discontinued the
engagement

Specifying whether the Company terminated or the CPA
declined further engagement

The
Company

NA

NA

NA

NA

None
-

Whether there was any disagreement
between the
Company and the former CPA

CPA

Disagreement

Accounting principles or
practices

-

Financial report disclosure

-

Auditing scope or procedure
Others

Agreement

3

Explanation

-

Other matters that shall be disclosed

None
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2. Regarding the successor CPA:
Accounting firm

KPMG
Mr. Chen Chung Che
And Ms. Lai Li Chen

CPA,s name
Date of engagement
If prior to the formal engagement of the successor CPA, the Company
consulted the newly engaged accountant regarding the accounting
treatment of or application of accounting principles to a specified
transaction, or the type of audit opinion that might be rendered on the
Company’s financial report, the Company shall state and identify the
subjects discussed during those consultations and consultation results
Written views of the discrepancy between former CPA and successor CPA

Approved by Board of Directors on Mar. 15, 2022

NA

NA

3. The previous auditor’s reply to issues regarding Articles 10, Subsection 6, Item 1 and Paragraph 3 of Item 2
of the Regulation: Not applicable.

(III) Information on the Company’s chairman, president, financial or accounting managers
holding positions in the auditor’s firm or its affiliates within the previous year: None.
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.Change of shareholding by directors, manager, and major
shareholders
Title

Institutional Director
Chairman

Director

Name

Gindon Investment Co.
Representative of Gindon
Investment Co.:
Wkang-Hsiang Wang
Representative of Gindon
Investment Co.:
Rong-Chuan Chen

2021
(Since taking office as
directors and managers)
Increase
Increase
(decrease)
(decrease)
in shares
in pledged
held
shares

As of 31 March 2021
(Since taking office as
directors and managers)
Increase
Increase
(decrease)
(decrease)
in shares
in pledged
held
shares

Notes

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Director

Representative of Gindon
Investment Co.: Daho Yen

-

-

-

-

Director & President

Representative of Gindon
Investment Co.:
I-Wen Chung

-

-

-

-

-

-

20,000,000

-

-

-

-

-

Institutional
Director

Director

Xin Tong Investment
Consultancy Co.
Representative of Xin Tong
Investment Consultancy
Co.: Ruey-Long Chen

Inducted as Chairman on
December 21, 2021
Newly appointed on December
22, 2021.
(change of representative)
Newly appointed on November
12, 2021.
(change of representative)
Positions changed as
President on June 21, 2021.
Newly appointed as President
on December 21, 2021.

Newly appointed on November
10, 2021.
(change of representative)

Independent Director

Sheng-Tsheng Lee

-

-

-

-

Independent Director

Chung-Zung Kung

-

-

-

-

Bo-Yen Shen

-

-

-

-

Newly appointed on November
11, 2021.

NA

NA

-

-

Newly appointed on January
4, 2022.

-

-

-

-

-

-

NA

NA

(6,204,173)

(2,131,000)

NA

NA

-

-

NA

NA

-

-

NA

NA

-

-

NA

NA

(300,000)

-

NA

NA

-

-

NA

NA

Chin-Lai Wang

-

-

NA

NA

Wen-Chieh Peng

-

-

NA

NA

Feng-Shuh Dai

-

-

NA

NA

Chief financial officer
Corporate
Governance officer

Shu-Mei Chang

-

-

NA

NA

Accounting Officer

Shu-Fen Chen

-

-

NA

NA

Executive Vice
President
Chief financial officer
Accounting Officer
Corporate
Governance officer

Financial officer
Director

Director

Director

Director

Chairman

Chih-Fang Wang

Ruei-Kai Jhang
Representative of Xin Tong
Investment Consultancy
Co.: Hung-Hsin Lin
Representative of Tatung
High School:
Wen-Yen K. Lin
Representative of Xin Tong
Investment Consultancy
Co.: Chi-Yen Liang
Representative of Gindon
Investment Co.:
Ching-Hsiang Lin
Representative of Gindon
Investment Co.:
Ming-Kuang Lu

Institutional Director

Tatung High School

Director & President

Representative of Tatung
High School:
Chun-Sheng Ho

Independent Director
Executive Vice
President
Executive Vice
President

Notes:
1. The Company has no major shareholders owning more than 10% of its total shares.
2. The counterparts of transfer or pledge of the Company’s equity are not related parties.
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Positions changed on March
10, 2021.
(change of representative)
Positions changed on May 5,
2021.
(change of representative)
Positions changed on
November 10, 2021.
(change of representative)
Positions changed on
November 12, 2021.
(change of representative)
Resigned on December 21,
2021.
(After BOD)
Resigned on December 30,
2021.
Newly appointed on May 5,
2021. (change of
representative)
Newly appointed as President
on June 21, 2021.
Resigned on December 21,
2021. (After BOD)
Resigned on October 28,
2021.
Resigned on March 31, 2021.
(effective on April 1, 2021)
Resigned on June 30, 2021.
Newly appointed on January
4, 2021.
Resigned on January 3, 2022.
(effective on January 4, 2022)
Positions changed on January
4, 2022.
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.Information on the top 10 shareholders who are related parties to each
other
Shares held by spouse
and minor children

Shares held personally

Total shares held in
another person’s name

Name

Share(s)

Luo De Investment Co.,
Ltd. Representative:
Ya-Lin Wang

154,002,000

Tatung University
Representative:
Liang-De Li

136,607,047

San Ya Investment Co.,
Ltd. Representative:
Ya-Fong Wang
Capital Securities
Corporation Broking
Capital Securities
/Futures(HK) Ltd- A/C
Clients

-

-

Shareholding
(%)

6.58
5.84
-

99,855,000
-

4.27
-

Information on top 10
shareholders in
proportion of
shareholding and who
are related to one
another under their
names and
Relationship.

Remark

Share(s)

Shareholding
(%)

Share(s)

Shareholding
(%)

Name

Relationship

N/A

N/A

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

N/A

N/A

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

N/A

N/A

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

85,658,000

3.66

N/A

N/A

-

-

-

-

-

Ou Chi Investment Co.,
Ltd.
Representative:
Wen-Zong Guo

81,477,169

3.48

N/A

N/A

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Zhen-Long Wu

79,100,205

3.38

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Wen-Yi Zheng

76,240,000

3.26

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Xin-Tatung Investment
Consulting Ltd. Person
in charge:
Rong-Guang Yang

52,210,000

2.23

N/A

N/A

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Dong-Jun Jiang

48,104,000

2.06

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Bei Ji Investment Co.,
Ltd.
Representative:
Xiao-Zhen Ye

46,793,000

2.00

N/A

N/A

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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.Long-term investments ownership
Unit: share; %
'LUHFWLQGLUHFW
LQYHVWPHQWE\WKH
,QYHVWHGE\WKH&RPSDQ\
5HLQYHVWHGFRPSDQLHV

&RPSDQ\ćVGLUHFWRUV

7RWDORZQHUVKLS

VXSHUYLVRUVDQG
PDQDJHPHQW
6KDUHV

&KXQJKZD3LFWXUH7XEHV/WG
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&KLK6KHQJ,QYHVWPHQW&R/WG
6KDQ&KLK,QYHVWPHQW&R/WG
&KXQJKZD(OHFWURQLFV'HYHORSPHQW&R/WG
6KDQ&KLK$VVHW'HYHORSPHQW&R/WG
7DLZDQ7HOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQ,QGXVWU\&RPSDQ\/WG

7DWXQJ&RPSDQ\RI-DSDQ,QF
7DWXQJ(OHFWURQLFV V 3WH/WG
7DWXQJ 7KDLODQG &R/WG

7DWXQJ60&\FOR&R/WG
7DWXQJ'LH&DVWLQJ&R/WG
7DWXQJ0HGLFDO +HDOWKFDUH7HFKQRORJLHV&R/WG
7DWXQJ&]HFKVUR
$EVROXWH$OSKD/LPLWHG
7DWXQJ(OHFWULF&RRI$PHULFD,QF
(OLWHJURXS&RPSXWHU6\VWHP&R/WG

+VLHK&KLK,QGXVWULDO/LEUDU\3XEOLVKLQJ&R
&KXQJ7DL7HFKQRORJ\'HYHORSPHQW(QJLQHHULQJ&R
7DWXQJ)RUHYHU(QHUJ\&R/WG
7DLSHL,QGXVWU\&RUSRUDWLRQ

<DX<DQJ(QHUJ\&R/WG
7XQJ.XDQJ(QHUJ\&R/WG
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'LUHFWLQGLUHFW
LQYHVWPHQWE\WKH
7RWDORZQHUVKLS

&RPSDQ\ćVGLUHFWRUV

,QYHVWHGE\WKH&RPSDQ\
5HLQYHVWHGFRPSDQLHV

VXSHUYLVRUVDQG
PDQDJHPHQW
6KDUHV



6KDUHV



6KDUHV



7XQJ6KLQ(QHUJ\&R/WG













&KXDQJ6KLK1HQJ&R/WG

















































&LQ]KL3RZHU&R/WG
/DQVRQJ,QWHUQDWLRQDO&R/WG
7DWXQJ1HWKHUODQGV%9

1RWHƝ7KHOLVWHGFRPSDQLHVDUHHTXLW\DFFRXQWHGLQYHVWHHVRI7DWXQJ&RPSDQ\
1RWHƝ7KHERRNFORVXUHGDWHRIWKHVHFRPSDQ\Ɲ&KXQJKZD3LFWXUH7XEHV/WG

Financial Information
.Source of capital
(I) Capitalization
As of March 31, 2022
Authorized capital
Month /
year

Share(s)

February
2011

Paid-in capital

Remark

Par
Value

NT$10

Amount (NT$)

10,000,000,000

Share(s)

100,000,000,000

Sources of

Amount (NT$)

2,339,536,685

capital

23,395,366,850

Conversion
of shares by
stock option
NT$8,545,000
Capital reduction
NT$32,134,271,970

Capital
increase
by assets
other than
cash

Others

None

Official letter
under ChingShou-Sheng-Tze
No. 10001035060
dated February
22, 2011 of
Ministry of
Economic Affairs

(II) Type of stock
As of March 31, 2022

Authorized capital
Type of stock

Remark
Outstanding shares

Common stock

2,339,536,685 shares

Un-issued shares

Total

7,660,463,315 shares

10,000,000,000 shares

Listed company’s stock

(III) Shelf registration: None.

.Shareholder structure
As of April 15, 2022 (Note)
Type of shareholders

Quantity

Domestic
financial
institutions

Government
agencies

Other domestic
institutions

Individuals

Foreign
institutions and
individuals

Total

Number of
shareholders













Shareholding













Holding percentage
(%)













Note: The information on the last day of the transfer period of 2022.
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.Distribution profile of shareholder ownership
As of April 15, 2022 (Note1)

Range of shareholding
(unit: share)

Number of shareholders

Ownership

Holding percentage (%)

1~999

121,165

24,308,408

1.04%

1,000~5,000

49,820

106,718,147

4.56%

5,001~10,000

8,188

64,422,923

2.75%

10,001~15,000

2,606

32,887,822

1.41%

15,001~20,000

1,762

32,733,155

1.40%

20,001~30,000

1,632

41,859,367

1.79%

30,001~40,000

821

29,467,645

1.26%

40,001~50,000

577

26,820,961

1.15%

1,055

76,077,092

3.25%

100,001~200,000

425

60,592,906

2.59%

200,001~400,000

217

61,690,260

2.64%

400,001~600,000

76

37,311,181

1.59%

600,001~800,000

32

22,018,592

0.94%

800,001~1,000,000

14

13,040,250

0.56%

135

1,709,587,976

73.07%

188,525

2,339,536,685

100.00%

50,001~100,000

1,000,001 Ọᷱ
total

Note 1: The information on the last day of the transfer period of 2022.
Note 2: The Company does not issue preferred stock.

.Major shareholders
As of April 15, 2022 (Note)

Shares

Total shares owned

Name

Ownership (%)

Rhode Investment Co.

154,002,000

6.58%

Tatung University

136,607,047

5.84%

99,855,000

4.27%

85,658,000

3.66%

Ou Chi Investment Co., Ltd.

81,477,169

3.48%

Zhen-Long Wu

79,100,205

3.38%

Wen-Yi Zheng

76,240,000

3.26%

Xin-Tatung Investment Consulting Ltd.

52,210,000

2.23%

Tong-Jyun Jiang

48,104,000

2.06%

Bei Ji Investment Co., Ltd.

46,793,000

2.00%

San Ya Investment Co., Ltd.
Capital Securities Corporation Broking Capital Securities
/Futures(HK) Ltd- A/C Clients

Note : The information on the last day of the transfer period of 2022.
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.Market price, net worth, earnings and dividends per common share
Fiscal year

2020

2021

High

29.50

39.90

Item
Market price

Low

12.35

20.25

Average

20.17

28.37

Net worth per

Before distribution

15.03

16.35

share (Note 2)

After distribution

15.03

16.35

Weighted average of shares

2,335,061,099

2,335,061,099

Earnings per share
(Note 3)

(0.46)

1.57

Cash dividends

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

(Note 1)

Earnings per
share

Dividends per
share

Stock
dividends

Accumulated undistributed
dividends (Note 4)
Price to earnings (P/E) ratio
(Note 5)
Price to dividend (P/D) ratio
(Note 6)

None

None

(43.85)

18.07

None

None

Cash dividend yield (Note 7)

None

None

Return on
investment

* Information on retroactive adjustments in market price and cash dividends shall be disclosed if any dividends were distributed due to an increase in
retained earnings or capital surplus.
Note 1: Pertains to the highest and lowest market prices of each common share in the fiscal year specified. The average market price for each fiscal
year is calculated based on the transaction value and volume for the year.
Note 2: Figures based on the number of shares issued at the end of the previous fiscal year and the resolution passed at the BOD or shareholders’
meeting in the following fiscal year.
Note 3: Earnings per share before and after adjustment shall be disclosed if stock dividends were distributed.
Note 4: Regulations governing the issuance of securities provide that un-appropriated dividends in the current year may be accumulated and
distributed when the Company posts a profit, and only the accumulated amount of dividends needs to be disclosed.
Note 5: P/E ratio = Average closing price per share/Earnings per share.
Note 6: P/D ratio = Average closing price per share/Cash dividend per share.
Note 7: Cash dividend yield = Cash dividend per share/Average closing price per share in the current year.
Note 8: The financial statements for Q1 of 2022 were under review by independent auditor when this annual report is printed.

.Dividend policy and implementation status
(I) Dividend policy

1. If Tatung Company’s annual financial report shows any earnings, the company must, first, in accordance with the laws,
pay the tax, and balance former losses before setting aside 10 percent of such earnings as a legally required
reserve.
Nevertheless, this requirement shall no longer apply once the legally reserve equals or exceeds the authorized
capital amount.
2. The company must, according to the regulations, set aside or reverse special capital reserve together with initial
undistributed earnings as the distributable accumulated earnings for the shareholders except legal reserve provision.
The board of directors meeting shall draft a proposal for the shareholders meeting to make a final decision on the
distribution of the earnings.

(II) Implementation

1. The Company suffered net loss and thus no dividends were distributed in 2020.
2. For the year ended December 31, 2021, the employee remuneration of $37,561 thousand and remuneration of
directors of $0 were estimated on the basis of the percentage of employees and directors specified in the Company’ s
Articles of Incorporation. Such amounts were recognized as operating expenses for the year ended December 31,
2021. A breakdown on Earning in allocation in 2021 follows:
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(III) Statement of Proposal for Distribution:
Express in New Taiwan dollar

Year
Item

2021

The retained net profits at the beginning of the fiscal period

0

Add(minus)烉2021 net income after tax

3,672,119,156

Other comprehensive income

37,461,982

Reversal of Special reserve

54,710,617

Changes in equity of associates and joint ventures accounted for
using equity method

(59,764,936)

Difference between consideration and carrying amount of
subsidiaries acquired or disposed

(14,272,134)

Changes in ownership interests in subsidiaries

(41,207,919)

Disposal of investments in equity instruments designated at fair
value through other comprehensive income

47,737,942
3,696,784,708

The retained net profits at the end of the fiscal period
Reserve
1.Legal reserve

(369,678,471)

2.Special reserve

(3,327,106,237)

The retained net profits for next year

0

Dividends distribution
0
Explanation:
In accordance with the relevant laws and regulations prescribed by the Financial Supervisory Commission, R.O.C., the Company set aside
special reserves and the regular shareholders’ meetings held from 2014 resolved to make up for its losses with the special reserve. As of
this year, there is no deficit to be offset. However, to ensure that special reserve is set aside pursuant to law, the amount that is required to
be brought back as special reserves amounted to NT$ 20,394,485 thousand.

. Impact of stock dividend distribution on business performance and
EPS: Not applicable.
.Employee and remuneration to directors
(I)The percentage and scope of employee and remuneration to directors as contained in the Company’s Articles of
Incorporation.
Tatung Company has surplus earnings each year, the company shall set aside no less than 1 percent of them as
remuneration for the employees and no more than 2 percent of them as remuneration for directors. However, if the
company still has accumulated losses, such earnings shall be reserved for balancing the books.
As remuneration for the employees is distributed by stock dividend or cash, it shall need the concurrence of at least half
of all the directors present at a board of directors meeting attended by at least two-thirds of the directors, and the
decision must be announced in the shareholders meeting. Employees that receive remuneration by stock dividend or
cash must meet specified criteria regulated by the company.
(II) The basis for estimating the amount of employee and director compensation, the basis for calculating the number of
shares to be distributed as stock bonuses, and the accounting treatment of the discrepancy, if any, between the actual
distributed amount and the estimated figure, for the current period.
Tatung Company shall set aside no less than one percent of such surplus earnings as employee remuneration by
Articles of Incorporation, The Board approved NT$37,561 thousand for employee remuneration which to be paid in
cash and NT$0 for directors ,for 2021. There were no differences between the amounts approved in Board of Directors
meeting and the amounts estimated in 2021 parent-company-only financial statements.

(III) Employee and remuneration to directors distributed from earnings of the previous year:

1. The amount of any employee compensation distributed in cash or stocks and compensation for directors and
supervisors. If there is any discrepancy between that amount and the estimated figure for the fiscal year these
expenses are recognized, the discrepancy, its cause, and the status of treatment shall be disclosed: For the year
ended December 31, 2021, the employee remuneration of $37,561 thousand and remuneration of directors of $0 were
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estimated on the basis of the percentage of employees and directors specified in the Company’ s Articles of
Incorporation. There were no differences between the amounts approved in Board of Directors meeting and the
amounts estimated in 2021 parent-company-only financial statements. If the actual amounts subsequently paid differ
from the above estimated amounts, the differences will be recorded in next year as a change in accounting estimate.
2. The amount of any employee compensation distributed in stocks, and the size of that amount as a percentage of the
sum of the after-tax net income stated in the parent company only financial reports or individual financial reports for the
current period and total employee compensation: None.
(IV) The actual distribution of employee and director compensation for the previous fiscal year (with an indication of the
number, dollar amount, and stock price, of the shares distributed), and, the cause and treatment of discrepancy, if any,
between the actual distribution and the recognized employee and director compensation:
The Company suffered net loss and thus no dividends were distributed in 2020.

. Share buyback: None.
. Issuance of corporate bonds: None.
XI. Issuance of preferred shares: None.
XII. Issuance of global depository receipt:
Issuing Date

10/2/2009

Issuance & Listing

Luxembourg Stock Exchange

Total Amount

US$197,500,000

Offering Price Per GDR

US$3.95

Units Issued

50,000,000

Underlying Securities

Capital increase for cash by issuing new common shares

Common Shares Represented

1,000,000,000

Rights & Obligation of GDR Holders

Same as those of common Share Holders

Trustee

Not Applicable

Depositary Bank

The bank of New York Mellon

Custodian Bank

Mega International Commercial Bank

GDRs Outstanding

7

Apportionment of Expenses for Issuance & Maintenance

Tatung

Terms and Conditions in the Deposit Agreement & Custody Agreement
2021
Closing Price Per GDR
1/1/2022-3/31/2022

Highest



Lowest



Average



Highest



Lowest



Average



Note: The outstanding GDRs issued by the Company, and listing on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange and trading on the London Stock
Exchange. In order to reduce the related management costs, the Board of Directors held on 11/11/2021 resolved to terminate the
GDR program and to delist from the Luxembourg Stock Exchange and stop trading on the London Stock Exchange. As of 3/31/2022,
the listing termination procedure is still in progress.

XIII. Status of employee stock option plan (ESOP): None.
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XIV. Status of new restricted employee shares plan:
(ʳ) Status of new restricted employee shares plan

As of 03/31/2022

2021 RSA

Type of New Restricted Employee Shares

(1th

Tranche)

10/28/2021

Date of Effective Registration
Issue date
Number of New Restricted Employee Shares Issued
Issued Price (NT$)
New Restricted Employee Shares as a Percentage of Shares Issued
Vesting Conditions of New Restricted Employee Shares
Restricted Rights of New Restricted Employee Shares
Custody Status of New Restricted Employee Shares

NA

Measures to be Taken When Vesting Conditions are not Met
Number of New Restricted Employee Shares that have been Redeemed or
Bought Back
Number of Released New Restricted Employee Shares
Number of Unreleased New Restricted Shares
Ratio of Unreleased New Restricted Shares to Total Issued Shares (%)

NA

Impact on possible dilution of shareholdings

(ʴ)List of Executives Receiving New Restricted Employee Shares and the Top Ten
Employees with New Restricted Employee Shares :None.

XV. Status of new share issuance in connection with mergers and
acquisitions: None.
XVI. Financial plans and implementation: None.
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Operation Overview
Revenue breakdown
For management purposes, the Group divides its business units by product and service into four reportable operating
segmentsƝ
(1) Optoelectronics segment:
This segment develops, manufactures, and sells TFT-LCD and small and medium-sized panels, including panels for
smart phones, tablets, vehicles; and touch panels.
(2) Machinery, energy and system segment:
This segment develops, manufactures, and sells intelligent grids, smart-grid portals, photovoltaics, motors, machinery,
energy control and miscellaneous systems.
(3) Consumer products segment:
This segment develops, manufactures, and sells digital television, flat panel display, digital media devices, digital
audio-visual, home appliances, etc.
(4) Real estate development segment:
This segment is responsible for the management and development of real estate.
None of the Group’ s operating segments were aggregated to form the aforementioned reportable
operating segments. Other business activities that are not reported and pertinent information on
operating segments are disclosed in the section of “other operating segments”.
For the year ended December 31, 2021
Machinery,
Consumer
Real estate
Other
Optoelectronics
energy
products
development
Operating
segment
and system
segment
segment
Segments
segment
Revenue

$ 2,747

$ 17,315,777

$ 7,664,788

$ 3,200,724

$ 1,420,770

Revenue distribution of Tatung
Category

%

Administration



Heavy Electrical Equipment BU



Cable BU



Motor BU



Advanced Electronics BU



Appliance BU



Smart Meter BU



System Integration BU



Solar Energy BU



Smart Energy BU



Total
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$29,604,806
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 Heavy Electrical Equipment Business Unit
Business Activities
I. Business scope

(I) Main lines of business and sales breakdown
Category
Transformers
Switchgears
%
70
30
(II) Current products
1. Transformers
All kinds of power transformers, distribution transformers including Pad-Mounted type and pole-type, shunt reactors,
transformer partial discharge diagnosis device and testing & certification services of transformers.
2. Switchgears
Switchgears including high voltage and low voltage ratings, Control panel, PV Box, mobile substation, gas insulated
switchgears (GIS), underground 2-way and 4-way switches, switchgear components, capacitors, potential
transformers and current transformers.

II. Technology and R&D
(I) Product development
Product

Specification

Expected time to hit
the market (Year)
2022
2022
2022

Pole-type Transformer with improved design
Pad-mounted Transformer with improved Design
Switchgears
Polymer-Housed Surge Arrester
(II) Research & development
As for transformer products, the Company is developing main power transformers with 500kV & ultrahigh capacity,
high efficiency transformers for Solar system, smart distribution cubicle and smart transformers, Compact Unit of PV
Box and Inverter, Underground 4-way Automatic switches and Polymer-Housed Surge Arrester.
Transformers

III. Industry overview
(I) Current status and development
1. In year 2020, the global economy of industrial appliance was almost the same as last year. The demand of
transmission and distribution industrial appliance products for Taiwan Power Company increased substantially
because of its “Power Grid Reinforcement Project” but the investments of private enterprises slowed down. The price
of product increased because of slightly increased price of raw material such as copper conductor. According to the
study of TIER (Taiwan Institute of Economic Research), the production value and sales revenue of manufacture of
power Generation, transmission and distribution machinery declined in 2020 at -0.50% and -4.02% respectively.
2. Looking into 2022, according to the analysis of DGBAS of Executive Yuan, the global economy may have the
possibility to decline continuously. The economic growth is expected to rise by 4%.The Inflation will also be milder
than in 2021, not exceeding 2%.The demand of industrial appliance products for Taiwan Power Company is
expected to be prosperous owing to “Power Grid Reinforcement Project”, “Generation Sets Expansion Project of
Existing Power Plants” and “First Stage Offshore Wind Farm Power Grid Reinforcement Project” from January 2018
to 2025. As of December, it is expected that the demand of industrial appliance products of Taiwan Power Company
will remain at a certain level, and the willingness of private operators to invest in green energy industries will increase.
The private green energy firms are encouraged to increase investments in ground-based solar power generation,
large-scale energy storage systems and offshore wind farm to stimulate the sales of relating industrial appliance
products.
(II) Relationship between the upstream, midstream, and downstream sectors of the industry
Important components / parts, insulating material, switchgear components and raw material of
Upstream
metal.
Midstream
Design & manufacturing of the industrial appliance.
Downstream
Government and private enterprises.
(III) Product development trend and competition status
Taiwan Power Company urgently needs to stabilize the security of the entire power supply system in Taiwan, and
will actively strengthen the power grid toughness plan, Due to the improvement of Taipower’s financial status, the
orders are expected to be released for “Power Grid Reinforcement Project”, replacement projects of existing power
plants and related government domestic stimulation policies. Ministry of Economic Affairs promotes the export of
power plant EPC project. It will help the manufacturers to get more opportunities to expand overseas market
accordingly.

(IV) Important certifications
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Taiwan
Excellence
2021

CED

TAF
Certification

Environmental
Protection
Label from the
Environmental
Protection
Department

ISO9001

ISO14001

ISO45001

CNS Mark

IV. Long-term and short-term business development plans
(I) Short-term plan
To utilize the newly built electric plant to upgrade the manufacturing ability and the production capability of power
transformers to win over the orders of extra-high voltage and capacity of power transformers.
(II) Long-term plan
By taking Taiwan as an R&D base, Tatung will build its global marketing networks of the industrial appliance products
by enhancing the innovation and upgrading the quality.

Market and product status
I. Market analysis

(I) Domestic market share, future supply & demand and potential growth in year 2021
1. Market share: Transformers accounted for 35%; Switchgears accounted for 10%.
2. Due to the strong demand in the domestic semiconductor industry, the industry continues to have plans to expand
factories and cooperate with the government to promote renewable energy policies. Ground-based solar energy and
large-scale energy storage projects continue to be opened. In the next 2-3 years, will negotiate with the industry on
substation turnkey strategies to provide complete services for transformers, GIS, switchgears, and power
engineering.
(II) Favorable and unfavorable factors and countermeasures
1. Vision of Industrial Appliance SBU
In response to the trend of global environmental protection, we will continue to develop new products with
high-efficiency, energy-saving, low noise level and meet RoHS-conscious to enhance its green product image.
2. Favorable factors
(1) Tatung has an entire series of power products including the industrial appliance of generations, transmission and
distribution, power cables, electric motors, energy storage system, solar power plant, etc.
(2) Due to Taiwan Nuclear power plants will retire soon, Government will accelerate to replace the power plants. These
will bring business opportunities of industrial appliance for local vendors in Taiwan.
(3) As Ministry of Economic Affairs promotes the export of Turnkey, we will expand the overseas market with
government.
3. Unfavorable factors
(1) Due to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, increase of raw material prices and material shortages have occurred.
It is a key issue to think about how to obtain a stable source of materials and explain the rising costs to customers.
(2) Investment of Taiwan Power Company is still conservative. It limits the domestic sales.
4. Countermeasures
(1) Technology Cooperates with overseas companies and expands the market with the partners together.
(2) Setting up a power engineering department, integrate heavy power plant products, strive for 161KV or 69KV
turnkey substation, and provide owners with complete services.

II. Purpose and manufacturing processes of main products

(I) Purpose
Transformers and switchgears are mainly used for the government’s major infrastructure projects such as power plants,
transmission and distribution systems and for private enterprises projects such as factory constructions, building
constructions, traditional mechanical & electrical manufacturing industries, etc.
(II) Manufacturing processes
Through the procurement system, raw materials and parts / components are purchased from well reputed local and
overseas suppliers. Cost reduction and standardization of products have been developing continuously. Tatung
industrial appliance products are widely and trustfully used by customers at home and abroad.

III. Procurement of major materials
(I) Items of major materials
Silicon steel, Copper wires, Insulating oil, Bushing, Insulating material, Mild steel, Tap Changers, Radiators, Circuit
breakers and Protection relays.
(II) Major suppliers
(1) Overseas suppliers: ABB, NGK, MR, JFE, Siemens, Kitashiba, Toshiba, Hitachi Metal, Mitsubishi, etc.
(2) Domestic suppliers: China Steel Corporation, Yi Chiu Chemical & Technical Co., Ltd., Minchali Metal Industry Co.,
Ltd., Tatung Wire and Cable, etc.
(III) The suppliers provide the materials with reasonable prices, good quality and appropriate delivery time. Through B2B
procurement, it improves the ability of both strains.
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 Cable Business Unit
Business Activities
I. Business scope

(I) Main lines of business and sales breakdown
Category

Power cable & busway distribution system

Communication cable,
electronic cable, optical fiber cable
29.3

%
70.7
(II) Current products
1. Power cable, busway distribution system
Power cable: 600V~161kV high & low-voltage XLPE cable, PVC wire and cable, rubber cable (EPR, Hypalon,
Neoprene), fire-resistant cable, heat-resistant cable, low smoke halogen-free cable and photovoltaic cable for solar
energy.
Busway distribution system: Insulation type (IP66), fire resistant type busway distribution system.
2. Communication cable, electronic wire, optical fiber cable
Communication cable, electronic wire: Communication cable, PV cable, LAN cable, RG type, and high frequency
coaxial cable which comply to standards as CNS, JIS etc.
Optical fiber cable: Ribbon slot optical cable (4-300 cores), Bundle jelly-filled single mode optical cable (6-216 cores),
optical fiber patch cord/pigtail, single loose tube optical fiber cable, jelly-filled optical drop cable, bend-insensitive
optical fiber cable, micro bundle optical cable, flat optical cable, corrugated steel tape armored optical cable.

II. Technology and R&D
(I) Product development
Product
Power cable

Specification
840ºC-grade fire-resistant cable.

Communication cable & electronic wire

Automotive cables, fire-resistance cable, LAN cable CAT.6A, CAT.7.

III. Industry overview

(I) Industry status and development
1. Power cable
The 25/69/161kV XLPE and PVC cables required by "Power Transmission and Transformation Project", "Offshore
Wind Power Generation Strengthening Power Grid Project" and "Power Plant Renewal and Expansion Project"; the
main body of the third terminal area of Taoyuan International Airport Terminal mechanical and electrical engineering,
MRT, highway mechanical and electrical projects for public works, tunnel construction, tenders of state-owned
enterprises – China steel Corporation, China Petroleum and Chunghwa Telecom, etc.
In addition, efforts are made to obtain business opportunities for the construction of units at Hsinta Power Plant and
Taichung Power Plant.
Busway: The projects for construction and renewal of Chunghwa Telecom's telecommunication facilities, large-scale
construction and factory expansion projects, etc.
2. Communication cable
Broadband optical fiber and indoor optical fiber cable have been adopted by Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd. To fulfill the
policy of FTTH (Fiber To The Home), that will raise the performance and profit. In addition, the plant will make efforts
to win the orders of new fixed network including outdoors jelly-filled type, self-support type and LAN cable.
(II) Relationship between the upstream, midstream, and downstream sectors of the industry
Suppliers of raw materials which including plastic pellets, copper, aluminum, tin, optical fiber,
Upstream
steel wire etc.
Midstream
Wire & Cable manufacturers
Downstream
Power, electrical engineering, telecommunication, electronics and vehicle motor providers
(III) Product development trend and competition status
1. Power cable
The plant increases investment in equipment to achieve automation and intelligence which significantly salient the
production efficiency, keep on technically improving of the manufacturing process to elevate product quality. As
responding to the trends of environmental protection, cables with environmentally friendly, fire resistant and LSHF all
have acquired certifications. Regarding green energy, Tatung develops the PV solar cable and gets the third-party
certification successively. The advantages of product development are upgrading the manufacturing techniques and
quality assurance aggressively.
2. Communication cable
By the end of 2021, the fifth-generation mobile communication network (5G) users of the five major
telecommunications companies in Taiwan totaled 4.6 million, and the penetration rate exceeded 15%. It is estimated
that the number of 5G users will exceed 7.7 million by the end of 2022, in that case, demand for LAN cables as well as
the optical fiber cable will be expected to grow up more again. At the same time, the US Congress passed the
"Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act", and the federal government will allocate about 65 billion US dollars to
improve broadband access networks in rural areas, so that low-income households across the United States can
afford broadband, with a goal of 100% Citizens can connect to the Internet. Our CAT.6 UTP-CMR LAN cable has been
successfully sold to the US market already.
(IV) Important certifications

EU network
system
verification

ETL verification

Japan PSE
Certification
Non-specified
Electrical
Appliances &
Materials

UL Certification
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IV. Long-term and short-term business development plans

(I) Short-term plan
1. Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd. and Taipower have successively opened the tenders , we will do best to get the awards,
also cooperate with distributors to win OEM orders for busway and LAN cable. In addition, benefiting from the increase
in the government's green energy policy, solar PV cable comply to the EN 50618 specification has been developed,
and TÜV SÜD certification has been obtained. That will be helpful on expanding the market share with full efforts.
2. Taoyuan plant supply copper material to overseas subsidiary for cable process and deliver back for sales. In that case
the advantages of each business unit will be entirely utilized, co-sales and build win-win strategic. Additionally, the
unbeneficial products will be replaced by OEM thru supplier sources, upgrading products competition to increase sales
volume and profits. Also expand to the Japan, India, ASEAN & UAE markets.
(II) Long-term plan
1. Coordinate to the factory on purchasing new equipment, eliminate old equipment, strengthen product competitiveness,
and increase market share.
2. Strengthen product quality and flexible production, improve the marketing network of Taiwan factory and Thailand
factory for quickly responding to supply as well as expand Japan, Southeast Asia, U.S., India and European markets,
build a deeper and wider product line, so that the two factories in the two places can jointly obtain orders, and choose
favorable line types to produce separately on maximizing the benefits of investment. The active introduction of special
cable species create product differentiation, thereby obtaining a competitive advantage in the future market.
3. Strengthen and deepen the marketing network of the main line species, increase the breadth and depth of customers,
pay close attention to market changes and trends, and adjust sales strategy at any time.

Market and product status
I. Market analysis

(I) 2021 domestic market share, the condition with growth of future supply and demand
1.2021 domestic market share
According to the statistics data from the statistics department of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, TATUNG wire and
cable factory has a market share of about 1.6%.
2.Supply and demand as well as growth in future
Wire and cable is a mature industry, and the main customer needs include engineering construction and hydropower
industry.... In the future, the demand for cables will continue to grow. TATUNG wire and cable factory will actively
increase its market share and brand awareness through equipment renewal and expansion of its distribution network.
(II) The favorable and unfavorable factors of the development prospect and the countermeasures
1. Stable demand from upgraded works of Linkou, Dalin, Tunghsiao, Datan power plant units from Taipower, mass rapid
transit railway projects and domestic various civil construction work.
2. Currently LAN cable has been supplied by Thailand factory to reduce the production cost, come with the upwards of
market sales in Thailand local market and develop to worldwide.
3. Favorable factors: The plan of building period for Chunghua Telecom 5G base station has been shorten to 3 years
from 5 years, target to complete 10k base stations, the budget of capital expenditure for 5G is around 16 billion in 2021,
match with quality upgrade of fiber optic fixed access network, help to increase the demand of fiber optical cable.
Efforts to achieve the orders of favorable cable type for 5G base station build (FTTH) outdoor optical fiber cable, micro
bundle optical fiber cable, LAN cable for data transmission station. Yearly demand for 69/161kV power cable by TPC
for supporting government’s offshore wind power system construction incompanied with newly power grid configuration
of onshore substation, besides, there also requirement from TPC updated construction and domestic MRT railway
projects, public/ private construction projects.
4. Unfavorable factors: Same situation on price fighting with competitors of LAN cable market during 2021; delay of order
release from TPC and the market chaos, which cause huge competition with price down for cable market on
congregate housing/factory office/public works.
5. Countermeasures: The cable for private market has fierce competition and request for short lead time. It is necessary
to establish a perfect distribution system to meet the market demand, hence in 2022, TATUNG wire and cable factory
will gradually complete to establish the cable distribution system in the market, in order to open up market popularity
and increase sales.

II. Key application and manufacturing processes of main products

Power cable
1. Application: Various types of power cables, from 600V to 161kV, supplied to TPC, military, the public and private
sectors and exported to other countries around the world.
2. Manufacturing process: copper rod → drawing → stranding → insulation extrusion → wrapping → sheath extrusion
→ finished product test → packaging → delivery
Communication cable
1. Application: 3C products for indoor voice and data communication, electronic device connection, signal transmission,
power supply, LAN cable, broadband for high frequency data transmission, and cable for long distance high-capacity
transmission.
2. Manufacturing process: Drawing → insulation → stranding → sheath extrusion → inspection → packaging → delivery

III. Procurement of major materials

1. Power cable
(1) Main raw material: copper, XLPE, rubber, PVC compound, LSHF compound, etc.
(2) Main sources of suppliers: Domestic and overseas suppliers.
2. Communication cable
(1) Main raw material: copper wire, PE compound, PVC compound, LSHF compound, Jelly compound, optical fiber,
etc.
(2) Main sources of suppliers: Domestic and overseas suppliers.

IV. Development strategy

1. Environmental protection is a responsibility for all human being. Tatung is making an all-out effort to develop in the
direction of low-lead, cadmium-free, low-smoke, and halogen-free products.
2. Full cooperate with the TPC for five years strengthen plan on power assembly and off-shore wind power system, and
strive for the power cable demand for the planned new and expanded transmission lines.
3. In response to market demand, invest in new equipment to develop high-end LAN cable, and actively develop
overseas customers.
4. The newly purchased UHV cable CCV production equipment is expected to be put into operation by the end of 2022,
which can improve production efficiency and reduce losses.
5. In response to worldwide green energy development popularly, aggressively expand the market for PV cable.
6. Establish the cable distribution system in the market, open up the market popularity of TATUNG brand, and raise the
market share.
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 Motor Business Unit
Business Activities
I. Business scope

(I) Main lines of business and sales breakdown
Other products
Category
MV and LV motors
HV motors
Generators
%
54.0
27.5
17.9
0.6
(II) Current products
1. Motors
With more than 70 years of technology and experience, Motor BU researches and produces all kinds of energy saving
high-efficiency, single and three phase high-low-voltage motor from 1/8~50,000 HP, including a variety of special
motors and applications such as premium efficiency motors, electric vehicle traction motor(EVTM), high temperature
resistant motors, explosion proof motors, automatic brush lifting device equipped in wound rotor motor, vertical high
thrust pump motors, gear reducer, inverter motors, aluminum frame motors, brake motors, oil well pump motors, water
pump motors, immersible pump motors, built-in type spindle motors, rolling mill motors, elevator motors, crane motors,
permanent magnet motors, IoT connected smart motor monitoring sensor, railway traction motors, inverters, control
panels etc., as well as provides total solutions for electrical testing equipments and power plant equipments system
engineering projects to serve a variety of industries.
2. Generators
Diesel generator set for land and marine usages, hydroelectric generator, motor generator (M-G set) for special
purposes.

II. Technology and R&D

(I) Product development
To cope with the increasing awareness of green energy and the development of industrial 4.0. The focus will be on less
energy consumed material and less material usage of new product design concept with servo and smart function aided
which could be adapted to industrial zone safety environmental monitoring system which related with petrochemical
industry; power station etc., of our explosion proof motors. Electric vehicle motor with controller which manage to
electrify for the diesel and gasoline combustion engines for energy saving and reducing carbon emission. Larger output
rating; higher efficiency; low noise and low vibration level are our developing target for our high voltage motors with
competitive sharp edge.
Motors :
1. Explosion Proof motors;
Product line of Exe, Exn, Exd obtained with GB; ITRI; IEC and ATEX certificates; larger power out motor ratings
accredited with Exd IIB T4 certificate and under processing for Exd IIC T4 certificate.
2. IE4 Motors of Super Premium Efficiency .
3. EV traction motor ( for E- bus; Logistic usage van/car) + controller.
4. PM motor + controller.
5. IoT smart motor surveillance system.
6. Systematic product of larger capacity hydraulic generation project.

III. Industry overview

(I) Current status and development
2021 as COVID-19 eases; global economic rebounds 5.5%; thanks for implementing successfully deployment of
government and firmly Cooperation of citizens of Taiwan which secured normal life in Taiwan and capable of attributing
for undertaking semiconductor industry its gigantic demand. Taiwan's economic growth in 2021 has boomed up to
6.28%.
Demand of motor industry remains constant, unchanged. Looking toward 2022, global economic recovery has been
pulled back as Operation Warp Speed of vaccine availability; global economic growth would be assessed to achieve
4.1% by IMF and Taiwan's economic growth is optimistically expected to be 4.15% through 2022. However due to
ongoing Sino-America tariff conflict, uncertainty of its policy, geopolitical inferences etc. And due to the adverse impacts
of the COVID-19, the global boom has being declined severely in 2022.
Global motor market demand of 2022 will reach USD$ 17.5 billion which is increased from USD$ 10 billion of 2021
based upon encouragement of global consensus of low carbon emission; energy saving and transformation of
industrial manufacturing process upgrading.
Global EV drive motor market in 2021 is approximately 14 million units (annually increase 21.5%), expect market
demand will grow to 25 million units in 2025.
(II) Relationship between the upstream, midstream and downstream sectors of the industry
Important parts, insulation materials, and metal raw materials, castings and power distribution
Upstream
equipment.
Motor product design and manufacturing. B2B system, SAP system , PDM system and IoT
Midstream
Application.
Government, private enterprises. (Power plant, Steel plant, Petrochemical, Mining, Water
Downstream treatment, ship, Cement, Paper, Transportation, Recycling, Printing, Freezing, Rubber, Machinery,
Gas, Wood, Food Processing, Generators, Systems, etc.)
(III) Product development trend and competition status
Energy saving and environmental protection, high- end manufacturing equipment, new energy, new material, new
energy vehicle; products that pursuit energy saving has been the major business values nowadays.
Currently is aiming at new stage of EV products, focuses on large capacity. Achievement is EV motor of 220Kw for city
bus, expands to 330Kw inter-city bus which is scheduled to be completed before end of this year (2022).
Motor BU will further enhance the investment in technical development, seeking parties to cooperate in technical
advancement and global material sourcing for introducing our developed product in the market earlier than
competitors.
(IV) Important certifications

America UR
Certificate

TAF
Certification

IEC EX Explosion
Proof
Certification

Taiwan
Excellence
2021

Taiwan
Excellence
2022
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IV. Long-term and short-term business development plans

(I) Short-term plan
To counteract the negative effect of COVID-19 disease spreading and uncertainty of global economic situation; further
new research to be speed up in IE4 motor, EV (E-Bus) traction motor, IOT smart motor surveillance component and
system. By reconfiguration of favorable product combination for sales strategy adjustment to achieve the sales target.
(II) Long-term plan
1. To integrate global production, enhancing production capability and align it with advanced global service network.
Eventually to establish the global sales channels around the world.
2. Energy saving technologies advanced continuously to follow the MEPS policy of global trend on low energy and low
material consumption motors. PM motors will be targeted on customized, precision, energy saving, compact; low
noise and low vibration features of high value added motor to keep abreast of competitiveness.

Market and product status
I. Market analysis

(I) 2022 domestic market analysis:
The global economy is on going in recession. Demand and price declined, competition is becoming fiercer. Base on
the data collected from the Energy Bureau of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, eight major domestic manufacturers and
the market, domestic market share of motor and generator is about 25%.
1. Motor BU planning
In response to the trend of global environmental protection, motor BU will continue to develop super efficiency product
motor series that comply with RoHS to enhance product's green image.
2. Favorable factors
Demand for energy saving, high efficiency motor increased. Customized products is still promising.
3. Unfavorable factors
2022 although vaccine eases Covid-19 epidemic, but ensuing Ukrainian-Russian war, inflation and the concern of
interest rate hike, unsolved supply chain problem, the world's global economic growth is optimistically estimated at
4.1%. Affected by unfavorable factors above and high base period in 2021, estimated growth will be 4.15% in Taiwan.
4. Countermeasure
■ Domestic Market
To cope with the energy saving opportunity and fulfil the civil responsibilities, motor BU should focus on enhancement
of high voltage motors market, maintenances and services demands, customize product to increase the profit amount.
Medium- small power output low voltage motor: the focus will be on standardization of the motor module, reduce cost
and improve delivery to hence competitiveness. Through enhance competitiveness to improve profit margin. Sales will
be targeted on high profit margin product.
High voltage motor: the focus will be on replacement and maintenance business opportunities.
Generator: Due to request of power rationing from Taiwan Electricity. The target will be on demand for high- end and
special customized generator.
■ Foreign Market
Search for new customers, consolidate old customer relationship to expand business opportunities. Target on OEM
cases, establish sales and distribution base. Increase the sales ratio of medium-sized motors to increase profit margin.
North America:
A. Main Product: Inverter drive motor / High efficiency motor / VHS high voltage motor / Customized motor
B. OEM and Own brand, two ways simultaneously to sell in North and South America market.
Southeast Asia:
A. Expand and manage the market through our head quarter implemented global marketing strategic deployment and
sales agent.
Look for potential cooperative sales agent/distributors through exhibitions / visits to expand business.
B. Formosa Petrochemical Corporation Vietnam Nanhe Static Steel Plant continuously replaces order for
replacement motor.
Japan:
A. Working with KOEI hydraulic team in JAPAN based upon the co-operation agreement in place aiming for
manufacturing/supplying large sized hydraulic synchronous generator for Japanese market. Promote variable
frequency / high efficiency and customized motors. Look for opportunities to work collaboratively with global brand
and large power system provider.
B. Continue track Steel plant Mill / ROT motor business opportunities. Tatung successfully obtained the trial order of
ROT motor for Steel Mill in Japan 2020.
Australia:
Target on large and special motors for mines and pumps. Motor BU will also focus on customized business
opportunities such as shale oil explosion-proof motors.
Europe (Include Middle East):
Fully support demand of machinery manufacturers in Europe and Middle East by strengthening the cooperation
between sales agent and manufacturing facility in Taiwan for special motor orders.
Competitive Advantage:
Tatung has solid and experienced technical manpower with strong customize and maintenance capability.
Tatung
also has rich and stable sourcing team for example Tatung Shanghai/Nanjing; Tatung Electric USA and other sales
office globally. "Human Resource" has always been the core competitive advantage of the company, Tatung will keep
executing regular OJT courses to ensure the most competitive workforce.

II. Applications of main products

Motor products are mainly used in power plants, transmissions, distribution systems, private construction projects.
Small and medium sized motor is mainly used in the mechanical industries, water pumps, liquid pumps, fans, air
compressors, refrigerant compressors, elevators, forklifts, cranes, lifts, EV car, lift ladders. Large motor is mainly used
for power plants, cement, chemical, and industrial equipment, etc.

III. Procurement of major materials

(I) Main material for motor:
1. Magnetic material and conductive material: silicon steel, copper, wire & cable, insulating material, iron- steel material.
2. Cast iron motor parts
3. Motor peripheral: the control electronics, each kind of accessories for temperature control and its peripherals.
(II) In response to the rise of raw material cost and more stringent environmental protection in Mainland China. TSA will
strengthen the search and development of potential sources in other regions such as India and other countries of the
world to stabilize and balance sources of supply.
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 Smart Meter Business Unit
Business Activities
I. Business scope

(I) Main lines of business and sales breakdown
Mechanical Electricity Meter
Category
Smart Electricity Meter
%
93.18
6.82
(II) Current products
1. Smart Meter: The Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) consists of mainly of the smart meter, communication
network and the Meter Data Management System (MDMS). It is equipped with communication capabilities and also
provides real-time monitoring of various incidents, such as power outages and thefts of electricity.
2. Demand-side Dispatch Center: Demand response provides an opportunity for consumers to play a significant role in
the operation of the electricity grid by reducing or shifting their electricity usage during peak periods in response to
certain forms of financial incentives.
3. Energy Management System: Use smart electricity meters for remote power management and demand control to
achieve energy conservation.

II. Technology and R&D

(I) Product development
In compliance with CNS/ ANSI/ IEC/ MID/ JIS standards, Tatung has been engaging in research and development in
electronic meters, smart meters, communication modules, management software, system integration and meter
reading software in the specialization of power monitoring, measurement technology, and communication protocol.
(II) Research & development
Domestic smart meter research and development in line with the national smart grid promoting schedule and continue
to deliver power company with fast and excellent production and stable quality. Common weather-resistant meters in
overseas markets have obtained JIS and 8 Japanese power companies have type recognition as the only domestic
meter manufacturer that has obtained the certification.

III. Industry overview

(I) Current status and development
1. Taipower started to roll out new modular meter in 2017, with a target of 3 million units in Taiwan by 2025 and 6 million
units in Taiwan by 2030.
2. In Japan, due to the gradual liberalization of the Japanese electricity market, the government plans to fully import AMI
construction in 2020.
3. In Southeast Asia, the peak period of AMI deployment is 2016-2024, Tatung cooperated with local companies to enter
Thailand, Malaysia and other countries to develop smart meter market.
(II) Product development trend and competition status
1. Tatung has the ability of integrating the systems of smart meter infrastructure and integrating different communication
technologies to develop smart meter application functions to meet customer’s needs and improve system
performance.
2. In response to the needs of international markets, Tatung developed smart meters that comply with international
standards, such as ANSI, IEC, JIS and other international standards. Tatung has set up meter factories in Taiwan and
Thailand to strengthen the supply and competitiveness in the international market.
(III) Important certifications

TAF
Certification

ISO9001

ISO14001

IV. Long-term and short-term business development plans

1. Research and develop in various types of meters with international standards certification.
2. Strengthen the relationship with main customers, build effective retail channel for domestic market, and develop
overseas markets.
3. Strengthen and enhance the R&D capabilities of smart meter, meet customer needs, strategic alliances with foreign
well-known companies, participate in domestic and international smart meter system project.

Market and product status
I. Market analysis

(I) Domestic market
1. Since the government's promotion of low-voltage smart meters in 2017, the smart meter business unit has
successively obtained orders for three-phase and single-phase meters, which have been deployed in the field and are
in stable operation.
2. Tatung will make every effort to strive for the business opportunity of high-voltage smart meter replacement in Taiwan.
3. Facing the global wave of net zero emissions, the manufacturing industry is accelerating its digital transformation
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towards a smart factory. Install smart meters to collect data in the process from raw materials to manufacturing,
calculate carbon footprint, find out the most power-consuming area of production lines or machines in the factory,
detect the health status of machines, and maintain equipment in advance.
(II) Overseas market
1. The scale of the 10 ASEAN countries (area, population) and the overall economy (GDP, per capita GDP) varies greatly.
In terms of the size of the electricity market, the top five in electricity consumption are Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam,
Malaysia, and the Philippines.
2. The new southbound policy encourages industry players to cultivate in the Southeast Asian market, and lists 6
countries including Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, the Philippines, and India as key cooperation countries. All
of them are members of the ASEAN except India.
3. Taiwan's power industry chain is mature, and with the government's industry promotion actions and marketing
resources, there are promising power business opportunities in Southeast Asia in the future.

II. Purpose and manufacturing processes of main products

1. Smart meters can be roughly divided into two categories: low voltage and high voltage. Low voltage is mainly used by
ordinary households; high voltage is mainly used by users with higher electricity consumption, such as commercial
buildings and factories.
2. The infrastructure of smart meters is composed of smart meters, communication systems, and meter data
management systems. It is the most important construction for achieving the goals of smart grids.
3. Smart meters are different from traditional meters in that they have a communication function that allows the power
company to communicate with the meter in dual directions. In addition to replacing manual meter reading, it can meet
user needs in a timely manner through electricity consumption forecasting and analysis, and through data monitoring
and analysis, the optimal use of energy can be achieved.

III. Supply Overview

1. Materials are manufactured either in-house or from qualified domestic or international suppliers to ensure product
stability and reliability.
2. In response to the rise of raw material cost and more stringent environmental protection will strengthen the research
and development of potential sources in other regions of the world to stabilize and balance sources of supply.

3. To assure product quality and delivery, Tatung has long term partnership with raw material venders for timely supplies.
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 Appliance Business Unit
Business Activities
I. Business scope

(I) Main lines of business and sales breakdown
Major home
Small home
Category
Air conditioners
LCD Monitor
Compressors
Health Food
appliances
appliances
%
29.82
17.4
45.36
6.24
1.16
0.02
(II) Current products
1. Air conditioners: Window-type air conditioners, Split type air conditioners, Commercial package air conditioners, Air
conditioning facilities, Constant temperature and humidity package air conditioners, Chillers for central air
conditioning, Heat pump (Air source heat pump, Water source heat pump, Multi Source Heat Pump, High temperature
heat pump,) Commercial dehumidifier, Fan coil unit, Air handling unit.
2. Home appliances: Refrigerators, washers, coolers / freezers, vacuum cleaner, air purifier, electric fans, heaters, hair
dryers, juicers, and coffee machine.
3. Kitchen appliances: Multi-functional cookers, fusion cooker, induction cookers, ovens, microwave ovens, water
dispenser, electric kettles, hot pot, electric water boilers.
4. LCD Monitor: 4K UHD Monitor and Google TV.
5. Compressors: Compressors for various appliances such as refrigerators and dehumidifiers.
6. Smart Appliances: Smart air conditioners, smart air purifier, smart dehumidifier, smart fans, smart AI cooker.

II. Technology and R&D

(I) Product development
1. Air conditioning: Developed the drive module for air conditioner, Smart control APP, Energy-saving system, R32
refrigerant series air conditioner, Commercial package air conditioners with DC inverter is developed to improve the
energy efficiency for more than 25%, which exceeding the energy efficiency standard of class 1 .
2. Refrigerator: Invert controller development, Automatic ice making, Platinum deodorization, Negative ion preservation,
Multi-door refrigerator with first-class energy efficiency.
3. Washing machine: A full range of multifunctional washing machines ranging from 8 to 20 kilograms, including 3D
three-dimensional mixing, foam washing, multi-stage washing..... and other functions. In response to new residential
styles and new usage needs, drum washing machines are also introduced.
4. LCD Monitor: Committed to energy saving, low blue light, Google TV, 4K UHD resolutions, HDR high dynamic
contrast and other new technology applications, Beside, we provide consumers “The best, suitable and comfortable
audio-visual experience.
5. Kitchen appliance, Household appliances: Focusing on energy saving, environmental protection, simplicity and
elegance, we develop multi-functional and refined series of products.
6. Smart cloud service: The smart home system and smart home appliance APP connect various smart home
appliances wirelessly, enabling power management, remote control, scheduling management, voice control and
personalized mode to reduce the total power consumption of home appliances.

III. Industry overview

(I) Current status and development
1. Strengthen brand operation, and enhance brand value with innovative designs and high-quality products.
2. Expand export business.
3. Improve the process of factory capability, quality ability and product competitiveness.
(II) Product development trend and competition status
Home appliance products are mature and popular. Facing low-pr ice competition f rom domestic and foreign
manufacturers, product research and development will strive towards intelligence, innovation, multi-function,
refinement, energy saving and environmental protection. In response to the trend of intelligence, TATUNG Smart Home
has launched a smart home energy-saving system and integrates various home appliances with efficiency,
convenience, and comfort. In order to rejuvenate the brand, every new product strives to show its texture and
aesthetics, and has won a number of domestic and foreign design awards, including the Taiwan Excellence Award, the
German If Design Award, and the Japanese GOOD DESIGN Design Award. It is necessary to let consumers
experience the brand-new identity. Continue to create classics and lead the home appliance market.
(III) Important certifications

Taiwan
Excellence
2016

Taiwan
Excellence
2017

Reddot
design
award
winner 2017

iF product
design
award

Taiwan
Excellence
2018

iF product
design
award

Taiwan
Excellence
2019

Taiwan
Excellence
2021

iF product
design
award

iF product
design
award
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Taiwan
Excellence
2016

Taiwan
Saving
Water label
(For General
Level)

Taiwan
Excellence
2017

Taiwan
Saving
Water label
(For
Golden
Level)

Taiwan
Excellence
2019

SGS Retinal
blue
light hazard
exposure
(IEC/EN 62471)
test

GOOD
DESIGN
AWARD

Taiwan
Premium
MIT Gold
Mark

GOOD
DESIGN
AWARD

Taiwan
Recognizabl
e
Label for
Energy
Efficient
Products
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ISO9001

China
Compulsory
Product
Certification

ISO14001

RoHS

Taiwan Green
Mark represents
for "recyclable,
low-polluting
and resourcesaving"

MIT
(Made in
Taiwan)

WEEE

Compliance
with
the European
Directives

Taiwan
CNS Mark

Compliance
with Bureau
of Standards,
Metrology &
Inspection in
Taiwan

Compliance
with
American &
Canadian
Safety
Standards

Compliance
with U.S.
Federal
Communications

Commission

Japan PSE
Certification

AS/NZS
Regulatory
Compliance
Mark

IV. Long-term and short-term business development plans

(I) The R&D team is committed to the in-depth development of forward-looking technology to strengthen the
characteristics of new products in the future.
(II) Strategic cooperation with important suppliers, increase opportunities for growth and increase sources of profit.
(III) Keep moving on process optimization, manufacturing cost reduction, innovative development of new product s, and
enhance overall competitive advantage.

Market and product status
I. Market analysis

(I) Domestic market
Home appliances market in Taiwan in 2021: 940K units of LCD Monitors; 1150K sets of air conditioners; 734K units of
washers; 702K units of refrigerators; 877K of Multifunctional cookers.
(II) Overseas market
Home appliances export sales record in 2021: The major products are Commercial Air conditioners and Multifunction
Cookers, mainly sold to America, Australia, and Southeast Asia countries. Japan, America and China are the top three
sales territories.
(III) Future demand and growth potential
The expected growth rate will be more than about 10%~15% in 2022. In addition to cultivating Taiwan market, Tatung
will continue to develop overseas market in Japan and China.
(IV) Competitive niches
1. Good brand reputation, perfect logistics system, fast and excellent service network.
2. Automated production, stable and reliable quality.
3. Excellent R&D and design capabilities.
4. Own channel operation and global supply chain system.
(V) Favorable / unfavorable factors and countermeasures
1. Favorable factors: With the sign of improving economy, Tatung aggressively works on both domestic and overseas
projects to seize business opportunities. Meanwhile, we keep improving the services of all distribution channels to
further enhance brand reputation.
2. Unfavorable factors: The short life cycle and intense price competition of consumer electronic products; traditional
stores face fierce competition from IT shops, chain stores, discount stores, on-line shopping and television shopping
channels.
3. Countermeasures: Efficient human resource planning, strengthening R&D and production capabilities, providing
innovative and differentiated products to boost sales. Strategic alliances with major wholesalers to increase sales.
(VI) Mission, core values, and vision
1. Mission: Make good use of technology to enrich people’s work and life.
2. Core values: Innovation, teamwork, quality, and humanity.
3. Vision: To become consumer’s best choice by deliver ing quality products with value-added application and customer
service.

II. Purpose and manufacturing processes of main products

(I) Purpose
Tatung offers convenient, healthy, comfortable, energy saving and environmental -friendly household electric
appliances to customers. The products are used by businesses, public locations, government agencies, educational
institutions for displaying, information transmitting, enhancing efficient working, and providing entertainment.
(II) Production processes
From R&D, design, molding, manufacturing, testing, packaging, warehousing to transportation, Tatung provides
customers complete product line and aftersales service through its nationwide sales / service network and logistics
systems.

III. Supply of main raw materials

Main raw materials are purchased from and supplied by reputable overseas or domestic vendors. Tatung established
steady supply-demand relationship with them to ensure product stability and, through the B2B system, to further lower
its inventories and material costs.
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Advanced Electronics Business Unit
Business Activities
I. Business scope

(I) Main lines of business and sales breakdown
Category
Digital entertainment products
Smart & IoT products
%
95.12
4.88
(II) Current products
1. Digital entertainment product lines
Wired & wireless headsets for gaming & entertainment, streaming microphone & camera, smart & active noise
cancelation headsets, head mounted devices, and entertainment accessories.
2. Smart & IoT product lines
AI enabled audio products, USB camera, IoT service gateway, IoT smart controller & module, and
sensing-and-control products.

II. Technology and R&D
(I) Product development
1. Digital entertainment products
Develop wired and wireless headset, wearable devices, and accessories for entertainments. The digital entertainment
product lines are with smart features, stylish designs, active noise cancellation, clear voice reception, and high
definition audio & video quality.
2. Streaming cameras
Streaming cameras can support high compression rate for high definition video quality, and furtherly integrate
temperature, light, sound, and motion sensors for environmental monitoring. Camera product lines are certified by
global leading cloud service providers to provide best audio and video performance.
3. Smart & IoT devices and sensing-&-control products
Embedded leading AI eco-systems & technologies, series of Tatung IoT smart devices include smart headset,
speaker, IoT services gateway, IoT smart controller and module, and sensing-and-control products which innovate
user experiences and are the core devices supporting smart home, office, factory, building, campus and city
applications.
(II) Research & development
1. Headset product lines are designed with smart features, ergonomic and modish form factors, and active noise
cancellation, and equipped with wide band audio and ultimate sound quality.
2. Develop high definition built- in and add- on cameras for smart TV. Products are certified by global leading service
providers. Support leading features including high definition video shooting, high compressed video format, noise
suppression, ease-of-use, and interoperability.
3. Develop streaming cameras with advanced features including night vision, environment monitoring, event detection,
and easy installation.
4. Incorporated with leading AI & cloud services, IoT smart devices focus on energy-saving & efficiency management,
security & safety, and wellness monitoring applications. Products are environmental friendly, low power consuming,
and compliant to international standards.
(III) Important certifications

Compliance
with the
European
Directives

Complianc
e with
American
safety
standards

China
Compulsory
Certification

Compliance with U.S.
Federal
Communications
Commission
for
telecommunications

WEEE

III. Industry overview

Compliance
with
German
& European
safety
requirements

Compliance
with
Japanese
emissions
control
standards
by VCCI

RoHS

Energy
Conservation
Label

Energy
Star

(I) Current status and development
As the penetration rate of connected devices going high, broad band Internet accesses becoming ubiquitous, cloud
services and big data analytics and applications getting mature, these factors pull high the demands of connected
products and IoT applications. New business models and application are innovated by alliances among branders,
channels and operators for new applications. Foreseen emerging products & solutions include accessories for
entertainments, IoT devices, sensors, energy saving & efficiency management, environment monitoring, security
surveillance system and etc.
(II) Relationship between the upstream, midstream, and downstream sectors of the industry
System-on-a-chip, memory, communication IC/module, digital signal processor, sensor
Upstream
component, power IC/module, mechanical parts, and software venders.
Midstream
Headset, streaming camera, IoT device designers and manufacturers.
ODM/OEM customers include branders, channels and operators. End users are home, office,
Downstream
corporate, and government users.
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(III) Product development trend and competition status
1. Digital entertainment products
To echo the trend of environmental protection, the ongoing product development will enable wideband audio, HD
video, RF technologies, fashion designs, noise cancelation, power saving and smart features for digital
entertainment product lines to provide customers best price/performance products in line with the most updated and
standardized model required by the core cloud service clients.
2. Smart & IoT devices & solutions
Products are designed with easy installation, bundled with AI & cloud services or private cloud projects, and
incorporated with smart handheld devices, TV & PC for easy use. Their smart relevant applications can be extended
from homes, offices, buildings, factories, campus, communities to cities.
(IV) Plans for developments
1. Allied with global leading platform and solution providers, Tatung engages its efforts on advanced technology
research and development to provide new products with cutting edged features and enhanced competiveness.
2. To adapt the most updated technology and application, Tatung has long-term partnerships with key component
venders for co-developing time-to-market products to boost profits and sales performance.
3. Advanced technologies are developed and applied to provide users smart, convenient, energy saving, safe, and
environment friendly lifestyles.

Market and product status
I. Market analysis

(I) Future supply & demand conditions and growth potential
1. According to an international forecasting report, the global sales of IoT products & solutions is about US$98.9 billion
in 2016, and will grow enormously to US$456 billion in 2023.
2. The market research company estimates that there will be over 23 billion connected devices worldwide in 2022.
Demands of cloud based devices with energy-saving features for IoT applications keep tremendous growth.
(II) Favorable & unfavorable factors and countermeasures
1. Favorable factors
With in - house experienced R&D teams, Tatung leverages global leading platforms for advanced solutions to deliver
products with competitiveness and fulfill market needs.
2. Unfavorable factors
Products suffer from the short lifecycle and intense price competition.
3. Countermeasures
Efforts & investments are continuously to be made to enhance product planning capability, development expertise,
product quality, manufacturing efficiency, and global operating.
(III) Competitive niches and strategies for growth
With effective and flexible designs, customizations, and manufacturing services on digital entertainment and smart
application products, Tatung provides customers fast reactions to accommodate market needs. Customers and
Tatung benefit from this strategy and have tightly partnerships for continuous growth on business.
(IV) Mission, core values, and vision
1. Mission: To facilitate work and enrich life with advanced technologies.
2. Core values: Innovation, teamwork, quality, and humanity.
3. Vision: To be customers’ best choice by integrating products and solutions with value – added applications and
services.

II. Purpose and manufacturing processes of main products
(I) Purpose
Product lines mainly focus on digital entertainment and smart living applications including video & audio entertainment,
networking, automation, energy management, assisted living and security surveillance.
(II) Manufacturing processes
Tatung offers global customers competitive products and complete services through product research, design,
validation, manufacturing, testing, packaging, warehousing, delivery, logistics and service.

III. Supply of main raw materials

To assure product quality and delivery, Tatung has long-term partnership with raw material venders for timely supplies.
Tatung mainly manufactures in-house, and also out-sources some components/parts from qualified venders.
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 System Integration Business Unit
Business Activities
I. Business scope

(I) Main lines of business and sales breakdown
Category
ICT Applications
Electro-Mechanical Systems
%
95.76
4.24
(II) Current products
Main Product Categories
■ ICT Applications
Distribute major brands of IT products, IP/ PBX system and telecommunication equipment. Develop smart energy
management system, official document management system, attendance system and a variety of government
projects.
■ Electro-Mechanical Systems
The scope is from the power generation, distribution, transmission, to the electricity, including the five major
electromechanical pipelines and smart communities with smart grids, smart buildings, smart homes, smart security
monitoring, and health care systems. Applying big data with the smart building management system enables buildings
to operate in the most efficient situation, so that residential and commercial offices can provide a safe, convenient,
energy-saving and sustainable environment.

II. Technology and R&D

(I) Product development
■ ICT Applications
Virtualization, cloudcomputing, WAN/LAN implementation, heterogeneous integrated systems, official document
management system, social welfare management system, the BLI information management system, accounting
system, logistic management system, and questionnaire survey system.
■ Electro-Mechanical Systems
Residence, factory management, energy, water treatment, rail, road traffic system and other mechanical and electrical
engineering planning, design, and construction.
(II) Research & Development
■ ICT Applications
The official document system that has been in operation for more than a decade has been transformed into a
streamlined, enterprise-oriented system. It provides contractual procurement to the public sector for procurement. On
the other hand, an asset management system was developed to assist leasing businesses, maintenance systems,
and integrated accounting systems.
■ Electro-Mechanical Systems
Taking electromechanical integration as the main direction, which contented power system, plumbing system, fire
protection system, air-condition system, smart monitoring system design and construction with full experience, to
focus electromechanical systems specialize in planning, construction and system integration of residence and plants,
and cultivate the ability to plan and integrate smart building systems.

III. Industry overview

(I) Current status and development
■ ICT Applications
On December 3, 2021, the research firm IDC announced the top 10 trends in Taiwan's ICT market in 2022. From
augmented reality to augmented humanity, ubiquitous artificial intelligence, metaverse, and digital sovereignty have
all become popular keywords.
■ Electro-Mechanical Systems
The technology of intelligent building system is changing rapidly, and every year there are new application
technologies listed. Therefore, in the integration of electromechanical system planning, it is necessary to consider the
latest systems and technical applications so that the subsequent maintenance of the property management can allow
the building to be maintained, operated and managed continuously to extend the life of the building.
(II) Relationship among the upstream, midstream, and downstream sectors of the industry
ICT applications
Electro-Mechanical Systems
suppliers for PCs, mainframes, network facilities, manufacturers for electro-mechanics,
Upstream
and developing tools
communications and IoT
agents / providers for network infrastructure,
Midstream
five pipelines and system integrators
systems integration, application software
end users for government institutions, schools,
Downstream
manufacturers, builders and owners
public / private sectors ,etc.
(III) Product development trend and competition status
■ ICT Applications
The epidemic is still the main factor affecting the global life and economy. Although it has brought many shocks, it has
also accelerated the application of digital technology. Many companies have continued to promote digital
transformation. IDC predicts that Taiwan's information and telecommunications markets will be affected by the
following ten trends in 2022:
1. A new generation of artificial intelligence(AI) will develop towards omnipresent AI.
2. Energy saving and sustainability will drive a new wave of cloud market development.
3. The rise of digital sovereignty strategies.
4. The decentralized integrity model implements application-centric information security protection.
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5. The development of Swarm Intelligence can be expected.
6. Interoperability will be key to the future of work development.
7. From augmented reality to augmented humanity.
8. Hybrid user needs give birth to a digital ecosystem, and emerging industries emerge as the times require.
9. Some industrial applications of Metaverse are just getting started.
10. Zero trust architecture drives the transformation of the printing industry.
■ Electro-Mechanical Systems
The building planning of Intelligent City is the integration of architectural aesthetics, public art, intelligent green
building and universal design accessibility. In terms of maintenance and management, smart property management is
introduced for community safety and life services to create safe, healthy and comfortable smart communities. By
integrating the industrial development advantages of Tatung’s ICT, electromechanical systems and IoT intelligent
systems, realize the intelligent green vision of both human and technology.

IV. Development strategy

■ ICT Applications
1. Differentiate goods and services.
2. Strengthen the existing customer relationships, project services and technical guidance.
3. Bui ld up competitive advantage, enhance core competence and market operation.
4. Increase the high gross-profit portfolios.
5. Improve the efficiency of operational management, reduce operational costs and shorten product delivery schedules.
6. Strengthen cloud service and information security management related product sales and services.
7. Build up good relationships with suppliers to extend the product services.
■ Electro-Mechanical Systems
Integrate and apply Tatung green products, systems and IoT technology to provide complete system and integration
services from power generation, transmission, distribution, electricity to home appliances.

Market and product status
I. Market analysis

(I) Domestic market
■ ICT Applications
A research report by Gartner, a market research agency, shows that global IT spending will reach US$4.5 trillion in
2022, an increase of 5.5% over 2021. Although the overall increase is lower than 9.5% in 2021, infrastructure software
spending will continue to exceed application software spending. Driven by the growing demand, enterprise software
will become the item with the largest growth in 2022 (increase by 11.5%). Equipment (up 2.3%), communication
services (up 2.1%).
■ Electro-Mechanical Systems
Create differentiation between Tatung’s electromechanical systems and those of other companies. Due to the
Forward-Looking Infrastructure Development Program, public construction will be the key project in the follow-up
direction, and also try for the extend project of the in-build project.
(II) Factors for Development Visions and Response Strategies
■ ICT Applications
1. Advantages:
As more and more businesses go digital-first, digital transformation and related technology spending is expected to
grow twice as fast as overall IT.
2. Disadvantages:
Companies must be able to respond to three major changes, including changing technology, social and
environmental demands for sustainability, and systemic industrial change.
3. Response Strategies:
Businesses must learn how to position their organizations in new macro/microeconomic and technological trends and
build the ability to adapt and accelerate their businesses in order to have the opportunity to grow as the digital
transformation curve accelerates.
■ Electro-Mechanical Systems
1. Advantages:
The government facilitates "Forward-looking Infrastructure Development Program -Railway Construction”, Tatung has
own experience in professional electromechanical system integration to try for railway related project.
2. Disadvantages:
Some project implement issues of the electro-mechanical engineering industry such as accident or disaster,
construction interface has no enough coordination, the vendor is not qualified etc, which are impact the project
schedule and account receivable schedule. These kind issues normally couldn’t be recover in the short term,
therefore it’s still a variable issue for the electromechanical engineering project.
3. Response Strategies:
Strengthen the project by risk assessment to choose the project carefully, upgrade quality and efficiency to develop
and integrate the project management team of project implement capabilities.
(III) Competitive niche and Growth Strategy
■ ICT Applications
1. Competitive niche
• Be a well-known brand, be trusted by customers, and provide nationwide services
• Own rich large-scale system integration experiences in the public sector
2. Growth Strategy
• Grow profit revenues
• Lean customer services
• Reinforce professional project technologies
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• Strengthen the brand image and take corporate responsibilities
■ Electro-Mechanical Systems
1. Accumulate customer trust reputation by long-term electromechanical equipment manufacturing experience.
2. Own experience in professional electromechanical system integration.
(IV) Mission, Core Values and Vision
Mission: Provide comprehensive system integration solutions.
Core Value: Suit the action to the word with cautious commitment.
Vision: Be the most professional and largest system integration strategic partner for the public sector in the domestic
market.

II. Development Direction and Processes Control

(I) Development Direction
1. Official Document System– Improve the efficiency of official document management and meet the requirements of file
verification.
2. Leasing Asset Management System– The system is developed based on the requirement of leasing business. The
rent, amortization, and gross profits generated by the business leasing assets can be automatically calculated by the
system and provide complete reporting functions.
3. Maintenance System– It is an on-line maintenance inquiry system, which provides inquiries for customer service
contracts, renewal and expiration date, etc. And it can track maintenance status, analyze maintenance manpower
information, and provide service records analysis, which offers detailed service records and analysis report by
customer's name.
4. Integrated Accounting System– It is used to assist enterprise overall operation management, control costs and capital
flows, construct sound audit system, and provide a total solution that meets the processes as well as operational
management, etc.
(II) Processes Control
Through the processes of requirement collection, system analysis, design, development, implementation and migration,
deliver high-valued products and services to customers via national service network.

III. Supply Overview

Integrate Tatung group’s complete product chain with high quality products at home and abroad in order to ensure that
the quality of products as well as production processes is in strict control. All products are provided with complete
warranty and good after-sales services.
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 Solar Energy Business Unit
Business Activities
I. Business scope

(I) Main lines of business and sales breakdown
Solar System – Project development; Strategic Planning, Construction; Operation &
Category
Maintenance EPC / Engineering Procurement Construction ; SI / System Integration
%
100
(II) Current products
■ Green Energy
1. Solar System: Design and construction of the PV solar system, energy monitoring system and power plant PV
Generation Analysis: Energy management technology output, including solar power plant power generation data
integration and visualization, and the use of big data analysis to achieve preventive maintenance, power generation
forecast, automatic notification and warning and other technologies, which will help the maintenance and operation
team to control real-time status of PV sites for inspection and repair, and to ensure the power generation output and
maximize the power revenue of the power plant.

II. Technology and R&D

(I) Product development
Smart Energy BU: The services of PV solar system construction of the rooftops of public facilities, industry lands,
landfills, farm ponds, fishing rod, enterprise’s projects, ESCO, power plant engineering management, operation and
maintenance.

III. Industry overview

(I) Current status and development
In line with the government's renewable energy policy, it has invested in domestic public buildings and various types of
solar photovoltaic fields to provide renewable energy project development, design planning, construction and
maintenance services.
(II) Product development trend and competition status
Integrate resources and invest in the green energy industry. The solar energy system is combined with energy storage
and micro-grid to meet the green energy needs of large electricity consumers. Its subsidiary Tatung Forever Company
has obtained the renewable energy power sales license and actively participates in the green electricity trading market
to maintain a competitive advantage in the future trend of electricity market deregulation.
(III) Important certifications and awards
1. "Taipei Energy Hill" was awarded the special award for best environment culture, FIABCI (Taiwan Real Estate
Excellence Awards).
2. Chimei, Smart Low-carbon Isle won “2018 Smart City Innovative Application Award”.
3. TATUNG Forever Energy won the 2019 Enterprise Project Management Benchmarking Award, Preferred Award.
4. No.12-14 Pond, Taoyuan Reservoir won the 2018 Taiwan Solar Power System Award.
5. TATUNG Forever Energy Co. won the 2018 Taichung City Renewable Energy Promotion Contribution Award.
6. TATUNG Forever Energy Co. won the 2019 International Project Management Benchmarking Enterprise Award.
7. TATUNG Forever Energy Co. won the 2020 Outstanding Enterprise Golden Peak Award.
8. TATUNG Forever Energy Co. won the 2020 Urban Engineering Quality Gold Award. Top Solar Award.
9. Sheng Yang Energy Co. won the 2021 Taiwan Solar Power System Award.
10. TATUNG Forever Energy Co. won the 2021 Urban Engineering Quality Gold Award. Top Solar Award.

IV. Long-term and short-term business development plans

(I) Short-term plan
1. Continue to develop the rooftops of public houses, private factories, industrial areas, and logistics warehouses. It will
also transform and develop large-scale ground mount site project..
2. Develop a market for large power users to satisfy the government regulations needs, provide energy management
solutions.
3. Electricity Sales forces will continue to work on green electricity transactions to meet the green electricity needs of
various industries.
(II) Long-term plan
1. Expand domestic medium and large-scale ground, floating, fishery and electricity symbiosis and other types of power
stations, as well as other new fields of solar photovoltaics.
2. Power plant status inspection and maintenance and operation market development services.
3. The solar power plant parking shed, combined with the operation of energy storage and electric vehicle charging
piles, diversifies the energy market.

Market and product status

I. Market analysis
Major achievements in 2019 are government’s PV system projects, such as Tainan city 13.5MWp, Taoyuan graveyard
ground PV system 2.7MWp, Central Police University 0.5MWp,and Miaoli detention pond 9.4MWp. 2020 Taipei MRT
7.9MWp, 3MWp for the TOYOTA Solar project; 2021 SPA sales process of SPV as Shengyang Energy and Zhiguang
Energy and Taiwan Railway Chaozhou 4.3MWp And 8.5MWp of public housing solar project in Yilan.
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II. Solar energy integrates the Group's resources and exerts its system integration strength, such as solar power plants
combined with micro-grid systems; solar parking sheds combined with energy storage and electric vehicle charging pile
operations, diversifying the energy market.
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 Smart Energy Business Unit
Business Activities
I. Business scope

(I) Main lines of business and sales breakdown
Micro-grid & energy storage system with energy management system;
Category
Solar energy management system
%
100
(II) Current products
■ Energy Infrastructure
Micro-grid system, a regionally small power supply system with the distributed energy sources (DERs) such as solar
energy, wind power, diesel generator and energy storage, can operate independently or connected to the traditional
power grid. The system can immediately enter islanding operation when power outage occurs in main grid, and keep
functioning using renewable energy sources (DERs) and energy storage systems (ESSs) to perform the role of
emergency power supply.
Large-scale energy storage systems can be applied to Taipower's automatic frequency control ancillary service to help
maintain grid stability and power quality when large amounts of renewable energy are connected to the grid.
■ PV energy management system
1. PV operation & maintenance system
2. PV generation analysis & prediction
The PV generation and operation information are visually presented with graphical user interface for O&M operators.
AI models and algorithms are applied in the system for predictive maintenance, power generation prediction, and
generating alarms automatically to optimize the facility utilization.
■ Micro-grid and energy storage management system
Based on the market driven by government policy of energy transition, Tatung provides energy management system
integrated with cloud-based asset management system.
1. Energy management system is the system solution for control and management of micro-grid and energy storage
system. Energy management system integrates EMS, BMS, and site controller to monitor electric power and
environmental information, control the output of PCS, and provide functions, such as ancillary services, peak load
shaving, and power smoothing for renewable energy sources.
2.Cloud-based management system provides real-time monitoring and alarms, historical reports, resource management,
trading management, income analysis, performance indicators, and predictive maintenance. The solution package
can be customized according to customers’ requirements.

II. Technology and R&D

(I) Product development
Tatung develops and provides the smart energy total solution for micro-grid and energy storage system integration,
energy management system, data analysis, and predictive maintenance.

III. Industry overview

(I) Current status and development
■ Energy Infrastructure
With the advent of Taipower’s Energy Trading Platform, ancillary service market, and green energy policy of high
electricity users, energy storage market will grow rapidly in the short-term, medium-term, and long-term future. Tatung
has extensive experiences in electromechanical design and manufacturing to integrate renewable energy, energy
storage, distribution network construction, and energy management systems, Tatung provides a variety of smart
energy solution types, such as household type, island type, village type, and large scale system solution.
■ Energy management system and data analysis
Energy management system with value-added services of data analysis and artificial intelligence is widely adopted by
industries. These are Tatung’s core techniques in smart energy applications.
(II) Product development trend and competition status
Tatung is one of the few domestic energy storage system integrators with the implementation experiences of
high-voltage grid-connected cases. Tatung can provide total solutions for planning, design, evaluation, construction,
operation, and maintenance. Tatung has been granted the project on ITRI Regional Energy Storage Demonstrative
Establishment in Changhua County, in which a battery system of 1.5MW/1.7MWh has been built and successfully
connected to the grid. Tatung is one of the 5 companies out of 30, qualified by Taipower for AFC service operation with
1MW/1.55MWh for bilateral contract. Tatung is also qualified by Taipower for AFC service operation with
4MW/4.65MWh for day-ahead market.

IV. Long-term and short-term business development plans

(I) Short-term plan
1. Continually developing domestic and international micro-grid and energy storage system projects, such as large-scale
energy storage projects of Taipower, and hybrid island-based micro-grid systems.
2. Participating ancillary service market of Taipower, such as demand response and automatic frequency control service,
and developing green energy market driven by the government policy for the high electricity users.
(II) Long-term plan
1. Continually enhancing the R&D capabilities of micro-grid system integration and energy management system
development.
2. Looking for strategic alliances with the well-known companies of key components to improve the system performance,
reliability and cost advantage.
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Market and product status
I. Market analysis

According to the government policy for renewable energy and high electricity users announced in 2019, it is
determined that the renewable energy has to reach 20% by 2025 in Taiwan. The high electricity users with contract
capacity over 5000kW must participate one of the following programs to support renewable energy policy: installation of
10% renewables, establishment of energy storage system, purchase of Green Certificate, or payment of cash
equivalence. It is the global trend that governments guide the renewable energy market, and this is the advantage for
energy storage and micro-grid development both in technology and business.

II. Purpose and manufacturing processes of main products

Energy storage and micro-grid systems can provide functions, such as power stabilization, regulation, and ancillary
services to increase the penetration of renewable energy in order that the overall power quality, safety and economic
benefit could be improved.

III. Service Deployment Milestones

1. In 2018, Tatung acquired the "Demonstration and Verification on Regional Energy Storage Facilities Technologies"
tender of ITRI, to construct a 1MW/1.2MWh battery system in the southern part of Taiwan. It is the first reference site
for Taiwan’s future plan of high voltage and MW grid scale energy storage system.
2. In 2019, Tatung acquired the "Verification on Energy Storage Facilities Technologies" tender of ITRI, to integrate
battery system in Changbin. It is the first reference site for Taiwan’s energy management system of cross-vendor with
different material of energy storage system. Next year, a battery system of 1.5MW/1.7MWh was built and successfully
connected to the grid.
3. In 2020, Tatung was one of the 5 companies out of 30, qualified by Taipower for automatic frequency control regulation
service operation with 1MW/1.55MWh system, which was successfully built and connected to the grid in 2021.
4. In October 2021, Tatung invested 4MW/4.65MWh system, which was the first case to pass the capability test and
participate in Taipower Energy Trading Platform.
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Operation summary
(I) Suppliers / customers accounting for 10% or more of the Company’s total purchase /
sales amount in 2020 and 2021
1. Key Suppliers
Name

Unit: NT$ Thousand

2020
Percentage of
Procurement
total net
amount
procurement

Relationship
with the
Company

Name

2021
Percentage of
Procurement
total net
amount
procurement

Relationship
with the
Company

Others

34,164,857

100%

Inapplicable

Others

22,474,481

100%

Inapplicable

Net
purchases

34,164,857

100%

Inapplicable

Net
purchases

22,474,481

100%

Inapplicable

Note 1: These customers purchase less than the current year as a result of its net purchase more than 10% of company, it will not be disclosed.
Note 2: The financial statements for Q1 of 2022 were under review by independent auditors when this annual report is printed.

2. Key Customers

Unit: NT$ Thousand
2020

2021

Name

Sales amount

Percentage of
total
net sales

Relationship
with the
Company

Name

Sales amount

Percentage of
total
net sales

Relationship
with the
Company

Others

31,641,355

100%

Inapplicable

Others

29,604,806

100%

Inapplicable

Net sales

31,641,355

100%

Inapplicable

Net sales

29,604,806

100%

Inapplicable

Note 1: Net income for the year on these customers as a result of its net operating income less than 10% of the Company, it will not be disclosed.
Note 2: The financial statements for Q1 of 2022 were under review by independent auditors when this annual report is printed.

(II) Production in 2020 and 2021
Five operating segments

Output: Set [Unit] Amount: NT$ Thousand

2020

2021

Fiscal year
Capacity
Major products
(or by departments)
Optoelectronics
segment

Output

Amount

Capacity

Amount

Output

0

0

0

0

0

0

Machinery, energy and
system
segment

0

1,212,395

10,177,548

0

1,071,076

8,755,453

Consumer products
segment

0

6,239,294

5,242,675

0

3,959,970

4,537,140

Real estate development
segment

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other Operating
Segments

265,284

222,491

933,459

314,656

238,313

1,299,290

Total

265,284

7,674,180

16,353,682

314,656

5,269,359

14,591,883
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(III) Sales quantity and amount in 2020 and 2021
Five operating segments

[Unit] Amount: NT$ Thousand

2020
Fiscal year

2021

Domestic
Quantity

Export

Amount

Quantity

Domestic

Amount

Quantity

Export

Amount

Quantity

Amount

Major products
(or by
departments)
Optoelectronics
segment

0

1,524

0

0

0

2,747

0

0

Machinery,
energy and
system
segment

1,041,996

16,077,201

173,765

2,287,647

851,143

18,304,862

246,449

2,300,742

Consumer
products
segment

1,383,760

9,446,041

4,532,848

3,329,546

1,256,780

8,399,755

2,664,807

2,343,323

0

5,677,949

0

0

0

3,624,040

0

0

62,395

766,603

150,580

767,383

61,887

754,217

136,678

998,922

2,488,151

31,969,318

4,857,193

6,384,576

2,169,810

31,085,621

3,047,934

5,642,987

Real estate
development
segment
Other
Operating
Segments
Total

Note: The above data are subject before consolidation

(IV) Tatung and Subsidiaries, R&D expenses totaled NT$952,742 thousand dollars in 2021
up to the publishing date of the annual report.

.Workforce structure
Fiscal year

2020

2021

March. 31 ,2022

Management &
staff

1,377

1,286

1,271

Technicians

1,438

1,299

1,303

Total

2,815

2,585

2,574

Average age

44

44

44

Average years of service

14

14

14

Ph.D.

10

6

7

Master
Bachelor &
other higher
education
Senior high
school
Below senior
high school

352

333

333

1,523

1,442

1,442

564

510

508

366

294

284

6,715

6,186

6,216

Number of
employees

The Company

Education level

All companies included in Financial statements
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.Expenditure on environmental protection

To cope with the trend of international environmental protection and government laws and regulations, the Company is
dedicated to the prevention of pollution and environmental protection for the better working environment of employees,
better living environment for the public and better fulfillment of social responsibilities.
(I) Environmental protection measures
1. Actions:
(1)Implementing ISO 14001 and ISO 50001 to improve environmental and energy management performances
continuously.
(2)Carrying out Greenhouse gases inventory and product carbon footprint.
(3)Implementing Pollution, Prevention, Pays (3P) Program with the concept of Clean Production to reduce the
consumptions of resources and energies and to reduce the wastes from the operations.
(4)Actively researching and designing products with features of energy saving, environmental friendly, or water saving to
assist the consumers, customers and nations to achieve the goal of net-zero emission.
2. Results:
(1) All the factories have implemented ISO 14001 and received certifications.
Factory
Effective and expiry date
Tayuan Plant (Heavy Electrical Equipment BU)
2020.08.10焍2022.08.05
Taoyuan Wires and Cables Plant (Cable BU)
2021.09.17焍2024.09.16
Taoyuan 1st Plant (Appliance BU)
2019.09.01焍2022.08.31
San-Hsia Factory (Motor BU)
2020.09.05焍2023.09.05
(2) Promotes energy saving projects in the factories, as well as implementing ISO 50001. So far Motor BU (San-Hsia
Factory), Heavy Electrical Equipment BU (Tayuan Plant) and Cable BU (Taoyuan Wires and Cables Plant) have
implemented ISO 50001 and received certifications.
Factory
Effective and expiry date
Tayuan Plant (Heavy Electrical Equipment BU)
2020.01.05焍2023.01.05
Taoyuan Wires and Cables Plant (Cable BU)
2020.01.13焍2022.12.27
San-Hsia Factory (Motor BU)
2021.12.24焍2024.12.24
(3) Devotes in environmental friendly products, various of products have acquired Green Mark, Energy Label, or Water
Label.
(II) Losses incurred from environmental pollution in the recent year and up to the publishing date of the annual report
From 2021 and up to the publishing date of the annual report, there is no case against environmental regulations.
(III) Information about RoHS
In order to comply with the customers’ green procurement and EU’s RoHS requirements to ensure successful domestic
and export markets, the Company’s factories, starting from the year 2004, have been dedicated to promoting a green
supply chain which covers product design, procurement and production, and has also avoided using hazardous
substances for making the Company a well-established green supply enterprise. In 2005, the Company established
“Tatung Electrical and Electronic Equipment Restriction of Hazardous Substance (RoHS) Test Laboratory” to assist in
the test and analysis of hazardous substances by various factories and related industry as well as to provide related
professional technologies.
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.Labor relations

(I) Tatung pioneered the "labor and management united as one" concept to promote operational autonomy
The Company set up the Tatung Employees’ Welfare Committee in 1947 and the "Tatung United Welfare Committee" in
1969 as part of the Company’s efforts to promote the delegation of responsibility to lower hierarchies in the
organizations and to develop new management talent.
Employees’ welfare
Implementation
The Company subsidized employees to buy corporate stocks since 1992 as part of their
1. Stock ownership
savings.
Education subsidies for employees’ children in senior high school and college/university;
funeral subsidies for colleagues or their spouses and immediate relatives; financial gifts for
2. Subsidies
death of colleagues; subsidies for employees’ birthday, travel, and retirement; cash gifts for
weddings of employees or their children as well as for birth of employees’ children.
Employees can purchase Company products via zero-interest installments and price
3. Benefits
discounts on groceries in corporate stores. Free movie shows and special trains in Spring
Festival.
Education, recreation, physical education, languages, hiking/mountain climbing and
4. Club activities
photography
Labor insurance, health insurance, group insurance, retirement pension, free annual health
5. Health and safety plan
checkup
Education and training
Implementation
Encouraging employees to study and to become a talent of "intelligence, integrity and
ability". Offering employee diverse training courses including general, professional,
management, environmental, health and safety, information security courses and online
Employee training
e-learning. Constructing organizational and lifelong learning culture. Efficiently
strengthening talent development by systematic management.
A total of trainees attended 21,026 hours of training, and each one attended 8.13 hours of
Off-job learning in 2021.
Retirement system
Implementation
In accordance with the requirements by laws and ordinances concerned, appropriate 6% of
their monthly pays into the individual account for newly employees newly hired starting from
July 1, 2005 and employees who have chosen new system Labor Pension Act. For the
Retirement plans
existent employees who continually choose the old pension system regulations and for the
service seniority retained under the old system of employees who choose new pension
regulations, we appropriate the pension reserve funds at the right amounts into the specially
designated account in Bank of Taiwan based on the retirement regulations.
Management
/
labor Measures
relations
Channel for employees to "Employees’ Suggestion Mail Box" is set up at company website, along with "Regulations of
dissent
or Processing Employees’ Complaints." Employees can voice out their opinions during training
voice
communicate
with courses, or present their proposals during QC activities. Regular and special meetings
management
between management and the labor unions are also held to facilitate communications.
Protection of employees’
Measures
interests and rights
Safe and happy working
Implemented in accordance with the Labor Law, Gender Equality in Employment Act and in
environment
some cases better than regulations for workers.
(II) Strategy and objective: Developing the Company’s most valuable asset - people
Labor and management are committed to working together for the good of the Company and its workers. Both sides
operate on the principle of promoting a harmonious, safe and happy working environment.
(III) Employees’ code of ethics
The Company’s employees abide by Company rules which are designed to uphold the principles of "honesty, integrity
and diligence." All employees follow a code of ethics and are dedicated to contributing to the stability, continuity and
prosperity of the Company and workers alike. Management leads under the principle "Do not do unto others what you
do not want others do unto you," treating workers like their own family and guiding them by personal example. (Please
refer to Page 4 for detailed information.)
(IV) Losses incurred from Labor dispute in the recent year and up to the publishing date of the annual report: None
(V) The protection measures on the working environment and the health and safety of the employees
Actions:
1. Health and Safety Policy:
The release of the Health and Safety Policy is the Company's commitment to continue to promote health and safety,
and the goal of the joint efforts of labor and management.
2. Occupational Health and Safety Management Plan:
According to the requirements of regulations, an "Occupational Health and Safety Management Plan" is formulated to
implement health and safety management.
3. Disaster Prevention Pays Program:
The purpose of this program is to supervise and check the health and safety implementations in the factory and
review the performance of this program year by year to achieve the goal of "zero disaster".
4. Occupational Health and Safety Management System:
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All the factories have been certified with ISO 45001. The Company will follow global trends and continue to improve
health and safety performances.
5. Health and Safety Work Rules:
The content of the Health and Safety Work Rules is jointly formulated by both employers and employees.
The
Rules have been approved by the competent authority and the announcement has been made to the employees.
Employees are required to comply with the content and work together to achieve the goal of zero disaster.
6. Education and Regulation Promotion:
(1)Tatung opens “Health and Safety Training Class” for new recruits, employees and managers. Tatung also opens
training courses for the needs of the business operations such as VOCs & Designated Chemicals Class, Fork lifters
Class, and Class for Hazardous Equipment Operators, etc.
(2)Tatung organizes “Health and Safety Seminar” every year to promote newly updated regulations and other
concerned topics. The factories keep promoting physical and mental protection measures and the maternity health
protection at the workplace in 2021.
7. Working Condition Monitoring, Health Management and Promotion:
Tatung sets working environment monitoring plan and conducts monitoring on work sites. The results from monitoring
are available to the employees. Tatung believes that the health of the employees and their families is a kind of
assets to the company. Tatung organizes numerous health speeches, seminars, health checks to let the employees
understand the importance of their health and promote to their families.
8. Contractor Management:
Tatung has formulated “Contractor Health and Safety Management Method” that requires the health and safety
personnel to conduct irregular inspections during the contractor’s operating period, and inform the person in charge of
the contracted site to implement the use of personal safety protection equipment for construction workers and provide
the equipment that meet the requirements of regulations.

.Information Security Management

(I) Describe the information security risk management structure, information security policy, specific management plan and
investment in information security management resources, etc.
1. Information Security Risk Management Framework:
Information Security and Personal Information Protection Committee

Convenor

30H[HFXWRU

Party‘s rights
Claim
response
group

Training and
news group

IT support and
incident
reaction group

Audit and
management
flow optimizing
group

Operation
sustaining
group

Risk
evaluation
group

2. Information security policy and specific management plan:
In response to personal information protection and information security needs, Tatung Company established the
Information Security and the Personal Information Protection Committee as early as 2014,continuously obtained BSI
third-party certification, passed the ISO27001 information security management system verification, and ensured the
security of the company's personnel, data, information systems, equipment and network in accordance with the
requirements of the BS10012 personal data protection standard. To ensure the safety of the company's personnel,
data, information systems, equipment and network, establishing an information security policy as the highest guiding
principle of the company's information security management system, achieving the goal of "uninterrupted service, no
loss of information, personal information not leaked, and enterprise sustainable operation".
The actual implementation method is based on the pre-emptive and risk reduction pre-existing issues.
Through
the discussion of the monthly meeting of the Information Security Monthly Meeting and the emergency response, the
review of the new internal and external security issues will be carried out to the annual plan. And in the annual
information security and personal information management review report, explain the implementation results of this
year and the information security budget plan for the next year. The annual activities include semi-annual external
auditor's audits , two outsourcing consultants' external counseling every year, and an annual internal audit of the
audit committee to determine the implementation status of the information security management system and
whether to achieve the information security objectives of confidentiality, integrity, availability and compliance of each
service.
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(II) List the losses and possible impacts of major information security incidents in the most recent year and up to the date of
publication of the annual report and countermeasures, if it cannot be reasonably estimated, it shall explain the fact that it
cannot be reasonably estimated:
The company's Information Security and Personal Information Committee regularly discusses information security
incidents including internal and external issues in monthly meetings and lists them in the risk assessment list, formulates
risk management plans, and understands the information security risk level and the company's existing control
mechanism and subsequent improvements can be reduced to an acceptable level.
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.Important contracts
Important contracts up to the publishing date of the annual report
Nature

Counterpart

Investment
cooperation

Japan

Investment
cooperation

Japan

Investment
cooperation

Japan

Sumitomo Heavy
Industries, Ltd.
Okuma
Mitsui Mining &
Smelting Co., Ltd.

Technology
cooperation

Japan

Toshiba Corporation

Technology
cooperation

Japan

Nissin Electric
Co.,Ltd.

Technology
cooperation

U.S.A.

Hubbell Power
Systems

U.S.A.

MPEG LA, LLC.

U.S.A.

MPEG LA, LLC.

U.S.A.

HEVC Advance LLC

Finland

NOKIA
TECHNOLOGIES OY

Patent
License
Patent
License
Patent
License
Patent
License

Medium and
long-term
loans
contract

Medium and
long-term
loans
contract
Medium and
long-term
loans
contract
Medium and
long-term
loans
contract
Medium and
long-term
loans
contractt

Bank of Taiwan (to sponsor)

Bank of Taiwan

Mega Bills

Yuanta Bank

Bank of Kaohsiung

Duration
October 13, 1995

December 12, 1996

October 13, 1975

March 26, 2018~
March 25, 2023

May 28, 2018~
May 28, 2023

Description
Incorporation of Tatung
SM-Cyclo Co., Ltd. under joint
venture Production of
gear-reducers
Incorporation of Tatung Okuma
Co., Ltd. under joint venture
Production of working machines
Incorporation of Tatung Die
Casting Co. under joint venture
Production of die casting
products
Design and production
technology of 161kV
(contain)~345kV (contain)
Oil -type transformers, and
manufacture above 66kV
(contain) Gas Transformer
Technology transfer of 25.8kV
GIS

December 11, 2013
~
December 11, 2023
January 01, 2021 ~
December 31, 2025
January 01, 2021 ~
December 31, 2025
January 09, 2019 ~
December 31, 2025
January 01, 2019 ~
December 31, 2023

Technology transfer of 9kV
Lightning Arrester

Restriction clause
None

None

None

1. Authorized to manufacture
in Taiwan
2. Activities of sales except
Japan
Activities of sales are limited
to the Taiwan Power
Company
Activities of sales are limited
to the Taiwan Power
Company

Patent license of AVC/H.264
(MPEG-4 Part 10)

None

Patent license of HEVC

None

Patent license of HEVC

None

Patent license of 2G/3G/4G

None
Non-consolidated financial
statement of the issuing
company:
a. Current ratio shall be no
less than 100%.
b. Percentage of liability
2015~2018 shall be no
more than 160%.
2019~ shall be no more
than 140%
c. Tangible Net worth
2015~2018 shall be no less
than 26 billion NTD. 2019~
shall be no less than 30
billion NTD.

December 23, 2016
~
December 23, 2023

Syndicated credit extension
(5 years and extend 2 years)
Limit of NT$25,200,000,000

April 25, 2019 ~
April 25, 2023

Revolving limit (4 years) Limit of
NT$860,000,000

None

December 30, 2021
~
December 29, 2023

Revolving limit (2 years) Limit of
NT$3,000,000,000

None

June 30, 2021 ~
June 29, 2024

Revolving limit (3 years) Limit of
NT$4,300,000,000

None

November 18, 2021
~
November 18, 2028

Non-revolving limit (Up to 10
years) Limit of NT$ 108,000,000

None
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Financial Overview
.Condensed balance sheet and income statement

(I) Condensed balance sheet - IFRSs - Tatung And Subsidiaries
Unit: NT$ Thousand
0RVW5HFHQW\HDU)LQDQFLDO,QIRUPDWLRQ
<HDU

,WHP
&XUUHQWDVVHWV
3URSHUW\SODQWDQGHTXLSPHQW
1RWH 
,QWDQJLEOHDVVHWV


5HVWDWHPHQW
1RWH 
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&DSLWDOVWRFN











&DSLWDOVXUSOXV





























1RWH 

 

 

 

 

 

7UHDVXU\VWRFN

 

 

 

 

 

1RQFRQWUROOLQJLQWHUHVWV



 

 

 

 



















1RWH 

%HIRUH
GLVWULEXWLRQ

&XUUHQW
OLDELOLWLHV

$IWHU
GLVWULEXWLRQ

1RQFXUUHQW/LDELOLWLHV
%HIRUH
7RWDOOLDELOLWLHV

GLVWULEXWLRQ
$IWHU
GLVWULEXWLRQ

(TXLW\DWWULEXWDEOHWR 
RZQHUVRISDUHQW

%HIRUH
5HWDLQHG
HDUQLQJV

GLVWULEXWLRQ
$IWHU
GLVWULEXWLRQ

2WKHU(TXLW\

%HIRUH
7RWDOHTXLW\

GLVWULEXWLRQ
$IWHU
GLVWULEXWLRQ

1RWH7KH&RPSDQ\ VILQDQFLDOVWDWHPHQWVIRUWKHILYH\HDUVKDYHEHHQGXO\DXGLWHGE\LQGHSHQGHQWDXGLWRUV
1RWH7KH&RPSDQ\GLGQRWFDUU\RXWODQGYDOHUHDSSUDLVDOLQ
1RWH7KHILQDQFLDOVWDWHPHQWVIRU4RIZHUHXQGHUUHYLHZE\LQGHSHQGHQWDXGLWRUVZKHQWKLVDQQXDOUHSRUWLVSULQWHG
1RWH7KHDSSURSULDWLRQSURSRVDOVDUHVXEMHFWWRDUHVROXWLRQRIWKH%RDUGRI'LUHFWRUVRUWKHVKDUHKROGHUV PHHWLQJLQWKHIROORZLQJ\HDU
1RWH7KH&RPSDQ\KDVFKDQJHGWKHPHDVXUHPHQWRILQYHVWPHQWSURSHUW\IURPFRVWPRGHOWRIDLUYDOXHPRGHOVWDUWLQJIURP-DQXDU\
$VDUHVXOWWKH&RPSDQ\UHVWDWHGVWDWHPHQWIRUFRPSDUDWLYH
1RWH1RW\HWGLVWULEXWHG
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(II) Condensed balance sheet - IFRSs - Tatung
Unit: NT$ Thousand
Year
Item

Most Recent 5-year Financial Information
2017
(Restatement)
(Note 4)

2018

2019

2020

2021

16,302,241

14,384,387

14,904,740

12,648,921

13,369,790

4,388,024

4,307,522

3,816,411

4,141,272

4,352,195

23,529

12,283

3,413

3,042

1,146

Other assets

64,291,995

59,927,503

64,166,851

65,317,371

58,839,652

Total assets

85,005,789

78,631,695

82,891,415

82,110,606

76,562,783

10,135,178

13,154,017

11,417,969

15,338,472

9,028,711

10,135,178

13,154,017

11,417,969

15,338,472

(Note 5)

31,744,031

32,477,555

34,817,138

31,670,094

29,345,386

41,879,209

45,631,572

46,235,107

47,008,566

38,374,097

41,879,209

45,631,572

46,235,107

47,008,566

(Note 5)

43,126,580

33,000,123

36,656,308

35,102,040

38,188,686

Capital stock

23,395,367

23,395,367

23,395,367

23,395,367

23,395,367

Capital surplus

3,273,505

3,283,032

3,363,085

3,305,175

3,452,748

18,589,672

8,120,165

10,334,135

9,188,270

12,830,344

18,589,672

8,120,165

10,334,135

9,188,270

(Note 5)

Current assets
Property, plant and equipment
(Note 2)
Intangible assets

Before
Current

distribution

liabilities

After
distribution

1RQFXUUHQW/LDELOLWLHV
Before
Total liabilities

distribution
After
distribution

Equity attributable to
owners of parent

Before
Retained

distribution

earnings

After
distribution

Other Equity
Treasury stock
Non-controlling interests
Before
Total equity

distribution
After
distribution

(502,065)

(584,420)

(405,425)

(755,918)

(1,458,919)

(1,629,899)

(1,214,021)

(30,854)

(30,854)

(30,854)

-

-

-

-

-

43,126,580

33,000,123

36,656,308

35,102,040

38,188,686

43,126,580

33,000,123

36,656,308

35,102,040

(Note 5)

1RWH7KH&RPSDQ\ VILQDQFLDOVWDWHPHQWVIRUWKHILYH\HDUVKDYHEHHQGXO\DXGLWHGE\LQGHSHQGHQWDXGLWRUV
1RWH7KH&RPSDQ\GLGQRWFDUU\RXWODQGYDOHUHDSSUDLVDOLQ
1RWH7KHDSSURSULDWLRQSURSRVDOVDUHVXEMHFWWRDUHVROXWLRQRIWKH%RDUGRI'LUHFWRUVRUWKHVKDUHKROGHUV PHHWLQJLQWKHIROORZLQJ\HDU
1RWH7KH&RPSDQ\KDVFKDQJHGWKHPHDVXUHPHQWRILQYHVWPHQWSURSHUW\IURPFRVWPRGHOWRIDLUYDOXHPRGHOVWDUWLQJIURP-DQXDU\
$VDUHVXOWWKH&RPSDQ\UHVWDWHGVWDWHPHQWIRUFRPSDUDWLYH
1RWH1RW\HWGLVWULEXWHG
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,,, &RQGHQVHGLQFRPHVWDWHPHQW,)56V7DWXQJ$QG6XEVLGLDULHV
8QLW177KRXVDQG
Year
Item

Most Recent 5-year Financial Information
2017
(Restatement)
(Note 5)

2018

2019

2020

2021

Operating revenue

75,553,009

60,622,725

35,423,015

31,641,355

29,604,806

Realized Gross profit

11,817,697

(2,461,794)

2,356,937

6,328,536

7,232,734

Income from operations

1,161,971

(15,483,127)

(6,265,315)

(1,311,337)

804,137

1,614,306

(16,354,898)

(2,614,650)

(3,597,857)

1,849,316

2,776,277

(31,838,025)

(8,879,965)

(4,909,194)

2,653,453

2,116,003

(33,292,908)

(9,155,461)

(4,988,030)

2,569,662

69,498

-

-

-

-

2,185,501

(33,292,908)

(9,155,461)

(4,988,030)

2,569,662

(1,242,123)

(787,557)

6,368

(210,462)

(942,873)

943,378

(34,080,465)

(9,149,093)

(5,198,492)

1,626,789

140,317

(10,642,906)

2,875,879

(1,076,337)

3,672,119

2,045,184

(22,650,002)

(12,031,340)

(3,911,693)

(1,102,457)

16,859

(10,741,961)

3,288,201

(1,494,099)

3,054,318

926,519

(23,338,504)

(12,437,294)

(3,704,393)

(1,427,529)

0.06

(4.75)

1.24

(0.46)

1.57

Non-operating income and
expenses
Income ( or loss) before income
tax
Net income ( or loss) from
operations of continued segments
Income from discontinued
departments
Net income (or loss)
Other comprehensive income
(net of tax)
Total comprehensive income
Net income ( or loss) attribute to
equity attributable to owners of
parent
Net income ( or loss) attribute to
non controlling interest
Total comprehensive income
attribute to equity attributable to
owners of parent
Total comprehensive income
attribute to non controlling interest
Earning( or loss) per share
(Note 2)(NT$)

Note 1:The Company's financial statements for the five years have been duly audited by independent auditors.
Note 2:All information of the earnings per share for the previous years is calculated on a fully diluted basis.
Note 3:The financial statements for Q1 of 2022 were under review by independent auditors when this annual report is printed.
Note 4:The Income (loss) from discontinued departments is shown by the net amount after deducting the income tax.
Note 5:The Company has changed the measurement of investment property from cost model to fair value model starting from January 1, 2018.
As a result, the Company restated 2017 statement for comparative.
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(IV) Condensed income statement - IFRSs - Tatung
Unit: NT$ Thousand

Most Recent 5-year Financial Information
Year
Item


5HVWDWHPHQW 
1RWH 









Operating revenue











Realized Gross profit











Income from operations

 

 

 

 



Non-operating income and
expenses



 







Income ( or loss) before income
tax



 



 



Net income ( or loss) from
operations of continued segments



 



 













Income from discontinued
departments
Net income ( or loss)



 



 



Other comprehensive income
(net of tax)

 

 



 

 

Total comprehensive income



 



 



Net income ( or loss) attribute to
equity attributable to owners of
parent



 



 



Net income ( or loss) attribute to
non controlling interest











Total comprehensive income
attribute to equity attributable to
owners of parent



 



 















 



 



Total comprehensive income
attribute to non controlling interest
Earning ( or loss) per share
(Note 2)(NT$)

1RWH7KH&RPSDQ\ VILQDQFLDOVWDWHPHQWVIRUWKHILYH\HDUVKDYHEHHQGXO\DXGLWHGE\LQGHSHQGHQWDXGLWRUV
1RWH$OOLQIRUPDWLRQRIWKHHDUQLQJVSHUVKDUHIRUWKHSUHYLRXV\HDUVLVFDOFXODWHGRQDIXOO\GLOXWHGEDVLV
1RWH7KH&RPSDQ\KDVFKDQJHGWKHPHDVXUHPHQWRILQYHVWPHQWSURSHUW\IURPFRVWPRGHOWRIDLUYDOXHPRGHOVWDUWLQJIURP-DQXDU\
$VDUHVXOWWKH&RPSDQ\UHVWDWHGVWDWHPHQWIRUFRPSDUDWLYH

(V) Auditors’ opinions from 2017 to 2021:
Year

Firm

CPA
Su-Wen Lin
Hsuan-Hsuan, Wang

2017

Ernst & Young

2018

Ernst & Young

Su-Wen Lin
Hsuan-Hsuan, Wang

2019

Ernst & Young

Su-Wen Lin
Hsuan-Hsuan, Wang

2020

Ernst & Young

Hsuan-Hsuan, Wang
Hsin-Min, Hsu

2021

KPMG

Chung-Che, Chen
Li Chen, Lai
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. Financial analysis
(ʳ)Financial analysis – IFRSs - Tatung And Subsidiaries
Year
Item (Note 2)

Financial
structure (%)
Liquidity
Analysis (%)

Operating
performance

Profitability

Cash flow

Leverage

Debt ratio
Long-term funds to
Property, plant and
equipment ratio
Current ratio
Quick ratio
Times interest earned
Average collection
turnover (times)
Days sales outstanding
Average inventory
turnover (times)
Average payment
turnover (times)
Average inventory
turnover days
Property, plant and
equipment turnover
(times)
Total assets turnover
(times)
Return on total assets
(%)
Return on equity (%)
Income before tax
Percentage to paid-in
capital (%)
Net margin (%)
Earnings per share
(NT$)
Cash flow ratio (%)
Cash flow adequacy
ratio (%)
Cash flow reinvestment
ratio (%)
Operating leverage
Financial leverage

Most Recent 5-year Financial Information
2017
(Restatement)
(Note 3)
59.50

2018

2019

2020

2021

77.78

75.92

78.44

77.20

161.56

142.91

188.99

191.54

191.73

100.42
78.03
1.78

65.81
35.69
(7.04)

73.22
41.90
(2.36)

70.17
42.14
(0.67)

72.33
42.96
2.05

7.73

6.67

4.67

5.53

5.93

47

55

78

66

62

3.87

3.63

1.89

1.70

1.64

4.55

3.28

1.49

1.26

1.15

94

101

193

215

222

0.90

0.83

0.85

0.97

0.93

0.30

0.32

0.27

0.28

0.27

2.09

(15.72)

(5.46)

(2.29)

4.13

2.20

(51.31)

(30.73)

(19.00)

10.43

11.87

(136.09)

(37.96)

(20.98)

11.34

2.80

(54.92)

(25.85)

(15.76)

8.68

0.06

(4.75)

1.24

(0.46)

1.57

10.30

(21.00)

1.51

2.99

5.64

38.36

7.84

0.96

1.79

(0.48)

2.32

(6.85)

0.33

0.77

1.36

57.66
(0.47)

(3.39)
0.80

(4.91)
0.70

(21.79)
0.31

33.85
(0.47)

Analysis of financial ratio differences for the last two years. (Not required if the difference does not exceed 20%)
1. In 2021, the Group adjusted organization and sales structure that focus on undertaking high gross profit projects and improving the
yield of products. The profitability of the Group's major institutions has increased, among which the profitability of Electricity and
Green Energy related Business Units has increased more. As a result, Times interest earned, Return on total assets, Return on
equity, Income before tax percentage to paid-in capital, Net margin and Earnings per share were improved.
2. Due to repayment of Current portion of long-term loans in 2021, the Current liabilities decreased significantly. And the receipt of
Dividend income and refunded Income tax, which improved the Cash flow ratio and Cash reinvestment ratio.
3. Owing to the improvement of the Group's operation and financial structure in 2021, The Cash flow ratio and Cash flow reinvestment
ratio in 2021 improved compared with the previous year. In addition, the decrease in the Cash flow adequacy ratio compared with the
same period last year is due to the impact of the operating conditions of the previous five years.
4. Because the Group adjusted organization and sales structure in 2021, Operating income improved significantly. As a result,
Operating leverage and Financial leverage were significantly different from those in 2020.
1RWH7KH&RPSDQ\ VILQDQFLDOVWDWHPHQWVIRUWKHILYH\HDUVKDYHEHHQGXO\DXGLWHGE\LQGHSHQGHQWDXGLWRUV
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Note 2: Formulas for the above table are specified as follows:
1. Capital structure analysis
(1) Debts ratio = Total liabilities / Total assets
(2) Long-term funds to Property, plant and equipment, net = (Shareholders’ equity + long-term liabilities) / Net Property, plant
and equipment
2. Liquidity analysis
(1) Current ratio = Current assets / Current liabilities
(2) Quick ratio = (Current assets - inventories - prepayment) / Current liabilities
(3) Times interest earned = Earnings before interest and taxes / Interest expenses
3. Operating performance analysis
(1) Average collection turnover (including account receivables and notes receivables from operation) = Net sales / Average
trade receivables (including accounts receivables and notes receivables from operation)
(2) Days sales outstanding = 365 / Average collection turnover
(3) Average inventory turnover = Cost of sales / Average inventory
(4) Average payment turnover (including account payables and notes payables from operation) = Cost of sales / Average trade
payables (including account payables and notes payables from operation)
(5) Average inventory turnover days = 365 / Average inventory turnover
(6) Property, plant and equipment turnover = Net sales / Property, plant and equipment net.
(7) Total assets turnover = Net sales / Total assets
4. Profitability analysis
(1) Return on total assets = [Net income + interest expenses * (1 – effective tax rate)] / Average total assets
(2) Return on equity = Net income / Average shareholders’ equity
(3) Percentage to paid-in capital ~ operating income = Operating income / Paid-in capital
(4) Percentage to paid-in capital ~ income before tax = Income before tax / Paid-in capital
(5) Net margin = Net income / Net sales
(6) Earnings per share = (Net income - preferred stock dividends) / Weighted average number of shares outstanding
5. Cash flow
(1) Cash flow ratio = Net cash from operating activities / Current liabilities
(2) Cash flow adequacy ratio = Five-year sum of cash from operation / Five-year sum of capital expenditures, inventory
additions, and cash dividends
(3) Cash flow reinvestment ratio = (Cash from operating activities - cash dividends) / (Gross fixed assets + long-term
investment + other assets + working capital)
6. Leverage
(1) Operating leverage = (Net sales – variable costs + expenses) / Operating income
(2) Financial leverage = Operating income / (Operating income - interest expenses)
Note 3: The Company has changed the measurement of investment property from cost model to fair value model starting from January 1,
2018. As a result, the Company restated its 2017 financial statement for comparative.
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(ʴ)Financial analysis - IFRSs - Tatung
Year
Item (Note 2)

Most Recent 5-year Financial Information
2017
(Restatement)
(Note 3)
49.27

2018

2019

2020

2021

Debt ratio
58.03
55.78
57.25
50.12
Long-term funds to
Property, plant and
1,706.25
1,520.08
1,872.79
1,612.36
1,551.72
equipment ratio
Current ratio
160.85
109.35
130.54
82.47
148.08
Liquidity
Quick ratio
120.33
69.65
91.85
58.64
104.33
Analysis (%)
Times interest earned
1.14
(13.92)
4.47
(0.54)
7.38
Average collection
3.56
4.04
4.30
4.28
5.11
turnover (times)
Days sales outstanding
103
90
85
85
71
Average inventory
3.94
4.03
3.72
3.89
3.76
turnover (times)
Average payment
5.37
5.44
5.27
5.09
4.77
turnover (times)
Operating
performance
Average inventory
93
91
98
94
97
turnover days
Property, plant and
equipment turnover
4.36
4.40
4.39
3.99
3.81
(times)
Total assets turnover
0.21
0.23
0.22
0.19
0.20
(times)
Return on total assets
0.87
(12.28)
4.30
(0.66)
5.20
(%)
Return on equity (%)
0.32
(27.96)
8.26
(3.00)
10.02
Income before tax
Percentage to paid-in
Profitability
0.44
(45.76)
11.12
(4.35)
15.57
capital (%)
Net margin (%)
0.80
(55.61)
16.13
(6.78)
22.70
Earnings per share
0.06
(4.75)
1.24
(0.46)
1.57
(NT$)
Cash flow ratio (%)
(0.98)
2.11
70.66
9.39
121.79
Cash flow adequacy
64.62
35.82
85.97
78.96
147.73
ratio (%)
Cash flow
Cash flow
(0.13)
0.41
10.84
2.12
15.96
reinvestment ratio (%)
Operating leverage
(91.76)
(45.17)
(18.37)
(7.71)
73.12
Leverage
Financial leverage
0.20
0.35
0.54
0.73
(0.57)
Analysis of financial ratio differences for the last two years. (Not required if the difference does not exceed 20%)
1. Due to repayment of Current portion of long-term loans in 2021. Therefore, the Current liabilities decreased significantly,
and resulting in the increase of Current ratio and Quick ratio.
2. In 2021, the Group adjusted organization and sales structure that focus on undertaking high gross profit projects and
improving the yield of products. As a result, Times interest earned, Return on total assets, Return on equity, Income before
tax percentage to paid-in capital, Net margin and Earnings per share were improved.
In addition, in 2021, due to the allocation of massive dividends from San-chih Asset Development Company. The Cash
flow ratio, Cash flow adequacy ratio and Cash reinvestment ratio in 2021 were improved compared with the previous year.
3. Because the Group adjusted organization and sales structure in 2021, Operating income improved significantly. As a
result, Operating leverage and Financial leverage were significantly different from those in 2020.
Financial
structure
(%)

Note 1: Other financial reports have been audited by certified public accountants.
Note 2: Formulas for the above table are specified as follows:
1. Capital structure analysis
(1) Debts ratio = Total liabilities / Total assets
(2) Long-term funds to Property, plant and equipment, net = (Shareholders’ equity + long-term liabilities) / Net Property, plant
and equipment
2. Liquidity analysis
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(1) Current ratio = Current assets / Current liabilities
(2) Quick ratio = (Current assets - inventories - prepayment) / Current liabilities
(3) Times interest earned = Earnings before interest and taxes / Interest expenses
3. Operating performance analysis
(1) Average collection turnover (including account receivables and notes receivables from operation) = Net sales / Average
trade receivables (including accounts receivables and notes receivables from operation)
(2) Days sales outstanding = 365 / Average collection turnover
(3) Average inventory turnover = Cost of sales / Average inventory
(4) Average payment turnover (including account payables and notes payables from operation) = Cost of sales / Average trade
payables (including account payables and notes payables from operation)
(5) Average inventory turnover days = 365 / Average inventory turnover
(6) Property, plant and equipment turnover = Net sales / Property, plant and equipment net.
(7) Total assets turnover = Net sales / Total assets
4. Profitability analysis
(1) Return on total assets = [Net income + interest expenses * (1 – effective tax rate)] / Average total assets
(2) Return on equity = Net income / Average shareholders’ equity
(3) Percentage to paid-in capital ~ operating income = Operating income / Paid-in capital
(4) Percentage to paid-in capital ~ income before tax = Income before tax / Paid-in capital
(5) Net margin = Net income / Net sales
(6) Earnings per share = (Net income - preferred stock dividends) / Weighted average number of shares outstanding
5. Cash flow
(1) Cash flow ratio = Net cash from operating activities / Current liabilities
(2) Cash flow adequacy ratio = Five-year sum of cash from operation / Five-year sum of capital expenditures, inventory
additions, and cash dividends
(3) Cash flow reinvestment ratio = (Cash from operating activities - cash dividends) / (Gross fixed assets + long-term
investment + other assets + working capital)
6. Leverage
(1) Operating leverage = (Net sales – variable costs + expenses) / Operating income
(2) Financial leverage = Operating income / (Operating income - interest expenses)
Note 3: The Company has changed the measurement of investment property from cost model to fair value model starting from January 1,
2018. As a result, the Company restated its financial statement for comparative.
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.Audit Committee's review report

The Board of Directors has prepared and submitted the Company’s 2021 Business Report, Financial
Statements (including Consolidated Financial Statements), and the proposal for distribution of 2021 profits
(Recognize legal and special reserve). The CPA firm, KPMG, has audited the Financial Statements and issued

an audit opinion report. The Business Report, Financial Statements (including Consolidated Financial
Statements), and the proposal for distribution of 2021 profits (Recognize legal and special reserve) have been
reviewed and determined to be correct and accurate by the Audit Committee members of Tatung Co.. We
hereby submit this report according to Article 14-4 of the Securities and Exchange Act and Article 219 of the
Company Act.

Sincerely,
To Tatung Co. 2022 Annual General Shareholders’ Meeting

The convener of the Audit Committee

0DUFK

.Consolidated statements and report of Independent Auditor:
Please refer to Page 116 ~ 331.

.Parent company only statements and report of Independent Auditor:
Please refer to Page 332 ~ 456.

.Occurrence of financial difficulties:
Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. (CPT) filed for bankruptcy on September 18, 2019, and is still under trial by the court.
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Analysis on Financial Status and Financial
Performance and Risk as Statement
. Financial status
Unit: NT$ Thousand

Year
Item

2021

Difference

2020

Amount

%

Current assets

35,132,444

35,764,940

(632,496)

(1.77)

Non-current assets

76,333,903

74,790,495

1,543,408

2.06

Total assets

111,466,347

110,555,435

910,912

0.82

Current liabilities

48,572,312

50,971,759

(2,399,447)

(4.71)

37,474,731

35,742,488

1,732,243

4.85

Total liabilities

86,047,043

86,714,247

(667,204)

(0.77)

Capital stock

23,395,367

23,395,367

0

0.00

Capital surplus

3,452,748

3,305,175

147,573

4.46

Retained earnings

12,830,344

9,188,270

3,642,074

39.64

Other equities

(1,458,919)

(755,918)

(703,001)

(93.00)

Treasury stock

(30,854)

(30,854)

0

0.00

(12,769,382)

(11,260,852)

(1,508,530)

(13.40)

25,419,304

23,841,188

1,578,116

6.62

Non-current
liabilities

Non-controlling
interests
Total shareholders’
equity

Analysis of deviation over 20% and exceeding NT$10 million:
1. Retained earningsƝMainly due to the net income after tax in 2021.
2. Other equities: The value in 2021 was less than in 2020. The first reason for the decrease is that the exchange rate in
2021 was lower than in 2020, the second reason for the decrease is Gain or Loss from Investments in Equity
Instruments Measured at Fair Value through Other Comprehensive Income that drop in fair value .
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. Financial performance
Unit: NT$ Thousand

Year
Item

2021
Subtotal

Sales revenue
Less: sales returns
Sale allowances

2020
Total

Subtotal

Total
31,885,283

29,967,377
109,695

150,607

252,876

93,321

Percentage

Difference

(%)

(1,917,906)

(6.02)

(40,912)

(27.16)

159,555

170.97

Net sales revenues

29,604,806

31,641,355

(2,036,549)

(6.44)

Cost of goods sold

22,372,072

25,312,819

(2,940,747)

(11.62)

Gross profits

7,232,734

6,328,536

Operating expenses

6,432,870

7,640,215

4,273

342

3,931

804,137

(1,311,337)

2,115,474

161.32

1,849,316

(3,597,857)

5,447,173

151.40

2,653,453

(4,909,194)

7,562,647

154.05

83,791

78,836

4,955

6.29

2,569,662

(4,988,030)

7,557,692

151.52

0

0

0

0.00

2,569,662

(4,988,030)

7,557,692

151.52

Net other Income
Operating profits
(losses)
Non-operating income
and expense

904,198
(1,207,345)

14.29
(15.80)
1,149.42

Income(Loss) from
continuing operating
units before income tax
Income tax
Net Income(Loss) from
continuing operations
Income(Loss) from
discontinued
departments
Net Income(Loss)
Other comprehensive
income (loss), net of

(210,462)

(942,873)

(732,411)

(348.00)

income tax
Total comprehensive
Income(Loss)

(5,198,492)

1,626,789

6,825,281

131.29

Analysis of changes in financial ratios:
1. In 2021, the Group adjusted organization and sales structure that focus on undertaking high gross profit projects and
improving the yield of products. The profitability of the Group's major institutions has increased, among which the
profitability of Electricity and Green Energy related Business Units has increased more. In conclusion, the Operating
Profit improved significantly, and the increase in the fair value of Investment Property also contributed to the overall
profit.
2. Other comprehensive income (loss), net of income tax: The value in 2021 was less than in 2020. The first reason for the
decrease is that the exchange rate in 2021 was lower than in 2020, the second reason for the decrease is Gain or Loss
from Investments in Equity Instruments Measured at Fair Value through Other Comprehensive Income that drop in fair
value .
Note: Not required if the difference does not exceed 20%.
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ʵ.Cash flow
Unit: NT$ Thousand

Balance of
cash-beginning (1)

Net cash flow from
operating activities in
the year (2)

from investing and
financing activities
in the year (3)

Remaining
(Shortfall) of cash
(1)+(2)+(3)

8,279,052

2,737,126

(2,715,978)

8,300,200

Measures for covering the
shortfall of cash
Investment
Financing
plan
plan
-

-

1. Analysis of change in cash flow in the current year:
(1)Operating activities: Net cash inflow from operating activities in 2020 was NT$1,524,590 thousand. Net
cash inflow from operating activities in 2021 was NT$2,737,126 thousand. The increase mainly resulted from
the improvement of operations in 2021.
(2) Investing activities: Net cash outflow from investing activities in 2020 was NT$1,407,624 thousand. Because of
selling subsidiaries, net cash inflow from investing activities in 2021 was NT$154,728 thousand.
(3) Financing activities: Net cash outflow from financing activities in 2020 was NT$1,990,811 thousand. Net cash
outflow from financing activities in 2021 was NT$2,565,469 thousand. The net cash outflow from financing activities
in 2021 was the result of increase in total loan repayments than that of 2020.
2. Measures for covering the shortfall of cash: Not applicable
3. Analysis of cash flow for the coming year:
Unit: NT$ Thousand

Balance of
cash-beginning
(1)

Net cash flow from
operating activities in
the year (2)

Net cash flow from
investing and financing
activities in the year (3)

Remaining
(Shortfall) of cash
(1)+(2)+(3)

8,300,200

(1,065,082)

(260,718)

6,974,400

Measures for covering the
shortfall of cash
Investment
Financing
plan
plan
-

-

ʶ.Impacts of major capital expenditures on financial position and operations:
None.
ʷ.Long-term investment policy, main reasons for profits or losses,
improvement plans and the investment plan for the coming year:
The main investment strategy of the company is energy conservation and service industry oriented. Focusing on energy
saving, environmental friendly, and green energy fields. The Company coordinates with overseas sales in brand expanding
and developing. In the future, new investment proposals will be conducted after prudent evaluation by investment review
committee. It will create the core value of the Company and to all shareholders.
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ʸ.Risk assessment and analysis
(I) Structure of risk management:
Risk management

Strategy &
operation risk

Market risk
Financial &
Liquidity risk
Legal risk

Bodies in charge

Responsibilities

1. Board of Directors
2. High- level management (Chai rman,
president)
3. Management of each plant and division
(General manager, director, and center
manager)
Sales unit of each plant and division
Finance & Accounting Division

1. Stipulation & implementation of management
policies
2. Assessment & analysis of operation
performance
Business & sales promotion as well as market
research and evaluation
Final accounting of cost, funds allocation and
control, and hedging of interest and exchange
rates
Process of litigation and non-litigation cases

Legal Division

(II) Impact of interest rate and exchange rate fluctuations and inflation on the Company’s
earnings and countermeasures:
1. Interest rate:
(1) Derivatives can been used as a hedge against interest rate fluctuations for the Company’s long-term debts.
(2) When considering mid to long-term bond issues, the Company carefully sets its target interest rate to lower its
interest rate risks as much as possible. For example, the Company’s offshore exchangeable corporate bond issue
offers a fixed interest rate, while its domestic secured convertible bond offers a zero coupon rate.
2. Exchange rate:
The Company has a natural hedge against currency fluctuation as its business involves imports and exports. It also
utilizes derivatives to hedge the remainder of its foreign exchange position that is exposed to currency exchange risks.
The management of risks involving such derivatives are set forth in the Company’s "Operational Procedures for
Derivatives Treading." The Company also has an internal control system to supervise the loss limit of foreign currency
transactions.
3. Inflation:
The constant inflation rate in recent years has no significant impact on the company's operations and profits. The
company will continue to prudently evaluate the price trends of raw materials and work out the best procurement and
sales strategies in line with operational needs.

(III) Investment policy and reasons for gains and losses on high-risk and high – leverage
investments, loans to a third party, derivative trades, and countermeasures:
The Company engages in derivative trades, such as operational hedging of foreign exchange, for the sole purpose of
lowering its financial risk and conducts all transactions in accordance with the Company’s internal control procedure.
The Company's operating procedures for funding and endorsement are based on "Guidelines for Lending of Capital",
and "Guidelines for Endorsements and Guarantees", which were formulated by referring to related laws and
regulations set up by Financial Supervisory Commission.

(IV) Future R&D plans and estimated R&D expenses:
The main products currently developed by the Group are commercial/home appliances, digital
entertainment and smart/IoT products, power and renewable energy integration systems, heavy
electrical products, new energy and power saving motors, energy-saving DC inverter
refrigeration compressors, cables, semiconductor silicon wafers, intelligent contact
center system, electronic components, and paints. The future development plan will continue
to focus on the cooperation with the industry and academia, to further develop commercial/home
energy-saving and smart air-conditioner and home appliances, steam cookers and kitchen
appliances, smart home appliances, smart meter/PV solar/micro-grid systems, transformers for
power plant/solar power generation systems, polymer-housed surge arrester, industrial and EV
motors, on-board automotive refrigeration compressors, automotive and fire-resistance cables,
automotive and high power diodes, contact center system, operation support system and smart
healthcare platform, micro type encoder and magnetic type contactless encoder/joystick, and
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low temperature baking paints. All of this aims to further enhance the Group's R&D capabilities
and increase the market share of its products while making the Group's products more
international and competitive.
The Group plans to invest NT$787 million for R&D expenditures in 2022, and will have to adjust
the plans according to the global market condition and actual operation situation of the
companies. For an overview of the company's technology and R&D, please refer to "Operation
Overview-Business Activities, Market and product status-II. Technology and R&D" in this annual
report. Besides, the company’s major future R&D projects are summarized in the following table:
Estimated
Product development/
Current
production
Project
Project description
progress
schedule
1. To develop new technology applications,
Development of
such as energy saving, low blue light,
new technology
Google TV, 4K UHD resolutions, HDR high
In
applications for
dynamic contrast, and so on.
2023
development
LCD monitor
2. To provide consumers with the best,
products
suitable and comfortable audio-visual
experiences.

Research and
development of
smart meter
products

To research and develop electronic meters,
smart meters, communication modules,
management software, system integration
and meter reading software in the
specialization of power monitoring,
measurement technology, and
communication protocol in compliance with
CNS/ ANSI/ IEC/ MID/ JIS standards.

In
development

2023

Development of
energy-saving
and carbon
reduction motor
products

To develop high efficiency motors and
hydraulic generator.

In
development

2023

Research and
development of
EV motor system

To research and develop EV motor powertrain
system.

In
development

2023

Development of
communication
cable/electronic
wire products

To develop automotive cables, fire-resistance
cable, LAN cable CAT.6A, CAT.7.

In
development

2023

(V) Major changes in domestic and foreign government policies and laws which may impact
on the financial position and operation of the Company, and countermeasures:
The Company carefully monitors any changes in local and foreign policies and makes appropriate adjustments in the
Company’s internal control system and operations when necessary.
The Company’s R&D units and financial department continues to avail of and seek various investment incentives, such
as tax credit, granted by the Ministry of Economic Affairs and other government agencies.

(VI) Impact of changes in technologies (include information security risk) on the financial
position and operation of the Company, and countermeasures:
1. The Company have developed deep technical foundation, kept putting efforts on research & development, and
expanded the business of key products as well as system aggressively in smart grid to ensure its technology and
market leading position in domestic electricity generation, power transmission & distribution and energy
management. The Company marches into oversea market and aims at the energy technology industry leader.
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2. With the trend of energy efficiency and carbon reduction, the company has strived to carry on fine tradition, and
reinforced to develop high-quality green home appliances with health, environment protection, energy-saving and
high efficiency concepts to increase the sales performance and profit.
3. Committee conducts risk assessments on a regular basis or in the event of major changes in the information
technology environment. As a basis for the operation of the information security management system, the
information security risk level related to various service operations of Tatung is defined. The Assessment
Procedures regulates risk management plans and subsequent improvement measures to reduce the risk to an
acceptable level.

(VII) Impact by changes of corporate image on the Company’s risk management policies,
and countermeasures:
The Company was founded on philosophy that emphasizes "integrity, honesty, industry and frugality." These four
core values are strictly followed by each and every individual in the Company and have won public recognition. The
Company will strive to carry on this tradition, while, actively pursue new ideas to ensure better corporate governance.
The Company has also appointed a special task force to respond to unforeseen situations in order to reduce
uncertainties and ensure smooth business operations.

(VIII) Expected benefits and potential risks from mergers and acquisitions and
countermeasures:
The Company has no ongoing merger and acquisition targets. In considering future M&As, the Company will
evaluate their efficiency, risks, vertical integration and other factors in accordance with Regulations Governing the
Acquisition and Disposal of Assets by Public Companies.

(IX) Expected benefits and risks related to plant expansion and countermeasures:
The company has established the "procedures for the acquisition or disposal of assets" in accordance with the "
Regulations Governing the Acquisition and Disposal of Assets by Public Companies ", and conducts appropriate
benefit evaluation and risk avoidance in accordance with the company's internal control procedures.

(X) Risk from concentration of purchase or sales, and countermeasures:
The Company will arrange for alternative sources for purchase, and will diversify its customer base in order to reduce
the concentration of sales.

(XI) Risk from major transfer or swap of stocks by Tatung’s directors or major shareholders
with over 10% of Tatung’s total outstanding shares, and countermeasures: None.
(XII) Risk from the change in management of the Company, and countermeasures: None.
(XIII) Major litigations, non-contentious matters or administrative actions, concluded or
pending, involving any of the directors, presidents, responsible persons in fact ,
shareholders holdings more than 10% of the outstanding shares and subsidiaries, the
result of which may significantly affect shareholders’ equity or the stock price of the
Company. Disclosure shall be made with the facts in dispute, course of action,
commencing date of the legal proceeding, principal litigants and the status up to the
publication date of the annual report:
For major litigation of the company, please refer to pages 254 to 312 of this annual report (Appendix-Consolidated
Financial Statements)

(XIV) Other major risks, and countermeasures: None.

.Other significant matters: None.
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Special Disclosures
.Information on Investees
(I) List of investees

Optoelectronics
Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.
* Forward Electronics Co., Ltd.

Energy Solutions
Business

Chemical Engineering
Business

San Chih Semiconductor Co.,

* Tatung Fine Chemicals Co.

Ltd.
Ltd.

Asset Development
Business

Tung Yang Energy Co., Ltd.

Shan Chih Asset

Shang Shin Energy Co., Ltd.

Development Co., Ltd.

Tatung Forever Energy Co.,

Electronics & Information
Business

Domestic

* Tatung System Technologies
Inc.
Central Research Technology
Co., Ltd.

Yau Yang Energy Co., Ltd.

Subsidiaries
Retail Channel Business
Tatung Consumer Products
(Taiwan) Co., Ltd.

Industrial Appliance
Business and System

Ting Shin Energy Co., Ltd.

Others

Zhi Shin Energy Co., Ltd.

Chunghwa Electronics

Tung Shin Energy Co., Ltd.

Development Co., Ltd.

7XQJ.XDQJ(QHUJ\&R/WG

Shan Chih Investment Co.,

&KXDQJ6KLK1HQJ&R/WG

Ltd.

Cin Zhi Power Co., Ltd.

Tatung Die Casting Co., Ltd.
Tatung Medical & Healthcare
Technologies Co., Ltd.

Toes Opto-Mechatronics Co.

Chih Sheng Investment Co.,

Ltd.

Ltd.

Tatung

$VLD

0DLQODQG&KLQD

Electronics & Information
Business

Home Appliance Business

Tatung (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

Tatung Information Technology

Tatung Company of Japan, Inc.

(Jiangsu) Co., Ltd.
Tatung Compressors
(Zhongshan) Co., Ltd.

Others
Tatung Information

Motor Business

(Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

Overseas
Subsidiaries

Tatung (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Tatung Electric (Singapore)
Pte. Ltd.
Tatung Myanmar Joint Venture
Holding Co., Ltd.
Absolute Alpha Limited

Europe

America
Sales Locations

Sales Locations

Tatung Electric Co. of America, Inc.

Tatung Czech s.r.o.

Note 1: *As of 2021/12/31 Listed/OTC and Emerging companies.
Note 2: Tatung information Technology (Jiangsu) Co., Ltd. were invested by Tatung information (Singapore) Pte. Ltd
and Chih Sheng Holding HK Limited. Tatung Compressors (Zhongshan) Co., Ltd. were invested by Tatung
information (Singapore) Pte. Ltd., and Tatung (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. was invested by Tatung Electric
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
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Co., Ltd.

Opto-Mechatronics

Toes

Co., Ltd.

Technologies

Healthcare

Tatung Medical &

Co., Ltd.

Tatung Die Casting

Development Co., Ltd.

Chunghwa Electronics

Development Co., Ltd.

Shan Chih Asset

Chemicals Co.

Tatung Fine

Co., Ltd.

Products (Taiwan)

Tatung Consumer

Technology Co., Ltd.

Central Research

Ltd.

Semiconductor Co.,

San Chih

Co., Ltd.

Forward Electronics

Technologies Inc.

Tatung System

Tubes, Ltd.

Chunghwa Picture

Name of investees

18,500,000

36,424,239

153,000

316,573,662

5,220,064

37,458,319

50,100,000

6,612,155

5,915,137

16,873,411

37,819,027

1,850,745,168

Share(s)

investment

Long-term

100

95.85

51.00

100

100

48.27

100

100

61.75

12.05

42.70

28.56

%

-

-

-

-

-

4,935,497

-

-

803,382

9,003,678

567.651

719,692,965

Share(s)

-

-

-

-

-

6.36

-

-

8.39

6.43

0.64

11.11

%

Indirect investment

18,500,000

36,424,239

153,000

316,573,662

5,220,064

42,393,816

50,100,000

6,612,155

6,718,519

25,877,089

38,386,678

2,570,438,133

Share(s)

shareholdings

%

100

95.85

51.00

100

100

54.63

100

100

70.14

18.48

43.34

39.67

Total consolidated

May, 2004

July , 2004

1971

November,

1970

February,

June, 1966

March, 1980

2000

October,

August, 1997

July, 1995

August, 1970

May, 2000

May, 1971

incorporation

Date of
Address

No. 22, Sec. 3,
Zhongshan N.
Road, Zhongshan
Dist., Taipei City

4F, No.136, Sec.
3, Ren’ai Road,
Da’an Dist., Taipei

No. 22, Sec. 3,
Zhongshan N.
Road, Zhongshan
Dist., Taipei City
No. 22, Sec. 3,
Zhongshan N.
Road, Zhongshan
Dist., Taipei City
No. 22, Sec. 3,
Zhongshan N.
Road, Zhongshan
Dist., Taipei City

No. 22, Sec. 3,
Zhongshan N.
Road, Zhongshan
Dist., Taipei City

No. 22, Sec. 3,
Zhongshan N.
Road, Zhongshan
Dist., Taipei City

No. 22, Sec. 3,
Zhongshan N.
Road, Zhongshan
Dist., Taipei City

No. 22, Sec. 3,
Zhongshan N.
Road, Zhongshan
Dist., Taipei City

No. 22, Sec. 3,
Zhongshan N.
Road, Zhongshan
Dist., Taipei City

No. 22, Sec. 3,
Zhongshan N.
Road, Zhongshan
Dist., Taipei City

No.1, Huaying
Road, Longtan
Dist., Taoyuan
City

(II) Shareholdings, profile and operating highlights of investees

Offering medical
healthcare
information system
integration
development
services, designing
and selling medical
treatment facilities
Designing and
manufacturing
of various
automatic
equipment

Die casting mould
and parts

Business
investment

Development of
real estate

Sales, installation,
and service of
home appliances
and
digital consumer
products
Industrial coatings,
electroposition
coatings, resistor
coatings,
photocatalyst, ink,
Jet ink ABS
plastic, color dyes

Manufacturing and
selling Backlight
modules, switches,
potentiometers,
encoders, wireless
devices and LED
lightings
Manufacturing and
selling 3"~6"
semiconductor –gra
de silicon ingot and
wafers
Offering EMC/RF
testing and
certification
services

Providing computer
software/ hardware
services, voice/
networking
equipment and
system integration

Manufacturing and
selling CF and
TFT-LCD

products

Main business or

185,000

380,013

30,000

3,165,737

5,220,064

775,960

501,000

66,122

95,799

1,399,831

885,600

64,794,542

Capital

108,565

260,652

236,568

128,007

58,031,743

367,876

1,943,164

41,226

330,542

2,693,774

3,052,682

15,329,007

Total assets

49,072

35,544

92,348

2,364,176

16,397,821

250,243

2,528,302

15,339

207,132

1,203,099

1,637,538

41,833,557

liabilities

Total

59,493

225,108

144,220

-2,236,169

41,633,922

117,633

-585,138

25,887

123,410

1,490,675

1,415,144

-26,504,550

Net worth

58,550

179,146

419,838

-

3,330,472

230,927

5,202,315

46,358

214,500

605,632

3,618,049

2,747

revenue

Operating

14,548

4,628

27,952

-1,263

1,508,063

-1,308

132,443

-4,583

10,210

4,485

181,599

-1,259,343

income

Operating

8,928

2,974

19,673

-189,485

4,108,206

5,368

125,582

-4,667

10,623

33,396

178,279

-2,161,471

(losses)

Net income

0.48

0.08

65.58

-0.60

787.00

0.07

2.51

-0.71

1.11

0.24

2.01

-0.33

(NT$)

EPS

Unit: NT$ Thousand

As of 31 December 2021
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Japan, Inc.

Tatung Company of

Ltd.

Tatung (Thailand) Co.,

Cinzhi Power
Co. , Ltd.

Co. , Ltd.

Chuang Shih Neng

Co. , Ltd.

Tung Kuang Energy

Co. , Ltd.

Tung Shin Energy

Ltd.

Zhi Shin Energy Co.,

Ltd.

Ting Shin Energy Co.,

Ltd.

Yau Yang Energy Co.,

Co., Ltd.

Shang Shin Energy

Co., Ltd.

Tung Yang Energy

Energy Co., Ltd.

Tatung Forever

Investment Co., Ltd.

Chih Sheng

Co., Ltd.

Shan Chih Investment

Name of investees

31,000

110,999,998

9,000,000

5,100,000

25,010,000

5,100,000

9,000,000

23,010,000

500,000

47,010,000

45,000,000

100

99.99

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

150,000,000

60,000,000

95.83

%

77,627,119

Share(s)

investment

Long-term
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3,376,213

Share(s)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4.17

%

Indirect investment

31,000

110,999,998

9,000,000

5,100,000

25,010,000

5,100,000

9,000,000

23,010,000

500,000

47,010,000

45,000,000

60,000,000

150,000,000

81,003,332

Share(s)

shareholdings

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

%

100

99.99

Total consolidated

August, 1975

1989

October,

June, 2021

2020

October,

2020

October,

2020

October,

April, 2019

April, 2019

April, 2019

2018

November,

2017

November,

2015

February,

June, 2008

1990

November,

incorporation

Date of

Selling equipment
and instruments,
materials,
electronics, home
appliances and IT
products

4F, VORT
Suehirocho,
6-14-7,
Soto-Kanda,
Chiyoda-Ku,
Tokyo, 101-0021,
Japan

280,553

994,451

EMS, Wire and
Cable, Electronics
and Home
Appliances, Air
Conditioning
product, Smart
Meter, Solar
Module, Motors,
Transformers
Electric motorcycle,
Advanced
Electronic product,
Renting
Amata City
Chonburi,
Bangna-Trad
Road, KM.57,
700/50,52,54,
Moo 6, T.
Nongmaidang,
A.Muang,
Chonburi 20000,
Thailand

51,000

250,100

51,000

90,000

230,100

5,000

470,100

450,000

600,000

1,500,000

810,033

Capital

90,000

Solar power
business

Solar power
business

Solar power
business

Solar power
business

Solar power
business

Solar power
business

Solar power
business

Solar power
business

Solar power
business
(EPCEngineering,
Procurement,
Construction)

Business
Investment

Business
Investment

products

Automatic
frequency control
business

No.117, Sec. 2,
Jinhua Road,
South Dist.,
Tainan City
No.160, Sec. 1,
Fuxing S. Road,
Da’an Dist., Taipei
City
No.160, Sec. 1,
Fuxing S. Road,
Da’an Dist., Taipei
City
No.160, Sec. 1,
Fuxing S. Road,
Da’an Dist., Taipei
City
No.160, Sec. 1,
Fuxing S. Road,
Da’an Dist., Taipei
City
No.160, Sec. 1,
Fuxing S. Road,
Da’an Dist., Taipei
City
No.117, Sec. 2,
Jinhua Road,
South Dist.,
Tainan City
No.160, Sec. 1,
Fuxing S. Road,
Da’an Dist., Taipei
City
No.160, Sec. 1,
Fuxing S. Road,
Da’an Dist.,
Taipei City

No.160, Sec. 1,
Fuxing S. Road,
Da’an Dist., Taipei
City

No. 22, Sec. 3,
Zhongshan N.
Road, Zhongshan
Dist., Taipei City
No.160, Sec. 1,
Fuxing S. Road,
Da’an Dist., Taipei
City

Address

Main business or

1,979,633

838,187

89,801

50,884

74,570

59,501

64,984

366,825

3,220

1,362,401

1,095,994

1,445,076

164,067

394,200

Total assets

225,174

295,176

-

52

52

8,776

30,031

135,471

131

878,331

634,162

507,590

26,879

20,880

liabilities

Total

1,754,459

543,011

89,801

50,832

74,518

50,725

34,953

231,354

3,089

484,070

461,832

937,486

137,188

373,320

Net worth

-

-

388,776

984,752

-

-

-

-

-

14,616

-

64,762

52,554

2,085,265

revenue

Operating

-3,334

-2,371

-210

-142

-175,560

-218

-53,891

2,776

-976

20,841

13,715

136,353

-1,865

-5,376

income

Operating

2,546

37,295

-199

-140

-175,553

-216

-53,876

2,516

-975

13,923

13,997

416,028

-805

-22,943

(losses)

Net income

82.13

0.34

-0.02

-0.03

-7.02

-0.04

-5.99

0.11

-1.95

0.30

0.31

6.93

-0.01

-0.28

(NT$)

EPS

Unit: NT$ Thousand

As of 31 December 2021
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investment

-

-

-

-

50,000

-

-

-

-

-

100

100

100

100

33,098,675

1,000,000

100

%

86,049,842

Share(s)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

150,000

Share(s)

-

-

-

-

-

100

100

100

100

%

Indirect investment

-

-

-

150,000

50,000

-

1,000,000

33,098,675

86,049,842

Share(s)

shareholdings

Total consolidated

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

%

1995

December,

2004

September,

1999

December,

2016

January,

2009

December,

2003

December,

July, 1988

April, 1998

1999

December,

incorporation

Date of

Manufacturing and
selling of
reciprocating
refrigerating
compressors and
its components
Selling motors,
generators,
transformers

Room 508,
building 9,
W-Park, 185
Jiangtian East
Road, Songjiang
District, Shanghai,
P.R.C

Manufacturing and
selling
of electronics and
home appliances

Business
Investment

Business
Investment

US Sales office for
Tatung
heavy-industry
products
EU Sales office for
Smart
meter, IoT and
energy saving
products

Business
Investment

Business
Investment

products

No.38, Sheng Hui
N. Road, Nantou
Town, Zhongshan
City, Guangdong,
P.R.C.

Vistra Corporate
Services Centre,
Wickhams Cay II,
Road Town,
Tortola, VG1110,
British Virgin
Islands
Vistra Corporate
Services Centre,
Wickhams Cay II,
Road Town,
Tortola, VG1110,
British Virgin
Islands
No. 118, YiZi
Road, Jingji
Technology
Development
Area, Wujiang
City, Jiangsu
P.R.C

Na Radosti
184/59, 155 21
Prague 5, Czech
Republic

14381 Chambers
Road, Tustin, CA
92780, U.S.A.

50, Raffles Place
#32-01,
Singapore Land
Tower, 048623,
Singapore
50, Raffles Place
#32-01,
Singapore Land
Tower, 048623,
Singapore

Address

Main business or

1,055,021

407,593

122,138

2,442

19,203

1,449

213,944

567,840

293,657

Total assets

-

463,548

95,007

474,535

176

-

168

59,001

220

liabilities

Total

591,473

312,586

-352,397

2,266

19,203

1,281

154,943

567,620

293,657

Net worth

-

-

354,266

399,617

125,379

-

-

12

219,292

revenue

Operating

-80,957

-45,624

6,761

-

-99

-3,467

7,183

-104

-715

income

Operating

-63,470

-49,532

14,628

-107

-1,255

-3,819

6,100

-55,365

-28,211

(losses)

-

-

-

-0.71

-25.10

-

6.10

-1.67

-0.33

(NT$)

EPS

Unit: NT$ Thousand
Net income

The Company and its affiliates are primarily engaged in electronic information, home appliances, and Heavy Electrical Equipment Businesses. In general, the correlation of
our business activities is formed by mutual support in production, sales, marketing and service to maximize the synergy of Tatung Group ensuring a successful delivery of the
best and most efficient service to our customers.

(III) Business scope of Tatung and its investees and the correlation of their business activities

Note 2: Exchange rate for income statement items (average rate): USD(28.00765) SGD(20.85247) THB(0.88220) JPY(0.25540) RMB(4.34100) MMK(0.01757) CZK(1.29215)

650,480

315,275

854,205

4,841

3,190

342,448

121,184

676,331

1,625,465

Capital

Note 1: Exchange rate for balance sheet items (current rate): USD(27.68000) SGD(20.46000) THB(0.83470) JPY(0.24050) RMB(4.34400) MMK(0.01553) CZK(1.25670)

Co., Ltd.

Tatung (Shanghai)

(Zhongshan) Co., Ltd.

Tatung Compressors

Co., Ltd.

Technology (Jiangsu)

Tatung Information

Ltd.

Venture Holding Co.,

Tatung Myanmar Joint

Limited

Absolute Alpha

Tatung Czech s.r.o

America, Inc.

Tatung Electric Co. of

(Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

Tatung Electric

(Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

Tatung Information

Name of investees

Long-term

As of 31 December 2021

7$781*$QQXDO5HSRUW

7$781*$QQXDO5HSRUW

(IV) Directors, supervisors and presidents of investees
As of 31 March 2022
Name of investees

Title
Institutional
Director

Name or representative

Tatung Company

Shareholding
Shares

%

1,850,745,168

28.56

Chairman

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Wen-Kang Tseng

-

-

Director and
President

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Kuang-Yeh Dung

186,904

-

Institutional
Director

Chunghwa Electronics Development Co.,
Ltd.

577,821,932

8.92

Director

Representatives of Chunghwa Electronics
Development Co., Ltd.: Chia-Hung Wang

349

-

Director

Representatives of Chunghwa Electronics
Development Co., Ltd.: Ming-Te Tseng

394

-

141,871,033

2.19

-

-

37,819,027

42.70

Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.

Tatung System Technologies
Inc.

Institutional
Supervisor

Chih Sheng Realty Co., Ltd.

Supervisor

Representatives of Chih Sheng Realty Co.,
Ltd.: Chang-Chuan Lin

Institutional
Director

Tatung Company

Chairman

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Bo-Yen Shen

860,623

0.97

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
I-Wen Chung

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chih-Fang Wang

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Pei-Chun Lu

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chiu-Chan Hsu

127,801

0.14

5,816,000

6.57

Representatives of Twinbot
International Consultants Limited:
Kuan-Chih Tseng

-

-

Independent
Director

Ting-Kuo Chen

-

-

Independent
Director

Chung-Hsien Liu

-

-

President

Wen-Hong Huang

-

-

Institutional
Director
Director

Twinbot International Consultants Limited
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Name of investees

Title
Chairman
Institutional
Director

Forward Electronics Co., Ltd.

Tatung Company

%

5,356,942

3.83

17,067,411

12.19

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chang-Ping Lin

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Bo-Yen Shen

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chieh-Ming Tseng

80

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Feng-Jih Suei

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Pei-Chun Lu

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

70,322

0.05

5,915,137

61.75

Independent
Director

Ting-Kuo Chen

Independent
Director

Chung-Hsien Liu

Independent
Director

Chia-Nan Wang

Institutional
Director

Central Research
Technology Co., Ltd.

Tzu-Te Chen

Shareholding
Shares

Director

President

San Chih Semiconductor
Co., Ltd.

Name or representative

Jung-Tzu Lin
Tatung Company

Chairman and
President

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Lung-Ta Lee

12,744

0.13

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chang-Ping Lin

541

0.01

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chao-Hsiang Tsai

-

-

803,382

8.39

-

-

6,612,155

100.00

Institutional
Supervisor

Chunghwa Electronics
Development Co., Ltd.

Supervisor

Representatives of Chunghwa Electronics
Development Co., Ltd.: Jung-Hui Weng

Institutional
Director

Tatung Company

Chairman and
President

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Ke-Chi Chan

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Yin-Chih Chien

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Tsun-Yu Shih

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chi-Fang Huang

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Hung-Ying Chang

-

-

6,612,155

100.00

-

-

Institutional
Supervisor

Tatung Company

6XSHUYLVRU

Representatives of Tatung Company:
-XL.DL&KDQJ
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Name of investees

Title
Institutional
Director

Tatung Consumer Products
(Taiwan) Co., Ltd.

%

50,100,000

100.00

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Bo-Yen Shen

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
-XL.DL&KDQJ

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chung-Chi Chang

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Hsueh-Ming Liu

-

-

50,100,000

100.00

Institutional
Supervisor

Tatung Company

Supervisor

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chih-Hsin Cheng

-

-

President

Jian-An Lin

-

-

37,458,319

48.27

Tatung Company

Chairman and
President

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Yung-Tsung Wu

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Lung-Ta Lee

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Guan-Hueng Wu

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Jui-Kai Chang

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Hsi-Yao Ho

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chih-Wei Tan

-

-

Independent
Director

Kuen-Chang Lee

-

-

Independent
Director

Chan-Jing Chang

-

-

Independent
Director

Wu-Hsun Cheng

-

-

Institutional
Director

Tatung Company

5,220,064

100.00

Tatung Fine Chemicals Co.

Chairman

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Wkang-Hsiang Wang

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Rong-Chuan Chen

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Jung-Kuang Yang

-

-

5,220,064

100.00

Institutional
Supervisor

Tatung Company

Supervisor

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Jiun-Ming Yu

-

-

President

Kuang-Feng Chung

-

-

316,573,662

100.00

Institutional
Director

Chunghwa Electronics
Development Co., Ltd.

Tatung Company

Shareholding
Shares

Chairman

Institutional
Director

Shan Chih Asset
Development Co., Ltd.

Name or representative

Tatung Company

Chairman and
President

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Jui-Kai Chang

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Jung-Hui Weng

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Lung-Ta Lee

-

-

316,573,662

100.00

-

-

Institutional
Supervisor

Tatung Company

Supervisor

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Yi-Chun Chen
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Name of investees

Title
Institutional
Director

Tatung Die Casting Co., Ltd.

Tatung Medical &
Healthcare Technologies
Co., Ltd.

Toes Opto-Mechatronics Co., Ltd.

%

153,000

51.00

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Jung-Chang Hsieh

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chia-Tien Lin

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Hsueh-Shu He

-

-

147,000

49.00

Institutional
Director

Mitsui Mining & Smelting Co., Ltd.

Director

Representatives of Mitsui Mining &
Smelting Co., Ltd.: Kenji Okubo

-

-

Director

Representatives of Mitsui Mining &
Smelting Co., Ltd.: Hiroyuki Nakazawa

-

-

Supervisor

Shoichi Komamura

-

-

Institutional
Director

Tatung Company

37,708,731

99.23

Chairman and
President

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Yin-Hsiu Liu

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chang-Ping Lin

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Bo-Yen Shen

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Hsiao-Ying Huang

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Yen-Chang Li

-

-

Supervisor

Pei-Chun Hsieh

-

-

Institutional
Director

Tatung Company

18,500,000

100.00

-

-

77,627,119

95.83

Institutional
Director

Chih Sheng Investment Co.,
Ltd.

Tatung Company

Shareholding
Shares

Chairman and
President

Chairman

Shan Chih Investment Co.,
Ltd.

Name or representative

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Yuan-Sun Tang
Tatung Company

Chairman

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Hsiao-Ying Huang

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Shu-Wen Lin

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Cheng-Chieh Yang

-

-

3,376,213

4.17

-

-

150,000,000

100.00

Institutional
Supervisor

Chunghwa Electronics Development Co.,
Ltd.

Supervisor

Representatives of Chunghwa Electronics
Development Co., Ltd: Jui-Kai Chang

Institutional
Director

Tatung Company

Chairman and
President

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Jui-Kai Chang

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Lung-Ta Lee

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Shu-Wen Lin

-

-

150,000,000

100.00

-

-

Institutional
Supervisor

Tatung Company

Supervisor

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Jung-Hui Wen
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Name of investees

Title
Institutional
Director
Chairman and
CEO
Director and
President

Tatung Forever Energy Co.,
Ltd.

Director
Director
Director
Institutional
Supervisor

President
Institutional
Director

Chairman
Director

Tung Yang Energy Co., Ltd.

Director

Tatung Company
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Huey-Ching Yeh
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Yun-Wei Huang
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Tzu-Te Chen
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Yu-Tzu Chang
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Hsiao-Ying Huang
Tatung Company
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Hsin-Yin Hsieh
Tatung Company
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Huey-Ching Yeh
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Tzu-Te Chen
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Hsiao-Ying Huang

Shareholding
Shares

%

60,000,000

100.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

60,000,000

100.00

-

-

45,000,000

100.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

45,000,000

100.00

Institutional
Supervisor

Tatung Company

Supervisor

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Jung-Hui Weng

-

-

President

Yun-Wei Huang

-

-

Institutional
Director

Tatung Company

60,010,000

100.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

60,010,000

100.00

-

-

500,000

100.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

500,000

100.00

Chairman
Director and
President

Director

Shang Shin Energy Co., Ltd.
Director
Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Huey-Ching Yeh
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Yun-Wei Huang
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Yu-Tzu Chang
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Tzu-Te Chen
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Hsiao-Ying Huang

Institutional
Supervisor

Tatung Company

Supervisor

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Jung-Hui Weng

Institutional
Director

Tatung Company

Chairman
Director
Director

Yau Yang Energy Co., Ltd.

Name or representative

Director
Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Huey-Ching Yeh
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Tzu-Te Chen
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Yu-Chin Huang
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Shu-Wen Lin
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Hsin-Yin Hsieh

Institutional
Supervisor

Tatung Company

Supervisor

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Yi-Chun Chen

-

-

President

Yun-Wei Huang

-

-
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Name of investees

Title
Institutional
Director
Chairman
Director

Ting Shin Energy Co., Ltd.

Director

100.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

33,010,000

100.00

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Sheng-Yuan Su

-

-

President

Yun-Wei Huang

-

-

Institutional
Director

Tatung Company

9,000,000

100.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

9,000,000

100.00

-

-

Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Huey-Ching Yeh
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Tzu-Te Chen
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Yu-Ru Yeh

Institutional
Supervisor

Tatung Company

Supervisor

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Pu-Ming Jian

President

Yun-Wei Huang

Chairman
Director
Director

Tatung Company
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Huey-Ching Yeh
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Jui-Kai Chang
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Tzu-Te Chen

-

-

5,100,000

100.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

5,100,000

100.00

Institutional
Supervisor

Tatung Company

Supervisor

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Pu-Ming Jian

-

-

President

Yun-Wei Huang

-

-

Institutional
Director

Tatung Company

25,010,000

100.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

25,010,000

100.00

-

-

Chairman
Director
Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Huey-Ching Yeh
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Jui-Kai Chang
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Tzu-Te Chen

Institutional
Supervisor

Tatung Company

Supervisor

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Pu-Ming Jian

President

Yun-Wei Huang

Institutional
Director
Chairman
Director

Chuang Shih Neng Co., Ltd.

33,010,000

Supervisor

Institutional
Director

Tung Kuang Energy Co., Ltd.

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Huey-Ching Yeh
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Tzu-Te Chen
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Shing-Jye Tsai

%

Tatung Company

Director

Tung Shin Energy Co., Ltd.

Tatung Company

Shareholding
Shares

Institutional
Supervisor

Chairman

Zhi Shin Energy Co., Ltd.

Name or representative

Director

Tatung Company
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Huey-Ching Yeh
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Jui-Kai Chang
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Tzu-Te Chen

-

-

5,100,000

100.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

5,100,000

100.00

Institutional
Supervisor

Tatung Company

Supervisor

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Pu-Ming Jian

-

-

President

Yun-Wei Huang

-

-
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Name of investees

Title
Institutional
Director
Chairman

Cinzhi Power Co. , Ltd.

Director and
President
Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Pei-Chun Hsieh

Institutional
Director

Tatung Company

Director

Director
President
Institutional
Director
Chairman and
President
Director
Director
Director
Director
Institutional
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Institutional
Director
Chairman
Director
Institutional
Director
Tatung Electric (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

Huey-Ching Yeh
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chih-Ta Tsai
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Hsiao-Ying Huang

Supervisor

Director

Tatung Information
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

Representatives of Tatung Company:

Tatung Company

Director

Tatung Company of Japan, Inc

Tatung Company

Institutional
Supervisor

Chairman

Tatung (Thailand)Co., Ltd.

Name or representative

Chairman
Director
Institutional
Director
Chairman and
President
Director

Tatung Electric Co. of America, Inc.
Director
Director
Director

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chun-Rong Lu
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chieh-Ming Tseng
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chung-Chi Chang
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chih-Ping Wang
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chia-Tien Lin
Ku-Ming Hsiung
Tatung Company
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Ming-Te Yu
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Hsueh-Ming Liu
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chieh-Ming Tseng
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Fu-Tai Wang
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Ming-Tse Hsu
Tatung Company
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Kun-Lung Li
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Shu-Wen Lin
Tatung Company
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chia-Pei Lee
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chee-Cherng Yang
Tatung Company
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chee-Cherng Yang
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Shu-Fen Chen
Tatung Company
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chi-Hua Lan
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Ming-Tse Hsu
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Yung-Feng Wang
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Kwo-Shun Chen
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Chia-Tien Lin
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Shareholding
Shares

%

9,000,000

100.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

9,000,000

100.00

-

-

110,999,998

99.99

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

31,000

100.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

31,000

100.00

-

-

-

-

86,049,842

100.00

-

-

-

-

33,098,675

100.00

-

-

-

-

1,000,000

100.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Name of investees

Tatung Czech s.r.o.

Title
Institutional
Director

Tatung Information
Technology (Jiangsu) Co., Ltd.

Tatung Compressors
(Zhongshan) Co., Ltd.

100.00

Representatives of Tatung Company:
Wen-Yen K. Lin

-

-

50,000

100.00

-

-

150,000

100.00

Representatives of Tatung Information
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd.: Chia-Pei Lee

-

-

Institutional
Director

Tatung Information (Singapore) Pte. Ltd

-

78.40

Institutional
Director

Chih Sheng Holding HK Limited

-

21.60

Chairman

Representatives of Company:
Feng-Jih Suei

-

-

Director

Representatives of Company:
Ssu-Kai Lin

-

-

Director

Representatives of Company:
Hsueh-Ming Liu

-

-

Director

Representatives of Company:
Chun-Shih Ho

-

-

Director

Representatives of Company:
Chih-Hsin Cheng

-

-

Tatung Information (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

-

79.89

Shan Chih Investment Co., Ltd

-

20.11

Chairman

Representatives of Company:
Feng-Jih Suei

-

-

Supervisor

Representatives of Company:
Yu-Sheng Su

-

-

Chia-Chi Chen

-

-

Tatung Electric (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

-

87.23

Shan Chih Investment Co. Ltd.

-

12.77

Chairman

Representatives of Company:
Feng-Jih Suei

-

-

Director and
President

Representatives of Company:
Chia-Pei Lee

-

-

Director

Representatives of Company:
Fu-Tai Wang

-

-

Director

Representatives of Company:
Chin-Cheng Chiang

-

-

Director

Representatives of Company:
Ping-Jui Tsai

-

-

Supervisor

Representatives of Company:
Jui-Kai Chang

-

-

Institutional
Director

Institutional
Director
Chairman

Institutional
Director/
Supervisor
Institutional
Director/
Supervisor

Vice President
Institutional
Director/
Supervisor
Institutional
Director/
Supervisor

Tatung (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

%
-

Director

Tatung Myanmar Joint Venture
Holding Co., Ltd.

Shareholding
Shares

Tatung Company

Chairman

Absolute Alpha Limited

Name or representative

Tatung Company
Representatives of Tatung Company:
Yi-Chun Chen
Tatung Information (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
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.Securities issuance through private placement: None.
.Holdings and sale of shares by subsidiaries
$VRI0DUFK8QLW177KRXVDQG
Name

Paid-in
capital

Source
of
funding

Shareholding
percentage
by the
Company

Date of
acquisition
or
disposal

Shares
and
amount of
acquisition

Shares
and
amount
of
disposal

Chunghwa
Electronics
Development
Co., Ltd.

3,165,737

Own
capital

100.00

-

-

-

-

Forward
Electronics
Co., Ltd.

1,399,831

Own
capital

12.19

-

-

-

-

Investment
income

Balance
of
pledged
shares

Amount of
endorsement/
guarantee
made by the
Company

Amount
of
financing
provided
by the
Company

586 shares
21 thousand NTD

-

-

-

4,475,000 shares
159,981 thousand NTD

-

-

-

Shares and amount held
up to the publishing
date of the annual
report (Note 1)

Note 1: The amount held up to the publishing date of the annual report calculated with NT$35.75 which is the share price on March 31, 2022 of Tatung Co.

.Other necessary supplementary information: None.
.Any Events in 2021 and as of the Date of this Annual Report that Had
Significant Impacts on Shareholders’ Right or Security Prices as Stated
in Item 3 Paragraph 2 of Article 36 of Securities and Exchange Law of
Taiwan: None.
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Stock Code:2371

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Consolidated Financial Statements
With Independent Auditors’ Report
For the Years Ended December 31, 2021 and 2020

Address:
Telephone:

No. 22, Sec. 3, Zhongshan N. Rd., Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City 104427,
Taiwan (R.O.C.)
(02)25925252

The independent auditors’ report and the accompanying consolidated financial statements are the English translation of the Chinese
version prepared and used in the Republic of China. If there is any conflict between, or any difference in the interpretation of the English
and Chinese language independent auditors’ report and consolidated financial statements, the Chinese version shall prevail.
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Representation Letter

The entities that are required to be included in the combined financial statements of TATUNG CO. as of and for
the year ended December 31, 2021 under the Criteria Governing the Preparation of Affiliation Reports,
Consolidated Business Reports, and Consolidated Financial Statements of Affiliated Enterprises are the same as
those included in the consolidated financial statements prepared in conformity with International Financial
Reporting Standards No. 10 Commission, "Consolidated Financial Statements." endorsed by the Financial
Supervisory commission of the Republic of China. In addition, the information required to be disclosed in the
combined financial statements is included in the consolidated financial statements. Consequently, TATUNG CO.
and Subsidiaries do not prepare a separate set of combined financial statements.

Company name: TATUNG CO.
Chairman: Wkang-Hsiang Wang
Date: March 15, 2022
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Independent Auditors’ Report

To the Board of Directors of Tatung Co.:
Opinion
We have audited the consolidated financial statements of Tatung Co. and its subsidiaries (“the Group”), which
comprise the consolidated balance sheet as of December 31, 2021, the consolidated statements of comprehensive
income, changes in equity and cash flows for the years ended December 31, 2021, and notes to the consolidated
financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, based on our audits and the reports of other auditors (please refer to Other Matter paragraph), the
accompanying financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position of
the Group as of December 31, 2021, and its financial performance and its cash flows for the years then ended in
accordance with the Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers and with
the International Financial Reporting Standards (“ IFRSs” ), International Accounting Standards (“ IASs” ),
interpretations as well as related guidance endorsed by the Financial Supervisory Commission of the Republic of
China.
Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with the Regulations Governing Auditing and Certification of Financial
Statements by Certified Public Accountants and the auditing standards generally accepted in the Republic of
China. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditors’ Responsibilities for the
Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent of the Group in
accordance with the Certified Public Accountants Code of Professional Ethics in Republic of China (“ the
Code”), and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the Code. Based on our audits
and the report of other auditors, we believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate
to provide a basis of our opinion.
Emphasis of Matter-Certain Consolidated Subsidiaries Not Using the Going Concern Assumption
As stated in Note 4(b), Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. (“CPT”), a subsidiary of Tatung Co., resolved at its Board
meeting on September 18, 2019 to file bankruptcy to the court. Since the management’s intention to discontinue
operation was clear, CPT did not prepare the consolidated financial statements of CPT and its subsidiaries under
the going concern assumption. Our conclusion is not modified in respect of this matter.

KPMG, a Taiwan partnership and a member firm of the KPMG global organization of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Limited, a private English company limited by guarantee.
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Emphasis of Matter-Contingent Liabilities
As stated in Note 9(f), Chunghwa Picture Tubes Technology (Group) Co., Ltd. (“ CPTTG” ), the creditor of
Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. (“CPT”), filed an action in Fujian High People’s Court against Chunghwa Picture
Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. (“ CPTB” ) for CNY 1.914 billion on December 29, 2018, and applied for property
preservation against CPTB on January 8, 2019. On March 28, 2019, CPTTG filed an action against Tatung Co.
and CPT, for whom liable for joint liabilities, and increased the claim amount to CNY 3.029 billion on May 10,
2019. In addition, Tatung Co. and CPT received a civil complaint from Taipei District Court of Taiwan in April
and June, 2021, respectively, requesting joint payment of approximately $750 million and $570 million, with an
annual interest of 5%, respectively. According to IAS 37, contingent liabilities are possible obligations whose
existence will be confirmed by uncertain future events that are not wholly within the control of the entity or the
amount of the obligation could not be measured reliably. Since Tatung Co. and CPT claimed the amount
mentioned above would possibly be solved through litigation procedures and the assertion involved significant
judgement and assessment of the management, our conclusion is not modified in respect of this matter.
Key Audit Matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in our audit of
the consolidated financial statements. These matters were addressed in the context of our audit of the
consolidated financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a
separate opinion on these matters. We have determined the matters described below to be the key audit matters
to be communicated in our report.
(1)

Revenue recognition
Please refer to Note 4(q) for the accounting principles on revenue recognition and Note 6(ad) for the
description on revenue recognition.
(a)

Description of key audit matter:
The timing for the transfer of commodity control is more complicated not only because of the
diversity of income sources and huge transaction volume of the Group, but also the transaction terms
vary with each client. These factors expose the Group to a significant risk of untimely recognition of
revenue.
Therefore, the test of revenue recognition is one of our key audit matters.

(b) Auditing procedures performed:
The main audit procedures of the key audit matter mentioned above include:
Understanding and testing the internal control design and implementation of the sales cycle.
Sampling the original order or contract and reviewing the transaction terms in order to evaluate the
accuracy of the timing for revenue recognition.
Performing cut-off test for revenues during the periods before and after the balance sheet date.
Performing sales analysis procedures and reviewing whether there are significant sales returns and
discounts after the period to confirm the reasonableness of revenue recognition.
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(2)

Contingent Liabilities
Please refer to Note 9(f) for the disclosure of contingent liabilities.
(a)

Description of key audit matter:
Chunghwa Picture Tubes Technology (Group) Co., Ltd. (“CPTTG”) filed an action in Fujian High
People’s Court against Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. (“CPTB”) for CNY 1.914 billion on
December 29, 2018, and applied for property preservation against CPTB on January 8, 2019. On
March 28, 2019, CPTTG filed an action against Tatung Co. and CPT, for whom liable for joint
liabilities, and increased the claim amount to CNY 3.029 billion on May 10, 2019. In addition,
Tatung Co. and CPT received a civil complaint from Taipei District Court of Taiwan in April and
June, 2021, respectively, requesting joint payment of approximately $750 million and $570 million,
with an annual interest of 5%, respectively. According to IAS 37, contingent liabilities are possible
obligations whose existence will be confirmed by uncertain future events that are not wholly within
the control of the entity or the amount of the obligation could not be measured reliably. Since Tatung
Co. and CPT claimed the amount mentioned above would possibly be solved through litigation
procedures and the assertion involved significant judgement, assessment and estimation of the
management.
Therefore, the assessment of contingent liabilities is one of our key audit matters.

(b)

Auditing procedures performed:
The main audit procedures of the key audit matter mentioned above include:
Obtaining the assertion and statement of the Group for the contingent liability.
Interviewing with the Group’s management and internal legal personnel, and reviewing documents
related to legal cases.
Obtaining the written legal opinion from lawyer appointed by the Group concerning the case.
 Assessing whether the accounting judgments and estimations are consistent and reasonable in
accordance with the accounting standards.

(3)

Judgment of consolidated individuals
Please refer to Note 4(c) and (j) for accounting policies of the subsidiaries and investment associates
included in consolidated financial statements; Note 4(c) and 5 for judgment of control.
(a)

Description of key audit matter:
According to IFRS 10, regardless of the nature of the investor’ s involvement with the investee,
investors should determine whether a company is the parent company by assessing whether it
controls the investee. Although Tatung Co. does not hold more than 50% of the shares of some
entities, it still has the judgment of control, which directly affects the results of its consolidated
financial statements, over the consolidated entities incorporated into its consolidated financial
statements.
Therefore, the judgment of control over the consolidated individuals is one of our key audit matters.
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(b)

Auditing procedures performed:
The main audit procedures of the key audit matter mentioned above include:
Obtaining the latest investment structure chart of the Group, inquiring about relevant changes, and
checking the comprehensive shareholding status of Tatung Co. in each consolidated entity.
Understanding the composition of the merged board of directors and management individually, and
the changes in the number of directors.
 Evaluating the attendance of Tatung Co. at the individual shareholders' meeting and examining
whether there is a relevant investment contract that may result in a situation of substantial control.

(4)

Fair value evaluation of investment property
Please refer to Note 4(k) for the accounting policies of investment property; Note 5 for the accounting
estimates and assumptions on the fair value of investment property; and Note 6(n) for relevant details of
investment property.
(a)

Description of key audit matter:
Since the subsequent measurement of investment property adopts the fair value model, the method
and process of fair value assessment involves subjective accounting estimates and judgments of the
management. Also, the inclusion of changes in fair value in profit or loss will significantly affect the
fair value adjustment benefits of investment property in the current year.
Therefore, the fair value evaluation of investment on property is one of our key audit matters.

(b)

Auditing procedures performed:
The main audit procedures of the key audit matter mentioned above include:
 Assessing the professions, competence, and independence of external independent evaluators used
by management, and verifying the evaluators' qualifications to confirm that there are no issues that
affect their objectivity or limit their scope of work.
 Appointing external experts to assist in reviewing the fair value valuation report, understanding
whether the valuation methods and assumptions comply with the financial reporting standards for
securities issuers and the technical rules for real estate valuation, as well as assessing the relevance
and reliability of the data sources and important parameters used in the valuation report to confirm
the reasonableness of its valuation results.
Querying and re-accounting to confirm the correctness of the accounting process.

(5)

Impairment of non-financial assets
Please refer to Note 4(o) for the accounting policy for impairment of non-financial assets; and Note 6(l) for
the description of the assessment of impairment of property, plant and equipment.
(a)

Description of key audit matter:
The prosperity of the industry in which the Group operates is susceptible to substantial fluctuations
in market conditions, thus, the assessment of impairment of non-financial assets is important. Since
the impairment assessment process includes identifying cash-generating units, determining the
evaluation method, selecting important assumptions, and calculating the recoverable amount, it relies
on the subjective judgment of the management, in which the evaluation process is complicated, with
a high degree of estimation uncertainty.
Therefore, the impairment of non-financial assets is one of our key audit matters in the audit.
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(b)

Auditing procedures performed:
The main audit procedures of the key audit matter mentioned above include:
 Understanding the relevant policies and handling procedures of the Group for impairment
assessment; assessing whether the cash-generating unit identified by the management and its related
assets under test shows any signs of impairment.
 Evaluating the rationality of the evaluation methods used by the management to measure the
recoverable amount, including the expected growth rate and discount rate used, and the operating
net profit margin; and evaluating the accuracy of the management's past forecasts for sensitivity
analysis.
 Entrusting internal experts to evaluate the weighted average cost of capital calculation and its
assumptions.

Other Matter
We did not audit the financial statements of certain subsidiaries of the Group. Those statements were audited by
other auditors, whose reports have been furnished to us, and our opinion, insofar as it relates to the amounts
included for those subsidiaries, is based solely on the reports of other auditors. The financial statements of the
subsidiaries reflect the total assets constituting 5.41% of the consolidated total assets as of December 31, 2021,
and the total operating revenues constituting 17.8% of the consolidated total operating revenues for the year
ended December 31, 2021.
We did not audit the financial statements of certain investments which are accounted for using the equity method
of the Group. Those statements were audited by other auditors, whose reports have been furnished to us, and our
opinion, insofar as it relates to the amounts included for those investments, is based solely on the reports of other
auditors. The amounts of the investments accounted for using the equity method constituted 4.61% of the
consolidated total assets as of December 31, 2021; and the related share of profit of subsidiaries, associates and
joint ventures accounted for using the equity method constituted 0.44% of the consolidated total profit before tax
for the year ended December 31, 2021.
The consolidated financial statements of the Group as of and for the year ended December 31, 2020 were
audited by other auditors and issued an unmodified opinion with emphasis of matter paragraph and other
matters paragraph at March 25, 2021.
Tatung Co. has additionally prepared its parent-company-only financial statements as of and for the years ended
December 31, 2021 and 2020, on which we and other auditors have issued an unmodified opinion with emphasis
of matter paragraph and other matters paragraph.
Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Consolidated Financial
Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements in
accordance with Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers and with the
IFRSs, IASs, interpretation as well as related guidance endorsed by the Financial Supervisory Commission of
the Republic of China, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the
preparation of consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Group’s ability
to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going
concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the Group or to cease operations, or
has no realistic alternative but to do so.
Those charged with governance (including the Audit Committee) are responsible for overseeing the Group’ s
financial reporting process.
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Auditors’ Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements as a whole
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditors’ report that includes
our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the Republic of China will always detect a material
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if,
individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users
taken on the basis of these consolidated financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the Republic of China, we
exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
1. Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement
resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery,
intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
2. Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
Group’s internal control.
3. Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and
related disclosures made by management.
4. Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and, based on
the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast
significant doubt on the Group’ s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditors’ report to the related disclosures in the
consolidated financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditors’ report. However, future
events or conditions may cause the Group to cease to continue as a going concern.
5. Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements, including the
disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements represent the underlying transactions and
events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
6. Obtain sufficient and appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities or business
activities within the Group to express an opinion on the consolidated financial statements. We are responsible
for the direction, supervision and performance of the group audit. We remain solely responsible for our audit
opinion.
We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that
we identify during our audit.
We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical
requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that
may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards.
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From the matters communicated with those charged with governance, we determine those matters that were of
most significance in the audit of the consolidated financial statements of the current period and are therefore the
key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditors’ report unless law or regulation precludes public
disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be
communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to
outweigh the public interest benefits of such communication.
The engagement partners on the audit resulting in this independent auditors’ report are Chung-Che Chen and
Li-Chen Lai.

KPMG
Taipei, Taiwan (Republic of China)
March 15, 2022

Notes to Readers
The accompanying consolidated financial statements are intended only to present the consolidated statement of financial position,
financial performance and its cash flows in accordance with the accounting principles and practices generally accepted in the Republic of
China and not those of any other jurisdictions. The standards, procedures and practices to audit such consolidated financial statements are
those generally accepted and applied in the Republic of China.
The auditors’ report and the accompanying consolidated financial statements are the English translation of the Chinese version prepared
and used in the Republic of China. If there is any conflict between, or any difference in the interpretation of the English and Chinese
language auditors’ report and consolidated financial statements, the Chinese version shall prevail.
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(English Translation of Consolidated Financial Statements and Report Originally Issued in Chinese)

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Consolidated Balance Sheets
December 31, 2021 and 2020
(Expressed in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

1100
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194D

December 31, 2021
Assets
Amount
%
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents (Note 6(a))
$
8,296,327
7
Current financial assets at fair value through profit or loss (Note 6(b))
1,106,351
1
Current financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
481,316
(Notes 6(c) and 8)
Current financial assets at amortised cost, net (Note 6(d))
3,438,892
3
Contract assetscurrent (Note 6(ad))
1,037,331
1
Notes receivable, net (Note 6(e))
327,274
Accounts receivable, net (Note 6(e))
3,728,765
3
Accounts receivablerelated parties, net (Notes 6(e) and 7)
33,694
Lease payments receivable, net
19,335
Finance lease receivables, net (Note 6(f))
17,418
Other receivables (Notes 4(c) and 8)
1,631,750
1
Other receivablesrelated parties (Note 7)
1,088
Current tax assets
31,592
Inventories (Notes 6(g) and 8)
13,687,604 12
Prepayments (Notes 7 and 8)
580,530
2
Non-current assets classified as held for sale, net (Note 6(h))
32,189
Other current assets
522,144
1
Current assets recognized as incremental costs to obtain contract with customers
158,844
Total current assets
35,132,444 31
Non-current assets:
Financial assets at fair value through profit or lossnon-current (Note 6(b))
217,200
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive incomenon-current (Notes 6(c) and
2,678,014
2
8)
Non-current financial assets at amortised cost, net (Notes 6(d) and 8)
933,328
1
Investment accounted for using the equity method (Notes 6(i) and 8)
5,448,308
6
Non-current contract assets (Note 6(ad))
798,158
1
Property, plant and equipment (Notes 6(l), 7 and 8)
32,802,927 29
Right-of-use assets (Notes 6(m), 7 and 8)
1,308,643
1
Investment property, net (Notes 6(n) and 8)
30,203,826 27
Intangible assets (Note 6(o))
44,492
Deferred tax assets
898,567
1
Other non-current assets (Notes 6(p), 7 and 8)
901,538
1
Long-term notes and accounts receivable, net (Note 6(q))
86,664
Long-term finance lease receivable, net (Note 6(f))
12,238
Total non-current assets
76,333,903 69
Total assets
$ 111,466,347 100

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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December 31, 2020
Amount
%
8,279,052
1,439,778
339,574

8
1
-

2,500,647
350,034
259,705
4,047,618
11,348
15,023
327,538
1,181,749
1,635
38,799
13,585,195
699,003
2,253,497
275,901
158,844
35,764,940

2
4
1
1
12
1
2
32

3,886,652

5

988,607
1
5,365,953
5
96,355
31,107,523 27
1,237,257
1
28,674,109 26
47,264
1,123,561
1
1,870,480
2
9,248
383,486
74,790,495 68
110,555,435 100

(English Translation of Consolidated Financial Statements and Report Originally Issued in Chinese)

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Consolidated Balance Sheets (CONT’D)
December 31, 2021 and 2020
(Expressed in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)
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2315
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3200
3310
3320
3350
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3420
3460
3500
36xx

Liabilities and Equity
Current liabilities:
Short-term borrowings (Note 6(r))
Short-term notes and bills payable (Note 6(s))
Current financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss (Note 6(b))
Contract liabilitiescurrent (Note 6(ad))
Notes payable
Accounts payable
Accounts payablerelated parties (Note 7)
Other payables
Other payablesrelated parties (Note 7)
Current tax liabilities
Provisionscurrent (Note 6(v))
Liabilities related to non-current assets classified as held for sale
(Note 6(h))
Lease liabilitiescurrent (Notes 6(u) and 7)
Other advance receipts
Unearned revenue (Note 6(w))
Long-term borrowings, current portion (Note 6(t))
Other current liabilities
Total current liabilities
Non-Current liabilities:
Long-term borrowings (Note 6(t))
Provisionsnon-current (Note 6(v))
Deferred tax liabilities
Lease liabilitiesnon-current (Notes 6(u) and 7)
Long-term accounts payable
Long-term deferred revenue (Note 6(w))
Defined benefit liabilities, net
Guarantee deposits received
Credit balance of investments accounted for using the equity method (Note 6(i))
Other non-current liabilities
Total non-current liabilities
Total liabilities
Equity attributable to owners of parent (Note 6(aa)):
Ordinary shares
Capital surplus
Retained earnings:
Legal reserve
Special reserve
Unappropriated retained earnings (accumulated deficit)
Total retained earnings
Other equity interest:
Exchange differences on translation of foreign financial statements
Unrealised gains (losses) from financial assets measured at fair value through other
comprehensive income
Revaluation surplus
Total other equity interest
Treasury shares
Total equity attributable to owners of parent:
Non-controlling interests
Total equity
Total liabilities and equity

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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December 31, 2021
Amount
%
$

$

December 31, 2020
Amount
%

3,362,359
759,101
869
2,200,333
45,998
18,968,256
157,472
9,880,405
5,640
106,666
217,043
4,659

3
2
17
9
-

2,992,999
56,896
5,367
1,077,950
120,894
19,310,898
271,056
8,154,329
78,343
40,222
184,497
890,278

3
1
17
7
1

512,087
675,400
11,424
10,874,647
789,953
48,572,312

1
10
1
43

367,086
750,907
15,939,672
730,365
50,971,759

1
14
1
45

25,517,486
4,042,573
6,264,378
856,920
98,727
47,253
452,884
159,859
19,970
14,681
37,474,731
86,047,043

23
4
6
1
34
77

23,587,206
3,972,931
6,346,819
1,006,448
54,010
621,145
132,480
19,970
1,479
35,742,488
86,714,247

21
4
6
1
1
33
78

23,395,367
3,452,748

21
3

23,395,367
3,305,175

22
3

323,942
8,809,617
3,696,785
12,830,344

8
3
11

323,942
9,730,518
(866,190)
9,188,270

9
(1)
8

(1,503,727)
(221,971)

(1)
-

(974,849)
(47,848)

(1)
-

266,779
(1,458,919) (1)
(30,854)
38,188,686 34
(12,769,382) (11)
25,419,304 23
111,466,347 100

266,779
(755,918) (1)
(30,854)
35,102,040 32
(11,260,852) (10)
23,841,188 22
110,555,435 100

(English Translation of Consolidated Financial Statements Originally Issued in Chinese)

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income
For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020
(Expressed in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars , Except for Earnings Per Common Share)

2021
Amount
4110
4170
4190
4100
5000

6100
6200
6300
6450
6500

7100
7010
7020
7050
7055
7060

7950
8300
8310
8311
8316
8320

8349

8360
8361
8365
8370

8399

8300

8610
8620

8710
8720

9750
9850

Operating Revenues (Notes 6(ad) and 7):
Sales revenue
$ 29,967,377
Less: Sales returns
109,695
Sales discounts and allowances
252,876
Operating revenue, net
29,604,806
Operating costs (Notes 6(g), (o), (ad) and 7)
22,372,072
Gross profit from operations
7,232,734
Operating expenses (Notes 6(e), (o) and (ad)):
Selling expenses
2,933,086
Administrative expenses
2,617,914
Research and development expenses
778,095
Expected credit loss
103,775
Total operating expenses
6,432,870
Net other income (expenses)
4,273
Net operating income (loss)
804,137
Non-operating income and expenses (Notes 6(e), (i), (u) and (af)):
Interest income
78,508
Other income
669,391
Other gains and losses, net
3,846,735
Finance costs
(2,521,106)
(Impairment losses) impairment gains and reversal of impairment losses determined in
(222,443)
accordance with IFRS 9, net
Shares of (loss) profit of associates accounted for using the equity method
(1,769)
Total non-operating income and expenses
1,849,316
Profit (loss) from continuing operations before tax
2,653,453
Less: Income tax expenses (Note 6(z))
83,791
Profit (loss)
2,569,662
Other comprehensive income:
Components of other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to profit or loss
43,775
Gains (losses) on remeasurements of defined benefit plans
(308,858)
Unrealized (losses) gains from investments in equity instruments measured at fair value
through other comprehensive income
1,378
Share of other comprehensive income of associates and joint ventures accounted for using the
equity method, components of other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to
profit or loss
1,649
Less: Income tax related to components of other comprehensive income that will not be
reclassified to profit or loss
Components of other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to profit or
(262,056)
loss
Components of other comprehensive income (loss) that will be reclassified to profit or loss
Exchange differences on translation of foreign financial statements
(645,967)
Equity related to non-current assets classified as held for sale
(35,144)
Share of other comprehensive income of associates and joint ventures accounted for using the
equity method, components of other comprehensive income that will be reclassified to profit
or loss
294
Less:Income tax related to components of other comprehensive income that will be reclassified
to profit or loss
Components of other comprehensive income that will be reclassified to profit or loss
(680,817)
(942,873)
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income
$ 1,626,789
Profit (loss), attributable to:
Profit (loss), attributable to owners of parent
$ 3,672,119
Profit (loss), attributable to non-controlling interests
(1,102,457)
$ 2,569,662
Comprehensive income attributable to:
Comprehensive income, attributable to owners of parent
3,054,318
Comprehensive income, attributable to non-controlling interests
(1,427,529)
$ 1,626,789
Earnings (loss) per share (NT dollars) (Note 6(ac))
Basic earnings (loss) per share
$
Diluted earnings (loss) per share
$

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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%

2020
Amount

%

101
1
100
76
24

31,885,283
150,607
93,321
31,641,355
25,312,819
6,328,536

100
100
80
20

10
9
3
22
2

2,919,818
3,626,114
822,927
271,356
7,640,215
342
(1,311,337)

9
11
3
1
24
(4)

2
13
(9)
(1)

75,985
1,018,278
(1,869,195)
(2,944,781)
43,861

3
(5)
(9)
-

5
7
7

77,995
(3,597,857)
(4,909,194)
78,836
(4,988,030)

(11)
(15)
(15)

(1)

(118,700)
82,600

-

-

(1,324)

-

-

5,631

-

(1)

(31,793)

-

(2)
-

(147,623)
(30,954)
588

-

(680)

-

(2)
(3)
4

(178,669)
(210,462)
(5,198,492)

(15)

11
(4)
7

(1,076,337)
(3,911,693)
(4,988,030)

(3)
(12)
(15)

9
(5)
4

(1,494,099)
(3,704,393)
(5,198,492)

(4)
(11)
(15)

1.57
1.57

(0.46)
(0.46)
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Balance at January 1, 2020
$ 23,395,367
Loss for the year ended December 31, 2020
Other comprehensive income for the year ended December 31, 2020
Total comprehensive income for the year ended December 31, 2020
Appropriation and distribution of retained earnings:
Legal reserve appropriated
Special reserve appropriated
Reversal of special reserve
Disposal of subsidiaries or investments accounted for using the equity method
Changes in ownership interests in subsidiaries
Changes in non-controlling interests
Disposal of investments in equity instruments designated at fair value through
other comprehensive income
Balance at December 31, 2020
23,395,367
Profit for the year ended December 31, 2021
Other comprehensive income for the year ended December 31, 2021
Total comprehensive income for the year ended December 31, 2021
Appropriation and distribution of retained earnings:
Special reserve used to offset accumulated deficits
Reversal of special reserve
Changes in equity of associates and joint ventures accounted for using the
equity method
Difference between consideration and carrying amount of subsidiaries
acquired or disposed
Changes in ownership interests in subsidiaries
Changes in non-controlling interests
Disposal of investments in equity instruments designated at fair value through
other comprehensive income
Exercise of disgorgement
Balance at December 31, 2021
$ 23,395,367

Ordinary
shares

323,942

100,000
3,452,748

-

-

-

-

7,053

40,520
-

(866,190)
(54,711)
-

323,942
-

3,305,175
-

8,809,617

-

9,730,518
-

2,272,174
(279,675)
-

287,588
-

(57,910)
-

7,738,019
-

36,354
-

Legal
reserve

3,363,085
-

Capital
surplus

3,696,785

(41,208)
47,738

(14,272)

866,190
54,711
(59,765)

(866,190)
3,672,119
37,462
3,709,581

(287,588)
(2,272,174)
279,675
(2,259)
35,850

2,559,762
(1,076,337)
(103,119)
(1,179,456)

(1,503,727)

-

-

-

(974,849)
(528,878)
(528,878)

-

(779,340)
(195,509)
(195,509)

(221,971)

(47,738)

-

-

(47,848)
(126,385)
(126,385)

(35,850)

76,182
(88,180)
(88,180)

266,779

-

-

-

266,779
-

-

266,779
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

30,954
(30,954)
(30,954)

Equity attributable to owners of parent
Total other equity interest
Unrealized
Retained earnings
gains
(losses) on
Equity related to
Exchange financial assets
non-current
differences on measured at
assets (or
translation of
fair value
Unappropriated
disposal groups)
foreign
through other
Special
retained
classified as
financial
comprehensive Revaluation
surplus
reserve
earnings
held for sale
statements
income

(Expressed in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Equity

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES

(English Translation of Consolidated Financial Statements Originally Issued in Chinese)

(30,854)

-

-

-

(30,854)
-

-

(30,854)
-

Treasury
shares

100,000
38,188,686

(688)
-

(14,272)

(52,712)

35,102,040
3,672,119
(617,801)
3,054,318

(60,169)
-

36,656,308
(1,076,337)
(417,762)
(1,494,099)

(12,769,382)

688
(95,961)
-

14,272

-

(11,260,852)
(1,102,457)
(325,072)
(1,427,529)

530,546
(29,996)
(56,607)
-

(8,000,402)
(3,911,693)
207,300
(3,704,393)

Total equity
Nonattributable
to owners of controlling
interests
parent

100,000
25,419,304

(95,961)
-

-

(52,712)

23,841,188
2,569,662
(942,873)
1,626,789

530,546
(90,165)
(56,607)
-

28,655,906
(4,988,030)
(210,462)
(5,198,492)

Total equity

(English Translation of Consolidated Financial Statements Originally Issued in Chinese)

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020
(Expressed in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)
For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
Cash flows from (used in) operating activities:
Profit (loss) before tax
Adjustments:
Adjustments to reconcile profit (loss):
Depreciation expenses
Amortization expenses
Expected credit losses
Net gains on financial assets or liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
Interest expenses
Interest income
Dividend income
Share of loss (profit) of associates and joint ventures accounted for using the equity method
(Gains) losses on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Gains on disposal of investments
Impairment loss on non-financial assets
Gains on reversal of impairment losses on non-financial assets
Gains on fair value adjustment of investment property
Gains on lease amendments
Government grants income
Total adjustments to reconcile profit
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Contract assets
Notes receivable
Accounts receivable
Accounts receivable due from related parties
Lease payments receivable
Finance lease receivable
Other receivable
Other receivable due from related parties
Inventories
Prepayments
Other current assets
Other non-current assets
Finance lease receivable, non-current
Financial liabilities measured at fair value through profit or loss
Contract liabilities
Notes payable
Accounts payable
Accounts payable to related parties
Other payable (including related parties)
Provisions
Receipts in advance
Deferred revenue and long-term deferred revenue
Other current liabilities
Other non-current liabilities
Net defined benefit liability
Total adjustments
Cash inflow generated from operations
Interest received
Dividends received
Interest paid
Income taxes refund (paid)
Net cash flows from operating activities

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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$

2,653,453

(4,909,194)

2,218,954
11,626
326,218
(15,062)
2,521,106
(78,508)
(52,498)
1,769
(35,842)
(556,020)
26,135
(2,580,201)
(4,273)
(6,609)
1,776,795

2,638,339
14,243
227,495
(51,765)
2,944,781
(75,985)
(28,183)
(77,995)
137,857
(1,090,698)
131,791
(178,622)
(644,959)
(342)
3,945,957

(492,376)
(74,381)
(95,105)
(22,346)
(4,312)
1,678
(518,156)
547
(247,160)
58,342
(246,243)
490,912
7,135
(2,971)
1,118,442
(74,896)
(323,557)
(113,584)
(576,863)
53,143
(71,566)
7,575
61,284
13,202
(122,837)
602,702
3,256,155
37,141
232,315
(1,013,667)
225,182
2,737,126

(19,045)
(28,970)
545,592
86,527
(3,427)
(419,080)
221,772
129,854
233,381
89,233
(87,522)
4,867
110,016
2,550
144,593
77,807
(136,712)
(530,401)
(29,080)
3,671,301
(86,522)
(20,062)
92,810
(393,381)
7,602,058
2,692,864
78,207
78,274
(1,061,643)
(263,112)
1,524,590

(English Translation of Consolidated Financial Statements Originally Issued in Chinese)

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows (CONT’D)
For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020
(Expressed in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
Cash flows from (used in) investing activities:
Acquisition of financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
Proceeds from disposal of financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
Acquisition of financial assets at amortized cost
Proceeds from disposal of financial assets at amortized cost
Acquisition of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Proceeds from disposal of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Acquisition of investments accounted for using the equity method
Proceeds from capital reduction of investments accounted for using the equity method
Proceeds from disposal of non-current assets classified as held for sale
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment
Proceeds from disposal of property, plant and equipment
Acquisition of intangible assets
Proceeds from disposal of intangible assets
Acquisition of investment properties
Proceeds from disposal of investment properties
Decrease (increase) in receivables
Other investing activities
Net cash flows from (used in) investing activities
Cash flows from (used in) financing activities:
Increase in short-term loans
Decrease in short-term loans
Increase in short-term notes and bills payable
Decrease in short-term notes and bills payable
Proceeds from long-term debt
Repayments of long-term debt
Increase in guarantee deposits received
Increase (decrease) in payables
Payments of lease liabilities
Exercise of disgorgement
Change in non-controlling interests
Net cash flows used in financing activities
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period
Cash and cash equivalents at end of period
Components of cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents reported in the statement of financial position
Cash and cash equivalents classified to non-current assets (or disposal groups) to be sold
Cash and cash equivalents at end of period

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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$
$
$

(169,456)
917,438
(6,968,544)
6,143,312
(4,451,037)
4,602,946
(366,970)
13,991
1,973,509
(1,641,924)
118,740
(8,959)
75
(13,537)
5,144
154,728

55,825
(3,636,328)
3,918,526
(1,173,001)
925,072
28,016
102,582
(1,582,465)
78,361
(8,397)
(657)
2,091
(117,249)
(1,407,624)

4,773,683
(4,455,780)
3,211,688
(2,505,000)
24,819,600
(28,138,475)
27,379
98,727
(401,330)
100,000
(95,961)

2,610,731
(4,872,291)
477,600
(209,591)
7,860,008
(7,387,711)
6,982
(41,351)
(378,581)
(56,607)

(2,565,469)
(305,237)
21,148
8,279,052
8,300,200

(1,990,811)
(176,744)
(2,050,589)
10,329,641
8,279,052

8,296,327
3,873
8,300,200

8,279,052
8,279,052

(English Translation of Consolidated Financial Statements Originally Issued in Chinese)

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020
(Expressed in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Otherwise Specified)

(1) Company history
TATUNG CO. (the “Company”) was established in 1918 and incorporated under the Company Act of the
Republic of China (“R.O.C.”) in 1939. The total capital back then was $180,000 Taiwan Yuan, which was
increased to Taiwan Yuan $20,000,000 after several capital injections. After the monetary system reform
in 1949, the total capital was converted to the equivalent of 200,000 New Taiwan dollars (“TWD”). As of
December 31, 2021, the paid-in and registered capital amounted to $23,395,367 thousand. The main
business activities of the Company are as follows:
(a)

The design, manufacture, sale, installation, network system, automation system, lease, service
maintenance, import and export as agency of the following products: 1.Steel manufacturing
machinery, 2.Industrial appliances, 3.Household appliances, 4.Refrigerators, 5.Air conditioners,
6.Metal processing machinery, 7.Electronic products, 8.Wire and cable, 9.Chemical industry,
10.Cookware, 11.Wood-made products, 12.Plastic products, 13.Office equipment, 14.Audio
products, 15.Precision meters, 16.Transmission equipment, 17.Transportation facilities,
18.Healthcare products, 19.Microbe fermentation, 20.Construction, 21.Furniture, 22.Solar wafers,
23.Water treatment engineering, 24.Telecommunication equipment, 25.Parking facilities,
26.Automation machinery, 27.Semiconductors, 28.Real estate development and leasing.

(b)

Magazine publishing

(c)

Customs brokerage

(d)

General import/export (excluding permitted business)

(e)

Development, leasing, and sale (excluding construction industry) of property located at industrial
parks on behalf of the competent authority.

The investment plans should be approved by the Board of Directors; however, the total investment amount
shall not be subject to the restrictions imposed by Article 13 of the Company Act, which states that the
total investment amount shall not exceed 40% of the amount of its own paid-in capital.
The Company’s ordinary shares were publicly listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange (TWSE) on February
9, 1962. The Company’s registered office and the main operating location is at No. 22, Zhongshan North
Road, Section 3, Taipei, Republic of China (R.O.C.).
(2) Approval date and procedures of the consolidated financial statements
The consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, were authorized for
issuance by the board of directors on March 15, 2022.

(Continued)
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(3) New standards, amendments and interpretations adopted
(a)

The impact of the International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRSs”) endorsed by the Financial
Supervisory Commission, R.O.C. (FSC) which have already been adopted.
The Group has initially adopted the following new amendments, which do not have a significant
impact on its consolidated financial statements, from January 1, 2021:
 Amendments to IFRS 4 “Extension of the Temporary Exemption from Applying IFRS 9”
 Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS39, IFRS7, IFRS 4 and IFRS 16 “Interest Rate Benchmark Reform—
Phase 2”
 Amendments to IFRS 16 “Covid-19-Related Rent Concessions beyond June 30, 2021”

(b)

The impact of IFRS issued by the FSC but not yet effective
The Group assesses that the adoption of the following new amendments, effective for annual period
beginning on January 1, 2022, would not have a significant impact on its consolidated financial
statements:
 Amendments to IAS 16 “Property, Plant and EquipmentProceeds before Intended Use”
 Amendments to IAS 37 “Onerous ContractsCost of Fulfilling a Contract”
 Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2018–2020
 Amendments to IFRS 3 “Reference to the Conceptual Framework”

(c)

The impact of IFRS issued by IASB but not yet endorsed by the FSC
The Group does not expect the following new and amended standards, which have yet to be endorsed
by the FSC, to have a significant impact on its consolidated financial statements:
 Amendments to IFRS 10 and IAS 28 “Sale or Contribution of Assets Between an Investor and
Its Associate or Joint Venture”
 IFRS 17 “ Insurance Contracts” and amendments to IFRS 17 “ Insurance Contracts”
 Amendments to IAS 1 “Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-current”
 Amendments to IAS 1 “Disclosure of Accounting Policies”
 Amendments to IAS 8 “Definition of Accounting Estimates”
 Amendments to IAS 12 “Deferred Tax related to Assets and Liabilities arising from a Single
Transaction”

(Continued)
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(4)

Summary of significant accounting policies
The significant accounting policies presented in the consolidated financial statements are summarized
below. The following accounting policies were applied consistently throughout the periods presented in the
consolidated financial statements.
(a)

Statement of compliance
These consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Regulations
Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers (hereinafter referred to as “the
Regulations” ) and the International Financial Reporting Standards, International Accounting
Standards, IFRIC Interpretations, and SIC Interpretations endorsed and issued into effect by the
Financial Supervisory Commission, R.O.C..

(b)

Basis of preparation
Many creditors of Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. (“CPT”) and its subsidiaries filed to the court for
compulsory enforcement of their assets; consequently, CPT could not continue its production and
operation. CPT’ s board meeting resolved to file bankruptcy to the court on September 18, 2019.
After the court issues a ruling, CPT will proceed with the bankruptcy and liquidation procedures
accordingly. Thus, CPT and its subsidiaries prepared financial statements on a non-going concern
basis of accounting.
(i)

Basis of measurement
Except for the following significant accounts, the consolidated financial statements have been
prepared on a historical cost basis:

(ii)

1)

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are measured at fair value;

2)

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income are measured at fair
value;

3)

Hedging financial instruments are measured at fair value;

4)

Investment property is measured at fair value; and

5)

The defined benefit liabilities are measured at fair value of the plan assets less the present
value of the defined benefit obligation.

Functional and presentation currency
The functional currency of each Group entity is determined based on the primary economic
environment in which the entity operates. The consolidated financial statements are presented
in New Taiwan Dollar (NTD), which is the Company’ s functional currency. All financial
information presented in NTD has been rounded to the nearest thousand.

(Continued)
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(c)

Basis of consolidation
(i)

Principles of preparation of the consolidated financial statements
The consolidated financial statements comprise the Company and subsidiaries. Subsidiaries are
entities controlled by the Group. The Group ‘controls’ an entity when it is exposed to, or has
rights to, variable returns from its involvement with the entity and has the ability to affect those
returns through its power over the entity.
The financial statements of subsidiaries are included in the consolidated financial statements
from the date on which control commences until the date on which control ceases. Intragroup
balances and transactions, and any unrealized income and expenses arising from Intragroup
transactions are eliminated in preparing the consolidated financial statements. The Group
attributes the profit or loss and each component of other comprehensive income to the owners
of the parent and to the non-controlling interests, even if this results in the non-controlling
interests having a deficit balance.
The Group prepares consolidated financial statements using uniform accounting policies for
like transactions and other events in similar circumstances. Changes in the Group’s ownership
interest in a subsidiary that do not result in a loss of control are accounted for as equity
transactions. Any difference between the amount by which the non-controlling interests are
adjusted and the fair value of the consideration paid or received will be recognized directly in
equity, and the Group will attribute it to the owners of the parent.

(ii)

Loss of control
When the Group loses control over a subsidiary, it derecognizes the assets (including any
goodwill) and liabilities of the subsidiary, and any related non-controlling interests and other
components of equity. Any interest retained in the former subsidiary is measured at fair value
when control is lost, with the resulting gain or loss being recognized in profit or loss. The
Group recognizes as gain or loss in profit or loss the difference between (1) the fair value of the
consideration received as well as any investment retained in the former subsidiary at its fair
value at the date when control is lost ;and (2) the assets (including any goodwill), liabilities of
the subsidiary as well as any related non-controlling interests at their carrying amounts at the
date when control is lost, as gain or loss in profit or loss. When the Group loses control of its
subsidiary, it accounts for all amounts previously recognized in other comprehensive income in
relation to that subsidiary on the same basis as would be required if it had directly disposed of
the related assets or liabilities.

(Continued)
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(iii) List of subsidiaries in the consolidated financial statements
The subsidiaries included in the consolidated financial statements were as follows:

Name investor
Name of investee
Chunghwa Picture Tubes,
The Company,
Chunghwa Electronics Ltd. (“CPT”)
Investment Co., Ltd.,
Chih Sheng Realty
The Company, ShanChih Investment
Co.,Ltd. and ShanChih Asset
Development Co.

Scope of business
Manufacture, research and
sale of picture tubs and TFTLCD products

Tatung System Technologies Software and hardware
Inc. (“TSTI”)
service and system integration

Forward Electronics Co.,
The Company, and
Chunghwa Electronics Ltd. (“FD”)
Investment Co., Ltd

Manufacture and sale of
electronics

The Company

Telecommunication devices

Taiwan Telecommunication
Industry Company Ltd.

Percentage of ownership
December
December
31, 2021
31, 2020
Description
39.67 %
39.67 % (Note 1 and 11)

43.34 %

43.34 %

(Note 11)

18.48 %

18.48 %

(Note 11)

100.00 %

100.00 %

70.14 %

70.14 %

San-Chih Semiconductor
The Company and
Chunghwa Electronics Co.,Ltd.(“SCSC”)
Investment Co., Ltd.

Manufacture and sales of
semiconductors and chips

The Company

Central Research
Technology Co.

EMCIRF testing and
certification services

100.00 %

100.00 %

(Note 10)

The Company

Tatung Consumer Products
(Taiwan) Co., Ltd.

Sales of home appliances and
digital computer products

100.00 %

99.10 %

(Note 2)

Tatung Fine Chemicals Co.,
The Company,
Chunghwa Electronics Ltd. (“TFC”)
Investment Co., Ltd.
and Chih-Sheng
Investment Co., Ltd.

Industrial coatings,
electrocution coatings resistor
coatings, photocatalyst, inkjet
ink

54.63 %

54.63 %

The Company

Shan-Chih Asset
Development Co. (“SCAD”)

Development and leasing of
real estate

100.00 %

100.00 %

The Company, SCAD
and Chih Sheng
Investment Co., Ltd.

Chunghwa Electronics
Investment Co., Ltd.

Professional investment
holding

100.00 %

99.99 %

The Company

Tatung DIE Casting Co.

Manufacturing and sales of
casting mold

51.00 %

51.00 %

The Company

Tatung (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

Manufacturing and sales of IT
products, home appliances
and AI meter

99.99 %

99.99 %

The Company

Tatung Co. of Japan, Inc.

Sales and purchase of
electronic parts, home
appliances and IT products

100.00 %

100.00 %

The Company

Tatung Electronics(S) Pte.
Ltd.

Purchases, sales and services
of raw material

90.00 %

90.00 %

The Company

Tatung Information
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

Professional investment
holding

100.00 %

100.00 %

The Company

Tatung Electric (Singapore)
Pte. Ltd.

Professional investment
holding

100.00 %

100.00 %

The Company

Tatung Electric Company of
America, Inc.

Manufacture and sales of
motor products in the U.S.

100.00 %

100.00 %

The Company

Tatung Netherlands B.V.

Sales of electronic products

100.00 %

100.00 %

The Company

TATUNG CZECH s.r.o

Manufacture of IT products

100.00 %

100.00 %

The Company

Design and sales of medical
Tatung Medical
HealthcareTechnologies Co., instruments.
Ltd.

95.85 %

95.85 %

The Company

Toes Opto-Mechatronics Co. Manufacture of data storage
and process equipment

100.00 %

86.05 %

The Company

Chih Sheng Investment Co.,
Ltd.

Professional investment
holding

100.00 %

100.00 %

Professional investment
holding

100.00 %

100.00 %

Shan Chih Investment Co.,
The Company and
Chunghwa Electronics Ltd.
Investment Co., Ltd.

(Note 3)

(Note 5)
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Percentage of ownership
December
December
31, 2021
31, 2020
100.00 %
100.00 %

Name investor
The Company

Name of investee
Absolute Alpha Limited

Scope of business
Professional investment
holding

The Company

Tatung Forever Energy Co.,
Ltd.

Solar energy related business

100.00 %

100.00 %

The Company

Tungyang Energy Co., Ltd.

Solar energy related business

100.00 %

100.00 %

The Company

Chih Kuang Energy Co., Ltd Solar energy related business

-%

100.00 %

The Company

Shanshin Energy Co., Ltd.

Solar energy related business

100.00 %

100.00 %

The Company

Yau Yang Energy Co., Ltd.

Solar energy related business

100.00 %

100.00 %

The Company

Ting Shin Energy Co., Ltd.

Solar energy related business

100.00 %

100.00 %

The Company

Zhi Shin Energy Co., Ltd.

Solar energy related business

100.00 %

100.00 %

The Company

Tung Kuang Energy Co.,Ltd. Solar energy related business

100.00 %

100.00 %

The Company

Tung Shin Energy Co., Ltd

Solar energy related business

100.00 %

100.00 %

The Company

Chuang Shih Neng Co., Ltd.

Solar energy related business

100.00 %

100.00 %

The Company

Cizhi Power Co., Ltd.

Energy storage service related
business

100.00 %

-%

CPT

Chunghwa Picture Tubes
(Bermuda) Ltd. (“CPTB”)

Investment holding and sales
of TFT-LCD

100.00 %

100.00 %

CPTB

Chunghwa Picture Tubes
(Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.
(“CPTM”)

Manufacture and sale of CRT

100.00 %

100.00 %

CPTB

CPTF Optronics (ShenZhen) Co., Ltd.

Investigation of market
information

100.00 %

100.00 %

Forward Electronics
Co., Ltd.

Forward Development Co.,
Ltd.

Investment holding

100.00 %

100.00 %

Forward Development
Co., Ltd.

Factory leasing business
Forward Electronics
Equipment(Dong Guan) Co.,
Ltd

100.00 %

100.00 %

Forward Development
Co., Ltd.

Suzhou Forward Electronics
Technology Co., Ltd.

Manufacture and sale of
backlight unit for TFT-LCD,
switch and electronic lable.

100.00 %

100.00 %

SCSC

Greater Power Limited

Investment holding

100.00 %

100.00 %

SCSC

Chih De Investment Co., Ltd. Investment holding

100.00 %

100.00 %

Tatung Fine Chemicals Tatung Coatings (Kunshan)
Co., Ltd.
Co. and Shang Chih
International Chemical
Industry Co., Ltd.

Manufacture and sale of
industry coating and electrodeposition coating

100.00 %

100.00 %

Tatung Fine Chemicals Huaian Tatung Advanced
Co.
Technology Materials Co.,
Ltd.

Manufacture and sale of
positive, printer ink, electrodeposition high performance
coating.

100.00 %

100.00 %

Tatung Fine Chemicals Shang Chih International
Co.
Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.

Investment holding

100.00 %

100.00 %

Dongguan Tongli Trading
Shang Chih
International Chemical Co., Ltd.
Industry Co., Ltd.

Wholesale of painting,
coating and chemical
products.

100.00 %

100.00 %

Tatung Information
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
and Chih Sheng
Holding HK Limited

Tatung Information
Technology(Jiangsu) Co.,
Ltd.

Manufacture and sales of
various electrical products

100.00 %

100.00 %

Tatung Information
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
and Shan-Chih
International Holding
Corporation

Manufacture and sales of
Tatung
Compressors(ZHONGSHAN reciprocating compressors.
) Co., Ltd.

100.00 %

100.00 %

Tatung Electric
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
And Shan-Chih
International Holding
Corporation

Tatung (Shanghai) Co., Ltd

Manufacture and sales of
motors, generators and
transformers

100.00 %

100.00 %

Shan Chin Investment
Co. Ltd

Shan-Chih International
HoldingCorporation

Investment holding

100.00 %

100.00 %

TSTI

Chyun Huei Business
Technology Inc.

Information software Service

100.00 %

100.00 %

Description

(Note 6)

(Note 7)
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Percentage of ownership
December
December
31, 2021
31, 2020
100.00 %
100.00 %

Name investor
TSTI

Name of investee
Tisnet Technology Inc.

Scope of business
Software design and
development

TSTI

TSTI Technologies
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Information software Service

100.00 %

100.00 %

Chih Sheng Investment Chih Sheng Investment
Co., Ltd.
(BVI) Co., Ltd.

Investment holding

100.00 %

100.00 %

Chih Sheng Investment Chih Sheng Holding Co.,
(BVI) Co., Ltd
Ltd.

Investment holding

100.00 %

100.00 %

Chih Sheng Holding
Co., Ltd. and CPTB

Goldmax Asia Pacific Ltd

Investment holding

51.26 %

51.26 %

Chih Sheng Holding
Co., Ltd.

Chih Sheng Holding HK
Limited

Investment holding

100.00 %

100.00 %

Absolute Alpha
Limited

Tatung Information
Technologies Corp.

Sales of electronic products

-%

100.00 %

Shan-Chih Asset
Development Co. and
Taipei Industry
Corporation

Tatung Forestry and
Construction Co.

Design and construction of
structural engineering.

99.87 %

99.87 %

The Company and
Shan-Chih Asset
Development Co.

Taipei Industry Corporation

Manufacturing sale of
construction related material
and property rental business.

50.61 %

50.61 %

Shan-Chih Asset
Development Co.

Chih Sheng Realty Co., Ltd.

Realty management

100.00 %

100.00 %

Shan-Chih Asset
Development Co.

Shan-Chih Asset
International Holding
Corporation

Investment holding

100.00 %

100.00 %

Shan-Chih Asset
International Holding
Corporation

Tatung Management
Consultant(Shanghai) Co.,
Ltd.

Realty and Leasing Service

100.00 %

100.00 %

Shan-Chih Asset
International Holding
Corporation

Shan-Chih Asset
International (Hong Kong)
Holding Limited

Realty and Leasing Service

100.00 %

100.00 %

-%

100.00 %

100.00 %

100.00 %

-%

100.00 %

100.00 %

100.00 %

Tatung Forever Energy Sheng Yang Energy Co., Ltd. Solar energy business
Co., Ltd.
Tatung Information
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

Tatung Myanmar JV Holding Investment holding
Co., Ltd.

Insured Pharmaceuticals Co., Pharmaceuticals and
Tatung Medical
Ltd.
warehousing and
Healthcare
transportation service
Technologies Co., Ltd.
Tatung (Shanghai) Co., Tatung Xinji (Guangdong)
Ltd
Technology Co., Ltd.

Electrical engineering system
installation service

Description

(Note 8)

(Note 9)

(Note 4)

Note 1: Pursuant to a board resolution, Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. filed bankruptcy in the court on
September 18, 2019, however, the court’s decision was still pending as of December 31, 2021.
Note 2: In July 2021, the Group purchased 450,000 shares of Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan)
Co., Ltd., thereby increasing the Group’s shareholding percentage to 100%.
Note 3: Due to the Group’s organizational planning consideration, the Company purchased shares of
Chunghwa Electronics Investment Co., Ltd. from other shareholders in December 2021,
resulting in the Group’ s shareholding percentage to increase to 100%, and the shares are
concentrated possessed by the Company.
Note 4: The Company merged with its subsidiary, Insured Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd., on September 30,
2021. Thereafter, Tatung Medical Healthcare Technologies Co., Ltd. became the surviving
company, and Insured Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd. became the dissolved entity.
Note 5: In October 2021, the Group acquired the shareholders’ waiver of shares and received
3,000,000 shares of Toes Opto-Mechatronics Co., whose capital reduction had been completed
by cancelling its treasury stock in December 2021, resulting in the Group’ s shareholding
percentage in Toes Opto-Mechatronics Co. to increase from 86.05% to 100%.
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Note 6: In the first quarter of 2021, the Group entered into an agreement to sell 100% of its equity
interest in Chih Kuang Energy Co., Ltd. to Ta Ya Green Energy Technology Co., Ltd.
According to IFRS 5 “ Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations” , the
Group recognized assets and liabilities of Chih Kuang Energy Co., Ltd. separately as noncurrent assets or liabilities held for sale in the first quarter of 2021. The shares were transferred
in the third quarter of 2021. As of December 31, 2021, a final payment of $51,296 thousand
was yet to be paid and was recognized as other receivables.
Note 7: To expand energy storage service related business, in June 2021, the Company established
Cizhi Power Co., Ltd. with $90,000 thousand. The Group was the 100% shareholder of the
company.
Note 8: Tatung Information Technologies Corp. completed liquidation procedures in the fourth quarter
of 2021.
Note 9: In the fourth quarter of 2020, the Group entered into an agreement to sell 90% of its equity
interest in Sheng Yang Energy Co., Ltd. to Global Renewable Power 1 Co., Ltd. According to
IFRS 5 “ Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations” , the Company
recognized assets and liabilities of Sheng Yang Energy Co., Ltd. separately as non-current
assets or liabilities held for sale in the fourth quarter of 2020. The shares were transferred in
the second quarter of 2021. As of December 31, 2021, a final payment of $85,961 thousand
was yet to be paid and was recognized as other receivables. The rest 10% of shares were
recognized as financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income.
Note 10: The Group sold 100% shares of Central Research Technology Co. based on the resolution
approved by the investment commission of the Company on July 12, 2021. According to IFRS
5 “ Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations” , the Group recognized
assets and liabilities of Central Research Technology Co. separately as non-current assets or
liabilities held for sale in the third quarter of 2021.
Note 11: Although the percentages of ownership interests in some companies, such as CPT, TSTI and
FD were less than 50%, the Group determined that it still had control over these companies.
This is due to a combination of factors, including the fact that the Group has been the single
largest shareholder of these companies since the inception of the investment; the remaining
shares of these companies are widely held by many other shareholders; in the absence of
contractual arrangement, the Group could obtain proxies to achieve relative majority, and the
Group is able to appoint or approve the key management personnel of these companies who
have the rights to direct the related activities.

(iv) Subsidiaries excluded from the consolidated financial statements

Name of investee
Name investor
Hsieh Chih Industrial Library
The Company, Shan-Chih
Publishing Co.
Asset Development Co.,
Tatung Forestry and
Construction Co. and
Tatung Fine Chemicals Co.,
Ltd.
The Company

Scope of business
The publishing and sales of
Hsieh Chih Industrial
Library

Lansong International Co., Ltd Forestry

Percentage of ownership
December
December
31, 2020
31, 2021
98.80 %
98.80 %

98.33 %

Description

98.33 %

Note: The total assets and operating income of the above-mentioned subsidiaries which represented a
small proportion of the Group’ s total assets and operating income were not material, and are
therefore not included in the consolidated financial statements.
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(d)

Foreign currencies
(i)

Foreign currency transactions
Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into the respective functional currencies of
Group entities at the exchange rates at the dates of the transactions. At the end of each
subsequent reporting period, monetary items denominated in foreign currencies are translated
into the functional currencies using the exchange rate at that date. Non-monetary items
denominated in foreign currencies that are measured at fair value are translated into the
functional currencies using the exchange rate at the date that the fair value was determined.
Nonmonetary items denominated in foreign currencies that are measured based on historical
cost are translated using the exchange rate at the date of the transaction.
Exchange differences are generally recognized in profit or loss, except for those differences
relating to the following, which are recognized in other comprehensive income:

(ii)

1)

an investment in equity securities designated as at fair value through other comprehensive
income;

2)

a financial liability designated as a hedge of the net investment in a foreign operation to
the extent that the hedge is effective; or

3)

qualifying cash flow hedges to the extent that the hedges are effective.

Foreign operations
The assets and liabilities of foreign operations, including goodwill and fair value adjustments
arising on acquisition, are translated into the presentation currency at the exchange rates at the
reporting date. The income and expenses of foreign operations are translated into the
presentation currency at the average exchange rate. Exchange differences are recognized in
other comprehensive income.
When a foreign operation is disposed of such that control, significant influence, or joint control
is lost, the cumulative amount in the translation reserve related to that foreign operation is
reclassified to profit or loss as part of the gain or loss on disposal. When the Group disposes of
only part of its interest in a subsidiary that includes a foreign operation while retaining control,
the relevant proportion of the cumulative amount is reattributed to noncontrolling interests.
When the Group disposes of only part of its investment in an associate or joint venture that
includes a foreign operation while retaining significant influence or joint control, the relevant
proportion of the cumulative amount is reclassified to profit or loss.
When the settlement of a monetary receivable from or payable to a foreign operation is neither
planned nor likely to occur in the foreseeable future, Exchange differences arising from such a
monetary item that are considered to form part of the net investment in the foreign operation
are recognized in other comprehensive income.
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(e)

Classification of current and non-current assets and liabilities
An asset is classified as current under one of the following criteria, and all other assets are classified
as noncurrent.
(i)

It is expected to be realized, or intended to be sold or consumed, in the normal operating cycle;

(ii)

It is held primarily for the purpose of trading;

(iii) It is expected to be realized within twelve months after the reporting period; or
(iv) The asset is cash or a cash equivalent unless the asset is restricted from being exchanged or
used to settle a liability for at least twelve months after the reporting period.
A liability is classified as current under one of the following criteria, and all other liabilities are
classified as noncurrent.
An entity shall classify a liability as current when:
(i)

It is expected to be settled in the normal operating cycle;

(ii)

It is held primarily for the purpose of trading;

(iii) It is due to be settled within twelve months after the reporting period; or
(iv) The Group does not have an unconditional right to defer settlement of the liability for at least
twelve months after the reporting period. Terms of a liability that could, at the option of the
counterparty, result in its settlement by issuing equity instruments do not affect its
classification.
(f)

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash comprises cash on hand and demand deposits. Cash equivalents are shortterm, highly liquid
investments that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and are subject to an insignificant
risk of changes in value. Time deposits which meet the above definition and are held for the purpose
of meeting shortterm cash commitments rather than for investment or other purposes should be
recognized as cash equivalents.

(g)

Financial instruments
Trade receivables and debt securities issued are initially recognized when they are originated. All
other financial assets and financial liabilities are initially recognized when the Group becomes a party
to the contractual provisions of the instrument. A financial asset (unless it is a trade receivable
without a significant financing component) or financial liability is initially measured at fair value
plus, for an item not at fair value through profit or loss (FVTPL), transaction costs that are directly
attributable to its acquisition or issue. A trade receivable without a significant financing component is
initially measured at the transaction price.
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(i)

Financial assets
All regular way purchases or sales of financial assets are recognized and derecognized on a
trade date basis.
On initial recognition, a financial asset is classified as measured at: amortized cost; FVOCI –
equity investment; or FVTPL. Financial assets are not reclassified subsequent to their initial
recognition unless the Group changes its business model for managing financial assets, in
which case all affected financial assets are reclassified on the first day of the first reporting
period following the change in the business model.
1)

Financial assets measured at amortized cost
A financial asset is measured at amortized cost if it meets both of the following
conditions and is not designated as at FVTPL:
 It is held within a business model whose objective is to hold assets to collect
contractual cash flows.
 Its contractual terms give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments
of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding.
These assets are subsequently measured at amortized cost, which is the amount at which
the financial asset is measured at initial recognition, plus/minus, the cumulative
amortization using the effective interest method, adjusted for any loss allowance. Interest
income, foreign exchange gains and losses, as well as impairment, are recognized in
profit or loss. Any gain or loss on derecognition is recognized in profit or loss.

2)

Fair value through other comprehensive income (FVOCI )
A debt investment is measured at FVOCI if it meets both of the following conditions and
is not designated as at FVTPL:
 Its held within a business model whose objective is achieved by both collecting
contractual cash flows and selling financial assets.
 Its contractual terms give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments
of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding.
Some accounts receivables are held within a business model whose objective is achieved
by both collecting contractual cash flows and selling by the Group, therefore, those
receivables are measured at FVOCI. However, they are included in the ‘trade receivables’
line item.
On initial recognition of an equity investment that is not held for trading, the Group may
irrevocably elect to present subsequent changes in the investment’ s fair value in other
comprehensive income. This election is made on an instrument-by-instrument basis.
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Debt investments at FVOCI are subsequently measured at fair value. Interest income
calculated using the effective interest method, foreign exchange gains and losses and
impairment are recognized in profit or loss. Other net gains and losses are recognized in
other comprehensive income. On derecognition, gains and losses accumulated in other
comprehensive income are reclassified to profit or loss.
Equity investments at FVOCI are subsequently measured at fair value. Dividends are
recognized as income in profit or loss unless the dividend clearly represents a recovery of
part of the cost of the investment. Other net gains and losses are recognized in other
comprehensive income and are never reclassified to profit or loss.
Dividend income is recognized in profit or loss on the date on which the Group’s right to
receive payment is established.
3)

Fair value through profit or loss (FVTPL)
All financial assets not classified as amortized cost or FVOCI described as above are
measured at FVTPL, including derivative financial assets. On initial recognition, the
Group may irrevocably designate a financial asset, which meets the requirements to be
measured at amortized cost or at FVOCI, as at FVTPL if doing so eliminates or
significantly reduces an accounting mismatch that would otherwise arise.
These assets are subsequently measured at fair value. Net gains and losses, including any
interest or dividend income, are recognized in profit or loss.

4)

Business model assessment
The Group makes an assessment of the objective of the business model in which a
financial asset is held at portfolio level because this best reflects the way the business is
managed and information is provided to management. The information considered
includes:
 The stated policies and objectives for the portfolio and the operation of those policies
in practice. These include whether management’ s strategy focuses on earning
contractual interest income, maintaining a particular interest rate profile, matching the
duration of the financial assets to the duration of any related liabilities or expected cash
outflows or realizing cash flows through the sale of the assets.
 How the performance of the portfolio is evaluated and reported to the Group’ s
management.
 The risks that affect the performance of the business model (and the financial assets
held within that business model) and how those risks are managed.
 The frequency, volume and timing of sales of financial assets in prior periods, the
reasons for such sales and expectations about future sales activity.
Transfers of financial assets to third parties in transactions that do not qualify for
derecognition are not considered sales for this purpose, and are consistent with the
Group’s continuing recognition of the assets.
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Financial assets that are held for trading or are managed and whose performance is
evaluated on a fair value basis are measured at FVTPL.
5)

Assessment whether contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal and interest
For the purposes of this assessment, ‘principal’ is defined as the fair value of the financial
assets on initial recognition. ‘ Interest’ is defined as consideration for the time value of
money and for the credit risk associated with the principal amount outstanding during a
particular period of time and for other basic lending risks and costs, as well as a profit
margin.
In assessing whether the contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal and
interest, the Group considers the contractual terms of the instrument. This includes
assessing whether the financial asset contains a contractual term that could change the
timing or amount of contractual cash flows such that it would not meet this condition. In
making this assessment, the Group considers:
 contingent events that would change the amount or timing of cash flows;
 terms that may adjust the contractual coupon rate, including variable rate features;
 prepayment and extension features; and
 terms that limit the Group’ s claim to cash flows from specified assets (e.g. nonrecourse features)

6)

Impairment of financial assets
The Group recognizes loss allowances for expected credit losses (ECL) on financial
assets measured at amortized cost (including cash and cash equivalents, amortized costs,
notes and trade receivables, leases receivable, other receivable and guarantee deposit paid
), debt investments measured at FVOCI and contract assets.
The Group measures loss allowances at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit loss
(ECL), except for the following which are measured as 12-month ECL:
 debt securities that are determined to have low credit risk at the reporting date; and
 other debt securities and bank balances for which credit risk (i.e. the risk of default
occurring over the expected life of the financial instrument) has not increased
significantly since initial recognition.
Loss allowance for trade receivables and contract assets are always measured at an
amount equal to lifetime ECL.
When determining whether the credit risk of a financial asset has increased significantly
since initial recognition and when estimating ECL, the Group considers reasonable and
supportable information that is relevant and available without undue cost or effort. This
includes both quantitative and qualitative information and analysis based on the Group’s
historical experience and informed credit assessment as well as forward-looking
information.
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The Group assumes that the credit risk on a financial asset has increased significantly if it
is more than 30 days past due.
The Group considers a financial asset to be in default when the financial asset is more
than 90 days past due or the debtor is unlikely to pay its credit obligations to the Group
in full.
Lifetime ECLs are the ECLs that result from all possible default events over the expected
life of a financial instrument.
12-month ECLs are the portion of ECLs that result from default events that are possible
within the 12 month after the reporting date (or a shorter period if the expected life of the
instrument is less than 12 months).
The maximum period considered when estimating ECLs is the maximum contractual
period over which the Group is exposed to credit risk.
ECLs are a probability-weighted estimate of credit losses. Credit losses are measured as
the present value of all cash shortfalls (i.e the difference between the cash flows due to
the Group in accordance with the contract and the cash flows that the Group expects to
receive). ECLs are discounted at the effective interest rate of the financial asset.
At each reporting date, the Group assesses whether financial assets carried at amortized
cost and debt securities at FVOCI are credit-impaired. A financial asset is ‘ creditimpaired’ when one or more events that have a detrimental impact on the estimated future
cash flows of the financial asset have occurred. Evidence that a financial assets is creditimpaired includes the following observable data:
 significant financial difficulty of the borrower or issuer;
 a breach of contract such as a default or being more than 90 days past due;
 the lender of the borrower, for economic or contractual reasons relating to the
borrower's financial difficulty, having granted to the borrower a concession that the
lender would not otherwise consider;
 it is probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy or other financial reorganization;
or
 the disappearance of an active market for a security because of financial difficulties.
Loss allowances for financial assets measured at amortized cost are deducted from the
gross carrying amount of the assets. For debt securities at FVOCI, the loss allowance is
charge to profit or loss and is recognized in other comprehensive income instead of
reducing the carrying amount of the asset.
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The gross carrying amount of a financial asset is written off when the Group has no
reasonable expectations of recovering a financial asset in its entirety or a portion thereof.
For corporate customers, the Group individually makes an assessment with respect to the
timing and amount of write-off based on whether there is a reasonable expectation of
recovery. The Group expects no significant recovery from the amount written off.
However, financial assets that are written off could still be subject to enforcement
activities in order to comply with the Group’s procedures for recovery of amounts due.
7)

Derecognition of financial assets
The Group derecognizes a financial asset when the contractual rights to the cash flows
from the financial asset expire, or it transfers the rights to receive the contractual cash
flows in a transaction in which substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership of
the financial asset are transferred or in which the Group neither transfers nor retains
substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership and it does not retain control of the
financial asset.
The Group enters into transactions whereby it transfers assets recognized in its statement
of balance sheet, but retains either all or substantially all of the risks and rewards of the
transferred assets. In these cases, the transferred assets are not derecognized.

(ii)

Financial liabilities and equity instruments
1)

Classification of debt or equity
Debt and equity instruments issued by the Group are classified as financial liabilities or
equity in accordance with the substance of the contractual arrangements and the
definitions of a financial liability and an equity instrument.

2)

Equity instrument
An equity instrument is any contract that evidences residual interest in the assets of an
entity after deducting all of its liabilities. Equity instruments issued are recognized as the
amount of consideration received, less the direct cost of issuing.

3)

Treasury shares
When shares recognized as equity are repurchased, the amount of the consideration paid,
which includes directly attributable costs, is recognized as a deduction from equity.
Repurchased shares are classified as treasury shares. When treasury shares are sold or
reissued subsequently, the amount received is recognized as an increase in equity, and the
resulting surplus or deficit on the transaction is recognized in capital surplus or retained
earnings (if the capital suplus is not sufficient to be written down).

4)

Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities are classified as measured at amortized cost or FVTPL. A financial
liability is classified as at FVTPL if it is classified as held-for-trading, it is a derivative or
it is designated as such on initial recognition. Financial liabilities at FVTPL are measured
at fair value and net gains and losses, including any interest expense, are recognized in
profit or loss.
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Other financial liabilities are subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective
interest method. Interest expense and foreign exchange gains and losses are recognized in
profit or loss. Any gain or loss on derecognition is also recognized in profit or loss.
5)

Derecognition of financial liabilities
The Group derecognizes a financial liability when its contractual obligations are
discharged or cancelled, or expire. The Group also derecognizes a financial liability when
its terms are modified and the cash flows of the modified liability are substantially
different, in which case a new financial liability based on the modified terms is
recognized at fair value.
On derecognition of a financial liability, the difference between the carrying amount of a
financial liability extinguished and the consideration paid (including any non-cash assets
transferred or liabilities assumed) is recognized in profit or loss.

6)

Offsetting of financial assets and liabilities
Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset and the net amount presented in the
statement of balance sheet when, and only when, the Group currently has a legally
enforceable right to set off the amounts and it intends either to settle them on a net basis
or to realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.

7)

Interest rate benchmark reform (effective for annual period beginning on January 1,
2021)
When the basis for determining the contractual cash flows of a financial asset or financial
liability measured at amortized cost changed as a result of interest rate benchmark reform,
the Group will update the effective interest rate of the financial asset or financial liability
to reflect the change that is required by the reform. A change in the basis for determining
the contractual cash flows is required by interest rate benchmark reform if the following
conditions are met:
 the change is necessary as a direct consequence of the reform; and
 the new basis for determining the contractual cash flows is economically equivalent to
the previous basis – i.e. the basis immediately before the change.
When changes were made to a financial asset or financial liability in addition to changes
to the basis for determining the contractual cash flows required by interest rate
benchmark reform, the Group will first update the effective interest rate of the financial
asset or financial liability to reflect the change that is required by interest rate benchmark
reform. Thereafter, the Group will apply applied the policies on accounting for
modifications to the additional changes.

(iii) Derivative financial instruments and hedge accounting

The Group holds derivative financial instruments to hedge its foreign currency and
interest rate exposures. Embedded derivatives are separated from the host contract and
accounted for separately if the host contract is not a financial asset and certain criteria
are met.
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Derivatives are initially measured at fair value. Subsequent to initial recognition, derivatives
are measured at fair value, and changes therein are generally recognized in profit or loss.
The Group designates certain hedging instruments (which include derivatives, embedded
derivatives and non-derivatives in respect of foreign currency risk) as either fair value hedges,
cash flow hedges, or hedges of net investments in foreign operations. Hedges of foreign
exchange risk on firm commitments are accounted for as cash flow hedges.
At inception of designated hedging relationships, the Group documents the risk management
objective and strategy for undertaking the hedge. The Group also documents the economic
relationship between the hedged item and the hedging instrument, including whether the
changes in cash flows of the hedged item and hedging instrument are expected to offset each
other.
1)

Fair value hedges
The fair value change on qualifying hedging instruments is recognized in profit or loss
except when the hedging instrument hedges an equity instrument designated at FVOCI in
which case it is recognized in other comprehensive income.
The carrying amount of a hedged item not already measured at fair value is adjusted for
the fair value change attributable to the hedged risk with a corresponding entry in profit
or loss. For debt instruments measured at FVOCI, the carrying amount is not adjusted as
it is already at fair value, but the hedging gain or loss is recognized in profit or loss
instead of other comprehensive income. When the hedged item is an equity instrument
designated at FVOCI, the hedging gain or loss remains in other comprehensive income to
match that of the hedging instrument.
Where hedging gains or losses are recognized in profit or loss, they are recognized in the
same line as the hedged item.
If the hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge accounting or the hedging instrument
is sold, expires, is terminated or is exercised, then hedge accounting is discontinued
prospectively. The discontinuation is accounted for prospectively. The fair value
adjustment to the carrying amount of the hedged item arising from the hedged risk is
amortized to profit or loss from that date.

2)

Cash flow hedges
The effective portion of changes in the fair value of derivatives and other qualifying
hedging instruments that are designated and qualify as cash flow hedges is recognized in
other comprehensive income and accumulated under ‘ other equity gains (losses) on
hedging instruments’, limited to the cumulative change in fair value of the hedged item
from inception of the hedge. The gain or loss relating to the ineffective portion is
recognized immediately in profit or loss.
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Amounts previously recognized in other comprehensive income and accumulated in
equity are reclassified to profit or loss in the periods when the hedged item affects profit
or loss, in the same line as the recognized hedged item. However, when the hedged
forecast transaction results in the recognition of a non-financial asset or a non-financial
liability, the gains and losses previously recognized in other comprehensive income and
accumulated in equity are removed from equity and included in the initial measurement
of the cost of the non-financial asset or non-financial liability. Furthermore, if the Group
expects that some or all of the loss accumulated in other equity will not be recovered in
the future, that amount is immediately reclassified to profit or loss.
If the hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge accounting or the hedging instrument
is sold, expires, is terminated or is exercised, then hedge accounting is discontinued
prospectively. The discontinuation is accounted for prospectively. When hedge
accounting for cash flow hedges is discontinued, the amount that has been accumulated in
other equity remains in equity until, for a hedge of a transaction resulting in the
recognition of a non-financial item, it is included in the non-financial item’s cost on its
initial recognition or, for other cash flow hedges, it is reclassified to profit or loss in the
same period or periods as the hedged expected future cash flows affect profit or loss. If
the hedged future cash flows are no longer expected to occur, then the amounts that have
been accumulated in other equity are immediately reclassified to profit or loss.
3)

Hedge of a net investment in a foreign operation
Hedges of net investments in foreign operations are accounted for similarly to cash flow
hedges. Any gain or loss on the foreign currency forward contracts relating to the
effective portion of the hedge is recognized in other comprehensive income and
accumulated in ‘other equitygains (losses) on hedging instruments’. The gain or loss
relating to the ineffective portion is recognized immediately in profit or loss.
Gains and losses on the hedging instrument accumulated in other equity are reclassified to
profit or loss on the disposal or partial disposal of the foreign operation.

4)

Hedges directly affected by interest rate benchmark reform
The Group has adopted the Phase 2 amendments and retrospectively applied them from
January 1, 2021.
When the basis for determining the contractual cash flows of the hedged item or hedging
instrument changes as a result of IBOR reform and therefore there is no longer
uncertainty arising about the cash flows of the hedged item or the hedging instrument, the
Group will amend the hedge documentation of that hedging relationship to reflect the
change(s) required by IBOR reform. For this purpose, the hedge designation is amended
only to make one or more of the following changes:
 designating an alternative benchmark rate as the hedged risk;
 updating the description of the hedged item, including the description of the designated
portion of the cash flows or fair value being hedged; or
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 updating the description of the hedging instrument.
The Group amends the description of the hedging instrument only if the following
conditions are met:
 it makes a change required by IBOR reform by using an approach other than changing
the basis for determining the contractual cash flows of the hedging instrument;
 that the chosen approach is economically equivalent to changing the basis for
determining the contractual cash flows of the original hedging instrument; and
 the original hedging instrument is not derecognized.
The Group amends the formal hedge documentation by the end of the reporting period
during which a change required by IBOR reform is made to the hedged risk, hedged item
or hedging instrument. These amendments in the formal hedge documentation do not
constitute the discontinuation of the hedging relationship or the designation of a new
hedging relationship.
If changes are made in addition to those changes required by IBOR reform described
above, then the Group will first consider whether those additional changes result in the
discontinuation of the hedge accounting relationship. If the additional changes do not
result in the discontinuation of the hedge accounting relationship, then the Group will
amend the formal hedge documentation for changes required by IBOR reform as
mentioned above.
When the interest rate benchmark on which the hedged future cash flows had been based
is changed as required by IBOR reform, for the purpose of determining whether the
hedged future cash flows are expected to occur, the Group will deem that the hedging
reserve recognized in OCI for that hedging relationship is based on the alternative
benchmark rate on which the hedged future cash flows will be based.
5)

Specific policies applicable from January 1, 2021 for hedges directly affected by IBOR
reform
a)

Prospective assessments
For the purpose of evaluating whether the economic relationship between the
hedged item and the hedging instrument exists, the Group assumes that the
benchmark interest rate is not altered as a result of IBOR reform.

b)

The ‘highly probable’ assessments for forecast transactions
For a cash flow hedge of a forecast transaction, the Group assumes that the
benchmark interest rate will not be not altered as a result of IBOR reform for the
purpose of asserting that the forecast transaction is highly probable. Also, for
discontinued hedging relationships, the same assumption is applied for determining
whether the?hedged future cash flows are expected to occur.
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c)

End of application
The Group will cease to apply the above assessments when the uncertainty arising
from interest rate benchmark reform is no longer present with respect to the timing
and the amount of the interest rate benchmark-based cash flows of the hedged item
or hedging instrument, or when the hedging relationship is discontinued.

(h)

Inventories
Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net realizable value. The cost of inventories is
calculated using the weighted average method, and includes expenditure incurred in acquiring the
inventories, production or conversion costs, and other costs incurred in bringing them to their present
location and condition. In the case of manufactured inventories and work in progress, cost includes
an appropriate share of production overheads based on normal operating capacity.
Net realizable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business, less the
estimated costs of completion and selling expenses.

(i)

Non-current assets held for sale & Discontinued operations
1)

Non-current assets held for sale (or disposal groups)
Non-current assets or disposal groups comprising assets and liabilities that are highly
probable to be recovered primarily through sale rather than through continuing use, are
reclassified as held for sale. Immediately before classification as held for sale, the assets,
or components of a disposal group, are remeasured in accordance with the Group’ s
accounting policies. Thereafter, generally, the assets or disposal groups are measured at
the lower of their carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell.
Any impairment loss on a disposal group is first allocated to goodwill, and then to the
remaining assets and liabilities on a pro rata basis, except that no loss is allocated to
assets not within the scope of IAS 36 – Impairment of Assets. Such assets will continue to
be measured in accordance with the Group’s accounting policies.
Impairment losses on assets initially classified as held for sale and any subsequent gains
or losses on remeasurement are recognized in profit or loss. Gains are not recognized in
excess of the cumulative impairment loss that has been recognized.
Once classified as held for sale, intangible assets and property, plant and equipment are
no longer amortized or depreciated, and any equity-accounted investee is no longer equity
accounted.

2)

Discontinued operations
A discontinued operation is a component of the Group’ s business that either has been
disposed, or is classifies as held for sale, and
a)

represents a separate major line of business or geographic area of operations;

b)

is part of a single co-ordinated plan to dispose of a separate major line of business
or geographic area of operations; or
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c)

is a subsidiary acquired exclusively with a view to resale.

Classification as a discontinued operation occurs at the earlier of disposal or when the
operation meets the criteria to be classified as held for sale.
(j)

Investment in associates
Associates are those entities in which the Group has significant influence, but not control or joint
control, over their financial and operating policies.
Investments in associates are accounted for using the equity method and are recognized initially at
cost. The cost of the investment includes transaction costs. The carrying amount of the investment in
associates includes goodwill arising from the acquisition less any accumulated impairment losses.
The consolidated financial statements include the Group’ s share of the profit or loss and other
comprehensive income of those associates, after adjustments to align their accounting policies with
those of the Group, from the date on which significant influence commences until the date on which
significant influence ceases. The Group recognizes any changes of its proportionate share in the
investee within capital surplus, when an associate’s equity changes due to reasons other than profit
and loss or comprehensive income, which did not result in changes in actual proportionate share.
Gains and losses resulting from transactions between the Group and an associate are recognized only
to the extent of unrelated Group’s interests in the associate.
When the Group’ s share of losses of an associate equals or exceeds its interests in an associate, it
discontinues recognizing its share of further losses. After the recognized interest is reduced to zero,
additional losses are provided for, and a liability is recognized, only to the extent that the Group has
incurred legal or constructive obligations or made payments on behalf of the associate.
The Group discontinues the use of the equity method and measures the retained interest at fair value
from the date when its investment ceases to be an associate. The difference between the fair value of
retained interest and proceeds from disposing, and the carrying amount of the investment at the date
the equity method was discontinued is recognized in profit or loss. The Group accounts for all the
amounts previously recognized in other comprehensive income in relation to that investment on the
same basis as would have been required if the associates had directly disposed of the related assets or
liabilities. If a gain or loss previously recognized in other comprehensive income would be
reclassified to profit or loss (or retained earnings) on the disposal of the related assets or liabilities,
the Group reclassifies the gain or loss from equity to profit or loss (as a reclassification adjustment)
(or retained earnings) when the equity method is discontinued. If the Group’s ownership interest in
an associate is reduced while it continues to apply the equity method, the Group reclassifies the
proportion of the gain or loss that had previously been recognized in other comprehensive income
relating to that reduction in ownership interest to profit or loss.
If an investment in an associate becomes an investment in a joint venture or an investment in a joint
venture becomes an investment in an associate, the Group continues to apply the equity method
without remeasuring the retained interest.
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When the Group subscribes to additional shares in an associate at a percentage different from its
existing ownership percentage, the resulting carrying amount of the investment will differ from the
amount of the Group’ s proportionate interest in the net assets of the associate. The Group records
such a difference as an adjustment to investments, with the corresponding amount charged or
credited to capital surplus. The aforesaid adjustment should first be adjusted under capital surplus. If
the capital surplus resulting from changes in ownership interest is not sufficient, the remaining
difference is debited to retained earnings. If the Group’ s ownership interest is reduced due to the
additional subscription to the shares of the associate by other investors, the proportionate amount of
the gains or losses previously recognized in other comprehensive income in relation to that associate
will be reclassified to profit or loss on the same basis as would be required if the associate had
directly disposed of the related assets or liabilities.
(k)

Investment property
Investment property is property held either to earn rental income or for capital appreciation or for
both, but not for sale in the ordinary course of business, use in the production or supply of goods or
services or for administrative purposes. Investment property is initially measured at cost and
subsequently at fair value with any change therein recognized in profit or loss.
Any gain or loss on disposal of investment property (calculated as the difference between the net
proceeds from disposal and the carrying amount of the item) is recognized in profit or loss. When
investment property that was previously classified as property, plant and equipment is sold, any
related amount included in ‘other equity - revaluation surplus’ is transferred to retained earnings.
Rental income from investment property is recognized as other revenue on a straight-line basis over
the term of the lease. Lease incentives granted are recognized as an integral part of the total rental
income, over the term of the lease.

(l)

Property, plant and equipment
(i)

Recognition and measurement
Items of property, plant and equipment are measured at cost, which includes capitalized
borrowing costs, less accumulated depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses.
If significant parts of an item of property, plant and equipment have different useful lives, they
are accounted for as separate items (major components) of property, plant and equipment.
Any gain or loss on disposal of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognized in profit
or loss.

(ii)

Subsequent expenditure
Subsequent expenditure is capitalized only if it is probable that the future economic benefits
associated with the expenditure will flow to the Group.

(iii) Depreciation
Depreciation is calculated on the cost of an asset less its residual value and is recognized in
profit or loss on a straightline basis over the estimated useful lives of each component of an
item of property, plant and equipment.
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Land is not depreciated.
The estimated useful lives of property, plant and equipment for current and comparative
periods are as follows:
Buildings

350 years

Machinery and equipment

236 years

Office equipment

110 years

Other equipment

215 years

Depreciation methods, useful lives and residual values are reviewed at each reporting date and
adjusted if appropriate.
(iv) Reclassification to investment property
When the use of a property changes from owner-occupied to investment property, the property
is remeasured to fair value and reclassified accordingly. Any gain arising on this
remeasurement is recognized in profit or loss to the extent that it reverses a previous
impairment loss on the specific property, with any remaining gain recognized in other
comprehensive income and presented in ‘ other equity - revaluation surplus’ . Any loss is
recognized in profit or loss. However, to the extent that an amount is included in the
revaluation surplus for that property, the loss is recognized in other comprehensive income and
reduces the revaluation surplus within equity.
(m) Leases
At inception of a contract, the Group assesses whether a contract is, or contains, a lease. A contract
is, or contains, a lease if the contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified asset for a
period of time in exchange for consideration.
(i)

As a leasee
The Group recognizes a right-of-use asset and a lease liability at the lease commencement date.
The right-of-use asset is initially measured at cost, which comprises the initial amount of the
lease liability adjusted for any lease payments made at or before the commencement date, plus
any initial direct costs incurred and an estimate of costs to dismantle and remove the underlying
asset or to restore the underlying asset or the site on which it is located, less any lease
incentives received.
The right-of-use asset is subsequently depreciated using the straight-line method from the
commencement date to the earlier of the end of the useful life of the right-of-use asset or the
end of the lease term. In addition, the right-of-use asset is periodically reduced by impairment
losses, if any, and adjusted for certain remeasurements of the lease liability.
The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of the lease payments that are not
paid at the commencement date, discounted using the interest rate implicit in the lease or, if that
rate cannot be reliably determined, the Group’ s incremental borrowing rate. Generally, the
Group uses its incremental borrowing rate as the discount rate.
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Lease payments included in the measurement of the lease liability comprise the following:


fixed payments;



variable lease payments that depend on an index or a rate, initially measured using the
index or rate as at the commencement date;



amounts expected to be payable under a residual value guarantee; and



payments for purchase or termination options that are reasonably certain to be exercised.

The lease liability is measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method. It is
remeasured when:


there is a change in future lease payments arising from the change in an index or rate; or



there is a change in the Group’s estimate of the amount expected to be payable under a
residual value guarantee; or



there is a change in the lease term resulting from a change of its assessment on whether it
will exercise an option to purchase the underlying asset, or



there is a change of its assessment on whether it will exercise a purchase, extension or
termination option; or



there is any lease modifications

When the lease liability is remeasured, other than lease modifications, a corresponding
adjustment is made to the carrying amount of the right-of-use asset, or in profit and loss if the
carrying amount of the right-of-use asset has been reduced to zero.
When the lease liability is remeasured to reflect the partial or full termination of the lease for
lease modifications that decrease the scope of the lease, the Group accounts for the
remeasurement of the lease liability by decreasing the carrying amount of the right-of-use asset
to reflect the partial or full termination of the lease, and recognize in profit or loss any gain or
loss relating to the partial or full termination of the lease.
The Group presents right-of-use assets that do not meet the definition of investment and lease
liabilities as a separate line item respectively in the statement of financial position.
If an arrangement contains lease and non-lease components, the Group allocates the
consideration in the contract to each lease component on the basis of their relative stand-alone
prices.
The Group has elected not to recognize right-of-use assets and lease liabilities for short-term
leases and leases of low-value assets. The Group recognizes the lease payments associated with
these leases as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
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For sale-and-leaseback transactions, the Group applies the requirements for determining when a
performance obligation is satisfied in IFRS15 to determine whether the transfer of an asset is
accounted for as a sale of the asset. If the transfer of an asset satisfies the requirement of
IFRS15 to be accounted for as a sale of the asset, the Group derecognizes the transferred asset,
then measures the right-of-use asset arising from the leaseback at the proportion of the previous
carrying amount of the asset that relates to the right of use retained. Accordingly, the Group
recognizes only the amount of any gain or loss that relates to the rights transferred to the buyerlessor. For leaseback transaction, the Group applies the lessee accounting policy. If the transfer
of an asset does not satisfy the requirement of IFRS15 to be accounted for as a sale of the asset,
the Group continues to recognize the transferred asset and recognizes the financial liability
equal to the transfer proceeds.
From January 1, 2021, when the basis for determining future lease payments changes as
required by interest rate benchmark reform, the Group will remeasure the lease liability by
discounting the revised lease payments using the revised discount rate that reflects the change
to an alternative benchmark interest rate.
As a practical expedient, the Group elects not to assess whether all rent concessions that meets
all the following conditions are lease modifications or not:


the rent concessions occurring as a direct consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic;



the change in lease payments that resulted in revised consideration for the lease that is
substantially the same as, or less than, the consideration for the lease immediately
preceding the change;



any reduction in lease payments that affects only those payments originally due on, or
before, June 30, 2022; and



there is no substantive change in other terms and conditions of the lease.

In accordance with the practical expedient, the effect of the change in the lease liability is
reflected in profit or loss in the period in which the event or condition that triggers the rent
concession occurs.
(ii)

As a leasor
When the Group acts as a lessor, it determines at lease commencement whether each lease is a
finance lease or an operating lease. To classify each lease, the Group makes an overall
assessment of whether the lease transfers to the lessee substantially all of the risks and rewards
of ownership incidental to ownership of the underlying asset. If this is the case, then the lease is
a finance lease; if not, then the lease is an operating lease. As part of this assessment, the Group
considers certain indicators such as whether the lease is for the major part of the economic life
of the asset.
When the Group is an intermediate lessor, it accounts for its interests in the head lease and the
sub-lease separately. It assesses the lease classification of a sub-lease with reference to the
right-of-use asset arising from the head lease, not with reference to the underlying asset. If a
head lease is a short-term lease to which the Group applies the exemption described above, then
it classifies the sub-lease as an operating lease.
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If an arrangement contains lease and non-lease components, the Group applies IFRS15 to
allocate the consideration in the contract.
The lessor recognizes a finance lease receivable at an amount equal to its net investment in the
lease. Initial direct costs, such as lessors to negotiate and arrange a lease, are included in the
measurement of the net investment. The lessor recognizes the interest income over the lease
term based on a pattern reflecting a constant periodic rate of return on the lessor’ s net
investment in the lease. The Group recognizes lease payments received under operating leases
as income on a straight-line basis over the lease term as part of ‘other income’.
(n)

Intangible assets
(i)

Recognition and measurement
Expenditure on research activities is recognized in profit or loss as incurred.
Development expenditure is capitalized only if the expenditure can be measured reliably, the
product or process is technically and commercially feasible, future economic benefits are
probable and the Group intends to, and has sufficient resources to, complete development and
to use or sell the asset. Otherwise, it is recognized in profit or loss as incurred. Subsequent to
initial recognition, development expenditure is measured at cost, less accumulated amortization
and any accumulated impairment losses.
Other intangible assets that are acquired by the Group and have finite useful lives are measured
at cost less accumulated amortization and any accumulated impairment losses.

(ii)

Subsequent expenditure
Subsequent expenditure is capitalized only when it increases the future economic benefits
embodied in the specific asset to which it relates. All other expenditure, including expenditure
on internally generated goodwill and brands, is recognized in profit or loss as incurred.

(iii) Amortization
Amortization is calculated over the cost of the asset, less its residual value, and is recognized in
profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of intangible assets, other
than goodwill, from the date that they are available for use.
The estimated useful lives for current and comparative periods are as follows:
Patents

Amortized over the period of authorized use

Franchise and technical cooperation fee

315 years

Computer software

3 years

Amortization methods, useful lives and residual values are reviewed at each annual reporting
date and adjusted if appropriate.
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(o)

Impairment of non financial assets
At each reporting date, the Group reviews the carrying amounts of its non-financial assets (other than
inventories, contract assets, deferred tax assets and investment properties, measured at fair value, less
costs) to determine whether there is any indication of impairment. If any such indication exists, then
the asset’s recoverable amount is estimated. Goodwill is tested annually for impairment.
For impairment testing, assets are grouped together into the smallest group of assets that generates
cash inflows from continuing use that are largely independent of the cash inflows of other assets or
CGUs. Goodwill arising from a business combination is allocated to CGUs or groups of CGUs that
are expected to benefit from the synergies of the combination.
The recoverable amount of an asset or CGU is the greater of its value in use and its fair value less
costs to sell. Value in use is based on the estimated future cash flows, discounted to their present
value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of
money and the risks specific to the asset or CGU.
An impairment loss is recognized if the carrying amount of an asset or CGU exceeds its recoverable
amount.
Impairment losses are recognized in profit or loss. They are allocated first to reduce the carrying
amount of any goodwill allocated to the CGU, and then to reduce the carrying amounts of the other
assets in the CGU on a pro rata basis.
An impairment loss in respect of goodwill is not reversed. For other assets, an impairment loss is
reversed only to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that
would have been determined, net of depreciation or amortization, if no impairment loss had been
recognized.

(p)

Provisions
A provision is recognized if, as a result of a past event, the Group has a present obligation that can be
estimated reliably, and it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will be required to settle
the obligation. Provisions are determined by discounting the expected future cash flows at a pre-tax
rate that reflects the current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to
the liability. The unwinding of the discount is recognized as finance cost.
(i)

Warranties
A provision for warranties is recognized when the underlying products or services are sold,
based on historical warranty data and a weighting of all possible outcomes against their
associated probabilities.

(ii)

Decommissioning, restoration and rehabilitation costs
The provision for decommissioning, restoration and rehabilitation costs arose on construction
of a property, plant and equipment. The amount is measured at the present value of expected
costs to settle the obligation using estimated cash flows and recognized as part of the cost of
that particular asset.
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(iii) Provisions for legal matters
Provisions have been recognized for the estimated legal obligations and relevant costs based on
past experience. Provisions would be recognized if the existing obligations are mostly likely to
occur and the amount could be reasonably estimated.
(iv) Onerous contracts
A provision for onerous contracts is recognized when the expected benefits to be derived by the
Group from a contract are lower than the unavoidable cost of meeting its obligations under the
contract. The provision is measured at the present value of the lower of the expected cost of
terminating the contract and the expected net cost of continuing with the contract. Before a
provision is established, the Group recognizes any impairment loss on the assets associated
with that contract.
(v)

Levies
The provision for levies is estimated according to “ Regulations for Installation and
Management of Renewable Energy Generation Equipment” . The amount is measured at the
present value of expected costs to settle the obligation using estimated cash flows and
recognized as part of the cost of that particular asset.

(q)

Revenue from contracts with customers
(i)

Revenue from contracts with customers
Revenue is measured based on the consideration to which the Group expects to be entitled in
exchange for transferring goods or services to a customer. The Group recognizes revenue when
it satisfies a performance obligation by transferring control of a good or a service to a customer.
The accounting policies for the Group’s main types of revenue are explained below.
1)

Sale of goods
The Group recognizes revenue when control of the products has transferred, being when
the products are delivered to the customer, the customer has full discretion over the
channel and price to sell the products, and there is no unfulfilled obligation that could
affect the customer’s acceptance of the products. Delivery occurs when the products have
been shipped to the specific location, the risks of obsolescence and loss have been
transferred to the customer, and either the customer has accepted the products in
accordance with the sales contract, the acceptance provisions have lapsed, or the Group
has objective evidence that all criteria for acceptance have been satisfied.
The Group often offers volume discounts to its customers based on aggregate sales.
Revenue from these sales is recognized based on the price specified in the contract, net of
the estimated volume discounts. Accumulated experience is used to estimate the
discounts, using the expected value method, and revenue is only recognized to the extent
that it is highly probable that a significant reversal will not occur. A contract liability is
recognized for expected volume discounts payable to customers in relation to sales made
until the end of the reporting period. No element of financing is deemed present as the
sales are made with a credit term of 30~180 days, which is consistent with the market
practice.
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The Group’ s obligation to provide a refund for faulty electronic components under the
standard warranty terms is recognized as a provision for warranty; please refer to Note
6(v).
A receivable is recognized when the goods are delivered as this is the point in time that
the Group has a right to an amount of consideration that is unconditional.
2)

Rendering of services
The Group provides maintenance services for the sale of machinery and other
professional services. Such services are separately priced or negotiated and provided
based on contract periods. As the Group provides the maintenance services over the
contract period, the customers simultaneously receive and consume the benefits provided
by the Group. Accordingly, the performance obligations are satisfied over time, and the
related revenue are recognized by straight -line method over the contract period.
Most of the contractual considerations of the Group are collected evenly throughout the
contract periods. When the Group has performed the services to customers but does not
has a right to an amount of consideration that is unconditional, these contacts should be
recognized as contract assets. However, for some rendering of services contracts, part of
the consideration was received from customers upon signing the contract, and the Group
has the obligation to provide the services subsequently; accordingly, these amounts are
recognized as contract liabilities.

3)

Information System Services
The Group provides services for the management, development, design, import and
support of enterprise information systems. Some of the contracts include hardware
equipment and software agreements.
Most of the service contracts of the Group are customized integrated services provided
according to customer demand and have enforceable rights for the payment of completed
service. Therefore, revenue is recognized base on the completion ratio of services. The
price of the service contract is usually fixed, and the contract price is collected in
accordance with the schedule agreed with the customer. When the service provided by the
Group exceeds the payment made by the customer, the contract assets are recognized.
However, any payment by the customer in excess of the services already provided by the
Group shall be regarded as a contract liability.
For contract agreements that include multiple deliverables of goods or services, the
content of the contract is hardware equipment and maintenance services. Since
maintenance services can also be performed by other manufacturers and do not involve
integrated services, maintenance services are identified as separate performance
obligations. The transaction price is based on the relative stand-alone selling price to
allocate the contract price to each performance obligation. Revenue from the hardware
equipment is recognized when the hardware equipment is delivered to the customer, the
legal ownership is transferred to the customer and the customer has accepted the
hardware equipment, and maintenance service is recognized when the obligation is
fulfilled.
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4)

Construction contracts
The Group enters into contracts to constructions. Because its customer controls the asset
as it is constructed, the Group recognizes revenue over time on the basis of the
construction costs incurred to date as a proportion of the total estimated costs of the
contract. The consideration promised in the contract includes fixed and variable amounts.
The customer pays the fixed amount based on a payment schedule. For some variable
considerations (for example, a penalty payment calculated based on delay days),
accumulated experience is used to estimate the amount of variable consideration, using
the expected value method. For other variable considerations (for example, completion
bonus if a construction is completed by a specified date), the Group estimates the amount
of variable consideration using the most likely amount. Considering the progress of a
public construction is highly susceptible to factors outside the Group's control and,
therefore, completion bonus is usually constrained, the Group recognizes revenue only to
the extent that it is highly probable that a significant reversal in the amount of cumulative
revenue recognized will not occur. If the Group has recognized revenue, but not issued a
bill, then the entitlement to consideration is recognized as a contract asset. The contract
asset is transferred to receivables when the entitlement to payment becomes
unconditional.
If the Group cannot reasonably measure its progress towards complete satisfaction of the
performance obligation of a construction contract, the Group shall recognize revenue only
to the extent of the costs expected to be recovered.
A provision for onerous contracts is recognized when the Group expects the unavoidable
costs of performing the obligations under a construction contract exceed the economic
benefits expected to be received under the contract.
Estimates of revenues, costs or extent of progress toward completion are revised if
circumstances change. Any resulting increases or decreases in estimated revenues or costs
are reflected in profit or loss in the period in which the circumstances that give rise to the
revision become known by management.
The Group offers a standard warranty to provide assurance that they comply with agreedupon specifications and has recognized warranty provisions for this obligation; please
refer to Note 6(v).

5)

Financing components
The Group does not expect to have any contracts where the period between the transfer of
the promised goods or services to the customer and payment by the customer exceeds one
year. As a consequence, the group does not adjust any of the transaction prices for the
time value of money.
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(ii)

Contract costs
Incremental costs of obtaining a contract
The Group recognizes as an asset the incremental costs of obtaining a contract with a customer
if the Group expects to recover those costs. The incremental costs of obtaining a contract are
those costs that the Group incurs to obtain a contract with a customer that it would not have
incurred if the contract had not been obtained. Costs to obtain a contract that would have been
incurred regardless of whether the contract was obtained shall be recognized as an expense
when incurred, unless those costs are explicitly chargeable to the customer regardless of
whether the contract is obtained.
The Group applies the practical expedient to recognize the incremental costs of obtaining a
contract as an expense when incurred if the amortization period of the asset that the entity
otherwise would have recognized is one year or less.

(r)

Government grants and government assistance
The Group recognizes an unconditional government grant as other income when the grant becomes
receivable. Other government grants related to assets are initially recognized as deferred income at
fair value if there is reasonable assurance that they will be received and the Group will comply with
the conditions associated with the grant; they are then recognized in profit or loss as other income on
a systematic basis over the useful life of the asset. Grants that compensate the Group for expenses or
losses incurred are recognized in profit or loss on a systematic basis in the periods in which the
expenses or losses are recognized.

(s)

Employee benefits
(i)

Defined contribution plans
Obligations for contributions to defined contribution plans are expensed as the related service is
provided.

(ii)

Defined benefit plans
The Group’s net obligation in respect of defined benefit plans is calculated separately for each
the plan by estimating the amount of future benefit that employees have earned in the current
and prior periods, discounting that amount and deducting the fair value of any plan assets.
The calculation of defined benefit obligations is performed annually by a qualified actuary
using the projected unit credit method. When the calculation results in a potential asset for the
Group, the recognized asset is limited to the present value of economic benefits available in the
form of any future refunds from the plan or reductions in future contributions to the plan. To
calculate the present value of economic benefits, consideration is given to any applicable
minimum funding requirements.
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Remeasurements of the net defined benefit liability, which comprise actuarial gains and losses,
the return on plan assets (excluding interest) and the effect of the asset ceiling (if any,
excluding interest), are recognized immediately in other comprehensive income, and
accumulated in retained earnings within equity. The Group determines the net interest expense
(income) on the net defined benefit liability (asset) for the period by applying the discount rate
used to measure the defined benefit obligation at the beginning of the annual period to the thennet defined benefit liability (asset). Net interest expense and other expenses related to defined
benefit plans are recognized in profit or loss.
When the benefits of a plan are changed or when a plan is curtailed, the resulting change in
benefit that relates to past service or the gain or loss on curtailment is recognized immediately
in profit or loss. The Group recognizes gains and losses on the settlement of a defined benefit
plan when the settlement occurs.
(iii) Short-term employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits are expensed as the related service is provided. A liability is
recognized for the amount expected to be paid if the Group has a present legal or constructive
obligation to pay this amount as a result of past service provided by the employee and the
obligation can be estimated reliably.
(t)

Share-based payment
The grant-date fair value of equity-settled share-based payment arrangements granted to employees is
generally recognized as an expense, with a corresponding increase in equity, over the vesting period
of the awards. The amount recognized as an expense is adjusted to reflect the number of awards for
which the related service and non-market performance conditions are expected to be met, such that
the amount ultimately recognized is based on the number of awards that meet the related service and
non-market performance conditions at the vesting date.
For share-based payment awards with non-vesting conditions, the grant-date fair value of the sharebased payment is measured to reflect such conditions and there is no true-up for differences between
expected and actual outcomes.
The fair value of the amount payable to employees in respect of share appreciation rights, which are
settled in cash, is recognized as an expense with a corresponding increase in liabilities, over the
period during which the employees become unconditionally entitled to payment. The liability is
remeasured at each reporting date and at settlement date based on the fair value of the share
appreciation rights. Any changes in the liability are recognized in profit or loss.
Grant date of a share-based payment award is the date which the board of directors authorized the
price and number of a new award.

(u)

Income taxes
Income taxes comprise current taxes and deferred taxes. Except for expenses related to business
combinations or recognized directly in equity or other comprehensive income, all current and
deferred taxes are recognized in profit or loss.
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Current taxes comprise the expected tax payables or receivables on the taxable profits (losses) for the
year and any adjustment to the tax payable or receivable in respect of previous years. The amount of
current tax payables or receivables is measured using tax rates enacted or substantively enacted at the
reporting date.
Deferred taxes arise due to temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets and
liabilities for financial reporting purposes and their respective tax bases. Deferred taxes are
recognized except for the following:
(i)

temporary differences on the initial recognition of assets and liabilities in a transaction that is
not a business combination and that affects neither accounting nor taxable profits (losses) at the
time of the transaction;

(ii)

temporary differences related to investments in subsidiaries, associates and joint arrangements
to the extent that the Group is able to control the timing of the reversal of the temporary
differences and it is probable that they will not reverse in the foreseeable future; and

(iii) taxable temporary differences arising on the initial recognition of goodwill.
Deferred tax assets are recognized for the carry forward of unused tax losses, unused tax credits, and
deductible temporary differences to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profits will be
available against which they can be utilized. Deferred tax assets are reviewed at each reporting date
and are reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that the related tax benefits will be realized.
Deferred taxes are measured at tax rates that are expected to be applied to temporary differences
when they reserve, using tax rates enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting date.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset if the following criteria are met:

(v)

(i)

the Group has a legally enforceable right to set off currenttax assets against current tax
liabilities; and

(ii)

the deferred tax assets and the deferred tax liabilities relate to income taxes levied by the same
taxation authority on either:
1)

the same taxable entity; or

2)

different taxable entities which intend to settle current tax assets and liabilities on a net
basis, or to realize the assets and liabilities simultaneously, in each future period in which
significant amounts of deferred tax liabilities or assets are expected to be settled or
recovered.

Earnings per share
The Group discloses the Company’ s basic and diluted earnings per share attributable to ordinary
shareholders of the Company. Basic earnings per share is calculated as the profit attributable to
ordinary shareholders of the Company divided by the weighted average number of ordinary shares
outstanding. Diluted earnings per share is calculated as the profit attributable to ordinary
shareholders of the Company divided by the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding
after adjustment for the effects of all potentially dilutive ordinary shares, such as employee
compensation.
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(w) Operating segments
An operating segment is a component of the Group that engages in business activities from which it
may earn revenues and incur expenses (including revenues and expenses relating to transactions with
other components of the Group). Operating results of the operating segment are regularly reviewed
by the Group’s chief operating decision maker to make decisions about resources to be allocated to
the segment and to assess its performance. Each operating segment consists of standalone financial
information.
(5)

Significant accounting assumptions and judgments, and major sources of estimation uncertainty
In preparing these consolidated financial statements, management has made judgments, estimates, and
assumptions that affect the application of the accounting policies and the reported amount of assets,
liabilities, income, and expenses. Actual results may differ from these estimates.
The management continues to monitor the accounting estimates and assumptions. The management
recognizes any changes in accounting estimates during the period and the impact of those changes in
accounting estimates in the following period, and the information is as follows:


Judgment regarding control of subsidiaries, involving significant judgement and assessment of the
management and recognized in the consolidated financial statements with significant effect, please
refer to Note 4(c).

Information about assumptions and estimation uncertainties that have a significant risk of resulting in a
material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year is as
follows. Those assumptions and estimation have been updated to reflect the impact of COVID-19
pandemic:


Investment property
The fair value of investment property is based on the valuation models such as comparative method,
cost method, land development analysis approach, and direct capitalization method of income approach.
The fair value of investment property may be affected when assumptions and judgements used in the
valuation models were changed. Please refer to Note 6(n) for details.

The Group’s accounting policies include measuring financial and nonfinancial assets and liabilities at fair
value through profit or loss. The Group’ s financial instrument valuation group conducts independent
verification on fair value by using data sources that are independent, reliable, and representative of exercise
prices. This financial instrument valuation group also periodically adjusts valuation models, conducts
backtesting, renews input data for valuation models, and makes all other necessary fair value adjustments
to assure the rationality of fair value.
The Group strives to use market observable inputs when measuring assets and liabilities. Different levels of
the fair value hierarchy to be used in determining the fair value of financial instruments are as follows:
(a)

Level 1: quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities.

(b)

Level 2: inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or
liability, either directly (i.e. as prices) or indirectly (i.e. derived from prices).
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(c)

Level 3: inputs for the assets or liability that are not based on observable market data.

For any transfer within the fair value hierarchy, the impact of the transfer is recognized on the reporting
date.
For assumptions used in measuring fair value, please refer to the following Notes:
(a)

Note 6(n), investment property

(b)

Note 6(ag), financial instruments

(6) Explanation of significant accounts
(a)

Cash and cash equivalents
December 31,
2021
$
72,199

December 31,
2020
88,241

Bank drafts

5,825,247

6,287,718

Time deposits

2,366,163

1,872,005

Cash in transit

5,030

31,088

27,688

-

8,296,327

8,279,052

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash equivalents
Total

$

(i)

The aforesaid cash and cash equivalents were not pledged as collateral.

(ii)

Please refer to Note 6(d) and 8 for time deposits in pledge and restricted cash in banks
reclassified to financial assets at amortized cost.

(iii) Please refer to Note 6(ag) for interest rate risk and sensitivity analysis of the Group’s financial
assets and liabilities.
(b)

Financial assets and liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
December 31,
2021

December 31,
2020

Financial assets designated at fair value through profit or loss:
Stocks

$

15,473

23,970

Funds

350

2,037

Foreign exchange option

184

-

1,307,544

1,413,771

Financial products
Total

$

1,323,551

1,439,778

Current

$

1,106,351

1,439,778

217,200

-

1,323,551

1,439,778

Non-current
Total

$
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December 31,
2021

December 31,
2020

Held-for-trading financial liabilities:
Derivative instruments not used for hedging
Foreign exchange option

$

Forward exchange contract
Total
(i)

$

761

3

108

5,364

869

5,367

Derivative financial instrument
The Group uses derivative financial instruments to hedge the certain foreign exchange and
interest risk the Group is exposed to, arising from its operating, financing and investing
activities. The following derivative instruments, without the application of hedge accounting,
were classified as mandatorily measured at fair value through profit or loss and held-for-trading
financial liabilities:
Forward exchange contracts:
December 31, 2021

Forward exchange purchased

Amount
(in thousands)
USD
1,450

Currency
USD/TWD

Maturity dates
2022.01~2022.02

EUR

EUR/TWD

2022.05

800

December 31, 2020

Forward exchange purchased
Forward exchange sold

Amount
(in thousands)
USD
10,000

Currency
USD/TWD

Maturity dates
2020.10~2021.04

EUR

800

EUR/USD

2020.09~2021.01

USD

1,050

USD/RMB

2021.01~2021.03

Foreign exchange options:
December 31, 2021
As of December 31, 2021, the Group had not written off foreign exchange options, and the relevant
terms were as follows:
Counterparty
bank
Currency
USD/JPY
A

Foreign
exchange rate on
settlement date
Term of settlement
Purchased USD500 thousand at an exchange rate of
FX <111.8
111.80

A

USD/TWD

FX <27.52

Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange rate
of 27.52

A

USD/TWD

FX <27.42

Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange rate
of 27.42
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Counterparty
bank
Currency
USD/TWD
A

Foreign
exchange rate on
settlement date
Term of settlement
Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange rate
FX <27.56
of 27.56

A

USD/TWD

FX <27.48

Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange rate
of 27.48

A

EUR/JPY

FX <127

Purchased USD500 thousand at an exchange rate of
127.00

A

USD/JPY

FX <112

Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange rate
of 112.00

B

USD/TWD

FX <27.57

Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange rate
of 27.57

B

USD/TWD

FX <27.50

Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange rate
of 27.50

B

USD/TWD

FX <27.43

Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange rate
of 27.43

B

USD/TWD

FX <27.45

Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange rate
of 27.45

As of December 31, 2021, the amount of foreign exchange options contracts that had not been
written off was USD9,500 thousand and EUR500 thousand, with a fair value of $(577) thousand
(including royalties of $761 thousand and unrealized gains of $184 thousand).
December 31, 2020
As of December 31, 2020, the Group had not written off foreign exchange options, and the relevant
terms were as follows:
Counterparty
Currency
bank
USD/TWD
A

Foreign
exchange rate on
settlement date
Term of settlement
Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange rate
FX<27.500
of 27.50

As of December 31, 2020, the amount of foreign exchange option contracts that had not been written
off was USD1,000 thousand, with a fair value of $(3) thousand (including royalties of $155 thousand
and unrealized gains of $152 thousand).
(i)

Please refer to Note 6(af) for the amount of remeasurement at fair value.

(ii)

None of the aforementioned financial assets and liabilities at FVTPL was pledged as collateral.

(iii) Please refer to Note 6(ag) for credit risk and market risk.
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(c)

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
December 31,
2021

December 31,
2020

Equity investments at fair value through other comprehensive
income:
Stocks of listed companies on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange,
CPT Technology (Group) Co Ltd

$

1,975,633

3,129,634

Other listed stocks

406,267

467,954

Stocks of unlisted companies

777,430

628,638

Total

$

3,159,330

4,226,226

Current

$

481,316

339,574

2,678,014

3,886,652

3,159,330

4,226,226

Non-current
Total
(i)

$

The fair value adopted in the subsequent measurement of the Group’s equity interest in CPTTG
was based on CPTTG’ s stock price on December 31, 2021 and 2020, with liquidity discount
and related assumptions taken into account. Liquidity discount was taken into consideration
mainly because the 729,289,715 shares in CPTTG were frozen by the Fujian Higher People’s
Court in January 2019 for litigation between the Group and CPTTG. From December 2019 to
December 2021, the shares sold by CPTTG through securities transactions, combined with the
shares transferred to pay off debts as ruled by the Court, totaled 431,400,000 shares.
The remaining 297,889,715 shares as of December 31, 2021 would remain frozen until January
28, 2025. For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Group recognized loss of
$297,209 thousand and loss of $32,560 thousand through other comprehensive income.

(ii)

Among the above-mentioned shares of CPTTG, 441,600,000 shares have been pledged to
Bohaitrust Co. as security for borrowings. Bohaitrust Co. sent debt performance verification
letters for the first, second and third installments of the loan through Beijing Zhongxin Notary
Public Office in January and March 2019, respectively, to notify CPTF Optronics (Shen-Zhen)
Co., Ltd and Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. of their defaults on debts; therefore, the
Beijing Zhongxin Notary Public Office had approved Bohai Trust Co. to dispose of the pledged
shares for repayment of loans. Fuzhou Intermediate Court sent the court ruling and notification
of performance deadline on July 29 and August 5, 2019, which stated that the second and third
installments of the loan have entered into enforcement procedure.
1)

First installment of the loan from Bohai Trust
On December 24 and 25, 2019, Ningde Intermediate People’s Court put the 129,600,000
CPTTG shares held by Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. on Alibaba’ s auction
website for judicial sale. Afterwards, Xing-Yu Lai, the successful bidder raised a written
objection to the court for the difference between the auction price and the closing price.
Ningde Intermediate People’s Court revoked the Notice letter No. (2019) Min- 09- Zhi152 it issued on January 20, 2020. The court auctioned the 129,600,000 shares again on
Alibaba auction website from 10:00AM March 30, 2020 to 10:00 AM March 31, 2020
(unless extended), which was also passed in. Once again, the 129,600,000 CPTTG shares
owned by Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. were auctioned by the court on
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Alibaba website from 10:00 AM April 27, 2020 to 10:00 AM April 28, 2020 (unless
extended), which was also passed in. The judicial sale period started from 10:00 May 25,
2020 and lasted for 60 days, which automatically entered into the 24-hour auction
countdown (unless otherwise delayed) once any bidder bids. The auction failed. On
August 11, 2020, the Company received civil ruling No. (2019) Min- 09- Zhi- 152-3
issued by Ningde Intermediate People’ s Court. The court ruled that the 129,600,000
CPTTG shares that were held by Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. and accounted
for 4.69% of CPTTG’s total capital, shall be delivered to Bohai International Trust Co.,
Ltd. in the amount of CNY 190.8 million to repay debts.
The ownership of the shares and other property rights were transferred when the ruling
was delivered to Bohai International Trust Co., Ltd. According to CPTTG announcement
(2020-080) about “ The auction executed by the Court for the pledged shares against
CPTTG (Announcement in Progress)”, as the beneficiary of the trust, Fujian Electronics
& Information (Group) Co., Ltd. obtained 129,600,000 shares pledged for the first
installment of the loan from Bohai Trust through the Bohai Trust installment. After the
debt-equity swap, the amount of debt that could be settled or other transaction details
were still pending before the court.
2)

Second installment of the loan from Bohai Trust
The auction of the 153,000,000 CPTTG shares owned by Chunghwa Picture Tubes
(Bermuda) Ltd. through Alibaba’ s on-line judicial sale platform, commencing from
December 24, 2019 to December 25, 2019, failed. The second auction, held from
February 11, 2020 to February 12, 2020, was also passed in. On June 10, 2020, according
to CPTTG’ s announcement (2020-061) of “ Shareholder Commitment Waiver” , Fujian
Electronics & Information (Group) Co., Ltd. was transferred the beneficiary rights of the
first and second installments of the loan from Bohai International Trust on December 23,
2019. Fujian Electronics & Information (Group) Co., Ltd. would issue a statement to
Bohai International Trust, stating that it accepts debt-equity swap and would obtain the
equity through judicial transfer. Fuzhou Intermediate People's Court, Fujian Province,
issued a court ruling No. (2019) Min (01) Zhi (963-2) on July 13, 2020. The Court
ordered CPTB to transfer its pledged of 153 million shares in CPTTG that accounted for
5.53% of CPTTG’s share capital to Bohai Trust Co., Ltd., in the amount of CNY 336.6
million to repay debts. The ownership of the shares and other property rights were
transferred when the ruling was delivered to Bohai International Trust Co., Ltd. On July
21, 2020, according to CPTTG’s announcement (2020-072) of “The auction executed by
the Court for the pledged shares against CPTTG (Announcement in Progress)” , the
beneficiary of the trust, Fujian Electronics & Information (Group) Co., Ltd. obtained
153,000,000 shares pledged for the second installment of the loan from Bohai Trust
through the Bohai Trust installment plan. After the debt-equity swap, the amount of debt
that could be settled or other transaction details were still pending before the court.
According to court ruling No. (2019) Min (01) Zhi (963-3) issued on October 28, 2020,
by the Fuzhou Intermediate People's Court, the court decided that that the two deposits
totaling CNY 1,161,004.63 shall be deducted from the bank account of CPTF Optronics
Co., Ltd. After deducting the execution fee of CNY527,326, the remaining
CNY633,678.63 was transferred to Bohai International Trust Co., Ltd.
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During the original execution process of this case, the Provincial Court had transferred
153 million shares of the original shares of CPTTG to Fuzhou Intermediate People's
Court for execution. Although the execution was completed, it was not enough to settle
all the debts in this case. Upon the application of Bohai International Trust Co., Ltd., the
Fuzhou Intermediate Court retrieve the execution on March 17, 2021. On April 15, 2021,
by delivering the court ruling (2019) Min Chu No.1-6, the Provincial Court transferred
the remaining pledge, i.e. 91,800,000 shares of CPTTG, to the Fuzhou Intermediate Court
for execution. On June 8, 2021, the Company received an execution ruling [(2021) Min
01 Execution No. 64] from the Fuzhou Intermediate People's Court, which ordered that
91,800,000 shares of CPTTG held by Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. would be
auctioned. The first public auction will be held on the Taobao judicial auction online
platform of the Fuzhou Intermediate People's Court from August 16, 2021, 10:00 am to
August 17, 2021, 10:00 am, with the reverse price of RMB248,778,000. Chunghwa
Picture Tubes, Ltd. (“ CPT” ) displayed the auction results according to the auction
platform page and learned that the auction had passed in the auction.
Moreover, CPT received an execution ruling [(2021) Min 01 Execution No. 64] from the
Fuzhou Intermediate People's Court, which ordered that the second public auction of the
91,800,000 shares of CPTTG held by Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. will be
held from September 13, 2021, 10:00 am to September 14, 2021, 10:00 am, with the
reverse price of RMB199,022,400. CPT displayed the auction results on the auction
platform page and learned that the online bidding was successful, with a total transaction
amounting to RMB199,022,400. On October 8, 2021, the Fuzhou Intermediate People’s
Court, Fujian Province, issued a court ruling [(2021) Min 01 Execution No. 64-1],
ordering that the ownership of 91,800,000 shares of CPTTG shall be transferred once the
ruling is delivered to the buyer. According to interview report from Fujian, Fuzhou
Intermediate People's Court on 19 December, 2021, the parties to be executed, Shenzen
CPTF and CPT (Bermuda) still owe the creditor, Bohai International Trust Co., Ltd.
RMB203,413,002.28 after the case was resumed. The parties to be executed agreed to
repay the debt with auction price RMB199,022,400, and RMB4,390,602.28 still remained
as outstanding debt. However, since the parties to be executed did not have the ability to
perform its obligation to repay the remaining outstanding debt, the parties to be executed
asked the creditor for exemption, and the creditor agreed with that. On January 20, 2022,
CPT received “Notice of Cancellation of Consumption Prohibition” and “Case Closing
Notice” from Fujian, Fuzhou Intermediate People's Court. According to “ Notice of
Cancellation of Consumption Prohibition” , the court cancelled the original execution,
case number No. (2019) Min 01 Chih Hui 963, in which the order sanction Consumption
Prohibition against CPT (Bermuda). In addition, according to “ Case Closing Notice” ,
based on that the parties to be executed had performed its obligation under the confirmed
legal document, the case was fully executed and closed.
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3)

Third installment of the loan from Bohai Trust
During a period between December 12, 2019 and December 17, 2019, 27,640,594 shares
were auctioned for the third installment of the loan from Bohai Trust Co., Ltd. on
secondary market, and Huarong Securities Co., Ltd. auctioned the remaining 14,359,406
shares on March 17, 2020. On April 23, 2020, CPTTG received court ruling No. (2019)
Min (01) Zhi (964-2) issued by the Fuzhou Intermediate People's Court, which decided to
auction all of the pledged 42,000,000 shares of CPTTG held by Chunghwa Picture Tubes
(Bermuda) Ltd. through Huarong Securities Co., Ltd. by means of public transaction in
two times. The shares disposed of amounted to CNY105,640,558.75, excluding the
execution fee of CNY180,919.
Bohai International Trust Co., Ltd. received compensation in the amount of
CNY105,459,639.75 and the claim not received was CNY24,533,091.66. The court
ruling No. (2020) Min (01) Zhi(160) issued by the Fuzhou Intermediate People's Court
ruled to auction 25,200,000 shares of CPTTG held by Chunghwa Picture Tubes
(Bermuda) Ltd. and issued a notice letter of assistance in execution. Huarong Securities
Co., Ltd. sold the shares within 30 trading days in the secondary market and disposed of
15,000,000 shares of CPTTG held by Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. The
Fuzhou Intermediate People's Court issued the “Closing Notice Letter” No. (2020) Min
(01) Zhi-Hui (160) and ruled that the applicant, Bohai International Trust Co., Ltd.,
realized a total of CNY133,885,314.54 (the sum of CNY105,459,639 and CNY
28,425,675.54) of creditor's rights. On December 31, 2020, the applicant submitted an
application for case closure to the Fuzhou Intermediate People's Court. In summary, the
person subject to the execution has fulfilled the repayment obligations specified in the
effective legal documents.

(iii) China Railway Trust
Also, 180.8 million CPTTG shares were pledged to China Railway Group Limited to secure a
loan. In December 2018 and January 2019, China Railway Group Limited sent a notice of
Acceleration of Maturity to inform CPT Group that CPTF Optronics (Shen-Zhen) Co., Ltd.
failed to pay the interest on time and that the market value of the pledged CPTTG shares
significantly declined after the substantial controller declared equity restructuring, due to which
the share pledge ratio exceeded the limit specified in the contract; however, the margin call was
not covered in time. As the aforementioned behaviors constituted a breach of contract, it was
declared that the acceleration of maturity shall be applied to the aggregate amount of principal
and interest, and the deposit of CNY148 million in China Structure Bank by CPTF Optronics
(Shen-Zhen) Co., Ltd. was frozen. Shen- Zhen Intermediate People’ s court sent a notice of
mediation in March 2019, stating that the disputes over the loan contract between China
Railway Group Limited and CPTF Optronics (Shen- Zhen) Co., Ltd. qualified for mediation
before trial and a mediator would be appointed for this case. On August 21, 2019, the ShenZhen Intermediate Popole’s Court convened a court session for this case. On October 29, 2019,
CPTF Optronics (Shen-Zhen) Co., Ltd. received civil ruling No. (2019) Yue-03-Min-Chu-832
issued by Shen-Zhen Intermediate People’s Court. CPTF Optronics (Shen-Zhen) Co., Ltd. filed
an appeal to Guangdong High Court on November 12, 2019, and has not received a notice of
court session so far. As of June 24, 2020, the Group searched for CPTTG's 2020-066
announcement and learned that CPTTG failed to fulfill payment obligations with its
180,800,000 shares held by Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. as the pledging of shares
expired, hence the Shenzhen Intermediate People's Court, Guangdong Province froze the
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deposit for a further period of 36 months. On September 8, 2020, CNY149,456,968 in the bank
account of CPTF Optronics (Shen-Zhen) Co., Ltd. was compulsorily deducted by Shen-Zhen
Intermediate People’ s Court. On November 24, 2020, Shenzhen Intermediate People's Court,
Guangdong Province issued No. (2020) Yue-03- Zhi- 4021-2 “Execution Ruling” stating that
the above-mentioned judicial deduction of CNY149,456,968 less the execution fee of
CNY216,856, totaled CNY149,240,111. However, the amount of debt that could be settled or
other transaction details were still pending before the court.
On August 17, 2021, CPT received an execution ruling [(2021) Yue 03 Execution No. 516-1],
ordering that it will compulsorily auction and sell the 180,800,000 shares of CPTTG held by
Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.
CPT and Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. will conduct evaluations based on the
auction results in order to protect shareholders' interests.
(iv) The Group holds the equity instrument for long-term strategic investment instead of holding for
sale purpose; hence, the equity instrument has been classified as investments in equity
instruments measured at fair value through other comprehensive income. For the years ended
December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Group recognized dividend revenue of $52,267 thousand,
and $28,057 thousand, respectively, and the Group recognized the above-mentioned
investments in equity instruments measured at fair value through other comprehensive income.
The dividend revenue is included in non-operating income and expenses-other income; please
refer to Note 6(af).
(v)

For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Group, considering investment strategy,
sold its shares in listed entities included in financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income. At the time of disposal, the fair value was $917,438 thousand and
$2,547,608 thousand, respectively, and the accumulated unrealized valuation gain, amounting
to $47,738 thousand and $35,850 thousand, respectively, was reclassified from other equity
interest to retained earnings.

(vi) Since the unlisted companies, where the Group invested in, were liquidated completely in 2021,
the Group collected the residual assets and derecognized their financial assets simultaneously,
in which the accumulated unrealized valuation loss amounting to $1,921 thousand was
reclassified from other equity interest to retained earnings.
(vii) For credit risk and market risk, please refer to Note 6 (ag).
(viii) For those pledged as collateral for long-term borrowings, please refer to Note 8.
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(d)

Financial assets measured at amortized cost

Bank drafts, reserve accounts
Bank drafts, trust account (Note 1)
Bank drafts, current deposit with check (Note 2)
Time deposit (incl. pledged)
Subtotal
Less: Loss allowance
Total
Current
Non-current
Total

December 31,
2021
$
350,388
12,282
7,999
4,001,551
4,372,220
$
4,372,220
$
3,438,892
933,328
$
4,372,220

December 31,
2020
1,434,310
6,087
20,366
2,028,491
3,489,254
3,489,254
2,500,647
988,607
3,489,254

Note 1: To protect the salaries of employees and ensure payment of the necessary operating
expenses, CPT, a subsidiary of the Group, had entered into two trust deeds totaling $600
million each with lawyer Dayin Ye, who did not intend to renew the deeds after they
expired. Therefore, on December 17, 2020, CPT entered into money trust agreement with
another lawyer Xiao-ping Chen, with the total amount capped at $100 million.
Note 2: Earmarked cash in banks.

(e)

(i)

For those pledged as collateral for long-term borrowings, please refer to Note 8.

(ii)

For credit risk (including the impairment of debt investments), please refer to Note 6 (ag).

Notes and accounts receivables

Notes receivables arose from operation
Less: Loss allowance
Subtotal
Trade receivables
Trade receivables, measured at fair value through other
comprehensive income
Installment trade receivables
Less: Unrealized interest revenue, installment trade receivables
Subtotal
Less: Loss allowance
Subtotal
Trade receivable, related parties
Less: Loss allowance
Subtotal
Total

December 31,
December 31,
2020
2021
$
333,961
259,750
(6,687)
(45)
327,274
259,705
4,294,499
5,005,687

$

44,832
(6,325)
4,333,006
(604,241)
3,728,765
33,766
(72)
33,694
4,089,733

1,837
11,414
(625)
5,018,313
(970,695)
4,047,618
11,348
11,348
4,318,671
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(i)

Credit loss
The Group applies the simplified approach to provide for its expected credit losses, i.e. the use
of lifetime expected loss provision for all receivables. To measure the expected credit losses,
trade receivables have been grouped based on shared credit risk characteristics and the days
past due, as well as incorporated forward looking information, including macroeconomic and
relevant industry information. The loss allowance provision in Taiwan were determined as
follows:
December 31, 2021
Optoelectronics

Current

Gross carrying
amount
$
-

Weightedaverage loss
rate
0%

Loss allowance
provision
-

Less than 180 days past due

-

0%

-

181~365 days past due

-

0%

-

More than 365 days past due
Total

1,250,727
$

0.5%~100%

1,250,727

(439,922)
(439,922)

Machinery and energy

Current

Gross carrying
amount
$
2,153,067

Less than 180 days past due
181~365 days past due
More than 365 days past due
Total

$

Weightedaverage loss
rate
0%~6.55%

Loss allowance
provision
(8,369)

235,954

0%~100%

(50,951)

5,557

0%~100%

(4,800)

53,136

100%

(53,136)

2,447,714

(117,256)

Consumer products

Current

Gross carrying
amount
$
536,265

Weightedaverage loss
rate
0%~0.09%

Loss allowance
provision
(1,221)

19,813

0%~16.68%

(1,596)

Less than 180 days past due
181~365 days past due

506

More than 365 days past due
Total

23,885
$

580,469

0%
100%

(23,885)
(26,702)
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Real Estate Development

Current

Gross carrying
amount
$
73

Less than 180 days past due
181~365 days past due
More than 365 days past due
Total

$

Weightedaverage loss
rate
0%

Loss allowance
provision
-

65

0%

-

129

0%

-

-

0%

-

267

-

Other operating segments

Current

Gross carrying
amount
$
325,901

Less than 180 days past due
181~365 days past due
More than 365 days past due
Total

Loss allowance
provision
(527)

69,450

0%~100%

(727)

342

0%~5.09%

(3)

25,863
$

Weightedaverage loss
rate
0%~2.82%

100%

421,556

(25,863)
(27,120)

December 31, 2020
Optoelectronics

Current
Less than 180 days past due
181~365 days past due
More than 365 days past due
Total

Gross carrying
amount
$
1,275,999
$
1,275,999

Weightedaverage loss
rate
0%
0%
0%
33.76%

Loss allowance
provision
(430,744)
(430,744)

Machinery and energy

Current
Less than 180 days past due
181~365 days past due
More than 365 days past due
Total

Gross carrying
amount
$
1,755,329
46,155

$

9,569
302,904
2,113,957

Weightedaverage loss
rate
0%~7.62%
0%~11.17%
0%~66.38%
0%~91.29%

Loss allowance
provision
(3,480)
(1,002)
(2,464)
(271,550)
(278,496)
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Consumer products

Current
Less than 180 days past due
181~365 days past due
More than 365 days past due
Total

Gross carrying
amount
$
1,185,472
23,191

$

498
55,931
1,265,092

Weightedaverage loss
rate
0%
0%~0.51%

Loss allowance
provision
(26)

0%
64.03%~100%

(50,383)
(50,409)

Real Estate Development

Current
Less than 180 days past due
181~365 days past due
More than 365 days past due
Total

Gross carrying
amount
$
126
57,623
$
57,749

Weightedaverage loss
rate
0%
0%
0%
0%

Loss allowance
provision
-

Other operating segments

Current
Less than 180 days past due
181~365 days past due
More than 365 days past due
Total

Gross carrying
amount
$
343,355
22,773

$

515
209,971
576,614

Weightedaverage loss
rate
0%~0.81%
0.63%~15.75%

Loss allowance
provision
(518)
(605)

13.04%~100%
87.62%~100%

(289)
(209,679)
(211,091)

The movement in the allowance for notes and trade receivables were as follows:
For the years ended December 31

2020

2021
Balance at January 1

$

Impairment losses recognized
Amounts written off
Changes in derecognition of subsidiary

970,740

973,014

61,299

185,457

(212,070)

(81,112)

-

Reclassification

(211,694)

Foreign exchange gains/(losses)

2,725

Balance at December 31

$

611,000

(37,436)
(69,183)
970,740
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The aforementioned notes and trade receivables of the Group had not been pledged as collateral
for long-term borrowings.
(ii)

For credit risk and market risk of the Group, please refer to Note 6(ag).

(iii) Accounts receivable factoring
The Group entered into separate factoring agreements with different financial institutions to sell
its accounts receivable. According to the contract, the Group does not have to bear the risk that
the accounts receivable may not be recovered, but it has to bear the losses caused by
commercial disputes. The Group derecognized the above accounts receivable because it has
transferred substantially all of the risks and rewards of its ownership, and it does not have any
continuing involvement on them. As of reporting date, the Group sold its accounts receivable
without recourse as follows:
December 31, 2020

Purchaser
TOSHIBA INTERNATIONAL
CORPORATION PTY LTD

Amount Advanced
Factoring
(thousands)
Line
Collateral
Paid
Unpaid
(thousands)
$
1,837 RMB
- RMB 340
None

Range of
Interest
Significant
Factoring Terms
Rate
9% The accounts receivable
factoring is without
recourse but the seller
still bears the risks
except for eligible
obligor’s insolvency.

For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Company recognized a fee and an
interest on bank advance payment of $0 thousand and $722 thousand, respectively, from the
factoring of accounts receivable, which was accounted under finance costs in the statement of
comprehensive income. For more information, please refer to Note 6(af).
(f)

Finance lease payment receivable
A maturity analysis of lease payments, showing the undiscounted lease payments to be received after
the reporting date, is as follows:
December 31,
December 31,
2020
2021
$
17,816
339,393
7,118
152,198
4,073
135,153
874
73,199
173
10,046
12,890
30,054
722,879
(398)
(11,855)
$
29,656
711,024

Less than one year
One to two years
Two to three years
Three to four years
Four to five years
More than five years
Total lease payments receivable
Unearned finance income
Present value of lease payments receivable
Current
Non-current
Total

$
$

17,418
12,238
29,656

327,538
383,486
711,024

For credit risk information, please refer to Note 6(ag).
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(g)

Inventories
(i)

The details of inventories are as follows:
December 31,
2021
$
1,206,593

December 31,
2020
872,414

Work in process

2,550,978

2,271,871

Finished goods

2,569,616

2,842,046

97,651

145,917

428,419

1,487,558

6,318,430

5,454,250

515,917

511,139

13,687,604

13,585,195

Raw materials

Inventory in transit
Buildings and land held for sale
Construction in progress
Land held for construction site
Total
(ii)

$

The details of the Group’s operating cost are as follows:
For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
$
22,355,162
24,628,597

Cost of goods sold
Write-down of invenories
Total

$

16,910

684,222

22,372,072

25,312,819

For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Group recognized a loss on inventory
write-downs resulting from the write-down of inventories to net realizable value; such loss was
recognized as cost of goods sold.
(iii) For details on inventories pledged by the Group as collateral as of December 31, 2021 and
2020, please refer to Note 8.
(iv) Aside from purchasing silicon raw materials at market price, the Group also purchases silicon
raw materials from suppliers with long-term contracts, and the prices of the latter are
determined through negotiation based on market conditions.
(v)
(h)

Please refer to Note 9 for contingencies arising from long-term purchasing contracts for silicon
raw materials.

Non-current assets or disposal groups classified as held for sale, net
(i)

Please refer to see Note 4(c) for details on the Group’s subsidiaries reclassified to non-current
assets or disposal groups classified as held for sale, net.
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(ii)

The information on aforementioned assets, liabilities and equity is summarized as follows:

Cash and cash equivalents

December 31,
2021
$
3,873

December 31,
2020
7,988

170

-

14,302

75,296

-

92,450

272

5,320

-

108,757

12,052

1,932,078

-

29,940

1,520

1,668

Notes receivable
Receivables
Current income tax assets
Prepayments
Financial assets at amortized cost
Property, plant and equipment
Right-of-use assets
Others
Assets relating to held-for-sale groups

$

32,189

2,253,497

Short-term notes and bills payable

$

-

776,465

2,631

45,318

Lease liabilities

-

30,530

Long-term borrowings (including current portion)

-

37,964

332

-

1,696

1

Payables

Deferred income tax liabilities
Others

(i)

Liabilities relating to held-for-sale groups

$

4,659

890,278

Equity relating to held-for-sale groups

$

-

-

Investments accounted for using equity method
(i)

The details of investments accounted for using equity method is as follows:
December 31, 2021
Percentage
of
Amount
ownership

Name of investee
Investments in associates

December 31, 2020
Percentage
of
Amount
ownership

Listed entities
Elitegroup Computer System Co., Ltd.

$ 3,750,002

30.26

3,602,542

27.35
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December 31, 2021
Percentage
of
Amount
ownership

Name of investee

December 31, 2020
Percentage
of
Amount
ownership

Unlisted entities
Tatung Okuma Co., Ltd.

1,389,606

49.00

1,404,817

49.00

25,927

50.00

64,455

50.00

Kuender & Co., Ltd.
Hsieh Chih Industrial Library Publishing Co.

14,119

98.80

14,040

98.80

Chung-Tai Technology Development Engineering Co.

10,737

22.00

11,112

22.00

-

98.33

-

98.33

13,991

45.00

(19,970)

85.36

Lansong International Co., Ltd. (Cambodia)
Tatung Cranes (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. (Note 2)

-

Nature Worldwide Technology Corp. (Note 1)

(19,970)

85.36

Yunbao Co., Ltd.

1,765

40.00

2,101

40.00

I-Torch Technology Corp.

4,336

20.00

4,565

20.00

Gintung Energy Co. Ltd.

-

15.77

-

15.77

ULTRA ENERGY HOLDINGS LIMITED

-

19.77

-

19.77

249,375

49.00

245,782

49.00

Tatung SM-Cyclo Co., Ltd.
Subtotal

1,675,895

1,740,893

Investments in joint ventures
LIN HTET LIN COMPANY LIMITED

2,441

Long-term equity investment accounted for using equity
method

2,548

5,428,338

5,345,983

19,970

19,970

$ 5,448,308

5,365,953

Add: credit balance of investments accounted for using
equity method
Total

-

49.00

Note 1: Pursuant to a board resolution, Shan Chin Investment Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of the
Group, no longer intended to support Nature Worldwide Technology Corp. from April
2010. Nature Worldwide Technology Corp. was still in the process of liquidation as of
December 31, 2021.
Note 2: Tatung Cranes (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of the Group, was granted
deregistration and completed pertinent procedures in December 2020.
(ii)

Associates
The information on the Group’s material affiliates was as follows:

Name of associate Relationship with the Company
Elitegroup
Manufacturing and selling related
Computer System products in the Group’s industry
Co., Ltd.
chain

Main operating
location/
Country in
Proportion of
which the
shareholdingand
Company is
voting rights
registered
December December
registration
31, 2021
31, 2020
Country
Taiwan
30.26 %
27.35 %
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The fair values of listed associates material to the Group were as follows:
December 31, December 31,
2020
2021
$
3,795,646
3,956,737

Elitegroup Computer System Co., Ltd.

Financial information on the Group’s material associates is summarized as follows:
1)

Summarized financial information on Elitegroup Computer System Co., Ltd.

Current assets

December 31,
2021
$
18,284,392

December 31,
2020
17,640,877

5,847,473

6,109,033

Non-current assets
Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities

(12,986,433)
(633,635)

(11,897,142)
(766,084)

Net assets

$

10,511,797

11,086,684

Net assets attributable to NCIs

$

70,058

71,212

Net assets attributable to owners of investees

$

10,441,739

11,015,472

Operating revenue
Profit (loss) from continuing operations for the period
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income
Comprehensive income attributable to NCIs
Total comprehensive income attributable to owners of
investees

$
$
$
$

For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
31,937,860
25,995,735
93,391
65,950
(135,799)
270
(42,408)
66,220
(1,154)
2,452

$

63,768

(41,254)

For the years ended December 31

2021
The Group’s share of associates’ net assets,
beginning of period

$

Additions for the period
Total comprehensive income attributable to the
Group for the period
Others
The Group’s share of associates’ net assets, end of
period
Add: Goodwill
The carrying amount of the Group’s equity interests in
associates
$

2020

2,987,904

2,970,575

366,970

-

(9,230)

16,864

(210,280)

465

3,135,364

2,987,904

614,638

614,638

3,750,002

3,602,542
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2)

The financial information on individually immaterial associates is summarized as follows.
The financial information involves the amounts included in the Group’ s consolidated
financial statements.
December 31,
2021
Gross carrying amount of equity interests in
individually insignificant associates

$

1,675,895

December 31,
2020
1,740,893

For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
Attributable to the Group:
(Loss) profit from continuing operation for the period

$

Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income

$

(24,862)

30,366

(1,815)

(1,721)

(26,677)

28,645

(iii) Joint ventures
The Group’s individually immaterial financial information on investment accounted for using
the equity method was as follows. The financial information involves the amounts included in
the Group’s consolidated financial statements.
December 31,
2021
Gross carrying amount of equity interests in individually
insignificant joint ventures

$

2,441

December 31,
2020
2,548

For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
Attributable to the Group:
(Loss) profit from continuing operations for the period
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income

$
$

(107)
(107)

390
390

As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, these joint ventures had no contingent liabilities, capital
commitments, or guarantees provided for other parties.
(iv) Please refer to Note 8 for the investments accounted for using the equity method that were
pledged as collateral as of December 31, 2021 and 2020.
(j)

Loss of control over subsidiaries
(i)

Chih Kuang Energy Co. Ltd.
On July 5, 2021, the Group lost control over Chih Kuang Energy Co., Ltd. (“Chih Kuang”),
which ceased to be the Group’s subsidiary on that day according to IFRS 10 and related FAQs.
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1)

Consideration collected
According to IFRS 3, the acquirer shall measure the identifiable assets and liabilities
assumed at fair value on the acquisition date.

2)

Chih Kuang’s assets and liabilities on the date of loss of control are analyzed as follows:
July 5, 2021
Current assets (including cash and cash equivalents of $226,481
thousand)
Non-current assets
Total assets
Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Total liabilities
Net assets of Chih Kuang Energy Co., Ltd.
Book value of non-controlling interests
Disposal of net assets

3)

$

$

245,927
398,869
644,796
644,796
644,796

$

July 5, 2021
935,957

Gains on derecognition of subsidiary
Consideration collected
Transaction cost

(12,268)

Disposal of net assets (calculated by the Group based on the
comprehensive shareholding percentage)
Net gains on disposal of investments
4)

(644,796)
$

278,893

$

July 5, 2021
935,957

Net cash inflows for derecognition of subsidiary
Consideration collected
Disposal of balance of cash

(226,481)
$

(ii)

709,476

Sheng Yang Energy Co. Ltd.
On May 28, 2021, the Group lost control over Sheng Yang Energy Co. Ltd. (“Sheng Yang”),
which ceased to be the Group’s subsidiary on that day according to IFRS 10 and related FAQs.
1)

Consideration collected
According to IFRS 3, the acquirer shall measure the identifiable assets and liabilities
assumed at fair value on the acquisition date.
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2)

Sheng Yang’s assets and liabilities on the date of loss of control are analyzed as follows:
May 28, 2021
Current assets (including cash and cash equivalents of $26,187
thousand)

$

Non-current assets

2,054,258

Total assets

2,252,652

Current liabilities

(941,769)

Non-current liabilities

(36,139)

Total liabilities

(977,908)

Net assets of Sheng Yang Energy Co. Ltd.

1,274,744

Book value of non-controlling interests
Disposal of net assets
3)

$

1,274,744

$

May 28, 2021
1,427,477

Gains on derecognition of subsidiary
Consideration collected
Transaction cost

(30,995)

Disposal of net assets (calculated by the Group based on the
comprehensive shareholding percentage)

(1,274,744)

Fair value of the remaining stocks reclassified as financial assets
measured at fair value through other comprehensive income
Net gains on disposal of investments
4)

198,394

158,631
$

280,369

Net cash inflows for derecognition of subsidiary
May 28, 2021
$
1,427,477

Consideration collected
Disposal of balance of cash

(26,187)
$

1,401,290

(iii) Tatung Co. of America Inc.
On December 15, 2020, the Group lost control over Tatung Co. of America Inc. (“ TUS” ),
which ceased to be the Group’s subsidiary on that day according to IFRS 10 and related FAQs.
1)

Consideration collected
According to IFRS 3, when an acquirer obtains control over a business, such business
combinations shall be accounted for using the acquisition method, which generally
requires the measurement of assets acquired and liabilities assumed at fair value on the
acquisition date. However, the Group did not receive the consideration for the
consolidation of this subsidiary.
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2)

TUS’ assets and liabilities on the date of loss of control are detailed as follows:
December 15, 2020
Current assets (including cash and cash equivalents of $117,074
thousand)
Non-current assets
Total assets
Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Total liabilities
Net assets of Tatung Co. of America Inc.
Book value of non-controlling interests
Disposal of net assets

3)

$

$

259,281
22,375
281,656
(325,199)
(996,800)
(1,321,999)
(1,040,343)
(1,040,343)

Gains on derecognition of subsidiary
December 15, 2020
$
-

Consideration collected
Disposal of net assets (calculated by the Group based on the
comprehensive shareholding percentage)

525,696

Other comprehensive income reclassified from equity to profit or
loss due to loss of control over the subsidiary
Net gains on disposal of investments
4)

38,793
$

564,489

Net cash outflows for derecognition of subsidiary
December 15, 2020
$
-

Consideration collected
Disposal of balance of cash

(117,074)
$

(117,074)

(iv) Tatung Vietnam Co., Ltd.
On September 30, 2020, the Group lost control over Tatung Vietnam Co., Ltd., which ceased to
be the Group’s subsidiary on that day according to IFRS 10 and related FAQs.
1)

Consideration collected
According to IFRS 3, the acquirer shall measure the identifiable assets and liabilities
assumed at fair value on the acquisition date.
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2)

Tatung Vietnam Co., Ltd.’ s assets and liabilities on the date of loss of control are
analyzed as follows:
September 30, 2020
Current assets (including cash and cash equivalents of $60,935
thousand)

$

Non-current assets

187,566

Total assets

275,230

Current liabilities

(5,191)

Non-current liabilities

-

Total liabilities

(5,191)

Net assets of Tatung Vietnam Co., Ltd.

270,039

Book value of non-controlling interests

-

Disposal of net assets
3)

87,664

$

270,039

Gains on derecognition of subsidiary
September 30, 2020
$
626,114

Consideration collected
Disposal of net assets (calculated by the Group based on the
comprehensive shareholding percentage)

(270,831)

Other comprehensive income reclassified from equity to profit or
loss due to loss of control over the subsidiary
Net gains on disposal of investments
4)

30,937
$

Net cash inflows for derecognition of subsidiary
September 30, 2020
$
626,114

Consideration collected
Disposal of balance of cash

(60,935)
$

(v)

386,220

565,179

Tatung Electric Technology (Vietnam) Co., Ltd.
On September 30, 2020, the Group lost control over Tatung Electric Technology (Vietnam)
Co., Ltd., which ceased to be the Group’ s subsidiary on that day according to IFRS 10 and
related FAQs.
1)

Consideration collected
According to IFRS 3, the acquirer shall measure the identifiable assets and liabilities
assumed at fair value on the acquisition date.
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2)

The assets and liabilities of Tatung Electric Technology (Vietnam) Co., Ltd. on the date
of loss of control are analyzed as follows:
September 30, 2020
Current assets (including cash and cash equivalents of $3,550
thousand)

$

Non-current assets

68,445

Total assets

73,256

Current liabilities

(56,338)

Non-current liabilities

-

Total liabilities

(56,338)

Net assets of Tatung Electric Technology (Vietnam) Co., Ltd.

16,918

Book value of non-controlling interests
Disposal of net assets
3)

4,811

$

16,918

Gains on derecognition of subsidiary
September 30, 2020
$
144,903

Consideration collected
Disposal of net assets (calculated by the Group based on the
comprehensive shareholding percentage)

(16,918)

Other comprehensive income reclassified from equity to profit or
loss due to loss of control over the subsidiary
Net gains on disposal of investments
4)

17
$

128,002

Net cash inflows for derecognition of subsidiary
September 30, 2020
$
144,903

Consideration collected
Disposal of balance of cash

(3,550)
$

141,353

(vi) Tatung Mexico S.A de C.V
On August 31, 2020, the Group lost control over Tatung Mexico S.A de C.V, which ceased to
be the Group’s subsidiary on that day according to IFRS 10 and related FAQs.
1)

Consideration collected
According to IFRS 3, the acquirer shall measure the identifiable assets and liabilities
assumed at fair value on the acquisition date.
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2)

Tatung Mexico’ s assets and liabilities on the date of loss of control are analyzed as
follows:
August 31, 2020
Current assets (including cash and cash equivalents of $657
thousand)

$

6,738

Non-current assets

111,985

Total assets

118,723

Current liabilities

(9,813)

Non-current liabilities

-

Total liabilities

(9,813)

Net assets of Tatung Mexico S.A de C.V

108,910

Book value of non-controlling interests

-

Disposal of net assets
3)

$

108,910

$

August 31, 2020
115,883

Gains on derecognition of subsidiary
Consideration collected
Disposal of net assets (calculated by the Group based on the
comprehensive shareholding percentage)

(114,657)

Other comprehensive income reclassified from equity to profit or
loss due to loss of control over the subsidiary

-

Net gains on disposal of investments
4)

$

Net cash inflows for derecognition of subsidiary
August 31, 2020
$
115,883

Consideration collected
Disposal of balance of cash

(657)
$

(k)

1,226

115,226

Material non-controlling interests of subsidiary
Non-controlling interests of subsidiary material to the Group were as follows:

Name of subsidiary
CPT Group

Main operating
location /
Country in which
the company is
registered
Taiwan

Proportion of ownership
interests and voting rights held
by non-controlling interests
December 31,
2021
60.33 %

December 31,
2020
60.33 %
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The following information of the aforementioned subsidiaries have been prepared according to the
Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers. Included in this
information are the fair value adjustments made on the acquisition date for differences in accounting
principles between the Group and the subsidiary. Intra-group transactions were not eliminated in this
information.
Summarized financial information about CPT and its subsidiaries was as follows:
December 31,
2021
$
2,202,097

December 31,
2020
2,195,235

Non-current assets

11,685,045

13,920,736

Current liabilities

(36,387,812)

(35,692,823)

(4,003,880)

(4,144,318)

(26,504,550)

(23,721,170)

Current assets

Non-current liabilities
Net assets

$

Operating revenue

For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
$
2,747
1,524

Losses for the period
Other comprehensive income

(l)

(2,161,471)

(6,529,631)

(621,909)

(199,244)

(2,783,380)

(6,728,875)

Total comprehensive income

$

Cash from (used in) operating activities

For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
$
(176,408)
18,338

Cash from (used in) investing activities

$

871,296

703,730

Cash from (used in) financing activities

$

(658,633)

(545,417)

Effect of movements in exchange rates

$

(54,008)

(199,692)

Decrease in cash and cash equivalents

$

(17,753)

(23,041)

Property, plant and equipment

Property, plant and equipment for own use

December 31,
2021
$
32,726,839

December 31,
2020
31,025,296

76,088

82,227

32,802,927

31,107,523

Property, plant and equipment leased out under operating leases
Total

$
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(i)

The movements in the cost, depreciation, and impairment of the property, plant and equipment
for the Group’s own use were as follows:

Buildings and
improvements

Land and
improvements

Machinery

Office
equipment

Other
equipment

Unfinished
construction
and
equipment
under
acceptance

Total

Cost or deemed cost:
Balance on January 1, 2021

14,417,834

28,706,600

120,794,011

1,574,910

31,075,273

1,864,265

198,432,893

Additions

$

29,856

18,968

196,620

44,956

132,297

2,259,451

2,682,148

Disposal

(40,383)

(18,172)

(262,222)

(66,540)

(224,652)

(12,664)

(30,699)

(232,326)

(2,265)

-

(228)

(6,726)

51,445

(2,068,129)

Reclassification to held for sale
Others

1,083,702

(63,007)

2,032,461

-

(611,969)
(278,182)
1,029,746

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

15,478,345

28,613,690

122,528,544

1,544,335

31,034,363

2,055,359

201,254,636

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

14,455,338

28,787,997

123,719,956

1,733,458

33,074,245

1,970,270

203,741,264

3,888

49,311

106,258

1,253,383

Additions
Disposal
Others
Loss of control
Balance on December 31, 2020

138,485

(95)

(6,610)

(2,130,177)

(9,061)

(59,067)

(58,483)

(32,236)

(65,031)

(875,770)

31,701
(82,067)
(108,182)

1,583,026

(2,163,540)

-

(4,382,489)

(23,767)

-

(150,378)

82,077

(1,359,388)

(2,358,530)

$

14,417,834

28,706,600

120,794,011

1,574,910

31,075,273

1,864,265

198,432,893

$

14,458

18,181,813

116,019,872

1,475,450

30,414,411

1,301,593

167,407,597

175

693,195

678,962

44,601

425,461

-

1,842,394

Impairment loss (reversed)

-

-

-

24,650

-

18,126

Disposal

-

(12,177)

(249,537)

(65,936)

(201,421)

-

(529,071)

-

(27,767)

(132,479)

(2,030)

-

-

(162,276)

(35,542)

(3,758)

(6,463)

14,391

Depreciation and impairment
losses:
Balance on January 1, 2021
Depreciation

Reclassification to held for sale
Others

(928)

(6,524)

(16,673)

(48,973)

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

13,705

18,799,522

116,306,536

1,445,622

30,677,492

1,284,920

168,527,797

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

14,772

17,524,096

117,342,710

1,610,950

32,060,172

1,304,250

169,856,950

187

739,146

921,242

46,598

510,280

-

2,217,453

-

14,112

81,884

-

Depreciation
Impairment loss (reversed)
Disposal

(95)

Loss of control

-

Others
Balance on December 31, 2020

(406)
$

14,458

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

Balance on December 31, 2020

$

(6,610)

(2,085,620)

(59,067)

(51,445)

(29,864)

(188,899)

(79,560)
(102,538)

18,181,813

116,019,872

1,475,450

15,464,640

9,814,168

6,222,008

14,440,566

11,263,901

6,377,246

14,403,376

10,524,787

4,774,139

99,460

(129,550)

(2,657)

(36,211)

(1,994,386)

-

(4,166,271)

(22,921)

-

(133,433)

(9,184)

-

(330,891)

30,414,411

1,301,593

167,407,597

98,713

356,871

770,439

32,726,839

122,508

1,014,073

666,020

33,884,314

660,862

562,672

31,025,296

Book value:
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(ii)

The Group’s property, plant and equipment under operating leases
Office
equipment
Cost or deemed cost:
Balance on January 1, 2021

$

Disposal

180,315
(26,902)

Other movements

41,693

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

195,106

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

254,800

Disposal

(127,893)

Other movements

53,408

Balance on December 31, 2020

$

180,315

$

98,088

Depreciation and impairment losses:
Balance on January 1, 2021
Depreciation

47,832

Disposal

(26,902)

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

119,018

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

187,460

Depreciation

38,524

Disposal

(127,893)

Other movements

(3)

Balance on December 31, 2020

$

98,088

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

76,088

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

67,340

Balance on December 31, 2020

$

82,227

Book value:

1)

For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, none of the borrowing costs arising
from property, plant and equipment were capitalized.

2)

For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Group disposed of a portion of its
property, plant and equipment, and therefore reversed the impairment loss previously
recognized.

3)

For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Group recognized impairment loss
resulting from the write-down of a portion of property, plant and equipment to
recoverable amount.

4)

For details on investment property of the Group had been pledged as collateral as of
December 31, 2021 and 2020, please refer to Note 8.
(Continued)
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(m) Right-of-use assets
Land

Buildings and
improvements

Machinery

Transportation
equipment

Office
equipment

Other
equipment

Total

Book value:
Balance on December 31, 2021

$

18,964

1,097,311

1,451

85,890

104,708

319

1,308,643

Balance on December 31, 2020

$

20,978

1,120,339

2,698

53,584

38,990

668

1,237,257

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

24,393

1,257,092

9,778

48,939

23,881

1,280

1,365,363

As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, there were no right-of-use assets pledged as collateral.
(n)

Investment property
Investment property comprises office buildings that are leased to third parties under operating leases,
including properties that are held as right-of-use assets, as well as properties that are owned by the
Group. The leases of investment properties contain an initial non-cancellable lease term of 2 to 10
years. Some leases provide the lessees with options to extend at the end of the term.
Details for the investment property are as follows:

Balance on January 1, 2021

Owned property
Buildings
Land
$ 26,101,260
2,557,864

Right-ofuse assets
14,985

Total
28,674,109

10,810

2,727

13,537

(5,144)

-

-

(5,144)

(1,054,930)

-

1,575

(1,053,355)

179,391

-

Additions

-

Disposal
Reclassification
Gains from fair value adjustment

2,400,810

Others

(7,368)

7,813

2,580,201

(5,967)

(5,522)

Balance on December 31, 2021

$ 27,434,628

2,755,878

13,320

30,203,826

Balance on January 1, 2020

$ 25,521,298

2,616,335

19,395

28,157,028

-

657

-

657

-

644,959

Additions
Gains (losses) from fair value adjustment

652,460

(7,501)

Others

(72,498)

(51,627)

Balance on December 31, 2020

$ 26,101,260

2,557,864

(4,410)
14,985

(128,535)
28,674,109

The recurring fair value measurement for the investment properties has been categorized as Level 3
fair value based on the input using the valuation technique. Please refer to the aforementioned
movement schedule for the adjustment of Level 3 from the beginning to the end of the period. There
were no transfers in or out of Level 3 fair value within this period.
On December 31, 2021 and 2020, the fair value of investment property was as follows:
December 31,
2021
$
30,203,826

Outsourcing valuation

December 31,
2020
28,674,109
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The Group recognized investment property in conformity with the requirements of the Regulations
Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers. The dates of the appraise were
December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively.
December 31, 2021
(i)

Chonglian External real estate appraiser firm: Mr. Liao

(ii)

Honda External real estate appraiser firm: Mr. Chen, Ms. Chen and Mr. Kuo

(iii) Chen Lon External real estate appraiser firm: Mr. Chen
(iv) Colliers International External real estate appraiser firm: Ms. Ke and Ms. Zhan
(v)

Chunghua External real estate appraiser firm: Mr. Hsieh

December 31, 2020
(i)

Chonglian External real estate appraiser firm: Mr. Liao

(ii)

Huayuan External real estate appraiser firm: Mr. Chen

(iii) Honda External real estate appraiser firm: Mr. Chen and Ms. Chen
(iv) Chen Lon External real estate appraiser firm: Mr. Chen
(v)

Colliers International External real estate appraiser firm: Ms. Ke and Ms. Zhan

The fair value of the investment property is assessed by the above mentioned external real estate
appraiser firm based on current status and market evidence. The assessment methodologies include
cash flow discount analysis method of income approach and land development analysis approach.
However, the fair value is mostly based on income approach. As for undeveloped land, land
development analysis approach would be applied.
If the assets are held mainly for rental income (such as land, living-office-mixed buildings, office
buildings, factories, houses and warehouses), the assessment should take the signed contract and
other comparable into consideration. Aside from income approach, the assessment should also be
made with direct capitalization method or cash flow discount analysis method.
Land development analysis approach should be applied for assets that might appraise in the future.
Also, real estate appraiser firm examined comparable of our subject and took development schedule,
liquidity, risk of disposal in the future into consideration to decide income capitalization rate and
discount rate. The significant parameters involved in the assessment are as below:
Contract rental fee and rental price on market:

Contract rental fee (3.3 square meter/month/NTD)
Evaluated markent rent (3.3 square meter/month/NTD)

December 31,
2021
$58~3,062

December 31,
2020
$60~$2,833

$25~3,600

$72~$1,860
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Mainly used paramenters:
December 31,
December 31,
2020
2021
0.210%~12.529% 1.595%~2.895%
1.595%~12.529% 1.845%~2.951%

Discount rate of disposal at year-end
Discount rate during analysis period

The following table shows the valuation technique used in measuring the fair value of investment
property, as well as the significant unobservable inputs used.

Valuation technique
Discounted cash flows: The
valuation model considers the
present value of net cash flows
to be generated from the
property, taking into account
expected rental growth rate,
void periods, occupancy rate,
lease incentive costs such as
rent-free periods and other
costs not paid by tenants. The
expected net cash flows are
discounted using risk-adjusted
discount rates. Among other
factors, the discount rate
estimation considers the
quality of a building and its
location (prime vs secondary),
tenant credit quality and lease
terms.

(i)

Significant
unobservable inputs
•Risk-adjusted discount
rates (December 31, 2021
and 2020, were 0.0210%
to 12.529% and 1.595% to
2.895%, respectively)
•Expected market rental
growth (December 31,
2021 and 2020, were 0.5%
to 3.6% and 0.72% to
2.00%, respectively)
•Occupancy rate (December
31, 2021 and 2020,
weighted average were
76.00% to 99.17% and
80.00% to 95.83%,
respectively)
•The rate of return
(December 31, 2021 and
2020, were 17% and 17%
to 20%, respectively)
•Overall capital interest rate
(December 31, 2021 and
2020, were 0.480% to
3.905% and 2.030% to
4.040%, respectively)

Inter-relationship between key
unobservable inputs and fair
value measurement
The estimated fair value would
increase (decrease) if:
• Expected market rental growth
were higher (lower).
•The occupancy rate were higher
(lower).
• The risk-adjusted discount rate
were lower (higher).
• The rate of return were lower
(higher).
• The overall capital interest rate
were lower (higher).

Assets related to Tatung University are described as follows:
HsinSheGong Building was previously recorded as property, plant and equipment. The
Company provided full funding for the construction, completed ownership registration, and
obtained building use permit and related licenses. As the state of construction and use of
HsinSheGong Building met the definition of investment property, the Company reclassified it
to investment property from property, plant and equipment. As of December 31, 2021 and
2020, the carrying amount of Hsin SheGong Building (“the Building”) was $260,312 thousand
and $166,550 thousand, respectively.
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On May 6, 2016, ShanChih Asset Development Co., Ltd. purchased the land of HsinSheGong
Building and completed the transfer of ownership. This building would be integrated into the
development plans of the entire factory area of the Company in the future. The related
development plans, involving issues such as land use change and urban planning, still require
overall planning and ongoing communication between Tatung University and education
authority agencies from a longterm perspective.
(ii)
(o)

Please refer to Note 8 for investment property pledged as collateral as of December 31, 2021
and 2020.

Intangible assets
The costs, amortization, and impairment loss of the Group’s intangible assets were as follows:
Patent and
technical
cooperation
fee

Goodwill
Cost or deemed cost:
Balance on January 1, 2021
Additions
Disposal
Others
Balance on December 31, 2021
Balance on January 1, 2020
Additions
Disposal
Others
Balance on December 31, 2020
Amortization and impairment losses:
Balance on January 1, 2021
Amortization
Disposal
Others
Balance on December 31, 2021
Balance on January 1, 2020
Amortization
Disposal
Others
Balance on December 31, 2020
Book value:

$

Computer
software
cost

Other
intangible
assets

Total

314,781
314,781
314,781
314,781

1,542,206
3,129
(1)
1,545,334
1,542,205
1
1,542,206

615,841
5,830
(7,369)
(88)
614,214
625,882
6,397
(16,457)
19
615,841

204,516
204,516
209,622
2,000
(7,067)
(39)
204,516

2,677,344
8,959
(7,369)
(89)
2,678,845
2,692,490
8,397
(23,524)
(19)
2,677,344

$

314,781
314,781
314,781
314,781

1,542,206
426
(1)
1,542,631
1,534,271
306
7,629
1,542,206

608,108
6,143
(7,294)
(58)
606,899
615,706
8,780
(16,457)
79
608,108

164,985
5,057
170,042
166,934
5,157
(7,067)
(39)
164,985

2,630,080
11,626
(7,294)
(59)
2,634,353
2,631,692
14,243
(23,524)
7,669
2,630,080

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

-

2,703

7,315

34,474

44,492

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

-

7,934

10,176

42,688

60,798

Balance on December 31, 2020

$

-

-

7,733

39,531

47,264

$
$

$
$

$
$
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The amortization of intangible assets was recognized as follows:
For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
$
1,189
4,737

Operating costs
Operating expenses (including R&D expense)
Total

(p)

$

10,437

9,506

11,626

14,243

Other current assets and other non-current assets
December 31,
2021
$
168,350
14,026
552,075
167,087
$
901,538

Prepayments for equipment
Long term prepayment for materials
Guarantee deposits paid
Other non-current financial assets
Total

December 31,
2020
93,911
3,459
1,003,137
769,973
1,870,480

(i)

Please refer to Note 9 for long-term prepayments arising from signing long-term purchase
contracts for materials.

(ii)

Included in other non-current assets— others was a portion of the lands and land prepayment
held temporarily in third parties’ names because of regulatory requirements or other reasons.
The Group continues to establish other rights over those lands. In 2020, the possibility of
recovering some of the aforementioned land and prepaid land funds was uncertain, therefore
the impairment loss of $20,179 thousand and other losses of $2,840 thousand were recognized,
respectively. As of December 31, 2021, land under third parties that had been created any right
amounted to $46,188 thousand and land unsecured were $638 thousand. As of the reporting
date, for those lands that have not been created any right, the Group continues to handle the
issue proactively.

(iii) Please refer to Note 8 for other non-current assets pledged as collateral as of December 31,
2021 and 2020.
(q)

Long-term notes and accounts receivable

Long-term notes receivable
Long-term receivables (including related parties)
Long-term installment receivables
Subtotal
Less: loss allowance
Total

December 31,
December 31,
2020
2021
$
2,034
1,377,275
685,454
6,277
83,449
1,462,758
691,731
(682,483)
(1,376,094)
$
86,664
9,248
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(r)

Short-term borrowings
December 31, December 31,
2020
2021
$
873,308
1,817,328
2,474,550
1,160,918
14,753
14,501
$
3,362,359
2,992,999
$
1,740,049
1,493,893
0.17%~4.27% 0.12%~3.90%

Unsecured bank loans
Secured bank loans
Employee loan
Total
Unused short-term credit lines
Range of interest rates

Please refer to Note 8 for short-term borrowings pledges as collateral.
(s)

Short-term notes and bills payable
December 31, December 31,
2020
2021
$
759,454
57,000
(104)
(353)
$
759,101
56,896
1.42%~1.90% 0.65%~3.09%

Commercial paper
Less: Unamortized discount
Total
Range of interest rates
Please refer to Note 8 for commercial paper pledges as collateral.

(Continued)
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(t)

(i)

Mega bills

Creditor
Secured loan from Bank
SinoPac
Secured loan from Bank
SinoPac
Secured loan from Bank
SinoPac
Secured loan from Bank
SinoPac
Secured loan from Bank
SinoPac
Secured loan from Taiwan
Cooperative Bank

The Company

$
12,941
38,958
74,375
179,292
1,100,000

-

3,000,000

December 31,
2020
21,389

3,000,000

December 31,
2021

1.50~1.70

1.85~2.00

2.26

2.31

2.31

2.26

Interest rate
(%)
(Note)
2.26

The details for long-term borrowings on December 31, 2021 and 2020 are as follows:

Long-term borrowings

(Continued)

Repayment term and method
Effective from July 9, 2014 to April 27, 2023 with 36 quarterly installments
in equal amounts beginning from the date of first drawdown.
Effective from February 26, 2015 to April 27, 2023 with 36 quarterly
installments in equal amounts beginning from the date of first drawdown.
Effective from June 27, 2017 to June 27, 2022 with 48 quarterly installments
in equal amounts beginning from the date of first drawdown.
Effective from June 27, 2017 to July 23, 2024 with 48 quarterly installments
in equal amounts beginning from the date of first drawdown.
Effective from April 27, 2015 to April 27, 2021 with 48 quarterly
installments in equal amounts beginning from the date of first drawdown.
Effective from May 10, 2021 to May 10, 2025. Interest due every month.
Beginning from the 3rd year, principal shall be repaid in 8 quarterly
installments in equal amounts.
The appointment letter of agreement to guarantee the issuance of
commercial promissory notes is effective from December 30, 2021 to
December 29, 2022 with a revolving guarantee facility for issuing
commercial promissory notes. If all the terms and conditions are fulfilled
and no default incurs, the Company may, in compliance with legal
requirements, renew the contract with Mega Bills Finance Co., Ltd. for one
year, the maturity date is currently December 2023.

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES
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-

107,100

Secured loan from Bank of
Kaohsiung

7,530,000

4,300,000

3,720,000

December 31,
2020
13,770,000

Secured loan from Yuanta
Bank

Syndicated loan led by the
Bank of Taiwan

Creditor
Syndicated loan led by the
Bank of Taiwan

December 31,
2021
7,240,000

1.55

1.35~1.50

1.93

Interest rate
(%)
(Note)
1.93

(Continued)

Repayment term and method
Effective from December 23, 2016 to December 23, 2023. Principal repaid
in 3 years from the 1st drawdown date in 5 semi-annual installments: 5%
repaid in the 1st-4th installments and the remaining 80% repaid in the 5th
installment. Supplements to the contract were made on March 3, 2021. The
80% principal balance shall be repaid in 3 semi-annual installments in 6
years from the 1st drawdown date. 10% of the balance repaid in the 1st-2nd
installments and the remaining 60% in the 3rd installment.
Effective from December 23, 2016 and December 23, 2023 (revolving
credit). Principal balance of each drawdown shall be repaid upon maturity
date of each drawdown. 5 semi-annual installments in 3 years after the
1st drawdown date. Principal repaid in 5 semi-annual installments. 5%
progressive decrease in credit facility in the 1st-4th installments and 80%
decrease in the 5th installment. Supplements to the contract were made on
March 3, 2021. The 80% principal balance shall be repaid in 3 semi-annual
installments in 6 years from the 1st drawdown date. 10% of the balance
repaid in the 1st-2nd installments and the remaining 60% in the 3rd
installment.
Effective from June 30, 2021 to June 29, 2024, the amount could be repaid
anytime within the three-year term. Within the validity period of the quota,
the longest period of each loan shall not exceed 180 days, and it shall not
exceed the date of validity of the approved quota.
Effective from November 18, 2022 to November 18, 2028, with principal
and interest payment due every month and bullet repayment due at maturity,
the loan contract could only be renewed once, and its overall loan period
shall not exceed 10 years.
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$

25,741,901
(74,613)
25,667,288
(6,504,289)
19,162,999

18,381,982
(36,387)

18,345,595
(1,895,682)
16,449,913

Interest rate
(%)
(Note)
Repayment term and method

(Continued)

Secured loans are guaranteed with a portion of property, plant and equipment, financial assets measured at amortized cost, investments accounted for
using equity method, etc.; please refer to Note 8 for details.

As the original syndicated loan is to expire in 2021, the Company applied in November 2020 for a two-year credit extension (extended to 2023), a
change in repayment schedule, and an exemption from the financial commitments for the year ended December 2020. The Company was granted an
exemption from financial commitments, an extended term of credit, an altered repayment schedule by the banks of the syndication, with another
agreement entered into on March 3, 2021. As for the borrowings of the syndication that were not granted an extension, the Company has recognized
current long-term borrowings pursuant the terms of the original agreement, and repaid them on December 23, 2021.

Shan-Chih Asset Development Co., Ltd. provided guarantees for the Company’ s long-term borrowings, and the actual borrowing amounts were
$19,245,231 thousand and $26,890,059 thousand, respectively, as of December 31, 2021 and 2020. All of the guarantees, provided by the Company’s
honorary chairman for the borrowings from certain banks, have been terminated in April 2021, please refer to Note 7 for details.

Note: Interest rates are rounded to the second decimal place.

Less: current portion
Total

Creditor
Two-year loans due to
stockholders and
employees
Subtotal
Less: unamortized issuance
cost

December 31,
2020
14,946

December 31,
2021
14,882
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(ii)

Creditor
Secured bank loans from
Bank of Taiwan and 9
other banks
Secured bank loans from
King's Town Bank
Secured loan from Bohai
International Trust Co.
Ltd. (CNY1,126,590
thousand)
Secured loan from Bohai
International Trust Co.
Ltd.(CNY466,950
thousand)
Secured loan from China
Railway Group Limited
(CNY388,000 thousand)
Subtotal
Less: unamortized issuance
cost
Subtotal
Less: current portion
Total

CPT and its subsidiaries

$

5.65

328,691

9,394,408
9,394,408
(9,394,408)
-

326,213

8,924,040
-

8,924,040
(8,924,040)
-

6.60

6.40

465,220

-

2.25

354,195

1,496,302

1,496,302

Interest
rate (%)
(Note 2)
3.05

351,525

December 31,
2020
(Note 1)
6,750,000

December 31,
2021
(Note 1)
$
6,750,000

Bullet repayment on March 24, 2019 (Note 4)

Bullet repayment on December 27, 2018 (Note 4)

Bullet repayment on February 13, 2019 (Note 4)

(Note 3)

(Continued)

Repayment term and method
10 installments in 6 months after the 1st drawdown date. Semi-annual
installments of $750,000 thousand from July 15, 2018 to July 15, 2023.
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Note 4: For details on shares in CPTTG pledged as collateral, please refer to Note 6(c) and 8.

(Continued)

Company and 24,099,974 shares of FD to secure the loans. However, after CPT applied for financial restructuring on December 13, 2018,
King’s Town bank sold all of the pledged shares to offset the principal and related expenses in December 2018. The balance of loans was the
sum of the three long-term loans.

Note 3: CPT entered into three long-term loan agreements with King’ s Town Bank on October 5, 2018 and pledged 10,944,773 shares of the

Note 2: The interest rate range is based on interest rates before applying for financial restructuring on December 13, 2018.

to Taoyuan district court on December 13, 2018. Such action has breached the loan contracts and hence all of the long-term loans were
reclassified to long-term borrowings—current portion.

Note 1: Owing to financial distress resulted from stagnant economic environment, CPT applied for financial restructuring and bankruptcy protection
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$

$

743,000
(12,000)
731,000

749,590
(20,000)
729,590

1.30

-

-

743,000

2.22

700,000

-

Interest
rate (%)
(Note)
2.22

December 31,
2020
49,590

Repayment term and method
Effective from December 25, 2019 to October 29, 2024. Principal is repaid
at maturity with monthly interest payments.
Effective from October 29, 2019 to October 29, 2024. The date of the 1st
principal repayment was extended to October 29, 2020. Installment payment
of $10,000 thousand due every 6 months and $630,000 thousand for the 9th
installment. Interest payment is on a monthly basis.
Effective from May 6, 2021 to May 6, 2028. Monthly installment of $1,000
thousand and $667,000 thousand for the 84th installment with interest
payment due every month.

(Continued)

Certain lands and buildings were pledged for the first mortgages from the Bank of Panhsin. Please refer to Note 8 for assets pledged as collateral for
mortgages.

Note: Interest rates are rounded to the second decimal place.

Subtotal
Less: current portion
Total

Mortgage loan from SUNNY
BANK

Creditor
Mortgage from Bank of
Panhsin
Mortgage loan from Bank of
Panhsin

December 31,
2021

(iii) Forward Electronic Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries
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(v)

245,000

-

December 31,
2020
245,000

Interest
rate (%)
(Note)
1.95~2.15

Repayment term and method
Effective from July 20, 2015 to July 20, 2026. Monthly installment of
$5,000 thousand for the 1st-24th months and $10,000 thousand for the 25th35th months commencing August 20, 2023. Bullet repayment for the
remaining principal.

-

(2,292)

December 31,
2020
2,292

Note: Interest rates are rounded to the second decimal place.

-

$

Total

-

-

$

December 31,
2021

Less: current portion

Creditor
Credit loan from Hua Nan
Commercial Bank

Tatung Die Casting Co., Ltd.
Interest
rate (%)
(Note)
2.30

(Continued)

Repayment term and method
Effective from November 7, 2016 to November 7, 2021. Principal repaid in
60 monthly installments of $208 thousand with interest payment due every
month.

Please refer to Note 8 for assets of Chih Sheng Realty Co., Ltd. pledged for a secured loan.

Note: Interest rates are rounded to the second decimal place.

-

$

Total

-

-

$

December 31,
2021

Less: current portion

Creditor
Secured loans from Bank of
Taiwan

(iv) Chih Sheng Realty Co., Ltd.
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$

$

7,978,160

-

7,978,160

-

3,400,000

-

-

December 31,
2020
3,400,000
1.80

Interest rate
(%)
(Note)
1.68~1.93

(Continued)

Repayment term and method
Effective from February 25, 2019 to February 24, 2024, with monthly
interest payment. The principal could be repaid anytime.
The principal should be repaid in 3 years from the 1st drawdown date in 5
semi-annual installments. 10% of the actual drawdown should be repaid in
the 1st-4th installments and the remaining should be repaid in the 5th
installment.

A portion of land was pledged as collateral for first mortgage for Yuanta Bank-secured loan; please refer to Note 8 for garuantee details.

Note: Interest rates are rounded to the second decimal place.

Total

Less: current portion

Syndicated loan led by Maga
International Commercial
Bank

Creditor
Yuanta Bank—secured loan

December 31,
2021

(vi) Shan-chih Asset Development Co., Ltd.
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$

207,094

(5,894)

133,368

December 31,
2021
$
79,620
December 31,
2020

-

-

-

-

1.70~1.80

Interest rate
(%)
(Note)
1.72

(Continued)

The contract could be renewed annually based on the original agreed
duration and interest rate if the operation and financial status have not
changed significantly and the Debt Service Coverage Ratios (Annual
electricity sales revenue devided by annual principal repayment) is higher
than 1.2.

Repayment term and method
Starting from the date of the 1st drawdown, May 14, 2021, 34% of the
principal is repaid evenly in 60 monthly installments. Bullet payment for
the remaining 66% of the principal.

Please refer to Note 8 for assets of Shanshin Energy Co., Ltd. pledged as collateral for secured loans.

Note: Interest rates are rounded to the second decimal place.

Total

Less: current portion

IBFC

Creditor
Secured loan from EnTie
Commercial Bank

(vii) Shanshin Energy Co., Ltd.
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Interest rate
(%)
(Note)
2.90

Please refer to Note 6(h) for non-current assets held for sale on December 31, 2020.

(Continued)

Repayment term and method
60 monthly installments in the amount of equal payment of 144
installments, beginning from date of the 1st drawdown (August 15, 2017).
Bullet payment for the remaining principal.

Please refer to Note 8 for assets of Sheng Yang Energy Co., Ltd. pledged as collateral for secured loans.

-

(37,964)

-

December 31,
2020
37,964

Note: Interest rates are rounded to the second decimal place.

-

Total

$

-

Less: Reclassification to held
for sale

-

-

$

December 31,
2021

Less: current portion

Creditor
Secured loan from Cathay
United Commercial Bank
Co., Ltd.

(viii) Sheng Yang Energy Co., Ltd.
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4,113

12,833

Bailout loan from Hua Nan
Commercial Bank

Secured-term loan from
Chang Hwa Commercial
Bank

4,694

Medium-term loan from the
First Commercial Bank

Secured loan from Hua Nan
Bank

829

Medium-term loan from the
First Commercial Bank

Creditor
Secured loan from Land
Bank of Taiwan

December 31,
2021
$
5,067

(ix) Tatung Fine Chemicals and its subsidiaries

15,000

5,000

31,600

5,355

945

December 31,
2020
5,067

0.16~2.00

1.85

2.70

1.50

1.50

Interest rate
(%)
(Note)
1.84~2.09

(Continued)

Effective from August 19, 2020 to September 17, 2023, for a period of 3
years including 1 year grace period, the principal and interest are repaid in
24 equated monthly installments after expiry of grace period.

Effective from July 3, 2020 to September 4, 2023, for a period of 3 years
including 1 year grace period, the principal shall be repaid in 24 monthly
installments from the first drawdown date, with interest due every month.
Equated monthly installments including principal and interest after expiry
of grace period.

Effective from April 1, 2020 to August 31, 2023, the interest is due every
month. Principal shall be repaid in 41 monthly payments, and the first 14
months are the grace period. From May 2021 to July 2023 (the 15th to
40th months), the principal will be repaid for $1,200 thousand per month,
and the final principal of $400 thousand will be repaid in the 41st month.

Effective from September 26, 2020 to September 26, 2023, for a period of
3 years including 1 year grace period, the principal and interest are repaid
in 24 equated monthly installments after expiry of grace period

Effective from September 26, 2020 to September 26, 2023, for a period of
3 years including 1 year grace period, the principal and interest are repaid
in 24 equated monthly installments after expiry of grace period

Repayment term and method
Effective from March 14, 2019 to April 2, 2024. 60 monthly installments
(non-revolving credit). Equated monthly installments (EMI) include
principal and interest.
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40,031

Total
49,617

(13,350)

Please refer to Note 8 for assets of Tatung Fine Chemicals Co. pledged as collateral for secured loans.

2)

(Continued)

Effective from December 10, 2021 to December 10, 2026, for a period of
5 years, the principal and interest are repaid equally in 60 monthly
installments.

Effective from December 10, 2021 to December 10, 2026, for a period of
5 years, the principal and interest are repaid on the 30th of each month.

Repayment term and method
Effective from October 15, 2021 to October 15, 2026, for a period of 5
years, with interest payment due every month, the principal is repaid
equally in 60 monthly installments.

The chairman of Tatung Fine Chemicals Co. is the joint guarantor of the bank loans.

1.97

1.50

Interest rate
(%)
(Note)
1.50

1)

Note: Interest rates are rounded to the second decimal place.

(33,106)

Subtotal

Less: current portion

$

-

3,000

Medium-term loan from
Taiwan Cooperative Bank
62,967

-

3,934

Medium-term loan from
Taiwan Cooperative Bank

73,137

-

Creditor
Medium-term loan from
Shanhai Commercial &
Savings Bank

December 31,
2021
15,467

December 31,
2020
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(x)
Interest
rate (%)
(Note)
2.27

(Continued)

Repayment term and method
Effective from July 28, 2020 to October 28, 2021. In 15 monthly
installments and monthly interest payments. $950 thousand repaid in the 1st7th installments; $450 thousand in the 8th-14th installments; $330 thousand
in the 15th installment.

Please refer to Note 8 for assets of Tatung Medical & Healthcare Technologies Co., Ltd. pledged as collateral for secured loans.

-

(5,333)

December 31,
2020
5,333

Note: Interest rates are rounded to the second decimal place.

-

$

Total

-

-

$

Less: current portion

Creditor
Secured loan from Hotai
Finance Co.,Ltd.

December 31,
2021

Tatung Medical & Healthcare Techologies Co., Ltd.
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December 31,
2020

$

96,200

-

December 31,
2021
$
96,200

December 31,
2020

Note: Interest rates are rounded to the second decimal place.

Total

Less: current portion

Creditor
Credit loan from Bank of
Taiwan

(xii) Tatung Co. of Japan, Inc.

Note: Interest rates are rounded to the second decimal place.

15,088

Total

$

(3,925)

Less: current portion

Creditor
Credit loan from Taiwan
Cooperative Bank

December 31,
2021
$
19,013

(xi) San Chih Semiconductor Co., Ltd.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Interest
rate (%)
(Note)
1.88

Interest
rate (%)
(Note)
0.15~0.65

(Continued)

Repayment term and method
Effective from April 23, 2021, to April 23, 2023, with 8 quarterly
installments in equal amounts of JPY25,000 thousand, beginning from the
date of the first drawdown.

Repayment term and method
Effective from September 30, 2021 to September 30, 2026, with principal
and interest payment due every month.
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(u)

Lease liabilities
The details for the carrying amount of lease liabilities are as follows:

Current

December 31,
2021
$
512,087

December 31,
2020
367,086

856,920

1,006,448

1,369,007

1,373,534

Non-current
Total

$

For the maturity analysis, please refer to note 6(ag).
The amounts recognized in profit or loss were as follows:
For the years ended December 31

2020

2021
Interests on lease liabilities

$

Variable lease payments not included in the measurement of lease
liabilities
Income from sub-leasing right-of-use assets
Expenses relating to short-term leases
Expenses relating to leases of low-value assets, excluding shortterm leases of low-value assets

31,976

-

88,911

77,932

(44,700)

(28,450)

16,887

27,141

3,345

3,401

The amounts recognized in the statement of cash flows for the Group was as follows:
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
542,449
439,288

Total cash outflow for leases
(i)

The Group as a lessee
The Group leases various properties, including real estate (land and buildings), machinery and
transportation equipment, office equipment and other equipment. The lease terms range from 1
to 20 years.
For the Group’s subleased right-of-use assets under operating and finance leases, please refer to
note 6(n).
Some of the Group’ s solar energy equipment construction and photocopier lease contract
contain variable payment terms, which are very common in the industry of the Group, based on
the power generation and usage amount.
Since these variable lease payments do not meet the definition of lease payments, they are not
included in the measurement of the assets and liabilities.

(Continued)
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Some of the Group’s property lease agreements contain extension and termination options. The
Group determines the lease term as the non-cancellable period of the lease, together with
periods covered by an option to extend the lease if the lessee is reasonably certain to exercise
that option, and periods covered by an option to terminate the lease if the lessee is reasonably
not to exercise option. These options are used to maximize operational flexibility in terms of
managing contracts. The majority of extension and termination options held are exercisable
only by the Group. After the commencement date, the Group reassesses the lease term upon the
occurrence of a significant event or a significant change in circumstances that is within the
control of the lessee and affects whether the Group is reasonably certain to exercise an option
not previously included in its determination of the lease term, or not to exercise an option
previously included in its determination of the lease term.
(v)

Provisions

Balance on January 1, 2021

$

Provisions increased duing the year

-

36,851

130,658

66,637

-

32,815

-

-

(1,937)

-

-

51,695

Provisions reserved during the year

(34,271)
-

Effects of changes in exchange rate

-

Warranty
140,098

(37,192)

Reclassification

-

Other
short-term
provisions
2,147

Litigation
reserve
4,015,183

Provisions used duing the year

(118)

Provision for
long-term
purchase
agreement for
materials

Dicommissioning
provisions

(563)
(160,233)

Levies

-

-

-

(1,222)
19,085

-

-

-

-

-

-

130,658

64,700

-

52,808

(17)

Total
4,157,428
318,656
(39,129)
(36,056)
19,085
(160,368)

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

120,212

Current

$

115,883

41,688

-

6,664

-

52,808

217,043

4,329

3,849,550

130,658

58,036

-

-

4,042,573

$

120,212

3,891,238

130,658

64,700

-

52,808

4,259,616

$

137,547

311,839

-

-

1,049,300

36,905

1,535,591

Provisions increased duing the year

24,186

3,775,343

-

-

-

-

3,799,529

Provisions used duing the year

(8,314)

(64,600)

-

-

-

(34,606)

(13,124)

(7,399)

-

(186)

Non-current

Balance on January 1, 2020

Provisions reserved during the year
Loss of control of subsidiary

-

Effects of changes in exchange rate

-

(996,800)
(52,500)

-

-

-

-

-

2,147

140,098

42,252

-

-

-

2,147

184,497

-

3,972,931

-

-

-

-

3,972,931

140,098

4,015,183

-

-

-

2,147

4,157,428

Current

$

34

(20,709)
(996,800)

-

140,098

(i)

-

-

(107,520)

-

$

$

-

-

4,259,616

4,015,183

(197)

Balance on December 31, 2020

Non-current

3,891,238

(52,663)
4,157,428

Warranty
This provision, estimated based on historical experience, contract contents, and other known
factors, is for product warranties that may occur in the future.

(Continued)
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(ii)

Litigation reserve
Litigation reserve for obligations arising from lawsuits and relevant legal costs are periodically
assessed based on historical experience. If the obligations are mostly likely to be discharged
and the amount thereof may be reasonably estimated, the provision for legal matters will be
recognized.

(iii) Decommissioning provisions
Some of the Group’ s solar energy equipment leasing contract contain the obligation to
decommission and restore the site at maturity. The Group recognized the most likely amount
based on the current market quotations and other factors.
(iv) Provision for long-term purchase agreements for materials
The contractual commitments under long-term purchase contracts for materials were
derecognized due to the loss of control over the subsidiaries.
(w) Deferred income
December 31,
2020
54,010

Government grants

December 31,
2021
$
58,677

Current

$

11,424

-

Non-current

$

47,253

54,010

The movements of Group’s deferred revenue were as follows:
For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
$
54,010
77,507
19,710
22,775
(18,744)
(42,837)
(3,941)
506
3,701
$
58,677
54,010

Beginning balance
Received during the period
Recognized in profit or loss
Reclassification
Effects of changes in exchange rates
Ending balance

The Group obtains government grants related to income and assets. Relevant costs are recognized as
expenses under a systematic basis and amortized based on the years of assets acquired during the
period.
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(x)

Operating lease
A maturity analysis of lease payments, showing the undiscounted lease payments to be received after
the reporting date, is as follows:
December 31,
2021
$
636,993
439,574
317,306
200,697
145,713
280,600
$
2,020,883

Less than one year
One to two years
Two to three years
Three to four years
Four to five years
More than five years
Total undiscounted lease payments
(y)

December 31,
2020
520,995
131,981
175,473
103,813
524,012
472,280
1,928,554

Employee benefits
(i)

Defined benefit plans
Reconciliation of defined benefit obligation at present value and plan asset at fair value are as
follows:

Present value of defined benefit obligations

December 31,
2021
$
2,131,851

Fair value of plan assets

(1,678,967)

Others

$

Net defined benefit liability (asset)

December 31,
2020
2,437,639
(1,819,116)

452,884

618,523

-

2,622

452,884

621,145

The Group makes defined benefit plan contributions to the pension fund account with Bank of
Taiwan that provides pensions for employees upon retirement. Plans (covered by the Labor
Standards Law) entitle a retired employee to receive retirement benefits based on years of
service and average monthly salary for the six months prior to retirement.
1)

Composition of plan assets
The Group allocates pension funds in accordance with the Regulations for Revenues,
Expenditures, Safeguard and Utilization of the Labor Retirement Fund, and such funds
are managed by the Bureau of Labor Funds, Ministry of Labor. With regard to the
utilization of the funds, minimum earnings shall be no less than the earnings attainable
from two-year time deposits with interest rates offered by local banks.
The Group’ s Bank of Taiwan labor pension reserve account balance amounted to
$1,678,967 thousand as of December 31, 2021. For information on the utilization of the
labor pension fund assets, including the asset allocation and yield of the fund, please refer
to the website of the Bureau of Labor Funds, Ministry of Labor.
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2)

Movements in present value of the defined benefit obligations
The movements in present value of the defined benefit obligations for the Group were as
follows:

Defined benefit obligation at January 1

For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
2,437,639
2,493,866

Current service costs and interest

28,837

57,140

Actuarial gain arising from changes in
demographic assumption

40,431

1,462

Actuarial gain arising from changes in
financial assumption

(74,484)

81,645

20,121

89,090

6,566

(10,707)

Remeasurement of the net defined benefit
liability (asset)

Experience adjustment
Gain (loss) arising from prior service costs
Benefits paid by the plan

(297,314)

(238,924)

Benefits paid by company

(25,549)

(29,616)

(4,396)

(6,317)

Effects of changes in exchange rate
Defined benefit obligation at December 31
3)

$

2,131,851

2,437,639

Movements of defined benefit plan assets
The movements in the present value of the defined benefit plan assets for the Group were
as follows:

Fair value of plan assets at January 1

For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
(1,819,116)
(1,600,664)

Interest revenue

(5,695)

(12,140)

(134,272)

(382,762)

Benefits paid by the plan

297,314

238,924

Remeasurement of the net defined benefit
liability (asset)

(24,748)

(53,497)

7,550

(8,977)

Contributions paid by the employer

Effects of changes in exchange rate
Fair value of plan assets at December 31

$

(1,678,967)

(1,819,116)
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4)

Expenses recognized in profit or loss
The expenses recognized in profit or loss for the Group were as follows:
For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
$
21,270
40,122

Current service costs
Net interest of defined net liability (asset)

1,872

4,878

Prior service costs and settlement loss (gain)

6,566

(10,707)

$
5)

29,708

34,293

Actuarial assumptions
The principal actuarial assumptions at the reporting date were as follows:
Discount rate
Future salary increase rate

2021.12.31
0.52%~0.7%

2020.12.31
0.27%~0.39%

1%~2.25%

1.00%~2.25%

The expected allocation payment to be made by the Group to the defined benefit plans for
the one-year period after the reporting date is $81,794 thousand.
The weighted average lifetime of the defined benefits plans is 8~9.7 years.
6)

Sensitivity analysis
If the actuarial assumptions had changed, the impact on the present value of the defined
benefit obligation shall be as follows:
Impact on the present value of
defined benefit obligation
Increase 0.50% Decrease 0.50%
2021
Discount rate(changes in 0.5%)

$

(85,514)

106,100

$

(94,774)

91,280

2020
Discount rate(changes in 0.5%)

Reasonably possible changes at the reporting date to one of the relevant actuarial
assumptions, holding other assumptions constant, would have affected the defined benefit
obligation by the amounts shown above. The method used in the sensitivity analysis is
consistent with the calculation of pension liabilities in the balance sheets.
There is no change in the method and assumptions used in the preparation of sensitivity
analysis for 2021 and 2020.
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(ii)

Defined contribution plans
The Group’ s pension costs incurred from the contributions to the Bureau of the Labor
Insurance were as follows:
For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
$
142,959
138,159

Operating costs
(z)

Income tax
(i)

Income tax expense
For the years ended December 31

2021

2020

Current tax expense
Current period

$

169,967

Refund of Land Value Increment Tax
Adjustment for prior periods

136,532

(228,339)

-

(1,061)

54,917

(59,433)

191,449

144,828

(111,921)

Deferred tax expense
Origination and reversal of temporary differences
Changes in unrecognized deductible temporary differences

-

Deduction of deferred tax liabilities

(1,604)

Income tax expense

$

27
(719)

143,224

(112,613)

83,791

78,836

The amounts of income tax recognized in other comprehensive income for the years ended
December 31, 2021 and 2020, were as follows:
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
Items that will not be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss:
Remeasurment from defined benefit plans

$

1,649

5,631

Items that may be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss:
Exchange differences on translation

$

(294)

680
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Reconciliation of income tax and profit before tax for 2021 and 2020 is as follows.

Profit excluding income tax

For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
$
2,653,453
(4,909,194)

Income tax using the Company’s domestic tax rate

$

Effect of tax rates in foreign jurisdiction (not applicable
for separate financial statements)

(1,183,605)

8,474

-

Non-deductible expenses

(287,477)

(644,503)

Tax-exempt income

(335,047)

(130,204)

Current-year losses for which no deferred tax asset was
recognized

201,406

1,304,018

Change in unrecognized temporary differences

(320,407)

653,079

Adjustments of current income tax from prior periods

(229,400)

54,917

Others

(352,064)

25,134

83,791

78,836

Income tax expense
(ii)

1,398,306

$

Deferred tax assets and liabilities
1)

Unrecognized deferred tax assets
Deferred tax assets have not been recognized in respect of the following items:

Tax effect of deductible Temporary Differences

December 31,
2021
$
3,515,767

December 31,
2020
3,808,982

10,661,631

22,378,740

14,177,398

26,187,722

The carryforward of unused tax losses
$
2)

Unrecognized deferred tax assets
The consolidated entity is able to control the timing of the reversal of the temporary
differences associated with investments in subsidiaries as of December 31, 2021 and
2020. Also, management considers it probable that the temporary differences will not
reverse in the foreseeable future. Hence, such temporary differences are not recognized
under deferred tax liabilities. Details are as follows:

Unrecognized deferred tax liabilities

December 31,
2021
$
140,035

December 31,
2020
112,843

The R.O.C. Income Tax Act allows net losses, as assessed by the tax authorities, to offset
taxable income over a period of ten years for local tax reporting purposes.
Deferred tax assets have not been recognized in respect of these items because it is not
probable that future taxable profit will be available against which the Group can utilize
the benefits therefrom.
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As of December 31, 2021, the information of the Group’s unused tax losses for which no
deferred tax assets were recognized are as follows:
Year of loss
2012

$

Unused tax loss
11,662,096

2013

1,703,971

2023

2014

4,468,053

2024

2015

8,590,475

2025

2016

938,497

2026

2017

1,337,790

2027

2018

6,935,644

2028

2019

4,657,707

2029

2020

9,577,872

2030

2021

3,436,054

2031

$
3)

Year of expiry
2022

53,308,159

Recognized deferred tax assets and liabilities
Changes in the amount of deferred tax assets and liabilities for 2021 and 2020 were as
follows:
Deferred Tax Assets:

Balance at January 1, 2021

Foreign
investment
loss
$
110,950

Recognized in profit or loss

20,252

Recognized in other
comprehensive income
Balance at December 31, 2021
Balance at January 1, 2020

Unrealized
loss or profit
on sales
6,087
(161)

Loss
allowance
398,935
(179,682)

Others
607,589

Total
1,123,561

(64,574)

(224,165)

(829)

(829)

-

-

-

$

131,202

5,926

219,253

542,186

898,567

$

24,899

9,804

444,848

427,798

907,349

Recognized in profit or loss

86,051

(3,717)

(45,913)

191,465

227,886

Derecognition of subsidiary

-

-

-

(11,674)

(11,674)

110,950

6,087

398,935

Balance at December 31, 2020

$

607,589

1,123,561
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Deferred Tax Liabilities:

Balance at January 1, 2021

Defined
Unrealized
benefit
exchange
plans
gains
$
124,686
171,103

147,107

Others
394,529

Total
6,346,819

Recognized in profit or loss

62,779

Recognized in other comprehensive
income

(2,772)

-

-

-

(2,772)

(332)

-

-

-

(332)

Transfer to non-current assets
classified as held for sale

(170,867)

Provison
of land
value
increment
tax
5,656,501

(118,356)

(79,337)

Balance at December 31, 2021

$

184,361

236

5,803,608

276,173

6,264,378

Balance at January 1, 2020

$

65,176

171,044

5,726,909

383,690

6,346,819

Recognized in profit or loss

65,141

59

10,159

4,951

Recognized in other comprehensive
income

(5,631)

Balance at December 31, 2020

$

124,686

(70,408)

-

-

680

171,103

5,656,501

394,529

(4,951)
6,346,819

(iii) Assessment of income tax returns
As of December 31, 2021, the assessment of the Group’s income tax returns is as follows:
Years of Assessment

Company Name

2016

the CompanySCAD

2019

Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.Toes Opto
Mechatronics Co.Taipei Industry CorporationChih Sheng
Realty Co., Ltd.Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.Tungyang
Energy Co., Ltd.Shanshin Energy Co., Ltd.Yau Yang Energy
Co., Ltd.Tatung DIE Casting Co.TSTIChyun Huei Business
Technology Inc.Tisnet Technology Inc.FDTatung Forestry
and Construction Co.SCSCCPT

2020

TFCTatung Medical HealthcareTechnologies Co., Ltd.Chih
Sheng Investment Co., Ltd.Chunghwa Electronics Investment
Co., Ltd.Shan Chih Investment Co., Ltd.Ting Shin Energy
Co., Ltd.Zhi Shin Energy Co., Ltd.Tung Shin Energy Co.,
LtdChuang Shih Neng Co., Ltd.

(aa) Capital and other equity
(i)

Ordinary shares
As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Company’ s authorized and issued capital were
$100,000,000 thousand and $23,395,367 thousand with a par value of $10, comprising
10,000,000 thousand shares and 2,339,537 thousand shares, respectively. Each share is entitled
to one voting right and the right to receive dividends.
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(ii)

Global depositary receipts
As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Company were issued as 7 units and 39 thousand
units, respectively, of global depositary receipt (“ GDR” ), which equaled to 20 shares of
ordinary shares per unit, representing 146 thousand shares and 778 thousand shares,
respectively. On November 11, 2021, the Board of Directors approved to terminate the issuance
of GDR issued in 2009, delist the GDR on Luxembourg Stock Exchange, and cease the GDR
trading on the London Stock Exchange.

(iii) Capital surplus
The components of capital surplus were as follows:
December 31,
2021
Disposal of company's share by subsidiaries recognized as
treasury share transactions
Movements in equity of associates and joint ventures
accounted for using equity method
Others
Total

December 31,
2020

$

115,169

115,169

$

2,884,351
453,228
3,452,748

2,877,611
312,395
3,305,175

According to the Company Act, the capital reserve shall not be used except to offset deficit.
When a company incurs no loss, it may distribute the capital reserves related to the income
derived from the issuance of new shares at a premium or income from endowments received by
the Company. The distribution could be made in cash or in the form of dividend shares to its
shareholders in proportion to the number of shares being held by each of them.
(iv) Retained earnings
The Company’s Articles of Incorporation stipulate that annual earning shall be appropriated in
the following order:
(A) Pay income tax.
(B) Offset deficit.
(C) Appropriate 10% of the remaining amount after deducting item (A) and (B) as legal
reserve.
(D) Appropriate or reverse special reserve pursuant to relevant laws or regulations.
(E) After deducting item (A), (B), (C), and (D), the appropriation of the remaining portion, if
any, shall be recommended by the Board of Directors and resolved in the shareholders’
meeting.
1)

Legal reserve
When a company incurs no loss, it may distribute its legal reserve by issuing new shares
or by distributing cash in proportion to the number of shares held by each of the
shareholders, and only the portion of legal reserve that exceeds 25% of capital may be
distributed.
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2)

Special reserve
In accordance with Ruling No. 1010012865 issued by the FSC on April 6, 2012, a portion
of current-period earnings and undistributed prior-period earnings shall be reclassified as
special earnings reserve during earnings distribution. The amount to be reclassified
should equal the current-period total net reduction of other shareholders’ equity.
Similarly, a portion of undistributed prior-period earnings shall be reclassified as special
earnings reserve (which and does not qualify for earnings distribution) to account for
cumulative changes to other shareholders’ equity pertaining to prior periods. Amounts of
subsequent reversals pertaining to the net reduction of other shareholders’ equity shall
qualify for additional distributions. Special surplus reserve due to the first adoption of the
International Financial Reporting Standards was $15,894,690 thousand. As of December
31, 2021, the disposal of assets has been realized and transferred to retained surplus
totaling $751,043 thousand.
The Company’ s Board of Directors resolved to change its accounting policies from the
year ended December 31, 2018 to adopt fair value model instead of cost model in the
subsequent measurement of investment property. According to Order No. 1030006415
issued by the FSC on March 18, 2014, a special reserve equivalent to the amount of the
net increase in fair value shall be adopted upon the initial adoption of fair value model. In
addition, the Company shall, pursuant to pertinent regulations, appropriate a special
reserve each year when there are distributable earnings. The Company appropriated
$13,855,398 thousand as special reserve according to Financial Supervisory Commission’
s relevant orders. In the shareholders’ meeting, the Company resolved to make up for its
losses with a special reserve of $22,585,835 thousand and to reverse the special reserve
by $2,396,407 thousand. Consequently, special reserve yet to be reversed was
$20,189,428 thousand.
As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, the balance of special reserve was amounted to
$8,809,617 thousand and $9,730,518 thousand, respectively.

3)

Undistributed or unappropriated earnings
In the shareholders’ meeting on August 18, 2021 and June 30, 2020, the Company
proposed and resolved the reimbursement of losses and surplus for the year ended
December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively. The distribution cases are listed below:

Legal reserve used to offset accumulated deficits
Legal reserve
Special reserve
Total

Deficit
Compensation
For the Year
Ended
December 31,
2020
$
866,190
$
866,190

Earnings
Distribution
For the Year
Ended
December 31,
2019
287,588
2,272,174
2,559,762
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(v)

Treasury shares
As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Group’ s subsidiaries, Chunghwa Electronics
Investment Co., Ltd. and Forward Electronic, held respectively 0.5 thousand shares and 4,475
thousand shares in the Company; the Company recognized treasury shares amounted to
$30,854 thousand for both year end. On December 31, 2021 and 2020, the stock prices were
$32.60 and $26.45 per share, respectively.

(vi) OCI accumulated in reserves, net of tax
Unrealized
gains (losses)
Exchange
Equity
from financial
differences
related to
assets
on
non-current
measured at
Gains on
translation of
assets
fair value
foreign
through other property, plant classified as
an equipment
financial
held for
comprehensive
remeasurment
statements
sale
income
$
(974,849)
(47,848)
266,779
-

Balance at January 1, 2021
Exchange differences on foreign
operations
Unrealized gains (losses) from financial
assets measured at fair value through
other comprehensive income
Disposal of investments in equity
instruments designated at fair value
through other comprehensive income
Exchange differences on subsidiaries
accounted for using equity method
Unrealized gains (losses) from financial
assets measured at fair value through
other comprehensive incomes
accounted for using the equity method
Balance at December 31, 2021
$
Balance at January 1, 2020
$
Exchange differences on foreign
operations
Unrealized gains (losses) from financial
assets measured at fair value through
other comprehensive income
Disposal of investments in equity
instruments designated at fair value
through other comprehensive income
Exchange differences on subsidiaries
accounted for using equity method
Unrealized gains (losses) from financial
assets measured at fair value through
other comprehensive incomes
accounted for using the equity method
Equity related to non-current assets
classified as held-for-sale
Balance at December 31, 2020
$

(493,734)

-

Total
(755,918)

-

-

(493,734)

-

(127,216)

-

-

(127,216)

-

(47,738)

-

-

(47,738)

-

-

(35,144)

266,779
266,779

30,954

831
(1,458,919)
(405,425)

-

-

(196,097)

(35,144)

(1,503,727)
(779,340)
(196,097)

-

831
(221,971)
76,182
-

-

(88,369)

-

-

(88,369)

-

(35,850)

-

-

(35,850)

588

-

-

-

588

-

189

-

-

189

(974,849)

(47,848)

266,779

(30,954)
-

(30,954)
(755,918)
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(vii) Non-controlling interests

Beginning balance
Net loss attributable to non-controlling interests for
the period
Comprehensive income attributable to noncontrolling interests
Actuarial gain (loss) of defined benefit plans
Exchange differences on translation of foreign
financial statements
Unrealized gains (losses) from investments in
equity instruments measured at fair value
through other comprehensive income
Disposal of subsidiaries (loss of control)
Changes in ownership interests in subsidiaries
Difference between consideration and carrying
amount of subsidiaries acquired or disposed
Changes in non-controlling interests
Ending Balance

For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
$
(11,260,852)
(8,000,402)
(1,102,457)

8,509

$

(3,911,693)

(11,465)

(151,939)

47,795

(181,642)
688

170,970
530,546
(29,996)

14,272
(95,961)
(12,769,382)

(56,607)
(11,260,852)

(ab) Share-based payment
A resolution was decided during the board meeting held on August 18, 2021 to award 11,100
thousand new shares of restricted stock to those full-time employees who meet the Company’ s
requirements. The restricted stock has been registered with, and approved by, the Securities and
Futures Bureau of the Financial Supervisory Commission, R.O.C.
Those employees with restricted stock awards are entitled to purchase shares at the price of $10 per
share, with the condition that these employees continue to provide service to the Company for at least
1 year, 2 years , and 3 years, respectively, from the grant date; 40%, 30%, and 30% of the restricted
stock is vested in year 1, 2, and 3, respectively after the grant date. The restricted stock is kept by a
trust, which is appointed by the Company, before it is vested. These shares shall not be sold, pledged,
transferred, gifted, or disposed of, by any other means to third parties during the custody period. The
voting rights of these shareholders are executed by the custodian, and the custodian will act
according to the law and regulations. If the shares remain unvested after the vesting period, the
Company will repurchase all the unvested shares at the issue price, and cancel the shares thereafter.
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(ac) Earnings per share
For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Company’ s basic and diluted earnings per
share were calculated as follows:
For the years ended December 31

2020

2021
Basic earnings per share
Profit/(loss) attributable to ordinary shareholders of the Company
Weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding
Basic earnings (losses) per share (dollar)
Diluted earnings per share
Profit/(loss) attributable to ordinary shareholders of the Company
(after adjusting the effect of potentially dilutive ordinary shares)
Weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding
Effect of potentially dilutive ordinary shares
Employee stock
Weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding (after
adjusting the effect of potentially dilutive ordinary shares)

$
$

$

3,672,119
2,335,061
1.57

(1,076,337)
2,335,061
(0.46)

3,672,119
2,335,061

(1,076,337)
2,335,061

1,152

2,335,061
(0.46)

2,336,213
1.57

$

(ad) Revenue from contracts with customers
For the years ended December 31
Sale of goods

$

Rendering of services

2021
27,325,885

2020
28,856,790

2,212,957

2,173,783

65,964

610,782

-

-

29,604,806

31,641,355

Other operating revenue
Rental revenue
Total

$

Pertinent information on the Group’ s revenue from contracts with customers for the years ended
December 31, 2021 and 2020 was as follows:
(i)

Disaggregation of revenue

Sale of goods

Optoelectronics
segment
$
2,747

For the year ended December 31, 2021
Property
Consumer
Mechatronics
development
product
and energy
segment
segment
segment
15,081,363
7,663,545
3,160,024

Other
segments
1,418,206

Total
27,325,885
2,212,957

Rendering of Services

-

2,211,752

152

-

1,053

Others

-

22,662

1,091

40,700

1,511

65,964

$

2,747

17,315,777

7,664,788

3,200,724

1,420,770

29,604,806

$

2,747

15,681,740

7,664,788

3,200,724

1,420,770

27,970,769

-

1,634,037

-

-

-

1,634,037

2,747

17,315,777

7,664,788

3,200,724

1,420,770

29,604,806

Timing of revenue
recognition:
At a point in time
Over time
$
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Sale of goods

Optoelectronics
segment
$
1,524

For the year ended December 31, 2020
Property
Consumer
Mechatronics
development
product
and energy
segment
segment
segment
13,264,901
9,208,147
5,141,878

Other
segments
1,240,340

Total
28,856,790

Rendering of Services

-

2,173,086

70

-

627

2,173,783

Others

-

597,909

6,630

-

6,243

610,782

$

1,524

16,035,896

9,214,847

5,141,878

1,247,210

31,641,355

$

1,524

14,550,373

9,214,847

5,141,878

1,247,210

30,155,832

-

1,485,523

-

-

-

1,485,523

1,524

16,035,896

9,214,847

5,141,878

1,247,210

31,641,355

Timing of revenue
recognition:
At a point in time
Over time
$

(ii)

Contract balances
1)

Contract assets (including current and non-current)

Sales of goods

December 31,
2021
$
507,084

December 31,
2020
233,063

January 1,
2020
205,013

1,151,269

6,673

14,064

222,547

290,176

205,122

82,964

2,376

3,145

(128,375)

(85,899)

Service contracts
Construction contracts
Energy contracts
Less: loss allowance
Total

$

1,835,489

446,389

427,344

For details on accounts receivables and allowance for impairment, please refer to Note
6(e).
For details on onerous contracts as of December 31, 2021, please refer to Note 6(v).
For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, material movements in the balance of
the Group’s contract assets were as follows:
For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
Opening balance reclassified to accounts
receivable for the period
Movements in measurement results of stage of
completion
Reclassification
Impairment
Net movements for the period

$

(266,645)

(243,437)

$

987,196
711,025
(42,476)
1,389,100

348,381
(85,899)
19,045
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2)

Contract liabilities

Sale of goods and
construction contracts
Rendering of services
Total

December 31,
2021
$
2,192,491

December 31,
2020
1,069,234

January 1,
2020
3,207,443

7,842

8,716

10,252

2,200,333

1,077,950

3,217,695

$

Material movements in the balance of the Group’s contract liabilities for the years ended
December 31, 2021 and 2020 are detailed as follows:
For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
$
(480,114)
(3,020,396)

Beginning balance reclassified to revenue
Increase in advances received in the period
(excluding the amount incurred and transferred
to revenue in the period)
Reclassification
Net movements for the period
$

1,598,556
3,941
1,122,383

880,651
(2,139,745)

(ae) Remunerations to employees, directors, and supervisors
The Company’s Articles of Incorporation stipulate that if there is profit for the year, a minimum of
1% shall be allocated as employee compensation and a maximum of 2% as compensation for
directors and supervisors. However, if the Company has accumulated losses, the profit shall be set
aside to offset the deficit. The aforementioned employee compensation shall be shares or cash, and
the amounts thereof shall be resolved during a board meeting attended by at least two-thirds of the
total number of directors and approved by more than half of the directors’ present. Aside from that,
such distribution shall be reported to the shareholders’ meeting. The information is available on the
Market Observation Post System website.
For the year ended December 31, 2020, the Company incurred net loss after tax and thus did not
recognize compensation to employees, directors, and supervisors.
For the year ended December 31, 2021, the employee remuneration of $37,561 thousand and
remuneration of directors and supervisors of $0 were estimated on the basis of the percentage of
employees, directors and supervisors specified in the Company’ s Articles of Incorporation. Such
amounts were recognized as operating expenses for the year ended December 31, 2021. There were
no differences between the amounts approved in Board of Directors meeting and the amounts
estimated in 2021 parent-company-only financial statements.
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(af) Non-operating income and expenses
(i)

Interest income
Interest income of the Group is detailed as follows:

Interest income from bank deposits
Interest income from financial assets measured at amortized cost
Other interest income
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Others
Subtotal of other interest income
Total interest income

(ii)

For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
$
19,128
15,207
585
5,338

$

38,083
20,712
58,795
78,508

35,547
19,893
55,440
75,985

Other income
For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
$
52,498
28,183

Dividend income
Other income, others
Total other income

$

616,893

990,095

669,391

1,018,278

(iii) Other gains and losses
For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
$
35,842
(137,857)
556,020
1,090,698
1,144,045
865,855
15,062
51,765

Gains (Losses) on disposals of property, plant and equipment
Gains on disposals of investments
Gains on disposals of non-current assets
Foreign exchange gains
Gains (Losses) on financial assets (liabilities) at fair value through
profit or loss
Gains on fair value adjustment of investment property
(Impairment loss) Reversal of impairment loss on non-financial assets
Guarantee contract losses
Compensation losses
Others
Net value on other gains and losses
$

2,580,201
(26,135)
(23,470)
(434,830)
3,846,735

644,959
46,831
(95,478)
(3,743,896)
(592,072)
(1,869,195)
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(iv) Finance costs
For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
$
1,475,334
2,225,015

Interest expense
Other finance expenses
Interest expense of lease liabilities

31,976

34,374

Others

1,013,796

685,392

Subtotal of other finance expenses

1,045,772

719,766

2,521,106

2,944,781

Finance costs, net

$

(ag) Financial instruments
(i)

Credit risk
1)

Credit risk exposure
As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, the exposure to credit risk and the maximum
exposure of the Group were mainly from the following:

2)



The carrying amount of financial assets and contract assets recognized in the
consolidated balance sheet; and



The amounts of liabilities as a result from financial guarantees provided by the Group
to its customers were $24,391,832 thousand and $34,383,156 thousand, respectively.

Concentration of credit risk
Since the Group has a large number of unrelated customers, credit risk is not significantly
concentrated. To reduce credit risk, the Group continuously monitors credit risk exposure
and credit ratings of trading counterparties.

3)

Receivables and debt securities
For credit risk exposure of notes and trade receivables, please refer to Note 6(e). Other
financial assets at amortized cost includes other receivables and time deposits
All of these financial assets are considered to have low risk, and thus, the impairment
provision recognized during the period was limited to 12 months expected credit losses.
Regarding how the financial instruments are considered to have low credit risk, please
refer to Note 4(g).
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The loss allowance provision for the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020 were
determined as follows:
Others
receivables
$
1,256,367

Contract
assets
85,899

Impairment losses recognized

222,443

42,476

Write-offs for the current period

(27,685)

-

Reclassification

211,694

-

31,178

-

Balance on January 1, 2021

Effects of changes in exchange rate
Balance on December 31, 2021

$

1,693,997

128,375

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

3,636,694

-

(Reversal of impairment losses) Impairment losses
Write-offs for the current period

(43,861)

85,889

(2,452,919)

-

116,453

-

1,256,367

85,889

Effects of changes in exchange rate
Balance on December 31, 2020
(ii)

$

Liquidity risk
The following table shows the contractual maturities of financial liabilities, including estimated
interest payments and excluding the impact of netting agreements.
Carrying
amount

Contractual
cash flow

Over 5
years

4-5
years

2-3
years

Within 1
year

December 31, 2021
Non-derivative financial
liabilities
Loans

$

39,754,492

41,388,254

15,064,564

17,153,628

8,432,990

737,072

759,101

759,454

759,454

-

-

-

29,057,771

29,057,771

29,057,771

-

-

-

159,859

159,859

-

6,900

152,959

-

1,369,007

1,434,404

349,844

463,044

233,582

387,934

$

71,100,230

72,799,742

45,231,633

17,623,572

8,819,531

1,125,006

$

Short-term notes and bills
payable
Trade payables, related
parties
Deposits received
Lease liability
December 31, 2020
Non derivative financial
liabilities
Loans

42,519,877

43,641,443

19,482,242

19,690,530

4,468,671

-

Short-term notes and bills
payable

56,896

57,000

57,000

-

-

-

Trade payables, related
parties and non-current

27,935,520

27,935,520

27,935,520

-

-

-

132,480

132,480

126,165

5,335

-

980

Deposits received
Lease liability
$

1,373,534

1,517,158

323,561

446,440

268,646

478,511

72,018,307

73,283,601

47,924,488

20,142,305

4,737,317

479,491

The Group does not expect the cash flows included in the maturity analysis to occur
significantly earlier or at significantly different amounts.
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(iii) Market risk
1)

Currency risk
The Group’s significant exposure to foreign currency risk was as follows:
Unit: thousand (foreign currency)
December 31, 2021
Foreign
currency
Financial assets
Monetary items
USD
CNY
JPY
EUR
Non-monetary items
CNY
OMR
Financial liabilities
Monetary items
USD
EUR
CNY
JPY

$

Exchange rate

TWD

79,652
262,642
218,979
312

27.6800
4.3440
0.2405
31.3200

2,204,767
1,140,917
52,664
9,772

823,522
1,312

4.3440
72.0400

3,577,380
94,516

585,600
2,869
245,450
7,623,582

27.6800
31.3200
4.3440
0.2405

16,209,408
89,857
1,066,235
1,833,471

December 31, 2020
Foreign
currency
Financial assets
Monetary items
USD
JPY
CNY
Non-monetary items
CNY
OMR
Financial liabilities
Monetary items
USD
JPY
EUR
CNY

$

Exchange rate

TWD

62,649
64,501
163,323

28.4800
0.2763
4.3770

1,784,244
17,822
714,867

1,313,351
2,487

4.3770
72.8900

5,748,537
181,126

531,728
7,017,419
2,916
438,573

28.4800
0.2763
35.0200
4.3770

15,143,618
1,938,913
102,118
1,919,634
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2)

Sensitivity analysis
The Group’s exposure to foreign currency risk arises from the translation of the foreign
currency exchange gains and losses on cash and cash equivalents, accounts and other
receivables, financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, loans and
borrowings, accounts and other payables that are denominated in foreign currency. As of
December 31, 2021 and 2020, a strengthening (weakening) of 1% of the exchange rate of
the functional currency of the Group and the Company against the main foreign
currencies would increase (decrease) profit before tax by $157,909 thousand and
$165,874 thousand, and the comprehensive income at fair value by $36,719 thousand and
by $59,297 thousand, respectively. The analysis of the two periods was conducted using
the same basis, assuming all other variables held constant.

3)

Foreign exchange gains or losses on monetary items
Since the Group has many kinds of functional currencies, the information on foreign
exchange gain (loss) on monetary items is disclosed by total amount. For the years ended
December 31, 2021 and 2020, net foreign exchange gains are amounted to $1,144,045
thousand and $865,855 thousand, respectively.

4)

Interest rate analysis
Please refer to the notes on liquidity risk management and interest rate exposure of the
Group’s financial assets and liabilities.
The following sensitivity analysis is based on the exposure to the interest rate risk of
derivative and non-derivative financial instruments on the reporting date. Regarding
assets with variable interest rates, the analysis is based on the assumption that the amount
of assets outstanding at the reporting date was outstanding throughout the year. The rate
of change is expressed as the interest rate increases or decreases by 10% when reporting
to management internally, which also represents the Group management's assessment of
the reasonably possible interest rate change.
If the interest rate had increased/decreased by 10 basis points, the Group’ s net income
would have increased/decreased by $1,573 thousand and $3,808 thousand for the years
ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively, with all other variable factors
remaining constant. This is mainly due to the Group’ s borrowing at variable rates and
investment in variable-rate bills.
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5)

Other market price risk
For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, the sensitivity analyses for the changes
in the securities price at the reporting date were performed using the same basis for profit
or loss as illustrated below:

Prices of securities at the
reporting date
Increasing 1%

For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
Other
Other
comprehensive
comprehensive
Net
income after
income after
income
tax
tax
$
23,819
158
35,976

Decreasing 1%

$

(23,819)

(158)

Net
income
260

(35,976)

(260)

(iv) Fair value of financial instruments
1)

Fair value hierarchy
The carrying amount and fair value of the Group’ s financial assets and liabilities,
including the information on fair value hierarchy, were as follows:
December 31, 2021
Total

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1
Financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss
Shares

$

15,473

-

-

15,473

350

-

-

350

Foreign currency options

-

184

-

184

Financial products

-

-

1,307,544

1,307,544

15,823

184

1,307,544

1,323,551

406,267

-

2,753,063

3,159,330

Funds

Subtotal
Financial assets at fair value
through other comprehensive
income
Equity instrument (Note)
Financial liabilities at fair value
through profit or loss
Forward exchange contracts

-

(108)

-

(108)

Foreign exchange options

-

(761)

-

(761)

-

(869)

-

422,090

(685)

4,060,607

Subtotal
Total

$

(869)
4,482,012
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December 31, 2020
Level 2

Level 1
Financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss
Shares
Funds
Capital-guaranteed financial
products
Subtotal
Financial assets at fair value
through other comprehensive
income
Equity instrument (Note)
Financial liabilities at fair value
through profit or loss
Foreign currency forward
contracts
Foreign exchange options
Subtotal
Total

$

$

Level 3

Total

23,970
2,037
-

-

1,413,771

23,970
2,037
1,413,771

26,007

-

1,413,771

1,439,778

467,954

-

3,758,272

4,226,226

-

(5,364)

-

(5,364)

493,961

(3)
(5,367)
(5,367)

5,172,043

(3)
(5,367)
5,660,637

Note: A portion of CPTTG shares held by CPT were pledged and frozen by the court, and
assessment results showed that the value of those shares lacked liquidity. In light of
the characteristics of the equity shares, the Group measured their values based on
market value and took into account the restriction imposed by pledge or freezing;
therefore, the Company adjusted the liquidity discount at the discount rate estimated
using the Protective Put Model.
2)

Valuation techniques for financial instruments not measured at fair value
The Group’ s valuation techniques and assumptions used for financial instruments not
measured at fair value are as follows:
a)

Financial assets and financial liabilities measured at amortized cost
If there is quoted price generated by transactions, the recent transaction price and
quoted price data is used as the basis for fair value measurement. However, if no
quoted prices are available, the discounted cash flows are used to estimate fair
values

3)

Valuation techniques for financial instruments measured at fair value
a)

Non-derivative financial instruments
A financial instrument is regarded as being quoted in an active market if quoted
prices are readily and regularly available from an exchange, dealer, broker, industry
group, pricing service, or regulatory agency and those prices represent actual and
regularly occurring market transactions on an arms-length basis. Whether
transactions are taking place ‘regularly’ is a matter of judgment and depends on the
facts and circumstances of the market for the instrument.
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Quoted market prices may not be indicative of the fair value of an instrument if the
activity in the market is infrequent, the market is not well-established, only small
volumes are traded, or bid-ask spreads are very wide. Determining whether a
market is active involves judgment.
Measurements of fair value of financial instruments without an active market are
based on valuation technique or quoted price from a competitor. Fair value,
measured by using valuation technique that can be extrapolated from either similar
financial instruments or discounted cash flow method or other valuation techniques,
including models, is calculated based on available market data at the reporting date.
b)

Derivative financial instruments
Measurement of the fair value of derivative instruments is based on the valuation
techniques generally accepted by market participants such as the discounted cash
flow or option pricing models, such as Black-Scholes, and other valuation methods,
such as Monte Carlo simulation. Fair value of forward currency is usually
determined by the forward currency exchange rate.

4)

Transfers between Level 1 and Level 2
No transfers have occurred between the fair value levels in the hierarchy for the years
ended December 31, 2021 and 2020.

5)

Reconciliation of Level 3 fair values
Fair value
through other
comprehensive
income

Fair value
through profit
or loss
Financial
products
$

Opning balance, January 1, 2021

Total gains and losses recognized
In profit or loss
In other comprehensive income
Purchased
Issued
Influence on exchange rate
Ending balance, December 31, 2021
Opening balance, January 1, 2020

38,083
-

$
$

Total gains and losses recognized
In other comprehensive income
Purchased
Issued
Influence on exchange rate
Ending balance, December 31, 2020

Stocks

1,413,771

(378,421)

Total
5,172,043
38,083
(378,421)

4,430,199

158,631

4,588,830

(4,563,784)

(770,275)

(5,334,059)

(10,725)

(15,144)

(25,869)

1,307,544
1,009,420
4,486,197
(4,107,866)

$

3,758,272

2,753,063
6,288,571
(38,516)
(2,491,783)

4,060,607
7,297,991
(38,516)
4,486,197
(6,599,649)

26,020

-

26,020

1,413,771

3,758,272

5,172,043
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The aforementioned gains and losses were recognized as “unrealized gains (losses) from
investments in equity instruments measured at fair value through other comprehensive
income”.
6)

Quantified information on significant unobservable inputs (Level 3) used in fair value
measurement
The Group’s financial instruments that use Level 3 inputs to measure fair value include
“ financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss – debt investments” and
“fair value through other comprehensive income – equity investments”.
Most of the Group’ s financial instruments that use Level 3 inputs have only one
significant unobservable input. Only equity investment without an active market have
multiple significant unobservable inputs. The significant unobservable inputs of the
equity investments without an active market are independent, therefore, there is no
correlation between them.
Quantified information of significant unobservable inputs was as follows:

Valuation
technique
Market
approach

Significant unobservable
inputs
Pricing of financial
products

Financial assets at fair
value through other
comprehensive income
– equity investments
without an active
market

Market
approach

Market liquidity discount
rate (December 31,
2021 and 2020, were
both 0%~30% )

The higher the market
liquidity discount
rate, the lower the
fair value

Financial assets at fair
value through other
comprehensive income
– equity investments
without an active
market

Asset Approach

Market liquidity discount
rate (December 31,
2021 and 2020, were
both 10% )

The higher the market
liquidity discount
rate, the lower the
fair value

Item
Financial assets at fair
value through profit or
loss—financial
products

7)

Interrelationship
between significant
unobservable inputs
and fair value
measurement
None

Fair value measurements in Level 3 – sensitivity analysis of reasonably possible
alternative assumptions
The Group’s measurement on the fair value of financial instruments is deemed reasonable
despite the fact that different valuation models or parameters may lead to different results.
For fair value measurements in Level 3, changing one or more of the assumptions would
have the following effects on profit or loss and other comprehensive income:
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Current profit (loss) arising
from changes in fair value
Favourable Unfavourable

Other comprehensive
income arising from
changes in fair value
Favourable Unfavourable

Inputs

Upward or
downward
Movements

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

-

-

-

December 31, 2021
Financial assets at fair value through profit
or loss
Financial products

-

Financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income
Equity investments without an active
market—market approach

Market
liquidity
discount

1%

-

-

8,340

(8,340)

Equity investments without an active
market—asset approach

Market
liquidity
discount

1%

-

-

177

(177)

Not
applicable

-

-

-

December 31, 2020
Financial assets at fair value through profit
or loss
Financial products

Not
applicable

-

Financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income
Equity investments without an active
market—market approach

Market
liquidity
discount

1%

-

-

26,396

(26,396)

Equity investments without an active
market—asset approach

Market
liquidity
discount

1%

-

-

199

(199)

The investment accounting department of the Company is responsible for the fair value
verification. With independent source data, the evaluation results would be closer to the
market, confirming that the source of the information is independent, reliable, consistent
with other resources, and represents an executable price. Changes in the value of assets
and liabilities must be re-measured or re-evaluated in accordance with the accounting
policies of the Company and are analyzed on each reporting date to ensure that the
evaluation results are reasonable.
(v)

Offsetting financial assets and financial liabilities
The Group has financial instrument transactions, applicable to the International Financial
Reporting Standards Sections 42 NO. 32 approved by the FSC, which required for offsetting.
Financial assets and liabilities relating those transactions are recognized in the net amount of
the balance sheets.
The following tables present the aforesaid offsetting financial assets and financial liabilities.
December 31, 2021
Financial assets that are offset which have an exercisable master netting arrangement or similar agreement
Gross
Net amount
Amounts not off set in the
amounts of
of financial
balance sheet (d)
financial
assets
liabilities offset
presented in
Gross amounts
of recognized
Financial
in the balance
the balance
instruments
sheet
sheet
Net amounts
Cash collected
financial assets
(Note)
(b)
(c)=(a)-(b)
(e)=(c)-(d)
received
(a)
Accounts receivable $
22,381
22,381
and payable
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December 31, 2021
Financial liabilities that are offset which have an exercisable master netting arrangement or similar agreement
Net amount
Amounts not off set in the
Gross
of financial
balance sheet (d)
Gross amounts
amounts of
liabilities
of recognized
financial assets
presented in
Financial
financial
offset in the
the balance
instruments
liabilities
balance sheet
sheet
Cash collected
Net amounts
(a)
(b)
(c)=(a)-(b)
received
(e)=(c)-(d)
(Note)
Accounts receivable $
22,381
22,381
and payable
December 31, 2020
Financial assets that are offset which have an exercisable master netting arrangement or similar agreement
Gross
Net amount
Amounts not off set in the
amounts of
of financial
balance sheet (d)
financial
assets
Gross amounts
liabilities offset
presented in
Financial
of recognized
in the balance
the balance
Net amounts
Cash collected
instruments
sheet
sheet
financial assets
(Note)
(b)
(c)=(a)-(b)
(e)=(c)-(d)
received
(a)
Accounts receivable $
23,106
23,106
and payable
December 31, 2020
Financial liabilities that are offset which have an exercisable master netting arrangement or similar agreement
Net amount
Amounts not off set in the
Gross
of financial
balance sheet (d)
amounts of
liabilities
Gross amounts
financial assets
presented in
of recognized
offset in the
the balance
financial
Financial
balance sheet
sheet
liabilities
instruments
Net amounts
Cash collected
(Note)
(b)
(c)=(a)-(b)
(a)
(e)=(c)-(d)
received
Accounts receivable $
23,106
23,106
and payable

Note: Master netting arrangements and non-cash financial collaterals are included.
(ah) Financial risk management
(i)

Overview
The Group has exposures to the following risks from its financial instruments:
1)

Credit risk

2)

Liquidity risk

3)

Market risk

The following discusses the Group’s objectives, policies and processes for measuring and

managing the abovementioned risks. For more disclosures about the quantitative effects
of these risks exposures, please refer to the respective notes in the accompanying
consolidated financial statements.
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(ii)

Structure of risk management
The Group’ s risk management objectives are to manage market risk, credit risk and liquidity
risk related to its operating activities. The Group identifies, measures, and manages the
aforementioned risks based on policy and risk preference.
The Group has established appropriate policies, procedures, and internal controls, for its
financial risk management. Before entering into significant financial activities, due approval
process by the board of directors and audit committee must be carried out based on related
protocols and internal control procedures. The Group complies with its financial risk
management policies at all times.

(iii) Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk that counterparty will not meet its obligations under a contract, leading to
a financial loss. The Group is exposed to credit risk from operating activities (primarily for
contract assets, accounts and notes receivables and lease receivables) and financing activities,
including bank deposits and other financial instruments.
Credit risk is managed by each business unit subject to the Group’ s established policy,
procedures and control relating to credit risk management. Credit limits are established for all
counter parties based on their financial position, rating from credit rating agencies, historical
experience, prevailing economic condition and the Group’s internal rating criteria etc. Certain
counter parties’ credit risk will also be managed by taking credit enhancing procedures, such as
requesting for prepayment or insurance.
Credit risk from balances with banks, fixed income securities and other financial instruments is
managed by the Group’ s treasury in accordance with the Group’ s policy. The Group only
transacts with counterparties approved by the internal control procedures, which are banks and
financial institutions, companies and government entities with good credit rating.
Consequently, there is no significant credit risk for these counter parties.
The Group adopted IFRS 9 to assess the expected credit losses. Except for contract assets and
trade receivables, the remaining debt instrument investments which are not measured at fair
value through profit or loss, low credit risk for these investments is a prerequisite upon
acquisition and by using their credit risk as a basis for the distinction of categories. The Group
makes an assessment at each reporting date as to whether the debt instrument investments are
still considered low credit risk and then further determines the method of measuring the loss
allowance and the loss rates.
Financial assets are written off when there is no realistic prospect of future recovery (the issuer
or the debtor is in financial difficulties or bankruptcy).
(iv) Liquidity risk
The Group’ s objective is to maintain a balance between continuity of funding and flexibility
through the use of cash and cash equivalents, highly liquid equity investments, bank
borrowings, convertible bonds and finance leases. The table below summarizes the maturity
profile of the Group’s financial liabilities based on the contractual undiscounted payments and
contractual maturity. The payment amount includes the contractual interest. The undiscounted
payment relating to borrowings with variable interest rates is extrapolated based on the
estimated interest rate yield curve as of the end of the reporting period.
(Continued)
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(v)

Market risk
Market risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will
fluctuate because of changes in market prices. Market risks comprise of currency risk, interest
rate risk, and other price risk (such as equity price risk).
In practice, it is rarely the case that a single risk variable will change independently from other
risk variables. There are usually connections between risk variables. However, the sensitivity
analysis disclosed below does not consider the interdependencies between risk variables.
1)

Currency risk
The Group’s operating activities (when revenue or expense are denominated in a different
currency from the Group’ s functional currency) and the Group’ s net investments in
foreign subsidiaries.
The Group’ s certain foreign currency receivables are denominated in the same foreign
currency with foreign currency payables, therefore natural hedge is received. The Group
also uses forward contracts to hedge the foreign currency risk on items denominated in
foreign currencies. Hedge accounting is not applied as they did not qualify for hedge
accounting criteria. Furthermore, as net investments in foreign subsidiaries are for
strategic purposes, they are not hedged by the Group.

2)

Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value of future cash flows of a financial
instrument will fluctuate because of changes in market interest rates. The Group’ s
exposure to the risk of changes in market interest rates relates primarily to the Group’s
debt instrument investments at variable interest rates, bank borrowings with fixed interest
rates and variable interest rates.
The Group manages its interest rate risk by having a balanced portfolio of fixed and
variable loans and borrowings and entering into interest rate swaps. Hedge accounting
does not apply to these swaps as they do not qualify for it.

3)

Other market price risk
The Group’ s listed and unlisted equity securities are susceptible to market price risk
arising from uncertainties about future values of the investment securities. The Group’s
listed equity securities are classified under financial assets measured at fair value through
profit or loss and financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive
income, while unlisted equity securities are classified under measured at fair value
through other comprehensive income. The Group manages the equity price risk through
diversification and placing limits on individual and total equity instruments. Reports on
the equity portfolio are submitted to the Group’s senior management on a regular basis.
The Group’s board of directors reviews and approves all equity investment decisions.
Please refer to Note 6(e) for sensitivity analysis information of other equity instruments
or derivatives that are linked to such equity instruments whose fair value measurement is
categorized under Level 3.
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(ai) Capital management
The primary purpose of the Group’s capital management is to ensure the Group can maintain a strong
credit rating and healthy capital ratios in order to support its business and maximize shareholders'
equity value. The Group manages and adjusts its capital structure in accordance with changes in
economic conditions. To maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Group may adjust dividend
payment, return capital or issue new shares.
(aj) Investing and financing activities of non-cash transaction
Reconciliation of liabilities arising from financing activities were as follows:

Short-term borrowings

January 1,
2021
$
2,992,999

Cash flows
317,903

56,896

706,688

Short-term notes and bills payable
Long-term borrowings (incl.
within1 year)
Lease liabilities

184,130

36,392,133

1,373,534

(401,330)

396,803

1,369,007

-

98,727

627,907

41,981,327

98,727

Total liabilities from financing
activities

$

43,950,307

(2,596,887)

Short-term borrowings

January 1,
2020
$
5,550,814

Cash flows
(2,261,560)

Lease liabilities
Long-term accounts payable
Total liabilities from financing
activities

$

759,101

(3,318,875)

-

Long-term borrowings (incl.
within1 year)

(4,483)

December 31,
2021
3,362,359

39,526,878

Long-term accounts payable

Short-term notes and bills payable

Others
51,457

Others
(296,255)

December 31,
2020
2,992,999

565,352

268,009

(776,465)

56,896

40,940,840

472,297

(1,886,259)

39,526,878

1,465,541

(378,581)

286,574

1,373,534

41,351

(41,351)

-

-

48,563,898

(1,941,186)

(2,672,405)

43,950,307
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(7) Related-party transactions
(a)

Names and relationships with related parties
The followings are entities that have had transactions with related party during the periods covered in
the consolidated financial statements.
Name of related party
Tatung University

Relationship with the Group
Significant influence over the Group (Note 4)

Tatung Senior High School

Significant influence over the Group (Note 5)

Jingdian Investment Co., Ltd.

Significant influence over the Group

Tatung Okuma Co., Ltd.

Associate of the Group

Elitegroup Computer System Co., Ltd.

Associate of the Group

Elitegroup Technology (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

Associate of the Group

Tatung Cranes (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Associate of the Group (Deregistered in December
2020)

Kuender & Co., Ltd.

Associate of the Group

Kuender (Wujiang) Electronic Parts Co., Ltd.

Associate of the Group

Kuender (Wujiang) Plastic Technology Co.,
Ltd.

Associate of the Group

Ufeco (Wujiang) Technology Inc.

Associate of the Group (liquidated in July 2020)

Nature Worldwide Technology Corp.

Associate of the Group

Hsieh Chih Industrial Library Publishing Co.

Associate of the Group

Tatung SM-Cyclo Co., Ltd.

Associate of the Group

Yunbao Co., Ltd.

Associate of the Group

I-Torch Technology Corp.

Associate of the Group

Weifang Canon Economic & Trade Co., Ltd.

Associate of the Group

Gintung Energy Co., Ltd.

Associate of the Group

Nature Wordwide Technology Corp.

Associate of the Group

LIN HTET LIN COMPANY LIMITED

Joint venture

CPTF Visual Display (Fuzhou) Ltd.

Other related party of the Group (Note 2)

CPTF Optronics Co., Ltd.

Other related party of the Group (Note 2)

Chunghwa Picture Tubes Technology (Group) Other related party of the Group (Note 2)
Co., Ltd.
Mantix Display Technology Co., Ltd.

Other related party of the Group (Note 2)

Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Wujiang) Ltd.

Other related party of the Group (Note 2)

Kornerstone Material Technology Co.

Other related party of the Group (Note 2)

Actron Technology Corporation

Other related party of the Group (Note 6)

Employee Welfare Committee of Tatung Die
Casting Co.

Other related party of the Group
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Name of related party
Employee Welfare Committee of Forward
Electronic

Relationship with the Group
Other related party of the Group

Employee Welfare Committee of Tatung Fine
Chemicals Co.

Other related party of the Group

Employee Welfare Committee of Chyun Huei
Commercial Technologies

Other related party of the Group

The Employee Welfare Committee of Tatung
System Technologies

Other related party of the Group

The Joint Welfare Committee of Tatung

Other related party of the Group

The Employee Welfare Committee of Tatung
Foundation

Other related party of the Group

The Employee Welfare Committee of Tatung
Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.

Other related party of the Group

The Employee Welfare Committee of Tatung
Company

Other related party of the Group

Affiliate Union of Tatung Consumer Products
(Taiwan) Co., Ltd.

Other related party of the Group

SHANYUAN CO., LTD

Other related party of the Group

Sanyuan Construction Co., Ltd.

Other related party of the Group

Yue Lee Construction Corp.

Other related party of the Group

Xintong Investment Consulting Co., Ltd.

Other related party of the Group

Association of Tatung Company (Taoyuan)

Other related party of the Group

Affiliate Union of Tatung Company

Other related party of the Group

Taipei City Tatung Football Association

Other related party of the Group

Lin, Wei-Shan

Other related party of the Group (Note 1 and 3)

Lin, Kuo Wen-Yen

The Group’s honorary chairman and director (Note
3)

Note 1: Spouse of the Group’s director, Lin, Kua Wen-Yen.
Note 2: From December 2019 to August 2020, 324,600,000 CPTTG shares held by the Group were
sold through securities transactions or transferred in the equity-debt swap pursuant to the
court ruling, decreasing the Group’s shareholding percentage from 26.37% to 14.63%. As a
result, CPTTG has ceased to be the Group’s related party since the third quarter of 2020.
Note 3: No longer a director after the reappointment of corporate directors on May 5, 2021; besides,
the position of honorary chairman has been removed since October 12, 2021.
Note 4: Tatung University had no sigificant impact on the Group on December 22, 2021.
Note 5: Tatung Senior High School had no sigificant impact on the Group on December 30, 2021.
Note 6: In December 2021, Actron Technology Corporation had been classified as non-relate party
because of the management adjustment.
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(b)

Significant transactions with related parties
(i)

Sales
For the years ended December 31

2020

2021
Entities with joint control or significant influence over the Group
Tatung University

$

34,690

49,157

285

5,186

Tatung Okuma Co., Ltd.

37,403

8,743

Tatung SM-Cyclo Co., Ltd.

Others
Associate of the Group

35,314

32,846

Elitegroup Technology (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

1,745

12,910

Others

2,325

2,847

19,734

-

Other related parties
Actron Technology Corporation
Others
$

6,645

9,156

138,141

120,845

1)

Tatung Company: The sales prices to related parties were determined through
negotiations based on market prices. The payment terms for sales to domestic related
parties were 90 days, which were the same as those for domestic arm's length customers.
The payment terms for sales to foreign related parties, depending on whether the prices
were preferential, were 30-180 days, which were the same as those for foreign third
parties.

2)

Significant subsidiaries: There were no material differences between the selling prices for
related parties and arm’s length customers.
Payment terms for sales to related parties and arm’s length customers are juxtaposed as
follows:

Company
CPT Group

Forward Electronic
Co., Ltd. and its
subsidiaries

Location
Foreign

Relatedparty
O/A 30 days

For the year ended December 31
Arm’s length
customer
Related party
T/T IN ADVANCE O/A 30 days

Domestic

N/A (no
transaction)

T/T IN ADVANCE N/A(no
transaction)

Foreign

Domestic

TSTI and its
subsidiaries

Foreign
Domestic

Arm’s length
customer
T/T IN ADVANCE
T/T IN ADVANCE

Credit for 30 to 150 Credit for 60 to 150 Credit for 30 to 150 Credit for 60 to 150
days
days or L/C SIGHT days
days or L/C SIGHT
Cash collection at
Credit for 30 to 120
period closing date or days
TT or credit for 30150 days
Credit for 30 to 90 Credit for 30 to 120
days
days
Credit for 30 to 90
days

Cash collection at
Credit for 30 to 120
period closing date or days
TT or credit for 30150 days
Credit for 30 to 90 Credit for 30 to 120
days
days

Credit for 30 to 120 Credit for 30 to 90
days
days

Credit for 30 to 120
days
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(ii)

Purchase
For the years ended December 31

2021
Entities with joint control or significant influence over the Group

$

2020
956

2,484

Associate of the Group
Elitegroup Computer System Co., Ltd.

593,447

742,325

Gintung Energy Co. Ltd.

103,719

215,336

75,230

64,782

773,352

1,024,927

Others
$

1)

Tatung Company: The prices for purchases from related parties were determined through
negotiations based on market prices. The payment terms for purchases from domestic
related parties, depending on whether the prices were preferential, were 30-150 days,
which were the same as those for purchases from domestic third parties; the payment
terms for purchases from foreign related parties, depending on whether the prices were
preferential, were 30-120 days, which were the same as those for purchases from foreign
third parties.

2)

Significant subsidiaries: There were no material differences between the prices for
purchases from related parties and arm’ s length suppliers. Payment terms for purchases
from related parties and arm’s length suppliers were as follows:

Company
CPT Group
Forward Electronic
Co., Ltd. and its
subsidiaries

TSTI and its
subsidiaries

Location
Foreign

Relatedparty
T/T in advance

For the year ended December 31
Arm’s length
Related party
customer
T/T in advance
T/T in advance

Domestic

T/T in advance

T/T in advance

T/T in advance

T/T in advance

T/T 30-150 days or
DA 120 days after
acceptance

T/T 30-150 days or
L/C days after
acceptance

T/T 30-150 days or
DA 120 days after
acceptance

T/T 30-150 days or
L/C days after
acceptance

Domestic

30-120 days after
acceptance

30-120 days after
acceptance

120 days after
acceptance

30-120 days after
acceptance

Foreign

30-60 days after
acceptance

30-60 days after
acceptance

30-60 days after
acceptance

30-60 days after
acceptance

Domestic

Credit for 60-90
days

Credit for 30-90
days

Credit for 60-90
days

Credit for 30-90
days

Foreign

Arm’s length
customer
T/T in advance
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(iii) Receivables from Related Parties
Account
Receivables due from related parties



Relationship
Entities with joint
$
control or significant
influence over the
Group
Associate of the Group
Tatung Okuma Co.,
Ltd.



Tatung SM-Cyclo
Co., Ltd.

Others
Other related parties

Actron Technology
Corporation

The Employee
Welfare
Committee of
Tatune Consumer
Products (Taiwan)
Co., Ltd.

The Employee
Welfare
Committee of
Tatung Company

Others
Other receivables due from related parties Entities with joint
control or significant
influence over the
Group





Associate of the Group
Gintung Energy Co.
Ltd.
Nature Worldwide
Technology
Corp.
Weifang Great
Energy Trading
Co., Ltd.
Others
Subtotal
Less: loss allowance
Net amount
Non-current portion
$

-

December 31,
2020
638

8,461

1,116

12,901

5,320

218

223

-

3,891

3,945

-

7,826

-

415
-

160
159

227,660

-

5,089

5,089

17,440

17,440

1,016
284,971
(250,189)
34,782
34,782

1,476
35,512
(22,529)
12,983
12,983

December 31,
2021
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(iv) Payables to Related Parties
Account
Accounts payable to related parties



Other payables to related parties





(v)

Relationship
Entities with joint
$
control or significant
influence over the
Group
Associate of the Group
Elitegroup
Computer
System Co., Ltd.
Others
Entities with joint
control or significant
influence over the
Group
Associate of the Group
Elitegroup
Computer
System Co., Ltd.
Others
Other related parties
Lin, Wei-Shan
Others
$

-

December 31,
2020
1,330

136,971

247,979

20,501
-

21,747
612

3,056

3,045

1,322

472

1,262
163,112

68,099
6,115
349,399

December 31,
2021

Prepayments
December 31,
2020

December 31,
2021
Associate of the Group
Gintung Energy Co. Ltd.

$

Others
$

-

232,877

761

55

761

232,932

(vi) Property transaction
1)

Purchases of property, plant and equipment
Prices of property, plant and equipment purchased from related parties are summarized as
follows:
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
11,622
42,376

Associates
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2)

Disposals of property, plant and equipment
The disposals of property, plant and equipment to related parties are summarized as
follows:

Relationship
Associates

3)

For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
Disposal
Gain (loss)
Disposal
Gain (loss)
price
on disposal
price
on disposal
$
240
26
-

Acquisition of equity
Please refer to Note 4(c) for the Group’ s aquisiton of equity from non-controlling
interests in 2021.

(vii) Leases - related party
1)

As a lessor (recognized as sales)
Rent income
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020

Entities with joint control or significant influence over the Group
$

25,734

-

4,302

-

12,794

-

2,828

-

Others

780

101

Other related parties

444

-

46,882

101

Tatung University
Tatung Senior High School
Associates
Elitegroup Technology (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Tatung Su-Cyclo Co., Ltd.

$
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2)

As a lessee
Lease liabilities
(including current and noncurrent)
December 31,
December 31,
2020
2021
Entities with joint control or significant influence
over the Group
Tatung University
$
Others
$

1,241
1,241

19,865
1,452
21,317

Interest expense
For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
Entities with joint control or significant influence
over the Group
Tatung University
Others

1,499
33
1,532

$

814
61
875

(viii) Please refer to Note 6(t) for the guarantees provided by the honorary chairman of the Company
for certain bank loans of the Company. All of the joint guarantees, provided by the Company’s
honorary chairman for the bank loans, have been terminated in April, 2021. Please refer to Note
7(a) for detailed information.
(ix) Other matters
In 2017, CPT and Mantix Display Technology CO., Ltd. entered into a licensing and
cooperation agreement whereby CPT granted the use of its TFT-LCD patent to Mantix Display
Technology Co., Ltd. from July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2022, for a consideration of CNY183,000
thousand in 10 installments. As of December 31, 2021, the uncollected amount was
CNY107,894 thousand (deducting withholding taxes).
On January 11, 2019, CPT received a letter from Mantix Display Technology CO., Ltd., stating
that it has signed an agreement with CPTF Optronics Co., Ltd. to transfer CPTF Optronics’
claim of payments for goods of CNY107,894 thousand against CPT thousand and hence offset
the payment for patent.
(c)

Key management personnel compensation
For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
$
38,194
81,961

Short-term employee benefits
Post-employment benefits

$

294

385

38,488

82,346
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(8) Pledged assets
The carrying amounts of pledged assets were as follows:
Pledged assets
Prepayments (Note 2)

Object
Loan seizure

December 31,
2021
$
9,844

December 31,
2020
105,646

Other receivables (Note 1)

Loan guarantee

15,721

15,840

Land

Loan guarantee

12,087,432

12,489,575

Buildings and improvements (Note 4)

Loan and performance
guarantee

12,407,256

12,830,184

Machinery, transportation, and other equipment
(Note 3)

Loan and performance
guarantee

1,501,580

2,057,092

Investment property, land

Loan guarantee

17,177,293

15,285,263

Investment property, buildings and improvements

Loan guarantee

1,161,955

914,908

Financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income

Loan and performance
guarantee

1,069,523

2,062,775

Financial assets at amortized cost (including current
and non-current)

Performance guarantee,
letter of guarantee,
customs guarantee,
various guarantees,
loan guarantee,
construction
litigation, deposits,
and cash in banks

3,867,789

2,453,167

Investments accounted for using equity method

Loan guarantee

2,104,170

3,334,575

Other non-current assetsrefundable deposits

Loan guarantee

1,331

4,671

Right-of-use assets

Loan guarantee

15,386

-

Inventories

Loan guarantee

1,201,646

590,150

52,620,926

52,143,846

Total

$

Note 1: From December 12, 2019 to December 17, 2019, and in March and November 2020, Huarong
Securities Co., Ltd. sold 57,000,000 CPTTG shares held by Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda)
Ltd. in the secondary market, and the proceeds received totaled CNY137,685,166.75. After
deducting an execution fee of CNY180,919, Bohai International Trust Co., Ltd. received
CNY133,885,314.54 for creditor's rights. The remaining amounts were recognized as other
receivables.
Note 2: As CPT defaulted, banks seized CPT’s reserve account deposits pursuant to the loan agreements to
offset the principal, interest and related expenses in the future.
Note 3: As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, the carrying amount of CPT’ s mechanical equipment were
$172,091 thousand and $332,446 thousand, respectively. Certain machines were pledged to the
Company and the remaining ones were under provisional seizure by creditors for compulsory
enforcement.
Note 4: The amounts relating to CPTTG as of December 31, 2021 and 2020 were the carrying amount
before recognizing impairment loss in the first half year of 2019.
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(9) Significant commitments and contingencies
(a)

Significant technical agreements and materials purchase agreements
Contract counterparty
Technical agreements
Samsung Display Co., Ltd.

Duration
January 2014 to
December 2023

LG. Display Co., Ltd.

March 2015 to March
2022

Hydis Technologies Co., Ltd.

November 2012 to
October 2022

Industrial Technology Research
Institute

August 5, 2015 to
August 4, 2030

Mantix Display Technology Co.,
Ltd.

July 2017 to June 2022

Toshiba Corporation

March 26,2018 to
March 25, 2023

Nissin Electric Co., Ltd.

May 28, 2018 to May
28, 2023
December 11, 2013 to
December 11, 2023
December 07, 2008 to
December 31, 2021
December 07, 2008 to
December 31, 2021

Hubbell Power Systems
Rovi International Solutions
SarlCorporation
Rovi International Solutions
SarlCorporation

MPEG LA, LLC.
MPEG LA, LLC.
HEVC Advance LLC
NOKIA TECHNOLOGIES OY

January 01, 2021 to
December 31, 2025
May 1, 2021 to
December 31, 2025
January 9, 2019 to
December 31, 2025
January 1, 2019 to
December 31, 2023

Main contents and payment term
1.Patent licensing
2.The Company pays royalty in
installments
1.Patent licensing
2.The Company pays royalty in
installments
1.Patent licensing
2.The Company pays royalty in
installments
1.Patent licensing
2.The Company pays royalty in
installments
1.Patent licensing
2.The Company pays royalty in
installments
Design and production technique of
oil-immersed transformers of 161kV
to 345kV. Production, anufacturing,
and design technique of gas insulated
transformers of at least 66kV.
Technology license for 25.8kV GIS
Technology transfer of Lightning
Arrester
Patent license for copy protection
process
RTLA Products:
(1) Non-video O/P
(2) Patent license for analogue video
O/P without copy protection
Patent License for AVC/H.264
(MPEG4 Part 10)
Patent License for HEVC
Patent License for HEVC
Patent License for 2G /3G /4G
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Contract counterparty
Significant maintenance service
agreements

Duration

Main contents and payment term

Global Renewable Power 1
Co.,Ltd.

Date of agreement to
December 31, 2025

6% of annual sales revenue is used to
pay maintenance service fee

Global Renewable Power 1
Co.,Ltd.

January 1, 2026 to
December 31, 2031

7% of annual sales revenue is used to
pay maintenance service fee

Global Renewable Power 1
Co.,Ltd.

January 1, 2032 to
December 31, 2037

8% of annual sales revenue is used to
pay maintenance service fee

Global Renewable Power 1
Co.,Ltd.

January 1, 2038 to
December 31, 2040

9% of annual sales revenue is used to
pay maintenance service fee

(b)

As of December 31, 2021, the balance of letters of credit issued outstanding by the Group for the
import of raw materials and machinery equipment approximately amounted to $21,471 thousand,
USD9,742 thousand, CNY3,038 thousand, EUR6,571 thousand, JPY96,341 thousand, and CHF128
thousand, and SEK130 thousand.

(c)

As of December 31, 2021, the Group had issued promissory notes totaling $377,147 thousand to
guarantee loans, performance of construction contracts, and customs duties. The Bank of Taiwan
granted CPT credit line for short-term loans and a promissory note of $1 billion. On December 13,
2018, CPT applied for financial restructuring, and the Bank of Taiwan notified it of immediate
maturity of the loans and presented the promissory note, after which the note was dishonored on
January 8, 2019.

(d)

As of December 31, 2021, the guarantees issued by financial institutions for the Group amounted to
$417,712 thousand.

(e)

The total amount of the launched project signed by Shan-Chih Asset Development Co. and the
customer is as follows:

Total amount of contract price (tax included)

December 31,
2021
$
3,294,680

Amount received in accordance with the contract (recognized $
as advance receipts)
(f)

654,186

December 31,
2020
2,734,590
390,835

As of December 31, 2021, the Company’ s significant contingent liabilities and unrecognized
contractual commitments were as follows:
(i)

The Company applied for financing facilities to Mega International Commercial Bank, Bank of
Taiwan, Chang Hwa Bank, and First Commercial Bank on behalf of Tatung Co., of Japan, Inc.
by issuing the promissory notes approved by the board of directors, amounting to JPY200,000
thousand, JPY450,000 thousand, JPY175,000 thousand and JPY150,000 thousand,
respectively.
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(ii)

The Company applied for financing facilities to Hua Nan Commercial Bank and the Bank of
Taiwan on behalf of San Chih Semiconductor Co., Ltd., and provided guarantees in the amount
of $48,000 thousand and $24,000 thousand, respectively. As of December 31, 2021, the
guarantees provided by Company for San Chih Semiconductor were $32,000 thousand and $0
thousand, respectively; the guarantees to Hua Nan Commercial Bank and the Bank of Taiwan
decreased to $32,000 thousand and $9,000 thousand.

(iii) The Company provided guarantee for financing facilities, amounting to $180,000 thousand, of
Bank of Panshin applied by Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd. As of December
31, 2021, the amount that the Company guaranteed was $180,000 thousand.
(iv) As of December 31, 2021, the significant contingencies and unrecognized contract
commitments of the Company are as follows:
1)

There are three cases in discussion. The Company filed actions against two contractors:
King Pro Group (“King Pro”) and Ka Hung Exhibition Co., Ltd. (“Ka Hung”) for failure
to perform the engineering contract, and to claim damages and repayment of advance
funds. King Pro and Ka Hung jointly filed an action against the Company to claim
payment of construction funds. The court has declared the judgement for the first two
cases on February 17, 2022. According to Taiwan Kaoshiung District Court Case 2017
Zhongsu No.24, the Court ordered the defendant should pay the plaintiff NT$ 5,141,565
and the statutory interest, while the rest claims of plaintiff were dismissed. In addition, in
Taiwan Kaoshiung District Court Case 2016 Zhongsu No.405, the plaintiff’s claims were
all dismissed. The court rendered a decision regarding the last case at the first instance,
and both parties were dissatisfactory then filed respective appeals. The case is still under
trial at the second instance. The company registration database from the Ministry of
Economic Affairs showed that King Pro was closed and Ka Hung has been ordered to be
dissolved and liquidated, and neither King Pro nor Ka Hung registered any asset to carry
out the compulsory enforcement. However, King Pro and Ka Hung refused to withdraw
the action. The case is still under trial.

2)

The Company was engaged in a construction project with Taiwan Railways
Administration, MOTC (“ Taiwan Railways” ). There is still a dispute regarding the
overdue fine charged by Taiwan Railways as the Company did not complete the project
on time. Both parties entered the litigation process after the mediation failed. Taiwan
Railways later filed a counterclaim to request damages in the amount of TWD73,529,814
regarding the DNP3.0 Protocol, and the case is still in the appraisal stage; according to
the notice from MOTC on July 27, 2021, the Company was informed to have constituted
article 101, paragraph 1, subparagraph 9 of Government Procurement Act. Therefore,
MOTC will publish the Company’ s name on the official gazette. The Company is
appealing. The Company was engaged in the Taiwan Railways Administration, Ministry
of Transportation and Communications(“ Taiwan Railways” ) integration of logistics
system (“ Taiwan Railways- Case A” ) and inspection of completion of the project was
rejected by Taiwan Railways for more than 3 years because the requirements changed and
that Case A needed to be integrated with the accounting system (“Taiwan Railways- Case
B” ). The Company filed to the Taipei District Court on August 8, 2018 to claim
inspection of Case A and the final payment and it is still in the appraisal stage. The
Company was engaged in the integration of accounting system (“Taiwan Railways- Case
B” ). Because the requirements changed frequently and inspection of completion was
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rejected, the Company filed two suits to the Taipei District Court to request inspection of
the completion of Case B and the final payment respectively. Both cases are still in the
appraisal stage.
3)

On March 31, 2015, the Company outsourced the “ Office relocation and expansion of
Taiwan Taoyuan District Court and new construction project of Dang Cheng Building” to
Da Hong Chung Technical Engineering Co., Ltd (“ Da Hong Chung” ). The Company
deemed that Da Hong Chung did not assign sufficient workers as contracted and hence
delayed the construction progress. The Company notified Da Hong Chung to increase
manpower for the project. However, Da Hong Chung refused to do so because it claimed
that the Company had not paid the additional construction fee. The Company terminated
the contract on October 19, 2017 and would claim damages against Da Hong Chung for
the delay when the construction is completed. Da Hong Chung filed a legal action to the
Taiwan Taipei District Court to claim its construction receivable in February 2018. The
case is still pending.

4)

The Company was engaged in a smart electrical meter project with Taiwan Power
Company (“ Taiwan Power” ). The Company delivered the products according to the
purchase contracts signed and finished the inspection and acceptance, and payment
collection. However, there is still a dispute regarding the warranty coverage of “ Meter
Interface Unit” of the smart electrical meter. The mediation committee recognized that
Taiwan Power’ s claim was groundless and the mediation failed because Taiwan Power
did not accept the mediation result. Taiwan Power later has filed an action. After the
mediation and several court sessions, Taiwan Taipei District Court declared that the
Company won the case on December 17, 2021. Taiwan Power has appealed the case.

5)

The Company was involved in the litigation between Tatung Electric GmbH (TEG), our
representative in Germany, and its Italian customer (“ the Motor PP10 case” ). After
consulting with our attorney in Germany, the Company submitted a motion to the court
on December 17, 2020, and commenced a civil action against TEG on August 5, 2021 in
order to protect our rights. In this civil case, the Company (the Plaintiff) claimed for the
amount of EUR 464,590.45 plus interest (including three mortgage: EUR 206,000, EUR
3,780, EUR 81,440, the margins of PP10: EUR 171,360, and the court fee: EUR
2,010.45). The case is still pending.

6)

With respect to the controversies between the Company and shareholders, such as
exercise of disgorgement, 2017 shareholders’ meeting resolution effectiveness, exercise
of shareholders voting right, appointment of inspector, injunctive relief, application for
convening a special meeting of shareholders by minority shareholders etc., except for the
case of the exercise of shareholders voting right, in which a settlement has been reached
and the defendant agreed to pay NT$100,000,000 (100 million) on November 25, 2021,
after the Taiwan Taipei District Court suggested both parties to estimate the cost on
litigation. The rest of the cases have been withdrawn or terminated, so there is no
litigation. If there is any further development, it will be announced to the public as
material information according to law. The Company's operations, finance and business
were not affected by the above personal cases and will continue as usual.
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7)

The cases arising from the election of directors at the Company’s regular shareholders’
meeting on June 30, 2020 included: (1) The Securities and Futures Investors Protection
Center dismissed Wen-Yen Lin Kuo as a director of the Company. On December 17,
2020, the Taipei District Court ruled that director Wen-Yen Lin Kuo should be dismissed
as a director of Tatung Co., Ltd. Director Wen-Yen Lin Kuo has filed an appeal. On
January 19, 2022, Taiwan High Court dismissed former director Wen-Yen Lin Kuo’ s
appeal. Currently, former director Wen-Yen Lin Kuo has appealed the case to the
Supreme Court. The case is now pending; (2) The Financial Supervisory Commission
ordered the Company not to handle the administrative sanctions of stock affairs on its
own, and the Company's stock affairs have been entrusted to Taishin Bank to handle it.
On January 28, 2021, the Company withdrew its appeal and the administrative
proceedings were terminated.

8)

On April 14, 2021, the Company received a Civil Complaint from Taiwan Taipei District
Court, given that The Securities and Futures Investors Protection Center (“SFPIC”) took
a legal action against the Company, the Company's former directors, the Company's
former accounting managers, Ernst & Young and its accountants. It is asserted that the
"Commitment Letter of Undertaking on Joint and Several Liability" signed by the
Company and CPT on July 7, 2009, was not disclosed in the consolidated financial
statements of the Company from the first quarter of 2010 to the third quarter of 2018, and
that may be "nondisclosures of the financial documents" under Article 20, section 2 of
Taiwan Securities and Exchange Act. Based on the reasons mentioned above, SFPIC
requested the Company and other defendants for a joint payment of $749,216,394, and
the interest shall be calculated at the rate of 5% per annum from the date the Company
received the complaint to the date of settlement. SFPIC later increased the amount of the
claim up to $750,153,394 after the case was heard by Taipei District Court (2021 Jin
No.24), and the case is still pending.
The Company deemed that the claim of nondisclosure of material commitments is based
on the indictment of the Taiwan Taipei District Prosecutors Office. However, on March
3, 2022, the Taiwan Taipei District Court has found all the defendants not guilty (Taiwan
Taipei District Court 2020 JinSu No.41). The case is still appealable. Furthermore, those
main issues SFPIC has claimed, including whether investors buy the Company's stock
because of false financial statements; whether the stock price is affected by the false
financial reports; amount of damage suffered by the investors, have been controversial in
court decisions. Therefore, what opinion the court will take has yet to be assessed. It is
still difficult to determine whether the company should compensate and the amount of the
compensation. The external lawyers appointed by the Company have the same conclusion
as above regarding the amount of damages.
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9)

On June 11, 2021, the Company received a Civil Complaint from Taiwan Taipei District
Court, given that SFPIC took a legal action against the Company, CPT, Chunghwa
Electronic Development CO., LTD. the Company’ s former directors, the Company’ s
former managers, the Company’ s former accounting managers, Ernst & Young and its
accountants. It is asserted that the "Commitment Letter of Undertaking on Joint and
Several Liability" signed by the Company and CPT on July 7, 2009, was not disclosed in
the consolidated financial statements of the Company from the first quarter of 2010 to the
third quarter of 2018, and that may be "nondisclosures of the financial documents" under
Article 20, section 2 of Taiwan Securities and Exchange Act. Based on the reasons
mentioned above, SFPIC requested the Company and other defendants for a joint
payment of $566,430,405, and the interest shall be calculated at the rate of 5% per annum
from the date the Company received the complaint to the date of settlement. The case was
heard by Taipei District Court (2021 Jin No.25). On June 11, 2021, the Company issued
the material announcement on behalf of CPT, and CPT filed a statement of defense to the
court on July 9, 2021. The case is still pending.
CPT and the Company deemed that the claim of nondisclosure of material commitments
is based on the indictment of the Taiwan Taipei District Prosecutors Office. However, on
March 3, 2022, the Taiwan Taipei District Court has found all the defendants not guilty
(Taiwan Taipei District Court 2022 JinSu No.41). The case is still appealable.
Furthermore, those main issues SFPIC has claimed, including whether investors buy the
Company's stock because of false financial statements; whether the stock price is affected
by the false financial reports; amount of damage suffered by the investors, have been
controversial in court decisions. Therefore, what opinion the court will take has yet to be
assessed. It is still difficult to determine whether the company should compensate and the
amount of the compensation. The external lawyers appointed by the Company have the
same conclusion as above regarding the amount of damage.

10) Based on the “ Related party transaction percentage of listed companies after the
completion of acquisition and the commitment of future sales of listed companies” signed
on September 11, 2014 by Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. (“ CPTB” ) and
Chunghwa Picture Tubes Technology (Labuan) Ltd.("CPTTG (L)” ), CPTTG filed an
action against Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. (“CPTB”) in December 2018 in
the Higher People's Court of Fujian, claiming payment in the amount of CNY 1.914
billion. On March 28, 2019, the Company and Chunghwa Picture Tubes Ltd. (“ CPT” )
were added as defendants in the above-mentioned litigation. The Company received
documents through EMS mail from the Higher People's Court of Fujian the following
day, including the “Civil complaint”, “Notification of response”, “Notification of proof”,
” Evidence list” , “ Supplemental evidence list” , “ Notification of service address of the
party” , “ Return of service certificate” , “ Summons” , “ Notification of members of the
panel of judges”. The above-mentioned "Civil Complaint" made the following claims:
a)

CPTB, Defendant One, shall pay CNY 1.914 billion to CPTTG.

b)

The Company, i.e. Defendant Two, and CPT, i.e. Defendant Three, shall be joint
liable for the above-mentioned compensation in the amount of CNY 1.914 billion.

c)

All court costs and expense shall be borne by the three defendants.
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On May 10, 2019, the Company inquired about CPTTG's 2019-054 "Progress
Announcement on the Filing of Litigation" and learned that CPTTG (L) has applied to the
Fujian Higher People’s Court to increase the amount of the claim to CNY 3,029,027,800
based on its 2018 audit results. In addition, the CPTTG announcement also stated that due
to the objection regarding jurisdiction raised by the Company and CPT, the Court of the
People's Republic of China dismissed the objection and on January 16, 2020, the court
released the CPTTG announcement “Progress Announcement on the Filing of Litigation ”
2019-Zui-Gao-Fa-Min-Xia-Zhong-No. 467 to CPT and the Company. The appeal was
dismissed, and the ruling was a final ruling. The original ruling regarding the jurisdiction
maintained the same. The Company made an announcement immediately and discussed
with the lawyer for the follow-up measures to protect the rights and interests of the
Company and shareholders. The original evidence exchange was set on May 12, 2020;
the original court hearing time was set on May 13, 2020 All parties expressed their
opinions regarding the relevant evidence on May 12, 2020.
During the exchange of evidence, CPTTG proposed to the Fujian Higher People's Court
to audit the “ Commitment to proportion of related party transactions of the listed
company" and the ROE of CPTTG in 2018, and applied for a postponement of the
hearing. On August 18, 2020, CPTTG submitted the "Audit Application" to the Fujian
Higher People's Court and the court notified the company, CPT and CPTB to submit an
opinion. On September 8, 2020, the Company and CPT submitted the "Response on the
"Audit Application"" to the Fujian Higher People's Court and agreed with the audit. At
the same time, it is clearly stated that the decision did not acknowledge that the company
and CPT are required to assume guarantee responsibility or pay any compensation to
CPTTG in this lawsuit. At the request of the court, on January 29, 2021, the audit list
cross-examination opinions and the audit list checked by CPT were submitted to the
Court.
On March 2, 2021, the Fujian Higher People's Court cross-examined the audit list
materials which were submitted by CPTTG, and delivered the "Audit Application"
submitted by CPTTG to CPTB, the company and CPT. In the application, CPTTG
requested: (1) Request the court to entrust an auditing agency in accordance with the "
Commitment of the performance after public issues" issued by CPTB on January 16,
2009 and the " Commitment Letter " issued by the company and CPT on July 7, 2009. To
audit the proportion of related party transactions, the ROE in 2018, and the amount of
compensation that needs to be made up in accordance with the aforementioned
commitments of CPTTG in 2018; (2) Request the court to entrust an audit agency in
accordance with the " Related party transaction percentage of listed companies after the
completion of acquisition and the commitment of future sales of listed companies" issued
by CPTB on September 11, 2014. In 2018, CPTTG's daily related transaction amount and
the proportion of related party transactions, the 2018 ROE and the amount of
compensation that need to be supplemented in accordance with the aforementioned
commitments were audited. In the cross-examination, the Fujian Higher People's Court
requested CPTTG to clarify the definition and scope of related transactions and ROE.
On March 15, 2021, a statement from CPTTG on the definition and scope of related
transactions and ROE sent by the Fujian Higher People's Court was received and the
court requested the company and CPT to submit an opinion.
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On March 24, 2021, a mainland China lawyer was appointed to submit the "Letter of
Objection Regarding the Statement of CPTTG." to the Fujian Higher People's Court.
On April 22, 2021, the Fujian High People's Court organized the parties to ask for their
opinions on the aforementioned statement of facts submitted by CPTTG regarding the
definition and scope of the connected transactions and NPAT, and CPTTG submitted a
set of supplementary evidence then, mainly to prove that FVD and FDT should be
included in the scope of NPAT calculation, and Elitegroup Computer Systems Co., Ltd.,
Tatung Information Technology (Jiangsu) Co., Ltd., Tatung Company of America, Inc.
and WuJiang Tatung Electronics Trading Co., Ltd. should be recognized as related parties
of the Company and CPT. As confirmed by Tatung and CMT, the PRC attorneys
submitted a written crossexamination to the Fujian High People's Court on May 6, 2021.
On June 8, 2021, the PRC attorneys received an oral notice from the judge of Fujian
Higher People's Court, requesting the Company and CPT to review the “Exhibit 14” (i.e.
audited financial certification materials involved in the audit checklist, including annual
purchase contract, sales contract, customs declaration, electronic account book, outbound
bill, inbound bill, invoice, receipt and payment voucher, etc.) submitted by CPTTG in
May 2020. After confirming by the Company and CPT, the written Explanation was
submitted to the Fujian Higher People's Court on June 18, 2021 by the PRC attorneys.
On July 23, 2021, several parties witnessed that Fujian Higher People's Court use a
random number generator on a computer and randomly selected Fujian HengYi
Accounting Firm Ltd. (“HY Firm”) as the Audit Firm for this case. After the selection,
the judge required the Company and CPT to review the excel file (file name:
before_merging.xlsx) and check if the content was correct. After both the Company and
CPT’ s review, the PRC attorneys submitted the written “ Statement” report to Fujian
Higher People's Court on July 26, 2021.
On July 27, 2021, the judge notified the Company through phone call that HY Firm, the
selected audit firm, needs to have a quotation for the cost of auditing sent and confirmed
by the court and both parties before they provide service. HY Firm required both parties’
confirmation in advance that the quotation would be calculated based on the report
[Specific Report of the Ratio of Transactions related to CPTTG](Min HuaXin
Firm(2019)Shen he No. G020) made by Fujian HuaXin Accounting Firm on April 26,
2019 before they could send out the quotation. As confirmed by Tatung the Company and
CPT, the PRC attorneys to submit written “Statement” report to Fujian Higher People's
Court on July 29, 2021.
On August 12, 2021, the PRC attorneys received the CPTTG Audit Data List (II) and
related data from Fujian Higher People's Court. The Company and CPT were required to
provide opinion about the Audit Data List [Audit Fee Reference] by the judge. The PRC
attorneys had been appointed by the Company and CPT and submitted the written
opinion [Opinion Regarding the CPTTG Audit Data List (II) and related data submitted
by CPTTG on August 9, 2021] to Fujian Higher People's Court on August 17, 2021.
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On August 23, 2021, the PRC attorneys received [Notification of the Audit Invoice] made
by the Audit Firm from Fujian Higher People's Court. The court confirmed that such
notice was for each parties’ record.
On September 3, 2021, the PRC attorneys received the copies of [List of Required Data
for Appraising Net Assets’ Earning Yield] and [List of Required Data for Appraising
Transactions Between Related Entities] made by the Audit Firm from Fujian Higher
People's Court. As the judge confirmed, these two lists were mainly for the Company and
CPT’s record and to inform them of the required data CPPTG provided to the Audit Firm.
Fujian Higher People’s Court, on September 23, November 3, November 19, November
13, November 30 and December 7, 2012, separately organized the audit materials
submitted by CPTTG(L) to the Fujian Higher People’s Court, and informed all parties to
attend and to witness. PRC attorneys appointed by CPTB attended as requested by the
Court. On December 7, 2021, CPTTG(L) submitted “Explanation on forensic audit and
appraisal matters and submission of inspection materials” to Fujian Higher People’ s
Court. The Court requested all defendants to provide their opinions. The PRC attorneys
appointed by CPTB submitted written opinion to the Court on December 13, 2021.
On December 6, 2021, PRC attorneys appointed by CPTB received Notice of Change of
Members from the Fujian Higher People’s Court, in which the presiding judge Shin-Yu,
Lin was replaced by Siao-Shia, Chen.
On December 23, 2021, since the audit institution apply to the Fujian Higher People’ s
Court for data fetching at CPTTG (L), CPTB, CPTW, FDT, CTOC, CPTTL, and FVD
and to collect relevant materials. The Fujian Higher People’s Court arranged all parties to
exchange opinions with the audit institution at the court. The court ordered CPTTG(L) to
confirm by December 30, 2021, whether they could provide the original financial
certificate of CPTW.
On January 19, February 14, and February 15, 2022, the Fujian Higher People’s Court,
under the witnesses of all parties, had finished the fetch of financial data. The audit work
continued. In addition, CPTTG(L) confirmed that all parties, organized and accompanied
by the court, were allowed to examine the original financial certificate at CPTW.
However, due to the impact of local situation of the epidemic, the date has not been
determined.
On March 10, 2022, the Fujian Higher People’ s Court ordered all parties to attend the
court to confirm if supplemented answers were needed for any audit problem. After the
questions were clear, the court ordered CPTTG(L) to respond in writing, and all
defendants to provide opinions to the written response from CPTTG(L).
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At present, this document is still in the preparatory stage of judicial audit pending further
notice from Fujian Higher Court. The trial date has not yet been set. This case has not yet
entered a substantive trial stage. According to Article 270 of the "Civil Procedure Law of
the People's Republic of China", "The People’s Court shall not be subject to Article 149
and Article 176 of this law during the trial of foreign-related civil cases.". The Fujian
Higher People's Court is not subject to the time limit for the trial of this case, so the time
limit for the first trial of this case cannot be determined or estimated yet. CPTTG needs to
support the audit results on the amount of compensation for the trial, which has no impact
on the company at present.
The Company re-checked CPTTG's 2019-114 “Progress Announcement on the Filing of
Litigation” on July 19, 2019 and learned that CPTTG received Civil Ruling (2019-MinMin-Chu No. 1-1) from the Fujian Higher People’s Court on July 18, 2019. According to
CPTTG 2019-018 announcement, CPTTG filed property preservation to the court against
CPTB on January 8, 2019, and submitted the supplement document on January 16, 2019.
The above-mentioned Civil Ruling 2019-Min-Min-Cchu No. 1-1 was the decision made
by the court which approved CPTTG's application to preserve CPTB's property.
With respect to whether the Company shall be held jointly liable, the Company deemed
that: In 2009, the Company, CPT, CPTB and CPTTG (L) made various commitments to
CPTTG following the asset reorganization as shown in the following table. However, the
Company only signed the commitment letters from No. 7 to No. 12 and No. 19 in the
table. In addition, in 2014, with approval from the shareholders' meeting, CPTTG
changed the "Commitment about not reducing shareholding interest in the listed
company." and " Commitment of the proportion of related party transactions of listed
companies after the acquisition". The original commitments therefore expired and the
amendment to the previous commitments in 2014 were only executed by CPTB and
CPTTG (L). Neither the Company nor CPT were involved. After consulting mainland
and Taiwan lawyers for legal opinions, the Company believed that this joint liability was
no longer effective. Furthermore, CPTB has lost control of CPTTG.
CPTTG’s ground for the claim was the recognition of the loss allowance. The timing of
the recognition was after CPT lost control, during which time the commitment already
expired. The claim against CPTB remained doubtful, and CPT’ s receivables were
payables of CPTTG, which were not related to the Company. As a result, according to
IAS 37, it is not sufficient for the Company to evaluate whether there is any obligation
that will lead to economic benefit outflow, and thus the Company did not recognize
provisions for contingent liabilities.
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The contents, contracting parties, signed date, expiration and execution and current status
of each commitment in 2009 are summarized below:
Commitments listed/Contents
1.Commitment about not reducing
shareholding interest in the listed
company. CPTB and CPTL made a
commitment that from completing
the acquisition to production of
new next-generation LCD panel,
CPTB and CPTTG(L) will not
reduce their shareholding interests
in Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd.
2.Commitment of not transferring
shares of Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. in 3 years
CPTB and CPTTG(L) committed
that they will not transfer shares of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
in the 3 years following Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.’s end of
private issue.
3.Commitment of the performance
after public issues
CPTB and CPTTG (L) committed
that as long as the legal and policy
factors around the operating
environment of the 4 LCM
Companies remain unchanged, the
ROE of Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. will not be less than 10%
when the proportion of related
party transactions of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. had not
been reduced to below (and not
including)
30%
after
the
acquisition within one accounting
year. CPTB will make up the
difference by cash if the ROE is
less than 10%. If the proportion of
related party transactions of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
recovered to more than 30%
(including 30%) of all transactions
in the subsequent accounting year,
CPTB and CPTTG (L) commit that
the ROE will not be less than 10%.
CPTB will also make up the
difference by cash if the ROE is
less than 10%.

Contracting
Parties
CPTB and
CPTTG(L)

CPTB and
CPTTG(L)

CPTB and
CPTTG(L)

Expiration and
Signed Date
Execution
December 31, 2008 On September 11, 2014,
the special shareholders
meeting of CPTTG
approved by majority
votes the revision to the
commitments. This
commitment was no
longer valid.
No commitment was
breached
Expired upon 3 years
January 16, 2009
following CPTTG’s
public offering. This
commitment was no
longer valid.
No commitment was
breached.

January 16, 2009

On the September11,
2014, the CPTTG
Annual Shareholder
Meeting passed the
revised commitments.
This commitment was
no longer valid.
No commitment was
breached.
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Commitments listed/Contents
4.Commitment about the profitability
of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. in the next 3 years
CPTB and CPTTG (L) committed
that after the asset settlement date
of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. in 2009, the consolidated net
income attributable to owners of
parent will not be less than the
amount calculated below:
CNY 0.295 billion/ 12 * M (M: the
numbers of months that the assets
were acquired by the listed
company.)
In 2010, the consolidated net
income attributable to owners of
parent was not less than CNY
0.346 billion; In 2011, the
consolidated
net
income
attributable to owners of parent
was not less than CNY 0.346
billion. If Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. could not meet
the performance goal, CPTB will
make up the shortfall by cash.
5.Commitment of the proportion of
related party transactions of listed
companies after the acquisition
CPTB and CPTTG (L) committed
that from the day the acquisition
was completed until December 31,
2010, the proportion of related
party transactions of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. would be
reduced to below 30% (not
including 30%) and would
maintain the same level in the
subsequent years. If the proportion
of related party transactions is not
reduced to lower than 30% (not
including 30%) by December 31,
2010, CPTB will give 4,546,719
shares to all shareholders (except
for CPTB and CPTTG(L)) of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.

Contracting
Parties
CPTB and
CPTTG(L)

CPTB and
CPTTG(L)

Signed Date
January 16, 2009

January 16, 2009

Expiration and
Execution
Expired on December
31, 2011. This
commitment was no
longer valid.
No commitment was
breached.

Expired on December
31,2010. This
commitment was no
longer valid.
No commitment was
breached.
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Commitments listed/Contents
6.Supplementary commitment of the
proportion
of
related
party
transactions after listed
CPTB and CPTTG(L) committed
that after the material asset
restructuring, the proportion of
related party transactions will be
lower than 60% in December 2009;
the proportion of related party
transactions will be lower than
30% (not including 30%) in
December 2010; the proportion of
related party transactions will
continue to be lower than 30% (not
including 30%) from 2011.
7.Commitment
letter
regarding
restriction and reduction of related
party transactions
(A)The Company, CPT, CPTB,
CPTTG
(L)
and
their
subsidiaries should strictly
follow the fair and reasonable
standard and guarantee that
they do not harm the
shareholders’
interest when
making
transactions
with
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd.
(B)The Company, CPT, CPTB,
CPTTG(L)
and
their
subsidiaries should strictly
follow the “Stock Listing Rules
of
the
Shenzhen
Stock
Exchange” , “ Articles of
Association
of
Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.”, and
” Decision system of related
party transactions”
when
making
transactions
with
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd.

Contracting
Parties
CPTB and
CPTTG(L)

Signed Date
January 16, 2009

CPTB, CPTTG January 16, 2009
(L), CPT and
the Company

Expiration and
Execution
On the September 11,
2014, the CPTTG
Annual Shareholder
Meeting passed the
revised commitments.
This commitment was
no longer valid.
No commitment was
breached.

If confirmed by the
China Securities
Regulatory Commission
or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange that the
control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the
above commitments
shall expire.
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Signed Date
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
(C)As the business integration of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. continues, the Company,
CPT, CPTB, CPTTG (L) and
their subsidiaries should reduce
the related party transactions
with Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd.
(D)After the restructure, Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
started to manufacture LCD
panel for CPT and its
subsidiaries, as a result, there
were more related party
transactions between Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. and
CPT Group. The Company,
CPT, CPTB and CPTTG(L)
committed
that
the
intercompany
OEM
price
should refer to market price if
the OEM rate is available, or
the price Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. manufactures
for other third parties or cost
mark-up if the OEM rate is not
available to make sure the OEM
profit is generated reasonably.
8.Commitment of non-competition CPTB, CPTTG January 16, 2009
with listed companies in the (L), CPT and
the Company
industry
CPTB, CPTTG (L), CPT and the
Company confirmed that CPTF
Optronics Co., Ltd. produced small
and medium size LCD module. The
small and medium size LCD
module produced by CPTF
Optronics Co., Ltd. and the large
size LCD modules produced by the
4 LCM Companies do not compete.
Additionally, from then on, the
Company, CPT, CPTB, CPTTG
(L) and their subsidiaries cannot
engage in similar business as
Minding Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
and its subsidiaries within and

Expiration and
Execution

If confirmed by the
China Securities
Regulatory Commission
or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange that the
control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the
above commitments
shall expire.
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Signed Date
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
outside
China,
including
investment,
acquisition
and
combination with other entities that
engage in similar business as
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
The Company, CPT, CPTB,
CPTTG (L) and their subsidiaries
cannot engage in similar business
that Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. and its subsidiaries newly
invested in, including investment
with de facto control, acquisition
and combination with other
entities, within China.
9.Commitment about the operation CPTB, CPTTG January 16, 2009
independence
of
the
listed (L), CPT and
the Company
company
CPTB, CPTTG(L), CPT and the
Company committed to keep
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd.’ s assets, employees, finance,
organization
and
business
independent. Specifically:
(A)Maintain Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd.’ s and its
subsidiaries’ assets independent
and intact: Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. and its
subsidiaries will have the
abilities of production; build
operating
systems;
own
property, plant and equipment
related to manufacture; have the
right to use trademark, patent
and knowledge.

Expiration and
Execution

No commitment was
breached.
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Commitments listed/Contents
(B)Independence of employees:
a.All management, such as
general
manager,
vice
president, finance manager
and board secretary of
Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. do not serve other
positions (except for directors
or Supervisor) and receive
payroll from other entities
held by the undersigned of
the commitment.
b.The finance personnel of
Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. do not serve other
positions in other entities held
by the undersigned of the
commitment.
(C)Independence of finance:
a.Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. will establish an
independent financial system
to make independent financial
decisions, have a financial
accounting system in place
and a financial management
system that governs the
branches and subsidiaries.
b.Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. does not share bank
accounts
with
the
undersigned
of
the
commitment
and
its
subsidiaries.

Contracting
Parties

Signed Date

Expiration and
Execution
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Contracting
Signed Date
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
(D)Independence of organization:
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. will establish a welldefined and structured internal
division
to
exercise
independently the managing
capacity, which will not involve
any division controlled by
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. and its subsidiaries.
(E)Independence of business:
The undersigned of the
commitment will strictly follow
the “ Commitment of noncompetition in the industry” to
keep the operation independent
of Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. by avoiding the unfair
related party transactions with
the
undersigned
of
the
commitment.
10.Commitment
about
the CPTB, CPTTG January 16, 2009
(L), CPT and
information disclosure
CPTB, CPTTG (L), CPT and the the Company
Company committed that after
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. was approved of private
issuance of shares, if the
Company, CPT, CPTB and
CPTTG(L) make any decisions
related to business or any controls
over Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd., according to the
responsibility
of
information
disclosure
under
China
regulations, they shall inform
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. and disclose the same content
in R.O.C.

Expiration and
Execution

If confirmed by the
China Securities
Regulatory Commission
or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange that the
control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the
above commitments
shall expire.
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Signed Date
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
11.Supplementary commitment of CPTB, CPTTG March 31, 2009
changes in business model of (L), CPT and
Shenzhen
Huaxianjing the Company
Technology Co., Ltd.
CPTB, CPTTG(L), CPT and the
Company committed that, to
comply with the “ Commitment of
non-competition in the industry” ,
the changes in business model of
Shenzhen
Huaxianjing
Technology Co., Ltd. would not
cause competition. In addition, the
“ Commitment
about
the
profitability of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. in the next 3
years” and the “ Commitment of
the company’s performance after it
is listed” state that the net income
of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. will not be affected by the
changes in business model of
Shenzhen
Huaxianjing
Technology Co., Ltd. The related
party transactions of Shenzhen
Huaxianjing Technology Co., Ltd.
under the new business model also
follow “Commitment letter for the
regulation and reduce of related
party
transactions”
and
“ Supplementary commitment of
the proportion of related party
transactions after listed”. CPT still
grants
patents
based
on
“ Commitment about the use of
patent”
after the changes in
business model of Shenzhen
Huaxianjing Technology Co., Ltd.

Expiration and
Execution
If confirmed by the
China Securities
Regulatory Commission
or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange that the
control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the
above commitments
shall expire.
In addition, on April 9,
2013, the CPTTG 2012
Annual Shareholder
Meeting passed the
resolution “Regarding
the sale of shareholding
in the subsidiary,” by
which it sold its 75%
shareholding in
Shenzhen Huaxianjing
Technology Co., Ltd. to
China Star
Optoelectronics
International (HK)
Limited. As such, this
commitment was no
longer valid.
No commitment was
breached.
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Commitments listed/Contents
12.Commitment and supplementary
commitment about CPTF Visual
Display (Fuzhou) Ltd. (“ FVD” )
and
Fujian
Huaxianjing
Technology Co., Ltd. providing
entrusted loans and guarantee for
Xiamen
Overseas
Chinese
Electronic Co., Ltd.
CPTB, CPTTG (L), CPT and the
Company committed that the
entrusted loans and guarantee
FVD and Fujian Huaxianjing
Technology Co., Ltd. provided for
Xiamen
Overseas
Chinese
Electronic Co., Ltd. before the
restructure of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. would not cause
damage to FVD’ s and Fujian
Huaxianjing Technology Co.,
Ltd.’ s interests or affect Mindong
Electric
(Group)
Co.,
Ltd
shareholders’ interests. If any loss
incurs, CPTB will make up for the
loss by cash.
13.Commitment about composition
of board of directors of listed
companies.
CPTB made a commitment that
after the restructuring, Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. would
modify
its
articles
of
incorporation. The board of
directors would be composed of 9
directors, including 5 independent
directors who are based in China.
During the period serving as the
controlling
shareholders
of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd., half of the directors of the
board are independent and are
based in China and the directors
will not make any modification to
the listed companies’ articles of
incorporation that contradicts with
the above commitment.

Expiration and
Contracting
Signed Date
Execution
Parties
CPTB, CPTTG March 31, 2009, No commitment was
(L), CPT and July 7, 2009
breached.
the Company

CPTB

July 7, 2009

No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
14.Commitment
about
share CPTB
repurchase
CPTB made a commitment that if
it fails to fulfill the obligation of
sales reimbursement according to
“ Commitment about profitability
of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd in the future 3 years.” , the
board of directors of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. are
entitled to repurchase shares of
CPTB to the extent permitted by
applicable law to compensate the
minority shareholders of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. CPTB
will recuse itself when discussing
the share repurchase case during
the board meeting of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. to the
extent permitted by applicable law
and pursuant to the Articles of
Incorporation of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd.

Signed Date
July 7, 2009

Expiration and
Execution
Expired as of December
31, 2011. This
commitment was no
longer valid.
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
15.Commitment
about
patents CPT
licensing
CPT made a commitment that:
A. It has already acquired the
technology
and
patents
required for manufacturing
LCD module and has obtained
necessary licensing. After
restructuring
of
Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.,
CPT agreed to grant Mindong
its patents related to the
manufacturing of LCD module
that it previously applied,
gained approval or made
public. Other related patents
acquired later by CPT will also
be granted to Mindong Electric
(Group)
Co.,
Ltd.
The
licensing is irrevocable and the
effective period of the license
is the effective period of the
patent.
B. If Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. utilized the patents
mentioned above because of
orders to manufacture LCD
module from CPT or other
entities controlled by CPT, CPT
agreed to waive the patent fee.
However, if the orders are from
third parties, CPT would charge
patent fee and the amount
would be assessed by third
party professional institution.
Also, the amount would be
approved by the board of
directors of listed companies in
China or shareholders meeting
according to applicable law and
the “ Related transaction
decision
procedures”
established by listed companies
in China.
C. After restructuring Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd., with
respect to orders to manufacture
LCD module from CPT or other
entities controlled by CPT, CPT
represented
that
Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. will

Signed Date
January 16, 2009

Expiration and
Execution
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
not infringe the patents CPT
owned and acquired from third
parties by performing the
contracts. If Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. is accused of
infringing the abovementioned
patents by third parties because
of performing the contract, CPT
would be held jointly liable for
the related legal responsibilities.
Also, the damage caused by
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. would be indemnified by
CPT.
16.Supplementary commitment about CPT
the patent licensing
CPT committed that for utilization
of the applied, approved or public
patents when Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. and its
subsidiaries manufacture LCD
module, CPT agreed to waive the
patent fee. The supplementary
commitment is effective from the
day the restructuring of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. took
effect and will remain effective as
long as CPT is the substantial
controller of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. However, if
CPT is deemed to have lost control
of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. by the China Securities
Regulatory
Commission
or
Shenzhen Stock Exchange, the
supplementary commitment will
expire immediately.

Signed Date

August 10, 2009

Expiration and
Execution

If confirmed by the
China Securities
Regulatory Commission
or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange that the
control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the
above commitments
shall expire.
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
17.Supplementary commitment about CPT
utilization of goodwill and patent
licensing
Contents: CPT committed that:
A. After the restructuring of
material assets of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. the
company and its subsidiaries do
not have to pay any charges
from the impact of CPT’ s
goodwill. Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. and its
subsidiaries will establish their
own goodwill and gradually
lessen the impact of CPT’ s
goodwill on Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd.
and its
subsidiaries.
B. If CPT transfers its own patent
registered in China, Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. will
have the priority to buy it under
the same terms. If such patent is
transferred to any third party,
CPT will assure Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. and
its subsidiaries the effectiveness
of the patent licensing. Also,
per the transfer contracts, the
transferee shall not interfere
with the licensing of patents to
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. and its subsidiaries.
C. If CPT loses its patent and
hence causes damage to
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. and its subsidiaries, CPT
will be held accountable for the
total cost for them to obtain
legal right of use of such patent
or alternative technology.
D. If Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries
require patent licensing from
third parties because of
manufacturing needs in the
future, CPT will help them
obtain related patent licensing
using its industry status and
experience.

Signed Date
July 7, 2009

Expiration and
Execution
If confirmed by the
China Securities
Regulatory Commission
or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange that the
control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the
above commitment shall
expire.
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
E. The supplementary commitment
is effective from the day the
restructuring
of
Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. takes
effect and will remain effective
as long as CPT is the substantial
controller of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. However, if
CPT is deemed to have lost
control of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. by the China
Securities
Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange, the supplementary
commitment
will
expire
immediately.
18.Commitment about CPT’ s joint CPT
liability
CPT committed that it assumes
joint and several liability with
respect to the commitment made
by CPTB and CPTTG(L) about
the shareholding interest of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. sales performance and related
party transactions. If CPTB and
CPTTG(L) fail to adhere to the
above commitment and need to
make compensation, CPT would
assume joint and several liability
for such compensation.

Signed Date

January 16, 2009

Expiration and
Execution

No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
19.” Commitment letter”
about CPT
assuming joint and several liability TATUNG
Tatung Co., Ltd and CPT
committed that with respect to the
written commitment submitted by
CPTB and CPTTG(L) to the China
Securities Regulatory Commission
for the private issue of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd., Tatung
Co., Ltd and CPT will assume
joint and several liability.

Signed Date
July 7, 2009

Expiration and
Execution
If confirmed by the
China Securities
Regulatory Commission
or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange that the
control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the
above commitment shall
expire. Commitment
has been revised by new
commitment approved
in CTPTG’s
shareholders’ meeting
on September 11, 2014
The Company did not
issue new commitment
or undertaking to bear
the joint and several
liability for the new
commitment.
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
20.Commitment
about
the CPTB
restructuring party not reducing CPTTG(L)
the shareholding interest of listed
companies.
CPTB CPTTG(L) approved the
revision of the commitments
:CPTB and CPTTG(L) withdrew
the commitment that during the
period from the completion of
acquisition and second generation
(above 7G) of large size LCD
panel product lines being injected
to Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd., CPTB and CPTTG(L) will
not reduce their shareholding
percentage of Mindong Electric
(Group)
Co.,
Ltd.
The
supplementary commitment of
CPTB and CPTTG(L) “Motion of
revising
commitment
of
shareholders” was approved by at
the shareholders meeting of
CPTTG. After the completion of
transfer of paid-in capital to share
capital, shares of CPTB and
CPTTG(L) will be listed and be
entitled with the outstanding
rights. Also, in the first 18 months
after the “ Motion of revising
commitment of shareholders” is
approved at the shareholders
meeting of CPTTG, CPTB and
CPTTG(L) will not decrease their
shareholding of CPTTG.

Expiration and
Signed Date
Execution
September 11, 2014 The revision expired on
March 11, 2016 and is
no longer applicable.
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
21.Related
party
transaction CPTB
percentage of listed companies CPTTG(L)
after the completion of acquisition
and the commitment of future
sales of listed companies.
Revision
of
CPTB
and
CPTTG(L)’
s
commitment:
Starting from 2014, during any
account year, if the amount of
related party transactions accounts
for more than 30% of the sales
during the same period and of the
same transaction category (limited
to materials purchase, sale of
products and rendering of service
involved in daily operations), the
shareholders will need to assure
that
simulated
consolidated
calculation of rate of return of net
assets
of
LCD
module
companies(please see below for
specific scope) owned by CPTTG
is not less than 10% (the
calculation of rate of return of net
assets
does
not
include
Kornerstone Materials Technology
Co. Ltd., a subsidiary and other
companies that are expected to be
acquired and merged and invested
in the future).

Expiration and
Signed Date
Execution
September 11, 2014 If confirmed by the
China Securities
Regulatory Commission
or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange that the
control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the
above commitment shall
expire.
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Commitments listed/Contents
Also, CPTB and CPTTG will
make up for the insufficient
portion by cash. The commitment
will expire from the shareholders
of CPTB and CPTTG(L) lost
control of the company. The
simulated consolidated scope for
calculating net assets of LCD
module companies’ rate of return
of net assets is as follows:
(1)Net assets of CPTF Optronics
Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries
(2)Net assets of CPTW
(3)Net assets of FDT
(4)Net assets of CPT TPV Optical
(Fujian) Co., Ltd.
(5)Net assets of CPTTG(L)
(6)Net assets of CPTTG less net
assets increased from financing
after this motion was approved
at the shareholders meeting
(7)When the above LCD module
companies are no longer
included in the consolidation
because of being sold or
shareholding
percentage
decrease, they will not be
included in the calculation.
The simulated consolidated scope
for calculating net income of LCD
module companies’ rate of return
of net assets is as follows:
(1)Net income of CPTF Optronics
Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries
(2)Net income of CPTW
(3)Net income of FDT
(4)Net income of CPT TPV
Optical (Fujian) Co., Ltd.
(5)Net income of CPTTG(L)
(6)Net income of CPTTG
(7)When LCD module companies
are no longer included in the
consolidation because of being
sold
or
shareholding
percentage reduced, they will
not be included in the
calculation.

Contracting
Parties

Signed Date

Expiration and
Execution
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(g)

As of December 31, 2021, unrecognized commitments and significant contingencies of CPT and its
subsidiaries' were as follows:
(i)

Contingencies
Business commitment to Chunghwa Picture Tubes Technology (Group) Co., Ltd. (“CPTTG”)
On February 12, 2019, CPTTG released the “ Announcement of litigation and property
preservation” (Ref. No. 2019-018). The announcement stated that, on December 29, 2018,
CPTTG filed a legal action against CPTB at Fujian Higher People’ s Court, claiming for
payment in the amount of CNY 1.914 billion. On January 8, 2019, CPTTG took and filed
property preservation measures against CPTB, as a result, the Higher People's Court of Fujian
blocked the assets CPTB held below:
1)

729,289,715 shares of CPTTG

2)

CPT TPV Optical (Fujian) Co., Ltd. equity of USD 1.125 million

3)

CPT TPV Optical (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. equity of CNY 2 million

On March 28, 2019, CPTTG, creditor of CPT, released No. 2019-034 “Progress Announcement
on the Filing of Litigation” , showed that CPT were added as defendants(Please refer to
“ Announce of litigation and property preservation” which were released by CPTTG on
February 12, 2019, and changed defendant to CPTB and CPT, CPTB and CPT shall pay CNY
1.914 billion to CPTTG for joint compensation. As April 30, 2019, CPTTG, released the“2018
Annual Report” and show that CPTTG accrued loss allowance of the receivables from CPT
,which amount is CNY 2.791 billion, therefore CPTTG increase the amount of the claim to
CNY 3.029 billion. On May 10, 2019, CPTTG, released No. 2019-054 “ Progress
Announcement on the Filing of Litigation” and CPTTG has applied to Fujian Higher People’s
Court to increase the amount of the claim to CNY 3.029 billion.
On March 29, 2019, the Chunghwa Picture Tubes Ltd. (“CPT”) received documents through
EMS mail from Fujian Higher People’ s Court the following day, including the “ Civil
complaint”, “Notification of response”, “Notification of proof”, ”Evidence list”, “Supplemental
evidence list”, “Notification of service address of the party”, “Return of service certificate”,
“ Summons” , “ Notification of members of the panel of judges” . The above-mentioned
documents showed that the exchange of evidence was made on May 21, 2019, and the court
hearing time was set on May 22, 2019. CPT filed application for jurisdictional objections, so
the hearing time will be postponed.
On April 24, 2019, the Chunghwa Picture Tubes Ltd. (“CPT”) received CPTB’s notification
through EMS mail from Fujian Higher People’ s Court, including the“ Civil complaint” ,
“ Notification of response” ,“ Notification of proof” , ” Evidence list” , “ Supplemental evidence
list”, “Notification of service address of the party”, “Return of service certificate”, “Summons”,
“ Notification of members of the panel of judges” . The above-mentioned documents showed
that the exchange of evidence was made on May 21, 2019, and the court hearing time was set
on May 22, 2019. CPT filed application for jurisdictional objections, so the hearing time will
be postponed.
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On June 17, 2019, CPT received CPTB’ s documents which recipient is CPTB and CPT is
collector, through EMS mail from the Fujian Higher People’ s Court, including the
“ Application” , “ Supplemental evidence list” , “ Return of service certificate” . The abovementioned documents showed that CPTTG changed defendant amount from to CNY 1.914
billion to CNY 3.029 billion.
CPTTG accrued loss allowance of the receivables from CPT, as well as the assets impairment,
resulting in net loss and breaching the “Commitment of performance after acquisition” made by
CPTB.
While, CPTB lost control of CPTTG so the commitments expired. CPTTG’ s ground for the
claim was the recognition of the loss allowance. The timing of the recognition was after CPT
lost control, during which time the commitment already expired. There is uncertainty about the
claim against CPTB. In addition, CPT was of the view that the Court of the People's Republic
of China had no jurisdiction over this case. Therefore, according to Article 127 of the Civil
Procedure, an application for jurisdiction objection has been filed and the court dismiss the
CPT’ Indictment. While, received the Civil Ruling 2019-Min-Min-Chu No. 1-1 and Civil
Ruling 2019-Min-Min-Chu No. 1-2 have been served by the Fujian Higher People’s Court on
July 22, 2019. The above-mentioned Civil Ruling 2019-Min-Min-Cchu No. 1-1 was the
decision made by the court which approved CPTTG's application to preserve CPTB's
property(Ref. No. 2019-018); Civil Ruling 2019-Min-Min-Chu No. 1-2 was the decision made
by the court regarding the application for jurisdictional objections filed by CPT and the
Company. The decision was as follows: “ The objection regarding jurisdiction raised by the
Company and CPT was dismissed and the fee for the jurisdiction objections was CNY 100,
which shall be borne by the Company and CPT jointly at CNY 50 each. ” . On January 19,
2022, Japan Company received the court ruling from the Fujian High People’ s Court (2019
MinMinChu1-2), in which CPTTG(L) applied to the Court for the preservation of property, so
as to freeze the above-mentioned shares held by CPTB for three (3) years.
On August 27, 2019, the Company inquired about CPTTG’s Shenzhen Stock Exchange 2019130 “Progress Announcement on the Filing of Litigation” and learned that CPT has been served
the "Jurisdiction Objection Appeal Brief" and the Company has been served the "Civil Appeal
Brief" sent by the court.
On October 8, 2019, the Fujian New-Stone Law Firm which was retained by the Company and
received the Notice of Acceptance of Appeal Case 2019-Zui-Gao-Yuan-Min-Xia-Zhong-No.
467 sent by the Higher People's Court of China. The court accepted this appeal case following a
review, and notified the Company to submit a copy of the business license and the legal
representative's identity certificate; if any litigious agent was engaged, a power of attorney shall
be submitted.
On October 11, 2019, the Company inquired about CPTTG 's Shenzhen Stock Exchange 2019140 "Progress Announcement on the Filing of Litigation" and learned that the company
received an Appeal Notification 2019-Zui-Gao-Fa-Min-Xia-Zhong No.467 to notify the
company to respond.
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On January 20, 2020, CPT and The Company released the CPTTG No.2020-010 announcement
“ Progress Announcement on the Filing of Litigation ” 2019-Zui-Gao-Yuan-Min-Xia-ZhongNo. 467, Regarding the Supreme People’s Court of the People’s Republic of China ruled that
the decision of the original trial (namely Civil Ruling 2019-Min-Min-Chu No. 1-2 made by
Fujian Higher People’ s Court) shall be maintained. On April 6, 2020, the Company received
notice of court session (Civil Ruling 2019-Min-Min-Chu No. 1-1) from the Fujian Higher
People's Court. The court session was originally set on May 13, 2020. The judge agreed to
reschedule and the court will make further notification for the court date. The case is still under
judicial forensics.
The progress of the Court's trial is as follows:
As of April 17, 2019
As of November 12, 2020
As of February 24, 2021
As of March 2, 2021
As of March 5, 2021
As of March 24, 2021

As of April 22, 2021
As of April 30, 2021
As of June 8, 2021

As of June 18, 2021
As of July 23, 2021
As of July 23, 2021

As of July 26, 2021
As of August 12, 2021
As of August 17, 2021

The Company submitted list of evidence of CPTTG's
litigation.
CPTTG submitted the audit list.
The Fujian Higher People's Court notified both parties for
cross-examination.
The Fujian Higher People's Court ordered CPTTG to clarify
the definition and scope of related transactions.
CPTTG submitted the "Statement".
CPT authorized lawyer and submitted the "Letter of Objection
Regarding the Statement of CPTTG." to the Fujian Higher
People's Court.
CPTTG submitted the civil evidence list of first instance.
The appointed PRC Law Firm submitted Supplemental Exhibit
2 to Fujian Higher People's Cour.
Fujian Higher People's Court notified the Company and
CPTTG and requested the clarification on the
crossexamination.
PRC Law Firm appointed by CPTTG submitted Explanation
of the crossexamination to Fujian Higher People's Court.
The appointed PRC Law Firm submitted the Statement of
Authenticity of Electronic Ledger in Exhibit 14.
Fujian Higher People's Cour selected Fujian Hengyi Certified
Public Accountants Co., Ltd. as the judicial audit
organization by lottery.
CPT appointed the PRC attorneys to submit the "Statement" to
the Fujian Higher People's Cour.
The PRC attorneys received CPTTG Audit Data List (II) and
related data from the Fujian Higher People's Cour.
CPT appointed the PRC attorneys to submit Opinion
Regarding the CPTTG Audit Data List (II) and related data
submitted by CPTTG on August 9, 2021 to the Fujian
Higher People's Court.
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As of August 23, 2021

As of September 3, 2021

As from September 23 to
December 7, 2021

As of December 6, 2021

As of December 7, 2021

As of December 13, 2021
As of December 23, 2021

As of January 19, 2022

The PRC attorneys received Notification of Audit Invoice
made by the Audit Firm from the Fujian Higher People's
Cour.
The PRC attorneys received the copies of [List of Required
Data for Appraising Net Assets’ Earning Yield] and [List of
Required Data for Appraising Transactions Between
Related Entities] made by the Audit Firm from the Fujian
Higher People's Cour.
Fujian Higher People’s Court, on September 23, November 3,
November 19, November 13, November 30 and December
7, 2021, separately organized the audit materials submitted
by CPTTG(L) to the Fujian Higher People’s Court, and
informed all parties to attend and to witness. PRC attorneys
appointed by CPTB attended as requested by the Court.
PRC attorneys appointed by CPTB received Notice of Change
of Members from the Fujian Higher People’s Court, in
which the presiding judge Shin-Yu, Lin was replaced by
Siao-Shia, Chen.
CPTTG(L) submitted “Explanation on forensic audit and
appraisal matters and submission of inspection materials” to
Fujian Higher People’s Court. The Court requested all
defendants to provide their opinions.
The PRC attorneys appointed by CPTB submitted written
opinion to the Court.
Since the audit institution apply to the Fujian Higher People’s
Court for data fetching at CPTTG (L), CPTB, CPTW, FDT,
CTOC, CPTTL, and FVD and to collect relevant materials.
The Fujian Higher People’s Court arranged all parties to
exchange opinions with the audit institution at the Court.
The court ordered CPTTG(L) to confirm by December 30,
2021, whether they could provide the original financial
certificate of CPTW.
The Fujian Higher People’s Court, under the witnesses of all
parties, had finished the fetch of financial data. The audit
work continued. The Fujian Higher People’s Court
delivered the ruling concerning the continuing preservation
of property to the appointed PRC attorneys (2019
MinMinChu No.1-2).

CPT and CPTB engaged lawyers to deal with the above-mentioned litigation matters.
The lawyer stated that the case is still in the preparatory stage and is waiting for further notice
from the Fujian Higher People's Court. According to Article 270 of Civil Procedure Law of the
People's Republic of China, “the period during which the people’s courts hear foreign-related
civil cases shall not be subject to the restrictions stipulated in Article 149 and Article 176 of
this law.” The Fujian Higher People's Court is not subject to the limitation of the trial period.
Therefore, the trial period of the first instance procedure of this case cannot be determined and
estimated.
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The commitments are listed as below:
1)

Commitment of restructuring Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. (i.e., current CPTTG)
in 2009
Commitments/Contents
A.CPTB made a commitment that from
completing the acquisition to production of
new next-generation LCD panel, CPTB and
CPTTG(L) will not reduce their shareholding
interests in Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd.

B.Commitment of not transferring shares of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. in 3
years
CPTB and CPTTG(L) committed that they
will not transfer shares of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. in the 3 years following
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.’s end of
private issue.
C.Commitment of the performance after public
issues
CPTB and CPTTG (L) committed that as
long as the legal and policy factors around
the operating environment of the 4 LCM
Companies remain unchanged, the ROE of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. will not
be less than 10% when the proportion of
related party transactions of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. had not been reduced to
below 30% (and not including) after the
acquisition within one accounting year.
CPTB will make up the difference by cash if
the ROE is less than 10%.
If the proportion of related party transactions
of Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
recovered to more than 30% (including 30%)
of all transactions in the subsequent
accounting year, CPTB and CPTTG (L)
commit that the ROE will not be less than
10%. CPTB will also make up the difference
by cash if the ROE is less than 10%.

Expiration and Execution
On April 28, 2014, the board of directors of
CPTTG approved the revision to the
commitments and agreed that the revised
commitments will take effect from the day of
the shareholders’ meeting and the original
commitments will expire at the same time.
On September 11, 2014, the special shareholders
meeting approved by majority votes the revision
to the commitments. No commitment was
breached.
Expired upon 3 years following CPTTG’ s
public offering (2012). No commitment was
breached.

On April 28, 2014, the board of directors of
CPTTG approved the revision to the
commitments and agreed that the revised
commitments will take effect from the day of
the shareholders’ meeting and the original
commitments will expire at the same time.
On September 11, 2014, the special
shareholders meeting approved by majority
votes the revision to the commitments. The
commitment to related party transactions and
business performance were changed to and
revised as the changed to “ Commitment to
proportion of related party transactions of the
listed company after completion of acquisition
and future business performance of the listed
company.”
The commitments were not
breached.
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Commitments/Contents
D.Commitment about the profitability of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. in the
next 3 years
CPTB and CPTTG (L) committed that after
the asset settlement date of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. in 2009, the consolidated
net income attributable to owners of parent
will not be less than the amount calculated
below: CNY0.295 billion/ 12 * M (M: the
numbers of months that the assets were
acquired by the listed company.) In 2010, the
consolidated net income attributable to
owners of parent was not less than CNY0.346
billion; In 2011, the consolidated net income
attributable to owners of parent was not less
than CNY 0.346 billion. If Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. could not meet the
performance goal, CPTB will make up the
shortfall by cash.
E.Commitment of the proportion of related party
transactions of listed companies after the
acquisition
CPTB and CPTTG (L) committed that from
the day the acquisition was completed until
December 31, 2010, the proportion of related
party transactions of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. would be reduced to below
30% (not including 30%) and would maintain
the same level in the subsequent years. If the
proportion of related party transactions is not
reduced to lower than 30% (not including
30%) by December 31, 2010, CPTB will give
4,546,719 shares to all shareholders (except
for CPTB and CPTTG(L)) of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.

Expiration and Execution
Expired on December 31, 2011. No commitment
was breached.

Expired on December 31, 2010. The proportion
of related party transactions was not reduced to
lower than 30% before December 31, 2010.
According to the “Commitment to proportion of
related party transactions of the listed company
after the acquisition” given and promised by
CPTB and CPTTG (L) when restructuring, the
gift of 4,546,723 shares (shareholder holding 10
shares received 0.267233 shares) to all
shareholders (except for CPTB and CPTTG(L))
were given by CPTB on March 25, 2011.
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Expiration and Execution
On April 28, 2014, the board of directors of
CPTTG approved the revision to the
commitment and agreed that the revised
commitment will take effect on the day of the
shareholders’ meeting, the original commitment
shall expire at the same time.
On September 11, 2014, the revised
commitment was approved at the special
shareholders’ meeting. The original commitment
to related party transactions and business
performance were changed to and revised as the
“ Commitment to proportion of related party
transactions of the listed company after
completion of acquisition and future business
performance of the listed company.”
The commitments were not breached.
G.Commitment letter regarding restriction and If confirmed by the China Securities Regulatory
reduction of related party transactions
Commission or Shenzhen Stock Exchange that
CPTB, CPTTG (L), CPT and the Company the control of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
committed that:
Ltd. has been lost, the above commitments shall
a.The Company, CPT, CPTB, CPTTG (L) expire. No commitment was breached.
and their subsidiaries should strictly follow
the fair and reasonable standard and
guarantee that they do not harm the
shareholders’
interest when making
transactions with Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd.
b.The Company, CPT, CPTB, CPTTG(L) and
their subsidiaries should strictly follow the
“Stock Listing Rules of the Shenzhen Stock
Exchange” , “ Articles of Association of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.”, and ”
Decision system of related party
transactions” when making transactions
with Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
c.As the business integration of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. continues, the
Company, CPT, CPTB, CPTTG (L) and
their subsidiaries should reduce the related
party transactions with Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd.
d.The Company, CPT, CPTB, CPTTG(L) and
their subsidiaries should strictly follow the
“Stock Listing Rules of the Shenzhen Stock
Exchange” , “ Articles of Association of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.”, and ”
Decision system of related party
transactions” when making transactions
with Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.

Commitments/Contents
F.Supplementary commitment of the proportion
of related party transactions after listed
CPTB and CPTTG(L) committed that after
the material asset restructuring, the
proportion of related party transactions will
be lower than 60% in December 2009; the
proportion of related party transactions will
be lower than 30% (not including 30%) in
December 2010; the proportion of related
party transactions will continue to be lower
than 30% (not including 30%) from 2011.
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Commitments/Contents
e.As the business integration of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. continues, the
Company, CPT, CPTB, CPTTG (L) and
their subsidiaries should reduce the related
party transactions with Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd.
f.After the restructure, Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. started to manufacture
LCD panel for CPT and its subsidiaries, as
a result, there were more related party
transactions between Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. and CPT Group. The
Company, CPT, CPTB and CPTTG(L)
committed that the intercompany OEM
price should refer to market price if the
OEM rate is available, or the price
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
manufactures for other third parties or cost
mark-up if the OEM rate is not available to
make sure the OEM profit is generated
reasonably. CPT committed that it will
strictly follow the “ Decision system of
related party transactions” of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. which has been
commented by independent directors and
has been passed by shareholders’ meeting.
The above commitments took effect the day
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. issued
private shares and will remain effective
during the period when CPTB and
CPTTG(L) still hold shares in Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. The commitment
will expire when CPTB and CPTTG (L)
lost the controlling shares. If confirmed by
the
China
Securities
Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock Exchange
that CPTB, CPTTG (L), CPT and the
Company had lost control of Mindong
Electric
(Group)
Co.,
Ltd.,
the
commitments above shall expire.

Expiration and Execution
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Commitments/Contents
H.Commitment of non-competition with listed
companies in the industry
CPTB, CPTTG (L), CPT and the Company
confirmed that CPTF Optronics Co., Ltd.
produced small and medium size LCD
module. The small and medium size LCD
module produced by CPTF Optronics Co.,
Ltd. and the large size LCD modules
produced by the 4 LCM Companies do not
compete. Additionally, from then on, the
Company, CPT, CPTB, CPTTG (L) and their
subsidiaries cannot engage in similar business
as Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. and its
subsidiaries within and outside China,
including investment, acquisition and
combination with other entities that engage in
similar business as Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. The Company, CPT, CPTB,
CPTTG (L) and their subsidiaries cannot
engage in similar business that Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries
newly invested in, including investment with
de facto control, acquisition and combination
with other entities, within China. The above
commitments took effect on the day Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. delivered
documentation to the China Securities
Regulatory Commission with respect to
shares purchased through private issue and
will remain effective during the period when
CPTB and CPTTG(L) still hold shares in
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. The
commitment will expire when CPTB and
CPTTG (L) lose the controlling shares. If
confirmed by the China Securities Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock Exchange
that CPTB, CPTTG (L), CPT and the
Company lose control of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd., the above commitments
will expire. CPTB, CPTTG (L), CPT and the
Company are liable for any breach of above
commitments that caused damages to
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.

Expiration and Execution
If confirmed by the China Securities Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock Exchange that
the control of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the above commitments shall
expire.
No commitment was breached.
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Expiration and Execution
Commitments/Contents
I.Commitment about the operation independence No commitment was breached.
of the listed company
CPTB, CPTTG(L), CPT and the Company
committed to keep Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd.’ s assets, employees, finance,
organization and business independent.
Specifically:
a.Maintain Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd.’ s and its subsidiaries’
assets
independent and intact:
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. and its
subsidiaries will have the abilities of
production; build operating systems; own
property, plant and equipment related to
manufacture; have the right to use
trademark, patent and knowledge.
b.Independence of employees:
(A)All management, such as general
manager, vice president, finance
manager and board secretary of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. do
not serve other positions (except for
directors or Supervisor) and receive
payroll from other entities held by the
undersigned of the commitment.
(B)The finance personnel of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. do not serve
other positions in other entities held by
the undersigned of the commitment.
c.Independence of finance:
(A)Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. will
establish an independent financial
system to make independent financial
decisions, have a financial accounting
system in place and a financial
management system that governs the
branches and subsidiaries.
(B)Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. does
not share bank accounts with the
undersigned of the commitment and its
subsidiaries.
d.Independence of organization:
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. will
establish a well-defined and structured
internal division to exercise independently
the managing capacity, which will not
involve any division controlled by
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. and its
subsidiaries.
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Commitments/Contents
e.Independence of business:
The undersigned of the commitment will
strictly follow the “ Commitment of noncompetition in the industry” to keep the
operation independent of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. by avoiding the unfair
related party transactions with the
undersigned of the commitment.
J.Commitment about the information disclosure
CPTB, CPTTG (L), CPT and the Company
committed that after Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. was approved of private
issuance of shares, if the Company, CPT,
CPTB and CPTTG(L) make any decisions
related to business or any controls over
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.,
according to the responsibility of information
disclosure under China regulations, they shall
inform Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
and disclose the same content in R.O.C. Also,
CPTB, CPTTG(L), CPT and the Company
committed that the information disclosure
will proceed simultaneously in China and
R.O.C. The commitment took effect on the
day Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
delivered documentation to the China
Securities Regulatory Commission. The
commitment
remains
effective
when
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. remains
listed on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange. If
confirmed by the China Securities Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock Exchange
that the control of Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. Has been lost, the above
commitments shall expire. The expiration
information will also follow the information
disclosure commitment.

Expiration and Execution

If confirmed by the China Securities Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock Exchange that
the control of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the above commitments shall
expire.
No commitment was breached.
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Commitments/Contents
K.Supplementary commitment of changes in
business model of Shenzhen Huaxianjing
Technology Co., Ltd.
CPTB, CPTTG(L), CPT and the Company
committed that, to comply with the
“ Commitment of non-competition in the
industry” , the changes in business model of
Shenzhen Huaxianjing Technology Co., Ltd.
would not cause competition. In addition, the
“ Commitment about the profitability of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. in the
next 3 years” and the “ Commitment of the
company’s performance after it is listed” state
that the net income of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. will not be affected by the
changes in business model of Shenzhen
Huaxianjing Technology Co., Ltd. The
related party transactions of Shenzhen
Huaxianjing Technology Co., Ltd. under the
new
business
model
also
follow
“ Commitment letter for the regulation and
reduce of related party transactions” and
“ Supplementary commitment of the
proportion of related party transactions after
listed” . CPT still grants patents based on
“ Commitment about the use of patent” after
the changes in business model of Shenzhen
Huaxianjing Technology Co., Ltd.
L.Commitment and supplementary commitment
about CPTF Visual Display (Fuzhou) Ltd.
(“FVD”) and Fujian Huaxianjing Technology
Co., Ltd. providing entrusted loans and
guarantee for Xiamen Overseas Chinese
Electronic Co., Ltd.
CPTB, CPTTG (L), CPT and the Company
committed that the entrusted loans and
guarantee FVD and Fujian Huaxianjing
Technology Co., Ltd. provided for Xiamen
Overseas Chinese Electronic Co., Ltd. before
the restructure of Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. would not cause damage to FVD’s
and Fujian Huaxianjing Technology Co.,
Ltd.’ s interests or affect Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd shareholders’ interests. If
any loss incurs, CPTB will make up for the
loss by cash.

Expiration and Execution
If confirmed by the China Securities Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock Exchange that
the control of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the above commitments shall
expire.
In addition, on April 9, 2013, the CPTTG 2012
Annual Shareholder Meeting passed the
resolution “ Regarding the sale of shareholding
in the subsidiary,” by which it sold its 75%
shareholding
in
Shenzhen
Huaxianjing
Technology Co., Ltd. to China Star
Optoelectronics International (HK) Limited. As
such, this commitment was no longer valid.
No commitment was breached.

No commitment was breached.
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Commitments/Contents
M.Commitment about composition of board of
directors of listed companies.
CPTB made a commitment that after the
restructuring, Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. would modify its articles of
incorporation. The board of directors would
be composed of 9 directors, including 5
independent directors who are based in
China. During the period serving as the
controlling shareholders of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd., half of the directors of the
board are independent and are based in China
and the directors will not make any
modification to the listed companies’ articles
of incorporation that contradicts with the
above commitment.
N.Commitment about share repurchase
CPTB made a commitment that if it fails to
fulfill the obligation of sales reimbursement
according to “Commitment about profitability
of Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd in the
future 3 years.” , the board of directors of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. are
entitled to repurchase shares of CPTB to the
extent permitted by applicable law to
compensate the minority shareholders of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. CPTB
will recuse itself when discussing the share
repurchase case during the board meeting of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. to the
extent permitted by applicable law and
pursuant to the Articles of Incorporation of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
O.Commitment about patents licensing
CPT made a commitment that:
a.It has already acquired the technology and
patents required for manufacturing LCD
module and has obtained necessary
licensing.
b.After restructuring of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd., CPT agreed to grant
Mindong its patents related to the
manufacturing of LCD module that it
previously applied, gained approval or
made public. Other related patents acquired
later by CPT will also be granted to
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. The
licensing is irrevocable and the effective
period of the license is the effective period
of the patent.

Expiration and Execution
No commitment was breached.

Expired as of December 31, 2011.
No commitment was breached.

No commitment was breached.
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Commitments/Contents
If Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
utilized the patents mentioned above
because of orders to manufacture LCD
module from CPT or other entities
controlled by CPT, CPT agreed to waive
the patent fee. However, if the orders are
from third parties, CPT would charge
patent fee and the amount would be
assessed by third party professional
institution. Also, the amount would be
approved by the board of directors of listed
companies in China or shareholders
meeting according to applicable law and
the “ Related transaction decision
procedures”
established by listed
companies in China.
c.After restructuring Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd., with respect to orders to
manufacture LCD module from CPT or
other entities controlled by CPT, CPT
represented that Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. will not infringe the patents CPT
owned and acquired from third parties by
performing the contracts. If Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. is accused of
infringing the abovementioned patents by
third parties because of performing the
contract, CPT would be held jointly liable
for the related legal responsibilities. Also,
the damage caused by Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. would be indemnified by
CPT.
P.Supplementary commitment about the patent
licensing
CPT committed that for utilization of the
applied, approved or public patents when
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. and its
subsidiaries manufacture LCD module, CPT
agreed to waive the patent fee. The
supplementary commitment is effective from
the day the restructuring of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. took effect and will remain
effective as long as CPT is the substantial
controller of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. However, if CPT is deemed to have lost
control of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. by the China Securities Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock Exchange,
the supplementary commitment will expire
immediately.

Expiration and Execution

If confirmed by the China Securities Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock Exchange that
the control of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the above commitments shall
expire.
No commitment was breached.
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Commitments/Contents
Q.Supplementary commitment about utilization
of goodwill and patent licensing
CPT committed that:
a.After the restructuring of material assets of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd., the
company and its subsidiaries do not have to
pay any charges from the impact of CPT’s
goodwill. Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. and its subsidiaries will establish their
own goodwill and gradually lessen the
impact of CPT’ s goodwill on Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. and its
subsidiaries.
b.If CPT transfers its own patent registered in
China, Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
will have the priority to buy it under the
same terms. If such patent is transferred to
any third party, CPT will assure Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. and its
subsidiaries the effectiveness of the patent
licensing. Also, per the transfer contracts,
the transferee shall not interfere with the
licensing of patents to Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries.
c.If CPT loses its patent and hence causes
damage to Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. and its subsidiaries, CPT will be held
accountable for the total cost for them to
obtain legal right of use of such patent or
alternative technology.
d.If Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. and
its subsidiaries require patent licensing
from third parties because of manufacturing
needs in the future, CPT will help them
obtain related patent licensing using its
industry status and experience.
e.The supplementary commitment is effective
from the day the restructuring of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. takes effect and
will remain effective as long as CPT is the
substantial controller of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. However, if CPT is
deemed to have lost control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. by the China
Securities Regulatory Commission or
Shenzhen
Stock
Exchange,
the
supplementary commitment will expire
immediately.

Expiration and Execution
If confirmed by the China Securities Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock Exchange that
the control of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the above commitments shall
expire.
No commitment was breached.
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Commitments/Contents
R.Commitment to CPT’ s joint and several
liability
CPT committed that it assumes joint and
several liability with respect to the
commitment made by CPTB and CPTTG(L)
about the shareholding interest of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd., sales performance
and related party transactions. If CPTB and
CPTTG(L) fail to adhere to the above
commitment and need to make compensation,
CPT would assume joint and several liability
for such compensation.

S.Commitment letter” about assuming joint and
several liability
Tatung Co., Ltd and CPT committed that with
respect to the written commitment submitted
by CPTB and CPTTG(L) to the China
Securities Regulatory Commission for the
private issue of Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd., Tatung Co., Ltd and CPT will
assume joint and several liability. The above
commitment is effective from the day
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
submitted the private issue application to the
China Securities Regulatory Commission and
will remain effective as long as Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. is listed on
Shenzhen Stock Exchange. However, if
Tatung Co., Ltd and CPT are deemed to have
lost control of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. by the China Securities Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock Exchange,
the above commitment will expire
immediately.

Expiration and Execution
On March 28, 2019, CPTTG, creditor of CPT,
released
No.
2019-034
“
Progress
Announcement on the Filing of Litigation” ,
show that CPT were added as defendants and
changed defendant to CPTB and CPT, CPTB
and CPT shall pay CNY 1.914 billion to CPTTG
for joint compensation. On May 10, 2019,
CPTTG, released No. 2019-054 “ Progress
Announcement on the Filing of Litigation” and
CPTTG has applied to the Higher People's Court
of Fujian to increase the amount of the claim to
CNY 3.029 billion.
CPTTG’ s ground for the claim was the
recognition of the loss allowance. The timing of
the recognition was after CPT lost control,
during which time the commitment already
expired. There is uncertainty about the claim
against CPTB.
If confirmed by the China Securities Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock Exchange that
the control of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the above commitment shall
expire.
On March 28, 2019, CPTTG, creditor of CPT,
released
No.
2019-034
“
Progress
Announcement on the Filing of Litigation” ,
show that CPT were added as defendants, and
changed defendant to CPTB and CPT, CPTB
and CPT shall pay CNY 1.914 billion to CPTTG
for joint compensation. On May 10, 2019,
CPTTG, released No. 2019-054 “ Progress
Announcement on the Filing of Litigation” and
CPTTG has applied to the Higher People's Court
of Fujian to increase the amount of the claim to
CNY 3.029 billion.
CPTTG’s ground for the claim was the
recognition of the loss allowance. The timing of
the recognition was after CPT lost control,
during which time the commitment already
expired. There is uncertainty about the claim
against CPTB.
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2)

Revision of commitment of Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. following restructuring
in 2014
Commitments/Contents
Expiration and Execution
A.Commitment about the restructuring party not The revision expired on March 11, 2016 and is
reducing the shareholding interest of listed no longer applicable.
No commitment was breached.
companies.
Revision of commitment of CPTB and
CPTTG(L): CPTB and CPTTG(L) withdrew
the commitment that during the period from
the completion of acquisition and second
generation (above 7G) of large-size LCD
panel product lines being injected to
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd., CPTB
and CPTTG(L) will not reduce their
shareholding percentage of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. The supplementary
commitment of CPTB and CPTTG(L) is as
follows: The “ Motion of revising
commitment of shareholders” was approved
by at the shareholders meeting of CPTTG.
After the completion of transfer of paid-in
capital to share capital, shares of CPTB and
CPTTG(L) will be listed and be entitled with
the outstanding rights. Also, in the first 18
months after the “ Motion of revising
commitment of shareholders” is approved at
the shareholders meeting of CPTTG, CPTB
and CPTTG(L) will not decrease their
shareholding of CPTTG.
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Commitments/Contents
B.Related party transaction percentage of listed
companies after the completion of acquisition
and the commitment of future sales of listed
companies
Revision of CPTB and CPTTG(L)’ s
commitment: Starting from 2014, during any
account year, if the amount of related party
transactions accounts for more than 30% of
the sales during the same period and of the
same transaction category (limited to
materials purchase, sale of products and
rendering of service involved in daily
operations), the shareholders will need to
assure that simulated consolidated calculation
of rate of return of net assets of LCD module
companies(please see below for specific
scope) owned by CPTTG is not less than
10% (the calculation of rate of return of net
assets does not include Kornerstone Materials
Technology Co. Ltd., a subsidiary and other
companies that are expected to be acquired
and merged and invested in the future). Also,
CPTB and CPTTG will make up for the
insufficient portion by cash. The commitment
will expire from the shareholders of CPTB
and CPTTG(L) lost control of the company.
The simulated consolidated scope for
calculating net assets of LCD module
companies’ rate of return of net assets is as
follows:
a.Net assets of CPTF Optronics Co., Ltd. and
its subsidiaries
b.Net assets of CPTW

Expiration and Execution
When the China Securities Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock Exchange
deems that CPT had lost control of CPTTG,
then, the commitment would be expired
immediately. CPT has lost control of CPTTG
and both parties no longer have transactions.
They will not be bound by the commitment in
the future.
Because CPT had applied for restructuring,
CPTTG had recognized receivables from CPT
as loss allowance and impairment of related
assets. Also, CPTTG had filed an action against
CPTB for compensation.
However, as of December 31, 2018, CPTTG
had achieved its sales target.
CPTTG’s ground for the claim was the
recognition of the loss allowance. The timing of
the recognition was after CPT lost control,
during which time the commitment already
expired. There is uncertainty about the claim
against CPTB.
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Commitments/Contents
c.Net assets of FDT
d.Net assets of CPT TPV Optical (Fujian)
Co., Ltd.
e.Net assets of CPTTG(L)
f.Net assets of CPTTG less net assets
increased from financing after this motion
was approved at the shareholders meeting
g.When the above LCD module companies
are no longer included in the consolidation
because of being sold or shareholding
percentage decrease, they will not be
included in the calculation.
The simulated consolidated scope for
calculating net income of LCD module
companies’ rate of return of net assets is as
follows:
a.Net income of CPTF Optronics Co., Ltd.
and its subsidiaries
b.Net income of CPTW
c. Net income of FDT
d.Net income of CPT TPV Optical (Fujian)
Co., Ltd.
e. Net income of CPTTG(L)
f. Net income of CPTTG
g.When LCD module companies are no
longer included in the consolidation
because of being sold or shareholding
percentage reduced, they will not be
included in the calculation.
Above mentioned as the “Motion of revising
commitment of shareholders” was approved
by at the shareholders meeting of CPTTG and
took effect on the day. The shareholders’
meeting was held and the original
commitment expired at the same time. The
commitment is effective when CPTB and
CPTTG(L) hold shares of CPTTG. However,
if CPTB and CPTTG(L) are deemed to have
lost control of CPTTG by the China
Securities Regulatory Commission or
Shenzhen
Stock
Exchange,
the
abovementioned commitment will expire
immediately.

Expiration and Execution
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3)

Commitment about material asset restructuring of CPTF Optronics Co., Ltd. in 2013
Commitments/Contents
A.Commitment about restriction and reducing
related party transactions
a.Tatung Co., Ltd., CPT, CPTB and
CPTTG(L) committed that if Tatung Co.,
Ltd., CPT, CPTB and CPTTG(L) and its
controlled entities make related party
transactions with CPTTG, such transactions
will be conducted under fair and reasonable
principle to assure the rights and interests
of CPTTG and other minority shareholders.
b.If Tatung Co., Ltd., CPT, CPTB and
CPTTG(L) and its controlled entities make
related party transactions with CPTTG,
such transactions will be conducted strictly
according to Shenzhen Stock Exchange,
Shares Listing Rules, the Articles of
Incorporation of CPTTG and the Related
party transactions decision making policy
of CPTTG.
c.With further integration of CPTTG’ s
business, Tatung Co., Ltd., CPT, CPTB and
CPTTG(L) and its controlled entities will
gradually
decrease
related
party
transactions with CPTTG. The commitment
is effective when CPTB and CPTTG(L)
hold shares of CPTTG. However, if Tatung
Co., Ltd., CPT, CPTB and CPTTG(L) are
deemed to have lost control of CPTTG by
the
China
Securities
Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock Exchange,
the abovementioned commitment will
expire immediately.
B.Commitment of CPTB for labor dispute of
CPTF Optronics Co., Ltd.
The labor dispute of CPTF Optronics Co.,
Ltd. did not lead to administrative
punishment. However, if CPTF Optronics
Co., Ltd. is punished because of the
abovementioned labor dispute, CPT will be
liable for the loss. The commitment becomes
effective when CPTTG’ s restructuring plan
of material assets is approved by related
departments.

Expiration and Execution
If confirmed by the China Securities Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock Exchange that
the control of CPTTG has been lost, the above
commitments shall expire. No commitment was
breached.

Twenty two labor disputes (including labor
arbitration and litigation) of CPTF Optronics
Co., Ltd., were closed and the claim amount
involved was CNY 2,220,494.91.
No commitment was breached.
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Commitments/Contents
C.Commitment of CPTB about the lawsuits and
arbitration
CPTF Optronics Co., Ltd. involved in There
is a total of 29 labor disputes (including labor
arbitration and litigation and the amount
involved was CNY3,246,737.49). If CPTTG’
s restructuring plan of material assets is
approved by related departments, the
expenses associated with the above 29 labor
disputes will be borne by CPT.
D.Commitments of Tatung Co., Ltd., CPT,
CPTB and CPTTG(L) about maintaining the
independence of operations of listed
companies
a.Maintain
the
independence
and
completeness of assets of CPTTG and its
subsidiaries. CPTTG and its subsidiaries
will be equipped with operation related
production systems, auxiliary production
systems and supporting facilities, own
operations related lands, property, plant and
equipment, trademarks, patents, right of
non-patented technology or right of use of
non-patented technology.
b.Maintain the independence of personnel of
CPTTG
(A)CPTTG’ s senior managerial personnel,
such as general manager, vice general
manager, financial supervisor and
secretary of the board of directors cannot
be employed by Tatung Co., Ltd., CPT,
CPTB and CPTTG(L) and its controlled
business under the positions other than
directors and supervisors. Also, they will
not receive salary from Tatung Co., Ltd.,
CPT, CPTB and CPTTG(L) and its
controlled business.
(B)CPTTG’s financial personnel will not be
concurrently employed by Tatung Co.,
Ltd., CPT, CPTB and CPTTG(L) and its
controlled business
c.Maintain financial independence of CPTTG
(A)CPTTG will own an independent
financial system and is able to make
financial decisions independently. Also,
it will establish financial accounting
policies and financial administrative
policies to govern its branches and
subsidiaries.

Expiration and Execution
he cases the commitment involved with were all
closed and the related expenses of CPTF
Optronics Co., Ltd. were borne by CPTB.
No commitment was breached.

No commitment was breached.
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Commitments/Contents
(B)CPTTG will not share bank accounts
with Tatung Co., Ltd., CPT, CPTB and
CPTTG(L) and its controlled business.
d.Maintain CPTTG’ s independence of
institution
CPTTG will set up a sound internal
operating administrative institution that
operates independently without being
involved with the management of Tatung
Co., Ltd., CPT, CPTB and CPTTG(L) and
its controlled business’s institutions.
e.Maintain independence of CPTTG’ s
operation
Tatung Co., Ltd., CPT, CPTB and
CPTTG(L) will strictly follow the
“ Avoidance of competition commitment
letter” so that CPTTG’ s operation will be
independent from that of Tatung Co., Ltd.,
CPT, CPTB and CPTTG(L) and there won’
t be any unfair related party transactions.
E.Commitment of Tatung Co., Ltd., CPT, CPTB
and CPTTG(L) about non- competition with
listed companies
a.Tatung Co., Ltd., CPT, CPTB and
CPTTG(L) have confirmed that the main
activity of CPTF Visual Display (Fuzhou)
Ltd. (“ FVD” ), a subsidiary of CPTF
Optronics
Co.,
Ltd.,
manufactures
backlight modules. The activities of
Forward Electronics Co., Ltd. (“ FD” ), a
subsidiary of Tatung Co., Ltd., include
manufacturing and sales of backlight
modules. FVD is the subsidiary of CPTTG
and fabrication plant of backlight modules
of CPTF Optronics Co., Ltd. The backlight
modules manufactured by FVD would all
be sold to subsidiaries of CPTTG and
CPTF Optronics Co., Ltd. There won’ t be
sales outside of CPT consolidated entities
and CPTF Optronics Co., Ltd. Hence, FVD
is essentially an internal product line of
CPTTG and CPTF Optronics Co., Ltd.,
rather than an independent competitor in
the market. As an individual seller and
manufacturer of backlight modules
company, FD has a wide range of
customers. Therefore, there is no
competition between FVD and FD in
substance.

Expiration and Execution

If confirmed by the China Securities Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock Exchange that
the control of CPTTG has been lost, the above
commitments shall expire.
No commitment was breached.
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Commitments/Contents
b.Tatung Co., Ltd., CPT, CPTB and
CPTTG(L) committed that except for the
abovementioned matters, Tatung Co., Ltd.,
CPT, CPTB and CPTTG(L) and its
controlled entities or other organizations
will not take part in any sales, related
products sales or any operating activities
similar to those of CPTTG and its
controlled entities in any manner. The sales
activities include investment, acquisition
and merger of entities or other
organizations whose business and products
are similar to those of CPTTG and its
controlled entities.
c.The above commitment remains effective
when CPTB and CPTTG(L) hold shares of
CPTTG. However, if Tatung Co., Ltd.,
CPT, CPTB and CPTTG(L) are deemed to
have lost control of CPTTG by the China
Securities Regulatory Commission or
Shenzhen
Stock
Exchange,
the
abovementioned commitment will expire
immediately.
d.atung Co., Ltd., CPT, CPTB and
CPTTG(L) committed that if Tatung Co.,
Ltd., CPT, CPTB, CPTTG(L) and its
controlled entities or other organizations
cause damage to CPTTG because the
abovementioned commitment is breached,
Tatung Co., Ltd., CPT, CPTB and
CPTTG(L) will be liable for the related
damage.

Expiration and Execution
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4)

Commitment about non-public issues of CPTTG in 2016
Commitments/Contents
Commitment letter about non-public issues of
CPTTG
a.Tatung Co., Ltd., CPT and CPTB committed
that CPT, entities directly or indirectly
controlled by CPT and related parties of CPT
will not violate Article 17 of Measures for the
Administration of Securities Issuance and
Underwriting and related regulations. Also,
they will not and have never directly or
indirectly provide financial support or
compensation to subscribers, subscribing
partnership business and subscribing partners
of the non-public issue of CPTTG’s shares.
b.CPT will strictly follow announcement of the
China Securities Regulatory Commission—
Guiding Opinions on Matters concerning the
Dilution of Immediate Return in Initial Public
Offering, Refinancing and Material Asset
Restructuring and committed that it will not
intervene in the operations and harm the
interest and benefits of CPTTG.

(ii)

Expiration and Execution
The issue of non-public shares was completed.
The shares are listed on the Shenzhen Stock
Exchange.
No commitment was breached.

Other litigations
1)

Regarding violation of antitrust laws, CPT paid fines with respect to the verdicts of the
US Department of Justice (DOJ), European Commission (EC) and the Korean Fair- Trade
Commission (KFTC) from 2008 to 2012. Japan Fair Trade Commission (JFTC),
Canadian Competition Bureau (CCB), and the Taiwan Fair Trade Commission terminated
investigations after 2009. CPT settled with the Brazilian government in late September
2017. Regarding the civil actions, CPT settled with HP, Best Buy, Costco, Home Depot,
Target, ViewSonic, AT&T, MetroPCS, Dell, Circuit City and TracFone. In addition, CPT
also settled the civil class actions filed by state prosecutors in Oklahoma and South
Carolina. As to the state government’s civil actions, CPT has settled several cases before
litigations.

2)

Regarding the antitrust cases under the official investigations in various countries,
including those made by the US authorities, the Japanese Fair-Trade Commission, Korean
Fair-Trade Commission (“KFTC”), European Commission and Canada authorities, CPT
had been cooperative with the investigations. The Company was not subject to any fines.
The Czech Republic had reached a final judgment and the fines were paid in 2010. The
government of Hungary and Mexico had finished its investigation and concluded that
CPT did not engaged in any illegal activities. CPT had reached a settlement with the
Brazilian government for CRT-CDT and CRT-CPT investigation in late September and
early October of 2017. Regarding the civil actions, CPT settled with the plaintiffs in the
class actions in the U.S. and Canada in 2009; CPT has also settled with the plaintiffs,
including Target, Sears and K-mart, Best Buy and ViewSonic. As to the state
governments civil actions, CPT has settled several cases before litigations.
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3)

CPT had received legal action related document forwarded by the Taiwan Taoyuan
District Court in March 2017. Israel citizens filed a class action against CPT and many
other CRT manufacturers to the Israeli District Court. CPT had retained professional
attorneys to handle other litigations prudently, however the professional services has been
terminated due to not paying the attorneys’ fees.

4)

CPT had received legal action related document forwarded by the Taiwan Taoyuan
District Court in June 2018 regarding the antitrust cases. Three companies under
liquidation procedures in UK had filed antitrust lawsuit against CPT and its 11 CRT and
CRT glass manufacturing companies to UK High Court. Granville Technology Group
Limited(First plaintiff), VMT Limited(Second plaintiff), and OT Computers
Limited(Third plaintiff) sued CPT(Fifth defendant) and other nine defendants, declaring
that those defendants should be jointly liable due to suspicion of CRT sales monopoly
druing 1996 and 2008. CPT had retained professional attorneys to handle other litigations
prudently. Besides, considering that LG, Philips and Samsung were also the main
distributors in Europe or global at that time, CPT still cannot accurately estimate the
possible responsibilities and risk.
CPT received the notice of court order regarding the antitrust case from the High Court of
England & Wales (Claim No. CL-2017-000645) in January 2021. The ruling is as
follows:
a)

The default judgments of the first and second plaintiffs against the fifth defendant
were established.

b)

The third plaintiff's default judgment against the fifth defendant was established.

c)

CPT(Fifth defendant) shall pay GBP33,663,090 to the first and second Claimants
within 14 days

d)

CPT(Fifth defendant) shall pay GBP44,688,694 to the third Claimant within 14
days

e)

Retention fee

The three plaintiffs, which were companies in liquidation, also applied to the Bermuda
court for recognition of the aforesaid High Court of England & Wales judgment, and the
Supreme Court of Bermuda registered its approval of the aforesaid High Court of
England & Wales judgment on July 1, 2021. Therefore, CPT filed a dissenting opinion to
the Supreme Court of Bermuda on July 30, 2021. On September 30, 2021, CPT received
WRIT OF FACIAS dated September 13, 2021 from the plaintiffs’ attorneys, which
indicated that in addition to the above debts, the defendant shall pay the interest, which
shall accrue on a daily basis and be calculated at the rate of 8% per annum from the date
of the High Court of England & Wales judgement day (July 16, 2020). On October 12,
2021, CPT received WRIT OF FACIAS drafted by the Supreme Court of Bermuda from
Hong Kong CPTB Secretary Company, which ordered to seize CPTB’ s properties,
including stocks, held by CPT.
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Furthermore, Granville Technology Group Limited VMT Limited and OT Computers
Limited sued CPT and other five defendants. They advocated those defendants should be
jointly liable due to suspected of LCD sales monopoly during 2001 to 2006. CPT had
retained professional attorneys to handle other litigations prudently. CPT still cannot
estimate approximate responsibilities and risk due to in the early stage.
The Company received the notice of court order regarding the antitrust case from the
High Court of England & Wales (Claim No. CL-2016-000758) in September 2020 by
Taiwan Taoyuan District Court. The Company had appointed attorneys to handle the
issue and submitted the answer in October 2020.
CPT received a document transferred by a law firm located in Zhonghe, New Taipei City,
sent from the High Court of England & Wales (Claim No. CL2016000758(1). The
claimant claimed the amount of GBP17,841,946.95 from CPT and other defendants, and
applied to the UK Court for a summary judgment on July 5, 2021. On February 9, 2022,
CPT received the Re-Amended Particulars of Claim the plaintiff submitted to the court, in
which the plaintiff requested the defendants, including CPT, to pay GBP18,471,158.54.
The Company has represented CPT to announce the material information on February 9,
2022.
5)

CPT received indictment on April, 2019, mentioned Iiyama business of several plaintiffs
sued LG, Samsung and Phillip were suspected of CRT of sales monopoly in England
during 1996 to 2008. LG requested if it has liability due to the lawsuit, CPT, CPTM and
CPTF Optronics (Shen-Zhen) Co., Ltd. shall be jointly liable. CPT appointed England
professional attorneys to handle other litigations prudently. CPT still cannot estimate
approximate responsibilities and risk due to in the early stage. Besides, LG, Philips and
Samsung also were main distributors in Europe or global at that time. CPT still cannot
estimate approximate responsibilities and risk.
CPT received a letter from Formosan Brothers Attorneys-at-Law in November 2020 from
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP regarding the antitrust case against CRT (NO.4:07-CV05994-JST MDL No. 1917). The plaintiff, Puerto Rico government v. LG, etc., the
defendants CPT and CPTM in a multi-district litigation No. 1917 in Northern California
and the case has been included in the case No. 3:19-cv-01246 of Puerto Rico v. LG, etc.
The United States District Court for the Central District of California will continue to
hear this case in December 2020. Because CPT was unable to pay the attorney's fees, the
firm has filed a motion to revoke from serving as an appointed lawyer to the US court.
The motion was opened in October 2020. The court asked the law firm to try to contact
the lawyer appointed by CPT in Taiwan to handle bankruptcy cases, so that CPT still has
the opportunity to appoint a lawyer to handle the litigation cases in this case, and will not
suffer a default judgment.
Therefore, Gibson Dunn was required to write a letter to CPT and forward it to CPT
according to law. CPT still cannot estimate approximate responsibilities and risk in the
stage.
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6)

CPT received two civil payment orders served by the Taiwan Taoyuan District Court on
January 9, 2019. King’ s Town Bank requested CPT to pay the loan in the amount of
TWD1,884,896,392 and JPY418,926,599. CPT objected on January 17, 2019. King’ s
Town Bank did not pay the court costs. CPT received civil rulings served by the Taiwan
Taoyuan District Court on February 22, 2019 and March 5, 2019. King’s Town Bank’s
request was revoked. Also, CPT received a civil payment order from the Taiwan Taoyuan
District Court on March 4, 2019. King’s Town Bank requested CPT to pay the loan in the
amount of TWD1,613,797,345. CPT did not object. Moreover, CPT received a civil
ruling from the Taiwan Tainan District Court on January 4, 2019. CPT was ordered to
provide King’ s Town Bank with three signed promissory notes in the amount of
TWD900,000,000, TWD555,000,000 and TWD145,064,591. The amounts and interests
were under compulsory execution. CPT filed an interlocutory appeal on January 10, 2019
and was revoked on March 5, 2019. CPT didn’ t file another interlocutory appeal. CPT
received a notice from Taiwan Taoyuan District Court Summary Court on January 10,
2019. King’s Town Bank applied for an auction of CPT real property in plant II in Yang
Mei, of which King’s Town Bank is the line of credit mortgagee, and received notice of
auction by Taoyuan district court on April 11, 2019. Furthermore, CPT received ruling of
provisional seizure from the Taiwan Tainan District Court on March 14, 2019. King’ s
Town Bank had applied for compulsory execution of provisional seizure however, CPT
announced on February 1, 2019 that the application for an urgent disposal was approved.
The court approved the application under which insolvency, reconciliation and
enforcement procedures (including the preservation procedures such as provisional
seizure and provisional disposition) against CPT shall be stayed for 90 days. CPT made
an objection within the statutory period and the case is now pending in Taiwan Tainan
District Court and extended urgent disposal for 90 days on May 1,2019. CPT filed an
objection during judicial period; however, it received a notice of civil dismission by
Taiwan Tainan district court on April 9, 2019. Then, CPT received a notice from Taiwan
Tainan district court on June 14, 2019, which mentioned King’ s Town Bank sued CPT
should payTWD62,678,747 loan.
CPT received civil payment orders from the Taiwan Taipei District Court on January 10,
2019 and January 11, 2019. The Bank of Taiwan requested CPT to pay in the amount of
TWD6,750,000,000 (syndicated loan), TWD896,174,927 and JPY202,577,349 (self-loan)
and CPT did not object. Also, CPT received a civil ruling from the Taiwan Shilin District
Court on January 17, 2019. CPT was ordered to provide Bank of Taiwan with signed
promissory note in the amount of TWD1,000,000,000. The amount and interests that shall
be delivered to the Bank of Taiwan were under compulsory execution. CPT filed an
interlocutory appeal on January 25, 2019 which was revoked on February 26, 2019. CPT
did not file another interlocutory appeal. Moreover, the Bank of Taiwan had applied for
compulsory execution within TWD30,000,000 of provisional seizure on May 6, 2019,
CPT received an enforcement order from the Taiwan Taichung District Court on January
19, 2019. The Bank of Taiwan had applied for compulsory execution of provisional
seizure. CPT was prohibited from receiving the proceeds from restructuring from Wintek
Corporation, a third party, or proceed with any other disposals. Moreover, the third party
can’t pay off their debts to CPT.
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CPT received a civil payment order from the Taiwan Taipei District Court on January 22,
2019. The Taiwan Cooperative Bank requested CPT to pay in the amount of
TWD300,000,000 and JPY279,988,800 and CPT did not object. The Taiwan Cooperative
Bank had applied for compulsory execution within TWD120,000,000 of provisional
seizure on May 15, 2019. Also, CPT received an enforcement order from the Taiwan
Taichung District Court on January 19, 2019. Taiwan Cooperative Bank had applied for
compulsory execution of provisional seizure. CPT was prohibited from receiving the
proceeds from restructuring from Wintek Corporation, a third party, or proceeds from any
other disposals. Moreover, the third party can’t pay off their debts to CPT.
CPT received a civil payment order from the Taiwan Taipei District Court on January 24,
2019. The Taiwan Business Bank Co., Ltd. requested CPT to pay the loan in the amount
of JPY474,054,489. CPT objected on February 11, 2019 and later withdrew the objection
on February 14, 2019. Also, CPT received an enforcement order from the Taiwan Taipei
District Court on January 11, 2019 and an enforcement order from the Taiwan Shilin
District Court on January 17, 2019. The Taiwan Business Bank Co., Ltd. had applied for
compulsory execution of provisional seizure. CPT was prohibited from receiving claims
from numerous banks or making any other disposals. CPT received the letter from the
Civil Execution Department of the Taiwan Taoyuan District Court on January 19, 2019.
The Land Affairs Offices of Daxi District and Yang Mei District were assigned to
conduct a boundary survey to seize the real property located in Long Tan and Yang Mei
plants of CPT. However, CPT announced on February 1, 2019 that an urgent disposal
was approved. The court approved the request under which insolvency, reconciliation and
enforcement procedures (including the preservation procedures such as provisional
seizure and provisional disposition) against CPT shall be stayed for 90 days. The
compulsory execution of provisional seizure was stayed as of now and extended urgent
disposal for 90 days on May 1, 2019. The compulsory execution of the real property
provisional seizure is stayed as of now. Moreover, CPT received an enforcement order
from the Taiwan Miaoli District Court on February 18, 2019. CPT was prohibited from
receiving claims from Giantplus Technology, a third party, or any other disposals. Also,
the third party cannot pay off their debts to CPT. CPT made an objection. CPT received
the letter from the Civil Execution Department of the Taiwan Miaoli District Court on
March 13, 2019. The Taiwan Business Bank Co., Ltd. did not file an action against CPT’s
objection. Hence, the enforcement order was withdrawn, and the case was closed.
CPT received a civil payment order from the Taiwan Taoyuan District Court on February
27, 2019. The Land Bank of Taiwan requested CPT to pay the loan in the amount of
TWD90,855,799 and CPT did not object. Also, CPT received the letter from the Civil
Execution Department of the Taiwan Taoyuan District Court on February 21, 2019. The
Land Bank of Taiwan had applied for compulsory execution within TWD81,000,000 of
provisional seizure to seize CPT’s real property located in Long Tan District, Taoyuan on
June 28, 2019. However, CPT announced on February 1, 2019 that an urgent disposal
was approved. The court approved the request under which insolvency, reconciliation and
enforcement procedures (including the preservation procedures such as provisional
seizure and provisional disposition) against CPT shall be stayed for 90 days. The
compulsory execution of provisional seizure was stayed as of now and extended urgent
disposal for 90 days on May 1, 2019. CPT objected the application of compulsory
execution of provisional seizure Land Bank of Taiwan made on March 21, 2019.
(Continued)
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CPT received a civil ruling of payment from the Taoyuan District Court on March 7,
2019, in which Mega International Commercial Bank claimed that CPT shall pay back a
loan in the amount of JPY198,281,687, and CPT did not file an objection. Also, CPT
received a civil ruling from the Taipei District Court on December 27, 2018 which
ordered compulsory execution of the claim along with interest made by Mega
International Commercial Bank with respect to the promissory note in the amount of
USD5,000,000 issued by CPT. CPT filed an objection on January 4, 2019 and delivered a
statement on March 25, 2019, however, the objection was dismissed by the Taipei
District Court on April 11, 2019.
CPT received a civil ruling from the Taipei District Court on January 4, 2019. CPT was
ordered to pay Taishin International Bank TWD85,000,000 with interest of the
promissory note in the amount of TWD600,000,000, issued by CPT. CPT filed an
interlocutory appeal on January 17, 2019 and was revoked by the Taiwan Taipei District
Court on March 11, 2019. CPT did not file another interlocutory appeal. Also, CPT
received a civil ruling from the Taipei District Court on June 28, 2019 and learned that
Taishin International Bank requested provisional attachment of TWD10,000,000 of CPT’
s deposit. Furthermore, CPT received the letter from the Civil Execution Department of
the Taiwan Taoyuan District Court on January 30, 2019. Taishin International Bank had
applied for compulsory execution of provisional seizure to seize CPT’ s plants in Long
Tan and Yang Mei Districts, Taoyuan. However, CPT announced on February 1, 2019
that an urgent disposal was approved. The court approved the request under which
insolvency, reconciliation and enforcement procedures (including the preservation
procedures such as provisional seizure and provisional disposition) against CPT shall be
stayed for 90 days. The compulsory execution of provisional seizure was stayed as of
now and extended urgent disposal for 90 days on May 1, 2019.
After CPT applied for financial structuring and requested urgent disposal to the Taoyuan
District Court on December 13, 2018, many suppliers requested CPT to make the
payment for goods and related interest by issuing payment orders or filing civil actions.
CPT announced that an urgent disposal was approved by Taoyuan District Court on
February 1, 2019. The court approved the request under which insolvency, reconciliation
and enforcement procedures (including the preservation procedures such as provisional
seizure and provisional disposition) against CPT shall be stayed for 90 days and extended
urgent disposal for 90 days on May 1, 2019. Most of the creditors received legal title for
compulsory enforcement, thus, 101 creditors, including ECSC Co., seized CPT’s Longtan
plant, Yangmei plant and equipment on September 17, 18 and 24, 2019. Till February 28,
2022, the real estate and property in Longtan Plant and Yangmei Plant had been seized by
123 creditors.
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CPT announced to sell buildings and land of Yangmei Plant No.1 by public bidding with
conditions attached on August 11, 2020 and to sell building and land of Yangmei Hsincheng dormitory property by public bidding with conditions attached on September 1,
2020. A creditors meeting was held on September 17, 2020 to consult whether the
creditors agree to release CPT’ s seized assets or not, to evaluate the possibility of
continuing to handle asset bidding on their own to repay employees’ claims and debts
with or without security. Because the majority of CPT’s creditors who have seized CPT’s
assets, disagreed to release CPT’ s assets, it’ s no longer possible to continue to handle
asset bidding on their own. The Company announced on behalf of CPT to suspend
creditors’ bid of CPT assets on their own on September 22, 2020.
The above two cases of sales by public bidding with conditions attached met the
conditions previously agreed, therefore the contract was terminated on February 9, 2020,
and the Company made an material information announcement on behalf of the
subsidiary.
According to Taiwan Taoyuan District Court Order No. 52485, the creditor:
MEGACHEM ADVANCE RESEARCH MATERIALS CO., LTD. etc. and the debtor,
CPT, enconducted a court compulsory auction of 7 cars. On January 20, 2021, the first
public auction was held at No. 1, Huaying Road, Longtan District, Taoyuan City, and the
Hetian Used Car Dealers won the bid with TWD 2.2 million. The Company made a
material information announcement on behalf of the subsidiary on January 20, 2020.
Chattels of Yangmei Plant have been sezied on January 8 and 12, 2021, and it’ s
scheduled to seal up other chattels of which on April 27, 2021. On November 8 and
November 9, 2021, the properties in Longtan Plant were seized. The aforementioned
King’s Town Bank enforcement case, the Bank of Taiwan enforcement case, the Taiwan
Cooperative Bank enforcement case, the Land Bank of Taiwan enforcement case, the
Mega International Commercial Bank enforcement case, and the Taishin International
Bank enforcement case have been consolidated under Case No. 52485, 2019 and its
appraising have been completed.
7)

RESTAR Electronics Corporation, a Japanese manufacturer, filed a lawsuit in Taiwan
Taoyuan District Court, claiming CPT for compensation of JPY 544,720,000 since CPT
failed to continue supplying TFT LCD panels for vehicles as agreed. After the court
scheduled to render its judgement, on June 15, 2021, CPT received a civil judgment from
the Taoyuan District Court, which ruled that CPT should pay RESTAR Electronics
Corporation JPY 261,378,400 and interest at 5% per annum from April 16, 2021 to the
date of settlement. Neither party appealed within the appeal period, and the case was
determined.
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8)

(h)

The shareholders of CPT filed a civil complaint in Taiwan Taoyuan District Court,
alleging that the resolution of the CPT interim shareholders meeting held on December
30, 2019, is invalid. The Company found the Taoyuan District Court has announced its
civil judgment (the date of the judgment is April 30, 2021) on the Judicial Yuan Online
Judicial Announcement System on May 3, 2021. The main judgment is as follows: It is
affirmed that the resolution of the first case discussed in the CPT interim shareholders
meeting held at No. 80, Hui Li Road (Yangmei Factory), Yangmei District, Taoyuan
City, at 9 a.m. on December 30, 2019, is invalid. The defendant, CPT, shall bear the
litigation costs. On June 15, 2021, CPT filed its appellate brief. On September 22, 2021,
the preliminary proceeding had been done, and High Court decided that the next
proceeding would be on March 23, 2022.

As of December 31, 2021, the commitments and contingencies of SCSC and its subsidiaries were as
follows:
(i)

(ii)

To secure an ample supply of silicon raw material to produce diodes, SCSC entered into a
silicon raw material supply contract with Cargill in December 2007, which was amended in
July 2017 with the contract term renewed from July 1, 2017 to March 31, 2023. Under the
contract, Cargill commits to providing certain quantity of silicon raw material to SCSC for the
term of the contract at the total contract price of JPY4,268,592 thousand. In addition, SCSC is
required to pay a minimum purchase amount of JPY368,280 thousand. As of December 31,
2021, the amount of prepayment, which was recognized as prepayments and long-term
prepayments - material, was as follow:

JPY

December 31,
2021
$
18,036

Equivalent to NTD

$

5,203

December 31,
2020
30,132
8,693

As of December 31, 2021, the significant unfinished or undelivered contracts of SCSC, relating
to crystal growth furnace equipment, were as follow:

Contract amount

December 31,
2021
$
456,750

Already paid

$

217,500

December 31,
2020
791,091
479,131

Since the quality and the function of the equipment did not meet the required standards of
SCSC, SCSC did not accept and use the equipment. SCSC did not pay the remaining balance of
the price.
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(i)

As of December 31, 2021, SCAD and its subsidiaries had commitments and contingencies as
follows:
SCAD, performed construction work under the pre-sale house contract, however, certain consumers
argued or filed actions against SCAD. Thus, SCAD continued to communicate with those consumers
and engaged attorney for litigation defense. The district court made decisions on September 26, 2019,
March 17, 2020, March 26, 2020, August 6, 2020 and September 28, 2020, for a total of five cases
involving four cases related to the period of user license and one related to delay in housing delivery.
Four of the five cases were unfavorable for SCAD. One of the five cases was favorable for SCAD.
The lawyer said that the court should have misunderstood the interpretation of the contract and the
determination of the extension of the construction period. Therefore, SCAD filed an appeal. Two of
the cases have been settled; one of case was partially won, after appealing by the other party, and the
second trial ruled in favor of SCAD. The other party reappealed. The Supreme Court dismissed the
appeal on November 30, 2021, so the case was closed. Another case was settled by both parties at the
High Court on January 19, 2022, In addition, the district court ruled in favor of SCAD in one of the
cases concerning user licenses on June 22, 2020. Since the opposite party did not appeal, the case
was closed. While the other case is still pending in the High Court (second instance). In addition, the
district court respectively ruled in favor of SCAD in the rest of the case on October 6 and November
11, 2021. Both parties reached a settlement in the previous case. In the latter case, most plaintiffs
reached a settlement while the other plaintiffs appealed the case. As of December 31, 2021, SCAD
has assessed and recorded the liquidated damages and interest expenses for compensation for some of
the abovementioned unfavorable first instance cases.

(j)

As of December 31, 2021, Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd. has the commitments and contingencies
below regarding the sale of its subsidiary, Sheng Yang Energy Co., Ltd.; please refer to Note 4(c):
(i)

According to the maintenance operation and administrative management service contract, part
of the power generation efficiency guarantee agreed by both parties is provided. If the power
generation efficiency guarantee is not reached, Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd shall
compensate Global Renewable Power 1 Co., Ltd. for the loss of unrealized profits.

(ii)

During the lock-up period stipulated in the maintenance and administrative management
service contract, without obtaining prior written agreement from Global Renewable Power 1
Co., Ltd., Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd shall not directly or indirectly dispose of any shares
or its subordinate rights for all or partial transfer, mortgage or guarantee.
The 10% shares of Sheng Yang Energy Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of Tatung Forever Energy Co.,
Ltd., will be pledged to Global Renewable Power 1 Co., Ltd.

(k)

With respect to the case regarding Nature Worldwide Technology Co., the former chairman WeiShan Lin was sentenced to imprisonment and penalties by the Taiwan High Court on August 23,
2017. Wei-Shan Lin appealed to the Supreme Court of the ROC. The Supreme Court rejected the
appeal on May 29, 2019 with document 2018Tai-Shang-Zi No.1831.Wei-Shan Lin resigned as the
director and chairman of the Company on February 1, 2018.The Company's operations, finance and
business were not affected by the above personal cases and will continue as usual. But the original
judgment was based on the facts that existed before the judgment, and there were still evidences that
have not yet been considered and the evidence affecting the judgment was not been adopted as the
basis of the judgment. Therefore, the former chairman, Wei-Shan Lin, based on the protection of his
own rights and interests, filed a retrial suit in accordance with the law, and the trial was opened on
July 8, 2020. The post-retrial procedure was rejected by the Taiwan High Court on January 29, 2021,
and the case is currently in the appeal process. On November 4, 2021, the Supreme Court reversed
and remanded the case to the Taiwan High Court. The case is still.
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(l)

Regarding Tatung (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Tatung (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., the defendant, was involved in a civil action. The plaintiff was
Ingersoll-Rand International Limited, an Ireland Company who later changed its name to Trane
Technologies International Limited, claiming damages suffered from defective products.
Several disputes and negotiations had occurred between both parties since 2014. Tatung (Shanghai)
was claimed for damages for the amount of USD 3,597,490. The Ireland court made a decision on
December 10, 2020, ruling that the defendant shall compensate the plaintiff the amount of EUR
2,474,701.22. The case had several controversies, including procedure issues such as whether or not
the process was lawfully served, the plaintiff did not provide the serial number of the defective
products and the cause and proof of the defects, the plaintiff’ s arguments were repeated and
incorrect, and whether the damages were caused by the defects, etc. Tatung (Shanghai) has consulted
with attorneys and evaluate the next step based on the legal opinion, in order to protect its right.
According to the legal opinion made by external attorneys appointed by Tatung (Shanghai), as of
now, the ultimate compensation of this case is still uncertain if Tatung (Shanghai) decided to file an
appeal.
In conclusion, as of now, before the case is final, whether Tatung (Shanghai) will be liable for the
claimed damage is still uncertain.

(10) Losses due to major disasters:None
(11) Subsequent events
(a)

On January 21, 2022, the Company announced its plan to increase the capital of Cizhi Power Co.,
Ltd., with the total investment of $200,000 thousand, to assist Cizhi Power Co., Ltd. in building its
power plant.

(b)

Due to the Group’s long-term investment consideration, a resolution was approved by the Board of
Directors on March 15, 2022 for the Company to increase the shares of Forward Electronics Co., Ltd.
based on the market situation within two years, with a maximum transaction price of $21.09 per
share and a total amount not exceeding $350,000 thousand.

(c)

On March 15, 2022, the Board of Directors passed a resolution to reclassify the other receivables of
Gintung Energy Co., Ltd. amounting to $213,946 thousand as loan to other parties. The following
treatment is in accordance with “ Regulations Governing Loaning of Funds and Making of
Endorsements/Guarantees by Public Companies”.
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(12) Others
A summary of current-period employee benefits, depreciation, and amortization, by function, is as follows:

By function
By item
Employee benefits
Salary

Cost
of Sale

For the year ended December 31
2020
2021
Operating
Cost
Operating
Total
Expense
of Sale
Expense

Total

1,140,055

2,946,005

4,086,060

1,093,266

2,883,896

3,977,162

110,530

252,571

363,101

106,800

251,492

358,292

Pension

43,616

129,051

172,667

47,337

125,475

172,812

Others

54,158

55,560

109,718

51,865

61,338

113,203

Depreciation

836,436

1,382,518

2,218,954

988,672

1,649,667

2,638,339

Amortization

1,189

10,437

11,626

4,737

9,506

14,243

Labor and health insurance

(13) Other disclosures
(a)

Information on significant transactions:
(i)

Loans to other parties: Please refer to attachment 1.

(ii)

Guarantees and endorsements for other parties: Please refer to attachment 2.

(iii) Securities held as of December 31, 2021 (excluding investment in subsidiaries, associates and
joint ventures): Please refer to attachment 3.
(iv) Individual securities acquired or disposed of with accumulated amount exceeding the lower of
NT$300 million or 20% of the capital stock: Please refer to attachment 4.
(v)

Acquisition of individual real estate with amount exceeding the lower of NT$300 million or
20% of the capital stock: None.

(vi) Disposal of individual real estate with amount exceeding the lower of NT$300 million or 20%
of the capital stock: None.
(vii) Related-party transactions for purchases and sales with amounts exceeding the lower of
NT$300 million or 20% of the capital stock: Please refer to attachment 5.
(viii) Receivables from related parties with amounts exceeding the lower of NT$100 million or 20%
of the capital stock: Please refer to attachment 6.
(ix) Trading in derivative instruments: Please refer to Note 6(b) and (ag) of the consolidated
financial statements.
(x)
(b)

Business relationships and significant intercompany transactions: Please refer to attachment 7.

Information on investees: Please refer to attachment 8.
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(c)

Information on investment in mainland China: Please refer to attachment 9.

(d)

Major shareholders: Please refer to attachment 10.

(14) Segment information:
(a)

General information
For management purposes, the Group divides its business units by product and service into four
reportable operating segments:
(i)

Optoelectronics segment: This segment develops, manufactures, and sells TFT-LCD and small
and medium-sized panels, including panels for smart phones, tablets, vehicles; and touch
panels.

(ii)

Machinery, energy and system segment: This segment develops, manufactures, and sells
intelligent grids, smart-grid portals, photovoltaics, motors, machinery, energy control and
miscellaneous systems.

(iii) Consumer products segment: This segment develops, manufactures, and sells digital television,
flat panel display, digital media devices, digital audio-visual, home appliances, etc.
(iv) Real estate development segment: This segment is responsible for the management and
development of real estate.
None of the Group’ s operating segments were aggregated to form the aforementioned reportable
operating segments. Other business activities that are not reported and pertinent information on
operating segments are disclosed in the section of “other operating segments”.
The Group’s key management monitors the operating results of each segment separately and makes
decisions on resource allocation and performance assessment accordingly. Segment performance
was evaluated based on profit after tax and measured based on accounting policies consistent with
those adopted in the consolidated financial statements
The entity shall disclose the measurement of assets of reportable operating segments in accordance
with IFRS 8 “ Operating Segments” . However, the Group did not disclose such information as the
amounts of assets and liabilities of both the Company and its subsidiaries were not provided to
operating decision makers.
Transfer prices between operating segments are on an arm’ s length basis in a manner similar to
transactions with third parties.
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(b)

Reportable segment profit or loss, assets, liabilities, and their measurement bases and reconciliations
The Group’s operating segment information and reconciliation were as follows:
Machinery,
energy
and system
segment

Optoelectronics
segment

Consumer
product
Segment

Real estate
development
segment

Other
segments

Adjustments
and
eliminations

Total

For the year ended
December 31, 2021
Revenue:
Revenue from external
customers

$

2,747
-

3,289,827

3,078,290

423,316

332,369

(7,123,802)

-

Total revenue

$

2,747

20,605,604

10,743,078

3,624,040

1,753,139

(7,123,802)

29,604,806

Profit (loss) of reportable
segments

$

865,175

146,785

4,343,464

3,172,059

(3,796,350)

2,569,662

Intersegment revenue

(2,161,471)

17,315,777

7,664,788

3,200,724

1,420,770

-

29,604,806

For the year ended
December 31, 2020
Revenue:
Revenue from external
customers

$

Intersegment revenue
Total revenue

$

Profit (loss) of reportable
segments

$

1,524

15,981,976

9,214,892

5,195,753

1,247,210

-

2,382,872

3,560,695

482,196

286,776

(6,712,539)

-

1,524

18,364,848

12,775,587

5,677,949

1,533,986

(6,712,539)

31,641,355

353,560

2,815,211

(1,480,135)

(6,529,631)

(356,742)

-

209,707

31,641,355

(4,988,030)

Revenues were attributable to segments below the quantitative threshold, including the electronics
component segment. These segments had never reached the quantitative threshold of reportable
segments.
Inter-segment revenue was eliminated upon consolidation and recorded in the line item of
“adjustment and elimination”, and all other adjustments and eliminations are disclosed below.
(c)

Geographic information
In presenting information on the basis of geography, segment revenue is based on the geographical
location of customers and segment non-current assets are based on the geographical location of the
assets.
For the years ended December 31
2020
2021

Region
Revenue from external customers
Taiwan

$

Asia
Europe
America
Total

$

26,359,420

28,907,374

1,502,042

1,905,079

226,978

47,676

1,516,366

781,226

29,604,806

31,641,355
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Revenue is based on the country or multiple countries of customers.
For the years ended December 31
2020
2021

Region
Non-current assets
Taiwan

$

Asia
America
Total

$

64,945,864

62,126,869

1,180,991

1,258,350

31,630

40,503

66,158,485

63,425,722

The Group’s geographic revenue is calculated based on the location where the revenue is collected.
Non-current assets include non-current contract assets, property, plant and equipment, right-of-use
assets, investment property, intangible assets, other non-current assets, long-term notes and accounts
receivable, and long-term finance lease receivables.
(d)

Major customers
For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, there were no customers whose shales are higher
than 10% of the revenue in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income.
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Other receivables - related parties

Other receivables

Other receivables - related parties

Other receivables

YES

NO

11,649

229,000

1,855
50,000

YES

34,853

26,304

YES

YES

YES

11,649

229,000

-

1,799

-

26,064

188,835

-

929,577

-

92,000

-

1,799

-

26,064

188,835

-

929,577

611,226

68,991

-

1,995,145

Actual amount
provided

2.00%

2.31%

0.00%

Shanghua lending
rates +0.25%

Huaian lending
rates +0.25%

Huaian lending
rates +0.25%

3.00%

2.00%

3.10%

2.00%

3.00%

1.98%

5.00%

Interest rate

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Nature of
financing
(Note 4)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Amount of
sales to
(purchases
from)
counter-party
(Note 5)
-

Business turnover

Loan repayment

Business turnover

Business turnover

Business turnover

Business turnover

Business turnover

Business turnover

Business turnover

Business turnover

Business turnover

Business turnover

Loan repayment

Reason for financing
(Note 6)

-

-

-

-

-

-

188,835

-

929,577

611,226

68,991

-

-

Loss
allowance

In accordance with Taiwan New Taipei District Court 2013 Annual Deposit No. 440, of the claim Shan-Chih Asset Development Co. has against Nature Worldwide Technology Corp., $120,000 thousand was received on June 10, 2013, while the remaining is still in litigation.
The financing provided by Shan-Chih Asset Development Co. to Tatung InfoComm Co., Ltd. used to be the the financing provided by Tatung Co., Ltd to Tatung InfoComm Co., Ltd. Such claim was sold to Shan-Chih Asset Development Co. for $53,000 thousand on December 29, 2017. Hence, the financing was disclosed under ShanChih Asset Development Co. and Shan-Chih Asset Development Co. is the one collecting payments. According the execution which issued by Taichung District court No.98353 on October 2, 2019, the company was received $8 thousand on November 22, 2019. According the reconciliation transcript which issued by Changhua District
court No.161 ,the company was received $133 thousand on April 17, 2020 through July, 2021.
Shan-Chih Investment Co., Ltd has provided financing to Nature Worldwide Technology Corp. more than the limit. Nature Worldwide Technology Corp. is currently under liquidation procedures and such situation would be remediated when the liquidation is completed. Shan-Chih Investment Co., Ltd provided financing to Nature
Worldwide Technology Corp. in the amount of $948,722 thousand, including principal of $690,800 thousand, other receivables and compensations.
As of December 31, 2010, Shan-Chih Investment Co., Ltd.'s other receivables from Nature Worldwide Technology Corp. were netting against its credit balance of investment. Therefore, in essence, Shan-Chih Investment Co., Ltd. has already credited the aforesaid funds to relevant losses and is fully withdrawn from the funds.
According to the letter from New Taipei Branch, Administrative Enforcement Agency, Ministry of Justice, Shan-Chih Investment Co., Ltd. received $25,659 thousand from the distribution executed by New Taipei Branch, Administrative Enforcement Agency, Ministry of Justice. (distribution fee $19,144 thousand+ execution fee $6,515
thousand).

Chih Sheng Investment Co., Ltd. has provided financing of $28,000 thousand to HEDA Biotechnology Co., Ltd. in September 2011. However, HEDA Biotechnology Co., Ltd. failed to repay on time. After Chih Sheng Investment Co., Ltd.'s notice, HEDA Biotechnology Co., Ltd. repaid $8,000 thousand in October 2012; since HEDA
Biotechnology Co., Ltd. was unable to repay the remaining $20,000 thousand, Chih Sheng Investment Co., Ltd. had recognized all its accounts receivable from related parties as doubtful debts. As the shareholders of HEDA Biotechnology Co., Ltd. approved the liquidation proposal in the meeting on December 31, 2020, HEDA
Biotechnology Co., Ltd. has also convened the second extraordinary general meeting of shareholders of the year on July 13, 2021, to recognize the liquidator's account books during the liquidation period. HEDA Biotechnology Co., Ltd. has delivered the liquidation completion declaration to National Taxation Bureau of Taipei and Taiwan
Taipei District Court on July 19, 2021, with company liquidation completed. HEDA Biotechnology Co., Ltd. received the notification of liquidation approval from the National Taxation Bureau of Taipei and the reference letter of liquidation completion from the Taipei District Court in December, 2021. So far, the liquidation of HEDA
Biotechnology Co., Ltd. has been completed.
Taipei Industry Corporation provided financing of $200,000 thousand to Green Energy Technology Inc. in April 2018, acquiring equivalent amount of machinery and equipment as collateral and created pledge on the collateral. The financing expired on December 25, 2018. However, Green Energy Technology Inc. failed to repay on time.
Green Energy Technology Inc. sent a letter to Taipei Industry Corporation. to propose adjustments to interest of financing provide and negotiation of repayment plans. After discussion by the board of directors of Taipei Industry Corporation, the negotiation conditions were not accepted, and Taipei Industry Corporation will continue to
implement legal collection procedures. Taipei Industry Corporation sent a motion for issuance of a payment order to the court on May 17, 2019. Taipei Industry Co., received the payment order on July 16, 2019, and the court replied a confirmation of the payment order on September 9, 2019. After the court issued a ruling upon the
application, the mortgaged propertylwas executed according to the law on October 19, 2019. Green Energy Company was declared bankrupt by the Taipei District Court of Taiwan on February 21, 2020. Taipei Industry Corporation received the notice from Taiwan Taoyuan district court Civil Execution Department, the fair value of the
collateral was $76,513 thousand. Taipei Industrial Co., Ltd. has 44 separate ex-rights for Green Energy's dynamic products, and cooperated with the bankruptcy administrator to entrust Taiwan Financial Asset Services Co., Ltd. to auction, 36 of which were auctioned on March 10, 2021, with the transaction amount was $10,208 thousand.
As for the the other 8, they were auctioned on December 22, 2021, with a transaction amount of $957 thousand. In total, the 44 dynamic products were auctioned with a transaction amount of $11,165 thousand.

As Green Energy Technology Co., Ltd's provisional shareholders' meeting approved the liquidation proposal on August 30, 2019, it is no longer a related party of the Group.
The capital loan from Zhi Shin Energy Co., Ltd. to Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd. of $11,649 thousand, was approved by the Board of Directors of Zhi Shin Energy Co., Ltd. on March 14, 2022, to deduct the amount to $10,000 thousand. The loan was not used from December 24, 2021, the day of approval, until March 14, 2022, the
day of the board meeting.

Note 14:

Note 16:
Note 17:

Note 15:

Note 13:

The capital loan and the collateral obtained are the equipment of the Longtan and Yangmei Plants of China Picture Tubes Co., Ltd., and the 100% equity of the Chunghwa Picture Tubes Co., Ltd. of Bermuda.
The aforementioned collateral has been entrusted to Jingrui Asset Appraisal (Stock) Company to conduct an evaluation based on the evaluation report obtained in February 2022. The estimated value of the collateral is $1,578,194 thousand.

Note 11:
Note 12:

The Taiwan Taoyuan district court delivered the final ruling of payment orders, Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. on January 31, 2020 which demanded Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. to pay $1,995,145 thousand with interest at 5% annually to the Company and CPT did not pursue an appeal, and then the Company received the finalized
ruling of payment orders on February 13, 2020.

Note 10:

Note 9:

Note 8:

Note 2:
Note 3:
Note 4:
Note 5:
Note 6:
Note 7:

Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.

Sheng Yang Energy Co., Ltd.

Chyun Huei Commercial TechnologiesInc.

Green Energy Technology Inc.

Other receivables

611,226

68,991

-

1,995,145

Ending balance
(Board Approved)
(Note 8)

The Company and its subsidiaries are coded as follows:
(i) The Company is coded "0".
(ii) The subsidiaries are coded consecutively beginning from "1" in the order presented in the table above.
If the economic substance of transactions are financing to others, regardless of which component they are recognized as in the financial statements, certain transactions such as the account receivables –related parties and advances are included herein.
Maximum balance of financing provided to others for the current year.
Nature of financing is coded as follows: operational funding is coded "1"; short-term financing is coded "2".
Total amount of the financing is disclosed herein if the financing is related to business transactions. Total amount of financing shall refer to the amount the lender provides to the borrower within the past year.
The reasons and counterparties of the financing are addressed herein as the financing was associated with short-term capital needs. E.g. Loan repayment, equipment acquisition, business turnover.
Financing to individual counter-party shall not exceed the net assets values from the latest financial statements or shall not exceed 10%-40% of the net assets values from the latest consolidated financial statements.
Total financing amount shall not exceed 40% of the audited/reviewed net assets value of the most current period.
If a public company brings the financing proposal to the board of directors according to Article 14-1, the Regulations Governing Loaning of Funds and Making of Endorsements/Guarantees by Public Companies,the company still needs to disclose the amount resolved by the board in the balance to disclose the risk, even if the funds are not
appropriated yet. When the funds are repaid afterwards, the company should disclose the amount returned to reflect the risk adjustment.
If a public company authorizes the chairman of the board of directors to appropriate or use certain limits of the funds several times in the period of a year according to Article 14-2, Regulations Governing Loaning of Funds and Making of
Endorsements/Guarantees by Public Companies, the company still needs to disclose the amount resolved by the board in the balance.
As of November 30, 2018, the Company provided endorsement in the amount of $2 billion to Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. for its bank loans. As Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. applied for financial structuring on December 13, 2018, and on December 14, 2018, banks claimed maturity of the loans and offset the $2 billion security against
the loans. As of December 31, 2021, the Company had a claim against Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. in the amount of $1,995,145 thousand and such amount was recognized as financing provided to Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. according to the resolutions of the board of directors of Tatung Co., Ltd. on December 27, 2018.

Zhi Shin Energy Co., Ltd.

9

Note 1:

Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.

6

8

Other receivables - related parties

Shang Chih International Chemical Industry Co.
Tatung Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd.
Ltd.

5

Tatung System Technologies Inc. ("TSTI")

Other receivables - related parties

Huaian Tatung Advanced Technology Materials
Tatung Coatings (Kunshan) Co., Ltd.
Co., Ltd.

7

Other receivables - related parties

Huaian Tatung Advanced Technology Materials
Dongguan Tongli Trading Co., Ltd.
Co., Ltd.

5

200,000

NO
(Note 16)

Taipei Industry Corporation

20,000

NO

4

929,577

YES

HEDA Biotechnology Co., Ltd.

Other receivables - related parties

Chih Sheng Investment Co., Ltd.

Nature Worldwide Technology Corp.

Shan-Chih Investment Co., Ltd.

611,261

NO

Long-term receivables

Tatung InfoComm Co., Ltd.

3

68,991

YES

Other receivables - related parties

2

4,000,000

YES

Other receivables - related parties

1,995,145

Maximum balance
for the period
(Note 3)

YES

Related
Party

Nature Worldwide Technology Corp.

(Note 2)
Long-term receivables- related parties

Financial statement account

(Amounts in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Specified Otherwise)

Tatung Co.

Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.

Counter-party

Shan-Chih Asset Development Co.

Tatung Co.

Lender

1

(Note 1)
0

NO.

ATTACHMENT 1: Loans to other parties

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Item
1.Equipment
2.Shares
(Note 10)

Collateral

281,246

10,486

-

141,514

68,888

29,005

29,005

-

-

-

-

-

314,746

17,337
-

149,456
-

3,892,783

3,892,783

3,892,783

$3,818,869

-

-

-

-

Value
1,564,304

13,981

374,994

566,058

68,888

29,005

29,005

314,746

69,348

149,456

7,785,567

7,785,567

7,785,567

$15,275,474

Limit of financing
amount for
Limit of total
individual
financing amount
counter-party
(Note 7)
(Note 7)

(Note17)

(Note 15˚16)

(Note 14)

(Note 13)

(Note 12)

(Note 11)

(Note 9˚10)

Note
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Shan-Chih Asset Development Co.

Tatung System Technologies Inc.

Tatung System Technologies Inc.

Tatung Coatings (Kunshan) Co., Ltd.

1

2

2

3

Tatung Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd.

Tisnet Technology Inc.

Chyun Huei Commercial Technologies Inc.

3

2

2

3

Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.

Tatung Co.

9,547,172

2
2

San Chih Semiconductor Co., Ltd.

102,362

283,029

283,029

48,659,797

9,547,172

9,547,172

2

Relationship
(Note 2)

Limit of
guarantee/endorseme
nt amount for
receiving
party (Note 3)

Tatung Co. of Japan, Inc.

Company name

Receiving party

43,840

84,000

128,500

33,760,000

180,000

55,500

$517,075
(Note 8)

Maximum
balance for the
period (Note 4)

13,032

84,000

128,500

23,810,000

180,000

32,000

$144,300
(Note 8)

Ending balance
(Note 5)

11,000

-

-

19,245,231

-

32,000

$144,300
(Note 8)

Actual amount
provided
(Note 6)

13,032

11.46%

5.94%

9.08%

122.33%

0.47%

0.08%

0.38%

Percentage of accumulated
guarantee amount to net assets
value from the latest financial
statement

102,362

707,572

707,572

48,659,797

19,094,343

19,094,343

$19,094,343

Limit of total
guarantee/
endorsement
amount (Note 3)

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Guarantee
provided by parent
company
(Note 7)

Note 8: Calculated based on the ending exchange rate.

Note 7: A company is coded "Y" when a subsidiary is endorsed by the listed parent company, or a listed parent company is endorsed by a subsidiary, or a company with an endorsement in Mainland China.

Note 6: Should enter actual amount receiving party provided within the limit amount of guarantee/endorsement.

Note 5: Should be the amount approved by the board of directors, but should be the amount approved by the chairperson when he/she is authorized by the board of directors according to Article 12 (8) of Regulations Governing Loaning of Funds and Making of Endorsements/Guarantees by Public Companies.

Note 4: The maximum amount of endorsement or guarantee provided to others for current year.

Shan-Chih Asset Development Co. used its real estate as a guarantee to provide an endorsement guarantee to the bank loan of Tatung Company. Therefore, the total amount of the Group's overall endorsement and guarantee exceeds 50% of the Company's net worth, which is reasonable and necessary.

Shan-Chih Asset Development Co. is a 100% owned subsidiary of Tatung Co. incorporated by the split-up of the parent company's real property according to Business Mergers And Acquisitions Act in 2003.

Endorsement or guarantee provided to investees shall not exceed 50% of Shan-Chih Asset Development Co.'s net assets value.

Shan-Chih Asset Development Co.: Endorsement or guarantee provided to the Company shall not exceed 250% of Shan-Chih Asset Development Co.'s net assets value in the prior year.

Total endorsement or guarantee for others shall not exceed 50% of the provider's net assets value.
The Group total endorsement or guarantee for others shall not exceed 50% of the Company's net assets value.

However, no limits for the counter-party who is a company 100% directly or indirectly owned.

Note 3: Individual endorsement or guarantee shall not exceed the net assets values from the latest financial statements or shall not exceed 20%-50% of the net assets values from the latest consolidated financial statements.

-

-

54,818,288

-

32,000

$-

Amount of
collateral
guarantee/
endorsement

7. Companies in the same industry provide among themselves joint and several security for a performance guarantee of a sales contract for pre-construction homes pursuant to the Consumer Protection Act for each other.

6. An investee in which Tatung conjunctly invests with other shareholders, and for which Tatung has provided endorsement/guarantee in proportion to its shareholding percentage.

5. An investee that has provided guarantees to Tatung Co., and vice versa, due to contractual requirements.

Note1: The Company and its subsidiaries are coded as follows:
1. The Company is coded "0".
2. The subsidiaries are coded consecutively beginning from "1" in the order presented in the table above.
Note2: According to the "Guidelines Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers" issued by the R.O.C. Securities and Futures Bureau, receiving parties should be disclosed as one of the following:
1. An investee company that has a business relationship with Tatung Co.
2. A investee in which Tatung holds directly and indirectly over 50% of voting shares.
3. An investee in which Tatung and its subsidiaries directly and indirectly hold over 50% of voting shares.
4. A investee in which Tatung holds directly and indirectly over 90% of voting shares.

Tatung Co.

Endorsor/Guarantor

0

No.
(Note 1)

ATTACHMENT 2: Endorsement/Guarantee provided to others

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
(Amounts in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Specified Otherwise)

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

Guarantee
provided by a
subsidiary
(Note 7)

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Guarantee provided
to subsidiaries in
Mainland China
(Note 7)
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Tatung Co.

Holder

-

Stock—Rechi Precision Co., Ltd.

Stock—Tatung Technology Inc.

Stock— Taiwan Submarine Cable Co., Ltd.

Stock—Green Energy Technology Inc.

Stock—VOLTAMP POWER SAOC

-

Stock—Taiwan Otis Elevator Co.

-

Stock—Scientific Pharmaceutical Elite Co., Ltd.

Stock—Taiwan Cogeneration Co.

-

Stock—Asia-Pacific Thechnology & Intellectual Property Services Inc.

-

Stock—Chi Yeh Chemical Co.

Stock—United Electric Industry Co., Ltd.

-

Stock—Tongya Telecommunication Industry Co., Ltd.

Relationship
(Note 2)

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, current

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, current

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, current

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, current

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, current

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, current

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, current

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, current

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, current

Financial statement account

(Amounts in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Specified Otherwise)

Stock—Chung Hwa Trading Development Co.

Type and name of securities (Note 1)

ATTACHMENT 3: Securities held for the year ended (Excluding subsidiary, associates and jointly controlled)

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

1,366,588

19,723,865

30,000

1,027,056

679,761

3,654,920

20,000

600,000

140,000

1,969,577

125,000

49,984

19,800

Units/shares

94,511

-

300

14,351

12,983

138,522

222,987

2,917

-

27,180

3,729

500

72,498

18.55

4.54

6.67

2.51

0.13

0.62

10.00

5.45

-

2.77

0.63

0.08

9.90

94,511

-

300

14,351

12,983

138,522

222,987

2,917

-

27,180

3,729

500

72,498

Percentage of Market value/
ownership (%) net assets value

Ending balance
Book value
(Note 3)

Note
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Stock-Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.

Stock-Tatung System Technologies Inc.
Stock-Green Energy Technology Inc.
Stock-Tatung Technology Inc.
Stock-Lastertech Co., Ltd.

Chih Sheng Realty Co., Ltd.

Shan Chih Investment Co., Ltd.

Stock-Can Yang Investments Ltd.

Stock-Hua Nan Financial Holdings Co., Ltd.
Stock-Cathay Financial Holdings Co., Ltd.
Stock-Yuanta Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Stock-CTBC Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Stock-Green Energy Technology Inc.
Stock-Tatung System Technologies Inc.

Chih Sheng Holding Co., Ltd.

Shan-Chih Asset Development Co.

Stock-Tatung Technology Inc.
Stock-Lastertech Co., Ltd.
Stock-Tatung Atherton Co., Ltd.
Stock-Green Energy Technology Inc.
Stock-E.SUN Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Stock-Taishin Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Stock-CTBC Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Fund-Yuanta FTSE4Good TIP Taiwan ESG ETF

Chih Sheng Investment Co., Ltd.

Affiliated company
-

Affiliated company

Affiliated company

141,871,033
567,472
1,278,173
1,027,056
4,122,897

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current

22,671
14,350
181,614

-

3,405
2,687
102
19,401
7

22,540
160,619
42,997
4,042
747,636
13,253,936
179

1,087,235

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current

-

-

38,107
16,152
55,440
1,262
1,042
778
72

2,727,272
366,668
1,400,000
33,960,610
45,000
55,000
30,000
2,000

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current

152,040
(RMB 35,000)

217,200
(RMB 50,000)

699,384
(RMB 161,000)

-

-

-

-

-

-

5,742
3,750
3,375
145,885

0.64
0.29
2.51
4.27

2.19

3.05
-

1.43

6.65
0.38
10.00
7.83
-

-

-

-

17.29

0.14
0.00
0.03
0.19

Ending balance
Book value
Percentage of
(Note 3)
ownership (%)
0.07
$3.51
21.10
-

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, non-current

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, non-current

130,358
60,000
150,000
4,475,000

Units/shares
70,897
1,000,000
91,589,274

-

-

Capital-guaranteed RMB financial product

Capital-guaranteed RMB financial product

-

Capital-guaranteed RMB financial product

Forward Electronics Equipment(Dong Guan) Co., Ltd.

-

Stock-Nanjing Global Display Technology Co., Ltd.

Suzhou Forward Electronics Technology Co., Ltd.

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current

Parent-subsidiary

Stock-Lastertech Co., Ltd.
Stock-Cathay Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Stock-Elitegroup Computer Systems Co., Ltd.
Stock-Tatung Co.

Forward Electronics Co., Ltd.

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current

Financial statement account

-

Relationship
(Note 2)

Stock-Crystal Applied Technology Inc.
Stock-Phecda Technology Co., Ltd.
Stock-Green Energy Technology Inc.

Type and name of securities (Note 1)

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
(Amounts in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Specified Otherwise)

Shan Chih Semiconductor Co., Ltd.

Holder

ATTACHMENT 3-1: Securities held for the year ended (Excluding subsidiary, associates and jointly controlled)

$-

22,671
14,350
181,614

-

3,405
2,687
102
19,401
7

22,540

38,107
16,152
55,440
1,262
1,042
778
72

152,040
(RMB 35,000)

217,200
(RMB 50,000)

699,384
(RMB 161,000)

-

5,742
3,750
3,375
145,885

Market value/
net assets value

(Note 6)

(Note 6)

(Note 6)

(Note 6)

Note
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Stock-HSIEH CHIH INDUSTRIAL LIBRARY PUBLISHING CO.

Kornerstone Materials Technology Co., Ltd.

Structured Deposit

Stock-Sheng Yang Energy Co., Ltd.

Tatung Forestry and Construction Co.

Goldmax Asia Pacific Ltd.

Tatung Management Consultant (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.

-

-

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current

140
51,334
238,920
(RMB 55,000)
138,952

1

11,887,600

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current

-

Affiliated company

-

-

-

1
400,000

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current

1,975,633
17,733
18,636

19
376
179
615
306
275
614
316
218
134
144

10.00

-

3.35

0.40

0.03
4.43

5.26

10.77
5.00
4.75

-

Ending balance
Book value
Percentage of
(Note 3)
ownership (%)
$7,117
3,798
5,863
14,622
-

14

5,000,000

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current

Affiliated company
-

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current

297,889,715
601,303

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current

Affiliated company

586
1,000
6,368
1,000
12,483
1,000
1,000
1,030
2,040
4,000
4,000

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, current

Parent-subsidiary
-

Units/shares
1,500
7,500
1,000
12,600

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, non-current

Financial statement account

-

Relationship
(Note 2)

Note 1: Securities are stocks, bonds, beneficiary certificates and derivative securities of the aforementioned items within the scope of IFRS 9 Financial Instruments .
Note 2: Only related parties are required to disclose such information.
Note 3: For financial assets measured at fair value, the book value should be the fair value deducted by the carrying value of accumulated impairment loss. For financial assets not measured at fair value, the book value should be the original cost or amortized cost deducted by the carrying value of accumulated impairment loss.
Note 4: If securities are restricted because of being used as collaterals, being pledged or other reasons, such restriction should be disclosed. Please refer to Note 6 and Note 8 for more details.
Note 5: Shares of Chunghwa Picture Tubes Technology (Group) Co., Ltd. were measured by market price on December 31, 2021 with consideration of certain assumptions, such as liquidation discount rate. The liquidation discount rate was considered as the shares of CPTTG have been forzen by court since January 8, 2019.
Note 6: All transactions are eliminated in the consolidated financial statements.

Mines Golf Resort Berhad

Stock-Hsieh Chih Industrial Library Publishing Co.
Stock-Taiwan Smith Industrial Co., Ltd.

Stock-Chunghwa Picture Tubes Technology (Group) Co., Ltd.
CPT TPV Optical (Fujian) Co., Ltd.
GOLDMAX ASIA PACIFIC LIMITED

Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.

Tatung Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd.

Stock-Tatung Co.
Stock-ASUSTEK COMPUTER INC.
Stock-E.SUN Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Stock-Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company Limited
Stock-First Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Stock-Delta Electronics, Inc.
Stock-HO TAI MOTOR CO., LTD.
Stock-HIWIN TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION
Stock-WAH LEE INDUSTRIAL CORP.
Fund-Yuanta/P-shares Taiwan Dividend Plus ETF
Fund-Yuanta FTSE4Good TIP Taiwan ESG ETF

Chunghwa Electronics Investment Co., Ltd.

Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Malaysia) Sdn.Bhd.

Stock-Fujitsu Ltd.
Stock-Toyota Motor Corporation
Stock-Fanuc Co.
Stock-Total 11 listed companies

Type and name of securities (Note 1)

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
(Amounts in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Specified Otherwise)

Tatung Company of Japan, Inc.

Holder

ATTACHMENT 3-2: Securities held for the year ended (Excluding subsidiary, associates and jointly controlled)

(Note 6)

Note

138,952

238,920
(RMB 55,000)

51,334

140

-

-

1,975,633 (Note 4 and 5)
17,733
18,636
(Note 6)

19
376
179
615
306
275
614
316
218
134
144

Market value/
net assets value
$7,117
3,798
5,863
14,622
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Cash capital increase

Open market

Chunghwa Picture Tubes Technology (Group) Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, noncurrent
Co., Ltd.

Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda)
Ltd.
-

389,689,715

(Note 2)

Non-related
parties

(Note 2)

Non-related
parties

65,000,000

Non-related
parties
Parent-subsidiary

118,876,000

3,129,634

(Note 2)

(Note 2)

645,505

1,121,798

Amount

Beginning blance
Units/shares

Non-related
parties

(Note 2)

Relationship

-

(Note 2)

(Note 2)

-

-

-

(Note 2)

(Note 2)

-

-

Amount

Addition (Note3)
Units/shares

Note 1: Securities are stocks, bonds, beneficiary certificates and derivative securities of the aforementioned items.
Note 2: Only securities accounted for using the equity method are required to disclose such information.
Note 3: The accumulated buying and selling amount shall be calculated separately at market price whether it reaches $300 million or 20% of the paid-in capital.
Note 4: The number of shares sold includes 10% of the remaining equity acquired and transferred to financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive gains and losses; the seeling price is the contract price; the book cost is the net equity directly related to the non-current assets and liabilities for sale;
disposal gains and losses include the transaction costs of the sale and the fair value of the remaining 10% equity interest of Sheng Yang Energy Co., Ltd. and the benefits arising from the transfer of financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive gains and losses.
Note 5: Disposal gains and losses include transaction costs of selling.

Investment accounted for using the equity method

Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd. Investment accounted for using the equity method

TA YA GREEN ENERGY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

Elitegroup Computer Systems Co., Ltd.

Non-current assets classified as held for sale

(Note 2)

Counter-party

Global Renewable Power 1 Company Limited

Tatung Co., Ltd.

Chih Kuang energy Co., Ltd.

Tatung Co., Ltd.

Non-current assets classified as held for sale

Financial statement account

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
(Amounts in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Specified Otherwise)

Tatung Co., Ltd.

Sheng Yang Energy Co., Ltd.

(Note 1)

Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.

Buyer/seller

ATTACHMENT 4 : Individual securities acquired or disposed of with accumulated amount exceeding the lower of $300 million or 20% of the capital stock
Type and name of securities

91,800,000

(Note 2)

(Note 2)

65,000,000

118,876,000

Units/shares

856,792

(Note 2)

(Note 2)

935,957

1,427,477

768,261

(Note 2)

(Note 2)

644,796

1,274,744

Cost

Disposal (Note 3)
Amount

88,531

(Note 2)

(Note 2)

278,893

279,523

Gain (Loss)
from disposal

297,889,715

(Note 2)

(Note 2)

-

-

1,975,633

(Note 2)

(Note 2)

-

-

Amount

Ending balance
Units/shares

Note

(Note 5)

(Note 4)
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Parent-subsidiary

Parent-subsidiary
Company in associates
Company in associates
Parent-subsidiary
Parent-subsidiary
Parent-subsidiary
Parent-subsidiary

Tatung Co.

Tatung Co.
Ting Shin Energy Co., Ltd.
Shanshin energy Co., Ltd.

Tatung Co.

Tatung Co.

Tatung Co.

Tatung Co.

Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.

Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.

Shan-Chih Asset Development Co.

Tatung System Technologies Inc.

Tatung Co. of Japan, Inc.

Tatung Electric Company of America, Inc.

Tatung Management Consultant (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Tatung Co.

Tatung (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Note 1: The transactions among the consoldiated entities were writed-off in the consolidated financial statements.
Note 2: The Group has a contract assets amounted to $185,118 thousand to Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.

Company in associates
Parent-subsidiary

Tatung Co.

Tatung Information Technology (Jiangsu) Co., Ltd.

Parent-subsidiary

Parent-subsidiary
Parent-subsidiary
Parent-subsidiary
Company in associates
Parent-subsidiary
Parent-subsidiary
Parent-subsidiary
Parent-subsidiary

Relationship

Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
Tatung Co. of Japan, Inc.
Tatung Electric Company of America, Inc.
Elitegroup Computer Systems Co., Ltd.
Tatung (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Tatung System Technologies Inc.
Tatung (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Tatung Information Technology (Jiangsu) Co., Ltd.

Related party

Tatung Co.

Purchaser (seller)

123,157
(133,516)

Sales

(104,566)

147,760

198,457

(157,766)

(230,087)

(285,311)
(234,232)
(732,130)

2,698,382

$(2,585,710)
(215,967)
(147,716)
592,746
518,746
150,207
135,242
112,435

Amount
(Note 1)

Purchases

Sales

Purchases

Purchases

Sales

Sales

Sales
Sales
Sales

Purchases

Sales
Sales
Sales
Purchases
Purchases
Purchases
Purchases
Purchases

Purchases
(Sales)

-37.69%

44.03%

-83.40%

89.40%

62.52%

4.36%

-6.91%

-13.68%
-11.23%
-35.11%

69.76%

-15.98%
-1.34%
-0.91%
5.80%
5.08%
1.47%
1.32%
1.10%

Percentage of
total purchases
(sales)

Transactions

60

90

60

120

30

30-90

-

30-60
30-60
30-60

90

-

Credit Term

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
(Amounts in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Specified Otherwise)
ATTACHMENT 5: Related party transactions for purchases and sales amounts exceeding $100 million or 20% of capital stock

˜

˜

˜

˜

˜

˜

˜

˜
˜
˜

˜

No significant difference
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜

Unit price

Details of non-arm's
length transaction

˜

˜

˜

˜

˜

˜

˜

˜
˜
˜

˜

Note 7
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜

Credit Term
(day)

47,994

(86,932)

11,574

(14,939)

(36,580)

30,957

14

60,040
118,445
505,086

(1,162,002)

$1,162,086
55,569
14,896
(136,971)
(34,397)
(187,583)
(45,943)
(11,582)

Balance
(Note 1)

Note

32.64%

-51.16%

64.91%

-89.49%

-99.86%

4.79% (Note 2)

0.28%

6.70%
13.21%
56.35%

-84.24%

41.33%
1.98%
0.53%
-4.84%
-1.22%
-6.63%
-1.62%
-0.41%

Percentage of
total receivables
(payable)

Notes and accounts receivable
(payable)
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CPTF Optronics (Shen-Zhen) Co., Ltd.

Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.

Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.

Tungyang Energy Co., Ltd.
Ting Shin Energy Co., Ltd.
Shanshin energy Co., Ltd.

Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.

Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.

CPTF Optronics (Shen-Zhen) Co., Ltd.

Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.

Company in associates
Company in associates
Company in associates

Parent-subsidiary

Parent-subsidiary

Parent-subsidiary
-

5,081,195
1,603,331
0.77
2.96
2.04

-

1,591,459

186,342
118,445
505,086

-

-

-

795,058

1,317,437

Company in associates

Parent-subsidiary

214,072

Company in associates

-

1,603,331

5,081,195

1,591,459

795,058

-

-

-

-

-

1,129,105 Tatung Co. of Japan, Inc. has given numerous
notices to Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. for its
claim of accounts receivable and accrued expenses
as of December 31, 2021. Since April 2019,
Tatung Co. of Japan, Inc. has applied to court for
ruling of orders of payments. As for the
receivables before June 30, 2021, they had been
approved by the court to pay the order and the
certificate of payment had been received in full.
As of December 31, 2021, Tatung co. of Japan
continues to apply for the remaining payments to
the court.

213,946 $213,946 thousand has been approved by the court
for payment orders.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

213,946

-

-

Loss
allowance
$1,948

Amount received in
subsequent period
$-

Note 1: All transactions are eliminated in the consolidated financial statements. The ending balance included contract assets (including non-current), accounts receivable - related parties, other receivables - related parties (including non-current), operating lease
receivable - related parties and finance lease - related parties.
Note 2: The nature of long-term receivable - Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. was financing provided. It was disclosed in Attachment 1.
Note 3: The Company has followed the regulations of the competent authority to report the transaction to the board of directors, and the board of directors has agreed that the transaction is not loan to other parties.
Note 4: As of the end of December 31, 2021, the balance was $214,072 thousand, of which $213,946 thousand was prepayment in the original account. The company had issued a letter on March 3, 2021 to terminate the purchase contract with Gintung Energy Co.
The Company transferred the amount to other receivables - related parties in accordance with the accounting principles. In addition, the Company assessed that the possibility of subsequent recovery is low and, hence, recognized $213,946 thousand allowance.
The Company had acquired ruling of orders to secure the Company's claims and will constantly ask Gintung Energy Co. to shorten the repayment schedule based on its financial status.

Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.

Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.

Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.

Tatung Co. of Japan, Inc.

Gintung Energy Co.

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
(Amounts in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Specified Otherwise)
ATTACHMENT 6: Receivables from related parties with amounts exceeding $100 million or 20% of capital stock.
Overdue receivables
Ending balance Turnover
Related party
Relationship
Company recorded as receivable
(Note 1)
rate
Amount
Collection status
$1,163,687
1.76
$464,068 Strengthen collection
Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
Parent-subsidiary
Tatung Co.
417,752
416,988 Issue collection letter and strengthen collection
Tatung Information Technology (Jiangsu) Co., Ltd. Parent-subsidiary
232,838
Shan-Chih Asset Development Co.
Parent-subsidiary
2,269,405
2,298,398 The Company had received the finalized ruling of
Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.
Parent-subsidiary
orders by the court, with the partial amount of
$2,225,692 thousand. Furthermore, the Company
has applied the compulsory enforcement to the
Taiwan Taoyuan district court.

(Note 4)

(Note 2)

(Note 3)

Note
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Percentage of Consolidated
Net Revenue or Total Assets (Note 3)
8.63%
1.04%
0.37%
0.21%
2.04%
0.72%
0.49%
1.18%
0.17%
0.11%
0.45%
0.95%
0.78%
2.44%
0.77%
0.53%
0.35%
0.45%
0.71%
1.43%
4.56%
1.44%

Note 1: The Company and its subsidiaries are coded as follows:
1. The Company is coded "0".
2. Subsidiaries are coded consecutively starting from "1" in the order presented in the table above.
Note 2: Transactions are categorized as follows:
For example, if the parent company has disclosed the transaction between the parent company and the subsidiary company, the subsidiary part does not need to be disclosed repeatedly;
if the subsidiary company has disclosed the transaction between one of its subsidiaries, the other subsidiary need not be disclosed repeatedly):
1. Parent company to subsidiary
2. Subsidiary to parent company
3. Subsidiary to subsidiary
Note 3: When calculating the percentage of transaction amount to the consolidated revenues or the consolidated assets:
Items of the balance sheets are calculated as its ending balance to total consolidated assets; items of income statement are calculated by its cumulative balance to the total consolidated income.
Note 4: Account Receivable includes: contract assets (including non-current), accounts receivable - related parties, other receivables - related parties (including non-current), operating lease receivable - related parties and finance lease receivable - related parties.

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
(Amounts in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Specified Otherwise)
ATTACHMENT 7: Intercompany Relationships and Significant Intercompany Transactions
Individual transaction amounts less than $100 million will not be disclosed; instead they will be disclosed as other assets or liabilities and income or expense , while the relative transactions will not be disclosed
Intercompany Transactions
Number
Relationship
Financial Statements Item
Amount
Terms
(Note 1)
Company Name
Counter Party
)Note 2)
0
Tatung Co.
Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
1
Sales
$2,585,710
Note 7
0
Tatung Co.
Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
1
Accounts receivable
1,163,687
0
Tatung Co.
Tatung Information Technology (Jiangsu) Co., Ltd.
1
Accounts receivable
417,752
0
Tatung Co.
Shan-Chih Asset Development Co.
1
Accounts receivable
232,838
0
Tatung Co.
Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.
1
Accounts receivable
2,269,405
0
Tatung Co.
Tatung Co. of Japan, Inc.
1
Sales
215,967
Note 7
0
Tatung Co.
Tatung Electric Company of America, Inc.
1
Sales
147,716
Note 7
1
Tatung Co. of Japan, Inc.
Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.
3
Accounts receivable
1,317,437
2
Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.
Tungyang Energy Co., Ltd.
3
Accounts receivable
186,342
2
Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.
Ting Shin Energy Co., Ltd.
3
Accounts receivable
118,445
2
Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.
Shanshin energy Co., Ltd.
3
Accounts receivable
505,086
2
Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.
Tatung Co.
2
Sales
285,311
Note 7
2
Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.
Ting Shin Energy Co., Ltd.
3
Sales
234,232
Note 7
2
Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.
Shanshin energy Co., Ltd.
3
Sales
732,130
Note 7
3
Shan-Chih Asset Development Co.
Tatung Co.
2
Sales
230,087
Note 7
4
Tatung System Technologies Inc.
Tatung Co.
2
Sales
157,766
Note 7
5
Tatung Information Technology (Jiangsu) Co., Ltd.
Tatung Co.
2
Sales
104,566
Note 7
6
Tatung (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Tatung Co.
2
Sales
133,516
Note 7
7
Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.
Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.
3
Accounts receivable
795,058
8
Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.
CPTF Optronics (Shen-Zhen) Co., Ltd.
3
Accounts receivable
1,591,459
9
Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Malayasia) Ltd.
Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.
3
Accounts receivable
5,081,195
10
CPTF Optronics (Shen-Zhen) Co., Ltd.
Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.
3
Accounts receivable
1,603,331
-
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Tatung Co.

Investor company

Taipei City, Taiwan
Czech Republic
British Virgin Islands

Central Research Technology Co.

TATUNG CZECH s.r.o

Absolute Alpha Limited

Tungyang Energy Co., Ltd.

Taipei City, Taiwan

Taipei City, Taiwan

Taipei Industry Corporation

Ting Xin Energy Co., Ltd.

Taipei City, Taiwan

Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.

Tainan City,Taiwan

Taipei City, Taiwan

Chung-Tai Technology Development Engineering Co.

Tainan City,Taiwan

New Taipei City, Taiwan

Hsieh-Chih Industrial Library Publishing Co.

Chih Kuang Energy Co., Ltd.

Taipei City, Taiwan

Kuender Co., Ltd.

Shang Shin Energy Co., Ltd.

Taipei City, Taiwan
Taipei City, Taiwan

Tatung Okuma Co., Ltd.

U.S.A.

Taipei City, Taiwan

Tatung Medical Healthcare Technologies Co., Ltd.

Taipei City, Taiwan

New Taipei City, Taiwan

Tatung Die Casting Co.

Tatung Electric Company of America, Inc.

Investment holding
The sale and servicing of IT and household
electronics products in the US
The manufacturing, design and sales of IT products

New Taipei City, Taiwan

Tatung SM-Cycle Co.

Elitegroup Computer Systems Co., Ltd.

Sales of AI meters and energy saving products in
the EU

Taipei City, Taiwan

Solar energy related business

Solar energy related business

Solar energy related business

Solar energy related business

Production and sales of mixing concreteˣPP&E

Solar energy related business

The publishing and sales of Hsieh Chih Industrial
Library
Construction of telecom cable

Conversion of plastic module

Sales and production of working machine

EMCIRF testing and certification services

Design and sales of medical instruments

Manufacturing and sales of casting mold

The design and manufacture of various automatic
equipment
Manufacture of speed reducers, speed aviators

Sales of home appliances

Taipei City, Taiwan

Toes Opto-Mechatronics Co.

Manufacturing and sales of IT products, home
appliances and AI meter

Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.

Singapore
Thailand

Tatung Electronics (S) Pte. Ltd.

Sales and purchase of electronic parts, home
appliances and IT products
Purchases, sales and services of raw material

Investment holding

Investment holding

Telecommunication devices

The development and leasing of real estate

Investment holding

Investment holding

Investment holding

The manufacturing and sales of household
coatings, industrial coatings and chemical products

Manufacture and sales of backlight modules,
variable resistors, encoders, wireless devices, LED
lighting
Software and hardware service and system
integration

Manufactur and sales of semiconductors and chips

Research, manufacture, and sales of picture tubs
and TFT-LCD products

Main businesses and products

Tatung (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

Singapore
Japan

Tatung Co. of Japan, Inc.

Singapore

Tatung Electric (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

Taipei City, Taiwan

Taipei City, Taiwan

Shan Chih Investment Co., Ltd.

Tatung Information (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

Taipei City, Taiwan

Chih Sheng Investment Co., Ltd.

Taiwan Telecommunication Industry Co., Ltd.

Taipei City, Taiwan

Tatung Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd.

Taipei City, Taiwan

Taipei City, Taiwan

Tatung System Technologies Inc.

Taipei City, Taiwan

New Taipei City, Taiwan

Forward Electronics Co., Ltd.

Shan-Chih Asset Development Co.

Taipei City, Taiwan

San Chih Semiconductor Co., Ltd.

Chunghwa Electronics Development Co., Ltd.

Taoyuan City,Taiwan

Location

230,100

-

470,100

30,100

650,000

190,100

450,000

19
450,000

1,611,562
19

88,000

88,000
611,562

2,420

26,500

26,500
2,420

49,000

49,000

121,184
5,007,151

5,370,746

121,184

120,000

-

3,190

431,272

431,272

342,448

7,880

7,880

3,190

244,277

244,277

342,448

185,000

1,145,500

1,650,000
185,000

1,028,445

1,028,445

48,276

676,331

676,331

48,276

1,625,465

1,625,465

1,088,673

2,462,471

2,462,471

1,088,673

2,567,447
14,840,192

2,119,350

2,119,350
2,580,331

1,500,000

1,500,000

14,840,192

392,316

247,655

247,655

392,316

314,095

955,176

955,176
314,095

$6,992,774

$6,992,774

Ending balance

Beginning
balance

Initial Investment

(Amounts in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Specified Otherwise)

Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.

Investee company

ATTACHMENT 8: Names, locations and related information of investee companies (excluding investment in Mainland China)

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

23,010,000

-

47,010,000

45,000,000

69

60,000,000

2,200,000

242

9,136,000

8,428,000

162,922,397

1,000,000

50,000

-

-

36,424,239

153,000

3,675,000

18,500,000

5,100,000

110,999,998

3,600,000

31,000

33,098,675

86,049,842

675,000

5,220,064

316,573,662

77,627,119

150,000,000

37,458,319

37,819,027

16,873,411

5,915,137

100.00

-

100.00

100.00

0.00

100.00

22.00

6.91

50.00

49.00

30.24

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

95.85

51.00

49.00

100.00

100.00

99.99

90.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

95.83

100.00

48.27

42.70

12.05

61.75

28.56

Percentage of
ownership
(%)

Ending balance

$1,850,745,168

Number of
shares

231,354

-

484,070

472,276

157

774,184

10,737

983

25,927

1,389,606

3,746,627

170,694

19,203

1,281

-

215,930

73,613

249,375

59,494

(622,189)

542,640

3,361

1,754,233

527,188

17,341

(856,528)

40,723,313

(2,234,999)

345,622

137,232

48,421

590,883

183,406

76,259

$(8,429,951)

Book value

2,516

(709)

13,923

13,997

202,107

416,028

(1,673)

116

(30,164)

(24,316)

71,527

6,100

(1,255)

(3,819)

(4,667)

2,974

19,673

50,259

8,928

125,582

37,295

(192)

2,546

(55,365)

(28,211)

(281)

4,108,206

(189,485)

(22,943)

(805)

5,368

178,279

33,396

10,623

$(2,161,471)

2,516

(709)

13,769

24,430

84

269,648

(374)

8

(36,713)

(11,915)

23,200

6,100

(1,255)

(2,886)

(4,307)

3,015

10,094

24,627

45,893

125,627

37,291

(173)

(15,682)

(55,365)

(28,211)

(1,567)

4,116,126

(179,092)

(20,844)

(805)

3,052

75,766

6,964

6,618

$(617,388)

Net income (loss) of Investment income
investee company
(loss) recognized
(Note 7)
(Note 1)

(Note 2)

(Note 3)

Note
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Taipei City, Taiwan

Taipei City, Taiwan

TISNet Technology INC.

I Torch Technology Co., Ltd.

Taipei City, Taiwan
Taipei City, Taiwan

Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.

Shang Chih International Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.

Tatung Forestry and Construction Co.

Taipei Industry Corporation

Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.

Tatung Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd.

Shan-Chih Asset Development Co.

Taipei City, Taiwan
New Taipei City, Taiwan

Shan Chih Investment Co., Ltd.

Forward Electronics Co., Ltd.

Hong Kong

Goldmax Asia Pacific Ltd.

Chunghwa Electronics Development Co., Ltd.

Hong Kong

Chih Sheng Holding HK Limited

Chih Sheng Holding Co, Ltd

British Virgin Islands

British Virgin Islands

Chih Sheng Investment (BVI) Co., Ltd.

Chih Sheng Holding Co., Ltd.

Tatung Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd.

Chih Sheng Investment (BVI) Co., Ltd.

Taipei City, Taiwan
Taipei City, Taiwan

Chunghwa Electronics Development Co., Ltd.

Chih Sheng Investment Co., Ltd.

Hsieh-Chih Industrial Library Publishing Co.

San-Chih Asset International(Hong Kong) Holding,.Ltd. Hong Kong

Taipei City, Taiwan

Chih Sheng Realty Co., Ltd.

Shan-chih Asset International Holding Co.

Samoa
Taipei City, Taiwan

Shan-Chih Asset International Holding Corp.

British Virgin Islands

Malaysia

Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.

Bermuda

Taipei City, Taiwan

Chyun Huei Business Technology Inc.

The manufacturing and sale of electronics

Manufacturing & Investment holding

193,500

Investment holding

36,550

92,918

200,111

Investment holding

542,219

508,337

Investment holding
Investment holding

57,044

-

675,320

36,550

92,918

193,500

200,111

542,219

508,337

57,044

181,800

1,200,480

9,960

852,950
9,960

2,261,982
852,950

1,058,450

221,405

84,647

4,153,319

3,779,727

5,000

62,590

42,740

446,482
1,000

355,296

640,997

178,579

1,271,592

-

1,000

1,000

100

5,000

$40,000

1,788,277

1,058,450

221,405

84,647

4,153,319

3,779,727

5,000

62,590

42,740

446,482
1,000

The manufacturing and sale of household coatings,
industrial coatings and chemical products

Investment holding

Investment holding

The publishing and sales of Hsieh Chih Industrial
Library

Realty management

Investment holding

The design and construction of structural
engineering
Production and sales of mixing concrete

Investment holding

Investment holding

Investment holding

The computer package software,equipment
management, and information technology
consultant

Type II Telecommunications Operators, Software
design and development, and information security

Retail of computer and business machinery /
Information software service

Investment holding
Investment holding

Hong Kong
Taipei City, Taiwan

355,296

The manufacturing and sale of solar module and
related component

Chih De Investment Co., Ltd.

640,997

178,579

1,271,592

90,000

51,000

51,000

250,100

5,000

$90,000

Ending balance

Beginning
balance

Initial Investment

Investment holding

The sales of digital products

Forestry

Energy storage service-related business

Solar energy related business

Solar energy related business

Solar energy related business

Solar energy related business

Solar energy related business

Main businesses and products

GREATER POWER LIMITED

Taoyuan City,Taiwan

Netherlands

Tatung Netherlands B.V.

Gintung Energy Co., Ltd.

Cambodia

Lansong International Co., Ltd.

British Virgin Islands

Taipei City, Taiwan

Cizhi Power Co., Ltd.

Forward Development Co., Ltd.

Taipei City, Taiwan
Taipei City, Taiwan

Chuang Shih Neng Co., Ltd.

Taipei City, Taiwan

Tung Guang Energy Co., Ltd

Tung Shin Energy Co., Ltd

Taipei City, Taiwan
Taipei City, Taiwan

Zhi Shin Energy Co., Ltd.

Location

Yao Yang Energy Co., Ltd.

Investee company

(Amounts in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Specified Otherwise)

Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.

Tatung System Technologies Inc.

San Chih Semiconductor Co., Ltd.

Forward Electronics Co., Ltd. (“FD”)

Tatung Co.

Investor company

ATTACHMENT 8-1: Names, locations and related information of investee companies (excluding investment in Mainland China)
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9,003,678

3,376,213

6,000,000

6,205,310

16,812,590

16,862,590

3,796,537

-

21,000,001

3,201

57,804,691

11,374,314

1,362,055

22,198,040

6.43

4.17

46.51

100.00

100.00

100.00

4.89

0

100.00

91.46

100.00

100.00

50.61

99.77

100.00

100.00

600,000,000(ordinary
stock)
212,395,725(preferred
stock)
-

100.00

20.00

100.00

100.00

100.00
100.00

14.59

100.00

100.00

98.33

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

131,900,000

500,000

5,850,000

11,000,000

13,760,000
100,000

5,398,269

-

11,030

-

9,000,000

5,100,000

5,100,000

25,010,000

500,000

Percentage of
ownership
(%)

Ending balance

9,000,000

Number of
shares

96,551

15,715

24,477

(74,645)

(26,913)

(26,644)

5,755

-

33,418

12,996

543,389

359,574

862,977

318,047

68,888

4,999,132

4,176,215

4,336

70,992

153,505

1,000

-

1,389,353

(146,966)

-

89,801

50,832

50,726

74,518

3,089

$34,953

Book value

57,803

(22,943)

(171)

3,081

2,906

2,838

5,368

(189,656)

3,560

116

23,277

43,607

202,107

9,873

5,960

182,540

(10,260)

(1,143)

10,214

21,171

118

5,739

30,122

-

-

(199)

(140)

(216)

(175,553)

(975)

$(53,876)

3,716

(956)

(79)

3,081

2,906

2,838

232

(10,032)

3,560

70

23,277

43,607

102,287

9,850

5,960

182,540

(10,260)

(229)

10,214

21,171

118

-

30,192

-

-

(199)

(140)

(246)

(175,553)

(975)

$(53,876)

Net income (loss) of Investment income
(loss) recognized
investee company
(Note 1)
(Note 7)

(Note7)

(Note 7)

(Note 5)

(Note 4)

Note
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Taipei City, Taiwan
Taipei City, Taiwan

Cloud Care Technologies Co., Ltd.

Insured Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd.

Tatung Medical Healthcare

Tatung Myanmar JV Holding Co., Ltd.

LIN HTET LIN Co., Ltd.

Tatung Information (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

Tatung Myanmar JV Holding Co., Ltd.

Service of information software

1,600

The net income (loss) of non-public company is in accordance eith IFRS.

Note 8:

Note 7:

The equity attribuable to shareholders of Gintung Energy Co., Ltd. was negtive, thus, the Company did not recognized investment loss and the ending balance of investments accounted for under the equity menthod was zero.

Tatung Medical Healthcare Technologies Co., Ltd. reduced its shareholding in Insured Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd. by 3,500,000 shares, resulting in a reduction of its shareholding ratio from 100% to 0%, and merged with Insured Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd. Tatung Medical Healthcare
Technologies Co., Ltd. was the surviving company and Insured Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd. was the extinction company. The merger date was recorded as September 30, 2021.
In June 1994, the board of directors of Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. resolved to invest and establish Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. with the amount of USD 86,900 thousand. Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. transferred its stock invested in Chunghwa Picture Tubes
(Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd., amounting to USD 86,900 thousand, to Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. as the consideration in Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.'s capital without remitting another investment payment. This investment was approved by the Investment Review
Committee of the Ministry of Economic Affairs 1994 No. 03664. Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. increased its capital in Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. amounting to USD 15,000 thousand, respectively, on March 18, 1999, April 28, 1999, and July 16, 1999. In 2005,
Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. issued 212,395,725 shares of accumulated redeemable preferred stock, with MYR 0.01 share price and MYR 0.99 share premium. All stocks were purchased by Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.

Note 6:

The difference, amounting to $70 thousand, between net income (loss) of Forward Development Co., Ltd. and investment income (loss) recognized in this period is the unrealized gain resulting from the downstream transactions between FD and Forward Development Co., Ltd.

Note 4:

Note 5:

Tatung Co. expected to sell 100% of the equity of its subsidiary company, Central Research Technology Co., in the third quarter of 2021. In accordance with IFRS 5 "Non-current Assets and Discontinued Units for Sale", the Group transferred the related assets or liabilities of Central
Research Technology Co., Ltd. as non-current assets for sale and liabilities in the third quarter of 2021 and listed the asstes and liabilities separately.

2,441

2,266

-

-

1,765

153,791

-

1,727

10,349

$(2,363,611)

Note 3:

49.00

100.00

-

-

40.00

100.00

1.18

1.47

8.39

8.92

Book value

The Company signed an equity sale contract in the first quarter of 2021 selling 100% of its subsidiary Chih Kuang Energy Co., Ltd. to TA YA GREEN ENERGY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD., with total transaction price approximately $938 million. In accordance with the IFRS 5
"Non-current Assets and Discontinued Units for Sale", the Group transferred the related assets or liabilities of Chih Kuang Energy Co., Ltd. as non-current assets for sale in the first quarter of 2021 and listed the assets and liabilities separately. The equity transaction and settlement
procedures were completed in the third quarter of 2021.

73,500

150,000

-

-

160,000

7,950,000

438,600

1,138,960

803,382

577,821,932

Percentage of
ownership
(%)

Ending balance

The transactions among the consoldiated entities were written off in the consolidated financial statements.

4,841

4,841

4,841

1,595

-

35,000

4,841

-

1,600

247,118

28,600

17,338

296,479

$3,977,935

Number of
shares

Note 1:

Solar energy related business

Investment holding

The sale of electronic products

Pharmaceuticals and warehousing and
transportation service

247,118

28,600

The manufacturing and sale of solar module and
related component

Investment holding

17,338

296,479

$3,977,935

Ending balance

Beginning
balance

Initial Investment

The manufacturing and sale of household coatings,
industrial coatings and chemical products

Manufacture, research and sale of picture tubs and
TFT-LCD products
Manufacture and sales of semiconductors and chips

Main businesses and products

Note 2:

Myanmar

U.S.A
British Virgin Islands

Tatung Information Technologies Corp.

Absolute Alpha Limited

Samoa

Shan-Chih International Holding Co.

Shan Chih Investment Co., Ltd.

Taipei City, Taiwan

Tatung Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd.

Taoyuan City,Taiwan

Taipei City, Taiwan

Gintung Energy Co., Ltd.

Taoyuan City,Taiwan

San Chih Semiconductor Co., Ltd.

Location

Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.

Investee company

(Amounts in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Specified Otherwise)

Toes Opto-Mechatronics Co.

Chunghwa Electronics Development Co., Ltd.

Investor company

ATTACHMENT 8-2: Names, locations and related information of investee companies (excluding investment in Mainland China)
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(149)

(107)

-

(1,016)

(839)

(18,710)

5,739

5,368

10,623

$(2,161,471)

(107)

(107)

-

(1,016)

(336)

(18,710)

-

69

891

$(192,755)

Net income (loss) of Investment income
(loss) recognized
investee company
(Note 1)
(Note 7)

(Note 6)

(Note 5)

Note

-329Manufacture and sales of industry coating and

Produce and sales of appliances and electronic
production

Tatung Information Technology

(Jiangsu) Co., Ltd.

Chih Sheng Holding HK Limited

Realty and Leasing Service

Tatung Management Consultant
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Shan-Chih Asset International Holding Co.,Ltd

Market research service

electro-deposition coating

Manufacture and sales of industry coating and

Wholesale of painting, coating and chemical products

The manufacturing and sales of positive material of
lithium battery, printer ink, electro-deposition high
performance coating

electro-deposition coating

CPTF Optronics (Shen-Zhen) Co., Ltd.

Tatung Coatings (Kunshan) Co., Ltd.

Dongguan Tongli Trading Co., Ltd.

Materials Co., Ltd.

Huaian Tatung Advanced Technology

Tatung Coatings (Kunshan) Co., Ltd.

Information software service

The manufacturing and sale of backlight unit for TFTLCD, driving board, tuner, keyboard, mouse,switch,
socket and connector

Suzhou Forward Electronics Technology
Co., Ltd.

TSTI Technologies (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Manufacture and sales of tuner, keyboard, mouse, remote
controller, switch, socket, potentiometer and gaming
mouse

Forward Electronics Equipment (Dong
Guan) Co., Ltd.

Manufacture and sales of reciprocating compressors.

Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.

Industry Co., Ltd.

Shang Chih International Chemical

Tatung Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd.

Tatung System Technologies Inc.

Forward Development

Tatung Compressors (ZHONGSHAN)
Co., Ltd.

Tatung Information Technology (Jiangsu)
Produce and sales of appliances and electronic production
Co., Ltd.

Tatung Information (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

Manufacture and sales of motors, generators and
 

Main Businesses and Products

Tatung (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Investee company

USD 30,860

854,205

221,440
USD 8,000

RMB 2,000

8,688

(Note 10)

USD 4,067

112,437

USD 1,000

32,236

(Note 11)

USD 1,000

32,486

(Note 10)

USD 4,067

122,437

RMB 30,000

144,888

USD 27,200

752,896

USD 4,600

127,328

USD 11,390

315,275

USD 30,860

854,205

$650,480
USD 23,500

(Note 6)

(2)

(2)
(Note 6)

(Note 12)

(3)

(Note 9)

(1)

(Note 9)

(2)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(Note 5)

(2)

(Note 5)

(2)

(Note 6)

(2)

(Note 6)

(2)

(2)
(Note 6)

USD 5,460

151,133

221,440
USD 8,000

-

USD 1,600

52,411

USD 1,000

32,236

USD 4,550

147,987

USD 1,060

33,156

USD 4,606

137,404

145,175

122,788

USD 9,100

251,888

USD 25,400

703,072

$567,440
USD 20,500

Accumulated
Outflow of
Method of
Total Amount of
Investment Investment from
Paid-in Capital
Taiwan as of
(Note 1)
January 1, 2021
Outflow

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$-

-

-

-

-

-

USD 4,000

(129,944)

Inflow

Investment Flows

(Amounts in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Specified Otherwise)

Tatung Electric (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

Investor company
(Note 7)

ATTACHMENT 9: Investment in Mainland China

TATUNG CO. AND SUBSIDIARIES NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

USD 5,460

151,133

221,440
USD 8,000

-

USD 1,600

52,411

USD 1,000

32,236

USD 550

18,043

USD 1,060

33,156

USD 4,606

137,404

145,175

122,788

USD 9,100

251,888

USD 25,400

703,072

$567,440
USD 20,500

Accumulated
Outflow of
Investment from
Taiwan as of
December 31,
2021

14,628

8,483

(2,017)

1,447

5,558

1,325

1,447

(RMB1,390)

(6,035)

17,496

12,634

(49,532)

14,628

$(63,470)

Net income
(loss) of
investee
company

21.60%

100.00%

100.00%

17.65%

100.00%

100.00%

82.35%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

79.89%

78.40%

87.23%

Percentage of
Ownership

(3)

3,160

8,483
(3)

(3)

(2,017)

(3)

439

(3)

5,558

(3)

1,325

(3)

1,009

(3)

(6,035)

(3)

17,496

(3)

12,634

(3)

(39,571)

(3)

11,468

$(55,365)
(3)

(76,135)

231,320

(12,356)

19,773

54,662

29,005

92,255

4,226

1,096,082

173,110

249,725

(276,261)

$527,188

-

-

-

-

USD 767

23,153

-

USD 2,784

87,354

-

USD 8,421

235,852

USD 814

22,798

-

-

$-

Accumulated amount of
Investment
Carrying
investment income
income (loss)
Value as of
remitted back to
recognized
December 31,
Taiwan as of December
(Notes 2 and
2021 (Note 4)
31, 2021
4)
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(Note 6)

(2)

(Note 6)

(2)

(2)
(Note 6)

$22,913,212

-

USD 2,290

63,387

$83,040
USD 3,000

-

-

$-

Outflow

Inflow

Investment Flows

-

-

$-

USD 2,290

63,387

83,040
USD 3,000

Accumulated
Outflow of
Investment from
Taiwan as of
December 31,
2021

RMB 1,290

5,598

(49,532)

$(63,470)

Net income
(loss) of
investee
company

100.00%

20.11%

12.77%

Percentage of
Ownership

Note 12: Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. invested in subsidiaries in China through its subsidiary: Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.

Note 11: Including the earnings, with the amount of USD450 thousand not remitting back to Taiwan, of Tatung Coatings (Kunshan) Co., Ltd. transferred to increase the capital of Huaian Tatung Advanced Technology Materials Co., Ltd.

Note 10: Including stock dividend of USD1,267 thousand, equipments investment of USD140 thousand, and increase in paid in capital of USD1,600 thousand due to the merger of Wujiang Shanghua Material Technology Co., Ltd and Tatung Coatings (Kunshan) Co., Ltd. in January, 2019.

Note 9: Tatung Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd. invested in subsidiaries in China through its subsidiary Shang Chih International Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.

Note 8: In accordance with the regulations of the Investment Review Committee of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, the calculation is based on the higher of net value or combined net value.

Note 7: Refer to Attachment 7 for investment percentages in all investees of the Company.

Note 6: Refer to the investment company name column for third region investment companies.

Note 5: Reinvested through Forward Development Co., Ltd. by remitting the ivestment funding and equipment investment.

Note 4: The transactions among the consoldiated entities were eliminated in the consolidated financial statements.

RMB exchange rate on December 31, 2021: 4.344

US dollars exchange rate on December 31, 2021: 27.68

RMB 2,000

8,688

USD 11,390

315,275

$650,480
USD 23,500

Ceiling on Investment in Mainland China
Imposed by The Investment Commission of
MOEA (Note 8)

Note 3: Initial investment amounts denominated in foreign currencies are translated into New Taiwan Dollars using the spot rates at the financial report date.

(3) Financial statements which were based on the audited and attested by R.O.C. parent company's CPA.

(2) Investment gains and losses have not been verified by accountants.

(1) Please specify if no investment income (loss) has been recognized as still in the preparation stage.

Note 2: The investment income (loss) recognized in current period:

(4) Other methods.

(3) Reinvested by the surplus from a mainland company established through a third region.

(2) Indirectly investment in Mainland China through companies registered in a third region. (Please specify the name of the company in third region).

(1) Direct investment in Mainland China.

Note 1: The methods for engaging in investment in Mainland China include the following:

$5,356,493

$2,582,613

Electrical engineering system installation service

Manufacture and sales of reciprocating compressors.

Manufacture and sales of motors, generators and
 

Main Businesses and Products

Investment Amounts Authorized by
The Investment Commission, MOEA

Tatung Xinji (Guangdong) Technology
Co., Ltd.

Tatung Compressors (ZHONGSHAN)
Co., Ltd.

Tatung (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Investee company

Accumulated
Outflow of
Method of
Total Amount of
Investment Investment from
Paid-in Capital
Taiwan
as of
(Note 1)
January 1, 2021

(Amounts in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Specified Otherwise)

Accumulated Amount of Remittance from Taiwan to Mainland China as of
December 31,2021

Tatung (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Shan-Chih International Holding Co.

Investor company
(Note 7)

ATTACHMENT 9-1: Investment in Mainland China
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(3)

RMB 1,290

5,598

(3)

(9,961)

(8,105)
(3)

RMB 1,885

8,188

74,940

56,170

-

-

-

Investment
Accumulated amount of
Carrying
income (loss)
investment income
Value as of
recognized
remitted back to
December 31,
(Notes 2 and
Taiwan as of December
2021 (Note 4)
4)
31, 2021
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The company applies to Taiwan Depository & Clearing Corporation for the information on major shareholders.

Shareholding ratio

6.18%

6.58%

Note 3: The major shareholder is provided by the Taiwan Depository & Clearing Corporation.

Note 2: If shares are entrusted, the above information regarding such shares will be revealed by each trustors of individual trust account. The
shareholders holding more than 10% of the total shares of the company should declare insider’s equity according to Securities and Exchange
Act. The numbers of the shares declared by the insider include the shares of the trust assets which the insider has discretion over use. For details
of the insider’s equity announcement please refer to the TWSE website.

Note 1: The information on major shareholders, which is provided by the Taiwan Depository & Clearing Corporation, summarized the shareholders
who held over 5% of total non-physical common stocks and preferred stocks (including treasury stocks) on the last business date of each
quarter. The registered non-physical stocks may be different from the capital stocks disclosed in the financial statement due to different
calculation basis.

Note:

144,798,047

Tatung University

Number of shares held

154,002,000

Shares

Rowda Capital Co.

Shareholders

ATTACHMENT 10: Information on Major Shareholders

(Amounts in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Specified Otherwise)
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Stock Code:2371

TATUNG CO.
Parent Company Only Financial Statements
With Independent Auditors’ Report
For the Years Ended December 31, 2021 and 2020

Address:
Telephone:

No. 22, Sec. 3, Zhongshan N. Rd., Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City 104427,
Taiwan (R.O.C.)
(02)25925252

The independent auditors’ report and the accompanying parent company only financial statements are the English translation of the
Chinese version prepared and used in the Republic of China. If there is any conflict between, or any difference in the interpretation of the
English and Chinese language independent auditors’ report and parent company only financial statements, the Chinese version shall
prevail.
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110615
)
5 7 68 (
101
68F., TAIPEI 101 TOWER, No. 7, Sec. 5,
Xinyi Road, Taipei City 110615, Taiwan (R.O.C.)

Tel
Fax
Web

+ 886 2 8101 6666
+ 886 2 8101 6667
home.kpmg/tw

Independent Auditors’ Report

To the Board of Directors of Tatung Co.:
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of Tatung Co.(“the Company”), which comprise the balance sheets as
of December 31, 2021, the statements of comprehensive income, changes in equity and cash flows for the years
then ended December 31, 2021 and notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant
accounting policies.
In our opinion, based on our audits and the report of other auditors (please refer to Other Matter paragraph), the
accompanying financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Company
as of December 31, 2021, and its financial performance and its cash flows for the years then ended in accordance
with the Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers.
Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with the Regulations Governing Auditing and Certification of Financial
Statements by Certified Public Accountants and the auditing standards generally accepted in the Republic of
China. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditors’ Responsibilities for the
Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent of the Company in accordance with
the Certified Public Accountants Code of Professional Ethics in Republic of China (“the Code”), and we have
fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the Code. We believe that the audit evidence we
have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis of our opinion.
Emphasis of Matter– Contingent Liabilities
As stated in Note 9(d) of the non-consolidated financial statement, the Company is listed as the defendant for
Chunghwa Picture Tubes Technology (Group) Co., Ltd. (“CPTTG”), who filed a lawsuit against the Company
and its subsidiary, Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. (“CPT”), requesting for a damage claim of CNY 3.029 billion.
The Company also received a civil complaint from the Taipei District Court of Taiwan requesting the joint
payment of approximately $750 million, with the amount carrying an annual interest of 5%. According to IAS
37, contingent liabilities are possible obligations whose existence will be confirmed by uncertain future events
that are not wholly within the control of the entity or the amount of the obligation could not be measured
reliably. Since the Company claimed the amount mentioned above would possibly be settled through litigation
procedures and the assertion involved the subjective judgment, assessment, and estimation of the management,
our opinion is not modified in the respect of this matter.
Key Audit Matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in our audit of
the financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2021 of Tatung Co. These matters were addressed in
the context of our audit of the financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not
provide a separate opinion on these matters. We have determined the matters described below to be the key audit
matters to be communicated in our report.

KPMG, a Taiwan partnership and a member firm of the KPMG global organization of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Limited, a private English company limited by guarantee.
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(1)

Revenue recognition
Please refer to Note 4(q) for the accounting principles on revenue recognition and Note 6(ab) for the
description on revenue recognition.
(a)

Description of key audit matter:
The timing for the transfer of commodity control is more complicated not only because of the
diversity of income sources and huge transaction volume of the Company, but also the transaction
terms vary with each client. These factors expose the Company to a significant risk of untimely
recognition of revenue. Therefore, the test of revenue recognition is one of our key audit matters.
Therefore, the test of revenue recognition is one of our key audit matters in the audit of nonconsolidated financial reports for the year ended December 31, 2021 of Tatung Co.

(b) Auditing procedures performed:
The main audit procedures of the key audit matter mentioned above include:
Understanding and testing the internal control design and implementation of the sales cycle.
Sampling the original order or contract and reviewing the transaction terms in order to evaluate the
accuracy of the timing for recognition of revenues.
Performing cut-off test for revenues during the periods before and after the balance sheet date.
Performing sales analysis procedures and reviewing whether there are significant sales returns and
discounts after the period to confirm the reasonableness of revenue recognition.
(2)

Contingent Liabilities
Please refer to Note 9 of non-consolidated financial report for the disclosure of contingent liabilities.
(a)

Description of key audit matter:
Chunghwa Picture Tubes Technology (Group) Co., Ltd. (“ CPTTG” ), the creditor of Chunghwa
Picture Tubes, Ltd. (“CPT”), filed a lawsuit to the Fujian Higher People's Court against Chunghwa
Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. (“CPTB”) on December 29, 2018, requesting for a damage claim of
CNY 1.914 billion, and applied for property preservation against CPTB on January 8, 2019. On
March 28, 2019, CPTTG filed a lawsuit against the Company and CPT, who were both liable for
joint liabilities. It has also increased its damage claim to CNY 3.029 billion on May 10, 2019. In
addition, the Company received a civil complaint from the Taipei District Court of Taiwan in April
and June, requesting the joint payment of approximately $750 million, with the amount carrying an
annual interest of 5%. According to IAS 37, contingent liabilities are possible obligations whose
existence will be confirmed by uncertain future events that are not wholly within the control of the
entity or the amount of the obligation could not be measured reliably. Since the Company claimed
the amount mentioned above would possibly be settled through litigation procedures and the
assertion involved the subjective judgement, assessment and estimation of the management, the
assessment of contingent liabilities is one of our key audit matters.
Therefore, the assessment of contingent liabilities is one of our key audit matters in the audit of nonconsolidated financial reports for the year ended December 31, 2021 of Tatung Co.
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(b) Auditing procedures performed:
The main audit procedures of the key audit matter mentioned above include:
Obtaining the assertion and statement of the Company for the contingent liability.
Interviewing with the Company’ s management and internal legal personnel, and reviewing
documents related to legal cases.
Obtaining the legal opinion from lawyers appointed by the Company concerning the case.
Assessing whether the accounting judgments and estimations are consistent and reasonable in
accordance with the accounting standards.
(3) Investment using the equity method
Please refer to Notes 4(i) and (j) for accounting policies for investing in affiliated enterprises and
subsidiaries; Note 5 for the judgment of control; and Note 6(h) for details on the investment using the
equity method.
(a)

Description of key audit matter:
As of December 31, 2021, the investment of the Company using the equity method was $53,179,329
thousand, representing 69% of the total assets, which is significant for the financial statements. We
evaluate whether each invested enterprise has substantial control ability, and every time the
aforementioned statement applies, we evaluate further on whether it has been regarded as a
subsidiary in accordance with the regulations and included in the preparation of the consolidated
financial statements. We also examine whether the long-term equity investments that have a
significant influence over the invested enterprise are evaluated using the equity method. Furthermore,
we assess the accuracy of the aforementioned accounting treatment, which has a significant impact
on the financial statements.
Therefore, the use of the equity method to assess the control or significant influence of the
investment individual is one of our key audit matters.

(b)

Auditing procedures performed:
The main audit procedures of the key audit matter mentioned above include:
Obtaining the latest investment structure chart of the Company, inquiring the reasons for relevant
changes, and understanding the accounting basis and the appropriateness of the classification of the
Company's investment using the equity method.
Evaluating the shareholding status of the Company in each reinvested enterprise, understanding the
composition of the board of directors, management, shareholder structure, and related investment
contracts, to evaluate whether the Company's identification of each reinvested enterprise is handled
in accordance with the relevant standards.
Examining whether the financial statements audited by an accountant have been obtained in
accordance with the regulations when recognizing investment gains and losses and other
comprehensive gains and losses for investments using the equity method and understanding the
impact of major events in the investee company's financial statements on the non-consolidated
financial statements.
Requesting confirmation or taking physical inventory count to verify the existence and ownership of
equity method investments on the books.
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(4)

Fair value evaluation of investment real estate
Please refer to Note 4(k) for the accounting policies of investment real estate; Note 5 for the accounting
estimates and assumptions on the fair value of investment real estate; and Note 6(l) for relevant details of
investment real estate.
(a)

Description of key audit matter:
Since the follow-up measurement of investment real estate adopts the fair value model, the method
and process of fair value assessment involves subjective accounting estimates and judgments of the
management. Also, the inclusion of changes in fair value in profit or loss will significantly affect the
fair value adjustment benefits of investment real estate in the current year.
Therefore, the fair value evaluation of investment on real estate is one of our key audit matters.

(b)

Auditing procedures performed:
The main audit procedures of the key audit matter mentioned above include:
Assessing the professions, competence, and independence of external independent evaluators used
by management, and verifying the evaluators' qualifications to confirm that there are no issues that
affect their objectivity or limit their scope of work.
Appointing external experts to assist in reviewing the fair value valuation report, understanding
whether the valuation methods and assumptions comply with the financial reporting standards for
securities issuers and the technical rules for real estate valuation, as well as assessing the relevance
and reliability of the data sources and important parameters used in the valuation report to confirm
the reasonableness of its valuation results.
Querying and re-accounting to confirm the correctness of the accounting process.

(5)

Impairment of non-financial assets
Please refer to Note 4(o) for the accounting policy for impairment of non-financial assets; and Note 6(j) for
the description of the assessment of impairment of property, plant and equipment.
(a)

Description of key audit matter:
The prosperity of the industry in which the Company operates is susceptible to substantial
fluctuations in market conditions, thus, the assessment of impairment of non-financial assets is
important. Since the impairment assessment process includes identifying cash-generating units,
determining the evaluation method, selecting important assumptions, and calculating the recoverable
amount, it relies on the subjective judgment of the management, in which the evaluation process is
complicated, with a high degree of estimation uncertainty.
Therefore, the impairment of non-financial assets is one of our key audit matters in the audit.
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(b)

Auditing procedures performed:
The main audit procedures of the key audit matter mentioned above include:
Understanding the relevant policies and handling procedures of the Company for impairment
assessment; assessing whether the cash-generating unit identified by the management and its related
assets under test shows any signs of impairment.
Evaluating the rationality of the evaluation methods used by the management to measure the
recoverable amount, including the expected growth rate and discount rate used, and the operating
net profit margin; and evaluating the accuracy of the management's past forecasts for sensitivity
analysis.
Entrusting internal experts to evaluate the weighted average cost of capital calculation and its
assumptions.

Other Matter
We did not audit the financial statements of certain equity-accounted investees. Those statements were audited
by other auditors whose reports have been furnished to us, and our opinion, insofar as it related to the amounts
included for certain equity-accounted investees, are based solely on the reports of the other auditors. The
amount of long-term investments in these investee companies represented 8% of the related total assets at
December 31, 2021 and the related investment gain represented 3% of total profit before tax for the years ended
December 31, 2021.
The financial statements of the Company for the year 2020 were audited and reviewed by other accountants, and
the audit report with unqualified opinions and other items were issued on March 25, 2021.
Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Non-Consolidated Financial
Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance
with the Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers, and for such internal
control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Company’s ability to continue
as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis
of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the Company or to cease operations, or has no
realistic alternative but to do so.
Those charged with governance (including the Audit Committee or supervisors) are responsible for overseeing
the Company’s financial reporting process.
Auditors’ Responsibilities for the Audit of the Non-Consolidated Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditors’ report that includes our opinion.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance
with the auditing standards generally accepted in the Republic of China will always detect a material
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if,
individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users
taken on the basis of these financial statements.
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As part of an audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the Republic of China, we
exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
1. Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement
resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery,
intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
2. Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
Company’s internal control.
3. Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and
related disclosures made by management.
4. Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and, based on
the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast
significant doubt on the Company’ s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditors’ report to the related disclosures in the
financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based
on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditors’ report. However, future events or conditions
may cause the Company to cease to continue as a going concern.
5. Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the disclosures,
and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that
achieves fair presentation.
6. Obtain sufficient and appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the investment in
other entities accounted for using the equity method to express an opinion on these financial statements. We
are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the audit. We remain solely responsible for
our audit opinion.
We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that
we identify during our audit.
We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical
requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that
may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards.
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From the matters communicated with those charged with governance, we determine those matters that were of
most significance in the audit of the financial statements of the current period and are therefore the key audit
matters. We describe these matters in our auditors’ report unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure
about the matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be
communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to
outweigh the public interest benefits of such communication.
The engagement partners on the audit resulting in this independent auditors’ report are Chung-Che Chen and
Li-Chen Lai.

KPMG
Taipei, Taiwan (Republic of China)
March 15, 2022

Notes to Readers
The accompanying parent company only financial statements are intended only to present the statement of financial position, financial
performance and its cash flows in accordance with the accounting principles and practices generally accepted in the Republic of China
and not those of any other jurisdictions. The standards, procedures and practices to audit such parent company only financial statements
are those generally accepted and applied in the Republic of China.
The auditors’ report and the accompanying parent company only financial statements are the English translation of the Chinese version
prepared and used in the Republic of China. If there is any conflict between, or any difference in the interpretation of the English and
Chinese language auditors’ report and parent company only financial statements, the Chinese version shall prevail.
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(English Translation of Parent Company Only Financial Statements and Report Originally Issued in Chinese)

TATUNG CO.
Balance Sheets
December 31, 2021 and 2020
(Expressed in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

1100
1110
1120
1136
1140
1150
1170
1180
1196
1197
1200
1210
1220
130X
1410
1460

1517
1535
1550
1560
1600
1755
1760
1780
1840
1995
1920
1932
1942
194K
194D

Assets
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents (Note 6(a))
Current financial assets at fair value through profit or loss (Note 6(b))
Current financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income (Notes 6(c) and 8)
Current financial assets at amortized cost, net (Notes 6(d) and 8)
Contract assets current (Note 6(ab))
Notes receivable, net (Note 6(e))
Accounts receivable, net (Note 6(e))
Accounts receivable related parties, net (Notes 6(e) and 7)
Lease payments receivable, net
Finance lease receivables, net
Other receivables
Other receivables related parties (Note 7)
Current tax assets
Inventories (Notes 6(f) and 8)
Prepayments (Notes 7 and 8)
Non-current assets classified as held for sale, net (Note 6(g))
Total current assets
Non-current assets:
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income non-current (Note 6(c))
Non-current financial assets at amortized cost, net (Notes 6(d) and 8)
Investment accounted for using the equity method (Notes 6(h) and 8)
Non-current contract assets (Notes 6(ab) and 8)
Property, plant and equipment (Note 6(j) and 8)
Right-of-use assets (Note 6(k))
Investment property, net (Notes 6(l) and 8)
Intangible assets (Notes 6(m) and 8)
Deferred tax assets (Note 6(x))
Other non-current assets, others (Note 6(n))
Guarantee deposits paid (Notes 6(p), 7 and 8)
Long-term accounts receivables (Note 6(o))
Long-term accounts receivables due from related parties (Notes 6(o) and 7)
Long-term finance lease receivable (Note 7)
Long-term finance lease receivable, net (Note 6(f))
Total non-current assets
Total assets

See accompanying notes to parent company only financial statements.
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December 31, 2021
Amount
%
$

$

1,998,202
184
481,316
2,824,137
686,189
179,503
1,357,503
1,274,577
67
299,258
279,598
12,859
3,836,119
114,261
26,017
13,369,790

3
1
3
1
2
2
5
17

109,162
566,419
1
53,179,329 70
764,625
1
4,352,195
6
282,057
260,312
1,146
397,870
1
264,780
303,100
1,514
2,710,484
4
63,192,993 83
76,562,783 100

December 31, 2020
Amount
%
2,726,027
339,574
1,436,035
119,835
149,563
1,524,795
1,622,552
61
307,610
202,570
552,888
12,735
3,529,692
124,984
12,648,921

4
2
2
2
1
4
15

207,330
942,550
1
59,563,013 73
76,514
4,141,272
5
60,041
166,550
3,042
525,193
1
352,862
1
351,160
2,670,179
3
37,866
364,113
1
69,461,685 85
82,110,606 100

(English Translation of Parent Company Only Financial Statements and Report Originally Issued in Chinese)

TATUNG CO.
Balance Sheets (CONT’D)
December 31, 2021 and 2020
(Expressed in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

2100
2110
2120
2130
2170
2180
2200
2220
2250
2280
2310
2313
2322
2399

2540
2550
2570
2580
2640
2645
2650

3110
3200
3310
3320
3350

3410
3420
3460
3500

Liabilities and Equity
Current liabilities:
Short-term borrowings (Note 6(p))
Short-term notes and bills payable (Note 6(q))
Current financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss (Note 6(b))
Contract liabilities current (Note 6(ab))
Accounts payable
Accounts payable related parties (Note 7)
Other payables (Note 6(w))
Other payables related parties (Note 7)
Provisions current (Note 6(t))
Lease liabilities current (Notes 6(s) and 7)
Advance receipts
Unearned revenue (Note 6(u))
Long-term borrowings, current portion (Note 6(r))
Other current liabilities
Total current liabilities
Non-Current liabilities:
Long-term borrowings (Note 6(r))
Provisions non-current (Note 6(t))
Deferred tax liabilities (Note 6(x))
Lease liabilities non-current (Notes 6(s) and 7)
Defined benefit liabilities, net (Note 6(w))
Guarantee deposits received
Credit balance of investments accounted for using the equity method (Note 6(h))
Total non-current liabilities
Total liabilities
Equity attributable to owners of parent (Notes 6(c) and (y)):
Ordinary shares
Capital surplus
Retained earnings:
Legal reserve
Special reserve
Unappropriated retained earnings (accumulated deficit)
Total retained earnings
Other equity interest:
Exchange differences on translation of foreign financial statements
Unrealised gains (losses) from financial assets measured at fair value through other
comprehensive income
Revaluation surplus
Total other equity interest
Treasury shares
Total equity
Total liabilities and equity

See accompanying notes to parent company only financial statements.
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December 31, 2021
Amount
%
$

$

December 31, 2020
Amount
%

1,041,036
349,813
869
1,414,510
2,351,734
478,890
884,380
121,574
154,860
248,304
5,137
7,800
1,895,682
74,122
9,028,711

2
2
3
1
1
3
12

699,210
5,367
519,497
2,302,471
676,741
935,014
3,519,167
116,375
28,984
3,516
6,504,289
27,841
15,338,472

1
1
3
1
1
4
8
19

16,449,913
114,229
247,885
35,009
200,753
6,964
12,290,633
29,345,386
38,374,097

22
16
38
50

19,162,999
403,876
31,397
326,771
2,790
11,742,261
31,670,094
47,008,566

24
1
14
39
58

23,395,367
3,452,748

31
5

23,395,367
3,305,175

28
4

323,942
8,809,617
3,696,785
12,830,344

11
5
16

323,942
9,730,518
(866,190)
9,188,270

12
(1)
11

(1,503,727)
(221,971)

(2)
-

(974,849)
(47,848)

(1)
-

266,779
(1,458,919) (2)
(30,854)
38,188,686 50
76,562,783 100

266,779
(755,918) (1)
(30,854)
35,102,040 42
82,110,606 100

(English Translation of Parent Company Only Financial Statements Originally Issued in Chinese)

TATUNG CO.
Statements of Comprehensive Income
For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020
(Expressed in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars , Except for Earnings Per Common Share)

For the years ended December 31

2021
Amount
4110
4170
4190
4100
5000
5900
5910
5920
6000
6100
6200
6300
6450
6500

7100
7010
7020
7050
7055
7060

7950
8300
8310
8311
8316
8330
8349
8360
8365
8380
8399
8300

9750
9850

Operating Revenues (Notes 6(ab) and 7):
Sales revenue
Less: Sales returns
Sales discounts and allowances
Operating revenue, net
Operating costs (Notes 6(f), (s), (w), (ad) and 7)
Gross profit (loss) from operations
Less: Unrealized profit (loss) from sales
Add: Realized profit (loss) on from sales
Gross profit (loss) from operations, net
Operating expenses (Notes 6(e), (s), (w) and (ac)):
Selling expenses
Administrative expenses
Research and development expenses
Expected credit loss (gain)
Total operating expenses
Net other income (expenses)
Net operating income (loss)
Non-operating income and expenses (Notes 6(b), (c), (e), (h), (j), (s) and (ad)):
Interest income
Other income
Other gains and losses, net
Finance costs
Impairment losses (impairment gains and reversal of impairment losses) determined in accordance with IFRS 9, net
Shares of loss of associates accounted for using the equity method
Total non-operating income and expenses
Profit (loss) from continuing operations before tax
Less: Income tax expenses (Note 6(x))
Profit (loss)
Other comprehensive income:
Components of other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to profit or loss
Gains (losses) on remeasurements of defined benefit plans
Unrealized gains (losses) from investments in equity instruments measured at fair value through other
comprehensive income
Shares of other comprehensive income of associates and joint ventures accounted for using the equity method,
components of other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to profit or loss
Less: Income tax related to components of other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to profit or loss
Components of other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to profit or loss
Components of other comprehensive income (loss) that will be reclassified to profit or loss
Equity related to non-current assets (or disposal groups) classified as held for sale
Shares of other comprehensive income of associates and joint ventures accounted for using the equity method,
components of other comprehensive income that will be reclassified to profit or loss
Less: Income tax related to components of other comprehensive income that will be reclassified to profit or loss
Components of other comprehensive income that will be reclassified to profit or loss
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income
Earnings (loss) per share (NT dollars) (Note 6(aa))
Basic earnings (loss) per share
Diluted earnings (loss) per share

See accompanying notes to parent company only financial statements.
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$

$
$
$

2020
Amount

%

%

16,263,901
5,274
82,500
16,176,127
13,856,934
2,319,193
22,363
58,735
2,355,565

101
1
100
86
14
14

16,064,187
22,317
178,192
15,863,678
14,734,458
1,129,220
48,119
63,956
1,145,057

101
1
100
93
7
7

816,537
662,624
588,883
80,383
2,148,427
414
207,552

5
4
4
13
1

863,828
1,267,812
560,863
262,481
2,954,984
110
(1,809,817)

5
8
4
2
19
(12)

104,117
277,591
247,446
(570,811)
(208,997)
3,586,553
3,435,899
3,643,451
(28,668)
3,672,119

1
2
2
(4)
(1)
22
22
23
23

94,266
277,107
771,572
(659,687)
24,144
284,606
792,008
(1,017,809)
58,528
(1,076,337)

2
5
(4)
2
5
(7)
(7)

46,850
43,702

-

(87,607)
90,394

(1)
1

(179,475)

(1)

(194,086)

(1)

(88,923)

(1)

(191,299)

(1)

(528,878)

(3)

(30,954)
(195,509)

(2)

(528,878)
(617,801)
3,054,318

(3)
(4)
19

(226,463)
(417,762)
(1,494,099)

(2)
(3)
(10)

1.57
1.57

(0.46)
(0.46)
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See accompanying notes to parent company only financial statements.

Balance at January 1, 2020
Loss for the year ended December 31, 2020
Other comprehensive income for the year ended December 31, 2020
Total comprehensive income for the year ended December 31, 2020
Appropriation and distribution of retained earnings:
Legal reserve appropriated
Special reserve appropriated
Reversal of special reserve
Changes in ownership interests in subsidiaries
Disposal of investments in equity instruments designated at fair value through other comprehensive
income
Balance at December 31, 2020
Profit for the year ended December 31, 2021
Other comprehensive income for the year ended December 31, 2021
Total comprehensive income for the year ended December 31, 2021
Appropriation and distribution of retained earnings:
Special reserve used to offset accumulated deficits
Reversal of special reserve
Changes in equity of associates and joint ventures accounted for using the equity method
Difference between consideration and carrying amount of subsidiaries acquired or disposed
Changes in ownership interests in subsidiaries
Disposal of investments in equity instruments designated at fair value through other comprehensive
income
Exercise of disgorgement
Balance at December 31, 2021
323,942

3,305,175
7,053
40,520
100,000
3,452,748

23,395,367
$ 23,395,367

323,942
-

287,588
-

(57,910)
-

-

36,354
-

Legal
reserve

3,363,085
-

Capital
surplus

$ 23,395,367
-

Ordinary
shares

8,809,617

(866,190)
(54,711)
-

9,730,518
-

2,272,174
(279,675)
-

7,738,019
-

Special
reserve

Retained earnings

3,696,785

866,190
54,711
(59,765)
(14,272)
(41,208)
47,738

(866,190)
3,672,119
37,462
3,709,581

(287,588)
(2,272,174)
279,675
(2,259)
35,850

2,559,762
(1,076,337)
(103,119)
(1,179,456)

(1,503,727)

-

(974,849)
(528,878)
(528,878)

-

(779,340)
(195,509)
(195,509)

(221,971)

(47,738)

(47,848)
(126,385)
(126,385)

(35,850)

76,182
(88,180)
(88,180)

266,779

-

266,779
-

-

266,779
-

-

-

-

-

30,954
(30,954)
(30,954)

Total other equity interest
Unrealized
gains
(losses) on
Exchange financial assets
Equity related to
differences on measured at
non-current
translation of
assets (or
fair value
foreign
disposal groups)
through other
Unappropriated
financial
classified as
comprehensive Revaluation
retained
statements
held for sale
income
surplus
earnings

(Expressed in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020

Statements of Changes in Equity

TATUNG CO.

(English Translation of Parent Company Only Financial Statements Originally Issued in Chinese)

(30,854)

-

(30,854)
-

-

(30,854)
-

Treasury
shares

100,000
38,188,686

(52,712)
(14,272)
(688)
-

35,102,040
3,672,119
(617,801)
3,054,318

(60,169)
-

36,656,308
(1,076,337)
(417,762)
(1,494,099)

Total equity

(English Translation of Parent Company Only Financial Statements Originally Issued in Chinese)

TATUNG CO.
Statements of Cash Flows
For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020
(Expressed in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)
For the years ended December 31
2020
2021
Cash flows from (used in) operating activities:
Profit (loss) before tax
$
Adjustments:
Adjustments to reconcile profit (loss):
Depreciation expenses
Amortization expenses
Expected credit losses (gains)
Net losses (gains) on financial assets or liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
Interest expenses
Interest income
Dividend income
Shares of loss (profit) of subsidiaries,associates and joint ventures accounted for using the equity
method
Losses (gains) on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Losses (gains) on disposal of investments
Impairment loss on non-financial assets
Realized loss (profit) on from sales
Loss (gain) on fair value adjustment of investment property
Gains on lease amendments
Government grants income
Total adjustments to reconcile profit (loss)
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Contract assets
Notes receivable
Accounts receivable
Accounts receivable due from related parties
Lease payments receivable
Finance lease receivable
Other receivable
Other receivable due from related parties
Inventories
Prepayments
Other non-current assets
Finance lease receivable, non-current, due from related parties
Financial liabilities measured at fair value through profit or loss
Contract liabilities
Accounts payable
Accounts payable to related parties
Other payable
Other payable to related parties
Provisions
Receipts in advance
Deferred revenue and long-term deferred revenue
Other current liabilities
Net defined benefit liability
Total adjustments
Cash inflow (outflow) generated from operations
Interest received
Dividends received
Interest paid
Income taxes refund (paid)
Net cash flows from (used in) operating activities

See accompanying notes to parent company only financial statements.
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3,643,451

(1,017,809)

724,349
1,896
289,380
(9,345)
570,811
(104,117)
(36,927)
(3,586,553)

709,266
3,121
238,337
(883)
659,687
(94,266)
(23,087)
(284,606)

(2,394)
(278,893)
(36,372)
(93,762)
(414)
(5,100)
(2,567,441)

(7,204)
(1,079,464)
66,382
(15,837)
(3,320)
(110)
168,016

(586,521)
(36,566)
136,084
347,903
(6)
(832)
(43,850)
59,356
(400,921)
123,767
74,907
65,310
2,971
895,013
68,348
(197,851)
12,707
18,704
51,613
1,621
10,075
46,281
(79,168)
(1,998,496)
1,644,955
4,216
9,918,217
(571,513)
(124)
10,995,751

(72,340)
(23,241)
326,761
71,856
71
(325,146)
42,320
279,193
445,663
60,371
102,012
34,657
2,551
154,921
(149,518)
329,343
(199,427)
(28,504)
(64,850)
3,516
(18,804)
(11,047)
(306,690)
821,684
(196,125)
6,050
2,250,048
(619,003)
(246)
1,440,724

(English Translation of Parent Company Only Financial Statements Originally Issued in Chinese)

TATUNG CO.
Statements of Cash Flows (CONT’D)
For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020
(Expressed in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
Cash flows from (used in) investing activities:
Proceeds from disposal of financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
Acquisition of financial assets at amortized cost
Proceeds from disposal of financial assets at amortized cost
Acquisition of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Proceeds from disposal of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Acquisition of investments accounted for using the equity method
Proceeds from capital reduction of investments accounted for using the equity method
Proceeds from liquidation refund of investments accounted for using the equity method
Proceeds from disposal of non-current assets classified as held for sale
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment
Proceeds from disposal of property, plant and equipment
Decrease in refundable deposits
Acquisition of intangible assets
Net cash flows from (used in) investing activities
Cash flows from (used in) financing activities:
Increase in short-term loans
Decrease in short-term loans
Increase in short-term notes and bills payable
Decrease in short-term notes and bills payable
Proceeds from long-term debt
Repayments of long-term debt
Increase in guarantee deposits received
Increase in other payables to related parties
Decrease in other payables to related parties
Payments of lease liabilities
Exercise of disgorgement
Net cash flows from (used in) financing activities
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period
Cash and cash equivalents at end of period

See accompanying notes to parent company only financial statements.
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$

128
(6,404,959)
5,392,988
(75,403)
77,095
(1,850,979)
1,000,000
76,824
884,661
(653,860)
2,508
48,060
(1,502,937)

39,201
(3,280,873)
2,989,782
(3,000)
19,301
(1,088,736)
102,582
(711,059)
20,853
36,157
(2,750)
(1,878,542)

4,267,871
(3,926,045)
2,800,000
(2,450,000)
11,969,333
(19,329,252)
4,174
(3,400,000)
(256,720)
100,000
(10,220,639)
(727,825)
2,726,027
1,998,202

1,636,156
(2,465,637)
(151,794)
3,000,000
(3,109,451)
1,711
1,450,000
(273,311)
87,674
(350,144)
3,076,171
2,726,027

(English Translation of Parent Company Only Financial Statements Originally Issued in Chinese)

TATUNG CO.
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020
(Expressed in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Unless Otherwise Specified)

(1) Company history
TATUNG CO. (the “Company”) was established in 1918 and incorporated under the Company Act of the
Republic of China (“R.O.C.”) in 1939. The total capital back then was $180,000 Taiwan Yuan, which was
increased to $20,000,000 Taiwan Yuan after several capital injections. After the monetary system reform
in 1949, the total capital was converted to the equivalent of $200,000 New Taiwan dollars (“TWD”). As of
December 31, 2021, the paid-in and registered capital amounted to $23,395,367 thousand. The main
business activities of the Company are as follows:
(a)

The design, manufacture, sale, installation, network system, automation system, lease, service
maintenance, import and export as agency of the following products: 1.Steel manufacturing
machinery, 2.Industrial appliances, 3.Household appliances, 4.Refrigerators, 5.Air conditioners,
6.Metal processing machinery, 7.Electronic products, 8.Wire and cable, 9.Chemical industry,
10.Cookware, 11.Wood-made products, 12.Plastic products, 13.Office equipment, 14.Audio
products, 15.Precision meters, 16.Transmission equipment, 17.Transportation facilities,
18.Healthcare products, 19.Microbe fermentation, 20.Construction, 21.Furniture, 22.Solar wafers,
23.Water treatment engineering, 24.Telecommunication equipment, 25.Parking facilities,
26.Automation machinery, 27.Semiconductors, 28.Real estate development and leasing.

(b)

Magazine publishing

(c)

Customs brokerage

(d)

General import/export (excluding permitted business)

(e)

Development, leasing, and sale (excluding construction industry) of property located at industrial
parks on behalf of the competent authority.

The investment plans should be approved by the Board of Directors; however, the total investment amount
shall not be subject to the restrictions imposed by Article 13 of the Company Act, which states that the
total investment amount shall not exceed 40% of the amount of its own paid-in capital.
The Company’s ordinary shares were publicly listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange (TWSE) on February
9, 1962. The Company’s registered office and the main operating location is at No. 22, Zhongshan North
Road, Section 3, Taipei, Republic of China (R.O.C.).
(2) Approval date and procedures of the financial statements
The financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2021, were authorized for issuance by the board
of directors on March 15, 2022.

(Continued)
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(3) New standards, amendments and interpretations adopted
(a)

The impact of the International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRSs”) endorsed by the Financial
Supervisory Commission, R.O.C. which have already been adopted.
The Company has initially adopted the following new amendments, which do not have a significant
impact on its non-consolidated financial statements, from January 1, 2021:
Amendments to IFRS 4 “Extension of the Temporary Exemption from Applying IFRS 9”
Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39, IFRS 7, IFRS 4 and IFRS 16 “ Interest Rate Benchmark
Reform—Phase 2”
Amendments to IFRS 16 “Covid-19-Related Rent Concessions beyond June 30, 2021”

(b)

The impact of IFRS issued by the FSC but not yet effective
The Company assesses that the adoption of the following new amendments, effective for annual
period beginning on January 1, 2022, would not have a significant impact on its financial statements:
Amendments to IAS 16 “Property, Plant and Equipment
Amendments to IAS 37 “Onerous Contracts

Proceeds before Intended Use”

Cost of Fulfilling a Contract”

Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2018–2020
Amendments to IFRS 3 “Reference to the Conceptual Framework”
(c)

The impact of IFRS issued by IASB but not yet endorsed by the FSC
The Company does not expect the following new and amended standards, which have yet to be
endorsed by the FSC, to have a significant impact on its financial statements:
Amendments to IFRS 10 and IAS 28 “Sale or Contribution of Assets Between an Investor and
Its Associate or Joint Venture”
IFRS 17 “ Insurance Contracts” and amendments to IFRS 17 “ Insurance Contracts”
Amendments to IAS 1 “Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-current”
Amendments to IAS 1 “Disclosure of Accounting Policies”
Amendments to IAS 8 “Definition of Accounting Estimates”
Amendments to IAS 12 “Deferred Tax related to Assets and Liabilities arising from a Single
Transaction”

(Continued)
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(4)

Summary of significant accounting policies
The following significant accounting policies have been applied consistently to all periods presented in the
non-consolidated financial statements unless otherwise specified.
(a)

Statement of compliance
These parent company only financial statements are prepared in accordance with the Regulations
Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers.

(b)

Basis of preparation
(i)

Basis of measurement
The non-consolidated financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis
except for the following material items in the balance sheets:

(ii)

1)

Financial instruments at fair value through profit or loss are measured at fair value;

2)

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income are measured at fair
value;

3)

Hedging financial instruments are measured at fair value;

4)

Investment property is measured at fair value; and

5)

The defined benefit liabilities (assets) are measured at fair value of the plan assets less the
present value of the defined benefit obligation.

Functional and presentation currency
The functional currency of each Company entities is determined based on the primary
economic environment in which the entities operate. The non-consolidated financial statements
are presented in New Taiwan Dollar, which is the Company’s functional currency. All financial
information presented in New Taiwan Dollar has been rounded to the nearest thousand.

(c)

Foreign currencies
(i)

Foreign currency transactions
Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into the respective functional currencies of
Company entities at the exchange rates at the dates of the transactions. At the end of each
subsequent reporting period, monetary items denominated in foreign currencies are translated
into the functional currencies using the exchange rate at that date. Non-monetary items
denominated in foreign currencies that are measured at fair value are translated into the
functional currencies using the exchange rate at the date that the fair value was determined.
Nonmonetary items denominated in foreign currencies that are measured based on historical
cost are translated using the exchange rate at the date of the transaction.

(Continued)
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Exchange differences are generally recognized in profit or loss, except for those differences
relating to the following, which are recognized in other comprehensive income:

(ii)

1)

an investment in equity securities designated as at fair value through other comprehensive
income;

2)

a financial liability designated as a hedge of the net investment in a foreign operation to
the extent that the hedge is effective; or

3)

qualifying cash flow hedges to the extent that the hedges are effective.

Foreign operations
The assets and liabilities of foreign operations, including goodwill and fair value adjustments
arising on acquisition, are translated into the presentation currency at the exchange rates at the
reporting date. The income and expenses of foreign operations are translated into the
presentation currency at the average exchange rate. Exchange differences are recognized in
other comprehensive income.
When a foreign operation is disposed of such that control, significant influence, or joint control
is lost, the cumulative amount in the translation reserve related to that foreign operation is
reclassified to profit or loss as part of the gain or loss on disposal. When the Company disposes
of only part of its investment in an associate or joint venture that includes a foreign operation
while retaining significant influence or joint control, the relevant proportion of the cumulative
amount is reclassified to profit or loss.
When the settlement of a monetary receivable from or payable to a foreign operation is neither
planned nor likely to occur in the foreseeable future, exchange differences arising from such a
monetary item that are considered to form part of the net investment in the foreign operation
are recognized in other comprehensive income.

(d)

Classification of current and non-current assets and liabilities
An asset is classified as current under one of the following criteria, and all other assets are classified
as noncurrent.
(i)

It is expected to be realized, or intended to be sold or consumed, in the normal operating cycle;

(ii)

It is held primarily for the purpose of trading;

(iii) It is expected to be realized within twelve months after the reporting period; or
(iv) The asset is cash or a cash equivalent unless the asset is restricted from being exchanged or
used to settle a liability for at least twelve months after the reporting period.
A liability is classified as current under one of the following criteria, and all other liabilities are
classified as noncurrent.

(Continued)
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An entity shall classify a liability as current when:
(i)

It is expected to be settled in the normal operating cycle;

(ii)

It is held primarily for the purpose of trading;

(iii) It is due to be settled within twelve months after the reporting period; or
(iv) The Company does not have an unconditional right to defer settlement of the liability for at
least twelve months after the reporting period. Terms of a liability that could, at the option of
the counterparty, result in its settlement by issuing equity instruments do not affect its
classification.
(e)

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash comprises cash on hand and demand deposits. Cash equivalents are shortterm, highly liquid
investments that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and are subject to an insignificant
risk of changes in value. Time deposits which meet the above definition and are held for the purpose
of meeting shortterm cash commitments rather than for investment or other purposes should be
recognized as cash equivalents.

(f)

Financial instruments
Trade receivables and debt securities issued are initially recognized when they are originated. All
other financial assets and financial liabilities are initially recognized when the Company becomes a
party to the contractual provisions of the instrument. A financial asset (unless it is a trade receivable
without a significant financing component) or financial liability is initially measured at fair value
plus, for an item not at fair value through profit or loss (FVTPL), transaction costs that are directly
attributable to its acquisition or issue. A trade receivable without a significant financing component is
initially measured at the transaction price.
(i)

Financial assets
All regular way purchases or sales of financial assets are recognized and derecognized on a
trade date basis.
On initial recognition, a financial asset is classified as measured at: amortized cost; Fair value
through other comprehensive income (FVOCI)–equity investment; or FVTPL. Financial assets
are not reclassified subsequent to their initial recognition unless the Company changes its
business model for managing financial assets, in which case all affected financial assets are
reclassified on the first day of the first reporting period following the change in the business
model.
1)

Financial assets measured at amortized cost
A financial asset is measured at amortized cost if it meets both of the following
conditions and is not designated as at FVTPL:
it is held within a business model whose objective is to hold assets to collect
contractual cash flows; and

(Continued)
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its contractual terms give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments
of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding.
These assets are subsequently measured at amortized cost, which is the amount at which
the financial asset is measured at initial recognition, plus/minus, the cumulative
amortization using the effective interest method, adjusted for any loss allowance. Interest
income, foreign exchange gains and losses, as well as impairment, are recognized in
profit or loss. Any gain or loss on derecognition is recognized in profit or loss.
2)

Fair value through other comprehensive income (FVOCI )
A debt investment is measured at FVOCI if it meets both of the following conditions and
is not designated as at FVTPL:
it is held within a business model whose objective is achieved by both collecting
contractual cash flows and selling financial assets; and
its contractual terms give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments
of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding.
On initial recognition of an equity investment that is not held for trading, the Company
may irrevocably elect to present subsequent changes in the investment’ s fair value in
other comprehensive income. This election is made on an instrument-by-instrument basis.
Debt investments at FVOCI are subsequently measured at fair value. Interest income
calculated using the effective interest method, foreign exchange gains and losses and
impairment are recognized in profit or loss. Other net gains and losses are recognized in
other comprehensive income. On derecognition, gains and losses accumulated in other
comprehensive income are reclassified to profit or loss.
Equity investments at FVOCI are subsequently measured at fair value. Dividends are
recognized as income in profit or loss unless the dividend clearly represents a recovery of
part of the cost of the investment. Other net gains and losses are recognized in other
comprehensive income and are never reclassified to profit or loss.
Dividend income is recognized in profit or loss on the date on which the Company’s right
to receive payment is established.

3)

Fair value through profit or loss (FVTPL)
All financial assets not classified as amortized cost or FVOCI described as above are
measured at FVTPL, including derivative financial assets. Trade receivables that the
Company intends to sell immediately or in the near term are measured at FVTPL;
however, they are included in the ‘trade receivables’ line item. On initial recognition, the
Company may irrevocably designate a financial asset, which meets the requirements to be
measured at amortized cost or at FVOCI, as at FVTPL if doing so eliminates or
significantly reduces an accounting mismatch that would otherwise arise.
These assets are subsequently measured at fair value. Net gains and losses, including any
interest or dividend income, are recognized in profit or loss.
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4)

Business model assessment
The Company makes an assessment of the objective of the business model in which a
financial asset is held at portfolio level because this best reflects the way the business is
managed and information is provided to management. The information considered
includes:
the stated policies and objectives for the portfolio and the operation of those policies in
practice. These include whether management’s strategy focuses on earning contractual
interest income, maintaining a particular interest rate profile, matching the duration of
the financial assets to the duration of any related liabilities or expected cash outflows
or realizing cash flows through the sale of the assets;
how the performance of the portfolio is evaluated and reported to the Company’ s
management;
the risks that affect the performance of the business model (and the financial assets
held within that business model) and how those risks are managed;
the frequency, volume and timing of sales of financial assets in prior periods, the
reasons for such sales and expectations about future sales activity.
Transfers of financial assets to third parties in transactions that do not qualify for
derecognition are not considered sales for this purpose, and are consistent with the
Company’s continuing recognition of the assets.
Financial assets that are held for trading or are managed and whose performance is
evaluated on a fair value basis are measured at FVTPL.

5)

Assessment whether contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal and interest
For the purposes of this assessment, ‘principal’ is defined as the fair value of the financial
assets on initial recognition. ‘ Interest’ is defined as consideration for the time value of
money and for the credit risk associated with the principal amount outstanding during a
particular period of time and for other basic lending risks and costs, as well as a profit
margin.
In assessing whether the contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal and
interest, the Company considers the contractual terms of the instrument. This includes
assessing whether the financial asset contains a contractual term that could change the
timing or amount of contractual cash flows such that it would not meet this condition. In
making this assessment, the Company considers:
contingent events that would change the amount or timing of cash flows;
terms that may adjust the contractual coupon rate, including variable rate features;
prepayment and extension features; and
terms that limit the Company’ s claim to cash flows from specified assets (e.g. nonrecourse features)
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6)

Impairment of financial assets
The Company recognizes loss allowances for expected credit losses (ECL) on financial
assets measured at amortized cost (including cash and cash equivalents, amortized costs,
notes and trade receivables, other receivable, leases receivable, guarantee deposit paid
and other financial assets), and contract assets.
The Company measures loss allowances at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit
loss (ECL), except for the following which are measured as 12-month ECL:
debt securities that are determined to have low credit risk at the reporting date; and
other debt securities and bank balances for which credit risk (i.e. the risk of default
occurring over the expected life of the financial instrument) has not increased
significantly since initial recognition.
Loss allowance for trade receivables and contract assets are always measured at an
amount equal to lifetime ECL.
When determining whether the credit risk of a financial asset has increased significantly
since initial recognition and when estimating ECL, the Company considers reasonable
and supportable information that is relevant and available without undue cost or effort.
This includes both quantitative and qualitative information and analysis based on the
Company’ s historical experience and informed credit assessment as well as forwardlooking information.
The Company assumes that the credit risk on a financial asset has increased significantly
if it is more than 30 days past due.
The Company considers a financial asset to be in default when the financial asset is more
than 90 days past due or the debtor is unlikely to pay its credit obligations to the
Company in full.
Lifetime ECLs are the ECLs that result from all possible default events over the expected
life of a financial instrument.
12-month ECLs are the portion of ECLs that result from default events that are possible
within the 12 month after the reporting date (or a shorter period if the expected life of the
instrument is less than 12 months).
The maximum period considered when estimating ECLs is the maximum contractual
period over which the Company is exposed to credit risk.
ECLs are a probability-weighted estimate of credit losses. Credit losses are measured as
the present value of all cash shortfalls (i.e the difference between the cash flows due to
the Company in accordance with the contract and the cash flows that the Company
expects to receive). ECLs are discounted at the effective interest rate of the financial
asset.
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At each reporting date, the Company assesses whether financial assets carried at
amortized cost and debt securities at FVOCI are credit-impaired. A financial asset is
‘ credit-impaired’ when one or more events that have a detrimental impact on the
estimated future cash flows of the financial asset have occurred. Evidence that a financial
assets is credit-impaired includes the following observable data:
significant financial difficulty of the borrower or issuer;
a breach of contract such as a default or being more than 90 days past due;
the lender of the borrower, for economic or contractual reasons relating to the
borrower's financial difficulty, having granted to the borrower a concession that the
lender would not otherwise consider;
it is probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy or other financial reorganization;
or
the disappearance of an active market for a security because of financial difficulties.
Loss allowances for financial assets measured at amortized cost are deducted from the
gross carrying amount of the assets. For debt securities at FVOCI, the loss allowance is
charge to profit or loss and is recognized in other comprehensive income instead of
reducing the carrying amount of the asset.
The gross carrying amount of a financial asset is written off when the Company has no
reasonable expectations of recovering a financial asset in its entirety or a portion thereof.
For individual customers, the Company has a policy of writing off the gross carrying
amount when the financial asset is 180 days past due based on historical experience of
recoveries of similar assets. For corporate customers, the Company individually makes an
assessment with respect to the timing and amount of write-off based on whether there is a
reasonable expectation of recovery. The Company expects no significant recovery from
the amount written off. However, financial assets that are written off could still be subject
to enforcement activities in order to comply with the Company’s procedures for recovery
of amounts due.
7)

Derecognition of financial assets
The Company derecognizes a financial asset when the contractual rights to the cash flows
from the financial asset expire, or it transfers the rights to receive the contractual cash
flows in a transaction in which substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership of
the financial asset are transferred or in which the Company neither transfers nor retains
substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership and it does not retain control of the
financial asset.
The Company enters into transactions whereby it transfers assets recognized in its
statement of balance sheet, but retains either all or substantially all of the risks and
rewards of the transferred assets. In these cases, the transferred assets are not
derecognized.
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(ii)

Financial liabilities and equity instruments
1)

Classification of debt or equity
Debt and equity instruments issued by the Company are classified as financial liabilities
or equity in accordance with the substance of the contractual arrangements and the
definitions of a financial liability and an equity instrument.

2)

Equity instrument
An equity instrument is any contract that evidences residual interest in the assets of an
entity after deducting all of its liabilities. Equity instruments issued are recognized as the
amount of consideration received, less the direct cost of issuing.

3)

Treasury shares
When shares recognized as equity are repurchased, the amount of the consideration paid,
which includes directly attributable costs, is recognized as a deduction from equity.
Repurchased shares are classified as treasury shares. When treasury shares are sold or
reissued subsequently, the amount received is recognized as an increase in equity, and the
resulting surplus or deficit on the transaction is recognized in capital surplus or retained
earnings (if the capital suplus is not sufficient to be written down).

4)

Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities are classified as measured at amortized cost or FVTPL. A financial
liability is classified as at FVTPL if it is classified as held-for-trading, it is a derivative or
it is designated as such on initial recognition. Financial liabilities at FVTPL are measured
at fair value and net gains and losses, including any interest expense, are recognized in
profit or loss.
Other financial liabilities are subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective
interest method. Interest expense and foreign exchange gains and losses are recognized in
profit or loss. Any gain or loss on derecognition is also recognized in profit or loss.

5)

Derecognition of financial liabilities
The Company derecognizes a financial liability when its contractual obligations are
discharged or cancelled, or expire. The Company also derecognizes a financial liability
when its terms are modified and the cash flows of the modified liability are substantially
different, in which case a new financial liability based on the modified terms is
recognized at fair value.
On derecognition of a financial liability, the difference between the carrying amount of a
financial liability extinguished and the consideration paid (including any non-cash assets
transferred or liabilities assumed) is recognized in profit or loss.
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6)

Offsetting of financial assets and liabilities
Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset and the net amount presented in the
statement of balance sheet when, and only when, the Company currently has a legally
enforceable right to set off the amounts and it intends either to settle them on a net basis
or to realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.

7)

Interest rate benchmark reform
When the basis for determining the contractual cash flows of a financial asset or financial
liability measured at amortized cost changed as a result of interest rate benchmark reform,
the Company will update the effective interest rate of the financial asset or financial
liability to reflect the change that is required by the reform. A change in the basis for
determining the contractual cash flows is required by interest rate benchmark reform if
the following conditions are met:
the change is necessary as a direct consequence of the reform; and
the new basis for determining the contractual cash flows is economically equivalent to
the previous basis – i.e. the basis immediately before the change.
If there are additional changes to financial assets or liabilities in addition to changes in
the basis for determining contractual cash flows required by the change in interest rate
indicators, the Company will first update the effective interest rates of financial assets or
liabilities to reflect the changes in the indicators required, and then applies the accounting
policy of contract modification to the additional changes.

(iii) Derivative financial instruments and hedge accounting

The Company holds derivative financial instruments to hedge its foreign currency and
interest rate exposures. Embedded derivatives are separated from the host contract and
accounted for separately if the host contract is not a financial asset and certain criteria
are met.
Derivatives are initially measured at fair value. Subsequent to initial recognition, derivatives
are measured at fair value, and changes therein are generally recognized in profit or loss.
The Company designates certain hedging instruments (which include derivatives, embedded
derivatives and non-derivatives in respect of foreign currency risk) as either fair value hedges,
cash flow hedges, or hedges of net investments in foreign operations. Hedges of foreign
exchange risk on firm commitments are accounted for as cash flow hedges.
At inception of designated hedging relationships, the Company documents the risk
management objective and strategy for undertaking the hedge. The Company also documents
the economic relationship between the hedged item and the hedging instrument, including
whether the changes in cash flows of the hedged item and hedging instrument are expected to
offset each other.
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1)

Fair value hedges
The fair value change on qualifying hedging instruments is recognized in profit or loss
except when the hedging instrument hedges an equity instrument designated at FVOCI in
which case it is recognized in other comprehensive income.
The carrying amount of a hedged item not already measured at fair value is adjusted for
the fair value change attributable to the hedged risk with a corresponding entry in profit
or loss. For debt instruments measured at FVOCI, the carrying amount is not adjusted as
it is already at fair value, but the hedging gain or loss is recognized in profit or loss
instead of other comprehensive income. When the hedged item is an equity instrument
designated at FVOCI, the hedging gain or loss remains in other comprehensive income to
match that of the hedging instrument. Where hedging gains or losses are recognized in
profit or loss, they are recognized in the same line as the hedged item.
If the hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge accounting or the hedging instrument
is sold, expires, is terminated or is exercised, then hedge accounting is discontinued
prospectively. The discontinuation is accounted for prospectively. The fair value
adjustment to the carrying amount of the hedged item arising from the hedged risk is
amortized to profit or loss from that date.

2)

Cash flow hedges
The effective portion of changes in the fair value of derivatives and other qualifying
hedging instruments that are designated and qualify as cash flow hedges is recognized in
other comprehensive income and accumulated under ‘ other equity gains (losses) on
hedging instruments’, limited to the cumulative change in fair value of the hedged item
from inception of the hedge. The gain or loss relating to the ineffective portion is
recognized immediately in profit or loss.
Amounts previously recognized in other comprehensive income and accumulated in
equity are reclassified to profit or loss in the periods when the hedged item affects profit
or loss, in the same line as the recognized hedged item. However, when the hedged
forecast transaction results in the recognition of a non-financial asset or a non-financial
liability, the gains and losses previously recognized in other comprehensive income and
accumulated in equity are removed from equity and included in the initial measurement
of the cost of the non-financial asset or non-financial liability. Furthermore, if the
Company expects that some or all of the loss accumulated in other equity will not be
recovered in the future, that amount is immediately reclassified to profit or loss.
If the hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge accounting or the hedging instrument
is sold, expires, is terminated or is exercised, then hedge accounting is discontinued
prospectively. The discontinuation is accounted for prospectively. When hedge
accounting for cash flow hedges is discontinued, the amount that has been accumulated in
other equity remains in equity until, for a hedge of a transaction resulting in the
recognition of a non-financial item, it is included in the non-financial item’s cost on its
initial recognition or, for other cash flow hedges, it is reclassified to profit or loss in the
same period or periods as the hedged expected future cash flows affect profit or loss. If
the hedged future cash flows are no longer expected to occur, then the amounts that have
been accumulated in other equity are immediately reclassified to profit or loss.
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3)

Hedge of a net investment in a foreign operation
Hedges of net investments in foreign operations are accounted for similarly to cash flow
hedges. Any gain or loss on the foreign currency forward contracts relating to the
effective portion of the hedge is recognized in other comprehensive income and
accumulated in ‘other equity gains (losses) on hedging instruments’. The gain or loss
relating to the ineffective portion is recognized immediately in profit or loss.
Gains and losses on the hedging instrument accumulated in other equity are reclassified to
profit or loss on the disposal or partial disposal of the foreign operation.

4)

Specific policies applicable from January 1, 2021 for hedges directly affected by IBOR
reform
When the basis for determining the cash flow of the hedged item or the hedging
instrument contract is changed as required by the changes in interest rate indicators, and
therefore the uncertainty of such cash flow no longer exists, the Company revises the
formal designation of the hedging relationship previously written to reflect the changes
required by the change in interest rate indicators. In this regard, the hedging designation
is modified only by one or more of the following such changes:
designating an alternative benchmark rate as the hedged risk;
revise the description of the hedged item to include the description of the cash flow or
fair value portion of the designated hedged item; or
revised description of hedging tools.
The Company only modifies the description of the hedging tool when the following
conditions are met:
changes required for changes in interest rate indicators using a method other than
changing the basis for determining the contractual cash flows of hedging instruments;
the chosen approach is economically equivalent to changing the basis for determining
the contractual cash flows of the original hedge instrument; and
original hedging instruments are not excluded.
The changes required by the Company to change the interest rate indicators for the
hedged risks, hedged items or hedged instruments in the current period are to revise the
official hedged documents before the reporting date. Amendments to the official hedging
document do not constitute either the cessation of the hedging relationship nor the
designation of a new hedging relationship.
If there are additional changes in addition to the above-mentioned changes required by
the change in interest rate indicators, the Company will first consider whether these
additional changes lead to the discontinuation of the application of hedging accounting. If
such additional changes do not result in the discontinuation of the application of hedge
accounting, the Company shall revise the formal designation of the hedge relationship on
the official hedge document.
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When the interest rate index on which the hedged cash flow is based, such as the interest
rate index change, is changed as required by the purpose of judging whether the hedged
future cash flow is expected to occur, the Company has accumulated the hedged
relationship in the cash flow hedge. The amount of the risk reserve is determined based
on another benchmark interest rate, on which the hedged future cash flow will be based.
(g)

Inventories
Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net realizable value. The cost of inventories is
calculated using the weighted average method, and includes expenditure incurred in acquiring the
inventories, production or conversion costs, and other costs incurred in bringing them to their present
location and condition. In the case of manufactured inventories and work in progress, cost includes
an appropriate share of production overheads based on normal operating capacity.
Net realizable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business, less the
estimated costs of completion and selling expenses.

(h)

Non-current assets held for sale & Discontinued operations
1)

Non-current assets held for sale
Non-current assets or disposal groups comprising assets and liabilities that are highly
probable to be recovered primarily through sale rather than through continuing use, are
reclassified as held for sale. Immediately before classification as held for sale, the assets,
or components of a disposal group, are remeasured in accordance with the Company’ s
accounting policies. Thereafter, generally, the assets or disposal groups are measured at
the lower of their carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell.
Any impairment loss on a disposal group is first allocated to goodwill, and then to the
remaining assets and liabilities on a pro rata basis, except that no loss is allocated to
assets not within the scope of IAS 36 – Impairment of Assets. Such assets will continue to
be measured in accordance with the Group’s accounting policies.
Impairment losses on assets initially classified as held for sale and any subsequent gains
or losses on remeasurement are recognized in profit or loss. Gains are not recognized in
excess of the cumulative impairment loss that has been recognized.
Once classified as held for sale, intangible assets and property, plant and equipment are
no longer amortized or depreciated, and any equity-accounted investee is no longer equity
accounted.

2)

Discontinued operations
A discontinued operation is a component of the Company’s business that either has been
disposed, or is classifies as held for sale, and
a)

represents a separate major line of business or geographic area of operations;

b)

is part of a single co-ordinated plan to dispose of a separate major line of business
or geographic area of operations; or

c)

is a subsidiary acquired exclusively with a view to resale.
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Classification as a discontinued operation occurs at the earlier of disposal or when the
operation meets the criteria to be classified as held for sale.
(i)

Investment in associates
Associates are those entities in which the Company has significant influence, but not control or joint
control, over their financial and operating policies.
Investments in associates are accounted for using the equity method and are recognized initially at
cost. The cost of the investment includes transaction costs. The carrying amount of the investment in
associates includes goodwill arising from the acquisition less any accumulated impairment losses.
The non-consolidated financial statements include the Company’ s share of the profit or loss and
other comprehensive income of those associates, after adjustments to align their accounting policies
with those of the Company, from the date on which significant influence commences until the date
on which significant influence ceases. The Company recognizes any changes of its proportionate
share in the investee within capital surplus, when an associate’s equity changes due to reasons other
than profit and loss or comprehensive income, which did not result in changes in actual significant
influence.
Gains and losses resulting from transactions between the Company and an associate are recognized
only to the extent of unrelated Company’s interests in the associate.
When the Company’s share of losses of an associate equals or exceeds its interests in an associate, it
discontinues recognizing its share of further losses. After the recognized interest is reduced to zero,
additional losses are provided for, and a liability is recognized, only to the extent that the Company
has incurred legal or constructive obligations or made payments on behalf of the associate.
The Company discontinues the use of the equity method and measures the retained interest at fair
value from the date when its investment ceases to be an associate. The difference between the fair
value of retained interest and proceeds from disposing, and the carrying amount of the investment at
the date the equity method was discontinued is recognized in profit or loss. The Company accounts
for all the amounts previously recognized in other comprehensive income in relation to that
investment on the same basis as would have been required if the associates had directly disposed of
the related assets or liabilities. If a gain or loss previously recognized in other comprehensive income
would be reclassified to profit or loss (or retained earnings) on the disposal of the related assets or
liabilities, the Company reclassifies the gain or loss from equity to profit or loss (as a reclassification
adjustment) (or retained earnings) when the equity method is discontinued. If the Company’ s
ownership interest in an associate is reduced while it continues to apply the equity method, the
Company reclassifies the proportion of the gain or loss that had previously been recognized in other
comprehensive income relating to that reduction in ownership interest to profit or loss.
If an investment in an associate becomes an investment in a joint venture or an investment in a joint
venture becomes an investment in an associate, the Company continues to apply the equity method
without remeasuring the retained interest.
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When the Company subscribes to additional shares in an associate at a percentage different from its
existing ownership percentage, the resulting carrying amount of the investment will differ from the
amount of the Company’ s proportionate interest in the net assets of the associate. The Company
records such a difference as an adjustment to investments, with the corresponding amount charged or
credited to capital surplus. The aforesaid adjustment should first be adjusted under capital surplus. If
the capital surplus resulting from changes in ownership interest is not sufficient, the remaining
difference is debited to retained earnings. If the Company’s ownership interest is reduced due to the
additional subscription to the shares of the associate by other investors, the proportionate amount of
the gains or losses previously recognized in other comprehensive income in relation to that associate
will be reclassified to profit or loss on the same basis as would be required if the associate had
directly disposed of the related assets or liabilities.
(j)

Investment in subsidiaries
When preparing the non-consolidated financial report, the Company adopts the equity method to
evaluate the investee companies with control. Under the equity method, the current profit and loss
and other comprehensive profit and loss of the individual financial report, and the financial report
prepared on the consolidated basis are the same as the amount attributable to the owner of the parent
company, and the owner’ s equity of the individual financial report and the consolidated basis are
prepared. Equity attributable to the owners of the parent company in the financial statements is the
same.
Changes in the Company’s ownership interests in subsidiaries that do not result in the loss of control
are treated as equity transactions with the owners.

(k)

Investment property
Investment property is property held either to earn rental income or for capital appreciation or for
both, but not for sale in the ordinary course of business, use in the production or supply of goods or
services, or for administrative purposes. Investment property is initially measured at cost and
subsequently at fair value with any change therein recognized in profit or loss.
Any gain or loss on disposal of an investment property (calculated as the difference between the net
proceeds from disposal and the carrying amount) is recognized in profit or loss. When investment
property that was previously classified as property, plant and equipment is sold, any related amount
included in ‘other equity - revaluation surplus’ is transferred to retained earnings.
Rental income from investment property is recognized as other revenue on a straight-line basis over
the term of the lease. Lease incentives granted are recognized as an integral part of the total rental
income, over the term of the lease.

(l)

Property, plant and equipment
(i)

Recognition and measurement
Items of property, plant and equipment are measured at cost, which includes capitalized
borrowing costs, less accumulated depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses.
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If significant parts of an item of property, plant and equipment have different useful lives, they
are accounted for as separate items (major components) of property, plant and equipment.
Any gain or loss on disposal of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognized in profit
or loss.
(ii)

Subsequent expenditure
Subsequent expenditure is capitalized only if it is probable that the future economic benefits
associated with the expenditure will flow to the Company.

(iii) Depreciation
Depreciation is calculated on the cost of an asset less its residual value and is recognized in
profit or loss on a straightline basis over the estimated useful lives of each component of an
item of property, plant and equipment.
Land is not depreciated.
The estimated useful lives of property, plant and equipment for current and comparative
periods are as follows:
Buildings

3

50 years

Machinery and equipment

5

20 years

Office equipment

2

10 years

Other equipment

2

15 years

Depreciation methods, useful lives and residual values are reviewed at each reporting date and
adjusted if appropriate.
(iv) Reclassification to investment property
When the use of a property changes from owner-occupied to investment property, the property
is remeasured to fair value and reclassified accordingly. Any gain arising on this
remeasurement is recognized in profit or loss to the extent that it reverses a previous
impairment loss on the specific property, with any remaining gain recognized in other
comprehensive income and presented in ‘other equity - revaluation surplus’.
Any loss is recognized in profit or loss. However, to the extent that an amount is included in
the revaluation surplus for that property, the loss is recognized in other comprehensive income
and reduces the revaluation surplus within equity.
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(m) Leases
At inception of a contract, the Company assesses whether a contract is, or contains, a lease. A
contract is, or contains, a lease if the contract conveys the right to control the use of an
identified asset for a period of time in exchange for consideration.
(i)

As a leasee
The Company recognizes a right-of-use asset and a lease liability at the lease commencement
date. The right-of-use asset is initially measured at cost, which comprises the initial amount of
the lease liability adjusted for any lease payments made at or before the commencement date,
plus any initial direct costs incurred and an estimate of costs to dismantle and remove the
underlying asset or to restore the underlying asset or the site on which it is located, less any
lease incentives received.
The right-of-use asset is subsequently depreciated using the straight-line method from the
commencement date to the earlier of the end of the useful life of the right-of-use asset or the
end of the lease term. In addition, the right-of-use asset is periodically reduced by impairment
losses, if any, and adjusted for certain remeasurements of the lease liability.
The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of the lease payments that are not
paid at the commencement date, discounted using the interest rate implicit in the lease or, if that
rate cannot be reliably determined, the Company’s incremental borrowing rate. Generally, the
Company uses its incremental borrowing rate as the discount rate.
Lease payments included in the measurement of the lease liability comprise the following:
fixed payments, including in-substance fixed payments;
variable lease payments that depend on an index or a rate, initially measured using the
index or rate as at the commencement date;
amounts expected to be payable under a residual value guarantee; and
payments for purchase or termination options that are reasonably certain to be exercised.
The lease liability is measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method. It is
remeasured when:
there is a change in future lease payments arising from the change in an index or rate; or
there is a change in the Company’s estimate of the amount expected to be payable under a
residual value guarantee; or
there is a change in the lease term resulting from a change of its assessment on whether it
will exercise an option to purchase the underlying asset, or
there is a change of its assessment on whether it will exercise an extension or termination
option; or
there is any lease modification
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When the lease liability is remeasured, other than lease modifications, a corresponding
adjustment is made to the carrying amount of the right-of-use asset, or in profit and loss if the
carrying amount of the right-of-use asset has been reduced to zero.
When the lease liability is remeasured to reflect the partial or full termination of the lease for
lease modifications that decrease the scope of the lease, the Company accounts for the
remeasurement of the lease liability by decreasing the carrying amount of the right-of-use asset
to reflect the partial or full termination of the lease, and recognize in profit or loss any gain or
loss relating to the partial or full termination of the lease.
The Company presents right-of-use assets that do not meet the definition of investment and
lease liabilities as a separate line item respectively in the statement of financial position.
If an arrangement contains lease and non-lease components, the Company allocates the
consideration in the contract to each lease component on the basis of their relative stand-alone
prices.
The Company has elected not to recognize right-of-use assets and lease liabilities for short-term
leases and leases of low-value assets. The Company recognizes the lease payments associated
with these leases as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
For sale-and-leaseback transactions, the Company applies the requirements for determining
when a performance obligation is satisfied in IFRS15 to determine whether the transfer of an
asset is accounted for as a sale of the asset. If the transfer of an asset satisfies the requirement of
IFRS15 to be accounted for as a sale of the asset, the Company derecognizes the transferred
asset, then measures the right-of-use asset arising from the leaseback at the proportion of the
previous carrying amount of the asset that relates to the right of use retained. Accordingly, the
Company recognizes only the amount of any gain or loss that relates to the rights transferred to
the buyer-lessor. For leaseback transaction, the Company applies the lessee accounting policy.
If the transfer of an asset does not satisfy the requirement of IFRS15 to be accounted for as a
sale of the asset, the Company continues to recognize the transferred asset and recognizes the
financial liability equal to the transfer proceeds.
From January 1, 2021, when the basis for determining future lease payments changes as
required by interest rate benchmark reform, the Company will remeasure the lease liability by
discounting the revised lease payments using the revised discount rate that reflects the change
to an alternative benchmark interest rate.
As a practical expedient, the Company elects not to assess whether all rent concessions that
meets all the following conditions are lease modifications or not:
the rent concessions occurring as a direct consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic;
the change in lease payments that resulted in revised consideration for the lease that is
substantially the same as, or less than, the consideration for the lease immediately
preceding the change;
any reduction in lease payments that affects only those payments originally due on, or
before, June 30, 2021; and
there is no substantive change in other terms and conditions of the lease.
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In accordance with the practical expedient, the effect of the change in the lease liability is
reflected in profit or loss in the period in which the event or condition that triggers the rent
concession occurs.
(ii)

As a leasor
When the Company acts as a lessor, it determines at lease commencement whether each lease is
a finance lease or an operating lease. To classify each lease, the Company makes an overall
assessment of whether the lease transfers to the lessee substantially all of the risks and rewards
of ownership incidental to ownership of the underlying asset. If this is the case, then the lease is
a finance lease; if not, then the lease is an operating lease. As part of this assessment, the
Company considers certain indicators such as whether the lease is for the major part of the
economic life of the asset.
When the Company is an intermediate lessor, it accounts for its interests in the head lease and
the sub-lease separately. It assesses the lease classification of a sub-lease with reference to the
right-of-use asset arising from the head lease, not with reference to the underlying asset. If a
head lease is a short-term lease to which the Company applies the exemption described above,
then it classifies the sub-lease as an operating lease.
If an arrangement contains lease and non-lease components, the Company applies IFRS15 to
allocate the consideration in the contract.
The lessor recognizes a finance lease receivable at an amount equal to its net investment in the
lease. Initial direct costs, such as lessors to negotiate and arrange a lease, are included in the
measurement of the net investment. The lessor recognizes the interest income over the lease
term based on a pattern reflecting a constant periodic rate of return on the lessor’ s net
investment in the lease. The Company recognizes lease payments received under operating
leases as income on a straight-line basis over the lease term as part of ‘other income’.

(n)

Intangible assets
(i)

Recognition and measurement
Expenditure on research activities is recognized in profit or loss as incurred.
Development expenditure is capitalized only if the expenditure can be measured reliably, the
product or process is technically and commercially feasible, future economic benefits are
probable and the Company intends to, and has sufficient resources to, complete development
and to use or sell the asset. Otherwise, it is recognized in profit or loss as incurred. Subsequent
to initial recognition, development expenditure is measured at cost, less accumulated
amortization and any accumulated impairment losses.
Other intangible assets, including customer relationships, patents and trademarks, that are
acquired by the Company and have finite useful lives are measured at cost less accumulated
amortization and any accumulated impairment losses.
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(ii)

Subsequent expenditure
Subsequent expenditure is capitalized only when it increases the future economic benefits
embodied in the specific asset to which it relates. All other expenditure, including expenditure
on internally generated goodwill and brands, is recognized in profit or loss as incurred.

(iii) Amortization
Amortization is calculated over the cost of the asset, less its residual value, and is recognized in
profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of intangible assets, other
than goodwill, from the date that they are available for use.
The estimated useful lives for current and comparative periods are as follows:
Patents

Adortized over the period of authorized use

Franchise and technical cooperation fee

3

Computer software

15 years
3 years

Amortization methods, useful lives and residual values are reviewed at each reporting date and
adjusted if appropriate.
(o)

Impairment of non financial assets
At each reporting date, the Company reviews the carrying amounts of its non-financial assets (other
than inventories, contract assets, deferred tax assets and investment properties and biological assets,
measured at fair value, less costs) to determine whether there is any indication of impairment. If any
such indication exists, then the asset’s recoverable amount is estimated. Goodwill is tested annually
for impairment.
For impairment testing, assets are grouped together into the smallest group of assets that generates
cash inflows from continuing use that are largely independent of the cash inflows of other assets or
CGUs. Goodwill arising from a business combination is allocated to CGUs or groups of CGUs that
are expected to benefit from the synergies of the combination.
The recoverable amount of an asset or CGU is the greater of its value in use and its fair value less
costs to sell. Value in use is based on the estimated future cash flows, discounted to their present
value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of
money and the risks specific to the asset or CGU.
An impairment loss is recognized if the carrying amount of an asset or CGU exceeds its recoverable
amount.
Impairment losses are recognized in profit or loss. They are allocated first to reduce the carrying
amount of any goodwill allocated to the CGU, and then to reduce the carrying amounts of the other
assets in the CGU on a pro rata basis.
An impairment loss in respect of goodwill is not reversed. For other assets, an impairment loss is
reversed only to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that
would have been determined, net of depreciation or amortization, if no impairment loss had been
recognized.
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(p)

Provisions
A provision is recognized if, as a result of a past event, the Company has a present obligation that can
be estimated reliably, and it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will be required to settle
the obligation. Provisions are determined by discounting the expected future cash flows at a pre-tax
rate that reflects the current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to
the liability. The unwinding of the discount is recognized as finance cost.
(i)

Warranties
A provision for warranties is recognized when the underlying products or services are sold,
based on historical warranty data and a weighting of all possible outcomes against their
associated probabilities.

(ii)

Decommissioning, restoration and restoration costs
The provision for decommissioning, restoration and rehabilitation costs arose on construction
of a property, plant and equipment. The amount is measured at the present value of expected
costs to settle the obligation using estimated cash flows and recognized as part of the cost of
that particular asset.

(iii) Provisions for legal matters
Provisions have been recognized for the estimated legal obligations and relevant costs based on
past experience. Provisions would be recognized if the existing obligations are mostly likely to
occur and the amount could be reasonably estimated.
(iv) Onerous contracts
A provision for onerous contracts is recognized when the expected benefits to be derived by the
Company from a contract are lower than the unavoidable cost of meeting its obligations under
the contract. The provision is measured at the present value of the lower of the expected cost of
terminating the contract and the expected net cost of continuing with the contract. Before a
provision is established, the Company recognizes any impairment loss on the assets associated
with that contract.
(v)

Levies
The provision for levies is estimated according to "Regulations for Installation and
Management of Renewable Energy Generation Equipment". The amount is measured at the
present value of expected costs to settle the obligation using estimated cash flows and
recognized as part of the cost of that particular asset.
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(q)

Revenue from contracts with customers
Revenue from contracts with customers
Revenue is measured based on the consideration to which the Company expects to be entitled in
exchange for transferring goods or services to a customer. The Company recognizes revenue when it
satisfies a performance obligation by transferring control of a good or a service to a customer. The
accounting policies for the Company’s main types of revenue are explained below.
(i)

Sale of goods–electronic components
The Company manufactures and sells electronic components to computer manufacturers. The
Company recognizes revenue when control of the products has been transferred, being when
the products are delivered to the customer, the customer has full discretion over the channel and
price to sell the products, and there is no unfulfilled obligation that could affect the customer’s
acceptance of the products. Delivery occurs when the products have been shipped to a specific
location, the risks of obsolescence and loss have been transferred to the customer, and either
the customer has accepted the products in accordance with the sales contract, the acceptance
provisions have lapsed, or the Company has objective evidence that all criteria for acceptance
have been satisfied.
The Company often offers volume discounts to its customers based on aggregate sales of
electronic components over a 12-month period. Revenue from these sales is recognized based
on the price specified in the contract, net of the estimated volume discounts. Accumulated
experience is used to estimate the discounts, using the expected value method, and revenue is
only recognized to the extent that it is highly probable that a significant reversal will not occur.
A contract liability is recognized for expected volume discounts payable to customers in
relation to sales made until the end of the reporting period. No element of financing is deemed
present as the sales of electronic components are made with a credit term of 30~180 days,
which is consistent with the market practice.
The Company’ s obligation to provide a refund for faulty electronic components under the
standard warranty terms is recognized as a provision for warranty; please refer to Note 6(j).
A receivable is recognized when the goods are delivered as this is the point in time that the
Company has a right to an amount of consideration that is unconditional.

(ii)

Rendering services
The Company provides maintenance services for the sale of machinery and other professional
services. Succh services are seperately priced or negotiated and are provided based on the
contract periods. As the Company provides maintenance services over the contract period, the
customers simultaneously receive and consume the benefits provided by the Company.
Accordingly, the performance obligation are satisfied over time, and the related revenue is
recognized on a straight-line basis.
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Most of the contractual considerations of the Company are collected evenly during the contract
periods. When the Company has performed the services to the customers but does not has the
right to an amount of consideration that is unconditional, these contracts should be recognized
as contract assets. However, for some rendering services contracts, part of the consideration is
collected from the customer upon signing the contract, and the Company undertakes the
obligation to provide the services subsequently, accordingly, wherein the amount is recognized
accordingly as a contract liability.
(iii) IT Consulting services
The Company provides services for enterprise information system management, development
and design, introduction and support, and some contracts have agreements to provide hardware
equipment and software.
Most of the Company’s service contracts provide customized integrated services according to
customer needs and have enforceable rights to the payment of the completed service scope.
Therefore, the revenue is recognized based on the completion ratio of services provided. The
price of the labor service contract is usually fixed, and the contract price is charged according
to the timetable agreed with the customer. When the services provided by the Company exceed
the payment of the customer, the contract asset is recognized; however, any payment by the
customer in excess of the services already provided by the Company shall be regarded as a
contract liability.
For a contract agreement that includes multiple deliverable goods or services to be delivered,
the content of the contract usually involves hardware equipment and maintenance services.
Since maintenance services can also be performed by other manufacturers and do not involve
integrated services, maintenance services are identified as separate performance obligations,
and the contract price is allocated to each performance obligation on a relative stand-alone
selling price basis. Revenue from hardware equipment is recognized when it is delivered to the
customer, legal ownership is transferred to the customer and the customer has accepted the
hardware equipment, and maintenance services are recognized when the obligation is fulfilled.
(iv) Construction contracts
The Company enters into contracts in the business of mechanical and electrical engineering.
As the assets are under the control of the customer at the time of construction, revenue is
recognized gradually overtime on the basis of the construction costs incurred to date as a
proportion of the total estimated costs of the contract. The contract includes fixed and variable
considerations. The client pays a fixed amount according to the agreed schedule. The
consideration promised in the contract includes fixed and variable amounts. The customer pays
the fixed amount based on a payment schedule. For some variable considerations (for example,
a penalty payment calculated based on delay days), accumulated experience is estimated based
on the amount of variable consideration using the expected value method. For other variable
considerations (for example, completion bonus if construction is completed by a specified
date), the Company estimates the amount of variable consideration using the most likely
amount. Considering the progress of public construction is highly susceptible to factors outside
the Company’s control and, therefore, completion bonus is usually constrained, the Company
recognizes revenue only to the extent that it is highly probable that a significant reversal in the
amount of cumulative revenue recognized will not occur. If the Company has recognized
revenue, but not issued a bill, then the entitlement to consideration is recognized as a contract
asset. The contract asset is transferred to receivables when the entitlement to payment becomes
unconditional.
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If the Company cannot reasonably measure its progress towards complete satisfaction of the
performance obligation of a construction contract, the Company shall recognize revenue only
to the extent of the costs expected to be recovered.
A provision for onerous contracts is recognized when the Company expects the unavoidable
costs of performing the obligations under a construction contract exceed the economic benefits
expected to be received under the contract.
Estimates of revenues, costs or extent of progress toward completion are revised if
circumstances change. Any resulting increases or decreases in estimated revenues or costs are
reflected in profit or loss in the period in which the circumstances that give rise to the revision
become known by management.
The Company offers a standard warranty to provide assurance that they comply with agreedupon specifications and has recognized warranty provisions for this obligation; please refer to
note 6(t).
(v)

Financing components
The Company does not expect to have any contracts where the period between the transfer of
the promised goods or services to the customer and payment by the customer exceeds one year.
As a consequence, the Company does not adjust any of the transaction prices for the time value
of money.

(r)

Government grants and government assistance
The Company recognizes an unconditional government grant related to a biological asset in profit or
loss as other income when the grant becomes receivable. Other government grants related to assets
are initially recognized as deferred income at fair value if there is reasonable assurance that they will
be received and the Company will comply with the conditions associated with the grant; they are
then recognized in profit or loss as other income on a systematic basis over the useful life of the
asset. Grants that compensate the Company for expenses or losses incurred are recognized in profit or
loss on a systematic basis in the periods in which the expenses or losses are recognized.

(s)

Employee benefits
(i)

Defined contribution plans
Obligations for contributions to defined contribution plans are expensed as the related service is
provided.

(ii)

Defined benefit plans
The Company’ s net obligation in respect of defined benefit plans is calculated separately for
each the plan by estimating the amount of future benefit that employees have earned in the
current and prior periods, discounting that amount and deducting the fair value of any plan
assets.
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The calculation of defined benefit obligations is performed annually by a qualified actuary
using the projected unit credit method. When the calculation results in a potential asset for the
Company, the recognized asset is limited to the present value of economic benefits available in
the form of any future refunds from the plan or reductions in future contributions to the plan.
To calculate the present value of economic benefits, consideration is given to any applicable
minimum funding requirements.
Remeasurements of the net defined benefit liability, which comprise actuarial gains and losses,
the return on plan assets (excluding interest) and the effect of the asset ceiling (if any,
excluding interest), are recognized immediately in other comprehensive income, and
accumulated in retained earnings within equity. The Company determines the net interest
expense (income) on the net defined benefit liability (asset) for the period by applying the
discount rate used to measure the defined benefit obligation at the beginning of the annual
period to the then-net defined benefit liability (asset). Net interest expense and other expenses
related to defined benefit plans are recognized in profit or loss.
When the benefits of a plan are changed or when a plan is curtailed, the resulting change in
benefit that relates to past service or the gain or loss on curtailment is recognized immediately
in profit or loss. The Company recognizes gains and losses on the settlement of a defined
benefit plan when the settlement occurs.
(iii) Short-term employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits are expensed as the related service is provided. A liability is
recognized for the amount expected to be paid if the Company has a present legal or
constructive obligation to pay this amount as a result of past service provided by the employee
and the obligation can be estimated reliably.
(t)

Share-based payment
The grant-date fair value of equity-settled share-based payment arrangements granted to employees is
generally recognized as an expense, with a corresponding increase in equity, over the vesting period
of the awards. The amount recognized as an expense is adjusted to reflect the number of awards for
which the related service and non-market performance conditions are expected to be met, such that
the amount ultimately recognized is based on the number of awards that meet the related service and
non-market performance conditions at the vesting date.
For share-based payment awards with non-vesting conditions, the grant-date fair value of the sharebased payment is measured to reflect such conditions and there is no true-up for differences between
expected and actual outcomes.
The fair value of the amount payable to employees in respect of share appreciation rights, which are
settled in cash, is recognized as an expense with a corresponding increase in liabilities, over the
period during which the employees become unconditionally entitled to payment. The liability is
remeasured at each reporting date and at settlement date based on the fair value of the share
appreciation rights. Any changes in the liability are recognized in profit or loss.
Grant date of a share-based payment award is the date which the board of directors authorized the
price and number of a new award.
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(u)

Income taxes
Income taxes comprise current taxes and deferred taxes. Except for expenses related to business
combinations or recognized directly in equity or other comprehensive income, all current and
deferred taxes are recognized in profit or loss.
Current taxes comprise the expected tax payables or receivables on the taxable profits (losses) for the
year and any adjustment to the tax payable or receivable in respect of previous years. The amount of
current tax payables or receivables are the best estimate of the tax amount expected to be paid or
received that reflects uncertainty related to income taxes, if any. It is measured using tax rates
enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting date.
Deferred taxes arise due to temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets and
liabilities for financial reporting purposes and their respective tax bases. Deferred taxes are
recognized except for the following:
(i)

temporary differences on the initial recognition of assets and liabilities in a transaction that is
not a business combination and that affects neither accounting nor taxable profits (losses) at the
time of the transaction;

(ii)

temporary differences related to investments in subsidiaries, associates and joint arrangements
to the extent that the Group is able to control the timing of the reversal of the temporary
differences and it is probable that they will not reverse in the foreseeable future; and

(iii) taxable temporary differences arising on the initial recognition of goodwill.
Deferred tax assets are recognized for the carry forward of unused tax losses, unused tax credits, and
deductible temporary differences to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profits will be
available against which they can be utilized. Deferred tax assets are reviewed at each reporting date
and are reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that the related tax benefits will be realized.
Deferred taxes are measured at tax rates that are expected to be applied to temporary differences
when they reserve, using tax rates enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting date, and reflect
uncertainty related to income taxes, if any.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset if the following criteria are met:
(i)

the Company has a legally enforceable right to set off currenttax assets against current tax
liabilities; and

(ii)

the deferred tax assets and the deferred tax liabilities relate to income taxes levied by the same
taxation authority on either:
1)

the same taxable entity; or

2)

different taxable entities which intend to settle current tax assets and liabilities on a net
basis, or to realize the assets and liabilities simultaneously, in each future period in which
significant amounts of deferred tax liabilities or assets are expected to be settled or
recovered.
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(v)

Earnings per share
The Company discloses the Company’s basic and diluted earnings per share attributable to ordinary
shareholders of the Company. Basic earnings per share is calculated as the profit attributable to
ordinary shareholders of the Company divided by the weighted average number of ordinary shares
outstanding. Diluted earnings per share is calculated as the profit attributable to ordinary
shareholders of the Company divided by the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding
after adjustment for the effects of all potentially dilutive ordinary shares, such as convertible bonds
and employee compensation.

(w) Operating segments
Please refer to the consolidated financial report of Tatung Co. for the year ended December 31, 2021
for operating segments information.
(5)

Significant accounting assumptions and judgments, and major sources of estimation uncertainty
In preparing these consolidated financial statements, management has made judgments, estimates, and
assumptions that affect the application of the accounting policies and the reported amount of assets,
liabilities, income, and expenses. Actual results may differ from these estimates.
The management continues to monitor the accounting estimates and assumptions. The management
recognizes any changes in accounting estimates during the period and the impact of those changes in
accounting estimates in the following period.
Information about judgments made in applying accounting policies that have the most significant effects
on the amounts recognized in the non-consolidated financial statements is as follows:
For judgment of whether the Group has substantive control over its investees, please refer to the
consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2021.
Information about assumptions and estimation uncertainties that have a significant risk of resulting in a
material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year is as
follows. Those assumptions and estimation have been updated to reflect the impact of COVID-19
pandemic:
Investment property
The fair value of investment property is based on the valuation models such as comparative method,
cost method, land development analysis approach, and direct capitalization method of income
approach. The fair value of investment property may be affected when assumptions and judgements
used in the valuation models were changed. Please refer to Note 6(n) for details.
The Company's accounting policies include measuring financial and non-financial assets and
liabilities at fair value through profit or loss. The Company’ s financial instrument valuation group
conducts independent verification on fair value by using data sources that are independent, reliable,
and representative of exercise prices. The financial instrument evaluation group also periodically
adjusts valuation models, conducts back-testing, renews input data for valuation models, and makes
all other necessary fair value adjustments to assure the rationality of fair value. Investment property
is appraised by an external appraiser appointed by the Company.
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The Company strives to use market observable inputs when measuring assets and liabilities. Different
levels of the fair value hierarchy to be used in determining the fair value of financial instruments are as
follows:
(a)

Level 1: quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities.

(b)

Level 2: inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or
liability, either directly (i.e. as prices) or indirectly (i.e. derived from prices).

(c)

Level 3: inputs for the assets or liability that are not based on observable market data.

For any transfer within the fair value hierarchy, the impact of the transfer is recognized on the reporting
date. For assumptions used in measuring fair value, please refer to:
(a)

Note 6(l) for investment property, and

(b)

Note 6(ae) for financial instrument.

(6) Explanation of significant accounts
(a)

Cash and cash equivalents
December 31,
2021
$
27,217

December 31,
2020
28,491

Bank deposits

1,940,918

2,680,833

Cash in transit

2,352

16,703

27,715

-

1,998,202

2,726,027

Cash and working fund

Cash equivalents
Total

$

(i)

The aforesaid cash and cash equivalents were not pledged as collateral.

(ii)

Please refer to Note 6(d) and 8 for time deposits in pledge and restricted cash in banks
reclassified to financial assets at amortized cost.

(iii) Please refer to note 6(ae) for interest rate risk and sensitivity analysis of the Company’ s
financial assets and liabilities.
(b)

Financial assets and liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
December 31,
2021

December 31,
2020

Financial assets designated at fair value through profit or
loss:
Derivative instruments not used for hedging
Foreign exchange option

$

184

-
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December 31,
2021

December 31,
2020

Held-for-trading financial liabilities:
Derivative instruments not used for hedging
Foreign exchange option

$

Forward foreign exchange contract
Total
(i)

$

761

3

108

5,364

869

5,367

Derivative financial instrument
The Company uses derivative financial instruments to hedge the certain foreign exchange and
interest risk the Company is exposed to, arising from its operating, financing and investing
activities. The following derivative instruments, without the application of hedge accounting,
were classified as mandatorily measured at fair value through profit or loss and held-for-trading
financial liabilities:
Forward exchange contracts:
December 31, 2021

Forward exchange purchased

Amount
(in thousands)
USD
1,450

Currency
USD/TWD

Maturity dates
2022.01~2022.02

EUR

EUR/TWD

2022.05

800

December 31, 2020

Forward exchange purchased

Amount
(in thousands)
USD
10,000

Currency
USD/TWD

Maturity dates
2020.10~2021.04

EUR

EUR/USD

2020.09~2021.01

800

Foreign exchange options:
December 31, 2021
As of December 31, 2021, the Company had not written off foreign exchange options, and the
relevant terms were as follows:
Foreign
Counterparty
exchange rate on
Currency settlement date
Term of settlement
bank
A
USD/JPY FX <111.8
Purchased USD500 thousand at an exchange
rate of 111.80
A

USD/TWD FX <27.52

Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange
rate of 27.52

A

USD/TWD FX <27.42

Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange
rate of 27.42
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Foreign
Counterparty
exchange rate on
Term of settlement
Currency settlement date
bank
A
USD/TWD FX <27.56
Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange
rate of 27.56
A

USD/TWD FX <27.48

Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange
rate of 27.48

A

EUR/JPY

FX <127

Purchased USD500 thousand at an exchange
rate of 127.00

A

USD/JPY

FX <112

Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange
rate of 112.00

B

USD/TWD FX <27.57

Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange
rate of 27.57

B

USD/TWD FX <27.50

Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange
rate of 27.50

B

USD/TWD FX <27.43

Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange
rate of 27.43

B

USD/TWD FX <27.45

Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange
rate of 27.45

As of December 31, 2021, the amount of foreign exchange options contracts that had not been
written off was USD9,500 thousand and EUR500 thousand, with a fair value of $(577)
thousand (including royalties of $761 thousand and unrealized gains of $184 thousand).
December 31, 2020
As of December 31, 2020, the Company had not written off foreign exchange options, and the
relevant terms were as follows:
Foreign
exchange rate on
Counterparty
Currency settlement date
Term of settlement
bank
A
USD/TWD FX<27.500
Purchased USD1,000 thousand at an exchange
rate of 27.50
As of December 31, 2020, the amount of foreign exchange option contracts that had not been
written off was USD1,000 thousand, with a fair value of $(3) thousand (including royalties of
$155 thousand and unrealized gains of $152 thousand).
(i)

Please refer to Note 6(ad) for the amount of remeasurement at FVTPL.

(ii)

None of the aforementioned financial assets and liabilities at FVTPL was pledged as collateral.

(iii) Please refer to Note 6(ae) for credit risk and market risk.
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(c)

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
December 31,
2021

December 31,
2020

Equity investments at fair value through other comprehensive
income:
Stocks of listed companies

$

Stocks of unlisted companies

151,505

155,652

438,973

391,252

Total

$

590,478

546,904

Current

$

481,316

339,574

109,162

207,330

590,478

546,904

Non-current
Total

$

(i)

The Company holds the equity instrument for long-term strategic investment instead of holding
for sale purpose; hence, the equity instrument has been classified as investments in equity
instruments measured at fair value through other comprehensive income. During the years
ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Company recognized dividend revenue of $36,927
thousand and $23,087 thousand, respectively. The dividend revenue is included in nonoperating income and expenses-other income, please refer to note 6(ad).

(ii)

During the year ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Company, considering investment
strategy, sold its shares in listed entities included in financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income. At the time of disposal, the fair value was $49 thousand and $39,376
thousand, and the accumulated unrealized valuation gains, amounting to $33 thousand and
$33,052 thousand, was reclassified from other equity interests to retained earnings.

(iii) The Company deducted the remaining assets of $79 thousand from financial assets since the
unlisted companies held for investment were liquidated and completed in 2021. The Company
then transferred the accumulated unrealized evaluation losses of $1,921 thousand to retained
earnings from other equity.
(iv) For information of credit risk and market risk, please refer to note 6(ae).
(v)

No financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income mentioned above were
pledged as collateral for long-term borrowings.
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(d)

Financial assets measured at amortized cost

Bank drafts, reserve accounts

December 31,
2021
$
171,496

December 31,
2020
584,423

3,219,060

1,794,162

3,390,556

2,378,585

-

-

Time deposit (incl. pledged)
Subtotal
Less: Loss allowance
Total

$

3,390,556

2,378,585

Current

$

2,824,137

1,436,035

566,419

942,550

3,390,556

2,378,585

Non-current
Total

(e)

$

(i)

For those pledged as collateral for long-term borrowings, please refer to note 8.

(ii)

For credit risk, please refer to note 6(ae).

Notes and accounts receivables
December 31,
2021
$
186,129

Notes receivables arose from operation
Less: Loss allowance

(6,626)

Subtotal
Trade receivables
Less: Loss allowance

December 31,
2020
149,563
-

179,503

149,563

1,403,697

1,747,440

(46,194)

(222,645)

Subtotal

1,357,503

1,524,795

Trade receivable, related parties

1,274,649

1,622,552

Less: Loss allowance

(72)

Subtotal
Total

$

-

1,274,577

1,622,552

2,811,583

3,296,910

The Company applies the simplified approach to provide for its expected credit losses of notes and
accounts receivables, i.e., the use of lifetime expected loss provision for all receivables. To measure
the expected credit losses, trade receivables have been grouped based on shared credit risk
characteristics and the days past due, as well as the incorporated forward-looking information,
including macroeconomic and relevant industry information. The loss allowance provisions were
determined as follows:
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Machinery and energy

Current

December 31, 2021
WeightedGross carrying
Loss allowance
average loss
amount
provision
rate
$
1,355,600 0.05%~0.51%
(6,870)

Less than 180 days past due
181~365 days past due
More than 365 days past due
Total

150,602

25.67%

(38,654)

5,336

85.81%

(4,579)

$

0%

1,511,538

(50,103)

Consumer products

Current

December 31, 2021
WeightedGross carrying
Loss allowance
average loss
amount
provision
rate
$
876,997
0.09%
(1,221)

Less than 180 days past due

475,940

0.33%

(1,568)

181~365 days past due

-

0%

-

More than 365 days past due

-

0%

-

Total

$

1,352,937

(2,789)

Machinery and energy

Current

December 31, 2020
WeightedGross carrying
Loss allowance
average loss
amount
provision
rate
$
925,694
0%
-

Less than 180 days past due

9,975

4.58%

(458)

181~365 days past due

7,861

21.72%

(1,707)

235,495

91.29%

(214,980)

More than 365 days past due
Total

$

1,179,025

(217,145)
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Consumer products

Current

December 31, 2020
WeightedGross carrying
Loss allowance
average loss
amount
provision
rate
$
1,759,675
0%
-

Less than 180 days past due
181~365 days past due
More than 365 days past due
Total

575,199

0%

-

-

0%

-

97.24%

5,656
$

(5,500)

2,340,530

(5,500)

The movement in the allowance for notes and trade receivables were as follows:
For the years ended December 31

2021
Balance at January 1

$

Impairment losses recognized

2020

222,645

49,223

37,907

176,582

-

Amounts written off
Reclassification

(207,660)

Foreign exchange gains/(losses)
Balance at December 31

(f)

(13,148)

$

-

-

9,988

52,892

222,645

(i)

The aforementioned notes and trade receivables of the Company had not been pledged as
collateral for long-term borrowings.

(ii)

For credit risk of the Company; please refer to note 6(ae).

Inventories
(i)

The details of inventories are as follows:
December 31,
2021
$
802,358

December 31,
2020
604,291

Work in process

1,862,598

1,460,633

Finished goods

1,093,591

1,337,157

77,572

126,788

-

823

3,836,119

3,529,692

Raw materials

Inventory in transit
Construction in progress
Total

$
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(ii)

The Company’s operating cost is detailed as follows:
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
13,807,653
14,004,877

Cost of goods sold
Gain(loss) on reversal of inventory write-down
Total

$

49,281

729,581

13,856,934

14,734,458

For the year ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Company recognized a loss on inventory
write-downs resulting from the write-down of inventories to net realizable value; such losses
were recognized as cost of goods sold.
(iii) The aforementioned inventories were not pledged as collateral as of December 31, 2021 and
2020.
(g)

Non-current assets or disposal groups classified as held for sale, net
On July 12, 2021, the resolution was passed during the Company's investment review meeting to sell
the entire equity of Central Research Technology Co., its subsidiary, and accordingly it was reported
as non-current assets for sale. On December 31, 2021, the amount of the non-current assets to be sold
was $26,017 thousand. The detail was as follows:
December 31,
2021
$
26,017

Investment using the equity method
(h)

Investments accounted for using the equity method
The details of investments accounted for using the equity method is as follow:
December 31,
2021
$
35,465,441

December 31,
2020
42,491,071

5,423,255

5,329,681

Total

40,888,696

47,820,752

Add: Investment accounting for using the equity method

12,290,633

11,742,261

53,179,329

59,563,013

Subsidiaries
Associates

$
(i)

Subsidiaries
please refer to the consolidated financial statements for the years ended December 31, 2021.
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(ii)

Associates
The information on the Company’s material affiliates was as follows:

Name of
associate
Relationship with the Company
Elitegroup
Manufacturing and selling related
Computer
products in the Group’s industry
System Co., Ltd. chain

Main operating
location/
Proportion of
Country in which
shareholdingand
the Company is
voting rights
registered
December December
registration
31, 2021
31, 2020
Country
Taiwan
30.24 %
27.35 %

The fair values of listed associates material to the Company were as follows:
December 31,
2021
$
3,792,271

Elitegroup Computer System Co., Ltd.

December 31,
2020
3,956,737

Financial information on the Company’s material associates is summarized as follows:
1)

Summarized financial information on Elitegroup Computer System Co., Ltd.

Current assets

December 31,
2021
$
18,284,392

December 31,
2020
17,640,877

5,847,473

6,109,033

Non-current assets
Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities

(12,986,433)
(633,635)

(11,897,142)
(766,084)

Net assets

$

10,511,797

11,086,684

Net assets attributable to NCIs

$

70,058

71,212

Net assets attributable to owners of investees

$

10,441,739

11,015,472

Operating revenue
Profit (loss) from continuing operations for the
period
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income
Comprehensive income attributable to NCIs
Total comprehensive income attributable to owners
of investees

For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
31,937,860
25,995,735
$
$
$

93,391
(135,799)
(42,408)
(1,154)

65,950
270
66,220
2,452

$

(41,254)

63,768
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For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
The Company’s share of associates’ net assets,
beginning of period

$

Total comprehensive income attributable to the
Company for the period

(9,230)

Increase

2,970,575
16,864

363,595

Others

(210,280)

The Company’s share of associates’ net assets,
end of period
Add: Goodwill
The carrying amount of the Company’s equity
interests in associates
2)

2,987,904

$

465

3,131,989

2,987,904

614,638

614,638

3,746,627

3,602,542

The financial information on individually immaterial associates is summarized as follows.
The financial information involves the amounts included in the Company’ s parent
company only financial statements.
December 31,
2021
Gross carrying amount of equity interests in
individually insignificant associates

$

1,676,628

December 31,
2020
1,727,139

For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
Attributable to the Company:
Profit from continuing operation for the period

$

Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income

$

(24,367)

(10,598)

(1,336)

(737)

(25,703)

(11,335)

(iii) Collateral
Please refer to Note 8 for the investments accounted for using the equity method that were
pledged as collateral as of December 31, 2021 and 2020.
(i)

Loss of control over subsidiaries
During the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Company lost control over Chih Kuang
Energy Co. Ltd., Sheng Yang Energy Co. Ltd., Tatung Co. of America Inc., Tatung Vietnam Co.,
Ltd., Tatung Electric Technology (Vietnam) Co., Ltd., and Tatung Mexico S.A de C.V, which ceased
to be the Company’s subsidiary according to IFRS 10 and related FAQs. Please refer to Note 6(j) of
the consolidated financial statements for the Company for more information.
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(j)

Property, plant and equipment
The movements in the cost, depreciation, and impairment of the property, plant and equipment for
the Company’s own use were as follows:

Buildings and
improvements

Office
equipment

Machinery

Construction
in process and
testing
equipment

Other
equipment

Total

Cost or deemed cost:
31,457

8,105,061

374,717

1,857,275

258,757

10,627,267

Additions

-

147,986

11,110

67,885

378,715

605,696

Disposal

-

(77,633)

(32,502)

(64,978)

Others

-

575,199

3,008

14,223

Balance on January 1, 2021

$

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

31,457

8,750,613

356,333

1,874,405

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

(520,813)

11,129,467

11,542,131

31,457

8,934,430

403,854

2,002,481

169,909

-

82,383

11,634

49,348

607,188

Disposal

-

(44,625)

(220,156)

(518,340)

750,553
(1,741,149)

-

564,616

3,854

25,602

$

31,457

8,105,061

374,717

1,857,275

258,757

10,627,267

$

16,434

4,450,822

343,354

1,675,385

-

6,485,995

1,049

349,387

16,947

98,916

-

466,299

Others
Balance on December 31, 2020

71,617

116,659

Additions

(1,476,368)

(175,113)

75,732

Depreciation and impairment losses:
Balance on January 1, 2021

Depreciation
Reversal of impairment loss

-

(1,123)

(138)

(441)

-

(1,702)

Disposal

-

(76,510)

(32,263)

(64,525)

-

(173,298)

(23)

-

Others

-

-

1

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

17,483

4,722,576

327,901

1,709,312

-

6,777,272

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

15,385

5,545,525

371,380

1,793,430

-

7,725,720
441,752

Depreciation

1,049

325,060

16,779

98,864

-

Impairment loss

-

43,494

-

2,709

-

Disposal

-

Others

(1,463,257)

(44,625)

(219,618)

-

(22)

46,203
(1,727,500)

-

-

-

-

$

16,434

4,450,822

343,354

1,675,385

-

6,485,995

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

13,974

4,028,037

28,432

165,093

116,659

4,352,195

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

16,072

3,388,905

32,474

209,051

169,909

3,816,411

Balance on December 31, 2020

$

15,023

3,654,239

31,363

181,890

258,757

4,141,272

Balance on December 31, 2020

(180)

(180)

Book value:

(i)

For the year ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, none of the borrowing costs arising from
property, plant and equipment was capitalized.

(ii)

During the year ended December 31, 2021, the Company disposed of a portion of its property,
plant and equipment, and therefore reversed the impairment loss previously recognized. The
loss was also recognized as a net benefit from disposal and retirement of property, plant and
equipment.

(iii) During the year ended December 31, 2021, the Company recognized impairment loss resulting
from the write-down of a portion of property, plant and equipment to recoverable amount.
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(iv) For details on investment property the Company had pledged as collateral as of December 31,
2021 and 2020, please refer to Note 8.
(k)

Right-of-use assets
The movements in the cost, depreciation and impairment losses of the Company's leased land,
buildings and buildings, machinery and equipment, and transportation equipment were as follows:
Land

Buildings and
improvements

Transportation
equipment

Machinery

Office
equipment

Other
equipment

Total

Cost:
Balance on January 1, 2021

$

6,393

37,450

1,512

Additions

244

469,991

1,451

Deduction

(245)

(16,604)

-

40,334

20,482

-

106,171
489,986

13,014

5,286

-

(16,496)

(23,878)

-

(57,223)

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

6,392

490,837

2,963

36,852

1,890

-

538,934

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

4,472

481,999

13,211

33,537

24,070

659

557,948

Additions

3,615

13,178

20,332

1,537

Deduction

(1,694)

(457,727)

(11,699)

(13,535)

(5,125)

6,393

37,450

1,512

40,334

20,482

-

Balance on December 31, 2020

$

-

(659)

38,662
(490,439)
106,171

Depreciation and impairment losses:
Balance on January 1, 2021

$

Depreciation

1,386

16,444

353

14,760

13,187

-

46,130

1,550

235,413

302

13,209

7,576

-

258,050

(13,435)

(20,479)

Others

(122)

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

2,814

(13,267)

-

238,590

-

(47,303)

655

14,534

284

-

256,877
262,443

1,587

233,846

4,924

12,464

9,226

396

1,493

238,073

6,152

12,644

9,086

66

267,514

(1,694)

(455,475)

(10,723)

(10,348)

(5,125)

(462)

(483,827)

$

1,386

16,444

353

14,760

13,187

-

46,130

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

3,578

252,247

2,308

22,318

1,606

-

282,057

Balance on December 31, 2020

$

5,007

21,006

1,159

25,574

7,295

-

60,041

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

2,885

248,153

8,287

21,073

14,844

263

295,505

Depreciation
Others
Balance on December 31, 2020
Book value:

(l)

Investment property
Investment property comprises buildings that are owned by the Company. The leases of investment
properties are signed with a lease term ranging from 2 to 10 years. The lease contracts include
clauses that adjust the rent according to the annual market environment.

Balance on January 1, 2021

Owened property
Buildings
$
166,550

Gain on fair value adjustment

93,762

Balance on December 31, 2021
Balance on January 1, 2020

$

260,312

$

163,230

Gain on fair value adjustment

3,320

Balance on December 31, 2020

$

166,550
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The recurring fair value measurement for the investment properties has been categorized as a Level 3
fair value based on the input to the valuation technique used. Please refer to the above movement for
the opening and ending balance of Level 3 fair values. There are no transfers during the years ended
December 31, 2021 and 2020.
The investment real estate of the Company is handled in accordance with RegulationsGoverning the
Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers. The fair value of investment property on
December 31, 2021 and 2020 were as follows:
December 31,
2021
$
260,312

Outsourcing valuation

December 31,
2020
166,550

The fair value of the above investment property was entrusted to Mr. Liao from Chonglian External
real estate appraiser firm for valuation. The appraiser conducted a fair value valuation in accordance
with the "Regulations on Real Estate Appraisal". The valuation dates were December 31, 2021 and
2020 , respectively.
The fair value of investment property is entrusted to the above-mentioned professional appraisal firm,
based on the current status of the Company's assets and the support of market evidence. The
valuation method adopted is the discounted cash flow analysis method of the income method.
If the assets are held mainly for rental income (such as land, living-office-mixed buildings, office
building, factories, houses, and warehouses), the assessment should take into consideration the
signed contract and other comparable market prices. Aside from income approach, the assessment
should also be made with direct capitalization method or cash flow discount analysis method. In
addition, professional valuation agencies collect transaction cases similar in nature to the valuation
subject and consider the development schedule, liquidity, and future disposal risk premium to
determine its income capitalization rate and discount rate. Among them, the main parameters used in
the valuation are the contract rent (3.3 square meters/month/NTD) of $200 and $1,230 in 2021 and
2020; the assessed market rent (3.3 square meters/month/NTD) of $496 and $1,240; the end-ofperiod discount rate of 12.529% and 2.5048%; and the discount rate during the analysis period was
12.529% and 2.2996%.
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The following table shows the valuation technique used in measuring the fair value of

investment property, as well as the significant unobservable inputs used.

Valuation technique
Management evaluates the
income approach evaluation
techniques and measures the
impact of the estimates used by
each evaluation technique. These
estimates have been assessed by
the Company and judged to be
consistent with those used by the
market.
Income approach based on the
discounted cash flow method:
The valuation model considers
the estimated growth rate of the
present value of the estimated net
cash flows generated by the
facility, which is calculated at a
risk-adjusted discount rate.
Discounted cash flows: The
valuation model considers the
present value of net cash flows to
be generated from the property,
taking into account expected
rental growth rate, and
occupancy rate. The expected net
cash flows are discounted using
risk-adjusted discount rates.
Among other factors, the
discount rate estimation
considers the quality of a
building and its location, tenant
credit quality and lease terms.
(i)

Significant
unobservable inputs
Risk-adjusted discount
rates (2021: 12.529%;
2020: 2.2996–2.5048%).

Inter-relationship between key
unobservable inputs and fair
value measurement
The estimated fair value would
increase (decrease) if:

Expected market rental
growth (2021 and 2020:
1.5%).
Occupancy rate (2021
weighted average: 76%;
2020 weighted average:
81%).
Overall capital interest rate
(2021: 1.62%; 2020:
1.71%).

expected market rental growth
were higher (lower);
the occupancy rate were higher
(lower);
the risk-adjusted discount rate
were lower (higher); or
the overall capital interest rate
were lower (higher).

Assets related to Tatung University are described as follows:
Hsin-She-Gong Building (“ the Building” ) was previously recorded as property, plant and
equipment. The Company provided full funding for the construction, completed ownership
registration, and obtained building use permit and related licenses. As the state of construction
and use of the Building met the definition of investment property, the Company reclassified it
into investment property, plant and equipment. As of December 31, 2021, and 2020, the
carrying amount of the Building was $260,312 thousand and $166,550 thousand.
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On May 6, Shan-Chih Asset Development Co., Ltd. purchased the land of the Building and
completed the transferred of ownership. Furthermore, the Building would be integrated into the
development plans of the entire factory area of the Company in the future. The related
development plans, involving issues such as land use change and urban planning, still require
overall planning and ongoing communication between Tatung University and education
authority agencies from a long-term perspective.
(ii)

The aforementioned investment properties were not pledged as collateral as of December 31,
2021 and 2020.

(m) Intangible assets
The costs, amortization, and impairment loss of the Company’s intangible assets were as follows:
Computer
software cost
Cost or deemed cost:
Balance on January 1, 2021
Balance on December 31, 2021
Balance on January 1, 2020
Additions
Balance on December 31, 2020
Amortization and impairment losses:
Balance on January 1, 2021
Amortization
Balance on December 31, 2021
Balance on January 1, 2020
Amortization
Balance on December 31, 2020
Book value:

$
$
$
$
$

215,264
215,264
212,514
2,750
215,264

$

212,222
1,896
214,118
209,101
3,121
212,222

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

1,146

Balance on December 31, 2020

$

3,042

$
$

The amortization of intangible assets was recognized as follows:
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
691

Operating costs
Operating expenses
Total

$

1,896

2,430

1,896

3,121
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(n)

Other non-current assets

Prepayments for equipment

December 31,
2021
$
148,088

December 31,
2020
35,044

116,692

317,818

264,780

352,862

Other non-current assets
Total

(o)

$

(i)

Included in other non-current assets-others was a portion of the land prepayment held
temporarily in third parties’ names because of regulatory requirements or other reasons. The
Company continues to establish other rights over those lands. Because of the uncertainty of the
possibility of recovering some of the aforementioned land and prepaid land payments in 2020,
the Company recognized impairment losses of $20,179 thousand and other losses of $2,840
thousand, respectively. As of December 31, 2021, the set carrying amount is $46,188 thousand,
and $638 thousand for those not yet acquired other rights to the land. As of the date of issuance
of the report, the aforesaid case is still under active processing.

(ii)

The aforementioned non-current assets were not pledged as collateral as of December 31, 2021
and 2020.

Long-term notes and accounts receivable

Long-term receivables (including related parties)
Less: loss allowance
Total
(p)

December 31,
2021
$
3,407,829
(695,831)
$
2,711,998

December 31,
2020
2,701,737
(31,558)
2,670,179

December 31,
2021
$
526,535
500,000
14,501
$
1,041,036
0.17%~1.945%

December 31,
2020
584,457
100,000
14,753
699,210
0.12%~3.90%

Short-term borrowings

Unsecured bank loans
Secured bank loans
Employee loan
Total
Range of interest rates

For the collateral for short-term borrowings, please refer to note 8.
(q)

Short-term notes and bills payable
December 31,
2021
$
350,000
(187)
$
349,813
1.42%

Commercial paper
Less: Unamortized discount
Total
Range of interest rates

December 31,
2020
0.65%

For the collateral for commercial paper, please refer to note 8.
(Continued)
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(r)

-

Secured loan from Bank SinoPac

Secured loan from Taiwan
Cooperative Bank
3,000,000

-

Secured loan from Bank SinoPac

Mega bills

-

Secured loan from Bank SinoPac

-

$

Secured loan from Bank SinoPac

Creditor
Secured loan from Bank SinoPac

December 31,
2021

3,000,000

1,100,000

179,292

74,375

38,958

12,941

December 31,
2020
21,389

1.50~1.70

1.85~2.00

2.26

2.31

2.31

2.26

Interest
rate (%)
(Note)
2.26

(Continued)

Repayment term and method
Effective from July 9, 2014 to April 27, 2023 with 36 quarterly installments
in equal amounts beginning from the date of first drawdown.
Effective from February 26, 2015 to April 27, 2023 with 36 quarterly
installments in equal amounts beginning from the date of first drawdown.
Effective from June 27, 2017 to June 27, 2022 with 48 quarterly installments
in equal amounts beginning from the date of first drawdown.
Effective from June 27, 2017 to July 23, 2024 with 48 quarterly installments
in equal amounts beginning from the date of first drawdown.
Effective from April 27, 2015 to April 27, 2021 with 48 quarterly
installments in equal amounts beginning from the date of first drawdown.
Effective from May 10, 2021 to May 10, 2025. Interest due every month.
Beginning from the 3rd year, principal shall be repaid in 8 quarterly
installments in equal amounts.
The appointment letter of agreement to guarantee the issuance of
commercial promissory notes is effective from December 30, 2021 to
December 29, 2022 with a revolving guarantee facility for issuing
commercial promissory notes. If all the terms and conditions are fulfilled
and no default incurs, the Company may, in compliance with legal
requirements, renew the contract with Mega Bills Finance Co., Ltd. for one
year, beginning from December 2022 to December 2023.

The details for long-term borrowings for December 31, 2021 and 2020 are as follows:

Long-term borrowings
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Secured loan from Bank of
Kaohsiung

Secured loan from Yuanta Bank

Syndicated loan led by the Bank of
Taiwan

Creditor
Syndicated loan led by the Bank of
Taiwan

-

-

107,100

7,530,000

3,720,000

4,300,000

December 31,
2020
13,770,000

December 31,
2021
7,240,000

1.55

1.35~1.50

1.93

Interest
rate (%)
(Note)
1.93

(Continued)

Repayment term and method
Effective from December 23, 2016 to December 23, 2023. Principal repaid
in 3 years from the 1st drawdown date in 5 semi-annual installments: 5%
repaid in the 1st-4th installments and the remaining 80% repaid in the 5th
installment. Supplements to the contract were made on March 3, 2021. The
80% principal balance shall be repaid in 3 semi-annual installments in 6
years from the 1st drawdown date. 10% of the balance repaid in the 1st-2nd
installments and the remaining 60% in the 3rd installment.
Effective from December 23, 2016 and December 23, 2023 (revolving
credit). Principal balance of each drawdown shall be repaid upon maturity
date of each drawdown. 5 semi-annual installments in 3 years after the
1st drawdown date. Principal repaid in 5 semi-annual installments. 5%
progressive decrease in credit facility in the 1st-4th installments and 80%
decrease in the 5th installment. Supplements to the contract were made on
March 3, 2021. The 80% principal balance shall be repaid in 3 semi-annual
installments in 6 years from the 1st drawdown date. 10% of the balance
repaid in the 1st-2nd installments and the remaining 60% in the 3rd
installment.
Effective from June 30, 2021 to June 29, 2024, the amount could be repaid
anytime within the three-year term. Within the validity period of the quota,
the longest period of each loan shall not exceed 180 days, and it shall not
exceed the date of validity of the approved quota.
Effective from November 18, 2022 to November 18, 2028, with principal
and interest payment due every month, and bullet repayment due at maturity,
the loan contract could only be renewed once, and its overall loan period
shall not exceed more than 10 years.
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$

25,741,901
(74,613)
25,667,288
(6,504,289)
19,162,999

18,381,982
(36,387)
18,345,595
(1,895,682)
16,449,913

Interest
rate (%)
(Note)
Repayment term and method

(Continued)

Secured loans are guaranteed with a portion of property, plant and equipment, financial assets measured at amortized cost, etc.; please see note 8 for details.

As the original syndicated loan is to expire in 2021, the Company applied in November 2020 for a two-year credit extension (extended to 2023), a change in
repayment schedule, and an exemption from the financial commitments for the year ended December 2020. The Company was granted an exemption from
financial commitments, an extended term of credit, an altered repayment schedule by the banks of the syndication, with another agreement entered into on
March 3, 2021. As for the borrowings of the syndication that were not granted an extension, the Company has recognized current long-term borrowings
pursuant to the terms of the original agreement and completed the repayment on December 23, 2021.

Shan-Chih Asset Development Co., Ltd. provided guarantees for the Company’s long-term borrowings, and the actual borrowing amount were respectively
$19,245,231 thousand and $26,890,059 thousand as of December 31, 2021 and 2020. All of the guarantees, provided by the Company’ s honorary
chairperson for the borrowings from certain banks, have been terminated in April 2021, please see note 7 for detailed information.

Note: Interest rates are rounded to the second decimal place.

Less: current portion
Total

Creditor
Two-year loans due to stockholders
and employees
Subtotal
Less: unamortized issuance cost

December 31,
2020
14,946

December 31,
2021
14,882

TATUNG CO.
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(s)

Lease liabilities
The details for the carrying amount of lease liabilities are as follows:
December 31,
2021
$
248,304
35,009
$
283,313

Current
Non-current
Total

December 31,
2020
28,984
31,397
60,381

For the maturity analysis, please refer to note 6(ae).
The amounts recognized in profit or loss were as follows:

Interests on lease liabilities
Variable lease payments not included in the measurement of
lease liabilities
Expenses relating to short-term leases
Expenses relating to leases of low-value assets, excluding
short-term leases of low-value assets

For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
7,617
3,553
$
$

93,273
9,386

77,918
3,318

$

3,464

3,047

The amounts recognized in the statement of cash flows for the Company were as follows:
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
370,460
361,147

Total cash outflow for leases
(i)

The Company as a lessee
The Company leases various properties, including real estate (land and buildings), machinery
and transportation equipment, office equipment and other equipment. The lease terms range
from 1 to 20 years.
Some of the Company's solar energy equipment construction and photocopier lease contracts
include variable lease payment terms linked to power generation and usage. These variable
lease payments are linked to the amount of electricity generated and used, and it is common to
enter into leases with such variable lease payments in the Company industry. Since such
variable lease payments do not meet the definition of lease payments, they are not included in
the measurement of assets and liabilities.
Some of the Company’s property lease agreements contain extension and termination options.
The Company determines the lease term as the non-cancellable period of the lease, together
with periods covered by an option to extend the lease if the lessee is reasonably certain to
exercise that option, and periods covered by an option to terminate the lease if the lessee is
reasonably not to exercise option. These options are used to maximize operational flexibility in
terms of managing contracts. The majority of extension and termination options held are
exercisable only by the Company. After the commencement date, the Company reassesses the
lease term upon the occurrence of a significant event or a significant change in circumstances
that is within the control of the lessee and affects whether the Company is reasonably certain to
exercise an option not previously included in its determination of the lease term, or not to
exercise an option previously included in its determination of the lease term.
(Continued)
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(t)

Provisions

Balance on January 1, 2021

$

Warranty
116,375

Increase in provision for the current period

Litigation
reserve

Special
common
levies

Dicommissioning
provisions
-

-

-

-

Total
116,375

24,492

32,815

189,643

38,783

-

93,553

Used provision for the current period

(36,029)

-

-

Reversal of provision for the current
period

(17,870)

Reclassification

Other
short-term
provisions

(1,367)

-

(37,396)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

19,085

(748)

(18,618)
19,085

93,553

23,125

51,152

269,089

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

101,259

-

Current

$

101,259

-

-

2,449

51,152

154,860

-

-

93,553

20,676

-

114,229

$

101,259

-

93,553

23,125

51,152

269,089

$

109,226

71,999

-

-

-

181,225

Non-current
Balance on January 1, 2020
Increase in provision for the current period

22,510

-

-

-

22,510

Used provision for the current period

(6,781)

(64,600)

-

-

-

(71,381)

(8,580)

(7,399)

Reversal of provision for the current
period

-

-

-

-

(15,979)

Balance on December 31, 2020

$

116,375

-

-

-

-

116,375

Current

$

116,375

-

-

-

-

116,375

(i)

Warranty
This provision, estimated based on historical experience, contract contents, and other known
factors, is for product warranties that may occur in the future.

(ii)

Decommissioning provisions
Some of the Company's solar energy equipment lease contracts include the obligation to restore
demolition when the lease expires. This liability provision is estimated at the most probable
amount based on the current market conditions and other factors.

(u)

Deferred income

Government grants

December 31,
2021
$
7,800

Current

$

7,800

December 31,
2020
-

The following table sets out the movements in the Company’s deferred revenue.
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
18,804

Beginning balance
Received during the period

7,800

Recognized in profit or loss

-

Ending balance

$

7,800

21,452
(40,256)
-

(Continued)
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The Company obtains government grants related to income and assets. Relevant costs are recognized
as expenses under a systematic basis and amortized based on the years of assets acquired during the
period.
(v)

Operating lease
A maturity analysis of lease payments, showing the undiscounted lease payments to be received after
the reporting date, is as follows:
December 31,
2021
$
592
184
$
776

Less than one year
One to two years
Total undiscounted lease payments

December 31,
2020
1,391
1,391
2,782

(w) Employee benefits
(i)

Defined contribution plans
The Company’s defined benefit obligations and fair value of plan assets were as follows

Present value of defined benefit obligations

December 31,
2021
$
1,612,226

Fair value of plan assets

(1,411,473)

Other

December 31,
2020
1,895,806
(1,571,657)

200,753

324,149

-

2,622

Net defined benefit liabilities

$

200,753

326,771

compensated absences

December 31,
2021
$
52,442

December 31,
2020
57,194

The Company makes defined benefit plans contributions to the pension fund account with Bank
of Taiwan that provides pension benefits for employees upon retirement. Plans (covered by the
Labor Standards Law) entitle a retired employee to receive retirement benefits based on years
of service and average monthly salary for six months prior to retirement.
1)

Composition of plan assets
The Company sets aside pension funds in accordance with the Regulations for Revenues,
Expenditures, Safeguard and Utilization of the Labor Retirement Fund and such funds are
managed by the Bureau of Labor Funds, Ministry of Labor. Under these regulations, the
minimum earnings from these pension funds shall not be less than the earnings from twoyear time deposits with the interest rates offered by local banks.
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As of December 31, 2021, the Company’ s contributions to the pension funds which
amounted to $1,411,473 thousand were deposited with Bank of Taiwan. For information
on the utilization of the labor pension fund assets including the asset allocation and yield
of the fund, please refer to the website of the Bureau of Labor Funds, Ministry of Labor.
2)

Movements in present value of the defined benefit obligations
The movements in the present value of the defined benefit obligations for the years ended
December 31, 2021 and 2020 were as follows

Defined benefit obligation, January 1

For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
1,895,806
1,922,952

Current service costs and interest

18,066

27,043

Actuarial loss arising from changes in
demographic assumptions

41,913

-

Actuarial gain arising from changes in
financial assumptions

(60,329)

66,951

(6,026)

66,552

6,566

2,462

Re-measurement of the net defined benefit liability

Experience adjustment
Past service credit
Benefits paid
Contributions paid by the employer
Defined benefit obligation, December 31
3)

$

(258,221)

(160,538)

(25,549)

(29,616)

1,612,226

1,895,806

Movements in the fair value of plan assets
The movements in the fair value of the defined benefit plan assets for the years ended
December 31, 2021 and 2020 were as follows:

Fair value of plan assets, January 1

For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
(1,571,657)
(1,379,720)

Interests revenue

(5,129)

(10,528)

(22,408)

(45,897)

Contributions paid by the employer

(70,500)

(296,050)

Benefits paid

258,221

160,538

Re-measurement of the net defined benefit liability
Return on plan assets excluding interest
income

Fair value of plan assets, December 31

$

(1,411,473)

(1,571,657)
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4)

Expenses recognized in profit or loss
The Company’ s pension expenses recognized in profit or loss for the years ended
December 31, 2021 and 2020 were as follows
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
11,999
13,779

Current service cost on December 31, 2021
Net interest on net defined benefit liability
Service cost on December 31, 2020

$
5)

938

2,736

6,566

2,462

19,503

18,977

Actuarial assumptions
The principal actuarial assumptions at the reporting date were as follows

Discount rate

December 31,
2021
0.70 %

December 31,
2020
0.32 %

2.25 %

2.25 %

Future salary increase rate

The expected allocation payment to be made by the Company to the defined benefit
plans for the one-year period after the reporting date is $70,397 thousand.
The weighted average lifetime of the defined benefit plans is 9.7 years.
6)

Sensitivity Analysis
As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, the changes in the principal actuarial assumptions
will impact on the present value of defined benefit obligation as follows
Impact on the present value of
defined benefit obligation
Increase by
Decrease by
0.25
0.25
December 31, 2021
Discount rate

$

(38,424)

39,860

$

(47,387)

45,640

December 31, 2020
Discount rate

The sensitivity analysis assumed all other variables remain constant during the
measurement. This may not be representative of the actual change in defined benefit
obligation as some of the variables may be correlated in the actual situation. The model
used in the sensitivity analysis is the same as the defined benefit obligation liability.
The analysis is performed on the same basis for prior year.
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(ii)

Defined benefit plans
The Company allocates 6% of each employee’s monthly wages to the labor pension personal
account at the Bureau of Labor Insurance in accordance with the provisions of the Labor
Pension Act. Under this defined contribution plan, the Company allocates a fixed amount to
the Bureau of Labor Insurance without additional legal or constructive obligations.
The cost of the pension contributions to the Labor Insurance Bureau for the years ended
December 31, 2021 and 2020 amounted to $73,075 thousand and $71,869 thousand,
respectively.

(x)

Income tax
(i)

Income tax expense
The details for income tax (benefit) expense are as follows:
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
Current tax expenses
Current period

$

Adjustment for prior periods

-

(17,495)

-

56,023

-

38,528

Deferred tax expense
Origination and reversal of temporary differences
Income tax (benefit) expense

$

(28,668)

20,000

(28,668)

58,528

There was no income tax recognized in other comprehensive income for the years ended
December 31, 2021 and 2020.
Reconciliation of income tax and profit before tax for 2021 and 2020 is as follows
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
3,643,451
(1,017,809)

Profit (loss) before income tax
Income tax using the Company’s domestic tax rate

728,690

(203,562)

(616,446)

(590,671)

Tax-exempt income

(64,001)

(4,617)

Current-year losses for which no deferred tax asset was
recognized

222,359

680,172

Change in unrecognized temporary differences

(63,727)

132,545

Non-deductible expenses

Prior income adjustment

-

56,023

Link tax

-

(17,495)

Others
Income tax expense

$

(235,543)

6,133

(28,668)

58,528
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(ii)

Deferred tax assets and liabilities
1)

Unrecognized deferred tax assets
Deferred tax assets have not been recognized in respect of the following items:

Tax effect of deductible temporary differences

December 31,
2021
$
2,466,951

December 31,
2020
2,530,678

1,272,061

1,892,689

3,739,012

4,423,367

Tax on taxable losses
$

Taxable losses are determined in accordance with the Income Tax Law, and the losses for
the previous ten years can be deducted from the net profit of the current year after being
approved by the tax collection authority and then taxed. These items are not recognized
as deferred income tax assets because it is not probable that the Company will have
sufficient taxable income in the future to utilize the temporary differences.
As of December 31, 2021, the information of the Company’s unused tax losses for which
no deferred tax assets were recognized are as follows:
Unused tax loss
$
1,136,989

Year of loss
2013
2014

284,856

2024

2016

212,169

2026

2017

515,737

2027

2018

323,481

2028

2020

2,775,282

2030

2021

1,111,793

2031

$
2)

Expiry date
2023

6,360,307

Recognized deferred tax assets and liabilities
Changes in the amount of deferred tax assets and liabilities for 2021 and 2020 were as
follows:
Deferred Tax Assets:

Balance on January 1, 2021

Foreign
investment
losses
$
82,098

Unrealized
sales profit
9,624

Allowance
for doubtful
debt
387,247

Others
46,224

Total
525,193

12,036

(5,152)

(175,313)

41,106

(127,323)

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

94,134

4,472

211,934

87,330

397,870

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

-

11,771

434,990

36,467

483,228

82,098

(2,147)

(47,743)

9,757

41,965

82,098

9,624

387,247

46,224

525,193

Recognized in (profit)

Recognized in (profit)
Balance on December 31, 2020

$
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Deferred Tax Liabilities:

Balance on January 1, 2021

Defined
benefit plans
$
160,362

Recognized in (profit)

15,770

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

176,132

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

99,485

Recognized in (profit)
Balance on December 31, 2020

Unrealized
Provisions for
exchange
land value
gains
increment tax
171,912
3,417

60,877
$

160,362

(171,912)

172,150
(238)
171,912

Others
68,185

Total
403,876

-

151

(155,991)

3,417

68,336

247,885

3,417

66,859

341,911

-

1,326

61,965

3,417

68,185

403,876

(iii) Status of approval of income tax
The Company’ s tax returns for the years through 2016 were assessed by the Taipei National
Tax Administration.
(y)

Capital and other equity
(i)

Ordinary shares
As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Company’ s authorized and issued capital were
$100,000,000 thousand and $23,395,367 thousand with a par value of $10, comprising
10,000,000 thousand shares and 2,339,537 thousand shares, respectively. Each share is entitled
to one voting right and the right to receive dividends.

(ii)

Global depositary receipts
As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Company were issued as 7 units and 39 thousand units
respectively, of global depositary receipt (“ GDR” ), which equaled to 20 shares of ordinary
shares per unit, representing 146 thousand shares and 778 thousand shares, respectively. On
November 11, 2021, the Company’s Board of Directors approved to terminate the issuance of
GDR issued in 2009, delist the GDR on Luxembourg Stock Exchange, and cease the GDR
trading on the London Stock Exchange.

(iii) Capital surplus
The components of capital surplus were as follows:
December 31,
2021
Disposal of company's share by subsidiaries recognized
as treasury share transactions
$
Movements in equity of associates and joint ventures
accounted for using the equity method
Others
Total
$

December 31,
2020

115,169

115,169

2,884,351
453,228
3,452,748

2,877,611
312,395
3,305,175
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According to the Company Act, the capital reserve shall not be used except to offset deficit.
When a company incurs no loss, it may distribute the capital reserves related to the income
derived from the issuance of new shares at a premium or income from endowments received by
the Company. The distribution could be made in cash or in the form of dividend shares to its
shareholders in proportion to the number of shares being held by each of them.
(iv) Retained earnings
The Company’s Articles of Incorporation stipulate that annual earning shall be appropriated in
the following order:
(A) Pay income tax.
(B) Offset deficit.
(C) Appropriate 10% of the remaining amount after deducting item (A) and (B) as legal
reserve.
(D) Appropriate or reverse special reserve pursuant to relevant laws or regulations.
(E) After deducting item (A), (B), (C), and (D), the appropriation of the remaining portion, if
any, shall be recommended by the board of directors and resolved in the shareholders’
meeting.
1)

Legal reserve
When a company incurs no loss, it may distribute its legal reserve by issuing new shares
or by distributing cash in proportion to the number of shares held by each of the
shareholders, and only the portion of legal reserve that exceeds 25% of capital may be
distributed.

2)

Special reserve
In accordance with Ruling No. 1010012865 issued by the FSC on April 6, 2012, a portion
of current-period earnings and undistributed prior-period earnings shall be reclassified as
special earnings reserve during earnings distribution. The amount to be reclassified
should equal the current-period total net reduction of other shareholders’ equity.
Similarly, a portion of undistributed prior-period earnings shall be reclassified as special
earnings reserve (which and does not qualify for earnings distribution) to account for
cumulative changes to other shareholders’ equity pertaining to prior periods. Amounts of
subsequent reversals pertaining to the net reduction of other shareholders’ equity shall
qualify for additional distributions. Special surplus reserve due to the first adoption of the
International Financial Reporting Standards was $15,894,690 thousand. As of December
31, 2021, the disposal of assets has been realized and transferred to retained surplus
totaling $751,043 thousand.
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The Company’s Board of Directors resolved to change its accounting policies from the
year ended December 31, 2018 to adopt fair value model instead of cost model in the
subsequent measurement of investment property. According to Order No. 1030006415
issued by the FSC on March 18, 2014, a special reserve equivalent to the amount of the
net increase in fair value shall be adopted upon the initial adoption of fair value model. In
addition, the Company shall, pursuant to pertinent regulations, appropriate a special
reserve each year when there are distributable earnings. The Company appropriated
$13,855,398 thousand as special reserve according to Financial Supervisory Commission’
s relevant orders. In the shareholders’ meeting, the Company resolved to make up for its
losses with a special reserve of $22,585,835 thousand and to reverse the special reserve
by $2,396,407 thousand. Consequently, special reserve yet to be reversed was
$20,189,428 thousand.
As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, the balance of special reserve was amounted to
$8,809,617 thousand and $9,730,518 thousand, respectively.
3)

Undistributed or unappropriated earnings
In the shareholders’ meeting on August 18, 2021 and June 30, 2020, the Company
proposed and resolved the reimbursement of losses and surplus for the year ended
December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively. The distribution cases are listed below:

Legal reserve used to offset accumulated deficits

Earnings
Distribution
For the Year
Ended
December 31,
2019
-

Legal reserve

-

287,588

Special reserve

-

2,272,174

866,190

2,559,762

Total
(v)

Deficit
Compensation
For the Year
Ended
December 31,
2020
$
866,190

$

Treasury shares
As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, two of the Group’ s subsidiaries, Chunghwa Electronics
Investment Co., Ltd. and Forward Electronic, held respectively 0.5 thousand shares and 4,475
thousand shares in the Company; the Company’ s recognized treasury shares amounted to
$30,854 thousand for both year end. On December 31, 2021 and 2020, the stock prices were
respectively $32.60 and $26.45 per share.
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(vi) OCI accumulated in reserves, net of tax
Unrealized gains
(losses) from
financial assets
measured at fair
value through other
comprehensive
income

Exchange
differences on
translation of
foreign financial
statements
Balance at January 1, 2021

$

(974,849)

Exchange differences on
subsidiaries accounted for the
using equity method

(47,848)

(528,878)

Equity
related to
non-current
assets
classified as
held for sale

Total

266,779

-

(755,918)

-

-

-

(528,878)

Unrealized gains (losses) from
financial assets measured at
fair value through other
comprehensive income

-

43,702

-

-

43,702

Unrealized gains (losses) for
financial assets of associates
and joint ventures accounted
for using the equity method at
fair value through other
comprehensive income

-

(170,087)

-

-

(170,087)

Disposal of investments in equity
instruments designated at fair
value through other
comprehensive income

-

(47,738)

-

-

(47,738)

-

(1,458,919)

Balance at December 31, 2021

$

Balance at January 1, 2020

(1,503,727)
$

Exchange differences on subsidiaries
accounted for using the equity
method

(221,971)

266,779

(779,340)

76,182

266,779

30,954

(405,425)

(195,509)

-

-

-

(195,509)

Unrealized gains (losses) from financial
assets measured at fair value through
other comprehensive income

-

90,394

-

-

90,394

Unrealized gains (losses) for financial
assets of associates and joint
ventures accounted for using the
equity method at fair value through
other comprehensive income

-

(178,574)

-

-

(178,574)

Disposal of investments in equity
instruments designated at fair value
through other comprehensive
income

-

(35,850)

-

-

(35,850)

Equity related to non-current assets
classified as held-for-sale

-

Balance at December 31, 2020

(z)

Gains on
property,
plant, and
equipment
remeasurement

$

(974,849)

(47,848)

266,779

(30,954)
-

(30,954)
(755,918)

Share-based payment
A resolution was decided during the board meeting held on August 18, 2021 to award 11,100
thousand new shares of restricted stock to those full-time employees who meet the Company’ s
requirements. The restricted stock has been registered with, and approved by, the Securities and
Futures Bureau of the Financial Supervisory Commission, R.O.C.
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Those employees with restricted stock awards are entitled to purchase shares at the price of $10 per
share, with the condition that these employees continue to provide service to the Company for at least
1 year, 2 years , and 3 years, respectively, from the grant date; 40%, 30%, and 30% of the restricted
stock is vested in year 1, 2, and 3, respectively after the grant date. The restricted stock is kept by a
trust, which is appointed by the Company, before it is vested. These shares shall not be sold, pledged,
transferred, gifted, or disposed of, by any other means to third parties during the custody period. The
voting rights of these shareholders are executed by the custodian, and the custodian will act
according to the law and regulations. If the shares remain unvested after the vesting period, the
Company will repurchase all the unvested shares at the issue price, and cancel the shares thereafter.
(aa) Earnings per share
The Company’s basic and diluted earnings per share were calculated as follows:
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
Basic earnings per share
Profit/(loss) attributable to ordinary shareholders of the
Company
Weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding
(thousand shares)
Basic earnings (losses) per share (dollar)

$

3,672,119

(1,076,337)

$

2,335,061
1.57

2,335,061
(0.46)

$

3,672,119

(1,076,337)

2,335,061

2,335,061

1,152

-

2,336,213

2,335,061

Diluted earnings per share
Profit/(loss) attributable to ordinary shareholders of the
Company (after adjusting the effect of potentially dilutive
ordinary shares)
Weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding
Effect of potentially dilutive ordinary shares
Employee stock
Weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding (after
adjusting the effect of potentially dilutive ordinary shares)
$

1.57

(0.46)

(ab) Revenue from contracts with customers
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
14,706,751
13,630,685

Sale of goods
Rendering of services
Other operating revenue
Total

$

1,421,204

2,205,588

48,172

27,405

16,176,127

15,863,678
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Pertinent information on the Company’s revenue from contracts with customers for the years ended
December 31, 2021 and 2020 was as follows:
(i)

Disaggregation of revenue

Sale of goods

For the year ended December 31, 2021
Mechatronics
Consumer
Other
and energy
product
segments
segment
segment
$
10,120,689
4,585,045
1,017

Rendering of Services

Total
14,706,751

1,381,679

39,525

-

1,421,204

30,188

2,408

15,576

48,172

$

11,532,556

4,626,978

16,593

16,176,127

$

10,672,806

4,626,978

16,593

15,316,377

859,750

-

-

859,750

11,532,556

4,626,978

16,593

16,176,127

Others
Timing of revenue recognition:
At a point in time
Over time
$

Sale of goods

For the year ended December 31, 2020
Mechatronics
Consumer
and energy
product
Other
segment
segment
segments
$
8,195,974
5,431,826
2,885

Rendering of Services

2,161,795

Others

28,989

59

Total
13,630,685
2,190,843

23,974

4,717

13,459

42,150

$

10,381,743

5,465,532

16,403

15,863,678

$

9,533,202

5,465,532

16,403

15,015,137

848,541

-

-

848,541

10,381,743

5,465,532

16,403

15,863,678

Timing of revenue recognition:
At a point in time
Over time
$

(ii)

Contract balances
1)

Contract assets (including current and non-current)

Sales of goods

December 31,
2021
$
178,452

December 31,
2020

January 1,
2020
-

-

Construction contracts

222,547

282,348

209,908

Rendering of services

1,142,157

-

-

36,033

-

-

Energy contracts
Less: loss allowance
Total

(128,375)
$

1,450,814

(85,899)
196,449

209,908
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For details on accounts receivables and allowance for impairment, please refer to Note
6(e).
For details on onerous contracts as of December 31, 2021, please refer to Note 6(t).
For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, material movements in the balance of
the Company’s contract assets were as follows:
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
Opening balance reclassified to accounts
receivable for the period

(143,816)

(59,596)

Movements in measurement results of stage of
completion

731,168

131,936

Reclassification

709,589

-

Impairment

(42,476)

Net movements for the period
2)

$

$

1,254,465

(85,899)
(13,559)

Contract liabilities

Sale of goods and construction
contracts

December 31,
2021
$
1,414,510

December 31,
2020
519,497

January 1,
2020
364,576

Material movements in the balance of the Company’ s contract liabilities for the years
ended December 31, 2021 and 2020 are detailed as follows:

Beginning balance reclassified to revenue

For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
(283,852)
(277,501)

Increase in advances received in the period
(excluding the amount incurred and transferred to
revenue in the period)
Net movements for the period

$

1,178,865

432,422

895,013

154,921

(ac) Remunerations to employees, directors, and supervisors
The Company’s Articles of Incorporation stipulate that if there is profit for the year, a minimum of
1% shall be allocated as employee compensation and a maximum of 2% as compensation for
directors and supervisors. However, if the Company has accumulated losses, the profit shall be set
aside to offset the deficit. The aforementioned employee compensation shall be shares or cash, and
the amounts thereof shall be resolved during a board meeting attended by at least two-thirds of the
total number of directors and approved by more than half of the directors’ present. Aside from that,
such distribution shall be reported to the shareholders’ meeting. The information is available on the
Market Observation Post System website.
For the year ended December 31, 2020, the Company occurred net loss after tax and thus did not
recognize compensation to employees, directors, and supervisors.
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For the year ended December 31, 2021, the employee remuneration of $37,561 thousand and
remuneration of directors and supervisors of $0 were estimated on the basis of the percentage of
employees, directors and supervisors specified in the Company’ s Articles of Incorporation. Such
amounts were recognized as operating expenses for the year ended December 31, 2021. There were
no differences between the amounts approved in Board of Directors meeting and the amounts
estimated in the 2021 financial statements.
(ad) Non-operating income and expenses
(i)

Interest income
Interest income of the Company is detailed as follows:
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
4,347
5,883
99,770
88,383
$
104,117
94,266

Interest income from bank deposits
Subtotal of other interest income
Total interest income
(ii)

Other income
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
36,927
23,087
240,664
254,020
$
277,591
277,107

Dividend income
Other income, others
Total other income
(iii) Other gains and losses

Gains (Losses) on disposals of property, plant and
equipment
Gains (Losses) on disposals of investments
Foreign exchange gains (losses)
Gains (Losses) on financial assets (liabilities) at fair
value through profit or loss
Gains on fair value adjustment of investment property
Reversal of impairment loss (Impairment loss) on nonfinancial assets
Other
Net value on other gains and losses

For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
2,394
7,204
278,893
(3,320)
9,345

$

1,079,464
(67,274)
883

93,762
-

3,320
(66,382)

(133,628)
247,446

(185,643)
771,572
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(iv) Finance costs
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
528,695
565,462

Interest expense
Other finance expenses
Interest expense of lease liabilities

7,617

3,553

Others

34,499

90,672

Subtotal of other finance expenses

42,116

94,225

570,811

659,687

Finance costs, net

$

(ae) Financial instruments
(i)

Credit risk
1)

Credit risk exposure
As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, the exposure to credit risk and the maximum
exposure of the Company were mainly from the following:
The carrying amount of financial assets and contract assets recognized in the balance
sheet; and
The amounts of liabilities as a result from financial guarantees provided by the
Company to its customers were $356,300 thousand and $525,210 thousand,
respectively.

2)

Concentration of credit risk
Since the Company has a large number of unrelated customers, credit risk is not
significantly concentrated. To reduce credit risk, the Company continuously monitors
credit risk exposure and credit ratings of trading counterparties.

3)

Receivables and debt securities
For credit risk exposure of notes and trade receivables, please refer to note 6(e). Other
financial assets at amortized cost includes other receivables and time deposits
All of these financial assets are considered to have low risk, and thus, the impairment
provision recognized during the period was limited to 12 months expected credit losses.
Regarding how the financial instruments are considered to have low credit risk, please
refer to note 4(f).
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The loss allowance provision for the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020 were
determined as follows:

Balance on January 1, 2021

Others
receivables
$
494,672

Contract
assets
85,899

208,997

42,476

Impairment losses recognized
Write-offs for the current period

(1,551)

Reclassification

-

207,660

-

Balance on December 31, 2021

$

909,778

128,375

Balance on January 1, 2020

$

2,604,327

-

Reversal of impairment losses
Write-offs for the current period

(24,144)

85,899

(2,075,525)

-

(9,986)

-

Effects of changes in exchange rate
Balance on December 31, 2020

$

494,672

85,899

Note: Other receivables include non-current receivables.
(ii)

Liquidity risk
The following table shows the contractual maturities of financial liabilities, including estimated
interest payments and excluding the impact of netting agreements.
Carrying
amount

Contractual
cash flow

Within 1
year

2-3
years

4-5
years

Over 5
years

December 31, 2021
Non-derivative financial
liabilities
Loans

$

19,386,631

19,954,153

3,259,780

16,621,547

30,600

42,220

349,813

350,000

350,000

-

-

-

3,723,894

3,723,894

3,723,894

-

-

-

6,964

6,964

-

6,964

-

-

283,313

296,377

254,286

30,638

6,370

5,083

$

23,750,615

24,331,382

7,587,960

16,659,149

36,970

47,303

$

26,366,498

27,360,090

7,778,289

19,532,627

49,174

-

7,433,393

7,433,393

7,433,393

-

-

-

2,790

2,790

-

2,790

-

-

Trade payables, current
Trade payables, related
parties and non-current
Deposits received
Lease liability
December 31, 2020
Non derivative financial
liabilities
Loans
Trade payables, related
parties and non-current
Deposits received
Lease liability
$

60,381

60,381

30,225

24,131

5,292

6,109

33,863,062

34,862,030

15,241,907

19,559,548

54,466

6,109

The Company does not expect the cash flows included in the maturity analysis to occur
significantly earlier or at significantly different amounts.
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(iii) Market risk
1)

Currency risk
The Company’s significant exposure to foreign currency risk was as follows:
December 31, 2021
Foreign
currency

Exchange rate

TWD

Financial assets
Monetary items
USD

$

33,560,650

27.6800

928,959

174,484,910

0.2405

41,964

EURO

303,841

31.3200

9,516

HKD

171,966

3.5490

610

SEK

38,545

3.0700

118

THB

5,543,773

0.8347

4,627

1,311,924

72.0400

9,451

USD

18,514,364

27.6800

512,478

JPY

8,262,000

0.2405

1,987

EURO

2,869,244

31.3200

89,865

50,887

3.5490

181

JPY

Non-monetary items
OMR
Financial liabilities
Monetary items

HKD

December 31, 2020
Foreign
currency

Exchange rate

TWD

Financial assets
Monetary items
USD

35,999,683

28.4800

1,025,271

134,980,556

0.2763

37,295

EURO

521,091

35.0200

18,249

HKD

275,835

3.6730

1,013

SEK

395,781

3.4800

1,377

THB

6,515,906

0.9556

6,227

2,487,190

72.8900

181,126

JPY

$

Non-monetary items
OMR
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December 31, 2020
Foreign
currency

Exchange rate

TWD

Financial liabilities
Monetary items
USD

39,957,221

28.4800

1,137,982

THB

8,595,674

0.9556

8,214

380,952,276

0.2763

105,257

2,916,410

35.0200

102,133

CNY

601,095

4.3770

2,631

SEK

346,000

3.4800

1,204

JPY
EURO

2)

Sensitivity analysis
The Company’ s exposure to foreign currency risk arises from the translation of the
foreign currency exchange gains and losses on cash and cash equivalents, trade and other
receivables, financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, loans and
borrowings, trade and other payables that are denominated in foreign currency. As of
December 31, 2021 and 2020, a strengthening (weakening) of 1% of the exchange rate of
the functional currency of the Company and the Company against the main foreign
currencies would increase (decrease) profit before tax by $3,823 thousand and $2,680
thousand, and the comprehensive income at fair value by $95 thousand and by $181
thousand, respectively. The analysis of the two periods was conducted using the same
basis, assuming all other variables held constant.

3)

Foreign exchange gains or losses on monetary items
Since the Company has many kinds of functional currencies, the information on foreign
exchange gain (loss) on monetary items is disclosed by total amount. For the years ended
December 31, 2021 and 2020, net foreign exchange gains amounted to $(3,320) thousand,
and $(67,274) thousand, respectively.

4)

Interest rate analysis
Please refer to the notes on liquidity risk management and interest rate exposure of the
Company’s financial assets and liabilities.
The following sensitivity analysis is based on the exposure to the interest rate risk of
derivative and non-derivative financial instruments on the reporting date. Regarding
assets with variable interest rates, the analysis is based on the assumption that the amount
of assets outstanding at the reporting date was outstanding throughout the year. The rate
of change is expressed as the interest rate increases or decreases by 10 basic point when
reporting to management internally, which also represents the Company management's
assessment of the reasonably possible interest rate change.
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If the interest rate had increased/decreased by 10 basis points, the Company’s net income
would have increased/decreased by $2,302 thousand and $2,616 thousand for the years
ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively, with all other variable factors
remaining constant. This is mainly due to the Company’s borrowing at variable rates and
investment in variable-rate bills.
5)

Other market price risk
For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, the sensitivity analyses for the changes
in the securities price at the reporting date were performed using the same basis for profit
or loss as illustrated below:

Prices of securities at
the reporting date
Increasing 1%

For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
Other
Other
comprehensive
comprehensive
Net
income after
income after
income
tax
tax
$
1,515
1,557

Decreasing 1%

$

(1,515)

-

Net
income
-

(1,557)

-

(iv) Fair value of financial instruments
1)

Fair value hierarchy
The carrying amount and fair value of the Company’ s financial assets and liabilities,
including the information on fair value hierarchy, were as follows:
December 31, 2021
Book value

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Total

Financial assets at fair value
through other comprehensive
income
Stocks in listed companies

151,505

151,505

-

-

151,505

438,973

-

-

438,973

438,973

590,478

151,505

-

438,973

590,478

184

-

184

-

184

Forward exchange contracts

761

-

761

-

761

Foreign exchange options

108

-

108

-

108

869

-

869

-

869

Stocks in unlisted companies
Subtotal

$

Financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss
Foreign exchange options
Financial liabilities at fair value
through profit or loss

Subtotal
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December 31, 2020
Book value

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Total

Financial assets at fair value
through other comprehensive
income
Stocks in listed companies
Socks in unlisted companies
Subtotal

$

155,652

155,652

-

-

155,652

391,252

-

-

391,252

391,252

546,904

155,652

-

391,252

546,904

3

-

3

-

3

5,364

-

5,364

-

5,364

5,367

-

5,367

-

5,367

Financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss
Foreign exchange options
Forward exchange contracts
Subtotal

2)

Valuation techniques for financial instruments not measured at fair value
The Company’s valuation techniques and assumptions used for financial instruments not
measured at fair value are as follows:
a)

Financial assets and financial liabilities measured at amortized cost
If there is quoted price generated by transactions, the recent transaction price and
quoted price data is used as the basis for fair value measurement. However, if no
quoted prices are available, the discounted cash flows are used to estimate fair
values.

3)

Valuation techniques for financial instruments measured at fair value
a)

Non-derivative financial instruments
A financial instrument is regarded as being quoted in an active market if quoted
prices are readily and regularly available from an exchange, dealer, broker, industry
group, pricing service, or regulatory agency and those prices represent actual and
regularly occurring market transactions on an arms-length basis. Whether
transactions are taking place ‘regularly’ is a matter of judgment and depends on the
facts and circumstances of the market for the instrument.
Quoted market prices may not be indicative of the fair value of an instrument if the
activity in the market is infrequent, the market is not well-established, only small
volumes are traded, or bid-ask spreads are very wide. Determining whether a
market is active involves judgment.
Measurements of fair value of financial instruments without an active market are
based on valuation technique or quoted price from a competitor. Fair value,
measured by using valuation technique that can be extrapolated from either similar
financial instruments or discounted cash flow method or other valuation techniques,
including models, is calculated based on available market data at the reporting date.
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b)

Derivative financial instruments
Measurement of the fair value of derivative instruments is based on the valuation
techniques generally accepted by market participants such as the discounted cash
flow or option pricing models, such as Black-Scholes, and other valuation methods,
such as Monte Carlo simulation. Fair value of forward currency is usually
determined by the forward currency exchange rate.

4)

Transfers between Level 1 and Level 2
No transfers have occurred between the fair value levels in the hierarchy for the years
ended December 31, 2021 and 2020.

5)

Reconciliation of Level 3 fair values
Fair value through
other comprehensive
income
Stocks
$

Opning balance, January 1, 2021

391,252

Total gains and losses recognized
47,849

In other comprehensive income

(128)

Issued
Ending balance, December 31, 2021

$

438,973

Opening balance, January 1, 2020

$

338,746

Total gains and losses recognized
52,506

In other comprehensive income
Ending balance, December 31, 2020

$

391,252

The aforementioned gains and losses were recognized as “unrealized gains (losses) from
investments in equity instruments measured at fair value through other comprehensive
income”.
6)

Quantified information on significant unobservable inputs (Level 3) used in fair value
measurement
The Company’ s financial instruments that use Level 3 inputs to measure fair value
include “financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss – debt investments”
and “fair value through other comprehensive income – equity investments”.
Most of the Company’ s financial instruments that use Level 3 inputs have only one
significant unobservable input. Only equity investment without an active market have
multiple significant unobservable inputs. The significant unobservable inputs of the
equity investments without an active market are independent, therefore, there is no
correlation between them.
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Quantified information of significant unobservable inputs was as follows:

Item
Financial assets at fair
value through other
comprehensive income
– equity investments
without an active
market

7)

Valuation
technique
Market approach

Interrelationship
between significant
unobservable inputs
and fair value
measurement
The higher the market
liquidity discount
rate, the lower the
fair value

Significant unobservable
inputs
Market liquidity discount
rate (25%~30% as of
December 31, 2021and
December 31, 2020)

Fair value measurements in Level 3 – sensitivity analysis of reasonably possible
alternative assumptions
The Company’ s measurement on the fair value of financial instruments is deemed
reasonable despite the fact that different valuation models or parameters may lead to
different results. For fair value measurements in Level 3, changing one or more of the
assumptions would have the following effects on profit or loss and other comprehensive
income:

Inputs

Upward or
downward
Movements

Current profit (loss) arising
from changes in fair value
Favourable Unfavourable

Other comprehensive
income arising from
changes in fair value
Favourable Unfavourable

December 31, 2021
Financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income
Equity investments without an active
market—market approach

Market
liquidity
discount

1%

-

-

5,867

(5,867)

Market
liquidity
discount

1%

-

-

3,912

(3,912)

December 31, 2020
Financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income
Equity investments without an active
market—market approach

The investment accounting department of the Company is responsible for the fair value
verification. With independent source data, the evaluation results would be closer to the
market, confirming that the source of the information is independent, reliable, consistent
with other resources, and represents an executable price. Changes in the value of assets
and liabilities must be re-measured or re-evaluated in accordance with the accounting
policies of the Company and are analyzed on each reporting date to ensure that the
evaluation results are reasonable.
(v)

Offsetting financial assets and financial liabilities
The Group has financial instrument transactions, applicable to the International Financial
Reporting Standards Sections 42 NO. 32 approved by the FSC, which required for offsetting.
Financial assets and liabilities relating those transactions are recognized in the net amount of
the balance sheets.
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The following tables present the aforesaid offsetting financial assets and financial liabilities.
December 31, 2021
Financial assets that are offset which have an exercisable master netting arrangement or similar agreement
Gross
Net amount
Amounts not offset in the
amounts of
of financial
balance sheet (d)
financial
assets
Gross amounts
liabilities offset
presented in
Financial
of recognized
in the balance
the balance
instruments
financial assets
Net amounts
Cash collected
sheet
sheet
(Note)
(a)
(e)=(c)-(d)
received
(b)
(c)=(a)-(b)
Accounts receivable $
50,877
50,877
and payable
December 31, 2021
Financial liabilities that are offset which have an exercisable master netting arrangement or similar agreement
Net amount
Amounts not offset in the
Gross
of financial
balance sheet (d)
Gross amounts
amounts of
liabilities
of recognized
financial assets
presented in
financial
offset in the
the balance
Financial
liabilities
balance sheet
sheet
Cash collected
Net amounts
instruments
(a)
(b)
(c)=(a)-(b)
received
(e)=(c)-(d)
(Note)
Accounts receivable $
50,877
50,877
and payable
December 31, 2020
Financial assets that are offset which have an exercisable master netting arrangement or similar agreement
Gross
Net amount
Amounts not offset in the
amounts of
of financial
balance sheet (d)
financial
assets
liabilities offset
presented in
Gross amounts
in the balance
the balance
of recognized
Financial
sheet
sheet
financial assets
instruments
Cash collected
Net amounts
(b)
(c)=(a)-(b)
(a)
(Note)
received
(e)=(c)-(d)
Accounts receivable $
28,719
28,719
and payable
December 31, 2020
Financial liabilities that are offset which have an exercisable master netting arrangement or similar agreement
Net amount
Amounts not offset in the
Gross
of financial
balance sheet (d)
Gross amounts
amounts of
liabilities
of recognized
financial assets
presented in
financial
offset in the
the balance
Financial
liabilities
balance sheet
sheet
instruments
Cash collected
Net amounts
(a)
(b)
(c)=(a)-(b)
(Note)
received
(e)=(c)-(d)
Accounts receivable $
28,719
28,719
and payable

Note: Master netting arrangements and non-cash financial collaterals are included.
(af) Financial risk management
(i)

Overview
The Company has exposures to the following risks from its financial instruments:
1)

Credit risk

2)

Liquidity risk
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3)

Market risk

The following discusses the Company’ s objectives, policies and processes for measuring and
managing the above mentioned risks. For more disclosures about the quantitative effects of
these risks exposures, please refer to the respective notes in the accompanying consolidated
financial statements.
(ii)

Structure of risk management
The Companies’ risk management objectives are to manage market risk, credit risk and
liquidity risk related to its operating activities. The Company identifies, measures, and manages
the aforementioned risks based on policy and risk preference.
The Company has established appropriate policies, procedures, and internal controls, for its
financial risk management. Before entering into significant financial activities, due approval
process by the board and audit committee must be carried out based on related protocols and
internal control procedures. The Company complies with its financial risk management policies
at all times.e

(iii) Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk that counterparty will not meet its obligations under a contract, leading to
a financial loss. The Company is exposed to credit risk from operating activities (primarily for
contract assets, accounts and notes receivables and lease receivables) and financing activities,
including bank deposits and other financial instruments.
Credit risk is managed by each business unit subject to the Company’ s established policy,
procedures and control relating to credit risk management. Credit limits are established for all
counter parties bead on their financial position, rating from credit rating agencies, historical
experience, prevailing economic condition and the Company’ s internal rating criteria etc.
Certain counter parties’ credit risk will also be managed by taking credit enhancing procedures,
such as requesting for prepayment or insurance.
Credit risk from balances with banks, fixed income securities and other financial instrument is
managed by the Company’s treasury in accordance with the Company’s policy. The Company
only transacts with counterparties approved by the internal control procedures, which are banks
and financial intuitions, companies and government entities with good credit rating.
Consequently, there is no significant credit risk for these counter parties.
The Company adopted IFRS 9 to assess the expected credit losses. Except for contract assets
and trade receivables, the remaining debt instrument investments which are not measured at fair
value through profit or loss, low credit risk for these investment is a prerequisite upon
acquisition and by using their credit risk as a basis for the distinction of categories. The
Company makes an assessment at each reporting dates as to whether the debt instruments are
still considered low credit risk and then further determines the method of the loss allowance
and the loss rates.
Financial assets are written off when there is no realistic prospect of future recovery (the issuer
or the debtor is in financial difficulties or bankruptcy).
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(iv) Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Company will encounter difficulty in meeting the obligations
associated with its financial liabilities that are settled by delivering cash or another financial
asset. The Company’ s approach to managing liquidity is to ensure, as far as possible, that it
always has sufficient liquidity to meet its liabilities when due, under both normal and stressed
conditions, without incurring unacceptable losses or risking damage to the Company’ s
reputation.
The Company manages sufficient cash and cash equivalents so as to cope with its operations
and mitigate the effects of fluctuations in cash flows. The Company’s management supervises
the banking facilities and ensures compliance with the terms of loan agreements.
(v)

Market risk
Market risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will
fluctuate because of changes in market prices. Market risks comprise of currency risk, interest
rate risk, and other price risk (such as equity price risk).
In practice, it is rarely the case that a single variable will change independently from other risk
variables. There are usually connections between risk variables. However, the sensitivity
analysis disclosed below does not consider the interdependencies between risk variables.
1)

Currency risk
The Company’ s operating activities (when revenue or expense are denominated in a
different currency from the Company’ s functional currency) and the Company’ s net
investments in foreign subsidiaries.
The Company’s certain foreign currency receivables are denominated in the same foreign
currency with foreign currency payables, therefore natural hedge is received. The
Company also uses forward contracts to hedge the foreign currency risk on items
denominated in foreign currencies. Hedge accounting is not applied as they did not
qualify for hedge accounting criteria. Furthermore, as net investments in foreign
subsidiaries are for strategic purposes, they are not hedged by the Company.

2)

Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value of future cash flows of a financial
instrument will fluctuate because of changes in market interest rates. The Company’ s
exposure to the risk of changes in market rates relates primarily to the Company’s debt
instrument investments at variable interest rated, bank borrowings with fixed interest
rates and variable interest rates.
The Company manages its interest rate risk by having a balanced portfolio of fixed and
variable loans and borrowings and entering into interest rate swaps. Hedge accounting
does not apply to these swaps as they do not qualify for it.
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3)

Other market price risk
The Company’s listed and unlisted equity securities are susceptible to market price risk
arising from uncertainties about future values of the investment securities. The Company’
s listed equity securities are classified under financial assets measured at fair value though
profit or loss and financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive
income, while unlisted equity securities are classified under measured at fair value
through other comprehensive income. The Company manages the equity price risk
through diversification and placing limits on individual and total equity instruments.
Reports on the equity portfolio are submitted to the Company’s senior management on a
regular basis. The Company’ s board of directors reviews and approves all equity
investment decisions.

(ag) Capital management
The primary purpose of the Company’s capital management is to ensure the Company can maintain a
strong credit rating and healthy capital ratios in order to support its business and maximize
shareholders' equity value. The Company manages and adjusts its capital structure in accordance with
changes in economic conditions. To maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Company may adjust
dividend payment, return capital or issue new shares.
(ah) Investing and financing activities of non-cash transaction
Reconciliation of liabilities arising from financing activities were as follows:

Short-term borrowings

January 1,
Cash flows
2021
$
699,210
341,826

Notes payables, current

-

Long-term borrowings (incl. within1 year)

25,667,288

Lease liabilities

60,381

Notes payables, non-current

350,000
(7,359,919)
256,720

Others
(187)
38,226
(33,788)

December
31, 2021
1,041,036
349,813
18,345,595
283,313

3,400,000

(3,400,000)

-

-

Total liabilities from financing activities

$ 29,826,879

(9,811,373)

4,251

20,019,757

Short-term borrowings

January 1,
Cash flows
2020
$ 1,528,691
(829,481)

Notes payables, current
Long-term borrowings (incl. within1 year)
Lease liabilities
Notes payables, non-current
Total liabilities from financing activities

-

December
31, 2020
699,210

Others

151,794

(151,794)

-

-

25,776,739

(109,451)

-

25,667,288

298,199

(273,311)

35,493

60,381

1,950,000

1,450,000

-

3,400,000

$ 29,705,423

85,963

35,493

29,826,879
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(7) Related-party transactions
(a)

Names and relationships with related parties
The followings are entities that have had transactions with related party during the periods covered in
the consolidated financial statements.
Name of related party
Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. ("CPT")

Relationship with the Company
The Company's subsidiary

Tatung System Technologies Inc. ("TSTI")

The Company's subsidiary

Forward Electronics Co., Ltd. ("FD")

The Company's subsidiary

Taiwan Telecommunication Industry
Company Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

San-Chih Semiconductor Co.,Ltd.("SCSC")

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd. ("TFC")

The Company's subsidiary

Central Research Technology Co.

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd. The Company's subsidiary
Shan-Chih Asset Development Co. ("SCAD")

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung DIE Casting Co.

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Co. of Japan, Inc.

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Electronics(S) Pte. Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Information (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Electric (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Electric Company of America, Inc.

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Medical Healthcare Technologies Co.,
Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Toes Opto-Mechatronics Co.

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Co. of America Inc.

The Company's subsidiary (Note 1)

Shan Chih Investment Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Taipei Industry Corporation

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary (Note 2)

Tatung Technology Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary (Note 3)

Tatung Forestry and Construction Co.

The Company's subsidiary

Sheng Yang Energy Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary (Note 4)

Tungyang Energy Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Information Technology (Jiangsu)
Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Tisnet Technology Inc.

The Company's subsidiary
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Name of related party
Chyun Huei Business Technology Inc.

Relationship with the Company
The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Netherlands B.V.

The Company's subsidiary

TATUNG CZECH s.r.o

The Company's subsidiary

Chih Sheng Investment Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Absolute Alpha Limited

The Company's subsidiary

Tung Kuang Energy Co.,Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Tung Shin Energy Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Chuang Shih Neng Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Cizhi Power Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd.
("CPTB")

The Company's subsidiary

Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Malaysia) Sdn.
Bhd. ("CPTM")

The Company's subsidiary

CPTF Optronics (Shen-Zhen) Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Forward Electronics Equipment(Dong Guan)
Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Suzhou Forward Electronics Technology Co.,
Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

GREATER POWER LIMITED

The Company's subsidiary

Chih De Investment Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Coatings (Kunshan) Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Huaian Tatung Advanced Technology
Materials Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Shang Chih International Chemical Industry
Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Dongguan Tongli Trading Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Shan-Chih International Holding Corporation

The Company's subsidiary

TSTI Technologies (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Chih Sheng Investment (BVI) Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Chih Sheng Holding Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Goldmax Asia Pacific Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Chih Sheng Holding HK Limited

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Information Technologies Corp.

The Company's subsidiary

Chih Sheng Realty Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Shan-Chih Asset International Holding
Corporation

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Management Consultant (Shanghai)
Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary
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Name of related party
Shan-Chih Asset International (Hong Kong)
Holding Limited

Relationship with the Company
The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Compressors (ZHONGSHAN) Co.,
Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Chunghwa Electronics Investment Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Shanshin Energy Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Myanmar JV Holding Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Chih Kuang Energy Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary (Note 5)

Ting Shin Energy Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Tatung Xinji (Guangdong) Technology Co.,
Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Yau Yang Energy Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

Zhi Shin Energy Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary

HEDA Biotechnology Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary (Note 3)

Tatung (Myanmar) Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary (Note 3)

Tatung Medical & Healthcare Technologies
Inc.

The Company's subsidiary (Note 3)

Insured Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd.

The Company's subsidiary (Note 6)

Hsieh Chih Industrial Library Publishing Co.

The Company's associate

Gintung Energy Co., Ltd.

The Company's associate

Weifang Great Energy Trading Co., Ltd.

The Company's associate

Tatung SM-Cyclo Co., Ltd.

The Company's associate

Tatung Okuma Co., Ltd.

The Company's associate

Elitegroup Computer System Co., Ltd.

The Company's associate

Kuender & Co., Ltd.

The Company's associate

Nature Worldwide Technology Corp.

The Company's associate

The Joint Welfare Committee of Tatung

Other related party

The Employee Welfare Committee of Tatung
Company

Other related party

The Employee Welfare Committee of Tatung
Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.

Other related party

Association of Tatung Company (Taoyuan)

Other related party

Tatung University

Significant influence to the Company (Note 7)

Tatung Senior High School

Significant influence to the Company (Note 8)

Lin, Kuo Wen-Yen

The Company's honorary chairman and director
(Note 9)

Note 1: Restructured in the fourth quarter of 2020
Note 2: Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd. was renamed in January 2022.
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Note 3: Dissolved in the fourth quarter of 2020.
Note 4: Sold in the second quarter of 2021.
Note 5: Sold in the third quarter of 2021.
Note 6: Merged and eliminated in the third quarter of 2021.
Note 7: No significant impact to the Company since December 22, 2021.
Note 8: No significant impact to the Company since December 30, 2021.
Note 9: No longer served as a director after the reassignment of the corporate director on May 5,
2021, and was relieved of the position of honorary chairman from October 12, 2021.
(b)

Significant transactions with related parties
(i)

Sales

Entities with significant influence over the Company

For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
18,629
1,543

Subsidiaries
Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
Others
Associates of the Company
Others
$

2,585,877

2,786,381

432,373

452,969

72,168

38,631

-

32

3,109,047

3,279,556

Tatung Company: The sales prices to related parties were determined through negotiations
based on market prices. The payment terms for sales to domestic related parties were 90 days,
which were the same as those for domestic arm's length customers. The payment terms for sales
to foreign related parties, depending on whether the prices were preferential, were 30-180 days,
which were the same as those for foreign third parties.
(ii)

Purchase
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
Subsidiaries
Tatung Co. of Japan, Inc.

$

71,381

274,013

Tatung (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

517,790

451,828

Others

616,892

813,898

593,447

742,320

Gintung Energy Co. Ltd.

17,896

215,001

Others

61,261

61,283

1,878,667

2,558,343

Associates
Elitegroup Computer System Co., Ltd.

$
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Tatung Company: The prices for purchases from related parties were determined through
negotiations based on market prices. The payment terms for purchases from domestic related
parties, depending on whether the prices were preferential, were 30-150 days, which were the
same as those for purchases from domestic third parties; the payment terms for purchases from
foreign related parties, depending on whether the prices were preferential, were 30-120 days,
which were the same as those for purchases from foreign third parties.
(iii) Receivables from Related Parties
Account
Receivables due from
related parties

December 31,
2021
-

December 31,
2020
93

1,162,086

1,566,422

154,219

49,745

21,273

6,292

-

157

2,239,888

2,164,302

Tatung Information
Technology(Jiangsu) Co.,
Ltd.

388,365

474,467

Shan-chih Asset Development
Co., Ltd..

232,746

231,194

67,423

376,234

214,072

-

22,168

5,127

4,502,240

4,874,033

Relationship
Entities with joint control or
significant influence over the
Group

$

Subsidiaries
Tatung Consumer Products
(Taiwan) Co., Ltd.
Others
Associates
Other receivables due
from related parties

Entities with significant influence
over the Company
Subsidiaries
Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.

Others
Associates
Gintung Energy Co. Ltd.
Others
Subtotal
Less: loss allowance

(237,581)

Net amount
Non-current portion
$

(28,414)

4,264,659

4,845,619

(2,710,484)

(2,670,179)

1,554,175

2,175,440
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(iv) Payables to Related Parties
Account
Accounts payable to
related parties

December 31,
2021

Relationship
Subsidiaries
Tatung System Technologies
Inc.

$

December 31,
2020

187,583

141,807

Tatung (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

34,397

128,778

Tatung Information
Technology(Jiangsu) Co.,
Ltd.

11,582

36,440

Tatung Forestry and
Construction Co.

18,981

8,967

Others

74,358

93,376

136,971

247,979

15,018

19,394

Tatung Consumer Products
(Taiwan) Co., Ltd.

16,571

20,144

Tatung Forever Energy Co.,
Ltd.

60,040

78,464

Tatung System Technologies
Inc.

17,348

2,155

Others

23,774

15,257

3,841

3,147

600,464

795,908

Associates
Elitegroup Computer System
Co., Ltd.
Others
Other payables to
related parties

Subsidiaries

Associates of Company
$

(v)

Other
Account
Contract Assets

Relationship
Subsidiaries

Prepatments

Subsidiaries

December 31,
2021

Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd. $
Tatung System Technologies
Inc.

$

Others
$
Other non-current assets Subsidiaries

$

Associates
$

December 31,
2020

37,866

-

15,949

-

7,121

9,670

23,070

9,670

-

5,184

-

217,178

-

222,362
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(vi)

Borrowings from Related Parties
December 31,
2020

December 31,
2021
Subsidiary
Shan-Chih Asset Development Co., Ltd.

$

-

3,400,000

The financial cost of borrowings from related parties for the year ended December 31, 2021
and 2020, were $34,448 thousand and $90,626 thousand, respectively.
(vii) Property transaction
1)

Purchases of property, plant and equipment
Prices of property, plant and equipment purchased from related parties are summarized as
follows:
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
Subsidiaries
Tatung Forever Energy Co., Ltd.

256,453

338,140

Others

28,441

91,863

Associates

11,622

42,180

296,516

472,183

$
2)

Disposals of property, plant and equipment
For details of the Company's participation in the cash capital increase of subsidiaries and
purchase of shares in subsidiaries in 2021, please refer to Note 4 of the consolidated
financial statements.

(viii) Leases
1)

As a lessor (recognized as sales)
Rent income
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
15,173
-

Subsidiaries
Associates

$

54

101

15,227

101
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2)

As a lessee
Lease liabilities
(including current and noncurrent)
December 31,
December 31,
2021
2020
Subsidiaries
Shan-Chih Asset Development Co., Ltd.

$

Tisnet Technology Inc.
Others
$

227,789

-

-

7,313

13,313

1,722

241,102

9,035

Interest expense
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
Subsidiaries
Shan-Chih Asset Development Co., Ltd.

$

Others
$

6,369

2,144

330

412

6,699

2,556

(ix) The honorary chairman of the Company has provided guarantees for some of the Company's
bank loans, please refer to Note 6(r) for details. In April 2021, the Company has fully released
the joint and several guarantees for the Company's bank loans guaranteed by the honorary
chairman.
(x)

As of December 31, 2021, please refer to Note 13 for details of the endorsement and guarantee
by the Company for related parties.

(xi) Shan-Chih Asset Development Co., Ltd., the subsidiary, provides guarantee for the Company's
long-term loan limit, please refer to Note 6(r) for details.
(c)

Key management personnel compensation
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
$
33,728
38,070

Short-term employee benefits
Post-employment benefits

$

294

358

34,022

38,428
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(8) Pledged assets
The carrying amounts of pledged assets were as follows:
Pledged assets
Machine

Object
Loan and performance guarantee

Financial assets at
amortized cost
(including current and
non-current)

Performance guarantee, letter of guarantee,
customs guarantee, various guarantees,
loan guarantee, construction litigation,
deposits, and cash in banks

Investments accounted for
using the equity method

Loan guarantee

Total

December 31,
2021
$
138,765

December 31,
2020
544,944

3,390,556

2,374,021

2,104,170

3,334,575

5,633,491

6,253,540

$

(9) Significant commitments and contingencies
(a)

As of December 31, 2021, the balance of letters of credit issued outstanding by the Company for the
import of raw materials and machinery equipment approximately amounted to $21,471 thousand,
USD9,742 thousand, CNY3,038 thousand, EUR6,571 thousand, JPY96,341 thousand, CHF128
thousand, and SEK130 thousand.

(b)

As of December 31, 2021, 2021, the Company had issued promissory notes totaling $114,295
thousand to guarantee loans, performance of construction contracts, and customs duties.

(c)

As of December 31, 2021, the guarantees issued by financial institutions for the Company amounted
to $259,759 thousand.

(d)

As of December 31, 2021, the Company’ s significant contingent liabilities and unrecognized
contractual commitments were as follows:
(i)

The Company applied for financing facilities to Mega International Commercial Bank, Bank of
Taiwan, Chang Hwa Bank, and First Commercial Bank on behalf of Tatung Co., of Japan, Inc.
by issuing the promissory notes approved by the board of directors, amounting to JPY200,000
thousand, JPY450,000 thousand, JPY175,000 thousand and JPY150,000 thousand,
respectively.

(ii)

The Company applied for financing facilities to Hua Nan Commercial Bank and the Bank of
Taiwan on behalf of San Chih Semiconductor Co., Ltd., and provided guarantees in the amount
of $48,000 thousand and $24,000 thousand, respectively. As of December 31, 2021, the
guarantees provided by Company for San Chih Semiconductor were $32,000 thousand and $0
respectively; the guarantees to Hua Nan Commercial Bank was also decreased to $32,000
thousand simultaneously, and the Company’ s guarantee responsibility for San Chih
Semiconductor Co., Ltd., to Taiwan bank loan has been released.

(iii) The Company provided guarantee for financing facilities, amounting to $180,000 thousand, of
Bank of Panshin applied by Tatung Consumer Products (Taiwan) Co., Ltd. As of December 31,
2021, the amount that the Company guaranteed was $180,000 thousand.
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(iv) As of December 31, 2021, the significant contingencies and unrecognized contract
commitments of the Company are as follows:
1)

There are three cases in discussion. The Company filed actions against two contractors:
King Pro Group (“King Pro”) and Ka Hung Exhibition Co., Ltd. (“Ka Hung”) for failure
to perform the engineering contract, and to claim damages and repayment of advance
funds. King Pro and Ka Hung jointly filed an action against the Company to claim
payment of construction funds. The court has declared the judgement for the first two
cases on February 17, 2022. According to Taiwan Kaoshiung District Court Case 2017
Zhongsu No.24, the Court ordered the defendant should pay the plaintiff NT$ 5,141,565
and the statutory interest, while the rest claims of plaintiff were dismissed. In addition, in
Taiwan Kaoshiung District Court Case 2016 Zhongsu No.405, the plaintiff’s claims were
all dismissed. The court rendered a decision regarding the last case at the first instance,
and both parties were dissatisfactory then filed respective appeals. The case is still under
trial at the second instance. The company registration database from the Ministry of
Economic Affairs showed that King Pro was closed and Ka Hung has been ordered to be
dissolved and liquidated, and neither King Pro nor Ka Hung registered any asset to carry
out the compulsory enforcement. However, since King Pro and Ka Hung refused to
withdraw the action. The case is still pending.

2)

The Company was engaged in a construction project with Taiwan Railways
Administration, MOTC (“ Taiwan Railways” ). There is still a dispute regarding the
overdue fine charged by Taiwan Railways as the Company did not complete the project
on time. Both parties entered the litigation process after the mediation failed. Taiwan
Railways later filed a counterclaim to request damages in the amount of $73,529,814
regarding the DNP3 Protocol, the case is still pending after the court ordered an appraisal.
On July 27, 2021, the Company received a letter from Taiwan Railways, informing the
Company that the Company was under circumstances stipulated in Article 101, Paragraph
1, Subparagraph 9 of the Government Procurement Act, and that will be published in the
government procurement bulletin. The Company is still on appeal. The Company was
engaged in the Taiwan Railways Administration, Ministry of Transportation and
Communications (“Taiwan Railways”) integration of logistics system (“Taiwan Railways
Case A”) and inspection of completion of the project was rejected by Taiwan Railways
for more than 3 years because the requirements changed and that Case A needed to be
integrated with the accounting system (“Taiwan Railways Case B”). The Company filed
to the Taipei District Court on August 8, 2018 to claim inspection of Case A and the final
payment. The case is still pending after the court ordered an appraisal. The Company was
engaged in the integration of accounting system (“Taiwan Railways Case B”). Because
the requirements changed frequently and inspection of completion was rejected, the
Company filed two suits to the Taipei District Court to request inspection of the
completion of Case B and the final payment respectively. Both cases are still pending.

3)

On March 31, 2015, the Company outsourced the “ Office relocation and expansion of
Taiwan Taoyuan District Court and new construction project of Dang Cheng Building” to
Da Hong Chung Technical Engineering Co., Ltd (“ Da Hong Chung” ). The Company
deemed that Da Hong Chung did not assign sufficient workers as contracted and hence
delayed the construction progress. The Company notified Da Hong Chung to increase
manpower for the project. However, Da Hong Chung refused to do so because it claimed
that the Company had not paid the additional construction fee. The Company terminated
the contract on October 19, 2017 and would claim damages against Da Hong Chung for
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the delay when the construction is completed. Da Hong Chung filed a legal action to the
Taiwan Taipei District Court to claim its construction receivable in February 2018. The
case is still pending.
4)

The Company was engaged in a smart electrical meter project with Taiwan Power
Company (“ Taiwan Power” ). The Company delivered the products according to the
purchase contracts signed and finished the inspection and acceptance, and payment
collection. However, there is still a dispute regarding the warranty coverage of “ Meter
Interface Unit” of the smart electrical meter. The mediation committee recognized that
Taiwan Power’ s claim was groundless and the mediation failed because Taiwan Power
did not accept the mediation result. Taiwan Power later has filed an action. After the
mediation and several court sessions, Taiwan Taipei District Court declared that the
Company won the case on December 17, 2021. Taiwan Power has appealed the case.

5)

The Company was involved in the litigation between Tatung Electric GmbH (TEG), our
representative in Germany, and its Italian customer (“ the Motor PP10 case” ). After
consulting with our attorney in Germany, the Company submitted a motion to the court
on December 17, 2020, and commenced a civil action against TEG on August 5, 2021 in
order to protect our rights. In this civil case, the Company (the Plaintiff) claimed for the
amount of EUR 464,590.45 plus interest (including three mortgage: EUR 206,000, EUR
3,780, EUR 81,440, the margins of PP10: EUR 171,360, and the court fee: EUR
2,010.45). The case is still pending.

6)

With respect to the controversies between the Company and shareholders, such as
exercise of disgorgement, 2017 shareholders' meeting resolution effectiveness, exercise of
shareholders voting right, appointment of inspector, injunctive relief, application for
convening a special meeting of shareholders by minority shareholders etc., except for the
case of the exercise of shareholders voting right, in which a settlement has been reached
and the defendant agreed to pay NT$100,000,000 (100 million) on November 25, 2021,
after the Taiwan Taipei District Court suggested both parties to estimate the cost on
litigation. The rest of the cases have been withdrawn or terminated, so there is no
litigation. If there is any further development, it will be announced to the public as
material information according to law. The Company's operations, finance and business
were not affected by the above personal cases and will continue as usual.

7)

The cases arising from the election of directors at the Company’s regular shareholders’
meeting on June 30, 2020 included: (1) The Securities and Futures Investors Protection
Center dismissed Lin Guo Wenchang as a director of the Company. On December 17,
2020, the Taipei District Court ruled that director Wen Yen Lin Kuo should be dismissed
as a director of Tatung Co., Ltd. Director Wen Yen Lin Kuo has filed an appeal. On
January 19, 2022, Taiwan High Court dismissed former director Wen-Yen Lin Kuo’ s
appeal. Currently, former director Wen-Yen Lin Kuo has appealed the case to the
Supreme Court. The case is now pending; (2) The Financial Supervisory Commission
ordered the Company not to handle the administrative sanctions of stock affairs on its
own, and the Company's stock affairs have been entrusted to Taishin Bank to handle it.
On January 28, 2021, the Company withdrew its appeal and the administrative
proceedings were terminated.
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8)

On April 14, 2021, the Company received a Civil Complaint from Taiwan Taipei District
Court, given that The Securities and Futures Investors Protection Center (“SFPIC”) took
a legal action against the Company, the Company's former directors, the Company's
former accounting managers, Ernst & Young and its accountants. It is asserted that the
"Commitment Letter of Undertaking on Joint and Several Liability" signed by the
Company and CPT on July 7, 2009, was not disclosed in the consolidated financial
statements of the Company from the first quarter of 2010 to the third quarter of 2018, and
that may be "nondisclosures of the financial documents" under Article 20, section 2 of
Taiwan Securities and Exchange Act. Based on the reasons mentioned above, SFPIC
requested the Company and other defendants for a joint payment of $749,216,394, and
the interest shall be calculated at the rate of 5% per annum from the date the Company
received the complaint to the date of settlement. SFPIC later increased the amount of the
claim up to $750,153,394 after the case was heard by Taipei District Court (2021 Jin
No.24), and the case is still pending.
The Company deemed that the claim of nondisclosure of material commitments is based
on the indictment of the Taiwan Taipei District Prosecutors Office. However, on March
3, 2022, the Taiwan Taipei District Court has found all the defendants not guilty (Taiwan
Taipei District Court 2020 JinSu No.41). The case is still appealable. . Furthermore, those
main issues SFPIC has claimed, including whether investors buy the Company's stock
because of false financial statements; whether the stock price is affected by the false
financial reports; amount of damage suffered by the investors, have been controversial in
court decisions. Therefore, what opinion the court will take has yet to be assessed. It is
still difficult to determine whether the company should compensate and the amount of the
compensation. The external lawyers appointed by the Company have the same conclusion
as above regarding the amount of damages.

9)

On June 11, 2021, the Company received a Civil Complaint from Taiwan Taipei District
Court, given that SFPIC took a legal action against the Company, CPT, Chunghwa
Electronic Development CO., LTD. the Company’ s former directors, the Company’ s
former managers, the Company’ s former accounting managers, Ernst & Young and its
accountants. It is asserted that the "Commitment Letter of Undertaking on Joint and
Several Liability" signed by the Company and CPT on July 7, 2009, was not disclosed in
the consolidated financial statements of the Company from the first quarter of 2010 to the
third quarter of 2018, and that may be "nondisclosures of the financial documents" under
Article 20, section 2 of Taiwan Securities and Exchange Act. Based on the reasons
mentioned above, SFPIC requested the Company and other defendants for a joint
payment of $566,430,405, and the interest shall be calculated at the rate of 5% per annum
from the date the Company received the complaint to the date of settlement. The case was
heard by Taipei District Court (2021 Jin No.25). On June 11, 2021, the Company issued
the material announcement on behalf of CPT, and CPT filed a statement of defense to the
court on July 9, 2021. The case is still pending.
CPT and the Company deemed that the claim of nondisclosure of material commitments
is based on the indictment of the Taiwan Taipei District Prosecutors Office. However, on
March 3, 2022, the Taiwan Taipei District Court has found all the defendants not guilty
(Taiwan Taipei District Court 2022 JinSu No.41). The case is still appealable.
Furthermore, those main issues SFPIC has claimed, including whether investors buy the
Company's stock because of false financial statements; whether the stock price is affected
by the false financial reports; amount of damage suffered by the investors, have been
controversial in court decisions. Therefore, what opinion the court will take has yet to be
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assessed. It is still difficult to determine whether the company should compensate and the
amount of the compensation. The external lawyers appointed by the Company have the
same conclusion as above regarding the amount of damage.
10) Based on the “ Related party transaction percentage of listed companies after the
completion of acquisition and the commitment of future sales of listed companies” signed
on September 11, 2014 by Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. (“ CPTB” ) and
Chunghwa Picture Tubes Technology (Labuan) Ltd.("CPTTG (L)” ), CPTTG filed an
action against Chunghwa Picture Tubes (Bermuda) Ltd. (“CPTB”) in December 2018 in
the Higher People's Court of Fujian, claiming payment in the amount of CNY 1.914
billion. On March 28, 2019, the Company and Chunghwa Picture Tubes Ltd. (“ CPT” )
were added as defendants in the above mentioned litigation. The Company received
documents through EMS mail from the Higher People's Court of Fujian the following
day, including the “Civil complaint”, “Notification of response”, “Notification of proof”,
” Evidence list” , “ Supplemental evidence list” , “ Notification of service address of the
party” , “ Return of service certificate” , “ Summons” , “ Notification of members of the
panel of judges”. The above mentioned "Civil Complaint" made the following claims:
a)

CPTB, Defendant One, shall pay CNY 1.914 billion to CPTTG.

b)

The Company, i.e. Defendant Two, and CPT, i.e. Defendant Three, shall be joint
liable for the above-mentioned compensation in the amount of CNY 1.914 billion.

c)

All court costs and expense shall be borne by the three defendants.

On May 10, 2019, the Company inquired about CPTTG's 2019 054 "Progress
Announcement on the Filing of Litigation" and learned that CPTTG (L) has applied to the
Fujian Higher People’s Court to increase the amount of the claim to CNY 3,029,027,800
based on its 2018 audit results. In addition, the CPTTG announcement also stated that due
to the objection regarding jurisdiction raised by the Company and CPT, the Court of the
People's Republic of China dismissed the objection and on January 16, 2020, the court
released the CPTTG announcement “Progress Announcement on the Filing of Litigation ”
2019 Zui Gao Fa Min Xia Zhong No. 467 to CPT and the Company. The appeal was
dismissed, and the ruling was a final ruling. The original ruling regarding the jurisdiction
maintained the same. The Company made an announcement immediately and discussed
with the lawyer for the follow up measures to protect the rights and interests of the
Company and shareholders. The original evidence exchange was set on May 12, 2020;
the original court hearing time was set on May 13, 2020 All parties expressed their
opinions regarding the relevant evidence on May 12, 2020.
During the exchange of evidence, CPTTG proposed to the Fujian Higher People’s Court
to audit the “ Commitment to proportion of related party transactions of the listed
company" and the ROE of CPTTG in 2018, and applied for a postponement of the
hearing. On August 18, 2020, CPTTG submitted the "Audit Application" to the Fujian
Higher People's Court and the court notified the company, CPT and CPTB to submit an
opinion. On September 8, 2020, the Company and CPT submitted the "Response on the
"Audit Application"" to the Fujian Higher People's Court and agreed with the audit. At
the same time, it is clearly stated that the decision did not acknowledge that the company
and CPT are required to assume guarantee responsibility or pay any compensation to
CPTTG in this lawsuit. At the request of the court, on January 29, 2021, the audit list
crossexamination opinions and the audit list checked by CPT were submitted to the
Court.
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On March 2, 2021, the Fujian Higher People’ s Court cross examined the audit list
materials which were submitted by CPTTG, and delivered the "Audit Application"
submitted by CPTTG to CPTB, the company and CPT. In the application, CPTTG
requested: (1) Request the court to entrust an auditing agency in accordance with the "
Commitment of the performance after public issues" issued by CPTB on January 16,
2009 and the " Commitment Letter " issued by the company and CPT on July 7, 2009. To
audit the proportion of related party transactions, the ROE in 2018, and the amount of
compensation that needs to be made up in accordance with the aforementioned
commitments of CPTTG in 2018; (2) Request the court to entrust an audit agency in
accordance with the " Related party transaction percentage of listed companies after the
completion of acquisition and the commitment of future sales of listed companies" issued
by CPTB on September 11, 2014. In 2018, CPTTG's daily related transaction amount and
the proportion of related party transactions, the 2018 ROE and the amount of
compensation that need to be supplemented in accordance with the aforementioned
commitments were audited. In the cross examination, the Fujian Higher People’ s Court
requested CPTTG to clarify the definition and scope of related transactions and ROE.
On March 15, 2021, a statement from CPTTG on the definition and scope of related
transactions and ROE sent by the Fujian Higher People's Court was received and the
court requested the company and CPT to submit an opinion.
On March 24, 2021, a mainland China lawyer was appointed to submit the "Letter of
Objection Regarding the Statement of CPTTG." to the Fujian Higher People's Court.
On April 22, 2021, the Fujian High People's Court organized the parties to ask for their
opinions on the aforementioned statement of facts submitted by CPTTG regarding the
definition and scope of the connected transactions and NPAT, and CPTTG submitted a
set of supplementary evidence then, mainly to prove that FVD and FDT should be
included in the scope of NPAT calculation, and Elitegroup Computer Systems Co., Ltd.,
Tatung Information Technology (Jiangsu) Co., Ltd., Tatung Company of America, Inc.
and Wu Jiang Tatung Electronics Trading Co., Ltd. should be recognized as related
parties of the Company and CPT. As confirmed by Tatung and CMT, the PRC attorneys
submitted a written cross examination to the Fujian High People's Court on May 6, 2021.
On June 8, 2021, the PRC attorneys received an oral notice from the judge of Fujian
Higher People’s Court, requesting the Company and CPT to review the “Exhibit 14” (i.e.
audited financial certification materials involved in the audit checklist, including annual
purchase contract, sales contract, customs declaration, electronic account book, outbound
bill, inbound bill, invoice, receipt and payment voucher, etc.) submitted by CPTTG in
May 2020. After confirming by the Company and CPT, the written Explanation was
submitted to the Fujian Higher People's Court on June 18, 2021 by the PRC attorneys.
On July 23, 2021, several parties witnessed that Fujian Higher People’ s Court use a
random number generator on a computer and randomly selected Fujian Heng Yi
Accounting Firm Ltd. (“HY Firm”) as the Audit Firm for this case. After the selection,
the judge required the Company and CPT to review the excel file (file name:
before_merging.xlsx) and check if the content was correct. After both the Company and
CPT’ s review, the PRC attorneys submitted the written “ Statement” report to Fujian
Higher People’s Court on July 26, 2021.
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On July 27, the judge notified the Company through phone call that HY Firm, the
selected audit firm, needs to have a quotation for the cost of auditing sent and confirmed
by the court and both parties before they provide service. HY Firm required both parties’
confirmation in advance that the quotation would be calculated based on the report
[Specific Report of the Ratio of Transactions related to CPTTG](Min Hua Xin
Firm(2019)Shen he No. G 020) made by Fujian Hua Xin Accounting Firm on April 26,
2019 before they could send out the quotation. As confirmed by Tatung the Company and
CPT, the PRC attorneys to submit written “Statement” report to Fujian Higher People's
Court on July 29, 2021.
On August 12, 2021, the PRC attorneys received the CPTTG Audit Data List (II) and
related data from Fujian Higher People's Court. The Company and CPT were required to
provide opinion about the Audit Data List [Audit Fee Reference] by the judge. The PRC
attorneys had been appointed by the Company and CPT and submitted the written
opinion [Opinion Regarding the CPTTG Audit Data List (II) and related data submitted
by CPTTG on August 9, 2021] to Fujian Higher People's Court on August 17, 2021.
On August 23, 2021, the PRC attorneys received [Notification of the Audit Invoice] made
by the Audit Firm from Fujian Higher People's Court. The court confirmed that such
notice was for each parties’ record.
On September 3, 2021, the PRC attorneys received the copies of [List of Required Data
for Appraising Net Assets’ Earning Yield] and [List of Required Data for Appraising
Transactions Between Related Entities] made by the Audit Firm from Fujian Higher
People's Court. As the judge confirmed, these two lists were mainly for the Company and
CPT’s record and to inform them of the required data CPPTG provided to the Audit Firm.
Fujian Higher People’s Court, on September 23, November 3, November 19, November
13, November 30 and December 7, 2012, separately organized the audit materials
submitted by CPTTG(L) to the Fujian Higher People’s Court, and informed all parties to
attend and to witness. PRC attorneys appointed by CPTB attended as requested by the
Court. On December 7, 2021, CPTTG(L) submitted “Explanation on forensic audit and
appraisal matters and submission of inspection materials” to Fujian Higher People’ s
Court. The Court requested all defendants to provide their opinions. The PRC attorneys
appointed by CPTB submitted written opinion to the Court on December 13, 2021.
On December 6, 2021, PRC attorneys appointed by CPTB received Notice of Change of
Members from the Fujian Higher People’s Court, in which the presiding judge Shin-Yu,
Lin was replaced by Siao-Shia, Chen.
On December 23, 2021, since the audit institution apply to the Fujian Higher People’ s
Court for data fetching at CPTTG (L), CPTB, CPTW, FDT, CTOC, CPTTL, and FVD
and to collect relevant materials. The Fujian Higher People’s Court arranged all parties to
exchange opinions with the audit institution at the court. The ordered CPTTG(L) to
confirm by December 30, 2021, whether they could provide the original financial
certificate of CPTW.
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On January 19, February 14, and February 15, 2022, the Fujian Higher People’s Court,
under the witnesses of all parties, had finished the fetch of financial data. The audit work
continued. In addition, CPTTG(L) confirmed that all parties, organized and accompanied
by the court, were allowed to examine the original financial certificate at CPTW.
However, due to the impact of local situation of the epidemic, the date has not been
determined.
On March 10, 2022, the Fujian Higher People’ s Court ordered all parties to attend the
court to confirm if supplemented answers were needed for any audit problem. After the
questions were clear, the ordered CPTTG(L) to respond in writing, and all defendants to
provide opinions to the written response from CPTTG(L).
At present, this document is still in the stage of judicial audit. Due to massive auditing
data, the estimated time of the audit report from the Audit Firm is uncertain. In addition,
according to Article 270 of the "Civil Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China",
"The People's Court shall not be subject to Article 149 and Article 176 of this law during
the trial of foreign related civil cases.". The Fujian Higher People's Court is not subject to
the time limit for the trial of this case, so the time limit for the first trial of this case
cannot be determined or estimated yet. This case has not yet entered a substantive trial
stage. CPTTG needs to support the audit results on the amount of compensation for the
trial, which has no impact on the company at present.
The Company re checked CPTTG's 2019 114 “Progress Announcement on the Filing of
Litigation” on July 19, 2019 and learned that Civil Ruling 2019 Min Min Chu No. 1 1
have been served by the Fujian Higher People’s Court. According to CPTTG 2019 018
announcement, CPTTG filed property preservation to the court against CPTB on January
8, 2019, and submitted the supplement document on January 16, 2019. The above
mentioned Civil Ruling 2019 Min Min Cchu No. 1 1 was the decision made by the court
which approved CPTTG's application to preserve CPTB's property.
With respect to whether the Company shall be held jointly liable, the Company deemed
that: In 2009, the Company, CPT, CPTB and CPTTG (L) made various commitments to
CPTTG following the asset reorganization as shown in the following table. However, the
Company only signed the commitment letters from No. 7 to No. 12 and No. 19 in the
table. In addition, in 2014, with approval from the shareholders' meeting, CPTTG
changed the "Commitment about not reducing shareholding interest in the listed
company." and " Commitment of the proportion of related party transactions of listed
companies after the acquisition". The original commitments therefore expired and the
amendment to the previous commitments in 2014 were only executed by CPTB and
CPTTG (L). Neither the Company nor CPT were involved. After consulting mainland
and Taiwan lawyers for legal opinions, the Company believed that this joint liability was
no longer effective. Furthermore, CPTB has lost control of CPTTG.
CPTTG’s ground for the claim was the recognition of the loss allowance. The timing of
the recognition was after CPT lost control, during which time the commitment already
expired. The claim against CPTB remained doubtful, and CPT’ s receivables were
payables of CPTTG, which were not related to the Company. As a result, according to
IAS 37, it is not sufficient for the Company to evaluate whether there is any obligation
that will lead to economic benefit outflow, and thus the Company did not recognize
provisions for contingent liabilities.
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The contents, contracting parties, signed date, expiration and execution and current status
of each commitment in 2009 are summarized below:
Commitments listed/Contents
1.Commitment about not reducing
shareholding interest in the listed
company. CPTB and CPTL made a
commitment that from completing
the acquisition to production of
new next-generation LCD panel,
CPTB and CPTTG(L) will not
reduce their shareholding interests
in Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd.
2.Commitment of not transferring
shares of Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. in 3 years
CPTB and CPTTG(L) committed
that they will not transfer shares of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
in the 3 years following Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.’s end of
private issue.
3.Commitment of the performance
after public issues
CPTB and CPTTG (L) committed
that as long as the legal and policy
factors around the operating
environment of the 4 LCM
Companies remain unchanged, the
ROE of Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. will not be less than 10%
when the proportion of related
party transactions of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. had not
been reduced to below (and not
including)
30%
after
the
acquisition within one accounting
year. CPTB will make up the
difference by cash if the ROE is
less than 10%. If the proportion of
related party transactions of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
recovered to more than 30%
(including 30%) of all transactions
in the subsequent accounting year,
CPTB and CPTTG (L) commit that
the ROE will not be less than 10%.
CPTB will also make up the
difference by cash if the ROE is
less than 10%.

Contracting
Parties
CPTB and
CPTTG(L)

CPTB and
CPTTG(L)

CPTB and
CPTTG(L)

Expiration and
Execution
Signed Date
December 31, 2008 On September 11, 2014,
the special shareholders
meeting of CPTTG
approved by majority
votes the revision to the
commitments. This
commitment was no
longer valid.
No commitment was
breached
January 16, 2009
Expired upon 3 years
following CPTTG’s
public offering. This
commitment was no
longer valid.
No commitment was
breached.

January 16, 2009

On the September11,
2014, the CPTTG
Annual Shareholder
Meeting passed the
revised commitments.
This commitment was
no longer valid.
No commitment was
breached.
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Commitments listed/Contents
4.Commitment about the profitability
of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. in the next 3 years
CPTB and CPTTG (L) committed
that after the asset settlement date
of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. in 2009, the consolidated net
income attributable to owners of
parent will not be less than the
amount calculated below:
CNY 0.295 billion/ 12 * M (M: the
numbers of months that the assets
were acquired by the listed
company.)
In 2010, the consolidated net
income attributable to owners of
parent was not less than CNY
0.346 billion; In 2011, the
consolidated
net
income
attributable to owners of parent
was not less than CNY 0.346
billion. If Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. could not meet
the performance goal, CPTB will
make up the shortfall by cash.
5.Commitment of the proportion of
related party transactions of listed
companies after the acquisition
CPTB and CPTTG (L) committed
that from the day the acquisition
was completed until December 31,
2010, the proportion of related
party transactions of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. would be
reduced to below 30% (not
including 30%) and
would
maintain the same level in the
subsequent years. If the proportion
of related party transactions is not
reduced to lower than 30% (not
including 30%) by December 31,
2010, CPTB will give 4,546,719
shares to all shareholders (except
for CPTB and CPTTG(L)) of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.

Contracting
Parties
CPTB and
CPTTG(L)

CPTB and
CPTTG(L)

Signed Date
January 16, 2009

January 16, 2009

Expiration and
Execution
Expired on December
31, 2011. This
commitment was no
longer valid.
No commitment was
breached.

Expired on December
31,2010. This
commitment was no
longer valid
No commitment was
breached.
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Commitments listed/Contents
6.Supplementary commitment of the
proportion
of
related
party
transactions after listed
CPTB and CPTTG(L) committed
that after the material asset
restructuring, the proportion of
related party transactions will be
lower than 60% in December 2009;
the proportion of related party
transactions will be lower than
30% (not including 30%) in
December 2010; the proportion of
related party transactions will
continue to be lower than 30% (not
including 30%) from 2011.
7.Commitment
letter
regarding
restriction and reduction of related
party transactions
(A)The Company, CPT, CPTB,
CPTTG
(L)
and
their
subsidiaries should strictly
follow the fair and reasonable
standard and guarantee that
they do not harm the
shareholders’
interest when
making
transactions
with
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd.
(B)The Company, CPT, CPTB,
CPTTG(L)
and
their
subsidiaries should strictly
follow the “Stock Listing Rules
of
the
Shenzhen
Stock
Exchange” , “ Articles of
Association
of
Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.”, and
” Decision system of related
party transactions”
when
making
transactions
with
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd.

Contracting
Parties
CPTB and
CPTTG(L)

Signed Date
January 16, 2009

CPTB, CPTTG January 16, 2009
(L), CPT and
the Company

Expiration and
Execution
On the September 11,
2014, the CPTTG
Annual Shareholder
Meeting passed the
revised commitments.
This commitment was
no longer valid.
No commitment was
breached.

If confirmed by the
China Securities
Regulatory Commission
or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange that the
control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the
above commitments
shall expire.
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Signed Date
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
(C)As the business integration of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. continues, the Company,
CPT, CPTB, CPTTG (L) and
their subsidiaries should reduce
the related party transactions
with Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd.
(D)After the restructure, Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
started to manufacture LCD
panel for CPT and its
subsidiaries, as a result, there
were more related party
transactions between Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. and
CPT Group. The Company,
CPT, CPTB and CPTTG(L)
committed
that
the
intercompany
OEM
price
should refer to market price if
the OEM rate is available, or
the price Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. manufactures
for other third parties or cost
mark-up if the OEM rate is not
available to make sure the OEM
profit is generated reasonably.
8.Commitment of non-competition CPTB, CPTTG January 16, 2009
with listed companies in the (L), CPT and
industry
the Company
CPTB, CPTTG (L), CPT and the
Company confirmed that CPTF
Optronics Co., Ltd. produced small
and medium size LCD module. The
small and medium size LCD
module produced by CPTF
Optronics Co., Ltd. and the large
size LCD modules produced by the
4 LCM Companies do not compete.
Additionally, from then on, the
Company, CPT, CPTB, CPTTG
(L) and their subsidiaries cannot
engage in similar business as
Minding Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
and its subsidiaries within and

Expiration and
Execution

If confirmed by the
China Securities
Regulatory Commission
or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange that the
control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the
above commitments
shall expire.
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Signed Date
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
outside
China,
including
investment,
acquisition
and
combination with other entities that
engage in similar business as
Mindong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.
The Company, CPT, CPTB,
CPTTG (L) and their subsidiaries
cannot engage in similar business
that Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. and its subsidiaries newly
invested in, including investment
with de facto control, acquisition
and combination with other
entities, within China.
9.Commitment about the operation CPTB, CPTTG January 16, 2009
independence
of
the
listed (L), CPT and
company
the Company
CPTB, CPTTG(L), CPT and the
Company committed to keep
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd.’ s assets, employees, finance,
organization
and
business
independent. Specifically:
(A)Maintain Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd.’ s and its
subsidiaries’ assets independent
and intact: Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. and its
subsidiaries will have the
abilities of production; build
operating
systems;
own
property, plant and equipment
related to manufacture; have the
right to use trademark, patent
and knowledge.

Expiration and
Execution

No commitment was
breached.
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Commitments listed/Contents
(B)Independence of employees:
a.All management, such as
general
manager,
vice
president, finance manager
and board secretary of
Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. do not serve other
positions (except for directors
or Supervisor) and receive
payroll from other entities
held by the undersigned of
the commitment.
b.The finance personnel of
Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. do not serve other
positions in other entities held
by the undersigned of the
commitment.
(C)Independence of finance:
a.Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. will establish an
independent financial system
to make independent financial
decisions, have a financial
accounting system in place
and a financial management
system that governs the
branches and subsidiaries.
b.Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. does not share bank
accounts
with
the
undersigned
of
the
commitment
and
its
subsidiaries.

Contracting
Parties

Signed Date

Expiration and
Execution
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Contracting
Signed Date
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
(D)Independence of organization:
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. will establish a welldefined and structured internal
division
to
exercise
independently the managing
capacity, which will not involve
any division controlled by
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. and its subsidiaries.
(E)Independence of business:
The undersigned of the
commitment will strictly follow
the “ Commitment of noncompetition in the industry” to
keep the operation independent
of Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. by avoiding the unfair
related party transactions with
the
undersigned
of
the
commitment.
10.Commitment
about
the CPTB, CPTTG January 16, 2009
information disclosure
(L), CPT and
CPTB, CPTTG (L), CPT and the the Company
Company committed that after
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. was approved of private
issuance of shares, if the
Company, CPT, CPTB and
CPTTG(L) make any decisions
related to business or any controls
over Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd., according to the
responsibility
of
information
disclosure
under
China
regulations, they shall inform
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. and disclose the same content
in R.O.C.

Expiration and
Execution

If confirmed by the
China Securities
Regulatory Commission
or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange that the
control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the
above commitments
shall expire.
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Signed Date
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
11.Supplementary commitment of CPTB, CPTTG March 31, 2009
changes in business model of (L), CPT and
Shenzhen
Huaxianjing the Company
Technology Co., Ltd.
CPTB, CPTTG(L), CPT and the
Company committed that, to
comply with the “ Commitment of
non-competition in the industry” ,
the changes in business model of
Shenzhen
Huaxianjing
Technology Co., Ltd. would not
cause competition. In addition, the
“ Commitment
about
the
profitability of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. in the next 3
years” and the “ Commitment of
the company’s performance after it
is listed” state that the net income
of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. will not be affected by the
changes in business model of
Shenzhen
Huaxianjing
Technology Co., Ltd. The related
party transactions of Shenzhen
Huaxianjing Technology Co., Ltd.
under the new business model also
follow “Commitment letter for the
regulation and reduce of related
party
transactions”
and
“ Supplementary commitment of
the proportion of related party
transactions after listed”. CPT still
grants
patents
based
on
“ Commitment about the use of
patent”
after the changes in
business model of Shenzhen
Huaxianjing Technology Co., Ltd.

Expiration and
Execution
If confirmed by the
China Securities
Regulatory Commission
or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange that the
control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the
above commitments
shall expire. In addition,
on April 9, 2013, the
CPTTG 2012 Annual
Shareholder Meeting
passed the resolution
“Regarding the sale of
shareholding in the
subsidiary,” by which it
sold its 75%
shareholding in
Shenzhen Huaxianjing
Technology Co., Ltd. to
China Star
Optoelectronics
International (HK)
Limited. As such, this
commitment was no
longer valid.
No commitment was
breached.
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Commitments listed/Contents
12.Commitment and supplementary
commitment about CPTF Visual
Display (Fuzhou) Ltd. (“ FVD” )
and
Fujian
Huaxianjing
Technology Co., Ltd. providing
entrusted loans and guarantee for
Xiamen
Overseas
Chinese
Electronic Co., Ltd.
CPTB, CPTTG (L), CPT and the
Company committed that the
entrusted loans and guarantee
FVD and Fujian Huaxianjing
Technology Co., Ltd. provided for
Xiamen
Overseas
Chinese
Electronic Co., Ltd. before the
restructure of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. would not cause
damage to FVD’ s and Fujian
Huaxianjing Technology Co.,
Ltd.’ s interests or affect Mindong
Electric
(Group)
Co.,
Ltd
shareholders’ interests. If any loss
incurs, CPTB will make up for the
loss by cash.
13.Commitment about composition
of board of directors of listed
companies.
CPTB made a commitment that
after the restructuring, Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. would
modify
its
articles
of
incorporation. The board of
directors would be composed of 9
directors, including 5 independent
directors who are based in China.
During the period serving as the
controlling
shareholders
of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd., half of the directors of the
board are independent and are
based in China and the directors
will not make any modification to
the listed companies’ articles of
incorporation that contradicts with
the above commitment.

Expiration and
Contracting
Signed Date
Execution
Parties
CPTB, CPTTG March 31, 2009, No commitment was
(L), CPT and July 7, 2009
breached.
the Company

CPTB

July 7, 2009

No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
14.Commitment
about
share CPTB
repurchase
CPTB made a commitment that if
it fails to fulfill the obligation of
sales reimbursement according to
“ Commitment about profitability
of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd in the future 3 years.” , the
board of directors of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. are
entitled to repurchase shares of
CPTB to the extent permitted by
applicable law to compensate the
minority shareholders of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. CPTB
will recuse itself when discussing
the share repurchase case during
the board meeting of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. to the
extent permitted by applicable law
and pursuant to the Articles of
Incorporation of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd.

Signed Date
July 27, 2009

Expiration and
Execution
Expired as of December
31, 2011. This
commitment was no
longer valid.
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
15.Commitment
about
patents CPT
licensing
CPT made a commitment that:
A. It has already acquired the
technology
and
patents
required for manufacturing
LCD module and has obtained
necessary licensing. After
restructuring
of
Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd.,
CPT agreed to grant Mindong
its patents related to the
manufacturing of LCD module
that it previously applied,
gained approval or made
public. Other related patents
acquired later by CPT will also
be granted to Mindong Electric
(Group)
Co.,
Ltd.
The
licensing is irrevocable and the
effective period of the license
is the effective period of the
patent.
B. If Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. utilized the patents
mentioned above because of
orders to manufacture LCD
module from CPT or other
entities controlled by CPT, CPT
agreed to waive the patent fee.
However, if the orders are from
third parties, CPT would charge
patent fee and the amount
would be assessed by third
party professional institution.
Also, the amount would be
approved by the board of
directors of listed companies in
China or shareholders meeting
according to applicable law and
the “ Related transaction
decision
procedures”
established by listed companies
in China.
C. After restructuring Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd., with
respect to orders to manufacture
LCD module from CPT or other
entities controlled by CPT, CPT
represented
that
Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. will
not infringe the patents CPT

Signed Date
January 16, 2009

Expiration and
Execution
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
owned and acquired from third
parties by performing the
contracts. If Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. is accused of
infringing the abovementioned
patents by third parties because
of performing the contract, CPT
would be held jointly liable for
the related legal responsibilities.
Also, the damage caused by
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. would be indemnified by
CPT.
16.Supplementary commitment about CPT
the patent licensing
CPT committed that for utilization
of the applied, approved or public
patents when Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. and its
subsidiaries manufacture LCD
module, CPT agreed to waive the
patent fee. The supplementary
commitment is effective from the
day the restructuring of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. took
effect and will remain effective as
long as CPT is the substantial
controller of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. However, if
CPT is deemed to have lost control
of Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. by the China Securities
Regulatory
Commission
or
Shenzhen Stock Exchange, the
supplementary commitment will
expire immediately.

Signed Date

August 10, 2009

Expiration and
Execution

If confirmed by the
China Securities
Regulatory Commission
or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange that the
control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the
above commitments
shall expire.
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
17.Supplementary commitment about CPT
utilization of goodwill and patent
licensing
Contents: CPT committed that:
A. After the restructuring of
material assets of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. the
company and its subsidiaries do
not have to pay any charges
from the impact of CPT’ s
goodwill. Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. and its
subsidiaries will establish their
own goodwill and gradually
lessen the impact of CPT’ s
goodwill on Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd.
and its
subsidiaries.
B. If CPT transfers its own patent
registered in China, Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. will
have the priority to buy it under
the same terms. If such patent is
transferred to any third party,
CPT will assure Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. and
its subsidiaries the effectiveness
of the patent licensing. Also,
per the transfer contracts, the
transferee shall not interfere
with the licensing of patents to
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. and its subsidiaries.
C. If CPT loses its patent and
hence causes damage to
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. and its subsidiaries, CPT
will be held accountable for the
total cost for them to obtain
legal right of use of such patent
or alternative technology.
D. If Mindong Electric (Group)
Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries
require patent licensing from
third parties because of
manufacturing needs in the
future, CPT will help them
obtain related patent licensing
using its industry status and
experience.

Signed Date
July 7, 2009

Expiration and
Execution
If confirmed by the
China Securities
Regulatory Commission
or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange that the
control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the
above commitment shall
expire.
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
E. The supplementary commitment
is effective from the day the
restructuring
of
Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd. takes
effect and will remain effective
as long as CPT is the substantial
controller of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. However, if
CPT is deemed to have lost
control of Mindong Electric
(Group) Co., Ltd. by the China
Securities
Regulatory
Commission or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange, the supplementary
commitment
will
expire
immediately.
18.Commitment about CPT’ s joint CPT
liability
CPT committed that it assumes
joint and several liability with
respect to the commitment made
by CPTB and CPTTG(L) about
the shareholding interest of
Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. sales performance and related
party transactions. If CPTB and
CPTTG(L) fail to adhere to the
above commitment and need to
make compensation, CPT would
assume joint and several liability
for such compensation.

Signed Date

January 16, 2009

Expiration and
Execution

No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
19.” Commitment letter”
about CPT
assuming joint and several liability TATUNG
Tatung Co., Ltd and CPT
committed that with respect to the
written commitment submitted by
CPTB and CPTTG(L) to the China
Securities Regulatory Commission
for the private issue of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co., Ltd., Tatung
Co., Ltd and CPT will assume
joint and several liability.

Signed Date
July 7, 2009

Expiration and
Execution
If confirmed by the
China Securities
Regulatory Commission
or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange that the
control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the
above commitment shall
expire. Part of the
commitment has been
expired and replaced by
new commitment
approved in CTPTG’s
shareholders’ meeting
on September 11, 2014
The Company did not
issue new commitment
or undertaking to bear
the joint and several
liability for the new
commitment.
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
20.Commitment
about
the CPTB
restructuring party not reducing CPTTG(L)
the shareholding interest of listed
companies.
CPTB CPTTG(L) approved the
revision of the commitments
:CPTB and CPTTG(L) withdrew
the commitment that during the
period from the completion of
acquisition and second generation
(above 7G) of large size LCD
panel product lines being injected
to Mindong Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd., CPTB and CPTTG(L) will
not reduce their shareholding
percentage of Mindong Electric
(Group)
Co.,
Ltd.
The
supplementary commitment of
CPTB and CPTTG(L) “Motion of
revising
commitment
of
shareholders” was approved by at
the shareholders meeting of
CPTTG. After the completion of
transfer of paid-in capital to share
capital, shares of CPTB and
CPTTG(L) will be listed and be
entitled with the outstanding
rights. Also, in the first 18 months
after the “ Motion of revising
commitment of shareholders” is
approved at the shareholders
meeting of CPTTG, CPTB and
CPTTG(L) will not decrease their
shareholding of CPTTG.

Expiration and
Signed Date
Execution
September 11, 2014 The revision expired on
March 11, 2016 and is
no longer applicable.
No commitment was
breached.
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Contracting
Commitments listed/Contents
Parties
21.Related
party
transaction CPTB
percentage of listed companies CPTTG(L)
after the completion of acquisition
and the commitment of future
sales of listed companies.
Revision
of
CPTB
and
CPTTG(L)’
s
commitment:
Starting from 2014, during any
account year, if the amount of
related party transactions accounts
for more than 30% of the sales
during the same period and of the
same transaction category (limited
to materials purchase, sale of
products and rendering of service
involved in daily operations), the
shareholders will need to assure
that
simulated
consolidated
calculation of rate of return of net
assets
of
LCD
module
companies(please see below for
specific scope) owned by CPTTG
is not less than 10% (the
calculation of rate of return of net
assets
does
not
include
Kornerstone Materials Technology
Co. Ltd., a subsidiary and other
companies that are expected to be
acquired and merged and invested
in the future).

Expiration and
Signed Date
Execution
September 11, 2014 If confirmed by the
China Securities
Regulatory Commission
or Shenzhen Stock
Exchange that the
control of Mindong
Electric (Group) Co.,
Ltd. has been lost, the
above commitment shall
expire.
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Commitments listed/Contents
Also, CPTB and CPTTG will
make up for the insufficient
portion by cash. The commitment
will expire from the shareholders
of CPTB and CPTTG(L) lost
control of the company. The
simulated consolidated scope for
calculating net assets of LCD
module companies’ rate of return
of net assets is as follows:
(1)Net assets of CPTF Optronics
Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries
(2)Net assets of CPTW
(3)Net assets of FDT
(4)Net assets of CPT TPV Optical
(Fujian) Co., Ltd.
(5)Net assets of CPTTG(L)
(6)Net assets of CPTTG less net
assets increased from financing
after this motion was approved
at the shareholders meeting
(7)When the above LCD module
companies are no longer
included in the consolidation
because of being sold or
shareholding
percentage
decrease, they will not be
included in the calculation.
The simulated consolidated scope
for calculating net income of LCD
module companies’ rate of return
of net assets is as follows:
(1)Net income of CPTF Optronics
Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries
(2)Net income of CPTW
(3)Net income of FDT
(4)Net income of CPT TPV
Optical (Fujian) Co., Ltd.
(5)Net income of CPTTG(L)
(6)Net income of CPTTG
(7)When LCD module companies
are no longer included in the
consolidation because of being
sold
or
shareholding
percentage reduced, they will
not be included in the
calculation.

Contracting
Parties

Signed Date

Expiration and
Execution
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(e)

With respect to the case regarding Nature Worldwide Technology Co., the former chairman WeiShan Lin was sentenced to imprisonment and penalties by the Taiwan High Court on August 23,
2017. Wei-Shan Lin appealed to the Supreme Court of the ROC. The Supreme Court rejected the
appeal on May 29, 2019 with document 2018Tai-Shang-Zi No.1831.Wei-Shan Lin resigned as the
director and chairman of the Company on February 1, 2018.The Company's operations, finance and
business were not affected by the above personal cases and will continue as usual. But the original
judgment was based on the facts that existed before the judgment, and there were still evidences that
have not yet been considered and the evidence affecting the judgment was not been adopted as the
basis of the judgment. Therefore, the former chairman, Wei-Shan Lin, based on the protection of his
own rights and interests, filed a retrial suit in accordance with the law, and the trial was opened on
July 8, 2020. The post-retrial procedure was rejected by the Taiwan High Court on November 4,
2021, and the case is still pending.

(10) Losses due to major disasters:None
(11) Subsequent events
(a)

On January 21, 2022, the Company announced its plan to increase the capital of Cizhi Power Co.,
Ltd., with the total investment of $200,000 thousand, to assist Cizhi Power Co., Ltd. in building its
power plant.

(b)

Due to the Company’s long-term investment consideration, a resolution was approved by the Board
of Directors on March 15, 2922 for the Company to increase the shares of Forward Electronics Co.,
Ltd. based on the market situation within two years, with a maximum transaction price of $21.09 per
share and a total amount not exceeding $350,000 thousand.

(c)

On March 15, 2022, a resolution was approved by the Board of Directors to reclassify the other
receivables of Gintung Energy Co., Ltd. amounting to $213,946 thousand as loan to other parties.
The following treatment is in accordance with “ Regulations Governing Loaning of Funds and
Marketing of Endorsements/ Guarantees by Public Companies”.

(12) Others
A summary of current-period employee benefits, depreciation, and amortization, by function, is as follows:
For the year ended December 31
By function
By item
Employee benefits
Salary

2021
Operating
Expense

Cost
of Sale

Total

2020
Operating
Expense

Cost
of Sale

Total

872,762

1,263,974

2,136,736

850,084

1,139,880

1,989,964

Labor and health insurance

78,979

108,801

187,780

75,641

104,044

179,685

Pension

32,974

59,604

92,578

38,427

52,419

90,846

-

2,992

2,992

-

17,718

17,718

34,836

8,085

42,921

34,945

10,092

45,037

Depreciation

516,814

207,535

724,349

510,661

198,605

709,266

Amortization

-

1,896

1,896

691

2,430

3,121

Remuneration of directors
Others
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For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, the information on the number of employees and
employee benefit expense of the Company is as follows
For the years ended December 31
2021
2020
Number of employees
Number of directors (non-employee)

2,696

2,819

6

8

Average employee benefit expense

$

915

820

Average employee salary expense

$

794

708

12.15 %

5.40 %

-

-

Percentage of average employee salary expense
Remuneration for supervisors

$

Remuneration policies are as follows:
(a)

Director Remuneration
The remuneration and travel expenses of the directors of the Company are based on the domestic and
foreign industry standards, according to the contribution value of directors to the Company’ s
operation participation, and in accordance with the Company’ s director salary and remuneration
system. The policy was recommended by the remuneration committee, discussed, and approved by
the board meeting.

(b)

Manager Remuneration
The remuneration of the managers of the Company is based on the travel expenses of domestic and
foreign industry standards, the business performance, and in accordance with the Company’ s
manager salary and remuneration system. The policy was recommended by the remuneration
committee, discussed, and approved by the board meeting.

(c)

Employee Remuneration
The salary of the Company’s employees is determined according to the employee’s personal ability,
contribution to the Company, and performance; salary and remuneration include minimum wages,
bonuses, employee remuneration, employee welfare, etc. The minimum wage is negotiated based on
Company policy, employees’ educational experience, and industry standards. Furthermore, bonuses
and employee remuneration are linked to the achievement of employee/department goals, or the
Company’s operating performance. As for employee welfare, it is designed to share with employees
on the premise of complying with laws and regulations and taking into account the needs of
employees.
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Please refer to page 317 to 324 in the consolidated financial statements for the Attachment 1 to 6 to the
parent company only financial statements, which are the Attachment 1 to 6 to the consolidated financial
statements.
Please refer to page 326 to 331 in the consolidated financial statements for the Attachment 7 to 9 to the
parent company only financial statements, which are the Attachment 8 to 10 to the consolidated
financial statements.
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